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1 Introduction
General location
The village of Hazleton, Gloucestershire, is situated
on the Cotswold Hills, south of Birmingham and
west of Oxford (Fig 1). The long mound of Hazleton
North (National Grid Reference SP 0727 1889) was
located north-west of Hazleton village and some
16km (8 miles) east of Cheltenham, in a field known

I

as Barrow Ground (Fig 2) which contained two long
mounds, Hazleton North and Hazleton South. The
field has recently been predominantly arable.
Hazleton North was approximately 250m (820ft)
above Ordnance Datum on the edge of an unpronounced local highpoint (268m OD). Barrow
Ground Field has a bedrock of limestone, part of the
Great Oolite series of the middle jurassic. Sizeable
springs issue at the edge of the oolite, a kilometre to
the east of Hazleton North and water from these
flows south-eastwards towards the Sherbome Brook
and ultimately the River Thames.
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Fig 1 Location map: Hazleton i11 its 11ational and regio11al setting; al/la11d over 400ft (122m) above OD stippled; black
dots represent the locatio11 of Cotswold-Severn tombs, of which the following are ide11tijied: AW ; Ascott-underWychwood; BC ; Burn Ground, Hamp11ett; BK ; Be/as Knap; N ; Notgrove; SL ; Sale's Lot, Witlringto11; WK
; West Ken11et; WS ; Wayla11d's Smithy; WT ; West Tump, Brimpsfield
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The only other prehistoric site within the immediate vicinity is a round barrow (Shipton 1: O'Neil
and Grinselll960, 129) some BOOm to the north-west
(Fig 2). There Is no record or excavation or this
barrow. The Penhill sub-rectangular enclosure, south
of the round barrow, has not been excavated, and
suggestions of Roman origin are purely speculative
(RCHM 1976, 101). The Hazleton site lies within the
Gloucestershire heartland or long mounds or the
Cotswold-Severn group (Corcoran 1969, 13). Huleton North and South are in-between the two
densest Gloucestershire concentrations in the Condicote/Swell and Avening areas (Crawford 1925, 5;
Saville 1980a, map 2). Many of the best-known
Cotswold-Severn tombs lie close to Hazleton, for
example Notgrove (Clifford 1936); Burn Ground,
Hampneu (Grimes 1960); Sale's Lot, Withington

(O'Neil 1966); and Belas Knap, Sudcley (Berry 1929
and 1930); sa Figure 1.

Site history
The earliest mention appears to be by Wilts (1883,
80), who was the first antiquary to compile an
extensive list of the long mounds or Gloucestershire.
His description [his long barrow no 17 (Hasleton [sic}
Barrow No 2)1 is quoted in full:
'In the same field as the last, and only
eighty yards from it, is another long
barrow, the original length or which must
have been about 174 feet; greatest width,
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Fig 3 Hazleton North before excaootion in September 1979, viewed from the north-east
78 feet; its present height being 9 feet. Its
direction is east and west, the highest part
being towards the east. The interior is
composed of s tone similar to the last. I
found a well-worked flint flake on the
surface. This barrow has never been
thoroughly examined, though many
stones have been removed for road
making and wall building' (Witts 1883, 80).
No further information was published until Craw·
ford's The long barrows of tl1e Cotswolds. Hazleton
North (his site no 30) was visited in 1920:
'lt is in a fallow field and is being ploughed
over, and therefore in danger of eventual
destruction. The highest part is now to the
WSW which would appear to be about 9
feet high. The rest of the barrow is very
much lower. lt stands 80 yards NE of
W.16. There are otherwise no signs of
disturbance' (Crawford 1925, 102).
The next significant mention comes in the Gloucester·
shire barrow survey of O'Neil and Crinsell (1960),
where Hazleton North is given the des ignation
Hazleton !1. Crinsell inspected the site in 1959,
recording the dimensions of the mound as 180ft long,
75ft wide, and 6ft high, with a ENE/WSW orientation,
and added:
'Present height at WSW is 6 feet, and at
ENE it is 3 feet; but the E end was the
higher in Witts' time. Under grass 1959,

but formerly on arable' (O'Neil and
Crinsell1960, 81).
Hazleton North was omitted from Daniel's inventory
(1950), although Hazleton South was included
because of Wilts's mention of upright stones (see
Chapter 8). The Hazleton cairns receive only a
passing reference in GrimeS S account of the Bum
Ground cairn at Hampnett (Crimes 1960, 41). In
Corcoran's inventory, Hazleton North is listed as
CLO 54 and simply referred to as a 'denuded long
mound' (Corcoran 1969, 283).
The site of Hazleton North was scheduled as an
Ancient Monument in 1950 (Cios no 13 - the number
refers to both the Hazleton barrows) . Scheduling,
however, had not safeguarded the Ha.zleton mounds
from the effects of continued cultivation (Saville
1980a). Hazleton North has the primary record no 278
in the County Sites and Monuments Record.
Important considerations in the selection of Hazle·
ton North were that there existed no record of any
previous excavations, and no significant finds were
known to have been made there. Nor was there any
local tradition which might suggest a previous
opening (O'Neil and Crinsell 1960, SQ..3).
By 1979 (Fig 3), the mound had an artificiallY.:
rectangular shape, 33m west-east by 18.Sm northsouth, produced by ploughing, with obvious exten·
sions of the cairn continuing to the west and east.
1

Background to the project
In 1972, Drinkwater published his important review
of the state of preservation of both long and round
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barrows in Gloucestershire, drawing attention to the
threat posed to thi'S(! sites by asncultural activity
(Drinkwater 1972). Largely as a result of this, the
Committee for Rescue Archaeology in Avon, Gtou·
cestershire and Somerset (CRAAGS), established in
late 1973, took as one of its initia l priorities the
formulation of a response to the situation facing
Cotswold archaeological s ites in general, and the
prehistoric barrows in particular. An initial part of
this response was the excavation of a ploughed round
barrow at Swell, near Stow-on·the-Wold, in 1974-5
(Saville 1979a). This excavation demonstrated the
extent to which ploughing could damage a prehistoric cairn, in this case virtually eliminating it. As
a result, a general survey of Cotswold archaeological
sites was instituted to record their current condition
and make explicit recommendations for action. A full
survey was eventually published (Saville !980a), but
it had been decided in the interim to regard the long
barrows of the region as a special case, and to accord
them priority in view of their outstanding national
importance. A separate long·barrow survey was
compiled as a consultative document (Drinkwater
and Saville 1976), which made specific recommen·
dations for preservation and excavation. Certain sites
which were most threatened by agriculture and
which were thought least suitable for preservation
were regarded as priorities for total excavation and
were ranked in a suggested excavation shortlist,
based on their research potential. The two Hazleton
barrows were placed at the top of the list (Drinkwatcr
and Saville 1976, 11; Saville 1980a, 27).
Coincidentally with this local effort, the s ituation
of the Cotswold long barrows was coming under
scrutiny at national level, and, in the same year as
the Gloucestershire long barrows report was issued,
a consultative document on British Neolithic sites
was produced under the auspices of The Prehistoric
Society (Kinnes et a/ 1976). This document made
direct reference to the Cotswold long barrows and
concluded:
'We would regard the Cotswold·Severn
tomb group as being a possible subject for
detailed study either by DOE or CRAAGS
- nominating rescue pnorities within the
group and detailing the present condition
and land use of all the barrows. This could
be followed by a deliberate campaign of
negotiation with landowners by DOE in an
endeavour to stabilise the condition of at
least some of these tombs - the finest
group of s tone chambered tombs in
England' (Kinnes et a/ 1976, 6).
An excavation project statement was prepared on
behalf of CRAAGS, proposing the total excavation of
Hazleton North and South, the excavation of large
parts of Barrow Ground field, and intensive local
survey. This proposal (Appendix I) was adopted as
a CRAAGS project foUow1ng approval by the Area
Advisory Committee, wh•ch recommended total
excavation of both Hazleton barrows over a five-year
period. Funding was obtained from the Department
of the Environment for the financia l year 1979-80.
After a first season of excavation in 1979, the project

was modified at the request of DoE officials to
comprise the total excavation of Hazleton North and
trial examination of Hal'.leton South.

The excavation
There were four excavation seasons in OctoberNovember 1979, September October 1980, AprilNovember 1981, and May- August 1982, with ad·
ditional fieldwork in September and December 1979
and November-December 1980. All excavation was
undertaken by hand, except for the trenches cut
across the quarry areas.
A grid-system was established to cover Barrow
Ground Field, with fixed sta tion pegs (metal rods in
concrete) in the side of the field (stations A-H, see Fig
4). The hypothetical zero point of the grid lay to the
south·west of the field, and grid references were
calculated as eastings and northings from the zero
point (11« Fig 5). For the excavation area covering
Huleton North, all castings are in the 200s (metres),
all northings in the 300s (metres). Site datum was
initially established on the highest point of the
barrow (251.71m OD) and subsequently transferred
to the site edge when the central baulk was
excavated.
Contour and geophysic.1l surveys of Hazleton
North were started in 1979 before any excavation had
begun. The geophysical su rveys are discussed in
Chapter 17, while the contour surveys of Hazleton
North are shown in Figures 4-5.
The excavation methodology was designed to
follow the recommendations of Crimes (1960, 1-4),
which it did insofar as horizontal stripping and
recording were concerned, although the theoretical
1deal of dismantling the cairn ' ... by reversing the
processes of the builders' (Crimes 1960, 3) was found
to be logistically, and on occasion conceptually,
impractical.
The area of Hazleton North was divided into
quadrants separated by baulks one metre wide,
which carried the grid pegs at 5m intervals across the
barrow. The north-south baulk across the highest
part of the cairn was retained until the final stages of
the excavation and provided the only standing
section recorded from field surface to bedrock (fig
56). The west-<"ast baulk was simply a convenience
for retaining grid pegs and was abandoned in
segments as soon as recording requirements a llowed.
The initial excavation procedure involved stripping
the ploughsoil by hand until the s urface of the cairn
s tonework was apparent. The stonework was then
cleaned, removing as little rubble as possible, to allow
a record to be made of the entire cairn stonework at
its uppermost surviving level (Fig 6). Some of the
internal constructional detail of the cairn was
apparent at this stage. The overall shape of the cairn
adhered to the normal Cotswold·Sevem pattern of
being a tapering long cairn, but confounded the norm
by having the broader end of the cairn towards the
west (cf Daniel 1950, 80).
A sieving programme, processing approximately
20% of the soil removed from each 5m square of the
south·eastern quadrant, was operated in 1979. The
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Fig 4 Contour survey : Bamno Ground Field; contours i11 metres above OD at 0.25m vertical intervals; A-H = the
position of survey stations; the extent of the excavated areas is superimposed in red
exercise involved dry-sieving the soil through 1in
(25mm) and ¥.6in (Smm) meshes. The results
suggested that there was a minimal presence of
archaeological artefacts in the ploughsoil overlying
the cairn- if anything a lower concentration than that
present in the ploughsoil of the surrounding fields.
In the course of ploughsoil removal, the existence of
massive quarry areas either side of the cairn was
discovered. Both quarries were investigated during
the 1980 season by cutting trenches using a )CB (Fig
7). (Also during 1980 the limited exploration of the
Hazleton South long mound took place.)
The whole cairn was planned, stone by stone, at
1:20 scale, to give a complete picture of the
uppermost surviving level (Fig 57). Subsequent plans
of the cairn, as stonework was progressively removed, concentrated on recording the internal
structural detail (Figs 45-6), although the outer zone

of the cairn was later replanned (Fig 139). During the
later stages of excavation, three further north-south
sections (Fig 42) and a west-<'ast section (Fig 39) were
also included.
Excavation of the burial chambers began in 1981
and continued in 1982, as the dismantling of the
surrounding cairn continued. After removal of all the
burial deposits, the chambers were recorded and
demolished, allowing the complete examination of
the buried soil preserved beneath the cairn. Some of
the best-preserved of the orthostats and other stones
from the chambered areas of Hazleton North were
taken to the Corinium Museum, Cirencester, which
now has a permanently-displayed reconstructjon of
the south chamber.
The Air Photographs Unit of the National Monuments Record (RCHME) included Hazleton on
several sorties flown during 1981-2. The photographs
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Fig 7 Aerial view of Hazleto11 Nortlr after tire remoual of all plouglrsoi/, showiug tire extent of tire tre11c/Jes across tire uortlr

quarry area, viewed from the west
taken form an invaluable additional record of the
excavation, and two examples are reproduced here
(Figs 8 and 9).
The total area of the Hazleton North excavation
was approximately 1330sq m. Figure 10 provides a
basic site plan of the excavated area. The north sign
s hown in all the site drawings relates to Ordnance
Survey grid north, calculated from magnetic north as
recorded in 1981. The excavation grid has a north
alignment which is 16.5" west of OS grid north .

Site recording
Using the grid system described above, all items
requiring a horizontal spot reference were identified
by coordinates comprising an easting and a northing,
expressed in metres to two decimal points. All finds,
apart from those in the ploughsoil, were allocated
horizontal coord inates and a vertical height expressed in relation to Ordnance Datum. The finds
were recorded on site in a sequential series of finds
books, in which they were not subdivided according
to type or material. Everything removed from site for
further s tudy, whether soil sample or orthostat
fragment, was treated as a 'find' and given its own
unique number. The finds sequence (1-21541) was
continued during post-excavation, so that items
subsequently removed from samples were allocated
a unique number in the system. Whenever practical,
each find was marked with its nu mber, the site code
HBG (Hazleton Barrow Grou nd), and year.
Every feature, layer, or constructional element
which required separate description was allocated an

individual context number in a single continuous
sequence (1-630; Appendix 19 gives a summary list
of all the Hazleton contexts). No prefixes for pit,
posthole, or wall were employed - everything
recorded was regarded for the purposes of the record
as a context. In the case of negative features, separate
numbers were assigned to the cut and to the fill. The
context record s heet is therefore the primary sou rce
of written information about the excavated site. This
is complemented, where appropriate, by site drawings (plans and sections) at scales of either 1:20, 1:10,
or 1:5, and by black-and-white photography and
colour slides. The only other written site records
comprise the director's notebooks (and for the first
two seasons an assistant director's notebook) and
levels books.

Post-excavation
The first stage of the post-€xcavation programme
involved a lengthy analysis and cross-referencing of
the site records. The finds information was subdivided into separate category lists for bone, flint,
pottery, stone, etc. Detailed indices and other
analyses of the finds data were prepared for the
various specialists. In the case of the human bones,
for example, an extremely laborious transcription
process was required to rationalise all the site plans
and produce amalgamated plots showing all the
bones.
All contexts were reviewed with reference to the
written, graphic, and photographic records, and in
some cases were subdivided or otherwise revised.
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Fig 9 Aerial view of Ha2/eton Nort/1, 4 June 1982; north is at the bottom (photo: Crowu copyright, NMR SP0718121159)
Some e ntirely new contexts, which it had not been
considered necessary to designate separately during
the excavation, were identified during post-excavation, although it remains dear in the records which
are the post-excavation additions. A context matrix
was drawn up (arch drg 730) in the process of
allocating the contexts to phases, and a narrative
account of the constructional history of the site was
compiled. Numerous additional plans a nd distribution plots were compiled during post-excavation
and simply added to the existing single numerical
sequence of site-drawings. All the post-excavation
was undertaken manually, and no element of the site
data is currently available in computerised form.
During post-excavation analysis, all the excavated
contexts were subdivided into a basic phase sequence, to which the following termi nology was
applied: 1 Pre-monument ( = pre-cairn, = sub-cairn,
= below c;tirn); 2 Monument construction ( = cairn
construction); 3 Monument use ( = cairn use, =
burial deposition); 4 Monument decay ( = cairn
decay, = cairn collapse); and 5 Post-monument ( =
post-cairn, = modern).

Previous interim publications
Summaries of each season were published in
Glevensis, the annual report of the Gloucester and
District Archaeological Research Group (Saville
1980b; 1981a; 1982a; 1983a). A longer s ummary of the
final season was issued by the Western Archaeological Trust (Saville 1982b). Interim accounts
appeared in Popular Archaeology (Saville 1981b), the
Illustrated l.ondou News (Saville 1983b), and Curreut

Archaeology (Saville and Selkirk 1983), while an
interim report was published in the Autiquaries Joumal
(Saville 1984a). O ther accounts appeared in The Times
(10 August 1982) and Couutry Life (23 September
1982), a nd in the BBC Radio 4 programme Origius (22
August 1982). Most of the Hazleton radiocarbon
dates have been published (Saville 1986; Saville et a/
1987), as has some of the Mesolithic evidence (Saville
1989). All of these publications are completely
s uperseded by the present report.

The layout of this report
The basic archaeology of the monument and its
constituent parts are presented first with de-scriptions

of cultural material from the site, followed by
discussions of the various scientific data, s keletal
material, and dating evidence. The trial trenches
across Hazleton South are discussed. The report is
concluded with a synthesis and analysis of this
combined information with a final discussion placing
Hazleton in its Neolithic context as a tomb of the
Cotswold-Severn group. A series of appendices on
microfiche present the supplementary evidence from
the excavation and the scientific analyses.

The archive
The site archive, in the Corinium Museum, Cirencester, is as follows:
The finds, boxed by type, according to the following
category S-ubdivisions: bone (human); bone (animal); Rinl;
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Fig 10 Cwera/ site pln11 of tire exawated nren
poctery (prehistoric); polltry (Roman and bter); Mone;
eoons; meW; bC'ods; gl.tso; d.ty P'l"'' slag; lir<d d.ty; >ool;
M"td!: plant remams; Nzelnut :shdls; molluscs.: •nd
d\.Jf"CCOI. The non-Rmt find.s from thfo f.elch~·atl.Jng of lowe-r
P~nh1ll Field were not ~tudK'd m detail and at\' th<>refOrt"
boxed together (by r\"CCVt'ry square) without catt•gory
subdivision.
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3
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Site n.'rords: context sheets, finds books. notebooks,
drawings, bl.ack·and·whit(• photographic;: ncg;.ttiv('S Jnd
prints, and colour shdt"S.
Post~vation records (mamly in the form o( ~-leaf
Clt.'dogues) and drawmg.1 (<lrd\t\'e and publ~tlon ong·
nwls)
Specwlist reports and find.s .arWyses, indi.Khng aJJ .uSOQ.)tfd a.rchi..-e m..lterul SUC'h .u dat.J sheets, and COJ"("S of
rek!v•nt Ancient Monuments l...lboratory reports
Records reiJting to the .tdmmlSirdtion of the pf'Ott'<t in its
t')(C.tvation and post..eX(".Wollitm pha.st.>s, and general corr(.l<spondencc.
lnterin' notes, preliminary drafts of the final rt>pc,lrt, ttnd the

rompk-u~ archi\'e report. of whtd\ tlus publication as an
!lbbr'evr.atc.-d \'e'fSion.
~ a..rchh-e is the- conteAt sheet~ wh.ch al50
carries Cl'OSH't"ftrences to relevotnt drtl'Nlngs and photographs
The ronte"t sheet~ a~ oomplementfd by 1.1-'H of all finds from each
ronh.•xt, subdivid4..od by type. and by C.ll.l.Jogues of drawings,
photogr.lphs, and finds.
Dircct rcfrr~llcc to the archive is establi5hed thrOughout this
report by the use o( context numbers in the text and on published
plans and sectioM. A conro.rdance of the dlustration and find
numbers as pro\:1ded for the pocttry •nd flmt finds (Appendkft 2
and 5). "'half •ny rtoferMCe in the text to unallu.stratf'd finds quotH
the- ac:t\1411 find nutnbtr. Refert"nee to unpubbshed drawtngs l$
tNde by quotang 1~ archh~ d.rawa.ng (ardl drg) numbtr tn the
text. and samal..uly to unpubhshed phoiOSfilphs by quoting the
archive number. Colour slides are numbered in a single numerical
sequence 1-4017; black·and·white prints and negiltives are
numbered in four annual series (lm...82) by (rame and film
number. thus 1981f2.0/17 indicate> 1981,
20, frame 17.
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THE PRE-CAIRN PIIASE

2 The pre-cairn phase
Summary
Mesolitllic fliuts iu the buried soil iudicated tire first /umrnu
activity, possibly a ttmporary hwrti11,~ camp. Neolithic
finds WC're scattered withi11 tlrt pre-cairu soil, probably
portly by Cllllit'lltioll ~ a Ntolithic middeu which
produced radrocarbou datts cnrtriug 011 2970:t56 11ncal be
(OxA-04617381739). A frw fr!Jturts uudtrlay the caim:
their ftmclloll U'IIS uncmain. but mcluded Ill mdetm11i11ale
Nrolrthrc siT~Jclure rovtring about 5 X 3m and romprrsmg
a hearth a11d postlrolts. There is 110 clror evidence of
association belt""'" tire settlement and tire s11bseqrmrt
caim.

Introduction
The buried soil, once exposed. was excavated by
trowelhng in arbitrary, vertical sprts (c 1~20mm
deep). All 111 situ finds were recorded by threedimensional coordinates. General context number
211 was assigned to the sub-cairn sorl, within which
no archaeologically significant vertical distinction was
observed. Around the edges of the cairn, the subsoil
(context 4) represented, to some extent, the remains
of the pre-cnirn soil. Excavation was continued over
the whole of the exposed area to a point where finds
became extremely rare.
Only in front of the sections cut through the lower
cairn was Jhe excavation carried down right Jhrough
the buned soil and into the underlying bedrock (Figs
42 and 56). The thickness of tlus soil varied (20mm to
0.4m, Figs 11 and 14), depending upon the undulations and the nature of the bedrock (solid limestone
or marl).
The buried soil was also inves tigated by taking
samples for wet-sieving, and for laboratory study.
These were random samples and thus cannot be used

for any statistical assessment of recovery (the location
of all the s.1mples analysed, on- or off-site, are shown
in Fig 12; see also arch drg 669). Wet-sieving and
laboratory analysis were crucial for the recovery of
pa laeobotanical remains, but, although the numbers
of tiny bone, pottery, and nint fragments recovered
were increased by fine sieving, this increase did not
affect the interpretation of these assemblages.
A small proportion of the buried soil samples was
examined by further sieving under laboratory con·
ditions; this merely confirmed the data produced by
on-site wet-sieving. Samples not processed in the
laboratory were hand-sorted to remove any artefacts
(ffint and pottery) and visible bones and were then
discarded. A small number were retained in the
archive for possible future examination.
An argillic brown soil developed at Hazleton in the
early post-glacial period, presumably under forest
conditions. This soil was subsequently disrupted by
tree-clearance and cultivation. The decalcified buried
soil precluded any molluscan analysis, but sufficient
pollen grains were isolated to give some information
about the contemporary flora. These, combined with
the e'~dence from charroals and seeds, suggest that
the Ha1leton cairn was situated in hazel-dominated
scrubland, which contained some areas cleared for
cereal crops. There was no evidence to indicate any
specia l treatment of the ground s urface immediately
prior to construction of the cairn.

Mesolithic activity
The firsl human activity at Hazleton is recognisable
only by the presence o( Mesolithic mnts. These were
scattered throughout the buried soil, with a marked
concentration towards the western edge of the
excavation (Fig 163). In this area, Mesolithic flints
commonly occurred up to !OOmm below the surface
of the buried soil.
The Mcsolithic activity cannot be dated, other than
to say that the flintwork is of later Mesolithic

Fig 11 811ried soil i11 section 11ear tire nortlrem edge of the cairn (sec
0.5m divisio11s

fi!(

42, St'Ctiou 3), vi"'~ from the west; scale i11
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HAZLETON NORTH
SJEVED SAMPLES FROM THE SUB-C/1/RN SOIL
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Fig 12 l..oallion of samplts from lltt suJ>.cairn soil examiw!d by sitving
character and that it precedes the caim construction.
No features could be linked with the scatter of
Mesolithic flintwork. Residual microliths and a
microburin occurred within the area of the Neotithic
midden (Fig 163). A similar residual explanation
applies to the microlith from the south chamber
(context 412). Proximity between the Mesolithic flint
scatter and the two features 4.37 and 598 (Fig 13)
might suggest contemporaneity, and similarly so
with context 582, but this would remain circumstantial, especially in view of the ambiguity of these
features (sn below).
The flintwork involved the preparation of tools,
among which microliths appear to predominate. The
assemblage could imply a temporary camp for
retooling of hunting equipment.
The distribution of the Mesolithic flintwork (Fig
163) had a spatial separation from the concentration
of Neolithic pre-cairn activity (Chapter 10). This
separation is assumed to signify a chronological gap
between the Mesolithic and Neolithic activity.

Neolithic activity
Pre-<:aim Neolithic activity was reflected in three
principal ways. First, the buried soil contained a
general distribution of typologically Neolithic artefacts and ecofacts. Second, a distinct concentration of
these occurred in one area. Third, a variety of subsoil
features were present, and some of these could be

related to artefacts and hence were Neolithic by
association.
The distributions within the buried soil of Neolithic
flintwork {Fig 163), pottery {Fig 155), stone artefacts
(Fig 175), domesticated animal bones (Fig 197), and
cereal seeds (Fig 208) are discussed in the specialist
reports. These distributions indica te a low-level
scatter of putatively domestic debris across the whole
excavation area, shown especially by identified cattle
bones (Fig 197) and the fabric l pottery (Fig 155).
An area of the buried soil (context 561), approximately 9m east-west by lOm north-south, was
distinctive during excavation because of its colour, a
dark greyish-brown (Munsell JOYR 312-3/3; the
normal buried soil was a lighter reddish-brown 5YR
3/4), and by concenttated organic matter (Fig 14). The
area was planned during excavation with reference
to the extent of soil discolouration, and it is this
outline which appears as the 'midden' (Fig 13). O n
its north-west sid e, it was truncated by a deep section
before planning. The coinciding pattern of finds
distributions, however, suggests that the planned
edge corresponds with the true extent of the deposit.
Artefacts were not restricted to the surface of this
context, being distributed throughout the buried soil,
but with a definite concentration in the uppermost
30--50mm to which the main intensity of discolouration was also limited.
No vertical features were associated with the
midden, and no distinctive horizontal patches were
noted, although Ncolithic cultivation may have
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Buried soil ill sectio11 ;,. tire midde11 area (see Fig 56), viewed from tlze east; scale i11 0.1m divisio11s
obscured the latter. Manganese/ferrous panning
occurred, but could not be related either to distributions or to any obvious features. Context 561
represents a concentration of artefactual and ecofactual material. During excavation it was termed a
'midden' or 'midden-like deposit', and the term
midden is retained here as a keyword for this context.
Human remains were found at or near the surface
of the pre-(;airn soil: three small groups of skull
fragments (11276; 13151; 13181) and two teeth (11903;
14637).
There are three radiocarbon dates which relate to
the pre-(;airn phase (see Figs 20 and 223). Two are on
animal bones from the midden, the other is on a
human cranial fragment (13151). The results of these
determinations are very close and suggest a date of
2970±56 uncal be (OxA-646/7381739) for the pre-cairn
Neolithic activity.

Sub-cairn features
The few features found beneath the cairn are shown
in plan on Figure 13. One group of features probably

represented a s tructure (see below). The other features
were isolated and can be listed as a natural feature
(402), an intrusive feature which postdated the cairn
(616), a possible decayed burnt timber (437), and
three possible post- or stakeholes (581, 582, and 598).
Two of the possible postlstakeholes (582 and 598)

were invisible at the su rface of the buried soil and are
unlikely to have been anything to do with the cairn
construction, although the third, 581, could have
been a part of constructional activity. These features
can be described individually.
402 (Figs J3 and 15) A shaJJow, sub-rectangular linear depression,
2.6 X 0.8m, aligned wesl-<'<tSI. The 1~200mm deep fill

consisted of overlying caim material and contained no finds.
An unexplained feature, possibly n.aturaJ.
437 (Fig 13) A concentration o( charcoal frngments and charcoal
staining on the surface of the buried soil (1.8 x L2m; c
lOmm thick). l'hree flints and tvwo Sh('('p-"Size fragments of
bone came from the same area. Other patches of discoloured
soil and cha1'('0111 Oecks occurred generally across the buried
soil, but exhibited no pattern. This patch (431) was probably
a better preserved example of the same phenomenon, which
could in most cases be the result of the decay of pieces of
burnt wood (set esptcially arch photo 1982136123). but there
was no sign of in sit11 buming.
581 (Figs J3 and 15) A sub.Orcular, Oat·bottom~ hole cutting
down just into the top of the bedrock (0.4m in diameter,
with a depth of 280mm). The fill (context 544) was very
loose, marly soil (IOYR 518) with two stones, the larger being
250 x 100 x IOOmm (F;g 16), poss;b1y a d;splaced
packing·stone. There were no finds. The ready visibility of
the feature at the surface of the buried soil, the perfect
preservation of its sides, and its loose, unrompacted fill
suggtst that it cannot belong wholly to the pre-cairn phase,
since it had not been infilled and compacted prior to the
cairn construction. lt could represent an immediately
prc-cairn socket for a p<>st, removed either just before the
overlying dump was deposited, or which remained in place
while the overlying dump was constructed, aher which it
was removed. 1t might however be expected that mu('h
greater po:st-depositional compaction would have occurred
during and since the Neolithic fX'riod. Another explanation
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Fig 15 Sub-atim features: plans and profiles
is the decay in situ of a post·stump (cl Atk.inson 1965, 130-1
and 1985, 48). A final possibility is that of a post--caim
intrusion. A sub--rectangular irregularity in the upper caim
stonework overlay this point and was interpreted as a
disturbance (context 606, see Fig 147). However, no such
disturbance was recognised at the surface of the dump
(context 543), which is against context 606 being connected
with 581, as is the nature of the leature involved whkh
couJd not have been dug from above without major

disruption of the overlying deposits. The

p~ferred

ex·

plan.ation is that of a feature excavated and abandoned
immediately before or during the construction of the cairn.
582 (Figs 13 and 15) A small. circular, V-shaped depression
(90mm x 60mm deep). The fill (context 491), was a
darker-stained version of the buried soil. No finds. Possibly
a stakehole of limited credibiJjty.

598 (Figs 13 and 15) A Rat-bottomed, sub-circular scoop.
Diameter 23()...260mm x 80mm deep. No finds. The fill.
context 473. was a densely charcoal-stained verSion of the
buried soil, but this could be explained by the proximity of
context 437. Possibly the base of a posthole. but doubtful.
616 (Figs 13 and 15) A feature introsive into the buried soil
through the overlying dump (.set Chapter 7).

The sub-cairn structure
This comprised ~ hearth with 13 postholes and
stakeholes (Figs 13 and 18; Table 1).
The fills were all compact, dark yellowish-brown
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Fig 16 Sul>-caim feature 581. viewed from the north-east; scale;, 10 a11d SOmm divisio11s
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construction of the cairn for their fills to become
compacted and their surfaces obscured by soil
processes. Thus, there is no evidence that any
standing structure was apparent when the cairn was
constructed .

Fig 19 Aligumeut of postholes aud stakeholes beneath the
cairn, viewed from the uorth; scale in O.Sm divisions
soils \IOYR 314-4/4), with varying amounts of
charcoals and charcoal flecks. Only one feature, 595,
had obvious posthole packing, although the absence
of a post-pipe, both here and in the other features,
may suggest later removal of the posts. The
remaining larger features (584, 589, 590, and 592)
were all regarded during excavation as convincing
post-sockets, especially 592, since it penetrated the
bedrock, while 587 was less convincing because of its
very shallow depth. The smaller features can be
regarded as possible stakeholes, especially given the
virtual absence of other s imilar features elsewhere in
the buried soil, and because 591, 593, and 594
penetrated the bedrock.
These features occupy an area c 5.3m north- south
and 2m west-east. A straight north-south line passes
through features 592, 590, 595, 584, 585, and 586, and
another north-south line passes through 588, 593,
and 594. A west-east straight line passes through
588, 592, and 591. Exhaustive examination of the
surrounding subsoil failed to reveal any other
features, although by the time the features were
identified, the subsoil had been excavated to some
depth (Fig 19). Thus, some features may not have
survived sufficiently to be recognised .
The average depth at which these features were
recognised was lOOmm beneath the s urface of the
buried soil. The posts they contained had therefore
decayed, or been removed, long enough before the

The hearth (context 474) occupied an area c 0.75-0.8m x 0.7-0.9m. An intense reddening continued
through the soil (c 60-80mm) to the underlying
limestone. Within the reddened area were patches
with a high charcoal content. Association between
the hearth and the other features was provided by
their general propinquity and adherence to the
north-south alignment of the features. Finds comprised three flint flakes and two unidentified animal
bone fragments.
Dating evidence was restricted to the finds
associated directly with the features and to the
general spread of finds in the same area, although
these finds occurred at a generally higher level than
that at which the features were identified. No
Neolithic pottery was present in the features, but flint
artefacts in the fill of several of them were of a
Neolithic character. Moreover, a flake from 595/471
conjoined with another from the buried soil to the
east, and a flake from 589/484 conjoined with one
from the southern edge of the midden. The general
finds distribution provided a clear link between the
structure area and the midden (Fig 170). The
structure therefore relates to pre-cairn Neolithic
activity, probably associated with the midden, rather
than to any earlier activity. The absence of Mesolithic
flintwork from the area of the structure confirms this.
A human cranial fragment from the buried soil near
the hearth 474 gave a radiocarbon date of 2925±80
uncal be (OxA-646), but there is no necessary
association between this bone and the structure.
A plot of finds from the surrounding area (Fig 20)
shows little correlation between finds and features,
and gives no hint of any barrier to the finds
distribution being provided by the feature a lign·
ments. There is, however, a concentration of
findspots in the area around and between features
584 and 595. On the basis of their location and size,
these two features could be the sockets for a door or
gateposts for an entrance through the postulated
north/south alignment, and features 587 and 589
could possibly relate to them in some kind of inset
porch arrangement. Support for this interpretation of
an entrance comes from the conjoinable flints which
provide a link between the midden and the area
between 584 and 595 (Fig 20; cf Fig 173).

Peripheral features
A few features, listed below, occurred on or in the
subsoil, but lay outside the external cairn revelment.
They are therefore not securely related to pre-caim
activity. These features are: a probable posthole (599),
a hearth (165), two possible stakeholes (596 and 597),
and an area of unspecific deposit (349 and 356)- the
last feature is almost certainly contemporary with the
construction or use of the cairn.
165, a hearth, undated (Figs 13 and 17) A spread of fire-reddened

stones and (rt'<'(ucnt charcoal flecks (extent 1.2 x 0.4m;
thickness 30mm), with no finds.
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DISTRIBUTION OF FINDS IN AREA OF SUB-CAIRN STRUCTURE
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Table 1 Features comprising the
Contut
no

Diamdtr

o..,th

(mm)

(mm)

583

100

60

584

280

585
586

180
90
90

587

90
100
200

588

60

589
590
591
592
593
594

240-180
180

595

50
50
110
190

70

110

210-200

180

60-4()

70

80-60

130

340

320

sub~cairn

structure

Context no
of fill Firtds

Mai" luSt
sMp<

Typt'

490
489

round

flat

stake hole
post hole

488

round
round

srakehole
stakehole

flat
flat
round
pointed
flat
flat
flat
flat

posthole
stakehole
posthole
posthol•

487
486

485
484
483
482
481
476
475
471

4 flints

5 flints
1 flint

(41 Oints
(8 animal bone frags
(I quartzitic sandstone frag

349 and 356, unspccifk deposit (Figs 13 and 17) Sub-cirrular
patches o( dark soil with charcoal flecks. 349 (diameter I m a.nd
thickness SOm.m), contained animal bones (three pig teeth a.nd
one cattle pelvis fragment) and two Rint flakes (at least one

probably residual); 356 (diameter 0.6m and depth 40mm)
contained no finds. These patches had no concentration of
burnt stones, nor reddened soil, and cannot be areas o( in sit11
burning. The vestigial stratigraphy was not clear, but the
features appeared to sit over the buried soil and under or in a
thin stony wash (context 2n). They may relate to a pre<OIIapse
phase, rather than to pre·caim activity. This phasing would
accord with their position in the centre of the forecourt, and
with their not having been subjected to pre<aim cultivation.

round

stakehote

posthole

stakehole
stakeholc

posthole

They were probably part of a single deposit (Stf Chapter 1).
596 and 597 were possibly sta.keholes (Figs 13 and 17) They
comprised sub-circular depressions: 596 (diameter 80-lOOmm.,
depth 30mm) ond 597 (diameter 120-IJOmm, depth 40mm).

Their fills (450 and 449 respectively) comprised dark soil with
some charcoal flecks and no finds.
599 A probable posthole, undated (F;gs 13 and 17)

A flat-

bottomed, near--circular hole cut into the bedrock (diameter
0.4m; depth 0.25m). The fill (context 39) was largely of
um..·eathered angular stones, mostly burnt, with some loose
soil with charcoal flecks. No finds. Directly under the
p loughsoil. This was not a fire-pit and is probably an undated
posthole.

THE QUARRIES

3 The quarries
Summary
Excavation rt'Veilled two extensive areas of quarrying to the
norl/1 and south of the a>im. Most of 1/Jt material for the
amstruction of lire monument is assumed to /Jat'<' come from
th~ quarries. Extraction may luwr b«n a>rritd out by
exposing a workmg foce and l~n prisill$ out Nodes, using
antltr piCks forced into natural cm11m. The quarries
mnaintd Optn durmg the use of the tomb, but u.>ert little
used afttr quarryi11g had ceased.

Introduction
North and south of the cairn were quarries which had
supplied the raw material for its construction. Their
presence did not emerge clearly from the contour or
geophysical surveys. Once identified, however, the
excavation strategy was adjusted to mclude their
partial examination {Fig 35). The east face section of
the north- south cairn baulk was extended to include
both quarried areas, using a ]CB mechanical excavator to excavate trenches to either side of the cairn
(Figs 7 and 10). The southern trench was subsequently enlarged by machine up to the line of
section 1 (Fig 23), and then the rest of the south
quarry excavation was undertaken by hand. A third

23

trench was cut by the ]CB towards the eastern edge
of the north quarry, and the south-west corner of this
latter quarry was excavated by hand.
Generally, the quarry fills matched the patterns
found when large features are allowed to infill
naturally (cf Limbrey 1975, 290-300). The primary fills
were readily distinguishable from the overlying
secondary and tertiary fills. Towards their centres,
however, the primary fills were very shallow in
places because of the large size of the quarries, while
the subsequent upper silting had mvolved successive
phases of secondary and tertiary in fill, as stabilisation
horizons became buried by further colluvial deposits.
The eroding cairn provided a distinctive source of
infill, marked by an increase in the stone content of
the upper fills near the quarry edges adjacent to the
monument.

Summaries of the infills arc given below to
accompany the section drawings. These latter are
naturalistic, with two additional conventions: stippling to denote the primary fills and diagonal
hatching to show the major stone-free stabilisation
hori.tons; Figure 25 also uses solid black to indicate a
hearth. The contextual keys to each section show the
variable nature of the primary fills and employ solid
lines where context interfaces were well-defined,
broken lines where they were less certain. The south
quarry was more extensively explored and is consequently described in more detail.

The south quarry
The south quarry was at least 29.8m west-east, and
13.2m north- south, 'vith a maximum depth of 2.2m
below the modern field surface. In plan, the exposed
area had a curved outline (Figs 21-J). The uppermost
c 0.5m of the limestone bedrock was distorted by
involution formations of periglacial origin, and this
formed an unstable upper edge to the quarry sides.
A further c 0.4m of limestone had been less disrupted
by weathering. Below this, the limestone was
undisturbed and horizontally bedded, occurring in
large angular blocks isolated by the bedding planes
and vertical jointing.
The- pl.tn o( lh<" qU<~n')' flooc (Fig 23) ~• all lh< mom ....-!
d<p~hs at wluch qu.1nying
stoppcod ThHt &teps also reLa~ to the n.atur.ll fr.t<tures of the
hmntone The soLid limestone wu mtemJpted by horizontal
band!t ol m01rt, normally only 20-J()mm thkk. but the wh~ of the
noor at the west end of the quarry wa.§ formt.od by the surface of

mps on IM b<drock, showmg lh<

a major se~ mol marl at least lOOm m de-cp. Near the centre of the
limit of excavation on the south side of the quarry was an
unexcavlltC'd block of bedrock, the top of which came withil\ 0.7m
of the field C~urfa« and was probably never exposed during the
Noolilhic quonyill$ (fig 21).
Four S«'ttons were recorded through the fill olthe south quany
(Fos- 24-7}. The pnmary fill (general conte\1 no 328) was much
bghi<'T an rolour, Nvtng a higl> proponaon ol ydlow/y"llowt.ro..·n, rn.o~y mateNI derh-ed lrom "'<'ath<>nng o( !M exposed
limestone" lntersptr'Std within tM pnmary till ~re dl.ibnct ~
ol d.lrktr brown. vut\Ully stOM-fret. clayey m.aterw.l. anlffPreted
oas the ~m.uns of lumps of topsoil eroded from the quarry edges
(eg Fi~ 24, contexts 217-21: d Crabl""' 1971. fig 39), as well as
much less d1.stinct lenses of mixed mart and soil. Tile romp~xity

Fig 21 South quarry: vii!!IJI!d from the e11st; scal<>s in O.Sm
divisiOIIS

of the primary fill arose not only from the interdigitation of
mat cri., I wc.uhcrcd from all horizons of the eroding quarry edge,
but also b«ause it included the debris o( quarrying activity.
Erosion Into the quarry must have been tllking place while the
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Fig 22 South quarry: uiezoot from the west; SCtlles in O.Sm divisions
qua.rry was still being

work~.

and debris from the working

processes remained on the quarry floor.
Red deer antlerS from the lower quarry fills were scattered across
the area of the quarry with some concentration towards the edges
(Fig 199). Few of the numerous antlers were directly on the
bedrock of the quany noor, but were usually in the lower portions

of the primary fill, which contained virtually no o ther artefacts,

except single Neolithic sherds from contexts 2141.215 and 328. Two
antlers came from the top of the primary fi ll, and a single example
from the lower secondary fill (context 568). If the interpretation of
the antlers as quarrying tools is correct (Chapter 13). they would
most likely have been discarded into an exhausted part of the
quarry, where silting was already in progress, to become
incorporated into the primary fill (An antler (8481) from the south
quarry was submitted for radiocarbon dating at Harn'ell, but no
result was obt.:.ined.)
Two smaU patches containing charcoal fragments, ashy material,
and some burnt stones (context 427, c 0.6 x 0.3m; context 428, c
0.9 x 0.6m; both c SOmm deep) were noted within the primary fiJJ
(between 100-lSOmm above the lloor) towards the eastern end of
the south quarry (Fig 28). Associated with some scorching.. these
patches were assumed to represent it1 situ burning.
Also at the east end of the quarry a ooncentration of bones
cxcurred within the primary (iJJ (context 328). These finds (Fig 206)
induded cattle and p ig bones, a cattle homcore, and eight human
bones (and fragments). Some charcoal flecks were present, but
these bones were not burnt. The concentration coincided with a
duster of antler finds (9771, 9791, 10058. and 10517: Fig 199) at a
lower level within the primary fW, and also w-ith the position of
an antler (5421) in the overlying secondary fill. The antlers, and
the bones stratified between them, had probably accumulated
naturally in what was one of the lowest parts of the quarry
infilling. The presence in the quarry of these isolated human
bones, possibly from the SClme individual, is enigmatic.
Other cultural deposits or concentrations of finds near the base
of the quarry were stratified at the surface of the primary fill and
probably related to a phase when the quarrying was partially
complete or finished. The most substantial was context 40 (Figs 25
and 28), with much charcoal. traces of a grey ashy substance,

(ragments of animal bone (mostly bun\t), and pottery (over 100
pieces, all from the same vessel). This deposit had a maximum
depth of 80mm and was spread over 0.5-0.7m north-south. On its
west side, context 40 was truncated by the JC6,1eaving a west-east
ex'lent of 0.4-0.6m. The northem edge had a marked concentration
of burnt stones. Although there was little in sllu evidence of
burning.. the deposit was probably the remains of a hearth.
Closely a.ssodated with context 40 was another deposit (context
166) of mostly burnt fragmentary bones of cattle and sheep (Figs
28 and 206). This deposit (0.52 x 0.65-l.OSm) formed a lens within
the stony soil of context 141 and also appeared to be an in situ
deposit on the noor of the slightly silted•up quarry. The sherds
(oontext 40) only represent some 30% of the vessel (Chapter 9);
two other sherds, apparently from the same ve~l. were found
elsewhere within the secondary fi ll (context 563 and context 212).
The mechanical d isturbance of context 40 could have led to the loss
of much of this vessel (Fig 157, 32). Animal bones from cont("xt 166
were used to obtain two radiocarbon detenni.nations, resulting in
a date of 2875±50 uncal be (OxA-9151916). This oonfirms the
suggestion that contexts 40 and 166 could relate to a phase of
monument use or even constroction. A further small area of
prObable burning (context 404) was record~ nearby (Fig 28).
Due to the large extent of the quarry, the thickness or the
secondary fill varied greatly and in inverSe prOportion to the depth
of the primary fill. Within the secondary f'ill was a stabilisation
horizon of almost stone-free, worm-sorted loam (567). At the
western edge of the quarry, context 212 must represent a
compacted amalgam of the secondary deposits at that point. The
exceptional Bronze Age arrowhead (Fig 166: 30) from context 212
could, typologically, postdate the cairn construction by over 1500
years.
Near the point where the quarry edge approached to within a
metre of the entrance to the south burial chamber, a deposit of
limestone slabs (contex't 45, ' 2.5 x 2.5m; Figs 25. 28. and 29)
overlay the primary fill. These were unweathered angular slabs up
to O.Sm aCTO$S, together with small broken fragments with vacuous
interStices. The s l:~bs spilled down fanwise into the quarry in a
discrete group and at an angle of 3<r to the horizontal, in a manner
consistent with a single·pha.se deposit. A few fragments o(
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cha~1.l were pn.'!'tCnt amo~g the stone1, olS were a pig tooth, c.lttlc
crarual fragments and a bbaa. two ~ht-eplgoat bone frllgment,., and
a human humeruJ shaft (Fig 206). l'hf slabs in rontl').t 4.5
resemb~ thos.eo u3('d in the C.IJm ront.truction and, from thetr
position,. ~"fft hM-ty 4!'1ther to ha~-e sl•f>Pfd or been thrown down
mto the qu.ony from lho nea,... p>rl oflho cairn. The erocl1113

qwny ed~ ~y h.we undermmiPCI the outermost stonewOft.., thus

Cf"eating a mlnJJ~ture landsl•de, or human anterlerence with the
south entr.tnce could have involv(.'({ the di~rd of slabs into the
quarry. The presence of the animal bones i.s uncxplai1\cd, but the
human bone could h<we been dt.'ri\'<:'d (rom the outt'r burial
deposits in the entr1nce, which were defm1tely disturbed (Chapter
6). Whate\'f'r theLr precise orig:.n, thf rontext 45 <i.Libs were
deposded pnoc 10 the looer "'8hleenlh renlury (daoed by •
$hoe--bu~ an ov~rlymg context 5; itr Appendix 9) and at tonw
ttme af~r the pnmoary fill o( the quarry had acaamu.. tcd
sufftciently to seal the quarry face.
Th~ serondi.Hy fill towards the eastern end of the quarry
rontaLned evidence for further und4lt4lble human activity. Co1H<.'xl
338 (Figs 27-8) oonslsoed of a spr<•d of char<Oill·nch so~
(50-IOOmm dt"ep), rontaaning four fr.~wnent$ of burnt amn\11 bone
and bu:mt hagments of hmest~ . Ad~nt was a further c.preo~
of • "'eT)' sam1lar depc>$11. contat 321 (up to tSOmm dH-p). wh.Kh
contamed • sm.gle fr;ag.ment of anamo~l ~.Contexts JXl•nd 3Jd
may tog~th~r represent some kind o( tr.msitory ()('('UpaUon of the
shelte~ hollow providOO by the siltcd·up quarry, at a time when
the courn had long 5lnce fallen into disu~.
ln the tertiary flllt, two (rOn Age ~ht>rds were found In rontt•xts
3 and 566. while Romano-British pottery was most frtrqut'nt 1n
conttxt 563 .t.nd abo\·e. Se\·eral Neohthk \herds also cameo from
context 563, and tnduded conjoins ""1th sht-rds from thf. "ub-atm
soil (f'tg. ISS). a;uggt"Sttng that marenal from the su:bsoll•d~t to
the cairn and quo~mt'$ was at this datt bemg redepostted a$ a result
of rultivation •
.~e. uppcnnost fill (ro~text 3) w.,s 1 ~airly uniform ploughscnl.
dostinguo•h-.1 only by th~ oli<N'3sed don<oly of limOSIOM fr>gm~n"
towards its northem edge~ undoubtedly due to the eros-ion of th('
ad,aao:nt caam 'Tht~ wu a faitly pA!'<'Ise drvision betw<'f'ft tht
uppmnos~ so.tbllouoon horizon (S/2221S70; possmty oruneooed '"
placts ben- of deeper ptoughong) •nd oho modC"Om ptoughsooJ
An approxarnate d.ue could bt attxhtd to the depos1t10n of the
latter from the shoe..buckle of c AD 175()..70 in rontelC"t 5. Jko(ore
that, the existence of the undcrlym,g qut,ry would still hJve bt'4.!n
obvious.
Only one (eAtul'\' (context 620) occurred in the uppermost fill:
prObably a modem po:sthole. 1he e1ghh.'t"nth<entury shOtt-buckle
from context 5 was the stratigraphi<..tlly lowHt modHn find;
ln~IS of sJus, clo)··pope, ,_1, •nd modem ~mo<S ,..,..
mtricted to ron~xt 3.
The sua:esslon or stabihsation hon:Jon.; (5671568, 2121564, .lnd
51222/Sl'O) and ler~~ary ploughsool< (14515651566, 61563, •nd 3) Is
assumed to indlc.,te major interruptions of the local agricultur.ll
regime through time. The finds offer only rough dues as to date.
Probabl~ by th(' Bronze Age t.ht primo~ry fill was conred by a
subst.ntial and ~Uiblt S«<ndary fill. ~uarry having b«omt' an
~~. but 5hU wry pronou
• depression Pot.s1bly
subsequent to tM depostbOn o( thf' Bronze ~ arro""'·ht>MJ. and
btof~re .or dunns the Iron Ag~. tht tarh~t main ph.l3<' of
cultivation btgan FoiJowu\g a pcnod ol )t,lble conditjons, 1n wht<'h
a worm·sortcd soil developed$ another m., in phase of cultiv;ltion
occurred, possibly Romano-British In date but certainly pr(..
eighteenth century. The final phaw of arable landu!IC was
post-eighteenth ~ntury .and began bfo(o~ 1920. when Cr.twford
mad• his obst>Nalions (1925, 101), and probably belo,. Won•'•
m:ord of 1883. h was perhap$ noc untd this final pNw of
cultivation tNtthe c.um ttsdf "-'itS ploughed O\'f!f.
Two column Ulmpln through the south quarry fills w('re ta;ken
(or moUusc analysi$ (Chapter 14). Th4.'1r positions on the sect1ons
(Figs 24-5) show that both S3mples were dose to the c.urn·side
quarry edges, wht"rc the deposits had a high limestone content
and the stratigraphy comprised a thick pnmary ftll overl.atd by an
apparently s.tmpJ~ S«<ndary and t(!'rtqry (tll (within wh~eh no
subdov.sion$ could be defined. n«p~ eonoexo 222. probably
oormabng w.oh 570). The presen<t of lho molluS< >P«K'S
CiurJJdulll mttTS«ta. mtroduced m mtdt<."-·•1 bmes. at the base or
the tertiary fill in column 4 some 0.6--0.7m btlow the field surfo1ce
accords with the chronology of the l.lter infills. Six )PQt polle~
~l~pl es we.re taken from the south quarry(~ arch drg 415), but
101fial examll\ltion revealed only spM~ pollen sun.tival.

The north quarry
The bedrock into which the north quarry was cut was
the s.1me as that on Ihe south quarry, and the infill
followed a similar pattern. The investigation of the
north quarry was far less extensive, and the evidence
from the three excavated areas (Fig 30) can be
summarised.

The western treuclz
This trench (32 x 2m) provided a north-south section
across the quarry (Figs 31-3), which had a maximum
depth of 2.25m (below field surface). There was an
unquarricd step of bedrock in the centre of the
trench. In contrast to the unquarried plinth in the
south quarry. this bedrock slep was lower relative to
the quarry edges, it had an irregular surface created
by the removal of some slabs, and it was covered by
primary fill (context 88). T.his indicated that the step
had been exposed, partially quarried, and then lelt
proud. To the south of the bedrock step. the noor of
the quarry was formed by the surface of a seam of
yellow mart; to its north, the noor was solid
limestone.
The primary fill in this trench behaved in a regulouly ditch·like

fashion, with a concave profile cilhcr side of the b<<lrod< step.
Stonelt'ss, clayey lenses w1thin tht' primary flU (cont\'xts SJ...S. 57,
60. 75, 86. and 101) wer-e most fnoquent dose to the JOUth edge of
ohequ.ony Confirm.aoonofolwse~ens<saseroded lumpsoflopscol
was prov.ded by a soilsampi<' from <On..,.l SS (Chaptor 15). Elghl
finds ol rtd deer antler amt from the pnmary fill (2 tn context 52;
I in
I tn 59. I in 85; 2 in 102; and 1 m 171), and a further antler
C<lMC from l'ach of context" 48 and 96. The antler from context SS
w;~s radiocarbon dated to JOOO:t60 u•'c.tl be (HAR~).
The up~r infill at the south end was dominated by stony
deposits, whK'h tended to obscure boundaries between the
infillins ~lSOdes. Most oft~ stones had den\·td from the cairn
a$ thco rtSUit of ""·eat.ht'nng and C'Uib\·a~ but rontt'\t 73 (fig 32).
whiCh compnsed large angut.n sla.bs.. is unhl..tly to h.tn had a
natural ongm A possi~~ ~urn for these 51Ab5 w.u the large
dlsturb.lnce, context 6l4, an an adJacent part of the CO\lrn (Chapter
7 and F1g.s 56 and 147). Context 71 also contalnt."d some large
anguiM C!lnbs and could have represented a subsequent erosion
phase or materiaJ £r0m the Slime source as the stone8 in context
73. The t11>-hnes highlig.httd by these two conteldJ probably
andae.ated l~ position of tWbllu.ition horizotu. whkh w.rrtOI~ICW' obscured by tM d«t\lty oi stones. Towirdj t~ bedrock
51ep, how<>..-r, • series ofsubd""'""' horizons (82. 80, 78, ond 70)
with 1nten-·t'nmg derived plough$ods (81. 19, 71. and 41) were
manifest Contexts 41 and 47 oont.lined modem finds of fragments
of glass and metal and were the toquivalent o( context 3 aCTOSS the
south quarry. representing the most recent pha.se(s) of agricultural
il<'t:ivtty for whkh a single Romano-British sherd ln the top o£
context ~ provided a vrry 0'\lde ltrminws post qwm
The rono...ongly soonelbs O«C>ndary •nd oen..ry fills ao the
north end cllho quony rdl«ted !heir distarn from oho erodong
ca1m •nd tht •bsence of tmm~ .. tcly adj.lt"tnt quany edges, "'·hich
also acrounttd for the relahv(' shallowness or the primJry fill. The
most distinctive element of the f1ll was a very darl b.lnd (context
95) bent'Mh the stabilisation horlzon reprt.-sented by context 90 (Fig
33), apparently a post-dt'posltional effect resulting from a very long
period of s"b•lity in the ovt'rlying fill.

ss,

Tlze easteru trench
This H."St cutting (Fig 30) showt'd the quarry to be only 9.25m wide
at this poil\t. The quarry was ag_Jin subdivided by an unexcavated
pinnacle or bedrock. but the floor was o( solid limestone
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throughout. l'hree fragmentary red. deer antlerS were found in the
primary fill. and a Nrolithic sherd came from the secondary fill.
The west fa«" of this trench was recorded (arch drgs 53 and 695).

The south-western cutting
This cutting (Figs 30 and 34) was designed to investigate the p lan
of the quarry and confirmed that the quarry edge did tum
northwards and did not continue towards the west end of the
cairn. The stratign~phy was virtually identical to that in the west
trench on the other side of the main baulk. A thick primary rill
contained four red deer antlers; the secondary and terttary infills
were extremt'ly stony. The north face section was recorded (ardl
drg 104).

The extent of the quarries
The outline of the south quarry
The full extent of this quarry remains unknown,
although the character of the infills seen in section
and the geophysical surveys provided indications,
and a reconstruction of the outline has been
attempted (Fig 35). At the west end of the quarry, the
thickness of the primary fill suggested that in the
whole of lhis area the section lines were very dose to
the limit of quarrying. The reconstruction, therefore,
s hows the quarry edge making a sharp northwards
return from its south-western corner at point A on
Figure 35.
0

w-urw----~

2
_______;,m

Fig 29 South quarry: plan of context 45

On the west side of the unquarried bedrock plinth in the west-east
section (Fig 35, q, the primary fill was only 0.25m beneath context

569 (Fig 2h). This impJ;ed that at point B (Fig 35) the quany face
retreated southwards. The extreme southern extenuation of the
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quany M~. tpving a maximum north-$outh extent for the quarry
ol 28m. is N.sed enhrely on hints from the geophys.icaJ surveys
(Figs 221-2) Ea" ollhe unqwomed bedrodt area lhe prirNry fdl
remauwd rditivtly thkk. (or the rest of the section (Ft.S 21).
imply'"g 1Nl lhe quany edge wu not m IO lhe soulh al poonl D
(F.g 35). 1llho<lgh sloghlly further away than was lhe <15<' 11 lhe
west end ol tJw l«bon. Again thfo magnetometer $un·ey 3'W
some support (or tM pronounced CW"\·t ol the quarry edge at 1IS
easl<mmool poonl (Fig 221). llus reoonslru<tion ollht southern
timiiS o( lhe quorry •• htghly «>nJ<Ciural, howe-·er, 1nd tht oulhnt
mighl hive ~n Ins trregular, particularly if tht unquamed
bedrodc. arta 11 point C wu a freestanding plinth, rather than tht'
quarry edgt.
Both of tht geophysic-al surveys suggested the powble exu.t~I\C'e
o( a further qut~rried arell to the south-east of the limit 5hown in
Figure 35. The Implication is that there may have been a scp.uatc,
oval quarry (c 18 X 8m) In this area. Such a quarry ncc.'<l not,
however, be of Noolithlc date.

Tire outli11e of tire north quarry
The reconstruction of the north quarry is also very
subjective. The supposition that a single north quarry
was involved depends mainly upon the contour and
geophysical surveys.
Tht unqworried bedrodt step in the wtSI tl'<nch, •nd lhe primary
anfill assoaated with it,. suggested tM ptOXJmlly of 1 q~ny edg~.
For th1.s rea50fl, the pro;ected westem tdgt 01 the quany is shown
with a pronounced cu.rve inwards (E on Frg 35). This i.S n04 visible
on the contour survey (Fig 5), nor 01'1 tht' geophysial surveys. A
fairly dose proximity for the quarry edgt' was also suggested by
the amount of primary infLll overlying the unquarried pinnade in
the centre of the east trench (at p<>int F on Fig 3.5), but the projected
quarry edge has here been extcndt'<l c.·astwards to ACC'Qmmodate
the curve shown on the magnctomctcr survey (Fig 221). On the
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toUth sid~. the quarry ed~ tmmed.attly to the eut of tht- wdt

t.....m ,..•• portially exposed (Fog 30) •nd andoc.oted • f•uly s.,.,glat

luw for the quarry edge ~·ten tlw "'~' •nd ast tr't'ndws
Tht "'"'"'' unquamed s.,ps in tM bedrock floor of both W<St
•nd t",n t trt'I'Kht$ could Nxe been related. e1tOO btauM ol some
geologlc.ll ft,Uwt which influenced the extTXbOn proc-edure, or
b«o~u~ they represented a previous hm1t to the quo~rry.
subsequently partially broken through by (Onhnuf'd qu.trrying to
the north or south.
The contour surveys suggested a single depre)Sion on the north
side of th!! cai.rn; at the detailed level (Fig S), an oudme which
approoc.h<'S that shown in Figure 35. The geophysical surveys

suggested a concave curve to the north~astem edge of the north
quarry, 1md that is the basis for the projected line linking the west
01nd east trenches.

The sequence and method of
quarrying

Fig 31 Nort/1 quarry: westtre11ch, viewed from the 110rth;
scales i11 0.5 n11d 0.1m divisio11s

There was no dear evidence for the sequence in
which the quarry areas were exploited, but there
were some circumstantial indications. First, there
appears to have been no quarrying further to the west
of the exposed limits of both quarries. Eronomy of
effort might dictate that quarrying would have begun
near the central zone of the proposed cairn. Second,
the Aoors of both quarries were of marl at their west
ends and solid stone at the east ends: this might
suggest that coming down to marl caused the
expansion of the quarries eastwards (also north and
southwards). This assumes that the marl continues
and perhaps rises to the west and dips to the north
and east. The sequence of quarrying may therefore
have been from west to east, and outwards from the
cairn. On the other hand, the maximum depth of

Fig 34 Nort/1 quarry, south·westem area, viewed from tire rrorth-cast; scale irr O.Sm divisiorrs
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quarrying was approximately identical wherever
investigated, and marl as well as stone was used in
the construction of Hazleton North. Thus, for the
above explanation of the quarry's expansion to hold
good, it must be assumed that quarrying below a
certain depth was not considered economic of labour.
Whether the exploitation of the quarries proceeded
simultaneously is unknown. The presence of quarries
on both sides of the cairn is presumably due to
economy of effort, although it cannot be demonstrated that material from the respective quarries was
used to construct the corresponding sides of the
cairn. The relative equidistance of both quarries in a
westerly direction may have been due to the
practicalities of extracting appropriate construction
material, but the absence of quarrying near the west
end of the monument is likely to have been a
deliberate design feature.
The presence of the projecting block of unquarried
bedrock in the west~ast section through the south
quarry, which had a northwards continuation as a
pronounced step in the bedrock of the quarry floor
(Fig 23), was suggestive of a major subdivision to the
south quarry at this point. There may originally have
been two separate quarries here, one to the west, the
other to the east, subdivided by a baulk of which the
unexcavated block was the last remainder. If the
reconstruction of the south quarry extent (Fig 35) is
accepted, there might originally have been a further
subdivision into two separate quarry areas at the west
end. Indeed, the quarrying may have proceeded in a
series of initially separate quarry pits, these subsequently becoming partially interlinked at a late
stage. If this method of sequential quarrying was the
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case, then it may have been linked to a sequential
method of cairn construction, with the start of each
new quarry area reflecting the end of minor halts in
the cairn construction .

The bedrock steps in the centre of both trenches
across the north quarry could be an indication of an
original limit to quarrying at that point, suggesting
two separate quarries to north and south of it which
were subsequently joined by its partial removal. As
with the south quarry, the chief reasons for postulating that the southern part of the north quarry
could have been exploited before the northern
depend upon the presence of marl and the economies
of effort. The latter argument is perhaps weaker,
since it could be held that it would be more efficient
to start quarrying at the furthest point northwards
and then move south. This would assume, however,
that the total quarrying requirement was known in
advance and that the quarrying was precisely
controlled.
Little can be said about Neolithic methods used to
extract the stone. No markings of any kind were
observed in the quarry. The discarded red deer
antlers which littered the primary quarry fill must be
presumed to have been tools used in the quarrying
process: perhaps as general purpose levers, wedges,
and rakes. Other possible tools of less durable
materials, such as wooden levers, mallets, spades,
and basketwork buckets, would not have survived .
The extraction technique may have been to expose a
face in the bedrock, possibly starting with a semicircular clearance (Brill 1977, 19), then to prise up
blocks of stone using levers inserted into natural
crevices and bedding planes.
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HAZLE'TON NORTI I

4 Cacrnconstruction
by A/an Saville a11d ]011 Hoyle

Summary
Cotl<lrudron of tlrt a>in1 l7t:gnn n•IJr IJtt laying out of lht
,.SI-wtsl uinl a/ignmrnt end lhr 1>/JJcmg of dumps of
IIWl'riill to rilhn suit of it, dirn:t/y CMr lht old land
surjrK.t. On lop of~ dumps, W Clltnl nvs built "P /'!(
StljUtnlinl a:llular urut;, tht m.vtmenl!< of u4tich prouukd
slrurtunll colresion. Tlrt ortlrostnls dcfimug tht clwmbtMI
11rt<1s wcr( probably iu plnu nl nrt tarty stngi of
COIIStructiou. Tire 011ter calm wus completed /'!( a
careft~lly·blli/1 revelment, Jormmg n blmrk tlrystorlf· facntlc
around tire whole mmurmc111. <"Xctpl for rwrrow breaks at
tJrt two tlllrancts.

Introduction
Prior to the construction of the Ha1Jeton North cairn.
there was no special preparation of the pre-existing
land surface. which was. at least partially, a
cultivated soiL
As soon as the cairn was exposed by excavation.
numerous s ubdivis ions were ~pparent, defined in
plan by regular alignments within lhl' general mass
of stonework. These alignments formed a pattern of
roughly rectangular units to the north and south of
an axial cast/west subdivision marked by a ridge of
stones pitched against each other (eg Figs 6S-9). This
method of construction was uK'<I to fonn the entire
core of the monument: a solid internal calm to which
an outer envelope of stonework, with a fine exremal
face, was subsequently added The method of

con.•truction dictated the method of exc.wation, an
attempt was made to cLuify each ccllular unit in pl.tn
and to elucidate its components and its relationships
to adja~ent units (Fig 46) Th<""' units comprised
masse$ of stones and other deposits bounded by
v~rlica l drystone revelment~. Exc.wa tion proceeded
by deflnlng these revetmcnts, then removing part or
all or the internal mass of their fill to leave the
rwetments isolated . This method facilitated the
r«<>rdmg of the units. but wah •unti-stratigraphi<'. tn
lhat the revetments in every case fonned an integral
part or the masses of stones they revelted and had
n<!Vl'r been freestanding (sa- bc-IMt•). The cellular plan
of the cairn and thl' alphal><'tic desJgnations (A to W)
given to the units are shown In Figure 36, which also
shows the location of the 5l'<:hons across the c.'lrn
~F'A' 4 and 53). A longitudlnallit'ctlon through the
south-west part of the cairn was also recorded (Figs
39 ond •10).
1ne system of cellular units was not the initial part
of the construction method: this l><'gan with dumps
of material on the land surface. These dumps were
usually only or soil and/or marl and were not
normally revetted exrept on the a-Jal west-<!ast
alignm<'lll, which wa~ est.lblis.hcd "" a basic subdivision at the begmnlng of construction. The
Individual dumps were rarely fully exposed in plan,
~><'cause of the tcchniqut> of c~<-.wation unlt by unit,
~nd their edges wer~ lat~r extrapolated where
necessary. TI1is is emphasised, because there were
problems of reconciling the relationships of indi·
' •ldunl dump contexts and the plans of the dumps
m. i are in part S<;:hcmatic. Some dumps are
identi ed by a string of contc><l numbers {the result
or designating dump layer; li<'parately within each
unit), because it was only realised later that the
dumps were continuous deposits running l><'neath
the cellular revelments. The dumps are thus dt'-
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in pbn (F13 41). Dump llO was owntain by • subsequent dump ol
mix«{ lOll and marl. 309 (8 x 4.Sm and up to 0.6Sm thick), which
d1d not txtend as rar north a..s the .tx~al ahg:nment Dumps 309 and
455 were both overl.tin by a stony m~rl dump 446 (6.5 X 4m and
up to 0.7m thick), which extended oorth to abut the race or
revetmcnt467. 8oth dumps 309 and 446
shown in section (figs
39-40, sccllo•u l-2), while dump 309 also t'lppcars on Figure 42,
section 3. The eastern edge of 330 was overtl'ln by a thin marl lens
(552; maximum thkkness 150mm, horizontal extent unknown) and
regarded as 1 final (>lcment of the primary dumping in this arN
(F•gs 39-40. S«t>>ns 2-3).
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'----___:,~- --Fig 37 Sectio11 tllrougll tile axial revetme11ts a11d primary
dumps beneatll 1111it V
saibed in groups with reference to the overlying
blocks of ceUular units.

The primary dumps
Dumps be11eath units RJT/V
The initial deposit~ in this area, directly overlying the pre-caim
soil, were the two dumps 447 and 26912931543. The fonner was a
dump of stone rubble, with some marl (r 2.5 X S.Sm and up to
0.2Sm thick), the latter was a Larger dump (or several successive
dump$) ol ml.xed soi.l and O'U'rl (9 x 7m and up to 0.4Sm thick).
The oric.-ntation ot 447 was no~th, whert"as 26912931543 was
oriented Wtt:l-east and rt'\'etted along its southtm C!dgeat the axiAl
alignment by a south·I.Ong w."t'tment (conte~t469) olt\o\'0 to tJutoe
rou,... oi rough aogul.o• sbbs (F<g42. _,.,.. 3) Dumps . .7 aod
26'N29JI54J ._...., both o.-mam by a thud dump, 467 (S.S x 2.5m
aod up to O.Sm trud<), rompriiiog l<ruft ol >tony sod aod mu!
(Fig 37). Th" dump w.. also reveued by 46'1 Th<re wa• a stight
break in tht ahg;nment ol revetment 469 at the pomt where the
two revctted dumps met, and the west end as50dated with 467
may have postdated the eastern stretch. t lowcver, the more
uneven edge of the eastern end of 469 (Fig 41) wa.s due to some

slipped stones 111 the base and also because the true line of 469 was
obscured in plac('S by the overhangiJ\8 subscqu(.'nt revctment 618.
The character of these revelments, which were not drawn in
elevation, is shown in Figure 38.

Dumps be11eatlr 1111its 5/U/W
irut~J dumps 1n thi$ area "-ere both o( s:tonoe rubbat. To the
west, dump 4SS (c J.9m wt'SI-<-ast, ma~mum thidnns 0.2m) was
an initial lens o( the l.Jrger dump 446, whk'h completely covered
it. To the eut. dump lJO (5 x 4.5m and up to O.Sm thd) was
oriented north-south with its northern edge abutting the face of
revelment 469. 6oth dumps 330 and 4SS arc visible on the
west-t~Ut S«tion (Figs 39-40, sections l-3), and 330 is also on a
north~th section (Fig 42, section 3), but only 330 wa.s recorded

'J"heo

~• rompnsed 1 OtngJo long dump.
onented wtst~.ast. or mixed soH and mo~rl with hmestone
fngments, 21002.512781291 (17.5 x J....Sm wide and up to c O.Jm
thick). This dump repr~nted several sep.1rate epi.sodes of
dumping, but as additions and exten.sion.s to a single dump, rather
than involving discrete dumps as beneath units R/TN or 5/U/W.
On its southern edge, at least in the area of unit IIG. this dump
was revelled by a south·fadng axial a lignment (559) of at most
thrt'e courses of horit.ontally·laid slabs. Thls dump appeared in
secti011 ben..th units IIG (Fig 42, S<Ction 1). lo the axlal.,..a, both
225 ood the re~tmeot 559 "'·erlald • pronounced (200mm trud<)
ris<o, composed of mateNJ interpreted os redepoooted soil (624).
'J'1uJ contrxt wu not obser\'ed in p&an. TM &xWJ re'\'etment 559
(ro& 4t) was <nt<m~pted by the modem intnasoon 613 and was
tmnlnlted on the ust by the modern intrus.on 610 (.s« F'tg 147)_.
both intnuion.s penetrating through the aim to the swface of the
buried soil. Although the south side of the eastern extremity o( the
dump in this area was also absent because of intrusion 610, it was
cle.u that the dump had not extended further east than the
approximate Ct'ntrc of unit C. The axial ~llg:nment 559 presumably
extended as lar easlwards as lhe dump which il revelled and could
CQ!l('Civably have continued right to the tail of the c-airn.

lM mi,..l dtpOS<t m this

Dump beneath units FIHIJ
lM slwllow pnmory dump 2'J6f.l93 <onsuted oi 1 depooot oi mO<ed
sod. JNrt, aod smaD stones (c 12 X 5m lod up to 0.2m thid<)
btne-01th un•tJIH and terminabng: appi'OXItNtely twiJway across the
area o( unit F. On 1ts northern edge, this unit<~ry dump abutted
the exten\41 fa<"C of revetment 559, although in the only recorded
section (Fig 42, section 1), 296 can be ~n to stop short of 599 at
a point where a stone from the overlying 461 has subsided
(prob.1~1 y 1hrough 296) into !he redcposl!cd .oU 624. At its
north·west oon1er, this dump extended beyond the western Limit
ol the dump to the north and its revctment 559. There is a
poss1bllity th:~t at this point a further ~w axL.tl revetment (462) or
two 10 three courses o( horizontAl slabs, which Nd an e-xtema.l face
to tM north~ ..cted o~s the revelment to the dump. Thi$ l'f:lationsh.ip
does not tmort~• dearly lrom the exavahon r<eords,
whd\ unpl~ tNt ~ dl.lmp wu un~·~ttd •• ttus pomt .00 its
edge 0\'t'rliln by 462. For this reuon. ronte.-t 462 ts .shown on
Figure 46. tilther th.tn the plan of the dumps T'Mre wu no
indtat.on of dumps continuing to the e~~t 1n thl$ are~. the initia.l
phases or buakhng in unit 0 relatil\8 directly to the cellular
construction.

how"'""·

Dump beueath units K/M/0
The primary dump in this area (3771379) w1.s lgJin a mb:ed deposit
of 501land marl w1th stone fragments (c 9.5 X Sm and up to 0.6m
!hid<). On ots southern edge, this dump was portiolly rovelted by
448, romprumg two to t!utoe cowsos oi honzon,.lly·Wd sbbs aod
forming port oi the initial south·locing llXYI 1~t (Flg 43).
Rt".-etmotnt 448 wu not interdigitated wtth tht ta.ibtst. lowest lens
the dump, nor dad it continue along the whole ~gth units
KIMIO. but wu only prtsent within umt M, tM only part where
the dump ~itched as far south as the axial liM. On i~ western
edge the rclatlon5hip or this dump was not clc3rly reoorded. Its
base at thi5 point was a small marly lens, SS I, only IOOmm thick
(arch drg 496), which overlay the east edge ol the dump 543 to the
west . In S('(tiOn, SS1 was overlain by 3771379 (Fig 56), which in

or

or
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Fig 38 Face of superimposed axial revetme11ts 469 a11d 618, vit!tued from tile south; scale i11 O.Sm divisio11s
tu m w1s assumed to postdate the dump to the west. To the east,
this dump 1buUtd the rear of north chamber orthostats 282, 408,
•nd 409 (Fig 44) and the rear o£ the basal courses o( interc-l)l"ry
l"t'\<etm~nt 415. The l.tter causes a slight mterpretative problem. in
thlt the upptr courses of 415 (te the inopient corbelhng 274) w~
s:tr•tignphblly qu1te lilte m the construction seque~ Either the
town C'OUI'tft w~ .._Id tndepco:ndently at an <!'ilrly sUgt', Pf'l'hllpt
rrilhng to tht sr..bthsabOn of tM cwthostlts, or tht" 4i.lgnt of
insntion of the rn·flrM"nt through tM edge of tM dump w~ not
appom>l Tlus doH- all«tlh< mationship ~..... '""dump
and the ortholtlts, su~. wherfo the dump wu ,u 1ts th.ecMst
bthind ortholtatJ 408 and 409, it defirutely postd.tted them

The primary dumps: summary
Two of the primary dumps, 330 and 447, and the
initial lens 455 of 446, were of slabs and rubble; the
others were of varying mixtu res of soil and marl with
some s tones. All of the material comprising these
dumps could have been derived from the quarry
areas to the north and south of the monument.
The dumps were deposited according to a definite
plan, as indicated by their restricted extents and by
the careful revelment of the northern dumps along
their southern edges. The south-facing axial alignment formed by the revelments 448, 469, and 559
made a straight line running west-south-wesVeastnorth-east on an orientation approximately 77" cast
of north. The ~rregularity of this alignment in plan
(Fig 41) was due to slippage since the Neolithic and
to variations in the level at which the revetment was
planned . This alignment was presumably established
prior to a ny constructional activity, although no
evidence for any marking-out was noted (other than
that context 624, Fig 42, section 1, could have been a
turf marker). The outer edges of lhe dumps did not

go beyond the limits of subsequen t unit revelments,
and thus the dumps presumably adhered to a
predetermined design for the later cellular units.
The sequence of dump construction could be partly
deciphered (Fig 41): dumps 26912931543 and 447
preceded 467, and 26912931543 also preceded dump
3771379; dump 330 preceded 309, which in turn
preceded 446, these dumps being subsequent to the
construction of the dumps revelled by 469; and dump
21M25/278/291, with its revelment 559, preceded
2961393. The northern dumps were in general
deposited prior to those on the south, although there
was no way of establishing a sequence between the
northern dumps at either end of the cairn. Only one
of the dumps (3771379) had any direct relations hip
with the chambered areas, postdating the erection of
some north chamber orthostats. The westernmost
edges of the two dumps immediately cast of the
chambers were s taggered, which could imply deposition to respect the position of the chambers.

The finds from the primary dumps
The primary dumps contained three Neolithic
s herds, 13 pieces of flint, and IS ammal bone
fragments. The sherds were all wall sherds: one of
fabric 2 (context 446), one of fabric 3 (from 210), and
the third of fabric 4 (from 309). Identifiable animal
bones were cattle (contexts 293 and 296) and pig and
sheepfgoat (309). Flints from 269, 278, 293, 309, and
377 were of non-diagnostic type. These finds can be
correlated with the pre-cairn artefact assemblage
from the buried soil and presumably derive from it.
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Axial elements and cellular units
lntrodr~ction

Followrng the pnmary dumps, the next stage was the
construction of wedges of pitched material (usually
sotid masses of ston~s) to either side of the axial
alignment. These 'axial elements' formed the axial
core of the cairn [Fig~. In section, they often
exhibited mn rkcd pilchi11g from the axis down
towards the high points of the primary dumps (Figs

l~·tu.,...,

T-Llf/ -

tht south hom and tlrt south ttrlrana

42 ~nd 54). Thus, the axial elements we<e built over
the dumps and had their own axial reveLments,
which overlay the primary axial revelments (eg Fig
42, section 2). The separate north and south sectors
of the ami alignment were discernible everywhere
(except east of disturbance 613).
Next came the construction, over the axial elements
and on top of any still-exposed areas of the primary
dumps and the pre-caim soil, of the cellular units A
toW. These units and their revelments are discussed
ln groups following the same sequence as the
description of the dumps. 11 should be stressed that
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west-east sections on Figure• 39

' rcvctment' refers to aUgnments of horiwntally-laid
slabs. These were never freestanding walls (despite
their appearance in plan in Fi
but were built at
the same time as the deposits they served to revel;
thus, they had only one external face, the inside of
the revelment being fully interdigitated with the
deposit being revetted. The exterior surfaces of these
internal revetmenls were relatively rough in comparison with the smooth face of the external cairn
revelment.
Another distinctive constructional device found in
association with these revelments has been termed

here a 'fin'. Fins were formed of steeply-pitched slabs
set against the outer face of a revelment (Figs 55 and
69). A triangular cavity was often formed between the
face of the revelment and the base of the fin, while
the upper edge of the row of on-edge slabs
sometimes projected through the overlying fill.

Units Rrr!V
The three linked units RlrN constituted a single
s ub-rectangu lar constructional block, with an eJfectively continuous outer face formed by the revet-
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Fig 43 Area of u11it M (011 tire left) slrowi11g primary dump 3771379 and axial revelment 448, viewed from the south-west
(lire pit i11 tire surface of tire dump is the excavated intrusion 616); scales in O.Sm divisions
ments 147 on the east, 618 on the south, 154 on the
west, and 298/410/414 on the north. The uppermost
deposits in these units formed the surface of the
surviving monument on its north-west s ide, s ince the
superficial context 8 was nothing more than the
weathered surface of the cairn.
After the primary dumps. the axial element l48 was constructed

(Figs 37 and 45), composed of large, carcfully·positioned slabs,
mainly tilted down tow<~rd.s the north, extending wes t-4."3St to the
limits of the underlying dumps 467 and 543. The southern <.>dgc of

this subst\lntial ma.ss of stones had a south-facing revelment. 618,
which continued, although with a batter towards the north, the
axial alignment of 469 (fig 38), The 148 deposit was thid<.C$1 (C' I m)
on its south side, tap<-ring to the north in <' wedge (Fig 42, sec;tion
3). At its highest point$ 148 formed the surface of the surviving
cairn, and 618 rose to the same height, although this was not
obvious at the point recorded in section. The ,,•edge profile of 148
continued throughout its length, the mass of stones being roughly
'squared--ofr at both ends in line with the west and cast edges or
units V and R respectively. The somewhat irregular western limit
to 148/618 (Figs 4~). re$ulted from the pronounced projection
of the stones at its base. The upper western levels were more in
line with the westem edge of 444 to the south (Fig 47).
Within thea.rea of unit V, a deposit of soil, m11rl, and small stone
fragments (411) was then laid over the nol'them edge of 148, over
primary dumps 26912931543 and 447, and ovel' the remaining
exposed soil. The exact limits of this deposit were uncert.1i1\, but
to the north and west it terminated within unit V, whiJe on the
east it had its own low, east-facing revelment (464), runniug over
and interlocking with the north edge of 148. The position of this
revelment. whkh wa.s not planned in detail, is shown by the
dashed line on the east side of unit V in Figure 46.

Most of unit T was then formed by 3 deposit of large slabs
pitched down to the north (229). This solid block of carefully laid
stones (Fig 45) resembled a northwJrds extension of 148. but it
could be defined as a separJte and subsequent stage of building
because its western edge overlay the revelment 464. which itself
overlay 148. Stone mass 229 rose up to the surviving surface of the
cairn, but tap<-red northwards, in a wedge similar to that of 148,
to tenninatc on its northem edge at least a metre short of later
revetme1H 414. The west and east edges or 229, Like 148, were
simply 'squared-of('. in this case approximately on the Lines of the
('dg('S of unil T..,.; dehned by the later revelments 202 and 263.
l~rom this stage of construction onwards, the units were built
from east to west in the sequence R- T- V. Unit R had an in fill of
rubble, 256, directly overlying the primary dump 26912931543 and
the axial elemc1H 148. On its eastern edge, 256 was terminated by
east·fadng 147. Thi.s revelment was founded upon the eastern
edge of dump 543 and at its southern end overlay and intenneshed
with the 'corner" of 148. On its northem edge. deposit 256 was
revelled by north·facing 298 (Fig 42, section 3), which was founded
partly on the northern edge or dump 543 and partly directly on
soi.l. Revelment 298 was of the same build as 147, linked by 3
bonded, externally-cur.·ed corner at the north-eastern Limit of urtit
R. The same situatiOI\ obtained at the north·westem corner of the
unit, revelment 298 Linking with west·facing 263 in a bonded
curve. Revelment 263 rose up over the underlying dump but
temlinated at the north-eastern corner of stone mass 229, which it
partly overiay. To the south of this point, the western edge o£256
ovel'lay the rough edge of 229.
The construction ol unit T was completed by the deposition of
rubble similar to 256 to the east. This rubble, overlying 229, was
revelled on its northern edge by the north·fadng 414, which bufted
against the corner fonned by revetments 263 and 298, just as the
rubble itself abutted 263. Revelment 414 was founded directly on
soil just beyond the northern limit of the primary dump. At its
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Fi& 44 Sfsment of dump 3771379 in section abutting the rear of orthostat 409 and underlying revelment 312, viewed from
the north; scale in 0.1 m divisions

•

western end, 414 turned a bonded corner to become west·fadng
revetment 202, again forming a revet.ment to the rubble infiJJ on
its western side. like 263, 202 oversailed the primary dump
beneath and overlay the north-west corner of stone-mass 229.
In unit V, steeply-pitched slabs wert pr(>Sent against the face of
revetment 202 and the north-west edge of 229. This Hn (423)
comprised a 2m (north-south) row of single slabs, the Nses of
which were embedded in the surfncc of the dump, 411 . The main
inftll in unit V was a mixture of marl and angular stone frugments,
290, which overlay 423, 411, and 148, ar'd butted <'lgainst the
western edge of 229. The northern limit of 290 w~s revetted by the
north·facing410, which <'butted the comer formed by 202 and 414.
Revelment •to was mainly fou1tded directly upon soil, but also
just overtay the northern limit of deposit 411. The western side of
290 was revetted by the west·facing 154, which formed a bonded
corner with 410 at the north·west of unit V. The northern end of
154 was founded on soil; further south it overlay the edge of the
primary dump 447, being just beyond the western limit of the marl
deposit 41 L. At its southern end 154 abulted, but in an
interdigitated manner, the western corner of 148.

Units SIU!W
As with units RITN to the north, units 5/U/W
constituted a single constructional block. This block
could not have been built until after the construction
of RITN had begun, since the key components of
5/U/W - 264, 303, and 444 - all abutted the
south-facing axial alignment 618. Together, these two
blocks of units formed a massive, potentially freestanding, sub-rectangular solid structure 12.5m long,
16m wide on the west tapering to 13m on the east,
and surviving to c l.Sm high on the central axis and
to a maximum height of 0. 75m at its northern and
southern edges. The upper levels of revelments 154
and 303 presented an almost straight face towards the
west (Fig 47).

A stone mass (444) was en.>cted along the northern edge of these
units, consisting of large slabs pitcht.."ti against the outer face of
axial revelment 618 (Fig 45). This stone mass was an axial element
which formtd a counterbalance to 148 in units RffN, but, unlike
it, was not freestanding and was not so carefully constructed, with
some areas of rubble included among the slabs. In section (Fig 42,
S(.>ction 3). 444 had a similar north-south extent and wedge profile
to its northern counterpart. also rising to the surviving surface of
the cairn. Laterally, 444 extendt..>d eastwards to the limit of 618. but
on the west side the base of 444 terminated some 0.4m short of
the corner formed by the end of 618. Following the deposition of
444, the cellular subdivision of this area began, but in a different
fashion to that on the north side, since the two outer units Sand
W were delineated firSt with unit U built betwe-en them.
ln unit S, a rubble fill 254 overlay the primary dumps 309, 3.30,
and 552, and the southern edge of 444. On its eastern edge. 254
was revetted by east· facing 264, which was founded upon dumps
330 and 552, 31\d at its northern end built on the south·eastern
edge of 444. On the south, 254 was rcvetted by south·fadng 346.
partly founded upon the southern edge o f dump 309 and partly
upon soil. and on the west 254 was revetted. by west·facing 265,
founded upon the eastern crest of dump 309, and which at its
northern end overlay the southern edge of 444. Both revelments
264 and 265 formed bonded, curving corners with 346.
lnfiJJ 254 may have b(••en further subdivided. Context 308 (Figs
39-40, section 2) was originaUy tho ught to have been a revetment,
but could not be identified in plan and was perhaps just a
fortuitous assodtltion of horizontal stones. In section, 265 did not
look very oonvi1\dng as an east· facing rcvetment, but its Credibility
depended on the clearly·defined. northern return of revetment 346
at its western end, where the o uter face was abutted by revelment
418. and upon the existence of a fin, 31, against the western edge
o( the upper levels of 265. This fin was recorded in plan (Fig 57;
arch drgs 18 and 147), but did not appear in section.
The construction of unit W appeared to have been guided by the
ex-tent of the primary dump 446. The infiJJ of rubble with some
m;~rly lenses, 347, overlay 446 and 444, On the east, 347 was
revetted by the east· f3cing 30. At its north end, 30 overlay the
SC)tlthern edge of 444, at its rentre, it overlay the eastern edge of
dump 446, and, at its south end, it was founded directly on soil.
The south-facing southern revelment (419) to 347 was also founded
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Fig 47 U11it W viewed from the south; scales in 0.5m divisions
directly on soU and fonned a bonded oomer with 30, as it did with
the west-facing 303 to the west. Revetment 303 was sited just west
of the extent of the dump 446, founded directly on soil, and
appeared to have been constructt.>d as a continuous alignment up
to the external face of 618 whkh it abuttt."d, thus forming a
revetment face to the western edge of 444 at this point.
On the eastern side of the slabs forming revct.mcnt 303, the unit
fill was of a more cart'fuUy and more massively constructed ruHurt'
than the general fill347, almost constituting a double revetment.
Context 340, parallel to 303 and overlying the western edge of
dump 446, was regarded as a crude initial revelment to 347 on its

western side, with additional limestone rubble, 345, deposited
against its outer face to be revelled by 303 (Figs 39, 40. and 47).
Hence, on some interim plans (Saville 1934a, fig 3), unit W is
shown as havi.ng a double western revetment. FuiJer consideration
suggested th:at, rather than 340 being :a fully-fledged revelment,
since it did not have a dear external face and since there was
considerable interdigitation bel\\•een 340 and 345, the sequence o(
340, 345, and 303 was more probably just a method of constructing
a robust backing for the subsequent south hom.
Followi.ng the construction of units S nnd W. unit U was built
between them by the deposition of 261. rubble with some soil a•ld
marl, over the top of primary dump 309 and the southern slope of
444 and abutting the external (aces of 30 and 265 to the west and
east respectively. On its southern edge, 261 was revetted by 418
which was founded directly on soil and which abutted the bonded
corners of 301419 to the west and 2651346 to the east. As mentioned
previously, a vestigial fin o f pitched slabs (31) was not~ at the
surface of 261 against revelment 265.
Unit U was initially treated as possibly subdivided by a further
north-south revelment, 337 (Saville 19$4a, fig 3). This revelment
was not apparent in section, however. where a marly lens was
continuous across the supposed position (Figs 39-40. se<'tion 2),
nor could it be defined in relation to revelment 418 on the south.
Thus. 337 was subsequently reg.-.rded as either a fortuitous
association of larger stones within 261, or as simply a working·
stage at a high level within the construction.

Units CIEIGII
Accepting alignments 174 and 190 as terminating in
the manner implied by Figure 46, then units C/EIGJI
would have been a single, potentially freestanding,
block of construction, 21 x 5-6.5m, surviving to
0. 75m high on the west and only 0.12m on the east.
An interpretative problem was posed by the potential
eastwards continuation of the axial element 460n75
beyond the end of unit C into unit A (Fig 45). It would
be archite<turally neater to see a definite corner at the
junction between 174 and 460/175, with any eastwards continuation of the axial alignment butted on,
but, at the level of the s urviving basal courses, this
could not be established.
After dump 2101225/etc and its axlal revelment 559, the next
constructional episode in this area involved an axial e lement of
large slabs (460) with a revelment (456) which provided a vertical
continuation o f 559 (Figs 45 and 48). Like 148 further west, but of
smaller p roportions. this axial e lement formed a solid wedge, with
its south-facing revelment battered back slightly to the north (Fig
42, S«tion 1). The axial element was best defined in the area of
unit UG, where it formed a freestanding wedge of pitched
stonework, terminating on the west above the most westerly
extent .. f 559.
To the east in units E and C. the axial zone was disl'\lpted by
modern disturbances and was otherwise difficult to interpret
because of the shallowness of the surviving cairn: eUectively only
two or three courses between ploughsoil and buried soil in p laces.
Distinctively larger stones (origirtally designated context 175) did
continue on the axial a lignment, however, and in placto.s a
reasonably stntight south·facing edge could be dete rmined. On
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Fig 48 West end of omit JIG, showing axial revelment 456 and cellular revelment 195, viewed from the south; scale in
0.5m divisions
balance, it was assumed that axial element 460 originally continued
at least as far east as unit C and may even have continued beyond
it into unit A. To accomodate this uncertainty, the eastern S«tor
of the axial element was designated 460/175 (fig 45).
After axial element 460 was in place, the sequence of unH
construction proceeded eastwards, from liC to E to C. as shown
by the relationships between revetments (Fig 46). The in fill of unit
1/C was composed of rubble (292) on the western side, overlain by
a deposit of mixed soiJ, marl. and stone fragments (188) which
infilled the rest of the area. This unit was initially treated as two
separate units, C and J, subdivided by an apparent north-south
revetment 232 defined at the uppermost level of the cairn.
Subsequent excavation demonstrated 232 to be illusory as a
disc:r<"te revetment and merely part of the All of a single unit. The
infill 1881292 overlay the dump 2101225fetc and the northern limit
of axial element 460 and was revetted to the east, north, and west
by 189, 191, and 195.
Revetment 195 overlay the north-west edge of axial element 460,
but was carefully fitted to it so as to form the face of its western
terminal (Fig 48). To the north of 460, 195 overlay the w~tern edge
of primary dump 291. The north-facing 191 was bonded to 195 at
the curving north-west corner of the unit, at which point 191
overlay the northern limit of the primary dump (Fig 42, section 1).
although to the east 191 was situated beyond the limit of the dump
and was founded directly on soil. After the curving bonded corner
at the northweast of this unit, the east-facing 189 oversailed the
central hump of the primary dump to terminate on the south by
abutting the north side of the axial eleme1\t 460.
Thus, unit l!G represented a single, fully·revetted unit, 8 x
S.Sm, with a maximum surviving height of 0.75m, except that it
had no independent corner on it.s south-east side, the axlal element
already having been constructed to extend further to the east.
Before unit E was constructed, a northern extension was added
to unitiiC. A rubble deposit (387) wa.s dumped agilinst revelment
191 and was revetted on its northern edge by 3851388 (Fig 42,
S«tion 1), abutting the corners formed by 191 and 195 on the w~t
and 189 and 191 on the east. This extension, the s.;\me length as

unit 1/C and about one metTe wide north-south, was founded
directly upon the soil. The corners were rounded and well-built,
especially on the west side where 388 rose to a height of 0.54m in
about five or six courses.
The infill of unit E involved the initial deposition of large slabs
(280) over the northern side of axial element 460 and a short stretch
of fin (279) against the east face of 189. Further slabs, 443, were
placed over the primary dump and the former land surface in the
north~ast part of this unit and interdigitated with the rear lower
levels of rcvctments 176 and 384 at this point. An upper level of
i.nfill, 259, composed of a mixed deposit of soil. marl, and stone
fragments, overlay 279, 280, and 443, as well as any othei'\'Vise
uncovered areas of the ax.ial element 460 and the primary dump,
and was revettcd on the cast and north by 176 and 384. At its west
end, 384 abutted 385, the revelment of the extension to unit UG,
not the earlier revelment 189. Built directly on soil, just outside the
northern extent of the primary dump. 384 formed a bonded corner
with east·faci.ng 176, which, Like 189, overSailed the primary dump
and abutted the northern edge of axial clement 4601175.
Unit C wa.s constructed next, with an inf'ill of slabs and rubble,
226. deposited over the eastern end of the primary dump and the
former land surface and what parts of the axial element 46()1175
had survived subsequent disturbances. To the north, 226 was
rcvctt~ by north-facing 383, built directly on soil. The relationship
be-tween 383 and 1761384 was not conclusively established because
of the frost-shattered nature of 383 at this point, but since it was
revetting a deposit which was definitely dumped against the
eastern faceo( 176, and since 1761384 was a bonded corner, it was
assumed that 383 simply butted against 1761384.
The interpretation of the eastern side of unit C was hampered
by the shaJJowness and disturbed nature of the cairn. The stone
alignment 174. lying directly o n soil and interpreted as a possible
revelment, was only one course high, so no certainty was possible.
lt was, how·ever, the only north-south alignment present east of
176. At its southern end, l74 appeared to overlie the north edge
of the axial element 4<10/175, although this relationship was
inconclusive, whereas at its J\Orthern end no direct relationship
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·w•th 3lG (•tsotlf only one course h1gh at 1ts t.a'ltm end) could be
Mttrnuntd, other than that they were C'OCnmu\Ous. lt was
ronduded lh.at 174 was the east·faong ~'t'tment to 226 and that
it fonned a bonded corner with 383, although other e"'planarions
were possible.
The final stage of internal cellular construction lU the north-<"ast

end of the c111m was a northern extension to units C and E. A
rubble infill (283), with stones lying mainly horizontally but with
some pitched lgilins t the outer faces of 383 and 384, was revetted

on the north by 190. This revetment. founded on soil, ~bulled the
north-east corner of 385 and conb.nued the Nme alignment
eastw.nds. onJy s.urviving to a singlt' <Ou.IW at its eut end. While
190 d.td not Jftm to c:ontmue be)"Ond 174 tnlo t~ aru of unat A.
its ~I t.Mte>m terminal rould not bt asobted A few large stones
sUiggesled • conhnu.ltion of the aligrunml ofl74 north\'lo•ards. and
they could hl\·t rtpresented the base ot a toUth\\·ards mum of
190 to abun the bonded corner of 1741383.

The first deposit to overtie the prim.try dump 2961393 was 461.
compris.ng brge slolbs pitched apinst the south·faong revetment

Units DIFIHIJ
This block of units acted as a southern counlerpart to
units Cff)Cfl in much the same way as units srurw
related to RJTN at the west end of the monument,
but with a dif!erent sequence of cellular construction.
The sequence here moved from east to west,
beginning with unit 0.
Units 0/FIHfJ formed a single block (Fig 46), some
22m long and tapering from 6m wide on the west to
4-4.5m on the east, built from easl to west. The
construction of units FIHfJ, and probably 0, began
after the conslruction of units Clll!C/1, allhough the
two blocks could have been conslructcd contemporaneously afler completion of the complementary

Fig 49 Wt'SI etrd of unit f/H, viewed from
in O.Sm divisions

axial elements. The southern block was less complex
than its wider northern counterpart, lacldng the
double line of east-west revelments. Like units R to
W al the west end of the cairn, unils C lo J appear to
have constitu led a single constructional block, which
could again have been a freestanding entity at some
stage within the building of lhe whole monument.
This eastern block would, however, have had a more
ragged appearance with its staggered western end
ana would have been less monumental, with a
maximum surviving height of c 0.8m at its western
end, tapering to c 0.12m at the eastern end of units
CID.

tl~e

(456) olthe northem axial element 460 (Fig 45). Axial element 461
was w(odge..haped in profile (Fig 42, section 1), up to 1.3m wide
north....outh And O.Sm thick, with Its southem limit coterminous

with the highest point or the primary dump. At Its

w~tem

end,

461 continued for 2.5m beyond the point at which revetme.nts 195

and 456 lonned a corner on the north side of the axial alignment.
Thts l!tSment o( 461 had its own north~fadng IXI.oJII revetment_, 462,
which rontanuf'd thif axial abgnment t1'w south..wHterrunost put
of 461, compn$lng at most two CO<Jne> ollorgt slobs ~g the
\\'fttem bnut of thif prunal)' dump 2961393, abutted and tneref~
pootdottd tht rtor ol south<lwnbu orthoo.. t 317.
East of dump 296/393, whtT< 1l du«tly OV\'NY soil. axial
element 461 definitely continutd mto un11 F. Further eastwards,
the di.sturbinces and the shaUowness of the caim preduded
definite disentanglement of this context. u it dtd of 460 to the
north. The existence in the area of units 8 to F of a separate
constructional element (175), comprising larger than average slabs
on the line of the central axis, was obvious from the moment the

soutlr-west, sJunuing revelment 233 and its lxmded jrmction witlr 396; scale
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Fig 50 Junction of units M and N viewed from tire scuth-west, showing the unit M axial element 440 and its south-facing
revelment 619; scale in O.Sm divisions
cairn was ex-posed. The difficulty of subdividing this 'spine' into
its north and south elements has already been mentioned, A
separate southern axial element (461/175) and revetment prob0bly
did continue eastwards i.nto units 0 and 8, but this could not be
proven, and it is just possible that the 'spine' at this ea.stern end
of the caim could have been of unitary rather than bipartite
construction.
Unit 0 was constructed entirely outside the Bmit of the primary

dump. The infill (260) comprised slabs and rubble with some soil
and marl, overlying the former land surface and axial element
461/175. This infill was delimited to the east, south, and west by
a continuous revelment. The northo-6outh revelments, 178 on the
east and 231 on the west, were built out from the axial element
4611175, which they overlay, but for most of their lengths were
founded directly on soil. At their southern ends, 178 and 231 were
linked by the east-west revelment 394, simiJarly built up from the
pre--caim soil, and bonded to them in roughly right·angled corners.
The infill of unit F comprised rubble (266) partly overlain by and
partly interfacing with a less stony fill (22). This material was
dumped against the external face of revelment 231, and otherwise
overlaid the southern edge of the axial element 461/175, the former
land surface, and the eastern edge of dump 2961'\93. lnfill 221266
was terminated on t~e south by revet:ment 395, which abutted the
bonded corner between revetrnents 231 and 394. The eastern end
of 395 was founded on soil, the western end over the edge of the
primary dump. Revetrnent 239 formed the western edge of unit F,
overlying the south edge of the axial element 461, oversailing the
primary dump, and joining revelment 395 in a bonded, ap·
proximately right·angled corner.
The final unit, JIH, of this constructional block had a marl and
soU infdl (297), distinguishable from the underlying dump by an
intervening but discontinuous horizon of stones. Over most of the
unit, 297 was overlain by an infill of flat slab$ (295). These slabs

were revetted on the south by 396, which abutted the (ace of the
bonded corner formed by 239 and 395 to the east. At this point,
396 overlay the southern edge of primary dump 2961383 (Fig 42,
section 1), but further west it was bui.lt beyond the limit o( the
dump and din.>ctly on soiL Similarly, the revetme.nt forming the
western edge of this unit (2l3) overlay soil at its southern end,
then oversailed the north·west edge of the primary dump before
terminating over the rear of the axial element 461, just to the cast
of its full extent. Revetments 233 and 396 formed a bonded comer
at the south-west limit of this unit (Fig 49). lt was antldpated,
when the possible subdivision 232 to unit UG was identified, that
unit JIH would be similarly partitioned. No such subdivision wa.s
identified during excavation, however, and JIH appeared to be a
single unit, despite its extreme length.

Units MINIPIQ
The well-preserved nature of the revelments in this
area (Fig 52) allowed precise deftnition of the
sequence of construction, including the fact that
revelment 375 of unit 0 postdated the building of the
northern extension to unit M. The building of unit 0
postdated the erection of units M and R and their
relevant revelments 184/376 and 147, so that a stage
existed in the construction sequence when unit 0
was an open space between two revelled faces, apart
from the presence of the western end of the primary
dump 377/379. The infilling of unit 0 could not have
taken place until at least some of the elements of units
NIPIQ were in place to the south.

CAIRN CONSTRUCTlON
'The pnnY.ry dump in thts ilt'N: (377~, pott.J.ncd th~ dumps 10
the west •nd the ert'dlon of the north cNm~r orthcltwts ro thP
east (Fig 41). FoUowtng tJus dump in th~
uf un1t M. ;an OlXIa1
•l•m•n• (>HO. fig 45), composed ol •
ol .r.t.. pil<htd
downwllrdl to thtt nonh and ovcrlyin~ tht.• wuth.:rn ;:lope or the
dump, wu fOn~tructed with a south·fac•ng r"'\'l;!tmcnt (6l9) which
overll\y and C'Clntinucd upward!> the fa~c of the olXI;"~ I rcvetrnent 448

•rt•

woos•

(Figi 42,

~K.'dion

2.: 43; SO; .and 51). This Srn se retch of a;~Cioll ~lt:ment

cermhuued nc.ttfy 10 lhl" w('St and l'il•t. whtn.- th4' ~ubsequent
nonh...south rt-wtments 184 and 312: were built nnto 440<'619 in

sud\ •

"''"Y •~ h> pro\lidt! wdl·6nishetd rom,•ra (Jilf' 46)

Thf' U\flU of urul M (310), a m.txture o4 ru.bb&r aJ'\d nwrl. 0\leriay
lh<' nor1h tdg< ol IM .-.1 dt'm<nl •nd the pnm.uy dump •nd
h.od • conMuous -·ttment. 18412SG'312. lonnm~ lh<' boundary of
an alrnoM ,..u.ue construc:.'tJOf urut c Sm .KfOI..., lkHh ISI .00: 312
.,.....il<d lh<- P"""">' dump •nd fanned bonded <orMr> wtlh
250. whxh 0\'f:ri"'Y tM northern edg~ of the- dump M W1th u.rut
tiC to tht! eont, unh M had a oorthem ellt~s,on . Larse sl.t~ (253),
som~ pltt.:ht'd, w~ plOlf."'ed ag>1insr t.ht' fa« of 250 and rontiiJJ'l('d
by a curved ~vetment. l'his revetment compn:M.<d 313 and 376.
which nbultcd thl" (;~res uf the corner~ furmt.od by 1841250 .1nd

3121250, nnd tht• curved west-east t•lt•ment 1911, which (om\ed
bol\ded com~.·rs with 313 and 376. The whDie uf this northem
extension to unil M was bU1Ll du~ctly from tht> lornwr lAnd surface.
Un1lj NfP.Q hold .a dilf«--rent method nl (Ontlruction whictl did
noc lnvot ...(' tlw Mm~ ~uc.!n.t"f', romm~nang wuh pnrrutry dunlpl,
u the- mt of tM mm. Poilrt$ of chd art';a "'-'tn- among the fim
.sectorJ ol the.- t.l.im to bf' fuOyexc.a"~.tttd tn 1981. ocht•T pam \\·ere
ttw WfY List to b.! rem<wN in 1982, btauw tM mAin 5«bon ran
across IM • ..,. from nor1h 10 south, 1Mu110U'il) l.Jihng an the linr
ol the- ~'t'lmcnts 210 and 495 5eJ>-lroltJI'I~ unit"' P .and Q. This
ICCOUI'I~ ror tht' \'try .solid appear-.11'1(11!' of 11\fo \tontwork ln $«1:10n

in th4.'-' upprr part o( thl" south stde o( th-: c.tlm (Fig:\ 53 a11d 56).
In the •rc.1 of urtlt$ P/Q, and only recorded In Keelion. lh!.! firSt
con5trucUon,.d clcme•tl$ were 4 deposit n( SC'IU (62.5) attd a thin h.ons
ol marl (629; ! 's:!E Con1ext 625, Ihough le!i~ prono\u'IC('<.i, had

m.,....,.

th< wm.•
(m.doposdtd I"!""'~IUrf) •• 62• 10 tM •ast (fig
42. S«tk'ft t) •:nd coukl•lsot."'O'K'eiv01bl)' hA.v~ bftn p.~rt ol a system
ol •xgl nwrkln,s. Contat 629 .fi.l"m''t-'d tou msub!t.tnb.ll to tww
b..'t'n .- romtructiONI dump and w-o~~.s pos.•ubly ~ lens or building
dcbnt.
Ottlc-rwb(', lhc fiN~.t phtase of cottstmcuon in unlt:t NIP/Q was a
law "),lal element of stone (550) with :. north·f.aclng rcvetmrnt 418
{F1gs 63 oll\d 65). On the W('SI, 4781550 nbull\'d Ihe ea stem OO.gc of
A~Clal '-'lt'ment .ol44 al the limit of unll S, while 10 the north~ast
4781550 abulh.-d the r:.tt or axial aliW'n'k'nt .w8 {Fis ..2, scction 2).
At tht' 1n1ctf..,~ bciw«'tl units rtQ and 0. 41SISSO wOtS ~
OL>odrn~. with oo.u·•'etlk>l pild>td ~•bs (451) sulls«jumlly
pbc<d o~iru.l ot Tho dtposibOn ol 47M50 could ~,.., procLu<d
urul M'o .,...I ok'mcnl -619, u soerntd 10 ~ lllCIJGlttd by the
diSJ'O"liOn ol IM pvticu!M .,.,.... r<C'O<d<d on '"" «<tion (Frg 42.
S«tion 2) TlUs rd.ationship \\';IS by no muns condu"'\~. heh\-n·u~
>nd
on bobnc< thought unhkty beau"' .ill ol lh<- 550 soonos
~"'"' ra.~y rt:mo... t..-d to1e.we4481619upsrandlntt.u.a A!Vctted face.
Pruum;lbly tOme- (I( the 550 stones 1'\Jd '4imply bftn push~ into
g.•p:s in the prHxi.stlng filce.
A furthl!r dc:posit of stones (<139) was llwn Dddcd h."'l 550 (Fig 56),
possibly a~ Ptlrl of a continuous con.strucdonol process. This
dtpo~ll wolw dumped against t.hl.' (<t(e ol the 5Qulh·fadng ~~
n!VC'tmt"nt 619 in the area of unll M, whi1C" h.l th~ west it had .J
nMh·fAdng tc\'Mme:nt 441 (Fig %), rontJnu.ing upwards the
allgnmr•r of 478 in the • ..,. of uruiS P•Q. In pi-. lh• pil<h.d
i~Ak ol 451 ~l<d lh• lo••ff "'"""" ol ..-~nl «I rathe<
o~n ~78. .mprw...ng lhe continuous n.ou,.. ol 4?&:-141 .nd the
pnmocy ol '""
<Onibu<bon •• oh" pomL Rubblo 439
w•>loUow<d by • d.-posit ol mlJcod soil•nd morl (436), wluch also
•buu<d '"" IO<J! ol619 or w.s ..,...,<d by 441.
wosbml td&",
thts de~Jt po.std4ttd axial element +M In un1t S o1nd may also
1\A\t,. ,,biJttt'd the nortf\.-south ~lo'dmtnt 264, ahhough this
rt't.ltioruhlp Wii!!I,Ot condusivt-ly estabUshed To thl" cast, 436 had
~ lnw rt'lvctml-'nt, 558. which subS!.-oquenlly ACh.od u th(' basal part
of the nurthcorn 1,.-'1\d of m•etment 3.)1 ntth" C~ft!.•m edge of unit N.

w••

-.lh1od•

On,,.

Fig 51 U11il M vii!Wed from tile south, sluJCvlng tile external fare of axial rrvetment 619 overlyi11g primary axial revetmm t
448; sazles in O.Sm divisions
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Fig 52 Area of unit M viewtd from the north after the removal of unit
the large pitched slabs of lht GXial rtvtlmtnl); scale in O.Sm divrsio1rs
o.po.lt 436 w . . o--in by 1 thon dump of rubbl< (492), wluch
sunalarty abutted 440 and 444, and w•s rt'\·eltf'd by a further course
of 441. Those deposits (439, 436. ond 492) together formed •
wedge·hke axial element, highest on the north and sloping at an
angle of approximately 4~ to the south, extending west-east
aCf055 the length of units NIP/Q. On the west, this wedge was
effectively freestand ing with a north· fadng revelment 441, while
on the east the wedge rested against the race of the south-facing
revelment 619. This wedge wa-5 further reinforced by the
deposition oi some large slabs (186) and subsequently the rubble
lens 554. Both of these deposits wer~ angl~ steeply towards the
lOUth. 186 abutting 619 on the east and revetted by 4U on the
~~ To dw west these deposits •buttfd 444. to the east tMy
term.il\lttd above 558.
'The toUthftn edge ol the ax&~~~l elfoment t'~tmding .c:ro:ss units
NIPIQ was then O\'fltam by a substant.al dump or mixed soil and
mart (2$612941324), which othti'Wist wu dumped direc:t.ly upon the
form~r land surfact: (Figs 39-40 and 42, S«tlon 2). On the west,
this dump overlay dump contexts 330 1nd 552 and also abutted
the bue of revelment 264, and, on the c.ut. it was rcvettcd by the
e~st·fadng revetment 557, only two to three courses high. This
revelment continued southwards the lh1e of the earlier revelment
558 to deposit 436, but was S<'parated from it by the intervening
deposits 186 and 554. Like 558, 557 subsequently formed part of
the bist ol334, the eastern revetnwnt to unil N. At its sou.tMm
edge, 11 lent in the area o( umt Q, dump 286n941324 Nd a low
south·foang ~~ (556) founded dor«tly on ..,;). nu.
rt'\'t'lrnt-nl abuned contexts 2MI346 attht 50Uthoof'a.st c:ornn of urut
Sand w;u &Iter 0\'efain by 432. the JOUthem te\"t'tment to urut Q.
"11\tTe wu f'\'id.ence lh.at SS6 conhn!H'd mto the- area of un1t P,
where 11 underby re\'etment 14, but 1lS hall extent towards the east
w•s not rtCOrded.
Subsequent to these dumps m umt.s NIPJ'Q, a further deposit
wa.s added to the axial element. This romprlsed a series of large
slabs (553; Fig 45) p laced ov~r the S54 rubble as a pitched lens, the
south <.'<lgc of which overlay the northem edge of the dump (Fig

i•ifi/1 to ler1vt the inlemaI rtvtlmmts proud (•rote

56). At tho onte~ tom.·een uruts 0 lnd p,Q, m fonned a rwgh
notth·fJOng revelment (609) wh.ch connnued upwards the
abgnment or axial rn·etment 441.
Cellular construction then began w1th the fonnation o( unit Q.
At Its hi.ghntlevel, unit Q was subdiv1ded Into two approximately
equal parts by a west-east revetm~nt 494, somewhat after the
manner of the extensions addl-d to units M and 1/C. Some doubt
must attach to the completeness of this tubdivi.sion. however,
b«au.se not only was the revetment 4941ncompletely recorded (Fig
46). but al.so the junction bttw~n revelments 270, 494, and 495
WJ.S obse!"Wd to overlie two COUr5t'S of stones (560) rather than the
turface of tht dump 286f29.11324, so thlt the subdivision ol unit Q
rn..y not Nvc t"Xi5tcd at the ...ny a.niti.Al phase of «llul.r
cons,truct»>n. TMre \o\'U, howe"\'ff, no doubc about tM ~
corner formfd by ~·~nts 494 and 495.
At the northern end of urut Q. a fin o( patched stones (32) wu
pl.Kcd ag~~ins.t the outer face o1 f't'Vtlmtnt 264. The fin was overlam
by the rubbte inftll524, which also overlay the south side of axial
element SS3 and dump 2:8612941324, and abutted revetment 264 (Fig
46). On the north-east. 524 was revcued by east·faci.ng 495.
Revetment 495 overlay the axlal elc'"cnt 553/etc at its northern end
and extended southwards <'10'085 the dump 2861294/324 and 560 for
2.5m. before turning west to continue a.s revetment 494 built from
the surface of dump 28612941324. The west end o( revetment 494
w.as not r«<rded during exavation. but was presumed to Nve
abuttN the face of revetment 264
The southern end or unit Q rompn5ed • nw.rly rubbl< fill (433)
0\·trlY'ng tho dump 286/29v.l24, on tho w.st obutting 261 and on
tho north •butting 491. lnfoD 433 w.. ot><lf re.-etted on th< east by
210 (Figs JC)..40) and on th< south by 432 -etment 210 abutted
th~ bond~ corner of 494 and 495, 0\~rlytng 286/2941324 and 560.
At ItS ~uthtm t>nd.. 270 fanned 1 bonded corner with 4)2. which
continued westv.·ards to abut the south-east corner or unit S
form<'d by the bonded 1unction of revetments 264 and 346.
Rt"vctmcnt 432 overlay the (•arhcr 566, which fom1ed the southern
<'<Is< to dump 286.
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To the ea~ o( umt Q. bel\\'t>en ll and the south chambered •re•.
the~ \\·e~ pmblm\tt tn •~rt.umng the ph.slng o£ units N o1nd f'
btauw of ui'K't"TU1nty OH·r the rdlbOr'tSI'ups of some of t~
~"dmmts mno\'td at'" early jQgt of the e>.<nolbon. The ctut£
diffJC'Ulty t.y '" tlw 1:nsuff110t'nt ~of rt'\-etments 14, 15. STJ.

578. and 580. lt W't1"ntd probl,blot that urut P 'ft'asconstructed bclort"
unit N and subsequent to urut Q~ but the rouo.,..ing aaount ol
units P and N 1nvoiVHtome po6t-e>.cavation rationalisatiOn
During the initial stotges ot construction.. unit P was not

subdivided. lt comprised ' l'\lbble and mart infill 285. wh•ch
ibuUed the f;lCes or revetn1ents 270 and 495 and overlay dump 286
and the rear o( the axi."l element 553. On its eastern side thi5 in fill
wa.s revetted by five to six courses of hori:wntal slabs (context IS;
Figs 39-40), which dlrt"("tly overlay the dump 286f29.11324 and SSJ.
and on the south proi:Mbly (omuxl a bonded corner with the lower
rourses of revetmcnt 14. ihis revelment diredly overlay an
eastwards continuation o( 556. the southern rcvetment to
28612941324, ond ab<Jued 270.
In 1ts s-ubsequent nages of construrtton. unit P appeared to J\a,·e
been dividcd mto 1 north and south half Stmalar to unit Q Tht
nort.Mm part wu problbty bl.nh first, compriSing a rubble fill (380)
M't'T 285 ""d tM south~m p.rt o( axial element 553. On its e.utem
f'dge. 3*) wu m·eued by 1~'0 to threr COUJ'S6 of sllbs (518). which
"'·ori.>y th< nort""m port of ""~ment IS. Approximately h.lllw•y
olong th< length of ,.._ttmentiS, S781onnod • bonded comer Wlth
!M two to thrH cou"" ol thf...outh..faong ~"ffr'Mf\t 258. whiC'h
ovtrl.atd the rubb4-t infill 285 and at ats west md abutttd the- outer
face o/495. At 1ts soutMm t-nct u.rut P comprised" mixed anfill o(
rubble and mart (234), whJ<h 0\-ert.ad 285 .tnd abutted the(~ of
258 and 270. The sou them ltmJt of 234 was revetted by the upper
courses o( 14, but the caJtcrn edge of this infill was not tt~tabhshed
with certainty because o( the artadequatc recording of context 580
(Figs 39-40). tlowever. lt st."Cms most likely that 580 was an
east-facing rcvctment of two to three courses of horizontal slabs
overlying 15. abutting the bc)llded romcr of 2581'578. and fomling
a bonded corner on the M>uth with 14.
In the area of unit N. the f~tst stage of cellular construction was

Fig 53 Mni11 sectio11,

g~11eral
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the pUon,g of a fin (630; Figs 39-40) •S'•nst thf outer f~ of
,.._.Nrn<nt IS (bolow S18 •nd 580), lollowed by • rubllk> mli.ll
2991.}81, Thd rubble, which 0\-erlay d~ dump 286 and the Dwl
element SSJ, wH restricted to the most eas-tnly •nd south~rty p~rts
oltht- un11, as af 11 'ft"E'~ purety a 'bKk&ng" to lb re~·~mentJ 334
•nd sn. wtuch were parbcularly "-eii<On.StruC'ted Rewtmt'nt J.}f
0\t.>f'U)' the ax.ial element 553 and was comtructed •~·e SS7. the
<'JStem revelment of dump 286. On the south. 334 formed a
bonded corner with
which was founded darectly on sod. To
the west,
was assumed to have abutted the southooe.ut corner
of unit P. Postdating the rubble 2991381 was an infill of marl with
sm01ll stone fragments (12). which abutted the faces of rtvctment:s
15. 578, and 580. To the south and east. infill 12 w,u .-evettcd by
upJX'r courses of 334 and sn. The units in this area were unusual
in havin~ predominantly marly deposits as their upper fills: a fact
of some mtert>St in view of the marl base to that part of the south
quarry adjacent to these units.

sn

sn,

This unil was constructed nol only subsequent to
umts R and M to either side, bul also after the
north·faong axial element of unils P and Q, thus
filhng a gap occupied previously by nothing except
lhe dump 3771379 (Figs 41 and 56).
The fin of p•tched stones (451) placed against the north f-'« of 418
1nd 441 (Fags 54 and 56) has already been mentioned, on the
assumption that it was an integral part of the construction of those
two Ttvetments. lt was possible, however. to ~e 4Sias po5tdatlng
these revelments. the pitched stones being 5lotted In as subsequent props to the vertical (ace prior to the inR11fng of unit 0

(•rch photo t9821t8116). Whatever the status ol 451. the first re•l

view from the east; scales ill O.Sm divisions
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Fig 54 Mait1 section: detail of the jut~ction between units 0 and Q, viewed from tile east; scale it1 O.Sm divisiot~s
element in the construction of unit 0 involved the dumping of
mixed soil and marl (442) against the face of 441 and the faces of
revetments 147/148 and 1841440 to west and east. A lower, more
marly lens of thjs trianguJar·sectioned axi.al element was separately

designated as context 542, but was almost
same uninterrupted episode of dumping.

~rtainly

part of the

The axial dump 442 was followed by a further axial element, this
time consisting of large slabs (493; Fig 45) pitched down towards
the north and abutting the face of 609 to the south. To the east,
the 493 slabs overlay the fin of slabs pitched almost vertically
against unit M's revelment 1841440, with their bases resting on 442.
These pitched slabs were a part of context 185, a fin of large slabs
pitched against the upper part of revetment 184, but it is probable
that two phases of construction were involved: the first predating
493, while the second postdated 493 and predated the upper infill
288 (fig 52). On its western edge, unit 0 had another fin (146) of
large pitched slabs laid against revetment 147 with their Nses on
442 (Fig 55). As with fin 185 to the east, this element wa.s continued
upwards to the top of 147, so that, while the lowest pitched slabs
were overlain by infill 288. the upper ones were incorporated
with.in it. It is presumed that 146 overlay 493, but no relationship
was recorded.
The infill 288 was a thick deposit of rubble, whkh at its northern
limit formed the whole content of this unit from pre·cairn soil to
cairn surface, although it also overlay dump 3771379 and axial
elements 442 and 493 and abutted revetmcnts 147 and 184. On the
north, 288 wa.s itself revetted by 375 which partly overlay a lens of
marly deposit, one of a series of lenses (625} which may have been
building debris or make-.up for a hollow. On the west, 375 abutted
the face of revetment 147 at its bonded corner with 298. while on
the east 375 clearly abutted the face of 376, not 184.. demonstrating
that the main construction of unit 0 postdated the northern
extension to unit M.
Unit 0 h.ad its own extens-ion to the north (Fig 46), comprising
a rubble inflll (378) dumped against the faces o( 375 and 376. To
the north, this extension was revelled by 348 which partly overlay

625 and partly the fomter land surface. On the east, 348 abutted
the bonded corner between revelments 199 and 376 of the unit M
extension. but on the west the situation was unclear due to poor
preservation at this point. lt seemed most likely. however, that the
stonework shown abutting the northern face of the junction
beruteen revetments 375 and 147/298? and which marks the
western limit o( the 378 inf'ill.. was a continuation of the 348
revelment. In the main secllon (fig 56), revelment 348 was
truncated by disturbance 183.

The internal horns
A continuation of the cellular construction process
took place at the west end of the monument, where
the shape and position of the projecting horns were
prefigured by the addition of revetted blocks of
stonework (Fig 46), very similar to the northern
extensions of units VG and M.
On the south side, a rubble deposit (344). with some soil content,
was laid against the face of revetment 303 and was itself revelled
by 302 (Fig 58), which abutted the face of the 303/419 corner on the
south and the face of 303 on the north. 6oth 303 and 344 directly
overlay the former land surface and were very solidly built;
together with the reinforced revelment 303 they formed a
formidable stonework bastion.
The infill deposit on the north (305) was similar to 344 in being
composed ol rubble with some soil, but also induded larger slabs.
This material was dumped against the face of 154 and was itself
revetted by 304. with both 304 and 305 directly overlying the
former land surface. At its southern end~ 304 abutted the face of
154, but tht relationships at the northern end were less dear
because the cairn in this area was particularly shallow, surviving
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in only one or two courses (arch photo 1982fl2131). The northern
end of 304 tumt.>d an angle to the cast, but this continuation (406)
became indistinct after 1.5m. It seemed probable, however, that
406 originally continued eastward to <'!but the face of 410, just east
of its corner with 154.
8oth o( these extensions were about the same width, but the
southern was a metre longer than the northern. This vt~riation in
the inner horn construction was matched by the asymmetric form
of the subsequent outer hornwork.

Additional in lema/ revelment on the north-west
side
After the construction of the internal north horn, an
additional strip of stonework with a west-<?ast
revelment was added to the north-west cellular units
(Fig 46).
The way in which this revelment (203) and its backi1lg (405)
terminated was not resolved, because of the shallowness of the
cairn here, although it was presumed that they abutted the outer

face of revelment 3041406. From the north horn to the east end of
unit T, this strip of stonework was very narrow; in places the
revelment itself constituted the whole of the strip with no rubble
fill. North of unit R.. this zone widened to about a metre of rubble
infill (405) between the two revelments 203 and 298.
East of unit R, this strip of stonework was sep.1n.Hely designated
as rubble infill 252 and revelment 198 b«ause of the unC't'rtainty
over the precise relationship of deposits in the badly·preSt'rved
area just west of where revetment 348 appeared to fade. lt was
assumed, however, that 198 and 203 were parts of a 001\tinuous
revetment~ which was only about one slolb thkk at the point where

it passed the west end of the unit 0 extension revelled by 348.
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North of unit M, revetment 198 appeared to meet the most
northerly bulge of 199, although its alignment continued eastwards
to meet the rear of orthostat 204. This stretch (555) revetted the
infill rubble 314, which was laid between unit M and the west side
of the north chambered area. lt was not resolvt..>d during exavat:ion
whether 198 and 555 formed a continuous revctment. Strati·
graphically. the disp<>Sitlon of the few contiguous stones forming
the west end of 55S and the east end of 198 suggested that 555 was
earlier, but this would not preclude an eSS('ntially single phase of
construction for the two. A single phase i.s suggested by the
uniform alignment, especially since 555 avoided the shortest gap
behV'een the corner of 1991313 and the orthostats. On balan~. it
was concluded that the revetting of rubble infill314 adjacent to the
chambered area was part of the same stage of construction as 198
and 203.

Summary of the inner cairn construction
Various factors complicated the structural history of
the inner cairn. Building sequences could not be
reconstructed in every part of the cairn (for example,
it was impossible to obtain a sequence for the inner
horns with reference to any part of the cairn east of
the units RffN and SIUIW), and different parts of the
monument may have been erected simultaneously.
Even where an individual sequence of construction
was clear, it need not have represented a significant
period of time, but merely an episode within a
continuous process of construction. Certain relationships were either not adequately preserved or were
inadequately observed and recorded, hence guesses
have had to be made in the reconstruction of some

Fig 55 Unit 0 viewed from the nortl•-east showing the slabs offin 146 pitched against revelment 147 and resting on the
dumped dq>Osit 442; scale in O.Sm divisions
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Fig 58 South lrom vitrnJed from the south, showing lire intema/ extension added to revelment 303 on tire west side of writ
W (the outer cairn and horn facade have been removed down to tlreir lowest courses to expose tire internal revelments);
scale in 0.5m divisions
of the units and their interrelationships. Finally, the
chambered areas and their surrounding units (Chapter 5) are omitted from this discussion, although the
only original gap in the axial alignment occurred
between the chambers. This gap is an early feature
and is discussed below.
The placing and shape of the primary dumps, in
relation to the eventual monument, were significant.
These dumps were always within the limits of the
inner cairn, and they were laid out according to a
predetermined axial alignment. The basal construction of this axis was contemporary with the dumps
to the north of it, indicating that generally northern
primary dumps were constructed before the southern
ones. More important, perhaps, were the dump
profiles which normally had a bank-like aspect with
their long axes mostly parallel to the axial alignment
of the cairn {Figs 43 and 55). This suggested that a
key function of the primary dumps was to provide
support for the axial construction. The axial elements
involved an opposed pitched design throughout their
height, the broad base of the triangular axial 'spine'
being founded against the ridge of the dumps, which
thus provided underpinning.
There was no evidence for any connection between
the cairn and the pre-cairn features. A spatial
correspondence, however, both in position and
orientation, existed between the line of postholes and
stakeholes of the pre-cairn structure and the western

edge of a primary dump (330) and its subsequent
cellular revelment (265). The western limit of dump
330 lay about a metre east of the hearth and postholes
590 and 592, while revelment 265 coincided with the
position of postholes 584 and 595 and stakeholes 583
and 591. However, all the features of the structure,
except the southernmost postholes 584 and 589 and
stakeholes 585 and 586, were overlain by the primary
dump 309, which contained no indication of features
within it and must have postdated the removal of any
timber uprights in the underlying features. The
midden was irregularly criss-crossed by overlying
primary dumps 330, 377/379, and 269/2931543, which
exhibited no correspondence with its limits, although
the axial alignment did bisect the midden location,
running centrally across it from west to east.
Fundamental to the construction of the inner cairn

were the axial elements. These had a bipartite nature
throughout their length and height, comprising two
triangular-sectioned dry s tone structures butted
against each other. It was against the axial elements
that the cellular construction took place. The unit
inftlls and their east and west revelments in each case
overlay the axial elements.
Certain cellular units, or blocks of units, and the
axial elements, to which they were attached, were
capable of being freestanding constructional entities.
On the north-west of the cairn, the block formed by
units RrfN, plus the inner horn extension to the
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west, could have stood independently, as could units
M and VG with their northern extensions.
Other units and blocks of units were dependent
upon the pre-existence of others; units Sand W could
have been built independently of each other, but
must have postdated block RffN to the north; unit
U must have postdated both RffN and Sand W; unit
E must have predated C, but both must have
postdated VG and its northern extension; unit F
postdated 0, and unit j/H postdated F, but all three
must have postdated the construction of block
C/EIG!l to the north; unit Q must have postdated 5
and probably M, but probably predated P and N; unit
N must have postdated M, and probably postdated
P; unit 0 must have postdated R, M, Q, and P. These
sequential relationships give a basis for reconstructing the overall pattern of inner cairn construc·
tion (Chapter 19).

The outer cairn
Introduction
The construction of the outer cairn was very similar
to that of the cellular units and was no doubt
undertaken as part of an almost continuous sequence
of building. The main difference was that the outer
revelment, in effect the facade of the monument, was
built with a carefully constructed, horizontallycoursed, and flush-finished outer face, using selected
and often substantial s labs.
The outer cairn construction involved the deposition of rubble and larger blocks against the faces of
the internal revelments, forming the limits of the
cellular units. In most areas, this infiU was laid
directly over the existing ground surface (eg Fig 42,
section 1: contexts 284 and 392; section 3: 405).
Sometimes large s labs were pitched against the
internal revelments (Fig 11); elsewhere, slabs were
more carefully positioned in a horizontal fashion. For
example, immediately to the south of unit 5, a
substantial block of horizontally-laid slabs (416: Fig
42, section 3) was built, partly revelling small
amounts of rubble and partly directly abutting the
face of revelment 346. This feature is interpreted as
a reinforced section of the facade-backing in this area,
perhaps due to suspected weakness in revetment 346
(Fig 139 and arch drg 147).
South of units 5 and Q was one of the few sectors
of the outer cairn which (contexts 325 and 420)
overlay a thin marly lens, in turn overlying the
former land surface. This lens (628) was visible in two
of the north-south sections (Figs 42, section 3 and
56), but its west-east extent is unknown. It was
definitely restricted to the zone between the facade
and internal west-east cellular revelment and was
not continuous with, or derived from, the primary
dumps. To the north of unit 0, only recorded in
section (Fig 56), was another instance of marly
deposits intervening between the outer cairn and the
buried soil. Here, however, there were two separate
lenses, 626 and 627, both of them more extensive
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than 628. The earlier (626) terminated on the north
beneath the northern revelment (375) of unit 0, and
so must have related to or predated the cellular phase
of construction. The later (627) abutted the final
internal revelment (198) on the north-west side, but,
like 626, continued northwards to a point beyond the
position of the external revelment, which it under·
laid. This deposit must have been of restricted
occurrence. It is possible that 626 and 627 were in fact
a single deposit relating to the cellular construction
phase. Both 626/627 and 628 seem to have been
construction debris rather than deliberate elements of
the cairn construction. That these deposits were only
recorded in section, testifies to their localised nature.
it is possible that similar deposits elsewhere on the
s ite could have gone unrecorded.
Normally, the infill between inner and outer
revelments was fully interdigitated with the latter,
which like all the other revelments had only one face,
being built at the same time as the infill (Figs 59 and
62). The outer revelment and its backing formed an
external 'skin' to the monument, varying in width
(excluding units A and B) from c 1.5m to c 0.3m. This
external construction was of an integral, continuous
build, interrupted only by the two entrances to the
chambered areas, and even then it was continuous at
the base of the revelment (Chapter 5).
To the west of the chambered areas, the outer
revelment was given separate context numbers (Fig
46), but there was no reason to suppose that 13 west,
151 west, 152, 153, and 300 or their backing infills
(251, 306, 325, 341, 407, and 420) were not part of a
single build. At the north-west corner, stones were
absent as a result of plough-erosion, but they (151
west and 152) must have been linked in a continuous
curve. Similar short breaks in the facade to the east
(13 east, south of unit )IH, and 151 east, north of units
A and E) could also be attributed to disturbance.
The chambered area entrances are discussed in
detail in the next chapter. Breaks in the outer facade
occurred at both entrances, which were lined in their
outer portions by revelments (369-372) delimiting the
facade backing. The construction of unit L followed
the general pattern of the other cellular units. The
south-west limit was defined by revelment 333,
placed between the orthostats and the bonded corner
of revelments 3341577; the south-east limit was
similarly defined by revelment 425. Thus, unit L was
infilled to the same southerly point as the adjacent
units JIH and N, prior to the addition of the outer
cairn on either side of the entrance (see arch photos
1982/7/14 and 198219127).
The situation in unit K was not so clear. The
arrangements on the north-west limit of this unit
have already been described, with revelment 555,
whether or not it was continuous with 198, effectively
separating the unit infW (314) from the outer cairn
(251). The north-east sector of unit K was different,
however, in that it had no obvious internal revelment
linking the orthostats and the unit VG revelments,
and thus no actual division between the infill rubble
(389) of the east side of unit K and the backing (284)
of 151 east.
On practical grounds, and because it would have
been atypical compared with the rest of the cairn, it
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Fig 59 Section throug/1 the outer cairn west of the south chambered area, shqwing intemal rroetmmt 14 and extema/
rroetment 13 west, viewed from the east; scale in 0.5m divisions
seems unlikely that unit K was left open until the
construction of the north-eastern section of the facade
and its backing.

Units A and B
To the east, the outer cairn appeared to have been
part of the same building phase as the construction
of units A and B (Fig 46). Strictly speaking, A and B
were not cellular units of the same form as the other
units. Some uncertainty remained about the con·

struction of A and 6 because of the poor preservation
of the cairn in this area (Figs 57 and 60).
Units A and 8 were located beyond the primary dump deposits.
The infill ol unit A consisted of stone slabs in a slightly marly
matrix (276), placed directly over the land surface, and revelled on
the north by an external revctment (151 east). At its north·west
oorner, there was no obvious division betwee'' 276 a•'d the very
narrow strip of backing (284) between revelments 151 east and 190.
To the west, 276 wa.s interpreted as abutting the outer, eastern race
of revelment 174, while to the east, 'JJ6 simply terminated in an
eroded edge.
The in fill (277) of unit 8 was simiJar to that o( A. lt also di.n.'<'tly
overlay the soiJ and had no revelment (other than 13 east on the
south). To the west$ m abutted revelment 178, and at its
south-west corner it merged without any obvious d ivision into 392,
the backing rubble between revelments 394 and 13 east. To the
east... a single stone (373) marked the possible line of an external
north-south revelment and hence also the tail end of the cairn (Fig
46).
fn the area o( the central axis here, both i.n(iUs (276 and 277)
postdated a poorly-preserved spinal element (Fig 45). Although

there was a double-pitched, ridged elfect in the axial slabs between
units A and 8, it proved impossible to determine whether the
northern or the southern element was constructed first, or whether
the whole axial element here was of single construction.
The poor preservation at the eastern end of the monument
aUects any consideration of the constructional methods used or the
sequence in units A and 8.

The external revelment
The external revelment was built directly from the
original land surface without any prior preparation of
the ground. Gradually, the basal courses had sunk
into the pre-cairn soil. This sinking had occurred
differentially, depending upon the underlying subsoil and bedrock. Numerous sections demonstrated
this subsidence or the converse (Figs 42 and 56). The
phenomenon was most clearly demonstrated south
of unit U, where a hump in the facade elevation
matched a hump in the bedrock su rface (Fig 66: c-d).
Where differential sinking occurred from front to
rear of the facade (Fig 61), it was always the leading,
outer edge of the revetment which had sunk deeper
into the soil, and here various factors, such as
erosion, earthworm activity, animal burrowing, or

the presence of external stone debris, must have been
the cause. As a result of this, the upper s urviving
courses of the facade often had a pronounced
outward lean. These aspects are more properly part
of the decay of the monument (Chapter 7), but they
are noted here, because they explain slight deviations
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in the facad~ abgnment (Fig 46). Origmally, the two
lateral stretches of external revetmenl formed al>solulely straight tines (Figs S-9).
11 was assum~d that the stone 373 marked the line
of the terminal revelment at the east end of the
monum~nt (Fig 46). Curved corn~rs were the norm
in the cairn cons truction, and therefore curved
corners and a straight (or slightly-curved) revetment
are postulated for the eastern terminal.
ol the caun. the hmgth ol tht SW"\'1'\ing
151 tast. and 213) "'"s Stm, on the' south
sid•, tM ""'sth (t3 west. 13 ea5t. and 237) ...., O.Sm 1«&. T•lang
stone
IJ tht onganal bmtt of the monumtnt, then the total
length of e.xh i1de woukl have been approll:uNtely S3m. The
width at tl\e t..til. at right angles to the JhgnmNII of the axial
revelment and on the line of stone 373, would h.tve been

On tM north

SKit>

l"e\>"flment (151 west.

m

4

approximately 8.6m.
The maximum width, north to south, of the homs at the wt>St
end willS ju-51 under 19m. The shape of the homs varic.od slightly.

The nonh horn was flatter and less pronoun«"<~, projtoc'hng about
1.2m beyond the forecourt recess, while the mort' rurvmg .south
hom proj«'tfd 50me lm. I( the sae and sNpt- of thr fore<oUrt
l"t('HS •~ defined by a straight lane drJwn brh~·C!en thto
"~tern.tne)5l pfOI«tKMU of the horn$, then lhtS shJJJow <'OOCIV~
•re• hid • wodth of8m and a depth ofl.5m
~ m.tXImum sun-.vmg height oil~ f'l(tetNI m·ettntnt
Fo~> 62, 64, •nd

0.8m (on IM south side of the forecourt

wu
65).
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EJstWhfrf'. tht' ~UI'VIV1"3 height WO}S V.lN~, but ~·er ~ed
abo<oo OAm •I~ th• J.ooer.>l edges (Figs 63 •nd 66). R~
of thft h<"a&ht o( the e-xternal revetmt-nt could « Khie,,.ed very
apptO'<ImJttly from consideration of the- extrl<aim sections (Figs
140-3) . For ex.1mple. it can be suggested thtlt the mmamum heights
at section' S and 14 on the north side were 0 .85m and l.Om
respectively, a t section 23 in the rorcc:ourt I.Om. and at sections33
and 37 or' the south side 0.45m and 0.6m respectively. Generally,
the exten\IJI rcvctment appeared to taper In height from the centre
of the forecourt, oiCtOSS the horns, to the literal Ng:es, and from
west of the entr.tneft down towards the taaJ end of the calm.
The re~·etment an the foreoowt was ~f"nncJI to tMt elsewhere
around the ~dot (Figs 64-5). No upri&ht stontt we-no present., nor
could any N\·t ~led formerly; tht dtya.tont" wortc. wu
uruntemopoed, •nd 0.. underlying 50il con,.oned no ii\Wcotion of
posthole-s or s.tOM-sockm. There \~re~. thtrtfoR", no 'false
entrance• indiC'•torS olS present in the forecourt m·ctmt-nts ol some
otMr l.ater~ally·dtambered Cotswold-Severn tombs. On Figu.res
64-5. the rcvctment m the centre of the fon.'(O\lrt shows a gap
where at survives to only 0.3m in height. Whtn first exposed
during C'AC'M11tion. however, the revelment here was still intact up
to the same level as o n either side.
The qu11Bty of the external revelment facing cannot be
overstatt"d. Lllrgc sl.lbs with at least one perfooly straight edge
were arefuiJy ~lected for the £aade. The ongmal proportions otnd
qu•hty of thew slabs. howt'\·er. hAd often ~n obscurtd by
subsequ<"nt thtrmill fracturing. The routS&ng •ppe.-red to 1\a\'e
hem e\duq\·~Jy honzontal. W1th no \'~rbC'IIJ or d~ wOck,. but
.u W'lth All dry~tone construction tM tou.rsH were not W\iform (S«
<g Fig 65). A Sludy of50m< of 0.. slobs from the •><...W ~t

(Cio.opo•r 161 wggested th>o ne< aU IM "ono used d•nved from

Fig 60 Tail end of tire cairn as first expos<'li, viewed from tire east; tire original extent of the cairn is perhaps marked by
tire pitclretl stone visible at tire bottom left of tire picture; poralle/ scores in tire sul!soil surface are recent plouglrmarks;
scale i11 O.Sm divisio11s
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Fig 61

HAZLETON NORTH

ExteTilnt revelment (151 east) and rmderlyilrg soil in section (cf Fig 42, section 1), viewed from the east; scale in

0.1m divisions
the Ranklng qu<trrics.

u so, this implies even sreater <onc:ern over

the original appearance of the faC'ade.

The upper cairn
A general context (8) applied to the whole cairn
surface beneath the modern soil horizon. The cairn
was first planned at this level ~ ~~ The records of
the cairn at this stage provide t e asis for assessing
the nature of the upper cairn. As the contour survey
(Fig 5), the profiles (Fig 67), and the main section (Fig
56) make dear, the surviving cairn profile had been
artifidally smoothed by the processes of collapse,
erosion, and agriculture. The height loss over
five-and-a-half millennia is a crucial, but un.known,
factor, and one which cannot be assessed from the
amount of surrounding stone debris, since this will
have undergone s imilar erosion.
At the cajm surfate, there was only one ieatuJe which did not

become clari£ied during excavation. This was a spread of some 14
pieces o£ sheUy limestone (similar to the coarSe--grained orthost.us).
lylng mainly horizontally within the surfa«' of th(' south·w~t part
of the cai.m above unit U. The largest of thPSe was a sizeabl~ slab
0.75 x 0.50 X 0.10m. There was no obvious relationship be-tween
the separate pieces in this scatter (arch d_rg 131; photo 1979/14/Ha).
Sub$equent clearance did not reveal any associ4lted fe>ltures in the
cairn around or below the~ stones, hence their presei\C(' remains

unexplained.
Some sections of the upper cairn were less stony and had more

marl o r soil than otherS. All of thest" proved to be area.s of
post~monum~nt

di.sturOO.ncc. except in the case of the surfaces of

unit$ P and N, where the upper unit infill deposits comprised
marly lenS(."$ (see arch photo 1981/J619). This mixture of mart and
stone rould originally have been covered by a layer of slabs,
subsequently lost by erOSion.
At the levl'l of context 8. a numbl'r of features of the tnner cairn
construction were visible (Fig 57). These induded 11 of the
chambcred area orthostals, which must originally have been
concealed by roof-stones. Thus. it cannot be assumed that any o£
the other featurtS, the internal revetments. and the pitched axia.l
construction were necessarily vi.sibte originally, and at least O.Sm
depth of cover must have been lost from over the chambered areas.
On the other hand, height loss in the chambered area will have
been increased by the disintegration of the roofing stones and need
not have been so pronounced elsewhere.
Jf the internal revelments were vl.sib1e at the uppennost level or
the caim, then a case rould be made for the cairn having had a
stepped appearance with an ele\'ated internal section. as far as the
limits of the cellular construction, a.nd a lower surrounding
platform formed by the outer cajm. Several factorS can be used to
argue againM a stepped appcaranre. however. For example, there
would have been a marked contrast bl.>tween the regular ground
plan of the ooter caim del'imited by the facade and the irregular
plan of the inner cairn. The assumption was made that the final
appearance of the Haz.leton North cairn was not stepped. This
leaves a choic;e as to how pitched or fiat the upper SIOn<"work
appeared. Taking the north-south transverse profile first, the
opposingly~pitched, ridge-like nature o( the axial elements has
been stressed, and this emerges clearly from a iJ the recorded
north-south sections. This pitched aspect to the west-east axis was
ap~rent, es~aUy at the west end, at the very highest survi\'ing
level (Figs 57 and 68) and was likely to have been a feature of the
original surface of the monument. H has also been shown,
however, that within the cellular construction the U5E! of
steeply·pitched slabs placed against the fa<"eS or north~uth
revetments was common (Fig 69), these 'fins· cre"ting a counter~
effect o( pitching to the east or west over the top or the edges o(
the axial ridge. Nevertheless. the strongest case against a
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lt'dan.guLn, bo)·bM nonh-south profde to ttw t <t1m •s dut this
would N\'t' ~tated the outer te'\·etment n s•ns to the same
height .u U"f 'Xl5 or th~ calm throughout. Tht.s lppeOlred not to
apply '" the a~a of the chambers, where .tll tht> s.lg.ns a~ that a
dtcre.ase In overall heaght occurred from the cMmbcrs outwards
to the entrances and, if so, is unlikely to h.-ve •pplied elsewhere.
Thus, the suggested conclusion i.s that the transverse profile was

a ridged ont', with symmetrial pitching fron' a longitudinal axial
ridge.
The origiN! longitudinal profde prObably tapt•l't'd from west to
e;ast in tNt ~rt of the monum~t to the 4!'.1.51 of the ('hambers. but
it w.u more dllfteult to suggest a r«<nstruction of the profiie to
the' w~l. Ftsurt 67 shows tM- west-east pro(t&t (from the contour
SUNq') •ions the line of lht axiol m"<tm<nb Th< hogh<sl
SUMY'i.ll.l plrt ol the aim was at the m11n i«'tK)ft, r1ther th.J.n
abo\-e t~ dumbtrs. WHt of the- rN.in S«ttan, the- s~~ towards
the forecourt wu ~~ual and coukS hi\·~ btt-n • product or
ero5ion. Mon!O\'tr, the amount ot collapsed debn.s m the forecourt
was considerable (Fig S7) and could be suffiaent to postullte a
revetment rising to at least the height ot the cairn at the mai.n
section. The rolfapse of this revetment would have encouraged an
erosion slope br1ck on to the cairn from the forecourt Whether the
original profile sloped from the forerourt are.a to the m" in section
is a matter for tpeculation.

Fi11ds from tire caim
Finds from the cairn likely to be contemporary with
its construction were extremely few. (Artefacts from
around ihe chambered areas in unils K and L are
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discussed on Chapter 5). Prehosloric finds from
context 8 are more probably relaied to lhe monument
decay phase as redeposited items.
A single humtln bone (left distal phalanx) was found in the lower
.storH~work o( the axial element 461, over 3m south-east of the
ne<arcst orthost~t (208). This bone walt O'llmo~t certainly not derived
from the chambered areas and remc'l1ns enlgm01tic. From context
444 (below umt l!}, a fragment of a chi.ld's vertebra and a longbone
fr.a.g.mtnl ~·t~ recorded. Fragments of ~ult MM also cam~ from
rontext! 315 and 318 m unit 0 .
Sonw 14antrNII broM$ (faR* 80) "-fft USC)(U.ttd with the- cairn

""""""""' C.ul<. sheep'gooo, and pog am< rrom ohe prinwy
dumpo '1111. m. 296. •nd 309. n - bonos w... prosumobly from
lht ..,.,.. oso.embloge u in lht buried oo~ •nd prob.tbly resulted
from Its d1s1urbanao during the early phlses of quury"Lng. Two red
deer antlers a me from cairn ronte~ts around th~ chambe-red areas
(stt ChapterS).
The lxH\cs of small mammals fTOm lower cairn contexts (Table
81) were n1ostly from loose stony dcpo~its Into which animals
could hltve ~netn.ted .
A tot.ll o( (we small sherds of prchl5toric pottery was found in
the lower p.1rts of the caJrn. Th.rec were from pnmary dumps (210,
309. ;and 446), a fourth from a slab construction (390) adjacent to
the south ch.lmber, and the fifth from the a'CJ.Al e~ment (444). The
thrff sMrds from dump rontats C"'UUd hne bH-n ~\'t'd from
tM ~im OCCUpition, and tJw wme m.~y h,\"t' applied to the
othe-r two shttds abo\"t".
Twtnt)··fiH Rtnts And one cherl artef.ct arM from cairn
cont~ts. compnsmg 21 unretouched fbM-5, 2 unc:Lusifiable burnt
fragments, 2 cdgr-lrimmed Rakes, and 1 ?bunn. They were

Fig 62 Extemal revelment ill tloe foreoour/ ill partial sectioll, viewed from the north; scoles ill 0.1 alld 0.5m divisions

S4
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Fig 63 £xtemal revetme11t 151 west i11 tire area 11ortir of writ T, viewed from the 110rth; scale i11 O.lm divisions

Fig 64 Extemal revetme11/ ill tire Jorocourt at the west e11d of the caim, viewed from the west; scales i11 O.Sm divisions
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Fig 66 Elevations atrd profiles of tile extemal revelme11t at file eutratrces to tile chambered areas aud at poiuts alo11g tile south-wesl side of the cairn
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Fig 67 Profiles of'the CJiirn before excavation, derived from the contour survey; the longitudinal profile is along the axial alignment, the lateral profiles are at right angles
to the axial alignment
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Fig 68 Caim stonework on the north-west side of the mom1ment, viewed from the west, after tire final cleaning, showing
the pitched nature of the axial stonework; srules in 0.5m divisions

Fig 69 Upper cairn surface in the area of mrit R, viewed from the north; close to the baulk on the left is the fin 146 pitched
against the face of revelment 147; the smaller scale is placed over the disturbance 606; scales in 10 and 50mm and
0.5m divisions

CAIRN CONSTRUCTION
p1'0''f'N~

.s foUows; I from a.n orthoJLU J<ld.fl. 15 from
prirmry dumps; 3 from axial elements; 6 from uml mfdls; and 1
from th~ fillade-Ndun.g of the outer aim. A pos.bH hnk. bet'Wee1\
one of thest plect:s (from the interface betwten a umt mfill and
the surfll« of~ primary dump) and the pre-coJim n1.nt assemblage
was est01bli.shed by refitting (Chapter tO). All of these. of a
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nondl'5<npt d\.aracteT. were pn!bably rortuotously redepos;ted
dunng 01.m ronstructaon.
V1rlu.llly all the finds from the ca.im an be n!plrded as ch.an~
redepoiihons dunng construction or as subsequent mtrustons. lt
is clcOJr thal the cai.m wa.s not tre.1ted a! 1 location for artefact
deposition, ritual or otherwise.
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5 The chambered areas
by Alan Saville and ]on Hoyle

Summary
The two d1ambered areas, constructed as integral parts of
the cairu, eadt comprised an entrance, passage, and

chamber laid out in an L·shape. They were built up with
coarse· and fine-grained limestone orthostals topped with
corbellinf. The areas were paved in part with limestone
slabs, and there were various blockin$ devices, dividing
chambers from passages and passages from wtrances.

Introduction
The construction of the chambered areas was an
integral part of building the cairn. Their roofing
depended on the presence of the cellular units to
either side; at Hazleton, the chambered areas had
never been freestanding as 'small cairns'. The term
'chambered area' refers to the whole of each area
demarcated by orthostats and the associated revelments (Fig 10).
In plan, both chambered areas were L-shaped (Figs
70-1) with an angled turn to the east. For descriptive
purposes, each chambered area was subdivided into
three zones: entrance, passage, and chamber. The
entrance is the area from the external revelment to
the first transverse s labs; the chamber is the zone
from the easternmost orthostat back to the sillstone;
and the passage is the section between the entrance
and chamber. These terms were used for convenience
from an early stage of the excavation, and they do
not have any specific implications as to s tatus or
function. 'Throughway' is thus used to describe the
access space defined by the orthostats, rather than
entrance or passage.

The chambered areas were recorded in plan to
show the orthostats, the paving_ and the sockets,
stone impressions, and packing stones (Figs 74 and
79). The individual orthos tats are referred to by their
original context numbers. Elevations record the
orthostats and any intercalated revelments, viewed
from the interior (Figs 75, 76, 80, and 81). Profiles
across the chambered areas show the internal spaces
(Figs 77 and 82). In addition, plans of the chambered
areas before excavation (Fig 93), sections through the
fills (Fig 95), and isometric reconstructions (Figs
230-1) are included in subsequent chapters.

The orthostats
The orthostats were of two varieties of limestone,
readily distinguishable during excavation. Subsequent analysis (Chapter 16) s howed that one was
a fine-grained limestone (Fig 72), similar to the stone
in the caimside quarries (Hampen Marly Beds), while
the other was a coarser-grained limestone (Fig 73;
Farmington Freestonc), which had been imported,
possibly from several kilometres away. The two types
of orthostat limestone used are referred to as
'fine-grained' and 'coarse-grained' (Figs 74 and 79).
Orthostats of roarse·g.rained stone were usually larger than the
others. Their outlines were rounded, their shapes very variable,
and their surfaces frequently displayed very marked weathering

(FigS i'3 and 86). This weathering hlld taken place before their use
as orthostats. The coarse-grained orthostats were very shelly. The
surface of one (204) was closely covered with brachiopods, while
orthostat 21 had the largest visible fos.sil. a bivalve over SOmm
across (arc-h photo 1982135124), located at its base and buried below
ground level.
The fine-grained orthostats were angular in o utline, with
relatively smooth surfaces, and could be quite regular in shape (fig
n). Features, such as a pronounced angular s tep on the rear face
of orthostat 281 (Fig 72), made dear the quarried origin of these
slabs. When used orthostatically, this stone was not as durable as
the coarser stone and tended to laminate vertically and shatter. In
some cases, the shattered orthostats had still retained their shapes
and positions (eg 249: Fig 70), in other cases fragmentation was

Fig 70 South cl111mbered area orthostats, viewed from the west; scale in 0.5m divisio11s
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Table 2 South chambered area orthostats
Mu

C01tJtXf
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O.SS..0.61
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o.~. n
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1.10
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o.s1-o.ss

0.90
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........
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?
?
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~
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1.05
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c
c
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upright
upri&f\1

0.17
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c
c

uprigl\l
upright

O. ll

c

&bght INn outw•f'Cb
,Ught INn i.nw.uds
Jlight le•n in-nb
a:ligh.t l~n inwucl.s

~

124

Tnllf:SI~ Mttb$ fit JN~ f{tnt,_RN -.1 p;l~

,..

_
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_,_,,. r~~tlltl.ltd$

o.68
0.62

.......
0.50
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F

0. 12
0.17

F
F
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c
c
c
c
c
c

0. 71

1.00
1. 10

~"
1.42
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O.H

0.28

0.12

uprigtlt
~I'll lt•n lnwU<b

upri&J!t
upri8fll
~o~prlg.ht

upright

~ FIC • Flllto Of C'Ool.fSC.'-IT•irwd ti.nHe\)1'\ot. The hrlgtu ~mtnt it from Boor
levd to ~ ~l'ont point ol tlw seortt-, not nt<'f5,,u\ly in • pbrw prtpmdio:u.Lir eo tht
groul\d but mt-asuftd alo~ tlw fk"t ol t~ &torw. Thco r;a"8,t 9v~ rtik<'IJ ui'IC'truinty
;abou.l !he f'loor Srwt o~nd th;at in cmaitt itt§.l•ncn there wu consider;abk untvtnntM in
th.u ..,_'C'!l alonf; ttl~ N:st ol •n indlvidu,, orthoihlt. 11w w'tdttl ri'IN$uf'\'ment is the
wwlm~m width. p.~nlk-1 to tM lloor. ol tlw orthc»hlt in its tr«1 po6ieion, "'Thlf'5e
Of'lh~ts ...'m" poMibly INning intt'fltiooally (ie chey had ~" f'f'MC'd in tlw.t positiOI'I}.
as oppowd 10 tM Othon" Wnif18 ord"l5hlb .,..hkfl Nd mo~ inwmb ~ f'ft'rtk:wl.

Table 3 North chambered area orthosta.ts
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0.62
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""
""
"'
""
,.,
'"
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""
""
208

(eg 358: Fig 118).
None of the orthostats bore dt.>roration in 01ny form. Several of
the ro..'rse-grained orthostats had n<ltural perforations (Fig 73), but
these had not been artifidally modified. Most of the orthost.:tts
visible at the surface of the caim were scored by plough·damage
(orthoslals 16, 17, 18. 20, 21, 204. 205, 207. and 208: S« Fig 87).
None of the coarse-grained orthostats had been dressed, and their
often irregular upper surfa~s had not been levelled; the
fin~grained orthostats were quarried blocks, but otherwise
unshapcd.
The sizes of the orthostats are compared in Tables 2 and 3. The
coarse-grained orthostats tended to be larger and more massive
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Fig 71 North dmmbered area ortlrostats, viewed from the
110rtlr; sroles in O.Sm divisions
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than the fine-grained ones, and in both categories of stone the

south·side orthostats were more massive than the north-side ones.
The chamber orthostats tended to be larger and taller than those
in the passage "''d entrance (on both sides). Avcr.1ge heights o(
the entrance and passage orthostats were about the same on both
sides (0.65m south side, 0.68m north s-ide); the south·side chamber

orthostats, however, were slightly taller. Even the Largest o( these
o rthostats (19, south entrance) would have posed no great
mechanical problems (or the tomb builders. since it was (ound by
experiment th<H three people could manoeuvre this and the other
larger stones by rolling and pivoting them.
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Fig 72 North clwmbered area: extema/ aspect of orthostats formilrg tlrt so11th side of tlrt trort/r chamber, vii!Wed. from tire
sorllh; SCJllt irr O.Sm divisiotrs

The orthostat sockets
The way in which the orlhostats were erected varied.
Their stone-holes and packing stones are shown in
Figures 74 and 79 and the dimensions in Tables 4 and
5. The maximum excavated depth and an estimate for
the original depth below floor level are provided (this
latter calculation is uncertain because the orthostats
must have sunk into the subsoil). Since the maximum
depth postulated is only 0.25m, this shows an
absence of substantial sockets.
Nu\~ o( the 16 southern orthostlts, and 3 o( the 26 on the nonh
side, appeared to have genuine 50ekecs, although barely wider
than the orthostats which they rt'«ivtd, the orthostats being
placed Ru.sh against one side of the socket and wedged with
packing atones on the oth~r . An exception was the socket 541 for

south entrance orthostat 17 (Fig 78), which extended weU beyond

the bue o( lhe orthostat and had tlghtly·wedged packing stones
on all sides. In other cases, a rudimentary hollow to suit the base
was made, then stones were wtdged •round the base to keep the
orthoor.r upright. The imgu!anu...n th• bo,.. olsome orthosr.ts
w~ componsated for by padang ...bs (most nor.bly bentath tM
ms<d tnd cl orthostat 317). A poss•blr lnt<rlu\lcing ol sron<-holes
on the w ..t Side ol the south po~ oe<urftd, w~ 528, 529.
and 530 f()f'IMd a shallow guUy. tf so, thiS would be <vidfnC1! for
the contemporaneous erection o( both fine-- and cw~aned
orth05t&ts: this was not otherw~se demol\5trable.
ln a (ew Cilses, there was no toeket whatsoever, the orthostat

boiAndng upright on the existing ground •urlace, supported by
stone wedges. For the well·balan«'<< orthost4lt 18, for example,
only stabilisation, by pladng slabs under the concave northern

~. was requ1red; the '$0Cket' 526 w.u s.•mply the impression of
tht blse of the orthostat in the burit'd JOII (Arch photo 198213517).

Finds from the orthostat sockets
The total number of items recorded from the sockets
was small.
In tM nonhtm sockets. bone fug.mtnts wttr the only finds. Thew
~"' all Judged to be hwnon tll«pt for thrft f...gmonts &om 501
and further lngments from 517, which • .., unidentifiable ill\llNI
bo,. and p~mably denved from tht bun«! soil. In tht north
entn~. sockets 497/498 YlekJed two toe bonn, while socket 499
ronta1ned six small bumt fragmt'nts, including m.nial piectS,
m1tC'hing the satter of eremattd bones elsewhere in the entr-1.nce.

In the chamber, a rib bone came from 513, a toe bone from 516, a
tooth from 519, a metataTS..·d from 520, a vertebra from 522, and a
rib and manubrium from 520152l. M"ny more human bone
frasmcnts were recorded from the sou them orthMtat sockets (Stt
Table 6). AU of these human bones from both north and south
sides were either very small bona or small fragments. Thetr
pr..enco in th<se scd<ets an be ..p~o.ned by post-depositional
pl'OC't$!ft. Tht rdati,·ely latgt numbon o( bon.. from the sodcots
ar tht ..-..t sid• o1 the south chamber and •ts Junction with the
pu.s.~ge Are somewhat problernabe, "nee not only wt.~re thesttoektts shallow. but bu.nal deposet.s 1n thest areas "-ere ~'-NY
'~'""" (Fig 112).
lt wu conduded that none of the hum.an bones and bone
fragments recorded from sockeiJ were contemporary with the
eredlon of the orthostats, nor was the bone bead (Fig 177: 14879),
(ound in socket 535 {south chamber). The nint flake from socket
538 was also almost certainly derived from the buried soil.
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Table 4 South chambered area orthostat sockets
Context no
Stmu· Sockd

Entrance
16
525
17
541
18
526
19
540

£xarmttd
U timated
dq1tl1 depth (m)

siu
( m)

(m)

0.35x0.3Q
0.45X0.15
0.80X0.25
0.60X0.20

0.19
0.20
0.03
0.09

Co11text 110
Stom• Socket

SlOt!(
jammit~g!

packitrg

yes
yes
no•
yes

true socket
true socket
no socket
no SoOC'ket

TrtmSW'I"Y slabs nt junctitm of entrtmcr and paSSil~
20
539 0.40x0.1S 0.10
0.25
yes
244 S28 0.40x0.18 0.19
0.25
yes

true socket
true socket

0.25
0.25
?
0.15

E11tranct
204 496
205

358
359

497
498
499

£xnrooted
siu
dtpOz
(m)

(m)

0.60X0.08
0.50X0.26
0.16X0.06
0.40x0.16

0.14
0.14
0.09
0.09

206
360

529
538

0. 16 0.2()..().25
0.14
0.25
0.15
0.20
0.19 0 .2().().25

no
yes
yes
yes

Chambt:r
21
S34
24S S31
246 S32
247 S36
317 S33
318 S3S

0.60x0.3Q
0.60x0.12
0.90x0.20
0.50x0.12
0.60x0.20
0.40x0.1S

0.16
0.10
0.04
0.11
0.10
0.03

yes
?yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

53Q

0.25
0.1S
?
0.1S
?
?

Stone

drpth
(m)

frlmmit~gl

0.1~.20
0.1~.20

yes
yes
yes
yes

packi11g

0.1()..().1S
0.15

no socket
no socket
no socket
no socket

501
SOO

0.14x0.14
0.28x0.06

0 .09
0.08

0 .15
0. 10

yes
no

no socket
no socket

502

0 .40X0.26
0.44X0.20
0.58X0.15
0.60x0.15
0.3Qx0.15

o.os

0.1()..().15
0.1()..().15
0.20
0.1S
0.1()..().1S

no
yes
yes
yes
yes

no socket
no socket
no socket
no socket
no socket

Pa'$$4ge
0.40X0.20
0.J5X0.15
0.40X0.20
0.74x0.22

537

Estimated

TrJmStJc_'T'Se slAbs at jutrclio" of tt~lnmn and paSSQgt

Passage
248
249
316
3SS

Table 5 North chambered area orthostat sockets

no socket
?true socket
?true socket
?true socket

true socket
no socket
n o socket

?true socket
no socket
no socket

Notes: •No on-edge stones, but some placed flat under concavity
at base of stone as wedging. •The distinction ~tween 'true socket'
and 'no socket' was that the former appeared to have an excavated
stone-hole larger than the base o( the orthostat, whereas the latter
did not, although that did not necessarily mean no preparation of
the ground prior to orthostat erectiOJ\,

The south chambered area
The south chambered area (Figs 74-7) comprised 16
orthostats (13 coarse-grained, 3 fine-grained), which
were arranged in an L-shaped plan, with the entrance
and passage on a long axis c 20• west of north . The
long axis of the south chamber was c 10• south of
west, involving a turn to the east of c 70• from the
passage axis. The total length of the chambered area,
from the external revelment to the inner face of
orthostat 246, was 5.9m.
The entranct' was 3 .2m long from the external revelment to a point
between the transverSe slabs. The entrance had a pair of orthostat.s
on either side. The two pairs were matched, with two smaller
stones (16 and 17) preceding two massive bloc:ks (18 and 19). The
width of the entrance at floor level between each pair of orthostats
was c 0.9m. A substantial piece of coarse-grained limestone (0.24m
high x 0.45m wide x 0 .44m thick) was positioned to the south of
orthostat 17. This block (326) was placed directly on the fonner
la.nd surface, not upright but in a prone position on its side, with
a freshly exposed break-surface lining the throughway (all the
other surfaces being weathered; Fig 78). Block 326 was part of the
entrance revetment rather than an orthostat, although it is
probable that 326 was from a larger block of orthostat type and
that it was placed in position at the same time as the orthostats~
predating the adjacent revelment slabs. Including 326, the
revelments Ranking the outer entrance extended for I. I m on the
west and 1.2m on the east. The gap between the revelments
narrowed towards the actual entrance, progressively reducing the
w-idth of the base level throughway horn 0 .8m to only 0.6m at the
break i.n the external rcvetment.
The two transverse slabs (20 and 244), set at right·angles to the
throughway. were positioned so as to constrict its width evenly to

361
362
363

364
365

504

506
507
505

0.12
0.15
0.12
0.10

Transverst sl11bs at junctiorJ of ptJSSIJgt a11d thamber
510
50S

0.24x0.04
0.22x0.08

0.12
0.09

0.20
0. 1()..(),1S

yes
no

no socket
no socket

Chambrr
207 513
208 519
281 521
282 523
319 516
320 520
342 517
343 518
367 512
368 511
403 522
408 51S
409 S14

0.50x0.40
0.70x0.22
0.35x0. 18
0.38x0. 18
0.20x0. 15
0.4Sx0.20
0.40x0. 10
0.60x0. 15
0.20x0. 16
0.3QX0.18
0.3Qx0.08
0.16x0. 10
?x0.16

0.16
0.20
0.16
0.25
0.1S
0.06
0.09 0. 1()..(). 15
0.06
?
0.20
0.07
0.08 0 . 1()..().15
0.07
0.15
0.09
0.20
0.06
0.10
0.03 0 .10-0.15
0.1S
0.09
0.02
1

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

true socket
true socket
?true socket
no socket
no socket
true sod:et
no socket
no socket
no socket
no socket
no socket
no socket
no socket

399
400

Notr. '"The distinction between 'true socket' and 'no socket' was
that the former appeared to have an excavated stone·hole larger
than the base of the orthostat, whereas the latter did not, although
that did not necessarily mean no preparation of the ground prior
to orthostat erection.

0 .50-0.S5m (Fig 75). Slab 244 intruded much further into the
throughway than slab 20. Beyond the transverse slabs~ the width
o( the throughway expanded i.n the passage to a maximum of 0.7m
at the south end, then tapered again to the north. The northern
terminal of the passage was marked by a si.llstone (454), a single
slab set on edge, diagonally to the throughway axis (0.61m long
X 0 .09m thick with a maximum height of O.Jm); the maximum
projection above the original floor level was estimated as

Table 6 Human bones frOm south chambend .uea orthosbt
sockets

m
"'

I tnt'4,.t.ln.al
1 rib. I ('... nn~m
I ph.ll.tm (foot)

"'

1 nb, I pi\&Linx (uruptrifll.'d.)

SJO

"""''
"""'

2 VMebrat, I D.ll. 2 ribs,. I

mt~A~t• rpal.

I p.W.m (h.tnd). I

p~~..Luu: (foot)
I tn«C•UNo~i'<'Upli. I rib. I ttmor.a hNd.. 1 ptiYi.c ft~t. I
,~rtfobr... I ptubm (unsp«ifitod), I cunrilllm\, I ~ l'uzmtnt,.

3 unld(onn.!Wd fr•pnu
lmcot«:atp.~l. J wrttbne, 2 unidcontificod &-..gmrnts, 1 cuboid
I rib. I $Nfl fr•gnotnt
I ph.ta.m
I rib, I ph.lll.ruc. 1 unidmrifitd lngmtnt
I IJOOCh, 2 unidtntlfl'fd fr~cs
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Fig 73 North chamber: internal aspect of orthostat 208, viewed from
0.10-0.1Sm. The sWstone leant tow.1rds the north and had packing
stones against its northern (ace. The siJJstone had been rammed

into the subsoil, not placed in a prepared socket. There were no
aSSOciated ancillary slabs. lt abutted both orthost.ats 245 and 248.
The length of the passage from the sillstone to between the
transve~ slabs was U~-2.0m.
The three fine-grained passage orthostats had laminated
markedJy. To the west, 249 and 316 were leaning inwards and,
although both retained most of their original shape. part of the
inner face of 316 hod flaked away. On the east, 355 had Laminated
verticaUy into three scparote parts, so that the upper part of the
stone 'fanned' outwards, but had otherwise stayed upright The
(coarse-grained) orthostat 248 was intact and leaned outwards
slightly, in what was probably its original stance.
The chamber was barrel-shaped. I.Sm long with a mall:imum
width of 1.2m. All of the chamber orthostats remained intact and
upright, except for 245 which was split. However, the inward Jean
of 245 was thought to be original. Some flakes had fallen oH the
inner face of the large terminal orthostat 21 since its erection.
There was no dear sequence of erection for the orthostats, but
the disposition of each stone relative to its neighbourS did suggest
that 21 was erected before 317 and 318, 247 before 248, and 20
before 19 and/or 355. The grouping of the three fine-grained
orthostats in the passage was conspicuous and could indicate that
the passage was the last part of the south chambered area to have
~n constructed.

The north chambered area
The north chambered area comprised 26 wholly or

partially surviving orthostats (14 fine-grained, 12
coarse-grained), which were arranged in an L-shaped
plan (Figs 79-82).
The long axis through the entrance and passage was just a few

tl~e

west; scale in O.lm divisions

degrees west of north. The entr.ance and passage had slightly
divergent alignments, the entrance being c 100 west of north, and
the pa~ge approximately north-south. The firSt part of the
chamber beyond the sillstone had an axis c IS'~ east of north, before
changing direction through slightly more than a right-ang.le to an
axis 800 west of north. The throughway on the north side was,
therefore, somewhat curved towards the west before it had a major
change of orientation towards the east. The overall distance from
the ext~rnal revetment to the inner face of orthostat 282 was c 6m.
The entrance was 2m long from the external revelment to
bctwtocn transverse slabs 206 and 360. The outer pair of entrance
orthostats (204 and 205) were substantial coorse~grained blocks and
remained i.n an upright position (Fig 71). The inner pajr of entrance
orthostats (l58 and 359) were both fine-grained and had shattered
extensively. Orthostat 358 had laminated and tilted into the
entrance, the upper part being still largely intact in shape when
first excavated (Fig 116). It had collapsed during the life of the tomb
and had not been rHte(ied. Orthostat 359 only survived as a
laminated stump, the upper portlon having collapsed before 358
and disintegrated completely. A shattered limestone slab observed
beneath 358 could originally have been part of 359 (arch photos
1981/43112-14). This orthostat had presumably snapped off
towards the base. The width of the entra.nce between these
orthostats varied from 0 .6m to O.Sm. The outer entronce was
nanked by revetments from 0.7m to 0.9m in length. The basal
width between the revelments narrowed to 0.6m at the entrance.
The transverse orthostats at the rear of the entrance survived
differently. The coarse-grained 206 was intact and upright;
fine-grained 360 opposite had laminated vertically, shattered. and
collapsed. The upper section of 360 had broken off and fa llen
inwards to lean against 206, whil~ the stump remained upright.
The width of the gap at the base of these slabs was about 0.4m,
and this would almost certainly have originally narrowed upwards.
The e.ast side of the passage wa.s lined by three orthostats, all
leaning into the passage; especially 361, which was SOO £rom the
vertical, the stone having tilted inwards (rom its base. The collapse
o( this stone had been halted by an adjacent ,ntving stoz\e
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Fig 74 South chambered area: plaus of ortlrostats, paviug, and sockets
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South clwmbertd area: it~I"IID/ t/tvQtiOIIS of clwmber

becoming trapped beneath the orthostat. Orthost.1t 362 had a
Jess...pronoune«<
but had laminated, whUe 363 was rclatively
intl<t and upnght. On the west, orthost~ts 364 and 365 also leant
into the piSSI.ge. ~·een 36Sand 206wua0.7mg,~p. The subsoil
s~·N a poM.tbk> stone--hole (503), c SOmm df'fP. w.th $OI"'''ot
pmnwd·m stonn, one of which coukf N"~ brtf.n a "-n.bge of a
fiM.sra•n<d orthost.ll. An orthosUI p..,.,.bly ori8JIW'y slood in
this Jp.>CO, bul hod d<C<Jyed to lh<!
bang u~bleTh~ JOUth end of the passage wu marked by ttiiJtone 398 (0.89m
long.. 0 .08m thick, artd 0.23m hjgh; Fi.g 83). The origmal height
above floor level would h.ave been 0 .~. 12m, IIJ StOn("ohOie (509)
indicated that it had been rammed into the subs<MI and wedged in
place. As.sodatcd with the sill.stone were two thin siJbs (399 and
400}, set between the sillstone and the 11djacent orthost.at.s. Ooth of
these tnnsverse sl4bs had a southward lean. The middle part of
3991eant ag~hut 367 and this slab also touth~ 364, indicating that
the 1ngl~t wu. lntentional. The same was true for 400, 5inc'e it was
wedged 1n posabOn by intercalary rt'\<etmtnt. ~ tr~tN\'ei"Se slabs
Nd (,manateeS, 399 remaimng intact~ but 400 ~·•J 10 s.h.atterN tNt
it ddinttgrJ;tfd to a stump dunng txavatton. Tht S'P ~-een
399 and 400 w .. O.J8m allhe level of Ihe 511151ono, but txpanded
upwards, rtKtung 0 .47m at the highest rtnwming pomt. Tlle
length of the puSOJ.ge f.rom sillstone to between th~ north~m
transverses.bbs wuc2m, and the width v;uied from0.6m toO.Sm.
The chamber orth06tats (8 of the 13 being Ane•§rained) were
relatively intact and upright., except 342 (Fig 101). rhis orthostat
had snapped off near its base and collapsed Inwards directly o nto
the buriul deposltJ, prior to the presence of any in fill. The collapse

te"'·

""'""'of

of 342 had afft'Cted the adjacent orthost.at 343, the west side of
which Nd fractu~ and tilted into the chamber. The elevation
recor<ls '"" ong.n.tl outline of 343 belor< it rolllpsed du.ring
(FJll81).
From tht sillstOM to the inner fJ« of orthostu 408 w~ t11
diSU""' of t8m. whlk the kngth of !he ch.tmbor (40910 208) wu
2.6m. Thf Wldlh of !he ch.tmbof WIS 0.75m llfloo< ievd b<twW>
347 and 368. and 0.8m b<lwW> 2(fland !he oppooil< revetmenl.
A constrictlon w.u (orm.ed by orthostat 2<11. The disLlnce beh'.·een
it and 282 at Ooor level was 0.7m. but th.ls tapered upward.s to
O.Sm. Thl'reaher, the width of the chamber at Roor levtl expomded
slightly to a maximum of about lm at the t.'ast end.
There was no clear overall sequence of orthostat ereclion in the
north chambered area. Relationships of various stones suggested
that orthostats 367 and 368 were followt'd by tht siUstont, then
thl' transverse slabs 399 and 400, followt'd by orthostfll$ 363 and
364. Orthost.ol 208 was p..,.,.bly <r«<ed ~lore 320 and 343. Flush
contacts betw~ orthoslilts on the JOUth sw:le of the chamber (Fig
n) lmpll<d S<qU<'ntiol tr«tion, p..,.,.bly from tiSI IO wesl (No 281
10 -108) on YlfW of the sliglll k>an in lhal du-.cnon Tht flM.srain<d
orthO\s:tt~ts O«umd m nvy section of the cNmbert'd area and
thtir d1stnbut1on rNY indicate infilling betwHn eJUSb.r\g c:oarsegrount'd orthostats. The unusually Wide stretd\ or intercalary
revelment (415) between 367 and 409 might have substituted for
an ort~tat in the absence of further suitotble fine-grained slabs;
the lll5t avall01ble one was perhaps orthostat 409. The concept of
the larger rourse-grained orthostats being •markers'. crectOO firSt,
is feasible In both chambered areas.
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Fig 78 Sout/1 mtrauct: iuterunl aspects ofort!roslnt 17 nud block 326, vii!W<'dfrom tile west; smle iu 0.1m divisious

Paving within the chambered areas
After the erection of the orthostats and prior to the
burial deposits, the Ooor of the north chambered area
was roughly paved with slabs (Figs 79 and 83). The
paving slabs were laid horizontally, either abutting
or slightly overlapping each other, and lying directly
on the former land surface. The south chambered
area had no surviving extensive stretches of paving.
but there were two areas of probable paving, one in
the chamber and the other at the north end of the
entrance (Fig 74).
The $labs or tll~ north chamber Liay duectly on the former land
surface ex«-pt in two 1ntas - the north entrance, and the space
delimited by orthOStlll5 2(J'!, 408, and 409 and revetment 41S where thin &cnscs ol stony, n'<lcpositcd soil (contexts 435 and 445)
interven('(i. ,.hc~W lenses were most probably patches of con·
struction debris. TI1e paving occurred throughout the north

chamb<orM area 11nd WM continuous, apoatt lrom a 0.7 x 0.6m S-'P
immediately north of the slllstone and smaller patches just south
of the s.iJJstone and in •he south·wcst corner of the chamber.
Separate context designations were given to two large s.l.abs, 350
in the north ent~~ and 457 Ln the north chamber, which thus
subdJvidC'd the ronH of ~maUer ~ving stones into four. 351, 357,
386. •nd m CAs 79)
Almost whtrever tM ~- ol bunal deposits coindd<d woth
the- junctions of piVI"tt sllbs. hum..~n bones were found m the g~~
bttwftn them. (Snwll toon.. wert' olll!n p......,t b<neoth the <dg"'
of sUbs ~nd undM.ly p.IVI.ng ~tOfW'S more nteru....ety wtwre there
wtTe cavities)_ In tvery c-.ase. howe,ter, the """Y m wh.ch thto
paving stones were lyange,.,plaaned the presence of anyunderlymg
bones as post-depo6ttaorwl Any acttvity '"''ithin the ch.lmbered
are.1, aher dtS~rticul.lted bonet were present, would Nvc
et'\C'OUraged these redistnbut.ton proctsSH.
At the eastern end of the south dwmbered area (Figs 91-2), a
g.roup or large slabs (452) overlay some smaller fragments of
Umestone (459) and the fom1cr land surface. and similar slabs
occurred in the north·wcst corner and the middle of the south side.
These slabs were more lnt'8ularly p laced than those in the north

chambered 11rCa 1 and they involve(! more overlapping and
layering, but they only overlay small bones whkh could have
fihered between a1\d beneath them. Two large ®;u·se--graincd slabs
(si;, M I and 2 on the inset in Fig 74) overlay both other slabs and
also rather more subst.1ntial bones and must ha\'t re.ached their
prt!k'nt po51hon after the onset of burial depos:hion Pos!lbly the
p.tvang of dw south chamber w.u originally m~ extenst\~. and
at some sY,se those JNving stones from the westtm side of the
dwmbfor "~ rrmc)\'t"'d~ some o( them be-in-3 r«trpos.lted ovn the
n&Jtlng fN\1.ng on l..he east side.
AttM no<tJo one! ol the south entnntt, •nochor potdo ol rnoonly
horuontal ....,. O«un<d (353). The larg« slabs on tM oro JU>l
south of the lr:.tnS\'tf'Se orthostats wC!Tt ronhnuou_, W1th the
JtNIIeT stones between the outer portal orthostJts and_. d~p11e the
contrut t.n sae. (onned part o( the same fe,.ture. A b'lt~ sbb (401),
whkh trapped numerou.s bones betwe<>n it 1nd 353, wu
interpreted
a former blocking stone. The l.uger 3S3 slabs dtd
have small bones between them and beneath their ed.ges. but, u
dCK:ribed. these bones could aJJ have been deposJted subsequent
to the placing of the stOnC$.
The correspondence betv.•een the extents of 353 and the burial
deposits in the south entrance was such that 11 was tiS41um<.'(i that
the abM>na! of the stones from the southern pnrt of the entrance
related to dasturbance (context 603). (Some of the slabs found in
the quarry, rontext 45, could have derived from the southern end
of 3S3). Thus, at i! possible that before burial deposition in tht>
iO\.IIh d\.ambe-n..'d area began, both the entran« and the chambcr
wert" fully J)'\'ed. J>aving never SMms to h.tve existed t.n tht south

a,

pus.gr
St-\·t>r•l of the JN'"IO& stones from both d\ambtrtd af'C'.a.t were ol
therefore cannot ha\'t ongmat~

~I"St'-g.r•Jntd bmeslont and
from 1~ a1rrmde quarries.

Blocking features within the
ch ambered areas
At the junction between the north passage and
chamber, an intact slab (366) was leaning against the
projecting edges of the transverse stones 399 and 400
(Figs 79, 84, and 85). Slab 366 was a blocking slab ;,
situ, which sealed the throughway into the chamber.
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The collapse of orthostats a t the junction of the north
e ntrance and passage had occurred during the life of
the tomb and predated the final burial deposits in the
entrance. This collapse had prevented further access
beyond the entrance, leaving the passage and
chamber as they were while the tomb was still in use
for burials. The blocking slab is therefore likely to
have been a movable device, which was put in place
between burial episodes, but which could be taken
down when it was necessary to re-enter the chamber.
In the south chambered a rea, at the junction of the
entrance and passage, a large stone (401) was another
potential blocking s lab (Fig 74).
The fine-grained slab 366, 0.80m high, O.Slm wide, and up to
90mm thick. had its lowest 40mm embedded in the soil of the
chamber floor. The slab was tilted to the south at an angle of c 3JO
from upright., only the upper portion resting against the transverse
stones. There was no contact between 366 and the sillstone.
It has aJready been noted that the only substa.ntial gap in the
paving of the north chambered area occurred immediately north
of the sillstone. This gap would have been fiJJed quite neatly by
366, if si.mply pulled forward and Laid Oat. Approaching 366 from
the north when in place, the top of the slab could have been pulled
forward, pivoting on its base in the soil. Slab 366 wa.s assumed to
have been an original design feature, incorporated within the
paving in fron t of the sillstone for use as a blocking device.
The coarse--grained slab 401 in the south chambered area had a

length of 0.7lm, a width of 0.52m, and a thickness of 40-70mm.
Its surfa«"S were laminated, and its uneven edges resulted from
posHiepositional fragmentation. O riginally. it would have been
wider and straight·sided. The slab lay at a slight angle to the
horizontal. In its recumbent position, 401 abutted 244 and 19 and
ran beneath an overhang at the base of transverse stone 20. lt is
possible that 401 was a blocking slab, but in this instance ln a
recumbent state. This was tested by erecting the slab. after
exav.-.tion~ and standing it against orthostats 20 and 244 (Fig 84).
Burial deposits extended without interruption over the top of
401 and also underlaid its uppermost, southern edge. Burial
deposition therefore postdated the laying down of t:1is slab. lt was
ronduded that some of the bones beneath 401 had been in position
on top of 353 before 401 overlay them. If 401 was a blocking slab,
then at some stage in the use of the south chambered area, after
the deposition o( burials, it was abandoned as a blocking device
prior to further burial activity in the entrance.

Revehnents and crosspieces
associated with the orthostats
After the erection of the orthosta ts, various stre tches
of revelment were built between and above them.
This drystone work was laid, mainly in horizontal
courses, with a neatly finished face on the inside of
the chambered areas. At the rear, the revelments
were mainly bonded into (and contemporary w ith)
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Fig ~3 Nort/1 chamberctl area: excavated to the level of the
pavmg, vii!Wt!d from tl~e south; scales ;, 0.1 aud O.Sm
divisions
the in fill of units K and L- hence the designation as
revetting rather than walling- although it is probable
that the lower courses of some of these revelments
were in place before the unit infills (and in one case
before primary dump 3771379).
Post-d~bONI LtnunabOn

of tht- stones used in the- lt'Wi~tJ
tmded to ob5cutt the fKt tNt SOI'M' of them were $UbstJnb.111 slabs
ofbmf'Stone, With dltMnStonsof0.4 x 0.4 x O. lm not uncommon
GeMtaUy. the precede~ between the ~tting and the JHIVing
coukl not be determined. In one spot.. however.. near the orthostats
281 and 320, a paving slab underlay the revelling.
The function of the revctting. was twofold. First, it served to infill
gaps between orthostats, thus eff«ting a continuous tealed lining
to the chambered areas, and second, it facilitated the roofing. In
sevcr;allnttancet these functions were combined. the interlocking

revelment being built from the land sul'face and continuing
uninterrupted into lndplent rotbelling.
The latter occuf'fOO either side of orthostat 244 in the south
entran« and P'»~ge (contexts 374 and 426; Figs 75 and 86) and
between orthostat.t 17 and 19 in the .south entran« (context 466).
ln the north chamber (Fig 80), it ocxurred between orthosto~ts 367
and 409 (conte-xt 415), 11\d be"tween 207 and 368 (context 458). A
furtht-r instanot m~y have oct"Urred between orthostats 205 and
358 in tho north ent,.n«. The wklest SOP (0.~.90m) filled •n
this w1.y was dw one bnween orthostats 367 and 409# whfft the
abwnft ol an antHIM<li.l_ry orthostal was surpri$lng.
lnt~ll.ry revttttng,. wtuch w.s founded upon the (orrntr bnd
su"*- butlnfftly 6lhng m the SOP =>ted by uregutan.,.. in the
iowft' edges of odJ'I(ent orthostats, oaurrecl in tho JOUth chamber
btcw~ 21 and 317 and an the north passage and ch4mber
bdwMn 364 and 365. 281 and 320, and 208 and 343. A stone wa.s
wedged vertially Into tho SOP between orthostots 281 and 403 (F•g
12), and a single stone w.u wedged into the natural gap In the
upper surb« o( 317 In the south chamber, although the
perfor\lttonsln 2081n the north chamber were apparently left open
(Fig 73). Horizontally-coursed revetting was not the only method
used to 5Cal the SDP lx!tween adjacent orthostats. as shown by the
upright slllb 4'n placed flush to the rear o f o rthostats 248 and 355

Fig 84 Elevations: blockiug slab 366 (as fo•md) in lite
nort/1 passage and passible blocking slab 401
(repasitiomd) in the south entrance

(F<3 75), otscll serving as the ba.. lor • m·<trnent. A surutar
IMIIft«' omurecl bet>o...., orthost>ts 2~9 ond 316 (Fig 75), but m
this ease there was • &'P between tho on-edge slab ond the
~~above, possibly due to the colLapse ol i.ntt:rc~_b_ry stones
in to the pass.a.ge.
At the upper level o( the orthostats the drystone work was
meticulous, successfully elimmahng the con.structlonal problems
creolted by even the most irregular surfa~s (eg onhostats 317 and
367: Figs 76 and SO).
The functional quality of the revetting w.u clear in the north
chamber between orthostats 319 and 343, where part o( the
incipient corbelling., bonded at the rear into the unit ln(iU, was still
in place abovo th• gap 1•11 by th• COllApsed orthostAt 342 (Fig 81).
Tra~ o( these upp<>r revetment levels were extcn.sive. more so
than recordtd on the elevations, having in places disintegrated
during earlier stages o( excavation.
An tnopient corbelling eHect can be teen in the proftlts and
i«tions o( the chambered areas (Figs 77, 82. and 95; 1« •lso Fig
86). A singJe context number was altolted to tht up~ remmenl$
on r.dl stde o( the chambeftd areu (274 nort~ l3S south),
beaux these were singW entitiH rebttng to the corbellang and
roofing. The d,.tincbon bet>o-een the uppe< ond io>oo'ff revelments
w.as made at the point wMre tM routWS btpn to Prot«' inWJJds.
A (ew anomabes did occur within dw ~rwnUy honzootal
piUem o( the upper te'\'ettmg. In most ~. these \\"efe
1<bpUtions to counter particular t~Urihes in the orthostat
surfaces or the result or post-constructional mov~ment. Aush with
the upptr south face or the transverse orthostat 244 1R the south
entrance. howe-ver. were the laminated remains o( a slab (235) set
vertk:.ally between the orthostat and the upper revetting (Figs 75
and 86). The fragmentary remains of this slab could be traced quite
dearly within th~ upper infiU of the throughway (Fig 93: an:h
photo t981/18/8a). continuing across the width o( the entrance to
rest directly on top o( the north end of or1hostat 19. l>art o( the
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lowf'r wtstern s•de of this .sJab SUI'\'J'·ed inUC"t when first t-~posed
(•r<h pho<os 198113Mt-2; 31/3-4 &nd 8), •nd th< wholt slob must
N\ot n:rNmed ant.Kt kmg enough for its form to bP pn!"St'n·ed by
t~ 'upport ol tht swrou.nding infill afte-r 11 frot.g~M'nted ThtTt
l('("med bttko doubt that there twd bren a subM.lntwl ~b MTt-. ad
acroM the entrance passage Junction. With such • CI'OS!pi«e in
pb«, th< operung lrom th< entrance through to rh•
wou.ld
Nvt befn roughly O.Sm square. The effect of the ao55pt«e would
h.-ve «'S('mbk!d that of a siUstone. only in this east proJl'Cflng
downw.1rd.s rather than upwards. An impresston of tht CTOSspieu

.,.,..&•

slo1b m posit•on •s given in the n.-oconstru<tion drawing (Fig 230).
11 Is possible that a similar crosspiece exisu.td a t the junction of
the north p.1ssage and e:hamber. Evidence of this consisted only o f
the vcr1ic.11 stones nush against the upper north faces of tran.iv~r~
slabs 399 and 400 on either side of the pass.,ge (Fig 80).
h1sufftcient evidence survived at the junction o( the north
entro\nce and passage for any assessment of the (ormer presence
o(

a cross piece.

Roofing of the chambered areas
Incipient corbelling was present over the top of the
orthostats and the interlocking revelments (Figs n,
82, and 86), and its remains around the edges of the
chambered areas were also visible in plan (Fig 93).
The corbel stones seem to have been very
substantial slabs, up to 1.4m long, although invariably split and/or shattered when uncovered, In
several instances, these slabs had cracked over the
top of an orthostat, leaving a broken edge parallel to
the sides of the chambered areas, The size of these
s tones allowed them to be !<eyed back into the unit
in fill, making the incipient corbelling extremely rigid
when built.

Fig 85 North pasStlge: blocki11g slab 366, viewed from llrt
110rlh; sazlt i11 10 a11d SOmm divisiorrs

On the northern .side, the only orthostats not rovtrtd, at ltast to
(');tent, by the incipient corbtlhng (274) w~~ 204, 205,
206, '1J.11, and 282, white on the southrm stde only 16, 17. and 245

1 «'I'UU'I

Fig 86 South en/ranee: inlercalaled revelme11t 426, underlying incipiml corbelling 335, and stub of crosspiece 235, all
between ortllostnls 18 and 244, viewed from tile east; scale irr 10 arrd 50rrnn divisions
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Fig 87 So11ll1 elllra11ce: exlemal bloeki11g slab 237, vit,ued from llle SOIIIII; scales i11 0.1 a11d 0.5m tlivisio11s
lacked tra~s of covering stonework (335). At one point near the
junction of the north passage and chamber, the gap between the
survwing indpient corbetung aO'OSS th~ chambered are.. Wtl$ only
O.lm. Othtrw•se, th~ minimum gaps across the chambered areas
Weft in th~ region of 0.3-0.Sm. the maximum gaps about I m
No lnt.Kt roofing survtved. hence the method by ~·h.ch th~
pps ~~ dosed IS sperulabve. l';o evidence suggnt·ed the
exast~ ol apstoM"S ol coarse-gnmed slabs. the rooful.g nwten&l
wu thfrriOft' assutMd to Nve com.prisN pa«e ol the w .me &tone
.....t /or tM inaJ'IOI't corbelling. Coot>elling. w.th slabs ol "m.J.ar
...,. 10 usod for tM indp;ent coot>elling. could easdy ho•t
spanned tht dlombtTed •reas (S« th< isometric: reconsttvctiom,
Fip 230-t), woth or Without largtr fin<-gr'ained CIPP"'ll slabs Th<
ten\IJN of th1.s roof'ing. after its collapse.. must h.ave been prHtnt
within the fill of the chambered areas. Suitably-sited m~teri~ l did
indeed exist in horizons overlying the burial deposits (stt Chapttr

6).
The height of the internal ceiling would have varied. Surh
variation IJ reOected in the relative heights of the orthostai.J and
In their m41.xlmum heights above 11oor level (TabiC8 2 and 3), while
the maximum hclg.hts of the intact incipient corbelling give some
indkation of 11pproximate minimum heights for the ceilings. In the
chambe-r~, the minimum ceiling height could have been I. I m, In
the pa.Hagct perhaps 0.8m, and in the inner entrances about 0.7m.
These esdrn.:ltt.'' would apply to the edges ol the ch.amber«J erN
roo(,, 1nd the ht."ig.hl$ o( the ce-ilings would increase in proporttOn
to th~ wldths ~n.g bridged. These widths were not grtilt,
howt:vtt~ 1nd tM etimated maximum heights of dv cetllnp in
th< dlombtrs could hove bftn c 1.3-I.Sm, in tht pa...ges Ulm,
and &n the lnntr entnnces 0.8-0.9m.. (FOr entnn<'t' roofing,. w
ldoco).
Th< prohlts (Figs 77 and 82) g;-.., an md~abon o( tM spacn
involved wsthm the chambered areas. The wtdlhs ol the
dwnbtTed areas did no< fall btlow 0.6m •t any point, other thon
where there "-'tr't tnnsverse slabs. At the junction of tht south
entra~ and passtge, with a crosspiece in place. the throughway
has bttn tttimat·ed as about O.Sm square. At the JUncttOn of tht
north pauage and chJmber the gap betwC<'1\ upnghts w,u about
0.45m, tht height perhnps 0 .6m (or as little as 0.4Sm, if a cro"piece
as well as the sillstone is envisaged). The constriction at the
junction of the north entrance and passage may have been as little
as 0.30-0.3Sm, but thi.s pair were set slightly staggered . The

dimensions for these internal spact."S ignore any later constrictions
provided by fallen stones, burial depos11$, o r other obstacles, while
the throughways were in ust'.

The external entrances
The outer entrances to the chambered areas were
completed at a late stage in the cairn construction,
when the flanking revelments (327, 369, 370, and 371)
and lhe outer cairn were built. These latter revelments linked the outer entrance orthostats wilh the
external facade and were buill contemporaneously
with the facade, with which !hey formed bonded
corners. The revelments normally directly overlay the
former land surface. The large coarse-grained block
(326, south side) was regarded as part of the
revelment, although il may have been positioned at
the same time as lhe orthostats.
The closure of these entrances appeared 10 involve
lhe construction of separate segments of drystone
blocking across the outermost gap, continuing the
facade across lhe enlrance. On the soulh side, this
blocking survived only in the form of its basal course
(237; Fig 87). Thus, the blocking of the south side
entrance could only be reconstructed from the
evidence on the north side.
The physical evidence for roofing over lhe en·
lrances relates exclusively to their inner zones, where
they were flanked by orthostats. The existence of
roofing in the outer zones flanked by revelments
depends upon the circumstantial evidence of the
preserved burial deposits and the interpretation of
the function of the revetments as the supports for
roofing. There is, therefore, an absence of conclusive
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Fig 88 Nortlr eutrauce: external blocki11g 273, viewed from tire uortlr; scale ;, 0.1111 divisio11s
evidence for the manner of roofing the entrances (sre
Chapter 19).
ln the north ~tf<lnce. • blodongw•ll (273) SUM'I•ed to a maximum
hright of 200mm 1n about four rou,... (Fogs 79, 80, 88, one! 116).
Th~ ~·t-r two courses of
"''rrt conc.guous with the
nonhemmOJt S«bbn of the entran« ~v1ng (351). Th~ lower
courses wtrt also v~ry neatly bonded into th~ external revetment
151 and we~ probably laid at the Soitme time 3S the general facade.
The upper two courses were not so neoltly bond("CI and were
interpreted a:; a sepi.lrate phase of constructiOI\, relating to the
bloclting of the entrance. The survivinJ; evidence ~imply did not

m

permit an unequivocal conclusion about the mi.ssing upper
entrance blockmg. The remaining cou~ of 273 could all have
been In pbc.'t throughout the use of the north ch1mbered area for
burial, s•n<:e they did not constitute any h1ndu~ to ~s. 11\.at
they
on pl.1« dunng the final eposode of bunal deposition is
petN,- lnd_flgt4"d by the skull o( tk~k-ton I h.tv•n& rHW<I a~insl
tM onner edg• of 27J (>« Chap«< 6).
1t IS at~umcd that. ilfter the final burwl U'l tM north en~.
the bklc._.ng W.lll 273 w.,s built up to C"M"ial~ the ~ppeannc:e of

w....,

continuous drytto~ work aaoss the entr;ance. The Rat slabs (163)
found immtd&ately to the north of
(FigJ 93 and 99) were
interpreted as a collapsed part of this former bloc_k•ng, a.s were
some of the atones overlying the skull of skt'lcton I.
The phys.lc31 cvidcn~ for the presence of roofing in the
entrances w.ts restricted. First, the inner south entrance orthostats
were posrtially coveted by the remains of slabs identical to the

m

revettin3 overlying other orthostats, where such revetting dearly
formed th• base o( incipient corbelling. Socond, the intercalory
revetmtnl (4261335), in the south tnlra"'"' rost" anto untqui\"0(2]
<'ClfWihng (Jig 86). Also, some of the fiU ol tM •ntron<'\'S (tsp<dally
rontoxts 3S4 ond 612; (O< the latter S« fog 99) mn>bled tM inlill
ontorp<fled •• root «>>la~ in the dlombon ond p,.sag<S.
Tht arcumstanb.ll tvidm<e for roofing compn.sed the burial
deposal$ in the entrai\C'eS, especi.tlty in the north ~ntrance where
an intact inhumation extended right to the limit of the entrance
opening. ~condition o£ the bones in the entrance5 on both sides
was such that some covering wa! implied, sillre there was no
widespread deterioration or animal disturban«.
On the cast side of the north entranct, the revelment (370) was

romparallvcly well-preserved (Fig 80: 0 .3m high). The entrance
revt"tments probably originally ~ to the height of the entra.nce
orthoswcs (t 0.7m; S« l.SOmetnc rt<Onstruct't()OS, fip 230-1).

The chambered areas and the cairn
construction sequence
lt is presumed that most of the orthostats were
accumulated in advance of buildin\1, the chambered
area plans already having been dec1ded and perhaps
marked out upon the ground. The first phase of the
construction of the chambered areas involved the
erection of the orthostats. Whether a phase comprising the orthostats only (Figs 70 and 71) should be
envisaged 15 debatable; some backing deposits may
have been put in place at the same time as a support
for the upnghts.
There was no evidence to indicate which
chambered area orthostats were erected first. On the
basis or the relative proportions or coarse to
fine-grained stones, it might be argued that the south
chambered area, with its more prevalent coarsegrained orthostats, had precedence.
The pos.toon o( the at>o-·e euly phose or tM dlombered areas
Wlthm the 0\-'ffall sequ~ ol atm mnstnK'bOn wu uncertain.
The only du«t rtlabonship bm.'Hft tM ortJ>o.,.ts one! another
eJrly StN<tunl element was that~ pnmary dump
btneath
units 0 and M abutted the rear of thlft: orthoiC.ts on tM west side
of the north thamber (Fi~ 41 and 44). ThJs dump, therefore,
postd•ted the erection of these orthostat5, althO\lgh 377 was itself
predt'lted by pnm01ry dumps to the west and could have postdated
the construction of much of the west end of the cairn. There was
also a less clearly defined relationship between o rthostat 317 at the
north"'<!ast rorner of the south chamber and the axial element (461)

:m
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Fig 89 Unit Land south clrambertd area: infi/1 390 between orllrostats and revelment 233 (beneath smle), viewed from
lire east; scnle in 0.5m divisions
to IU north-east (Fig 45), which lmplied the btter postdated the
•r<etion of the orthostat (arch pho<o 1982127/18).
An in<ltttct ~lotionsrup m•y bt provldtd by the orthostots
thoms<tves. I( the fine.gramed """mpl<s w•~ denved from the
a •mstd~ qu.lrrits, then a con.5Mfenble amount ol quarrymg 'ftvukl
ha"~ ta.~ p&aoe before st~ suJt.tblt for the orthostats was
obliJMd, IUthe-r than the result.nt Spoll bt1n3 tMlporarily heaped
on one side, 11 would~ logical for the atm b\.nldmg to have take:n
p~ In phase with the quany1ng. Even I( the orthostats did not
denve from the caimside quarries, thtn the orthostat packing
stones almost certainly did, and some quarrying must therefore
predate the chambered area construction.
Indeed, it would be feasible for the block of units RJSITIUNIW
to have bee-n erected before the chambcrtd areas were begun. This

in tu m prompts consideration of the positioning of the chambered

areas in relo~tion to the adjacent cellular units. At least one of th~
rt"l.ation.s.hips is highly suggestive. Re....etment 334 on the east side
o1 unit N WJS unusual among the «-IJul.u ~vetments, in that 1t
w.s m~rM<Uy ronc.ne and sn d~ly to tM axial ~·etment
(Fos 46), and this 1o<m may
bten dmrmintd by the
~~of orthos.Uts immecho~tely to the e..st. Unit N "''as one
of the &ast to be built Wlttu.n the owrJII ca•m constructJon
sequence, but 11 can be coupltd w1th tht fact that revelment 312
to the west of the north chambt'rtd arN must also postdate at least
some of the o~djacent orthostats, since they predated the primary
dump underlying revelment 312. Al50, If the axial e lement 461 did
postdate orthostat317, this would mean that revetment 233 on the
wett tide of unit JIH must have postdattd that orthostat and thu.s
probably the whole of the south chambtrcd area.
1t could be proposed that all or the adJacent revelments, and
he~ the-adj.t«nt units, postdated the- trtetion of the orthostats.
This O<quenre migllt be prefeta~ on pr.M1o<ai8JOUnds, sin« the
er«t10n of tM orthostats coukl hi~ bttn euttr in at\ open SpoKe'.

ho'""

Construction of units K and L,
surrounding the chambered areas
These were the only units in the inner cairn which
lacked a continuous boundary along the axial

alignment. (The axial revelment 462 on the northwest side of unit JIH was not linked to revetment619
al the south-west corner of unit M.) The infilling of
umts K and L could have been a single process. That
this infilling postdated the construction of the
adjacent units on either side was shown by the way
the fill of units K and L uniformly abutted the
surrounding unit revelments (Fig 46).
One of the first elements of inAII W35 " small dump (maximum
thickness 0.2Sm) of mixed stony soU ~u1d marl (4631470) deposited
aaoss the axial zone (areh drg 464). This dump overlaid the
south-e01stem edge o£ primary dump 3"n and abutted the faces of
axbl revelments 448 and 462. the wntem tenninal of axial
ttvttment 460~ and the lowt"St C:OUJ"Se5 (558) o( te'Vflmet\t 334. The
posibOn ol th• tdges ol 4631410 wu n01 alw•ys r<eorded, but tt
JoHmJ to h.a"~ abutted the reo~~r of o11hoi-tats 1n the north cN.mbtr
w1thout impmgin,g upon those of the south ch.ambtt.
Subsc!quent to this dump. the! stone infill or the units bepn,
dtre<"tly overlying the former !.nd WrlJ,« where dumps 377 and
4631470 were absent, and separatt: conte•t designations were g.ivtn
to various areas o£ fill, even though boundaries were lacking
between them. The infill, which in places was begun by the
positioning of IMge horizontal slabs to the rear ol the orthostats,
was deposited simultaneously with the building of the drystone
revelments between and above the orthostats. The uppe.r revetting
In the ch.i\mbered area, forming the !»se of the roofing, wa.s
dependent upon the stability of the surrounding unit infill with
whiCh 1t interdigitated.
Around tho north and nst lld<S of t.ho south chambered •~•.
tho lnmt (J'lO) rompristd ~ mbo wh>Cl\ hod p!Jad with
~-• a~ .. a solid mass ol ho<w>nul st..,..."Otlt (Fig 89). To
the WHI of the south dw!\~ a~.a. tM anfill (332) wu m\K'h
the umt>, except that whtTe the gap bttw~n the orthostats and
the- f•c:e of revetment 334 was very nanow. the fiU was tipped i.n
on-edge and the space left partly vacuous. In general. the infiU of
unit K was less regular in appear.i\nct than th~t ol unit L, with th~
use of more rubble and stones pitcht.'d at irregular angles.
The southern limit of unit l was deRned by twO revelments buHt
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from the fonncr ground surface, on the west side 3331inked unit
N with the rear southern edge of orthostat 18, and on the cast 425
linked unit J/H with the rear of the non-orthostatic block 326 (Fig
46), On the north side, the northern limit of unit K's western in fill
was revetted by 555, lirtking unit M's outer extension with the rear
of entrance orthostat 204,. while the eastern in fill had no obvious
delimitation from the outer cairn construction, although a
revelment linking the corner of revelments .385 and 388 with
orthostat 205 has been postulated.
Although no axial element existed betv.•tt'n units Land K (3~'1rl
from 462 and the associated continuation of 461; Fig 45),
nevertheless the upper infill stones in the axial area were laid in

such a way as to create a

ridg~ffect .

Presumably, this wa.s

intended to continue the axial construction of the units to either
side.

Finds from cairn contexts around the
chambered areas
Most of the finds comprised human bone. These fell
into two clusters: the first in context 390 (east of the
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south entrance/passage), the second in context 389
(north of the north chamber).
The c 18 pieces from context 389 had penetrated into the unit in/ill
through the gap created by the absence of orthostat 342.; il is
assumed that they derived from the chamber by chance. Similarly,
the c 16 fragments from context 390 had come from the burial
deposits in the south entrance/passage.
Context 390 also produced two small flint Rakes and an abraded
Neolithic sherd (fabric 1), which probably related to the context 10
sherd group (see Chapter 6).
One of the worked bone points (Fig tn: 13736) was found dose
to the base of 390 (behind orthostat 355) and could have been
derived from the buried soil.
The area around the chambers also produced two red deer
antlers. One (13042. context 314) was adjacent to orthostat 408, the
other (13926) was lying i.n the base of dump 463 between the north
and south chambers. The latter yielded a radiocarbon deter·
mination or 2880±60 uncal be (HAf'.t-3349), which is the only date
for a cairn construction context. Although these were the only
antlers from the cairn, there was nothing to suggest that they were
other than casual discards.
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6 The burials and other
contents of the chambered areas
Summary
Bct/1 chambered areas were used for burials, whic/1 were
probably all successive interments, although disarticulatiou
of much of the remains obscured the burial rites. In tl1e
south chambered area were the remains of 14 separate
adults, between 6 and 11 pre-adults, and a foetus, disposed
in t111o groups: one in the chamber and passage, the other
in the entrance; there was some roidence of the absence of
longbones from the deposit, and skulls had been placed in
groups against the edges of the chambered areas. The north
chamber contained the remains offour adults, between four
and six prt-adults, and a foetus, while tl1e north entrance
contained one complete~ exteuded adult male inlrumation
and remains of two mort adults and t1110 pre-adults, along
with cremated bone of at least one adult and one pre-adult;
again, tl~tre was roidence for the ordering of the remains.
R£/ationships within the bone deposits are discussed.

Excavation method
After the clearance of the cairn surface, the location
of the chambered areas was defined by the visible

orthostats (Figs 93 and 94). The initial s trategy was to
section the chamber infill deposits longitudinally, but
this was modified as excavation proceeded.
In the case of the south chambered area, the upper fill of the west
side of the entrance and paSS3ge was removed first, before
excavating the east·side upper fill, and then the lower fill of the
west side. thus allowing a cumulative section to be recorded (Fig
95). This section was halted at the junction with the chamber
because of the different excavation method used for the lower
chamber fill. The upper fill was removed from the east end of the
chamber, permitting a tr.msverse section to be recorded (Fig 95).
then th~ west end of the upper fill was removed. The infill was
recorded in p l<an at this level (Fig 96), before the lower chamber
fill was removed without further sectioning, because of the density
of the burial remains.
On the north side, excavation began with the remov<al of the
upper part of the west side of the entrance infill (Fig 98), with the
intention of recording a longitudinal section as on the south. This
section was abandoned (after preliminary records: arch drgs 144
and 177) in favour of horirontal excavation, because of the
presence of an intact inhumation and collapsed orthostats. A
longitudinal S«lion begun in the north passage was abandoned
because the space proved too constricted. In the north chamber, a
str,ltegy of transverse sections was adopted (Fig 95). The east end
of the chamber was emptied first and progressively removed up
to section·lines 5, 4, 3, and 2. These sections were not, except in
the case of no 2, retained as standing sections. but were oomple ted
cumul:.tively. Section I was recorded as a single section after
clear,lnce of the blocking slab 366.
The vertical recording of the chamber fills was by no means
ideal, and the final sections (Fig 95) left some deposits and
relationships unrecorded. However, the overriding necessity was
perceived to be a record of the horizontal distribution of the human

Fig 90 South chamber: burial deposits as first exposed, viewed from the north; scale in 10 and 50mm divisions
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bones. When set agl!inst the difficulties of ex('avating burial

deposits in such confined spaces (and given limitations on
available time), some sacrifices in the d rawn record were
inevitable.
Within each zone of the chambe-red areas, bones were exposed
by the removaJ of overlying and surrounding deposits, mostly
stones, but w-ith varying amounts of soil. Once as many bones as
possible had been exposed in each area, these were photographed
and drawn at a scale o( 1:5. The bones were then lifted and
assigned numbers, the numbers being recorded on an overlay to
each plom to mark thelr position. As a vertic-al control, the absolute
height of each bone was recorded. The process was continued in
each 1.0ne in an approximately vertical fashion. until all the bones
had been removed. As the excavation p rogressed. all the spoil
(including many tiny bone fragmen ts and o ther small bones, like
distal phalanges) was retained fo r s-ieving.
During post.-excavation, the overlay drawings were discarded,
after the find numbers had been transferred to the inked field
plots. Serintion diagrams (a.reh drgs 578 and 600) were made for
the sets of plots of the burial deposits from the south chambered
arC;) and the north ch.amber (47 and 35 drawings r!."spcctively),
recording the plans in sequence of the vertical height range of the
bones plotted . With the help of these d iagrams, the numerous
excavation plans or the bones (including a further 16 drawings of
bones in the north entrance) were first amalgamated into plots or
bones within each chambered area at approximately coeval vertical
hori:wns, after which all the plots were amalgamated to give the
total picture o( the bone spreads (Figs 105 and 113). The finished
plots do not show absolutely every bone that was planned, since
some bones are overlain by others, although this applies to
surprisingly few of the the larger, well-preserved bones. The
larger-scale plots of the bones in each zone (Figs 11Q-12 and
114-lS) amplify the overall plans. On the south side, where the
bones formed a near continuous deposit, these larger-scale plots
are drawn to overlap at the boundaries between the various zones.
The ind usion of all bones on the plots was justified because the
bone spreads rt'pf'('S('ntcd ess<."ntially single archaeological layers.
Clearly. there was superimposition of bones, but not straight·
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forw<'rd str;u:ig.raphk separation, except in the north chamber
where some disturbance had occurred. This lack of obvious
stratigraphy was confirmed by the analysis of conjoining and
pairing bones, which showed that parts of the same bone, or bones
from the same individual. O«urred at both the top and bottom of
the b urial deposits; the bone spreads were pa1impsests, within
which it was only possible to reconstruct a sequence of deposition
in exceptional circumstances (Figs 135-6). The bone plots are
artificial. not only in that they compress the vertical dimension.
but also in that they record only the bones and not any of the
accompanying stones, for which it is necessary to refer to the
photographs for the nature of the burial deposits when expos-t.-d.
Figurt'$ 90-92, for example, record successive stages in the
ex~avation of the south chamber burial deposits, and the bone plot
(Fig l 12) requires consideration with reference to these.
The condition of the bones varied from solid and well preserved
to fragile and eroded; as the photographs show, breakage of the
bones was common. Jn some cases, the post-excavation analysis
demonstrated a substantial separation of conjoining fragments of
the same bone, s-uggesting breakage d uring the NeoUth.ic use of
the tomb, while in other cases, as in the north chamber, such
separation could be related to later disturbance. Other breaks had
clearly resulted from natural post-depositional movement, for
example falling roof and revetment slabs, and from the pressure
of overlying fill. Numerous breaks also O«urred during excavation, either along incipient cr-acks or in areas of weak
preS('rvation, especially at bone terminals. The possibility of some
movement and breakage of bones by animals, when the
chambered areas were .still accessible, must be aUowed, although
the restricted evidence of gnawing on the bones suggests that this
factor was of Limited si.gnificancc.

Fill of the south ch ambered area
The uppermost infill of the passage and chamber
comprised mainly large, broken slabs (contexts 9 and

Fig 91 South clwmber: burial deposits at second clearance leuel, viewed from the north; scale in 10 and 50mm divisions
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Fig 92 South chamber: burial deposits at third clearance level, viewed from the south-west; scale in10 and 50mm divisions
187: Figs 93-5), which in many cases were fragments
of much larger slabs broken in situ. Spaces between
the slabs were normally free of soil. The infill of the
northern end of the entrance comprised s maller slabs
(context 11), including steeply-pitched examples,
mainly with soil between the s tones. Some of the
stones were almost vertical where they rested against
the shattered crosspiece 235, others to the south of
this were pitched downwards from either side of the
entrance.
In rontra.st to these contexts, wh.id' appeared to be natural infills,
there were two arNIS of potential disturbance. At the junction of

the chamber and passage, extending some 0.7m to the west of
orthostat 245, was an irregular area (611) filled with small stone
fragments, some of them burnt, i.n a mat-rix of soil. This feature
was excavated at an early stage of the excavation. and Figure 93
only records the base of 611 after the removal of its fi)) (10). Context
611 truncated the fiUs 9 and 187 to east and south and also removed
part of the caim fabric to the west of orthostat 245. The maximum
depth of this context varied between 0.4-l.Om, but within the area
defined by the orthostats it did not appear to penetrate through
contexts 187 and 352 to the burial deposits (323 and 412) below.
Within the fLU of this disturbed area were numerous bumt stones,
not burnt in situ, and at the southemmost end at the top of the
passage fill was a small area (0.6 x 0.3m) of local burning.
comprising a concentration of burnt stones with both blackened
and reddened exteriors.
At the south end of the entrance, a deposit of soil and small,
shattered fragments of stone represented the infill (236) of a further
disturbance (603), whkh truncated contexts 11 and 354 through to
the fonner ground surface. The precise southern edge o( this
disturl>ance was not established, since the surviving cairn at this
point was so low, but it probably ran up to and overlay the

foundation slab 237, which was all that remained of a blocking wall
in the south entrance (Fig 87).
ln the chamber (fig 95), context 9, which included at least 13
burnt stones, overlay a thin horizon (c 50mm) of much smaller,
angular stones, many of them bumt, in marly loam (context 268).
This in turn overlay a similar deposit, 150-200mm thick, of slabs
with a yellow/brown loamy matrix (context287). Below 287, which
contained only three burnt stones, wa.s an horizon of soi.l·frce slabs
(context 352), none of which were burnt. The section (Fig 95)
stopped at the top of this conte-xt, but it is shown in plan in Figure
96 (and arch drg 178). Conte-xt 352 directly O\'erlay the burial
deposits on the floor of the south chamber. While the slabs of 352
formed a continuous horizon across the chamber area and were
disposOO in a predominantly horizontal plane, the deposit did vary
in thickness from one to three slabs deep. shelving downwards
from the west side to its thinnest po1rt on the east side of the
chamber.
Post...exca..,ation ;;lnalysis suggested that context 187 in the
passage should have been subdivided. The uppe-rmost part of the
passage fiJI, comprising smaller stones in a soil matrix. had been
mostly removed before Figure 93 was recorded, leaving the lower,
largely soil·frec slabs exposed. These slabs comlatcd with context
352 in the chamber and also directly overlaid the burial deposits.
Thus, the upper po1rt of 187 correlated with 268 and 287 in the
chamber, there being no equivalent in the passage section to the
chamber's context 9.
Context 354 in the entrance (Fig 95), comprising mostly soil-free
stones, directly overlay the entrance paving (353) and was the
deposit which covered and contained most of the burial deposits
in this area. without any obvious subdivision between an horizon
of covering material and a burial horizon. Both 354 and 353 were
truncated by the disturbance 603. In the passage, where there was
no paving, the primary deposit was 323, an horizon with a much
higher soil content with extensive tharcool flecking and far fewer
slabs or fragments than the surrounding layers. Hum.1n remains
were both embedded in this deposit and lay on the surface of it at
the interface with 187. Context 323 was thickest and most humic
on the north•wcst side of the passage as far as the section-line,
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Table 8 Summary of animal bones and fragments (inc-luding
human) from the upper fills of the south chambered Area
(Ce.uto:IIIIJ Ill~)

1(11)
m.1ny(ll/3$4)

11(101187)
?J(IS7)

~"''

m.&ny( I87132J)

18(23&354)

Q ldc-

Shftop'sM
s;t_,..Mu fr.tp

2(1113St)
1(11)
18(m

.......

I(1J(>'3SI1

S(IIIJS.()

1(10)

1<208)
1(237)

"'"""'
m.,
109(268)
)(9f.l68)

25(268)

4(281)
_,..,
11(U8)
3(287)

5(2<8)
1[201)

3(268)
«a81)
1(91268)
15(268)
1(268)
4(11 )

...

uniden11rwc1
.anim.als

2(91268)
14(268)

"""
1(268)

~INII

"'"""'
9<a68l

"""

~f" tlw $&!~ t101fbook ~' tlwt otht-r SlJW1I aninwl'rud"'t bonn wnco P'f"'SC''I in
«Jntm 11 in ~ tc)llollh c-n l:f;anno, but thew wcrt noc tcUo!nt'd. lhc.- h u.INn bQn("f from
91268 .and 268 •re .tl •mall unldtnbfitd borw fDg.rrwt'lt'- only r.rntilltivdy ~rikod u
hutN.t\, Tht tl\rt'{" human txwltS (~ 1157 a~ • Vftti'br• lugnwnt, .a ril fr•gmt"nl. •nd

.anothot-r 1.1nidenb6td spicule.

Fig 96 South chamber: surface of inft/1 context 352,
viewed from tire east; scale h1 O.l m divisions
after

which it

tapered off to the east and south

or the

passage

where context 187 had a commensurately g reater thickness. ln the
the context 352 slabs o ve rlay 412, which was composed

ch.am~r.

of stone stabs and fragments, human remains, and soil, and varied
betw~n ~170mm in depth. The burial deposits in 412 overlay
either the paving 452 (where it was present) or the remains of the
fonner land surface (separately designated as context 453 within

the south chamber).
The artefacts and animal bones from the upper fills are
summarised in Tables 7 and 8, those from the lo wer fills in
association wi th the burial deposits are lis ted in Table 10 a nd in
Tables 43 and 84. Where possible, the horizontal and vertical
oc:currence o f burnt stones, bones. and artefacts in the south
C'hamber fill is indicated on Figure 97, on which these ite ms are
projected against the north/south profile across the centre o f the
chamber (Fig 71: 10). with the tops o f contexts 9 and 352 added
from the section (Fig 95). This projection is sche matic, since the
objects are plotted according to their absolute heights witho ut
refere nce to the changes in leve l o f the various deposits aeross the
chamber; the variation in chamber profile accounts for those
objects which appear to fall outside the cha mber edges. Fe w o f the
smaU arti.mal bones from the upper fills could be plotted. because
the y we re rt(()vered by sicving. The Neolithic sherds shown fro m
the lower fill are part of the pottery cup frOm the burial de posits
in the area of the sillstone.

Table 7 Artefacts from the upper fills of the south chambered
area
,\'«thhll~r

Corlttl:l

•
,.."''"
10

1M81

"~"t

'"""'

)

19

)

2

181132.1

7$1

2

12
1

"-•
,.,.
....

""""

gremltr

...,

Discussion
The upper infills (contexts 9, 11, and 187 upper) and
the stones between them and the burial deposits
were all assumed to result from collapse of the
original corbelling and roofing and, to a lesser extent,
the lateral lining of the chambered area. At the north
end of the entrance, this impression was bolstered by
the disposition of some of the infilled stones, which
appeared to have simply slumped inwards from both
sides of the entrance. Similarly, in the passage just to
the north of the transverse orthostats, the uppermost
level comprised what appeared to be corbelling
spilling into the passage from both sides. In the
chamber, the uppermost fill (9) also appeared to
represent collapsed roofing_ although in stratigraphic
terms it was the lower horizon (352) which correlated
with context 187.
This stratigraphic inconsistency may be more
apparent than real. since 187 possibly incorporated
more than one phase of collapse, which was obscured
at its northern end by disturbance 611, but there are,
nevertheless, obvious problems of interpretation,
hinging on the classification of the chamber infill
below context 9. The finds distribution is directly
relevant to this. Figure 159 shows the context 10
Neolithic sherds, part of a general spread of abraded
pottery in the overlying topsoil (Fig 148), but also
present in contexts 9, 268, and 287 of the south
chamber (Fig 97). The specialist report (Chapter 10)
concluded that these sherds were identical to those
from the pre-cairn soil and that they were likely to
have been somehow derived from it. This Neolithic
pottery appears to have been introduced into the
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Fig 97 South chamber: the location of artefacts, animal bones, and burnt stones in plan and projected against a north-south
profile across the central chamber
chambered area subsequent to the burials, to become
a component of the infill of context 611. By contrast,
the human bones from context 10/187 on the southern
side of 611, which are mostly fragments (including
two fragments of the same clavicle and three
fragments of the same humerus), were a lmost
certainly all derived from the burial deposits below definitely so in the case of a glabella fragment, which
conjoined with other fragments of a juvenile skull
from the south passage (context 1871323).
ln the chamber, context 287 contained some 46 rabbit bones and a

Large. unabraded base sherd of Romano-British Severn VaiJey ware
(Fig 97). The rabbit bones were from the south--east corner of the
chamber, in the same spot as the Romano-British sherd which was
slightly higher than them in the fill, indicating disturbance either
through the overlying deposits or before they assumed their
present collapsed state. The latter is possible, because of the
absence of any visible disturbance, and be<ause of the similarity
of the animal bone assemblage from the upper chamber levels to
that from the lower chamber i.n assOOation with the buriaJ deposits
{Tables 84 and 108). The south chamber perhaps remained whoUy
or partly empty, serving as a refuge for predatory birds and other
animals for a significant period. It was somehow possible for
animals to gain access to the interior of the chamber after the
deposition of 352 and before the later collapse completely filled the
chamber.
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WMtht-1' tht- prnt-ntt o( the Se\·em Valley w..-e blst 1ndta~tc,:
hum.n dtsturiwl~ or not &Sa moot point. An u.n.tbroldf'd she-rd ol
thu sau must refkoct hutNn activity at the catm '" tM Rornln
pmod. but 1t as JUSt ('()fl('ftvable that it found ats w~y tnto tM
d\amber as a ~ult of an.urwt rather than human# Ktton If tM
sMrd w1s introd~ by human acbon.. then at wasassocutl'd wtth
an intN.S.OO whK'h d1d not appear to disturb the bunal dcpos•ts 1n
the ch.lmber The ro~bblt (if the bones do belong to a s•ngk>
skeleton) cannot prNate th<- tw~lfth ttntu.ry AD (Appenduc 11),
and these bonH may suggest that all or part of the roof was intact
a t this st.-ge. Rabbit bon4."$ were also found in contt'xt 319/493,
towo~~rds the base of the cairn in the area of unit 0. at least 0.6m
below the cairn su rface, and a Romano-British sherd wM prest•nt
in contex-t 444 within the axial south-west part of the caim. In both
c.ases, these Ands point to otherwise unrecognised disturbance of
the co~~irn in n1uch mort! 501id stonework than that of the chambcrt.'d
area.
Thus, the upper anfill of the chamber was obviously more
disturbtd than was apparent during excavation, and rontt').t 611
m~y n04 hlv~ bfc!on as dascrete an entrty a.s the record suggtsts. 1t
coukt bt that only an the area of 611 was the roofing disturb«~ (and
mt\O\"td1), the ad)kf'nt dtSturbantt m the chambtr an\·olvang
bull"'Wang btnNth still mtact roofing. but O\"ff ttw top ol pm.'tOUJ
collapw ~"""""led by <ontext352. TM pres<nco ol hum.Jn bonos
in t(VIffltndJOtH 50tnt' ddturbance o( the bunal deposal$ 1n tM
pus~~. f"\'ff\ though thtS \o\'.S not recog.na.sed dunng n(iiiVahOn;
ttwft can M"~ bHn no utensa-..-e dJSturbal"'a o( burt.a.ls assocUttd
with 611, howt....·er, b«.Ju.se there was no w1desp~ad OC't'UM'('f"«
of bon~ fragments m the upper fill o( this area. 1n contrast to lht'
situation in the north chambtr (S« ~).
Th~ d4tte or any such dJ!turbance would remam problematic. ot.s
woukllts nature, espt.odc1Uy in view of a ll the burnt stones includt.>d
in the upper fill or the chamber as well as in tO and beau~· the
Neollthic pottery. The b urnt stones did not rent."C'' m Slht burning,
the only po&Siblc indication of which was the small pMch 111 the
southern lodge of 611 (!H al.mot). In context 268, for example. two
large ple«s of the same roarSe·grained slab, reddened right
through, wtrc found separately and must have ~n introduced
from a he,rth elsewhere. The abraded sherds cannot have been
derivtd from the burial deposits., which otherwi~ conta•ntod
nothJng samllar. nor from tke p~im soiJ.,.within the d\ambeft'd
II'N, si~ this was well away from the concentration of Neohthk
ponery In tht mkldtn area. The NeolithK sherds in t~ topscMI in
tho vicinity ol context 611 (Fog 159) could be denY«! fi'Om th< foU
o/611 by plousJung andior arumal activity.
If ronttxts 187. 268. '2$7. and 352 represented ma1nly rwtural
i.nf..U dq:N*IS. then il must be envisaged th.at t"QQI#ing and
a.ssod.tttd SIOMWOrk at the north end of the passage colbp$f'd or
was intenrion.lJJy dastu.rbed.. resulting in a cavity mto whtC'h was
incorponted I'Nittnal c:ontammg burnt s.ton~ and Nfl>ttthic
pouery fn.gmt-nts. either deliberately or fortuitously. Such an
occurrence lJ enigmatic. lf mdeed only one episode of dtsturbance
was involved, but a sourtt for the Neolithic pottery fragments
could just pot.S-Ibly have bt'en th(' disturbance (oontext 6l6) in the
area of unit M (stt pl34), which did penetrate the buried soil in
the vidnity of the pre-calrn midden.
The nu•Jor a lternative would require the d.a:tSification of contexts
352and 187 (lower) a.s deliberate bloclcing. introduced from within
the chamben.---d area as a covering for the burial deposits at the dose
of burial 1ctivity and while the roof was still intact. Cont~I.S 268
and 287 could then be regarded as deliberate lntroductions also,
forming a I4.'COnd 1.11yt:r or- ph~ of blocking incorporata.ng Nltural
de-bns and bumt Jtonts, while context9 wou.kS represent the 1n1hal
collapw ol tho <~mbo< root. In Ws cose, tho context 10 fill ol
intrusion 611 woukl rt"ptntnl a dtstuT'bed "\'ef'5ion the ~ry
blodcing. and tho Neobtluc shmls in the <n~ying topsod could
be dmY<d from tho aaltural debris within tho blodc!ng ThlS
in..rp<fl>tion mo~ convmongly explains tho p....- of NfOo
titluc poltory on and around tho upper fills ol tho south chamb<r
and is th< moot ....factory explanation for tho context 352 sLlbs,
but it has to be •dm.mfd th.tt th~ excavated evid~nce is not wholly
conclusive, brgely because of the complication of the poorly
undentood dlsturbon<>! tiY6tl.
The deposit ~garded a! most dearly disturbed wa.s context 236.
This shallow deposit must rtprt':Sent only the base of the 603
intrusion and wa! probably an overturned and redeposited version
of contexts ll a1'd 354. The seven h uman bones in thi.s ron1ext
(one proximal phalanx. one skull fragm e nt, one innominate
fragmen t. one rib fragmen t, and three unidentified frttg:mcnt.5)

or

p.-..umably fOrmed th< .-..;due ol th< bun>l depo<o" chsturb<d
from the outer entrance wht-n 60J wu crNttd A further 18
fr~g.ments ol human bone 't\·e~ I"«'<fdf'd ai from rontot 236flS4.
that as from the northern end o( 236 wMre 1t mt>fKed ~ith the
onta<t bunal d<p<>Sit )1;1, and th< few sub<tantw lorogbon<
fragments m this group were prob.lbty ~all '" 11tw .uthe surfOKt" of
353. Only one- animal bone. that of • vole. surv1\'ed frOm thd area
and, •n the absence of 41ny otMr, more d•.agnosllc fi.ncb, 1t •s
impt)!tSable to suggest a date for th1s d•sturb.lnct. If the fan~hke
spre.1d ol stones in the south quarry JUSt outside the south
et'ltn'ln« (Fig 29) is accepted, however, as composed ol :sto•\es from
the south entrance and its revetmcnt'J, a date prior to the Later
eight~nth C't'ntury AD would be indit"•ltro (~'t' p26).
Subseque nt to any disturb.1nces or ooiiBp~s. the onset of
overploughing of the cairn, especially in a mechaniStod form by the
later nineteenth century AD. must have had ~ signlfic.,nt c!(ect.
Overploughing would have mdu~ed the infilling and oomJN~ction
of any subsurface cavibcs. inciudmg the collapse of any remaining
s1onework bridging vacuous spa~. and would have cre.11tro a se.11l
agounst further intrusion by any anumls 04hc>r than burrowing
ones. Before o...-erpkmghi.ng took pi~. tht monumtnt wu
probably completely overgrown, woth th< poru.Ily-collapsod
chamb<red areas, porticularly th< upper ports ol tho dwnben
t.hemset...-es. offering numerous 1«'6SI~ cav1ttH a.nd hollows
anracttve ro small animals.

Fill of th e north chambered area
As on the south side, much of the uppermost fill
comprised medium to large, tile·like slabs with
irregular pitching, but including near-horizontal
pieces (Figs 93--5 and 100). Some of these slabs,

or

Fig 98 North entrance: upper inft/1 context 192 sectioned,
viewed from the north; scale in 10 and 50mm
divisions
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especially over the passage and west side of the
chamber, were of considerable size. As on the sou th,
the presence of soil among the stones varied. The
upper fill was subdivided (193 and 194) for recording
purposes at the turn between passage and chamber
(rationalised during post-excavation as occurring at
the sillstone), although the infill was otherwise
identical. The uppem1ost entrance infill (192) was
composed of rather s maller, shattered s tones with
more soil among them (Fig 98), but the s ubdivision
at the junction between entrance and passage was
again somewhat arbitrary.
No further distinction was made in the passage infilt since there
were no burial deposits whatsoever in this zone (Fig 113). Thus,
193 designated all the passage infill from the uppermost level
down to the Roor. Throughout its depth, 193 comprised mainly
large slabs, which, because of the narTQw, bell-shaped cross·
section o f the passage. had often jammed in positions leaving large
cavities between stones.
In the entrance, 192 was only 50-tOOmm thick (fig 98) and
overlay a hori7.on of more substantial. but o therwise si milar~ stones
with a predominant p itch on the south side of the entrance down
towards the north (Fig 99). Human bones underlay a single
thickness of these stones at the north end of the entrance. This
lower fill was initially all designated 267. b ut it was subsequently
subdivided into an upprr horizon (612) of stones with virtually no
bones present and 267. which contained most of the burial
deposits. immediately overlying the entrance paving. Both of these
contexts averaged only 100-tSOmm in thicknt.>ss, but they each
tapered towards the north, in Line with the general profile of the
cairn, their wedge--shape exaggerated by the reverSe slope of the

ontr•nce floor (fig 9>).
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The upper infill in the chamber was interrup ted at the east end
by a deposit of soil and small stones extending for some 0.6m west
of orthostat 208 (Figs 93. 94. and 100). The surface of this disturbed
area, which contained a human parietal (rogment against the inner
face of o rthostat 320 beneath the broken edge of an overhanging
corbel stone, was initially designated context 209. Subsequently,
the majority o f the upper All of the disturbance (604) was
des-ignated 315. This upper fill was generally about 0.2m thick, but
over 0.3m in the south-east corner o f the chamber against orthostat
320. Beneath 315 was an horizon of larger stones (312) superficially
less disturbed, fonning the lower fill of 604. which at least in the
south-east corner of the chamber went down as far as the paving.
Elsewhere in the chamber, the upper in fill 194 overlay 0 .3-0.4.m
of similar infiU (391) of variously·sized stones mixed with soil but
with numerous soil·frcc gaps, in turn overlying the burial deposits,
336. The latter context, directly overlying the paving. was up to
150mm thick, comprising human bones mixed with soil and s mall
stones or sometimes without any matrix (Fig 95). A satisfactory
lower western edge for disturbance 604 was- never defined,
although it tenninatcd b<.-forc the firs-t rt."CCrded section (Fig 95).
The fallen orthostat 342. which had snapped off at its base (Fig
101), directly overlay the burial deposits (Fig 95) which at this point
had virh1ally no stone or soil admixture (Fig 102), so 342 obviously
collapsed into a chamber empty apart from the burials. The status
of another large slab (0.6 x O.l5m; arch photo 198V40134) at the
OO.se of the fiJI between orthostats 342 and 208 was more
problematic. This slab both overlay, and was partially overlain by.
human bones.
Immediately south of the siUstone 398, the lower flU of the
chamber was composed of a particularly soiJd mass of large slabs
(Fig 103), which only overlay burial deposits at their southemmost
edge and o therwise were directly overlying the paving 429.

Discussio11
The passage infill (193) appeared entirely natural,
resulting from the collapse of walling and roofing
s tones into an otherwise completely void space. This
space was sealed at both ends, on the south by the
placed blocking slab 366, on the north by the
collapsed orthostats.
In the entrance, there was no indication of
disturbance subsequent to the deposition of the final
burial, the bones of which were intact (apart from
minor damage and movement), and there were no
artefacts in the upper infill, nor any significant animal
bones present. The s mall number of potentially
human bones from levels above the burial deposits
(Table 9) comprised a metacarpal fragment from
193/612, a cranial fragment from 267/612, and two
s kull fragments and a vertebra fragment from 612;
otherwise, all were unidentifiable fragments, not
necessarily human.

Fig 99 North entrance: surface of wntext 612 (the skull
and femora of skeleton 1 are visible beneath), viewed
from the north; scale in 10 and SOmm divisions

The entrance in fill deposits 612 and 192, therefore. must either be
seen as in situ blocking or as natural collapse. The situation at the
north end of the entrance, where stabs from the blocking wall 273
had slipped inwards to overlie the skull of skeleton 1 (Fig 99).
s-uggested that this was an open space at that time. The same might
be implied by the occurrence of several examples of frost•SpaJJed
flakes of coarse-grained limestone. which were derived from the
inner face o( orthostat 205 and overlying human bones n ear the
base o( the inflll; it was also observed that the bones o f the right
foot of s keleton 1 had reached their final resting p lace as a result
o( tumbling downwards, subsequ ent to the foot becoming skcletaJ.
pTC$umably throug h a void. The character and o rientation of the
context 612 stones at the south end of the entra.ncc suggested that
they were part of a natural infill (Fig 99), spilling into a vacant
hollow rather than respecting the internal edges of the entrance.
This would imply that roofing in that area survived the collapse of
the orthostats at least long enough for the sequence of entrance
burials to take place. On the other hand$ some of the relatively flat
slabs over skeleton t. particularly in the torso region (Fig 99), could
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Fig 100 North chamber: upper infill 194, with disturbance context 604 on the right (after tl1e removal of the surface layer
209), viewed from the south; scale in 0. 1m divisions

Fig 101 North chamber: collapsed ortlzostat 342, viewed from tire south; scale in 0.1m divisions
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Fig 102 North chllmber: human bones bttrtat/1 the folletr orthostnt 342, vim'C'd from the south, totnllmgth of sallt O.lm
Mn pi.K'N there atler bunal as a CO\·enns. 1"he reLati\·eiy
S&U of tilt 192 and 612 stones. romp~tfd wath tnose in the'
!'HI of ttw- north cholmbered area mfiU. ~n"Ya.ns unexpbined..
unlts5 this w.as 'amply a resuJt of daff~nt.. t w~.:alh(l'nng..
The bun.ab ln tM north chamber had been st;aled by the ef't'Ction
of ohc biO<klnt~ sJ•b (366), ond subsequcnoly coli.>P"" of Oh<
o rthostats at the entr-a.nce/passage Junction had blocked the
passage and prevented any further access to the chamber. The
heap of slnbs Immediately south of the sillstonc (Figs 95 and Hll)
could also have been a deliberate blocking device. While the burial
deposals did continue around the angle from the terminal part of
the chambf-r into tl\at part aligned with the pa~wge, they stopped
short of the sallstone by approx:imatcly tM Nmt margin as was
cove~ by tM heap of stabs; the sl.abs alJo con.shtuttd a more
<OmpKI mAlt of ~toneo"-ork than was obwn~ ei~·Mrt "' either
dw.m b<ftd atN. TM oop mctuded • S""'P oi fo•u ov.rt.oppmg
sbbs amngtd lako a colla~ pack oi cords Th,... of lh<se soones
refitted tO INII.t 4 51ngJe slab~ 780 X 360 X 100m.m an 5ll~, but th~
pi«H we~ not lying Wlth matching faces adJ.a«nt and roukl not
have arrived 1n their final position u a rl"Sult of natural
fra:g:ment.Btion a.nd coJJapst.
At the east end of the chamber, however, context 604 and its
f1Jis 209, 315. and 322 showed intrus-ion through the roo£ of the
chamber. The diJturbed appearance or the lill wa! confirmed not
only by the contained artefacts- a fragment of glass in 209 and a
scored (?plough-scored) slab and an iron nail (Fig 237: 4936) in 315
- boo also by oh• hum.an bones (Tabl• 9). Th• posoi>On of those
hum.n bontt r«Wded in plan i.s shown on Figure UM, which
h.a\~

srNIU

5<"1'\'<S

10 ....~

lhoiT ~la')' NIU....

S..bsequ. .o analysts indialed !No o~><w bonH .,.~ deri•·ed
from tM buril.l d•posoos below. Th• •lwU frasm. .ofrom 209 (35J6),
which conjouwd Oh• fragmeniS from 31S (4760 and 4761), also

conjoined with fragments from context 336 (5140 and 5468) from
the chambe-r floor just to the west of the falk-n orthostat 362. A
femur fr4gmcnt (4734) (rom 315 conjoined with a similar fragment
(8373) from 336 on the chamber 11oor between orthostats 2f17 and
409; another femur fragment (4746) joined other fragments (5874,
5890, and 8136) from 336 between orthoStJitl 319 and 403 and

T•bl~

9 Summary of animal bones and fr•gments
(inc.l uding human) from the up~r fills of the north
ch•mbered area

P-s•

Entmn«
Ooambtr
(Contt:d ,o m bmcltls)

Typt
humun

2(193/612)
2(267/612)
?13(612)
19(267/612)
10(612)
1(267.612)
4<267·612)

,·ole
r!IOIJS<
m(IU~\-olt

$hf"C'\\
boo

35(193)
11(193)
2(193)
4(193)

frog
amph1bi1n
unidentified
animals

23(193)

1(209)
49+(315)
36+(322)
5(315)
8(322)
2(322)
2(315)
3(322)
1(322)

1(192)
6(267/612)
1(612)

3(193)

I(JIS)
2(322)

74(267/612)

87(193)

1(200)
10(315)
11(322)

small

orthoooaos 342 and 281. Two 61>ul.t fragmtniS (4747 •nd 4749) from
31S <On!O'ned Wllh a &agmtnt (8776) from 336 botwom orthoooao
'1111 and m - t 41S; anothtr fibulo fragmtno (4931) from JIS
IO'ned • ~ (8817) from 336 in !M ,.m• loalion; and a Oibia
fragnwno (4929) tomed another (8330 eoc) from 336 b<tween
orthostats 1111 and 415. Conjoining rad•us fragments (4937 and
4959) from 315 represenOed Oh• pair to • r•dlus (9846) from 336
between orthostats 2(fl and 282.
This evidence of the conjoining bone fragments plu.s the
generJ~ II y fip.ltSC and disturbed nature of the north chamber burial
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NORT/1 CIIIIMBER

/IUMIIN BONF. FROM OISTURtJIINCc 604

0

!

0$
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Fig 104 Nortlr dJamber: lumtan bo11es i11 tire fill of
disturbance 604, above the main level of burial
deposits

Fig 103 North chamber: compact l~eap of slabs at tire base
of context 336 south of tire sills/one, viewed from the
south; scale in 10 a11d 50mm divisio11s
deposits (except those beneath orthostat 342) implied that
disturbance was considerably more extensive than the f('(Ordcd
limits of 604. This was confinned by the presence of four rabbit
bones from context 336 (set Table 107). As with disturbance 611 on
the south side, therefore, the definition of the disturbed a.rea
proved problematic. Almost certainly this was because most of the
disturbance took place inside the chamber beneath intact roofing
and corbelling. which onJy subsequently collapsed. The recorded
extent of context 2091315 represented simply that part of the

chamber where the roof was broken through (or had previously
collapsed) and via which entry and exit took p lace. Thus, the infilJs
recorded in sections 2-5 (Fig 95) reflect accumulations which
largely took place after disturbanre of the deposits on the chamber
Roor.
That orthostat 342 had collapsed before this disturba1H:'e took
place is inescapable. The orthostat snapped at its base and fell
fonvard into the chamber, which was empty other than for the
burial deposits on the paving. The underlying bones were not
crushed, because the orthostat came to rest supported by a pit."«
of stone which had presumably fallen from the roof or sides of the
chamber. At what date this collapse occurred is un~nown, but,
remarkably, it did not bring about a general collapse of the
surrounding cairn, although it may have been the cause of some
roof collapse and local subsidence of the caim surface.
The slab lying between 342 and the east end of the chamber is
also likely to predate the disturlxlnce, si.nce the bones beneath it,
though not as prolific as those beneath 342, seemed undisturbed.
The origin of this slab was not definitely established, but it could
have been part of orthostat 343, detached perhaps at the s.ame time
as the fall of 342. Alternatively, this slab could originally have been
part of the paving- it would quite neatly have filled the gap in the
paving at the south-west corner of the chamber - and have been
moved during the course of burial activities, in the same way that
some o£ the paving on the Roor of the south chamber appca.rs to
have been moved,

Burial deposits in the south
chambered area
Human remains occurred throughout the south
chambered area from the entrance to the chamber
(Fig 105). In the chamber and the entrance, the
human skeletal remains were lying chiefly within the
lowest fill (contexts 412 and 354 respectively), or at
the interfaces of those contexts. Numerous bones,
mainly small bones and fragments, were found in the
cracks between paving ston~ or under their edges
and in the gaps between or under the leading edges
of orthostats, while isolated bones were found in
some of the more superficial fill contexts (see below).
Both of these contexts (354 and 412) comprised a
mixture of human bones, slabs, and fragments with
varying proportions of soil, stone chips, and bone
and stone dust. In the passage, the situation was
different, since the primary context (323) contained
more soil, and the bones, fewer in number, were
often completely embedded in soil, although others
lay at the interface with the overlying context (187)
or were incorporated within its lower horizon. The
contrast between the primary deposits in the
chamber and entrance and those in the passage was
related to the absence of paving in the latter (Fig 74).
The greatest vertical separation of human bones
within the burial deposits occurred in the south
passage, where a very few bones were found up to
0.3m apart (Fig 95). Elsewhere, the maximum vertical
range was normally about 0.15m, but again reached
0.3m in the middle north side of the chamber, at a
point where three skulls overlapped each other.
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Fig 105 South chambered area: plot of all huma11 bones
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Most o( tM huma.n bones \\·ere unencumben.od by any stones or
""I (Fogs 9()..92, 106-1). In plac-es. ronte\b (323, ~. •nd 412)
con~,ted onJy ol bone$, and dwre ~·• J no doubt th.lt they
~ted human rerrwns ~ d•f't"Ctty upon tM Boot of the
d\.Jmbt-red • rea. lnother ~. th~""-udNtfynot the caSt". SlJlCe
the bones we~ Jymg -v."'thin • rmtm ol iiOII .and ~tones or
surroundf'd by stones with bones somehmtt wndwM:hrd betw~n
stones, so that the bones were m a sen~ ~tr-.tltfied with•n the fill.
The suuation of these bones could not be e•plained by post·
depositional processes. but it was dlffKUII to assig.n any absolute
verttcal subd1vision to the primJry burit'll ronte•ts, even AI the
north end of the entrance, where there was &upcrfidlllly the most
app~rent separation of bone deposits (Fig 108). On the contrary.
the evidence obtained from conjoining the frt~gments of single
bones, or from the pairing of bones from the ~me skeletons,
estabHshed that pieces of the same bones, or bones from the .s.1me
Individuals, were frequenlly widely sprt'old horbontally and
vertically within the primary fllls. ThJs o1dmllcture o( stones or soil
wuh the human remains, and the intermlnghng or bones within
thJS m.urix, must have res;ulted e1ther from humo1n olctiVity dunng
rhe use of the chambered areas or from sub5otquent di:Sturb.ln~.
The only txc:eptK>n to the OC)f1NI depC>'ohoo o( bun.al depo51ts
on th.t Roorof the chambered UN wu a skull (12521), whtch was
embedded in the pre-caim soiJ btt'\o\·etn tM bue ol tM ad,.ant
onhos,.ts on tho north .ode o( tho south ch.ombo< (Fog 109). Thos
btlong«< tool d'lild, so. to nine )w.tSold . ~ skull wu posetiontd
on ItS ~Kie, left Side downwards. with the rNnd1ble .-d~t to 11,
but pl..-.d ,.;th tho left condyl< •nd roronood piOCHS ol the
mand1ble in the right eye socket. Thus, tht ~kulltnd 1ts m.tndible
had been put into thJs position togetht"'', but after the mtndible
had become detached. In the same pos.~hon as thiJ skull were other
small bones and fragments (including a metolt;trNI, some juvenjJe
r1b fragments, a vertebra, and a mct.lpodla:l dlllphysis). Adja~nt
(within IOmm), and probably direciJy as50dt\lcd wllh this skull.
was a serrated--edge flint tool (Fig 168: 98) made on,. fl:.ke from a
polished axehead, lying Aal wilh the polished surf•ct uppermost

Fig 106 So11th mlrauce: lrrmm11 bo11es 011 the uorth-wes/
side, viroltd from tire S011Ih; scale i11 10 aud SOmm
divisions

No Nlgc to any disturbance of the buried soil wa.s noted, .and the
skull was not in a stone SOC'ket. The 01.ssod.ated bol\es suggested
that the skuJI related to the general burio1l.s rather than being an
i.s.o'•Ued foundation deposit. Jt mig.hl be th;Jt 1 depreision wa.s
(ormed in the soil betv.·~n tht- two ort~tats. the skull was
J.lm~ in togethe-r with somto other loose bones. th~ mandible

Fig 107 So11tlt passage: b11riat deposits 011 tlte sot~llt·M'SI side, viewed from tire east; scale i11 10 aud SO~rmr divisio11s
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was placed against the face and the Oint by its side. and then the
soil from the depression replaced.
In the outer entrance (F1g 110), bones were abS4.'!nt from the firSt
metre, the burials having bct-n truncated by a disturbance (context
603, discussed <~bove). At the j~mction of the entrance and passage.
the recumbent blocking slab 401 was both O\•er· and underlain by
human bones (Fig 108), from whic-h it was concluded that activity
i1\ the burial zones continued after 401 had been set in its present
position. At the junction of the passage and chamber, bones
overlay the siJis tone (fig 90), although the possibility of some
distutbance at this point, which would account for the lack of
bones at the notth·west end of the passage (Fig I 1I), is considered
below.
The skeletal remains were almost wholly disarticulated. The
t>xceptions included the foii0\0/ing:

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

Fig 108 South e11tra11ct: lower burial deposits 011 tire errst
side, viewed from tire 11ortlr; scale i11 JO a11d 50mm
divisious

An articulated group of five cervic;al and one thoracic
vertebr-ae (5865) in the centre of the south passage (context
323; arch drg 232), visible on Figure Ill
An articulated group of five lumbar vertebrae (7549) in the
south entra•'ce (context 354; af'(h drg 284; Fig 108)
An articulated right fibula and tibia (7820-1) in the south
entrance (context 354; arch drg 287), with an articulating
right femur (7835) in correct juxtaposition but slightly to one
side, and an articulating rig.ht calcaneum (7953) and talus
(7954; these two foot bones on arch d.rg 290) and aU the other
atticulaling OOnes of the right foot in the same area
An articulated mandible (4077) and maxilla (4169) in the
south entrance adjacent to the fragmentary remains of the
assoc:iated skull (4228: context 354: arch drg 153)
A correctly juxL1posed mand;ble (483914966) and skull (4188)
at the south end of the passage next to transverse orthostat
244 (context 187/323; arch drg 194)
A correctly juxtaposed right tibia and fibu la (11031-2) in the
chamber (context 412; arch drg 380)
A correctly juxtaposed left radius (11159) and ulna (11 158)
in the chamber (context 412; arch drg 403)
A correctly juxtaposed skull and mandible (10213) in the
chamber (context 412; arch drg 380).

Other bones app.,.rently i1l their cotte<'t anatomical relationship
indudcd two groups or ribs, one in the north-west area of the
south entrance (4176, 4235-40; context 354; arch drg 153; Fig 106),

Fig 109 Soutlr dramber: skull behuewthe bases ofortlrostats 246 a11d 317, viewed from tire soutlr, scale i11lOmm divisio11s
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Fig 112 BuriAl dtpOSits ;,. tlrt south chamber
and another on the northern side of the chamber (11 182-9; context
412; orch drg 403).
Examples of pai.red bones (le the lclt and right skeletaJ part from

the same lndividuaJ) found in adja~nt po5itlofli, for example the
two femora (4183 and 4184) i.n the north·w("St part of the entrance

(context 354; arch d<g 153; stt Fo&> 106 and Ill). wen! rarely
su.ggfl.tl\'r of rn sitw artkuLabOr\. In this a.w. the two bones wenc:om<tly onontated ,.;th both th<' ltmo<.Jl htads to tht north, but
tJw bonts we~ not juxtaposed .u an ldt, nof "'-.eft tM as$()('Ytfd
1owtr 1<$ e>< pdw bones adJ"C"nt
1he s.kults (Fig 123) were Situated maanly on the west side ot the
entrance 11nd passa_ge and to the north and south-east of the
chamber, hard against the orthoslitts. The most complete exam pi~
survived where they had been in ~ protected position on either
side of the transverse orth05tat 244 (Figs 106-7). One of these
skulls, in the rorner Conned by orthosuu 244 and the drystonc

revelment 426, overlay two right

m.,, one of which matched a left

ilium lying n('xt to orthostat 18. SlmiiMiy. the grouping or bones
ln some loc.11ions, for example the concentration of longbones,
skulls, and other bones in the ccntn: of the north side of the
cho.mber (Fig ll2), stood out from the general scatter.
An overaJI contrast exi!ted betw~n the density of bones in the
tntr.ance and in a.U otht'r zontS (J)o)rb<\Jl.lrly thot ce-ntr-al eastern .s.de
of the entr11~ wM:rt> the bc>rlH .at the &owest levd of the deposal
formtd a co~tnted miiM; F.g 108). This contrast resulted from
1 grt.att-r number of smaller skeki.al plrt-s ocru.rring in the otntn~
an a less daspersed fas~ the rtmaan.s of at leut h\-o rndiVJdu.Js
were present, in pa.rt relab\-ely undasturbtd. In general, the bone
spread in the chamber gave the impr<'SStan of a greater degree of
di.s.nticulation and dispei'Sill than jn the entrance. There w.:ts no
definite Indication from the chamber of any potentiaUy intact
inhumation that had subsequently bt.o(•n disturbOO. whereas this
was the situation in the south e1Hr.,ncc (stt Wlow) .
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Fig 116 North tnlrana and passagt: sk£kton I fully t;q'DSM, but
tht north; scalt in 0.1 m divisions

~fort

lht rtmotoal of passagt mfr/1 193, vituotd from

TliE BURJALS

Burial deposits in the north
chambered area
Burials occurred only in the entrance and chamber
(Fig 113). In the chamber, the human remains were
sparse (Fig 114), composed mainly of small bones and
fragments (except in the area beneath the fallen
orthostat 342 and to a lesser extent in the north-east
corner, beneath another large slab). The well-preserved deposit beneath 342, where the bones were
largely free of stones or soil, gave the best indication
of what the burial deposits had looked like without
admixture from falling debris (Fig 102). This bone
heap contained little visible articulation, apart from
three thoracic vertebrae, three grouped left ribs (ribs
and vertebrae 6068; arch drg 240), and a skull (5880;
arch drg 251) with its mandible (5880; arch drg 254)
in a correct, but slightly separated, juxtaposition. On
the contrary, several of the longbones had a similar,
roughly east-west orientation, as though deliberately
placed in a bundle (for example, a fibula and femur,
6202-3, and two tibiae, 6100-1; arch drgs 240 and
246). Thus, the character of this heap was that of a
placed deposit, reminiscent of the bone concentration
on the central north side of the south chamber.
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bones where they had fallen down Cfi'ICks. The burials stopped
approximately 0.8m short of the sillstone in an undisturbed area.
ihe small human bones round behind orthostat 342 could relate
to entirely natural processes set in motion by the collapse of the
orthostat, or they could be the resull of post·depositionnl
distutbance. Either way. they must have assumed their present
position after the collapse of 342. (The few fragments of bone,
including a tooth, behind o rthostat 2CY7 were not in a socket and
were assumed to hove percolated through gaps between 2C'/7 and
its neighbours.) A single bone (8762; tibia fragment) was found on
a projecting course of revctment 415, 160mm above the chamber
floor.
Numerous bones tllso ocxu.rred higher up in the chamber fill in
contexts 315 and 322, in situntions of post-depositional disturbance
(fig 104). Several of the incomplete bones ln these contexts had
old breaks which joined with fragments from the cham~r floor
("'' •l.vve).

A juv~nile cranium (5501; arch drg 225), lacking facial bones or
tCt'th, lay against the face of o rthostat 208, otherwise the picture

In the north entrance, the burial deposits were of a different
character again (fig 115). This was most apparent in the presen«
of a \"irtually intact, ex·tended inhumation, skeleton 1, fitted into
the available space by arranging the lower legs and feet over the
top of the collapsed orthostat 358. and by bending the upper body
so that the head rested against the rear of the base of the entrance
blocking wall (273, Figs 116-17. and 135). Due to the ang.le at which
the right leg was placed, with the heel on the highest part of the
northern edge of orthostat 358, the foot bones, other than the
calcaneum, had eventually fallen downwards and to the north·
west. Nor were the bones of the left foot found fully articulated,
but were scattert'd on the sloping upper face of context 358. The
left hand of skeleton I had been crushed and scattered by
overlying stones. The broken portion of the lower radius was
separated from the rest o( the bone by a gap o( 70mm and was
correctly aligned, but in the wrong direction. The hand bones were
further adrift, between and to the ea.s-t of the knees. The right hand
was positioned under the right pelvis, but the hand bones were

in the north chamber was one of fortuitous alignment:; of small

S<alttred rather than arti"'lated. The upper righl side of the skull

Fig 117 North entrance: skeleton 1 fully expcsed, viewed from tire west; scale in 10 and SOmm divisions
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but the left humerus was completely disartkulated, lying over the
base of the spine, while the right humerus had been moved into
an alignment parallel with the south edge of paving slab 350.
No o ther articulated bones were noted during excavation, ~ccpt
a right radius and u lna which were correctly juxtaposed and
aligned, beneath the lower left leg of skeleton I.
In addition to all the articulated and di.s.,_rticuJated bones, a
scatter of bumt (cremated) bone fragments occurred in the
entrance, mainly in the zone from the hips to just below the knees
of skeleton 1. Some o f the burnt fragments underlay bones
belonging to skeleton 1, while none underlay the intact parts of
skeleton 2, and an association appeared to exist between the
deposition of the burnt bones and the ex·tended inhumation.

Burning and burnt bones

Fig 118 North mtrana: burial deposits removed except
for skeleton 2, showing paving and collapsed
orthostats, viewed from the north; scale in 10 and
50mm divisions
had ~n crushed by overlying stones (Figs 99 and J 17}, and the
left scapula had largely decayed. Otherwise, the bones of this

skeleton were basically still articulated and well preserved,
although frtqucntly cracked. Skeleton 1 was d i_rectly associated
with one gravcgocxt a large flint core directly underlying the right
elbow, and circumstantially associated with the quartzilic pebble
hammerstone lying to the east of the left knee (Figs 115, 117, and
234).

At the northern end of the entrance, the upper body, pelvis, and
uppeT legs of skeleton I directly overlay the paving (350 and 351).
Few extraneous bones not assodated with skeleton I were present
in this zone (in contrast to the situation at the south end of the
entrance, which was packed with bones; Figs 115 and 117). The
lo wer legs or skeleton 1 overlay a mass or other bones, and this
skeleton was thus stratigraphicaUy late, if not last, in the burial
sequence in the entr.a.nce. Probably contempora.ry with skeleton 1
was the placing of the two skulls immediately to the south of its
left foot, overlying orthostat 358. The more northerly of the two
skulls overlay the bones of the left foot or skeleton 1. Both skulls
were in fragments but apparently complete, although they Lacked
as.sod.ated mandibles.
Initially, the mass o f bones at the south end of the entrance
appeared completely disarticulated, but progressive removal
showed the presence of the intact lower portion of a crouched
inhumation (skeleton 2), lying on its left side (Figs 118-19 and 135).
The knees were against orthostat 205, the feet tucked under the
northem edge of collapsed onhostat 358. and the spine intact up
to the ninth thoracic vertebra, some 90mm short of the southern
edge of paving slab l50. The right pelvis was separated and
underlay the south·west edge of orthostat 358. The lower anns
(radii and ulnae) and hand bones wtre correctly associated and
essentially articulated, the arms lying pa.raUel with the spine
immediately to the west. The hands lay at the base of the spine,

The only evidence for the burning of any stones in
situ in the south chambered area involved two
packing stones at the base of orthostat 247 on the
south side of the chamber. O nly the upper s urfaces
of the two adjacent edges of these separate packing
s tones were reddened, obviously from exposure to
heat in situ. There were no other traces of burning in
association with the packing s tones, which were
overlaid by the burial d eposits. This burning seems
therefore to have been of a minor nature and was
re lated to an early phase of the use of the chamber.
The distribution of burnt bones within the burial
deposits is shown in Figure 120 and the bones
separately tabulated (Table 50). Their occurrence was
insignificant except in the north entrance, where the
cremated remains of at leas t one adult and one
pre-adult were scattered in the central part of the
entrance (Fig 136). These cremations must have taken
place outside the tomb.
The patch of burnt stones in the upper fill of the south end of
disturbance 611 in the south passage comprised both blackened
and reddened stones (set abovt). These could have resulted from
burning in situ, but they were associated with later disturbance
and had nothing to do with the primary u.s e of the south
chambered area for bu rials.
At the junction of the north entrance and passage, there was a
small patch of blue-grey staining (c: 70 x 60mm) on the surface o f
a slab fonning part of paving 386 (Fig 79). This stain probably
resulted from burning. although no charcoals? burnt soil, or burnt
bone were present to suggest that any burning had occurred in
situ, and the staining could have happened before the stone was
ust--d for paving.
Other evidence for burning was restricted to burnt stone a.nd
bone in the fiUs of the chambered areas. From the south side, burnt
pieces of stone were most common in context 268 or the upper
chamber fi.ll, which contained at least 61 pieces, and in context 10
(number not recorded). with a further 13 pieces in context 9, three
in context 2$7, and two in context 412 (Fig 97). The south pa-ssage
infiJI contained three b urnt stones in context 187 and a further
three in context 323. On the north side, two burnt stones were
r~rded from context 209, two from context 322, and seven from
cont~t 336, all in the chamber; one from context 193 in the
passage; and one from context 267 in the entrance. The majo rity
of these burnt pieces, therefore, were associated with secondary
andlor di.sturbed contexts and were introduced into the fills
subsequent to the use o f the monument for burial. At least 12 o f
the context 268 burnt pieces were of limestone similar to that o f
the coarse-grained o rthostats.
The only definitely human bumt bones from the south side
comprised a tooth from the passage and two parts of the same
fem ur from the chamber and passage. The femur, represented by
the femoral head only, was only charred, not calcined.. and was
prob.lbly not part of a cremation. Other pieces of burnt bone,
recovered frem sieving and therefore not p lotted on Figure 120.,
were too small to identify.
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Fig 119 North entrance: the articu/at!'d remains of
skeleton 2, vitwtd from the west; scalt in 10 and
50mrn diVISOnS

Artefacts and faunal remains from
the burial deposits

usu.mpuon~ IS as the possibility lh.at the un~ Rl..ke:s "-ere
ocod<ntal or dtnvtd (ChopteT 10). Tht arrowhtod ITagment (Fig
166, 25) from IM north entra.nc.e' rou.Jd ha\·t ~ lod,g~ within a
body at the ttmf' of burial.
The burilll depo6ils contained thousands of bones of small
anhnals (Appcnduc 12), which resuht.'<l from natural animal activity
possibly considerably postdating the burials. This Is less likely with
the bone:t o( lnrgcr animals from these deposits (Table 84). In the
south chambered area, the passage deposits contained four bones
from the lower forelimb of a roe deer, whale the chamber had bones
from a perinatal sheep/goat. possibly tht remai.ns of a complete
skeleton (Fig 205). Otherwise. tM arumal boMs wt"te apparently
isol.lted t:\.lmples.. whose signifia.n« " ob5cure. lhrir mncen·
tr.thon tn the south cN.mber and p&SQgt matched that ol the
anelons In tho north daambtr. tht arumolb<>Ms wero confined
tot~ art• ol undiSiu.rbed huma_
n bonn. both dog and eatt&t haM
beang 1ndudtd 1n 1t.e main con<"e'ntr.~oon of humin bones (Fig
114). ThHe an•mal bones cannot be expllintd as later introduct•ons associated with disturbance. Dog wu oot represented
elsewhere In the lia7Jeton Neolithic fauna, wherc~J sheep, cattle,
and pig were common.
With the possible exception of the above perinatal sheep/goat~
the other bones repr('S('nt only parts of animals. The roe deer
bones ~trhculate and suggest a joint (p2ll). Whether fleshed or
skelct.al parts should be envis.l.ged for the other smgle bones is.
however. problematic.

Table 10 Summary of artefacts from the buriill
deposits
Cor~tt-~1

The artefacts found in the same contexts as the
human bones arc summarised in Table 10. The only
gravegoods definitely associated with an individual
burial were the flint core and pebble hammerstone
with skeleton I in the north entrance (Fig 234).
However, the serrated-«<ge tool on a flake from a
polished fl.int axehead (Fig 168: 98), found with a
skull wedged between the bases of orthostats (Fig
109), was another possible association.
The only pottery from the burial deposits was a
broken plain cup (Fig 157: 33). lt was found scattered
at the junction between the south passage and
chamber (Fig 121). This cup was probably introduced
into the chambered area as a personal gravegood
accompanying a single burial, from which it sul>sequcntly became dissociated. Its dispersal probably
resulted from later burial activity.
Sinularty, tho pebble gnndeT from tho 5<1Uth passoge (Figs 107 •nd

174: 478:2) orocltho lour boM beads from tho south chom~ •nd
passoge wtro probably pmoNI gravtgoods oris>n>tty. Only one
of the beads (Fig 177: 1481'9) was fouJ\d m SJht in the 10uth chamber
(adjacent to onhostat 318, Fig 122). The other three Mads (fig 177:
18445, 19761, 20698) were recovered from sieving, hen«" only their
general contexts are known. The bead ( 18445) from the buried soil
iorming the chamber floor could be a pre<;~im object unre~ted to
the burial activity; however, absen~ of Mads from any other
&ocations suggests tt\at it belonged to the burial deposits. The bone
beads rNY fWvt been worn at the time or de.-.th. The tiny stone
btad (F'I 177: 18568, recovered lrom
lrom the north
tntrance wu prHumabty also a pe1'50I\IJ omamtnt
With tht ftantanelocts, it is more dalfaaalt to d<Ode whethor thty
.,..,.. gm~. whether accidentally antroductd, or whethor
they were rnMiu.al. ln the casr or the serrated-edge flake already
mentioned. ats proximity to the semi.,buritd skull and the unusual
type of th.i.s impltment suggested dehberatt introduction. Such
may also have been the ca5e with the more substanhal pieces (the
core, serr1ted..OOge nake, and edge-gloss nakc from the south
chamber, the edge-trimmed flake fTOm the south entrance, and the
cdge·gloss Rake from the north c-hamber). but this is an
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Analysis of the human bone
distributions
This involved plotting the distributions or particular
skeletal parts (S« Chapter 12), in order to consider
the spatial aspects of the data available on sidedness,
age, sex, pairing, and articulation. The larger, more
dis tinctively shaped bones (the longbones, pelvic
bones, skulls, and mandibles) were plotted naturalistically (eg Fig 122), while the smaller bones were
plotted using symbols (eg Fig 124).
Some of the skeletal parts were then considered in
more detail, particularly the longbones which were
separately analysed in order to maximise the number
of conjoins and pairs, before looking at the overall
patteming within the burial deposits. Caution is
needed when assessing the bone plots given here.
Only the identifications and the conjoining. pairing.
and articulating attributes of the longbones and the
south-side tarsal bones were extensively doublechecked. Any detailed re-analysis or the other
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Fig 120 North and sout/1 chamber<'tl areas: distribution of bumtlmman bones
skeletal parts, especially the carpal bones, should not
rely exclusivell on these plots, but should involve
examination o the actual bones.
Since there was absolutely no evidence that parts
of the same individuals occurred in both chambered
areas, the bone assemblages from the south and
north sides are treated as entirely separate entities.

and, broadly speaking, the density of the distribution
of each skeletal part reflects the general pattern of
bone density. In this sense, none of the separate
distributions appears particularly patterned, except
for the skulls, which were predominantly grouped at
the edges of the chambered area, although this may
have been partly true for the pelvic bones as well.

The south chambered area

There wa! no distinct pattern to the occurrence of the left and right

Distribution plots are presented for longbones, skulls
and mandibles, pelvic and sacral bones, hand and
fool bones, atlas and axis vertebrae, patellae,
clavicles, and scapulae (Figs 122-{)). These plots
should be used alongside the plans of all the bones
(Figs 110-12). The distributions of the separate
s keletal parts are in general consistent and complementary, both with themselves and with the overall
bone distribution. Thus, none of the separate skeletal
parts has such a restricted distribution as to be wholly
absent from any zone or side of the chambered area,

c:umplcs of any skeletal part, these having an apparently arbitrary
distribution. This emerges from all th~ plots, but w,u also
speofkaUy test~ in the case of the tibiae and tarsal bones (Fig
131). There was a conctniTI!tion of ltftooSide tarsal bones ln the

north·west corner of the dulm~ 11nd some ~m~r
poumuns ol left and rigl>l ..,.... as lho p&1rins data lestify, bul
whtn tM artic:.'Ubtion cbtl are ~ as w-elL it is cfil6cuJI to
substlnta.ate any deliberat~t structu~ to this e~t of the
d..OribubOn.
Re~tively few of the bones w~rt tdenhfied as to sex.. 50
po~tttming on this basis is diffiC\Jh to explore, although the
evidence from the skulls, pelvic bonts, femora, and humeri (Tables

57-60) shows that, while male bones were distributed throughout
the chambered area, females were only deRnJtely present in the
chamber and the pa~ge (ie a pair each of femora and humeri
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Fig 121 North arzd south chamM-td artas: distributiorz of arltfocts associattd with the burial dtpOSits
from the chamber, h\'0 .du.lt skuliJ from tht c+YmbH, and two
ol du, bolll split belween the dlambor and the passage).
CIVt-n th~ proportioNJ infrequence of idcnufied ftm.tk!s to males
at Haz&tton (pl88). however, it cannot be argu\'d that this
n«eS!.~rUy constitutes a significant paucm.

P"'"

On the other hand, there does appear to be some strocture
within the burial deposits in terms of age. The longbones. clavicles~
scapulae, axis and atlas vertebrae, and the hand and foot bones all
indicate a tendency for pre...adult bones to be restricted to the
chamber (and to a lesser extent the passage). Only 1 single infant
femur, • fr~nwy infant skull.. and • comp~tt juwnile skull
from the entn~ contradict this panem. Howf'W:r, sanao it is the
skulls whldllhow tile grotest potenliaJ f<>r patterned diStribution.
the atrinallbOn of tht ju'-enilt- skuU from the entrance wtth a
mand~ from the chamber (Fig 123) is suggesllv• ol dus skuU
h.aving btm mowd to the entra..nce from a prtV10Us loarion in the
chamber.lfso, thea~ofp~ult rema1M from the entrance
would be further emphasised.
The information on pairs of bones is useful in at least two
respects. First, 11 provides a means of investigating the r:xistence
of any patternh13 relevant to the skeletons of individuals. The
distribution of paired bones points both to the occasional close

~ bones. espociaUy in the enua-. and to 111e
<OfiS>dtnblo seponlion of other pai,., The aepanlion does ha~
di.Stlnct spab.tllunits, however, since the p~ired bona faD i.nto two
groups: those m the entrance and the atf'a of the tromsvene slabs,
and thoK in the chamber and pa.5Sage (Fig 127). There were no
apparent exceptions to this rule, except poMibly in the case of a
pair of juvenile femoro$ one or which came from the north side of
the chamber, the other from just north of the tra.nsvcrsc slabs. This
rule was also true for the conjoining pieces of the same bones. The
broken pie«s of specific bones were normally found ~ together
within the sa~ zone of the chambeffd area, presumably
indknng post-<l•positional br<akag• m ••••· Moro widely separ·
ated <onJOons, indiab\.. ol br<akage and duponal while tile
chambtftd are.a w~s in use, did occur, but only Within the entrance
or bthot·toen the
and chambn.
Socond. tile ·
bones are ol ""' in r<la""S tile general
ind~Cahons of minimum numbers ol hutNns to actual individua.l:s.
To th1s end, sptd.tl attention wu given to the longbones. Table
11 gives the data behjnd the distributions shown on Figu.res 104
and 105. Tht: interpretation of these data, huofar as the pairs are
roncemed, is reasonably straightforward. They indicate the
presence of al least ten adults and four pre•adults (Table 12). The
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Table 15 Minimum numbt"n of individuals based upo n both
paired and unpaired lo ng bones fro m the south chambered arta
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pain: ~u.lt

sin,pt: adult
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Hum.an longbones from the soulh c.hambt.r~d uu

~1dult

'

1(l)

pre-adults arc aU in the chamber/passage group, but the
breakdown of the adult pairs between the chamber/passage and
entrana> groups is irregular. Thus, the femora suggest seven
tldults in the entrance, whereas the tibiae and radii suggest five
adults in the chamber. If it were assumed that a rigid boundary
existed between the two groups, then the minimum number of
adults represented by the pairing longbones would be 12 rather
than h-.1\,
The data on single bones (the ones which could not be paired)
are more d ifficu lt to interpret. f irst, there are numerOus fragm<'nts
of longbones, which could not be conjoined one to another or to
any o( the bones listed here and which therefore oould represent
further bones. Se<ond, some bones, particularly pre-adult one'S,
could have become so fragmented as to have been unrecognisable
or missed during the sorting process. Third, although the numberS
of single bones included in Table 11 are considered to refer to
separ-ate bones, there is a slight possibility in the case of some of
the shaft fragments, again particularly with pre-adull bones, th<H
separate parts of the same shaft could have been counted twice.
With these reservations, the min.imum numbers given in Table 13

were estimated fro m lhe dala in Tablo 11. When lhe numbers
Table 12 NumberS of individuals based upon pairing long:bones
fro m the south ch~bered .u~a
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obtained from the singles are combined with those from the pairs,.
either in terms of the total numberS of bones (Table 14) or in terms
of the minimum numbers of individuals (Table 15). there is a high
dcg.n.-e o( correlation for both adull and pre·adult bones.
The minimum numberS of individuals indiC3ted by the different
bones in these tables are dosely comparable, suggesting 14 adults
and six pre-adults. Some of the slight inconsistencies between the
fi.gures for different skeletal parts are resolved, if the individual
bones are considered more closely. For example, the one unpaired
aduJt right femu r from the chamber (9993) was a particularly robust
male bone, which had a matching pair of tibiae (8570 and 9612)
from the chamber, yet had no comparison among the left femora.
lt is hard to imagine that the absent left femur could Ln this case
have berome so fragmen tary as to have escaped recog.nition. Also,
the two single adult femora from the passage (4833 and 7379) were
both left; ~use of their size and character, neither could be the
missing bone to pair with 9993, and there were no other adult
femora or adult unsided shafts potentially to pair with them. This
implies not only that the minimum total of ad ults based on femora
is 01t least 13 rather than 12 a s the fisurcs might at face value

suggest, but also that ~rtain bones, in this case three adult femora,
were absent from the deposits.
The minimum of 14 adult individuals suggest<.>d by this analysis
is matched by that given on p l83 on the basis of various other
skeletal parts. All the available evidence points towards an
equation between the number of individuals and the number of
complete bodies originally present. The ad ult patellae are
particularly instructive in this regard (Figs 126 and 233), since no
fewer than 24 of these could be grouped into pairS, four in the
entrana>, six in the chamber, and two between the chamber and
passage. Apart from the paired patellae. there were two single left
example!'S and one fragmentary right, all from the entr-ance,
rt'presenting a further two individuals and therefore a total of 14
adults altogether. TheoreticaiJy, the skulls migh t be expected to
give the clearest i.ndkation of tht numbt!rs of individuals present,
but in practice there were a large number of very fragmentary skull
pieces which prOved d ifficult to relate to particular skulls, making
the cakulation of skull numbers very inexact. Nevertheless, even
the most cautious estimate of the number of separate skulls
represented by the pieces plotted on Figure 123 gives a minimu m
total of 15 individ uals (Table 16).
The minimum number of six pre-aduhs from the analysis of the
long:bones was only definitely indicated by the femora, in which
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Fig 127 North and south chambered areas: summary of the distribution of all idmtified pairing bones (skeletons 1 and 2
in the north entrance excluded)
category some additionaJ unsidcd shaft fragments suggested the
total could be higher still. The ulru.e, llke the!' fibulae, indicated five
individuals, since the two unpaired ulnae were from skeletons of
different agt'$. The fragile pre•adult longbones would be more
liable to produce variable totals, however, and the above
information must also be viewed alongside the relevant comments
by Or RogerS (p183); she calculatc.>s a possible minimum of I I
pre--adults on the basis of other criteria, apart from the possible
presence of a foetus in the south chamber on the basis of a single
sphenoid bone.

The pairing information can be supplemented by information on
former articulation, in those relatively few cases where it w~s
possible to identify positively matching bones because o( pointers
given by general condition, size, and idiosyncracies, and by
scrutiny o( the articulating surfaces. Special attention was again
paid to the longbones, but aJJ instances of articulation which an

Table 16
.,..

Identifiably separate skulls from the south chambend
C.tnlft't

•I
s

,

-!I'
I

•

,
•'

Clv-

"''"
"'
10

be reconstructed (except tarsals, set btlow) are included on Figures

128-9. The former records all the artlculating bones. while Figure
129 isolates those articulating bones which relate to instlnces of
pairing. lt needs to be stressed that these relationships are merely
the ones which were noted during the specialist processing of the
bones, or during subsequent analysis, and they are probably only
a smaiJ proportion or the articulating relationships actually
present. No specific project to isolate all the potential articulations
was attempted .
In general, the pattern of articulating relationships echoed that
of the pairs, with mainly dose-grouped articulations in the
entrance and more widely dispersed articulating bones in the
chamber. Two exceptions were the juvenile skull from the
entrance, which belonged with a mandible in the chamber, and an
axis vertebra from the entrance, which articulated with an atlas
vertebra in the chamber. Both of these articulations were separated
by over 3m, and demonstrate, on the one hand, a link between
the entran~ and the chamber and, on the other, the rarity of its
occurrence. The only articulating link betwct-n the chamber and
the passage was between a cervical vertebra in the former and an
axls vertebra ln the latter. The distribution of the bones which
include articulations and pairs highlights the difficulties of
attempting to define individuals within a mass of largely
dLsarticulated bones. There is some evidence from the entrance for
parts of at least two individuals which have not become too widely
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inhuwlions in tht> entromro.
(1\.tmbo!r

lii.IIOO

,...,

"

wp.1ut<' adult (l'nvlc) skrlf>ton ln this f'l>"lrion (•ndivldulll 0. Fig
130), wt!ik thot othl.'r 1"''0 dU$t('t$ ol!JO hint 111 formC"'fy lnt.)(l
Th~

..
•

)(l}l~

,...,
.....

inch.tckod in tiW' «ntral dl.1mbrr ,)

S""'P of 1"'(1 ulno~e and two ndii, whkh p.u!'t'd .and llrtkubt«<,
al'ld .an(l(hf.>r S""'P of thr u.me ro.- bclorwns to .a child (11bou1

thn.."i' yt"lln <*!). 11'1 tht north·we.t coml'f o( tlw cham.,.._. we~ "
p.il' or tabiar Yo'lth 111'1 artiwbtil'lg femur and the> Olhl't p.tlftd f('mur
~~~ tOwllrdS tlw ~ ~kk ul the ch.unbc-t. In the $111N' rnm('r
w('rt • pair of tlbile .,.·ith • §ll'lgle <l111CI.dating ft•mur, thl' p.ur oi

"'hid\ Wil$ noc pn..>s«"nt in l.he ~mb&.Jse. A frnvle risht hip banco
on the 50\lth ~ ol tht dwtnlltr Nd 111'1 art~<~.~btil'lg femur and i1:1
p.tlt on the north~ oi tht ch.tmbft', ill'ld .a right tu.p bont found
on lop ol the slllseone 1rti<\llited with • ~m frum the
south•NSt C'l,lt'N'f, ...h ,le tht Pll•rins atft hip borw t.y ag.ain,_t tht
no!lh silk ol the ch.l..mbtr. ~ •nd o tJ!c-r •rtirul.tliOrls pAA'ick
a dUtribu-oon..J nwotch fi.W tht p.tlnng f'\•ldt~ from the <Nmbt>r.
india~ the p~ in K~ncrvo:l form of p.lr1$ o~~t f.t.,JSt of
ind:illidu.d S.~·l~'tOI'IJ. ln .addition, 11 p.:~lt oi wldrly.&tp.trlt«< hbi;)e
in tht !OOuth dt.unbt-r <ou.ad bt m.J:!dtt'd with 11 slnp f('mur and o11
tNndible, with a p.1ir of ilill from tht ~gt. and ....,u,. 11 !!.l ull
fl\lr'n the &Outh ~nlriiiiC'\' as .,!1 bttonpng to 11 distmctl.,.... fln"tn!lc-

(p l&$), ~rt.t~ inda,·idiNol E (PfS l:tO).
Tilt' que5tion oi p.~tt('mlng w\thll'l the d.stribution w~ c.'OO·

tidC'ft'd furthl.'r by 11 mo~ dtUII('(I.,~r\dysls.ol the t.,JJ"NI bor'ln (F'"'S
131). 1lltw w~ &cl« tC'd ~u~ they Ill'(' robusl bot'IH. l.hc adult
l'umplcs oi y,•hkfl w~ lll..dy to bC' """dl·ttp~ntord by oompl'"r
rxampiCJ, b«.ause they .are dtslln<'h\'t bonts Yo'ilh • ~

••tie'u·

idmtiflcoulon ntlo, o~~nd bKI!u~~ot thry l.ndudt • dc.u-aat
btion bt'twffn thr u hu .and c.llanrum. Bcll•nd this ~Ion W.l$
tht ~ to invt>S~~ l.h~t poM~Sibility th.at •P'P""dll~ bo"'"- if
11moog the fiBt bont'$ ta b«omr disotrticubtcsl duri~ pot'>t•bur\111
cf«ay, njdlt ha~ • di5tinct ('ff«t on th<' OYniiU dl5tt\bulion. The
nw101~rwh. and phabngotS might «t~Nolly bt btctl'r s~orlkd to $\ICh
.a ~ucty, sin« they would a.lmost «'rtllinty b«otnc- dlw.rbe\1·
kt;:d ~ tht tars.a.ls. but ttlt')' ~ \'t'ry nui!W'rouJ, I<'M n'lubl)'
Kl"'tifie.d. and nvny ~.IIDC' frum ..,.ing and: could not bC' plou..J.
'The 1.t11oo11b Yo'tTf' diOSI:fl in prril•rcnce to the C~ofPo14. s.AC'\" " highC"r
proporti(Jn olthe bl1n Yo"«'rt> rft'own-d b)· JicVUig.
ThiC' an.&l)'f.iS cl the tal'JIIIs pi'O\ick>d dt~kod rnnfirm.~:rinfl of !.M
tn.-ndJ .&bNdy po&N.blofd ff'()tfl thf" klf'l&b<JI'I~ .&n<J ol.h" plol!o .tnd
condusi\'t'ly dt-mon5tm~ thl.' drSnJJM('d., d1~ p.~tt<"rn of
d i:Slrtkul.lrion in lhl' chllmt.-r rnmp.tf\'d "'ith 1~ MOrt I.'C)n'o~
~1111'1:' in tile cntrafiCC', whcn,o 11 ~ onr p.~ir (J{ virtually 111
$1'111 ~~ ol foot bonb Wil!l in\"01\'i.-d. Tht plut5 do oot 5UJtSt'llt •ny
0\"tr;all ~tution of foot bo!W!o in any pou'licubt l!Ont,
1\o.-'('.....,, but ~l.hn !Nt thtir ~~ ......, proportiurwl to the
diS.Cribulion o f Ill 11\t Othrt 6l cl«ul tii!MW~ts rtprt'W'IIIl-d.
T.&bit 17 lbl!o tht d.lta on the om.arn•nce ollld f'.lirir'3 of tht< t.u')llt
bonK. Only ttle t.lli •nd a.leanri wen,o .avaiLlble in wlfkitnt
numbn's k)(()fltribute k>Wards • minimum numbC"rs,uwJysi~. The
f'.lirN and unp.dmS totab indic.l~ fh"' pn......:lults (uleanri) .l1ld
14 (I.W IS?) .JdubJ (~li). A toul of 23 .utirul.&tion11 could b.l'51ablishC"d b(ot"''ffn taii .and c-alc~nri, tf'btxng to 14 wp.~ut'"
indl\'ktl.lllb ( 12 ad~o~lt, 2 p~utt). Tht'$C 11rtkullonons Weft', b ke
Oh<
lfl06'dy y,•,!han thtlr mp«tlvt 101'1~. t'Ac."tpt ~ 11
s-ng c instil~ 111'1~1'13 tht (h.\ml>n' •nd tht .,.SS-'~· !Knul.ul)•. of
the 19 ir\!UJ'I<'t'$ of a rtk'UliiiJOn ('S4.-bliS)led ""'""~" ''•riOU$
<unrilorrns. (dladult), .all but Z Yo'tTf' .,..,thin tl\flr (Jwn ltOIWS. Thr
e:«q~tions
both bl:t...-ftn ch.lmber .u'ld pa§.SII~, but only (Jflt
ol l.h!f'k <:'OI.IId bll' plottlod on fib,'tlll' 131. bl:e.I~»C the otlwor m\·uh·td
.t bone ~-ert"d frv.n _...ing. Onl)' onr po!'ibo;e in~al'l('e oi
.u1IIC\II.Ition l:>ifi"'('('n .1 Wlus olnd 11 tibia wu tst.~bll!oll;:d, 1n the

r:lt<ngs.

"''C':"'

mtu~. but tlw gcncr.l dl$tributlon o f the tiii'Sill bonlf"$ rnmp.-l't'd
with tht tii:Ur s~kd tlwat 1" 1itw .artkuLt.tion c..n only bt
pos~ul.tkd in pcrhap$ thtt'C' INUI\C't'$, .all in t.lw f'ntnn«' .and
t111r.Ann'l1p.l$Wg<' Mnt'.

TJre nortlr chambered area
On the north side, the analysis of the hu.man bone
distributions proceeded separately for the north
chamber and the north entrance. for the no rth
chamber, si.milar plots to those given (or the whole
o( the south chambered area were prepared (Figs
132-4), w he reas (or the north e ntrance it was possible
to be mor<' specific about the burials involved,
Koquiring more detailed plans showing all the actual
bond (figs 135-6).
The north (,h..l.mb-tr
A s a consequence of the disturb.1n<e in t he t'\-Orth
ch.nmber {Fig 114), a ll C'oltegorit$ of bones were
concentrated where t he origina l deposits were intact,
bene•Hh fnlle n orthostal 342 Md t he area to the east
(Figs 132-4). The bone plots. however. do show a
number ol instan<es of d ose-set pairing within the
area o( intact deposits. suggt'Stive of de libera te
pl:.ctment of bond after complete, or }X'I rtiaJ,
de«~mposltion.

There is also at least 01'e

p:~ i ring

(n,etolt:lrsals) betw~n 1he intacl deposit a nd the area
to the west of orthostat 2f17 to attest the former degree
of disartkulations. This i.s borne out by those bones
w hich a rticulate (Figs 128--9). including ano th('r
couple o( links between the two a.l'('a S just me ntioned
and also two cross-chamber links ber..veen bones in
the intact deposit benealh 342 and those in gaps
between pa\'ing a nd orthosta ts on t he soulh side of
the chambeT.
Th~ diStributions o1ho indiute the ntens;io;e o«u.m>nct' ""ithi:n lh~
(1\ambfor ol ~01dul~ bonn.. ..,.h.idl wt•rc pn'St'nl wht~'lft' th~n,o
w('n,o bones.~ infonn.:llion on~ (p181) indkol tt'd tht pt<'litt~Cl~
of two .adult fcmOlln (ff'mllln) and two old ull m.:tlltt (.tulls).
muu.mum m~mh•B of individu.Jb SU,f;g'Nted by the sprcilllitt
o~naly.MS (p183) Wr.'«" lout olduJI$ and tOur to t« pt\'lldult:s (thl.'
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Fig 134 North clmmber: distributio11 of nil idt11tijifd patellar, clnvic/-s, scapulae, n11d ntlns n11d axis vertebrae, with
i11Jormaliorr 011 pt~irs
mn.xamum on tl'e bAsis of differential diaphy~al lcngth5 of
longboncs). These figures can be compO!!red with those obt.-.in('<f
from a deto1Ued conjoining and pairing analysis of the longbones
(I'able 18). The longbone data consistently indicated the prescn«
of four adult! and four pre--adults. There were also four adult
skullJ, ' Lbrit frt~gmentary. and at least two pre-adult skulls in the
d\ambf.r HJemblige. althoug.h only five patt:lbe wert' identified
Two fortoll bonts •I.Jo occurred. possibly from tM samot four· to
6ve->mot1th-old foetu.s.. m the area south o( the s.iJJstone (fig 114)
So- tM ovontt totol ol andivicluals rt'pn'Sent<d w .. ""'Y low•
..,. Su«<>S wu ochiewd in isolating tM bones bo.Jo<wng to
~pmte s!.Ntocu (Fig 130). O..pter 12 descnbes tM d ...ds of
indavidu.~l C a young adult (~male whose identifilblt' bonH wtff
almost aD SJOUped Wlthm the Map protectod by th< fatten
orthosQt. and •ndavidual F. an unsexed young adult. Further
analysb SU~~S<Stod two other mdivicluals, G •nd H (Appendoc 10).
Individual C wu p,.OO,bJy a three-- to (our·year-old ch•ld confined
mainly to the north~a.st corner of the chamber. lndivadualll was
probably a two. to three·yea.....old child located mainly on the south
side of the ch~mber.
These groupings of probable individuals arc extremely
interesting in suggesting the existence of separate burlals in

separate zones. The implk.ation from these groupings (especially
those protec:ted by orthost\'11 342 and the adjacent sle~b) i.s that the
bones o( individuals were kept more or less together in separate

Table 18 Humom longbonn from the north ch.ambrr
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TI-lE BURIALS
a~as.

t\'t'n lflf'r d1.S.nJCuLabOn wu complete. In fact. m th~
fOf' "' situ ~rtlculat:ion. iltS not n«t"SS.t')'
to ;ossum< INI th< pn'St'nl posobOnS olthese groupings rdl«t th<u
onpnal burial posotooM •• .ill, but ""'Y ~fleet ~boning ol th<
bones in ~ ordm.'d (uhaon_
abse~ of mud\ e\"Kien«-

The north entrance
Here, the burial evidence allowed the identification
of specific individuals and permitted observations on
the sequence of burial activity (Figs 13H). The
entrance contained the remains of th ree adult
inhumations, with skeleton 1 postdating the other
two, and individual A probably postdating skeleton
2. The inhumation of a very young child and another
pre-adult probably predated skeleton 1, as did the
scattered cremated remains of a further adult and
child.
1ht final burill w.u the ott>nded inhumabon of a J0.....4S.)"Ur-oki
.,.. (sl<eleton I) woth gnvqoocls. After this doposibon, the
entnnee w•s lelt coml*tcly undostwt>od. - t h i s inhumotJon,
or at the u.me n~. nWMtOUs cremated bone &agmmts ~
scattered 0\o'tT ~~ ttnml•~• of the entra.f'l«. These bumt bonfl
wtff from at lea.st two indtVldu.ab~ an adult and a child. The bumt
bones could poss.bly Include the whole of a child cremation, but
the adult bones were C'ithcr crt'm.-ted beyond recognition or were
only partl•lly deposited.
Prior to the above burials. the entrance had been prc.,.rcd by
deOJring bones from the north end o( the chamber and heapin.g
them at the south end (St't Fig liS). There is some evidence for
special attention being paid to the bones at this stage, in that skulls

(without mondibk-s).

P'~sun>nbly

b<longing to the two previous

adult inhumations, were placed on the ledge formed by the
collapsed or1h061At 358. one o! them over the left foot of skeleton
1. The k>wer half of skeleton 2 was left intact. which might also
reOect spedll attent.on or simply lndicatt that further deara~
wu unne<essary. When th(' 1.nd1VKiual represented by skeleton 1
was buritd, thtrt'fo~. sufflOt'nt hmt had elapsed for th.e prev.ous
bunals to hl\·t btcomt deOtshed and for the separate body pArts
to be easily mG\·td
The adult boMS from tht tntra~ tndudtd ~ third inhunubOn..
ind:1vKiua.l A This ~·.u .tn lduJt malt, ptthaps 0\'er 50 years old
(Rogtf'S m 1111), ~tnttd in tM south-west corner. ~ ~·u
little sign of (Ot'TT\n •rti(Ub;bon (eM'tpt for the proxim1ty of tht two
U.a.. and the tom!('t JU~l<tpOISIIIOn of the right radius and ulna). and
no rea.§Otl to beheve t~t the bones were in their origmal position
Since severoll of the bones belongmg to individual A overlay the
intact remains of th(' lower part of skeleton 2,. it was conduded
that lndividu~l A represented an inhumation intermediary be--

t\o\·tton m~etons I ,and 2. AJtetnati\oely. andtvKSu.al A could hAve
bf.tn bufloC'd at the same time as s~on 2, but Joattd ._1 the
nortMm tnd ol tM entrana, and whfon subsequently lnO\·fd •ts
bones .....~ pYced 0\'er those ol th< oth<r ruleton
,.... O..ed ruleton 2, probably th< 6t>t burlolln th< . ..,• .,..,
wu o11n adult ol indeterminate sex (the pt>lvis w;u poM1bly ~).
If. howe-ver. the assignment of one of the s.kulls from above
orthos&at 358 to thJs indiVidual is correct (Fig 135). th~n skeleton 2
can be reg.>rded as probably male from the skull ldentillcation.
Although the heel bones underlay the northern tdge ot orth05tat
358, they were simply tucked into the cavity cre;ued by th~ angle
at which the orthostat was resting. The position of the left hip and
lower spine dcMiy respected the northern edge of the remains of
the coll:~pscd orthostat 359, and the moved right hip bone had
lx.'Cn placed beneath. or had fallen beneath, the south·wcst edge
of 358, where again there was a cavity. Thus, this burlnl postdated
the collapse of the inner portal orthostats and the bloddn,g of the
throughway into the passage, and there was no Indication that any
of the entr,a_nce bones predated this collapse.
When the upper part of skeleton 2 was disturbed, the ipine was
trunated to ~.- th< edge ol poving-slab 3SO, and th< right
hunwrus wn repos1tioned pa.ra.Ut1 to the southtm td:.ge ol tM
slab '!M~ ""'Y ho,.• bftn • desir< freshly to txpose th< whole o(
th•s large slab .. • suitable 1>i<t' lor th< eorpso ~ted by
sMieton I, and th< holbng ol th< cleoronee at th< slab's IOU!hem
ed&< can be odequately explained by th< Ntu~ ol th< entronco
floor (Fag 95). smce- there was a step down from 3SO to 1M ad}Kf'nt
p.1v1ng 386 rovenng the southtmmost p.lrt of the tntnnce.
The undes.gnated bones (Fig 136), not posibvt'ly identift.1ble as
bek>nging to any of the previous three mdJViduals, comprised
mainly ribs, vertebrae, and fragments. No longbones (other than
.small non·joining fragments) were present among this residue.
which alm<Mt certainly derived from the th~ adult inhumations.
A scatter of prc·adult bones was a lso prt.-sent in the entro\nce (Fig
136). Among these. il was possible to suggesl one seporate burial,
a sbc·month-old child (individual 0 : Appendix 10), reprC$ented by
the tollowin.g bones of the same size and condition: left femur, left
hbia, ma, scapula, and mandible fragment. Thete bonts wert
confined to the west side of the entrance, ,and other lnfJnt bones
in tht &.ame area (including a left humerus and._ left ulna) probably
belonged to this individual. The bones assigJ\td to ~nd•vidu.al 8
"-ere ntoar the top of the burial deposits ln thear •~._. and tome
O\'flf.ty
belonging to sketecon 2. Howf\·er. bemuse
tht bont'l ot U\chvKiual 8 could hl\·e bfton tnO\-td to thftr prnenl
po51110n from ftwwhere m the entnncco. thl$ bunal annoc br
pYced in sequena.. """'P' thot its posotoon and d,..mculabon
5U~f'51 tNt 11 predated skdeion I. At ~Ut two ~ults
(indwidu.al 8 and one othu) were prnent on the b.sis ol the ulrwe
and femorot, 5-1 nee m addition to a left ulna (5549), which probr.bly
belonged to andividual B, there were a ptir of bumt 1nf•nt uln•t
and a separate. unbumt, distal femoral epiphysis (4102) which was
not a pair with the left femur belonging to indivklual B.
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ment use, other than the burials themselves, need
not imply that such use did not occur.

Non-burial activity associated with
the use of the cairn

Fi11d51111d features from the forecourt area
The extra-cairn forecourt deposits produced some 179
animal bones (Table 86), concentrated near the
forecourt facade (Figs 137 and 207).

Contexts 40 and 166 (Fig 28) in the south quarry
comprised a probable hearth and a spread of burnt
and unbumt animal bone fragments together with
part of a decorated pottery vessel and were radiocarbon dated to 2875±50 uncal be (OxA-9151916).
They could be associated either wtth the construction
o r use of the monument, and their nature and
position were perhaps more in keeping with a
'domestic' interpretation. Apart from the above, the
only activity possibly conte mporary with monument
use came from the cairn periphery. The features
involved (Fig 17) were described in Chapter 2 and
were of uncertain date and function, but those sealed
by the forecourt collapse call for further comment
here because of the animal bones from the same
location. The absence of any indications of monu-
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The bullr. of thf'Se' bones were r«ordN .b from context 155 (Fig
142), but th• INjority came from, or""''· 111< bo,.. of t1us depo5't.
o~t tM 1nterftce with the pnm.try ~trit-a•m dt'pOSit 272 or wholly
w1th1n th.lt context ~nd its mterf~ With the buritd soil. 5orrlt' of
the bo~ fragments \0\'er"e it or an the ~urf~ of the buried sod, but
nl'\·erthele$S were seen a.s ~rt ol the wme scatter (Figs 19S.and
197), as the dustering of the honzontal distnbution appe~n"d to
oonfinn. Some of the bones includt'<l were, however, possjbJy
derived from the prt.o..caim soil.
Possibly related to the conccntr.ltion of animal bones were two
fon..--rourt features, 349 and 356 (Figs 137 and 142: 20). These
features were firSt regarded a.s are.n o(burning o r possible hearths,
ront.aining plentiful charcool fr.1,gmcnts. Subsequent analysis
showed that the content respons1ble for their dark co'our was
commmuted charcoal. Tht Larger featur~ rontuned a '\·ery few
fQsments of burnt stOnt", but tMre w•.s no burning of the
~unound•ng soil. 1"hew fe•turt'S olff' more prt'Cisdy p~~ of
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CAIRN USE AND DECAY
diS<Oioured soli. Stratig.raphically, they overlay the buried soil and
underlay context 2n (the initial forecoutt erosio1\ deposit),

predating the forecourt collapse. The patches were not intrusive
into the former ground surface, but were in part infiUing a slight

depression in the forecourt soil and overlay some stones on the
soil surface. In the final analysis, it is not possible to be specific
about these features, which could be in situ accumulations or
redeposited, although they must reflect human activity taking
place on the forecourt surface during or after the monument
construction and before the forecourt collapse. Features 349 and
356 exhibited no marked spatial correlation with the animal bone-s
and need not be absolutely contemporary with th('m. However,
the presence of three pig teeth within 349 indiC<1tes that it was
likely to be either ronten\porary with, or to predate, the deposition
of the bones.
The analysis of the animal bone assemblage (Chapter 13) shows
a composition predominantly of cattle and pig skull and jaw bones
and teeth; it was suggested that a ritual interpretation might be
p laced upon such selectivity. The stratigraphic position of the
bones suggests that they were either placed upon the forecourt
ground surface or conceivably originally attached to the forecourt
facade. The two radiocarbon dates obtained from bones from this
assemblage are early within the overall Hazleton sequence (Figs
22$-6), as early as those from the pre-cairn surface. (The two cattle
skulls selected for dating were definitely from above the buried
soil.) The implication is that these bones do not postdate the use
of the monument for burials. The forecourt facade must also have
partially collapsed and sealed the bones at an early stage.
otherwise they would not be preserved. It appears that the
concentration of animal bones in the forecourt resulted from
activity associated with the use of the monument at essentially the
same period at which burials were taking place, and that in the
forecourt, as i.n the north chambered area, decay of the monument
forecourt was c>«urring during, or shortly after, its use.
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steeply-pitched stones, angled downwards away from the
monument (Fig 138).
To i•westig.ate the natu.re of the extra·cairn stonework, 37
sections all around the monument were recorded, in e.ach case
from the outer Umit of the stone spread as far as the external
revelment facade (Fig,s 140-3). A oonsi.stent pattern of extra<airn
deposits emerged. The external revelment was almost everywhere
leaning outwards. sometimes at a considerable angle~ and merged
into the upper extra-cairn stonework in such a way as to leave no
doubt that this material consisted in large part of collapsed former
revelment. The tumbled effect can be observed on many of the
sooions (eg 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 26, 28, 29, and 31, and Fig 144).
The standard stratigraphy comprised a deposit of stone chips
and fnag.ments, with the occasional larger stone, in a reddish·
brown loam (contexts J64, 230, 272, 621. 622, and 623 at different
poi.nts around the cairn), whkh directly overlay the original
ground surface. This primary deposit varied in thickness along the
north and south sides of the cairn (average about O.lm; maximum
0.25m, sn Fig 140: 13). ln the central forecourt, the primary deposit
(2n) merged into 289 (Fig 142: 20), representing a ploughed fringe.

Over this primary deposit lay the stones of the Cbttra<.airn
material proper, usually only a single vertical stone deep (cont~ts
24, 157. I SS, 156, and 301). The sections confirm the predominant
pitch of the extra·cairn stones and show thei.r clear stratigraphic
relationship to the external revetment. Several sections (eg Fig 140:
14) demonstrated unequivocally that the extra-caim stones derived
chieny from the revetment (many of the fallen stones were dearly
former faring-stones) and that they renected the progressive
collapse of the revelment.
The clearest illustration of the derivation of the extra-caim stones
from the facade was provided at the inner edge of the south horn
(Figs 141: 21; 145-6). Here the collapse preserved an impression of
the event, since the tumbling stones had fortuitously wedged into

The decay of the cairn
The transition from the appearance of the monument
when completed and in use, with its external
revetment fully exposed, to the situation recorded in
Figure 139, was purely the result of natural processes
of decay. There was nothing to suggest that the
external facade was blocked or obscured by the
deposition of additional material at any point around
the periphery of the monument even in the forecourt
or at the entrances to the chambered areas. The
evenness of the stone spread revealed by excavation,
both in plan and profile (Figs 56 and 57), must reflect
recent agricultural landuse, but there seems little
doubt that the external revelment had started to
collapse relatively shortly after construction and
probably within the Neolithic period.
At its uppermost surviving level. the Hazleton North cairn
comprised a spread or Limestone slabs and rubble approximately
60m long by 24m wide at the broader western end, tapering to
IO.Sm wide at the east end (Figs 6 and 57). This spread of stone
masked the existence beneath of the carefully-constructed cairn
(Figs 8, 9, and 46), which survived to a length of 53m (originally
perhaps <'I bout 56m) and ll width of 19m tlt the west end and 9.5m
at the east end, retained within an outer drystone revelment.
Figure 139 shows the outer stonework of the monument from the
outer face of the inner revet.ment outwards (drawn after further
cleaning.. subsequt.'nt to the stage at which Figure 57 was drawn);
the outer edge of those external revelment stones which were
visible has been emphasised to allow the position of the retained
cairn to be seen in relation to the extra--aim material beyond.
This extra-cairn material. though somewhat p.'ltchy, varied only
sHghtly in overall extent along the north and south sides of the
cairn, rorely reaching 3m beyond the face of the revelment. The
exception was at the west end. where the extra-cairn material
extended for up to almost Sm beyond the central forecourt recess.
and to about 4.5m beyond the revctment at the horns. In pla1\, the
extra-cairn material was characterised by the O«urrcnce of

Fig 138 Extra-mim stoni!WOrk (ccntext 157) on the
11orth-west side of the mim (at the same level as Fig
139), viewed from the west; scale in 0.5m divisions
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Fig 144 Segment of extra-caim stonework (context 24) in section ontlte south-east side of the caim, viewed from the east;
scale in 10 and 50mm divisions
p l3ce, lc<'lvi.n,g ;:t void in the 3Jl,&le

betw~n

the collapsed stones ~nd

the b3se o( the rew.•tment The horn revetmenL had collapsed
d irectly onto a thin len.s o( primary deposit (2n), which
demonstrated the absence of any kind o( blocking at thi.s point.
Indeed, in none of the 37 sections was there any suggestion of
either .stones or soil having been deliberately plac~ against the
out~r rcvetmcnt to obscure or support it.

The p rimary dcpOSat l:>e.Hwl'('n th<- c.xtro-ctirn stones 01nd the
buried soil was the product of the i1\itial erosional phase while the
expos.."'d revetmcnt W.lS s till sumding. During this phase, soil,
vegetation, and spalls of stone had accumulated. There was little
e\•iden.ce to suggest what period of time was involved. The onl)'
finds comprised flint artefacts. O'lnimal bone fragments, and a sing.Je
Noolithic sherd (fabric 1). These finds were all likely to have
derived from the pre·cairn soil, exrept for a cow mandible (6710),
whkh underlay the cairn collapse (cont~xt 24) at a polnt 9m ecut
of the south horn, and the animal bont.>S ln the forecourt a.rea (sn
abave). The prL-sence o f these bond within the fort-court collapse
and the abse.nc(! of post· Neolithic items from extra<aim contexts
a rc suggestive of ftli rly mpid cairn colJ;:apsc during the NeoUthic
period. V,uLatlons In the depth of the prtmary external deposits
may reflect differences of tinlc in the facade revelme nt collapsing
at ~parate points around the perimeter.
In the central forecourt, the primary deposit was almost 0.4m
deep. reOecli_ng the greater height of the fac:-.ade here. As long as
the external revelment remained intact, a greate r accumulation of
erosional dt>bris could be CX)X'cted in this relative-ly protected area
and, as the s«tlon shows (Fig 142: 20), this was largely composed
of stone chips id~nlkal in appearance to those found weathering
o(( the facade wh~n first exposed during excavation (arch photo
1981129126).
There was no evidrnce for blocking ilrrangements outside the

Fig 145 South !tom at the !""51 end of the monument: lite
exposed extmml revelment (context 153) on the left,
and tire tmexcavated collapsed revelment (context
155) cascading from it on lite right, viewed from the
west; scale in O.Jm divisions

two I;HcrJI entr.,nces. On the north side, the cxt-rJ·c.:aim stonC\\•ork
at the enln'l.nce was no more extensive than in the adj11cent l'llreas
~}; on the south side, the virtual absence of extra-cairn
stones outside the cntran«· rendered any conclusions impossib1<.>.
Outside the north entranc:e, immediately adjacent to and parallel
with the entrance blocking revelment 273. was a line of horizontal
slabs (163). overlying a relatively thick hori~on of small stones in
soil ( 16-1). The situaHon (Figs 57 and 139; ar<h photos 198114110,
1981125126, and 1981127128) must be interpreted in the light of the
nQrth enlr.l n(e burials not being distur~. The blocking revel·
ment 273 djd not behave like the adja~nt external revelment, but
ren~incd 1\'latively upright rather th4tn pit<hing outwards.

CAIRN USE AND DECAY

Fig 146 Soutl• llom at tile west wd of tile
141: 21); scale;,. 0.1m divisio11s
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as Figure 145, but viewed from tl•e 110rtll at a lower a11gle (cf Fig

presumably be<'-ause of the absence of internal pressure. This
allowed a relatively deep accumulation of primary deposit (c
O. ISm; arch drg 144). At some stage. the blocking revelment must
have started to collapse itself; some of it falling inwards into the
entrance. and some of it slipping outwards onto the primary
accumulations.

Disturban ces in the cairn
All the disturbances recognised in the cairn are
shown on Figure 147. Those disturbances affecting
lhe chambered areas (603, 604, and 611) have already
been considered (Chapler 5); the others, which were
mainly undatable inte rruptions of the cairn fabric,
can be briefly summarised.
At the eastern end of the c-airn was a group of irregular patches.
where the normal c-airn fabric was replaced by smaller stones
mixed with soi.l. These features. a ll located along the axial spine.
mostly penetrated right through the shallow depth of the cairn,
but did not disturb the underlyiJlS soil. Features 610 and 617
merged into each other, probably 3S p.ut of the same disturbance.
They covered an irregular 3.rea about 6m long eastfy,:est by 3.2m
wide north/south with a depth of only 0 .2m, reOecting the
shallowness of the surrounding cairn. lmmOOiatt'l)' to the west was
a more dearly defined feature (613), roughly circular with a
diameter of c 2 .4m and a depth of O.Sm. Another amorphous
feature (602) with a ma>:imum dimension of 2m was only 0.25m
deep and did not penetrate through the cairn.
A few fragments of animal bone came from contexts 227 and 160
(the fills of 617 and 613 respectively). but of all the disturbances at

the eastern end of the cairn, only 613 produced any datable finds:
six post·medieval sherds, which suggested a mid~ighteenth
century AD or later date. The irregular nature of these features,
their location in the axial area where the stones would have been
o( relatively large size, and the fact that they did not penetrate the
underlying soil suggested that they could aU be stone·rObbing
hoiH.
Two other possible features (not included on figure 147) were
recorded at the eastern end of the cairn. At the far end, on the
axial spine, a patch (180) similar to those above, but smatter and
shaiJo,ver, was probably only the result of plough or animal action,
while a rectan.gular depression 1.0 x 0.8m and O.Jm deep (607)
could have resulted from the disturbance of a single large slab.
Towards the western end of the cairn on the axial ridge, a
sub-rectangutar feature (605; t.5-2m x I m deep) had a fill of large
slabs with little interStitial soil, overlying small stones in a IOOSt'
soil. A day·pipc stem was round in the upper fill and a couple of
unidentified animal bone fragments from the lower fill. This
feature was possibly a deliberate exploratory pit.
Feature 606, at the north·east corner of unit R. was rectangular
in shape, about 1.6 x 0.7m across. 0.4m deep, and with a loose,
small stone and soil fill, while 601, with a simitar fill, was a roughly
circular depression, about 0 .9m across and up to 0.3m deep,
located on the axial ridge immediately north·west of the south
chamber.
To the north of unit 0, a very dear-rot, ovoid intrusion (614;
about 2 .3 x t.Sm across) was detectable from the uppennost cairn
surface down to the lower cairn stonework, where it removed parts
of revetments 198 and 348. The fill of this feature (183), mainly
small stones in dark soil, was recorded on the main cairn section
(Fig 56). 11 has been suggested (Chapter 3) that this feature could
have been the source o( the stones (context 73) found i.n the fill o(
the adjacent part of the north quarry. in which case this feature
could not be interpreted as a stone-robbing pit, though this would
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caim: locntio11 pla11

seem the best explanation An iron nail was the ooly
find from context 183, but the po5111on of thi.J near the base of the
fill could ousgtst that 614 was too r<ttnt to be the sourre or the
tOnttxt 73 stones.
Mature 616 in the area ol urut M wu • substantial pd·like
ff'otlture, the ph.J:sing of which wu UJ't«TU1n. Thas featu~ \\'as not
defiM<I until after the- l"tmmVM of tM stontS o( axial element 440,
when an oval pit.. 1.4 x 1.3m, wu found to ~nettate through the
prim~ry dump 377, through the buritd toil. and into the surface
of the underlying bedrock (Fi.g 43; for the plan and profile of the
feature, from the level of the buried soil, S« Fig IS). The lower fill
of the pit (480) comprised material similar to. but looser than, the
surrounding primary dump, while the upper fill (4n) consistt.od of
soU-free stones like those of 440 (arch photo 1982121/6), Context
480 contained an edge·trimmt.od flint 0.1ke and .some animal bones
(on<t pig; two sheepfgoat; one volt), and 472 rontaintd two
unretol.lCMd Rmt flakes and other anunal boM fr01gments (two
~;two- vole). The l<vti from wltich this reat.m had
bHn cut was u.l'l«<'tain. A sbght poM&billty Wstt'd that this could
Nve beot-n a pre-ai:m featu~. Sett void w1th a C'O\-enng.. aftu t~
subo<qu•nt cllsmtogr.>bon of who<h the 0\"Mying <~<posits had
rollopsed into the hok. Otherwuo, 616 could only ce.uinly be
shown to ha\'e been aat from the lt'\'tl ol the surface of the dump.
Its position also coincided with 4 di~turb4nce noted higher up in
the co~~im stonework. in context 310, wh.ch was only recorded
photographically (arch photos 198113S/32-4) beeauS<' or problem•
In defining nn edge to the disturbance, given the general variabUity
of the rubble infill of unit M.
Context 616 could, therefore, have been a major intrusion into
tht aim from its surface, even though it.s existence could only be
condu,ivtly demonstrated from the level of the primary dump.
S.~ thit wu the only posl·monumtnt fe-ature to peMtratt the
prt-c2im su~. and since 1ts posabOn within the pre--caitn swfa«
- . 'IffY ~ to the mldden (Fog 13~ it ,. also ""<Mth noting the
pt'O)Cim•ty of ttus feature to the rontt"AI611 di:Sturba.nceof tht sou.th
chamberod aro and the assoo.ooed spn-ad of Nrolithic pottery to
Us north. "There mus:t be a possabduy lhat 11\t Hint and potte:ry finds
which con~ntrate on the aim suriact at this point could be
derived from the buried~soil Spo!l o( a sondage in the position of
context 616,
Ovcrnll, the Ha.zlcton North cairn hnd clearly not suUered to any
great extent from stone--robbing. despite the comments of Wilts

(stt p3). nor had it SHn any inh~n,ive chamber-searching. Despite
th.i.s, both C'ham.bered area! wen! p.rt~Jiy disturbed., which might
suggest tJ\a~ at whate-.·tr datt tht diSturbances took place. it W.lS
poss•ble to calculate the postbon ol the chambers from surface
~~. Remarkably. the (Qn.'COUrt aru of the monument
appe-1rs to h.a'-e escaped the at~bon ol chamber--seeken.

Possible Romano-Britislr disturbance
The question of Romano-British activity at Hazleton
requires separate consideration in view of the
presence of the large sherd of Severn Valley ware in
the infill of the south chamber (Fig 97).
Ap.>rt from the RorNn «<U\J and shords found ;n su~l
rontexts. a sherd ol grey·ware amt- from an ilXY.J clement (cont~t
+W bene1th urut 5). a tmy fr.tgrntnt of $to\"t"m Valley \'1~ ca.me
from tht south entran« (cont~t 354), and SIX sherds from 1he
uppe-rmost caim stonework. The sherd from contort 444 was found
qu1te dOR to disturbance 60S whkh couJd perhaps explain 1ts
presen~. whjJe the south entr~nre therd w~s equaUy dose to
disturbance 603 and was anyway not fM below the modem field
surface. The sherds from the uppermost cairn were inse~rable
from those from the modem p loughsoil. lt is the large unabradt.-d
sherd from the south chamber which ls the most difficult to
explain. lt could re.late to the disturbance documented in the south
chamber area, even though it could not be ascribed to a sp«ific
feature. or it could be connected wtth animal burrowing. Its
unabrlded $t.lte su~ts the fonn-tr r11thft than the latter, and it
must u•tchcatt> Romano-Bnt&sh pteH~ of $Or1W sort on the spoc
The~ totll of Ronvno-Bnt~h rNtma.l from Hazleton 15
•mall comp.>rod with that known rrom o<her Como."Oid·S.V.m
tombs (Annat>w, 1970; O"Ned and Cn-11 1960, 54), but the oouth
cho~mber sherd is a remmdcr that tMse monuments did exercise
some kind o£ fascination for poopJc In Roman times (Piggott 1962,
SS). Whether Annable {1970. SS) i.s correct in seeing the broken
Romano-Oritish sherds at Cotswold-Severn sites a.s dedicatory
oUcrings to the spirits of the dc~d. or whether these are merely
evidence of a fashion for visiting ~m:ient monuments is obviou.s,ly
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Fig 148 Dislrib11tion of prehistoric artefacts from Sllperficinl contexts willrin tire excavation area
debatable, but at l la.zlcton North it ap~ars pos~~o~blc that sondages
into the JOOih chamber ~nd perhaps the western calm (context
605), and even the north chamber, could Nlve bc.oen dug during
this penod.

Finds from superficial contexts
All superficial deposits were removed by hand, and
trial sieving of a 20% sample of all the upper soil from
lhe south·east quadrant of the excava tion area was
undertaken.
In the event, the number of arte(a('l:s proved so low (Fi~ 148) that
the $tatter wu probabJy purely fortuitous, and the s:aevmg almost
certainly expll.in.s the $.lightly higher (~uency of nints from the
south-eastern stde of the .sjte. The 20 Neotuhic therd.s from context
~ the top:sod 0\'ff the a1.m, "-e~ an excq>uon. ~~ these were
con«ntnted an I~
1mrn«iUtC"'y to 1M 1'10f1h of the south
dwmbtr (Frgs 148 •nd 159). The$< 5Mrds hi\'< •ln•dy been
discussed (p86)~ a.nd thetr relatively reunt f'fdt'pO'IIIOn mto the
topsoil i.s proposed, "~ it is extrt"mely unla~ly th.u NtobthJC
pottery could ho~ve survived in a superrteaal posllaon for fi,.-e
millennii.
The nint artefacts from a ll 'post-monument' contexts are listed

•rt'•

by type in the flint report (Table 25) and comprise a total of 466
pien-s. The topso•l contexts produced 197 of these. amons which
the di.agnostk •mpkoment types were both MesoiHhlc and
Neohthic, whde the uppermost ca•m produced only t'h·e Oints.
TNt the- ~t~pHfml flints did not in the maan dt1we from the calfTl
w•s confirmod by tho distn'bvtion plot (Fig 148), showmg tho !tints
ron<tnlrol<d •round tho cairn p<npMry •nd .,...,. tho quany. An
exa'p(IOn w.u ag;.•n notfd in the case of theo south cN.mbtT~ where
a small C'C>nrentrahon of flints lay just to the t.Ut of tJw duster of

Neobthic pocttry.

The inc::iden~ of Romano-British and later pottery sherds in the
superftcialloaycrs showed no concentrations and WJ5 interpreted
a.s the incidental result of local settlement and famting. Although,
a.s explained above, the u.nabraded Roman pottery fragment from
the south chamber must indicate sped!ic Romano-Oritish activity
at tht raim, •his is not reflected in the surl1ce Ands. The recovery
o( three Roman coins from the top50il 1nd one from context 4
merely rt"Af(ls the general loc:aJ dismbution 15 mdK.ated by
field.-surf~ finds. with recovt"l')' ii'ICre.ued 1n this case by
tund~v••.on

The low dms&ty of arttfKtS I.SSOOolted With thf UpptrmOSt Gllm
and tuptrfio.ll depot51ts incfic:ated INt the aim tu_rfxe was not
the focus ol any post·monU11'Itflt prehistoric or l.ater acbvity~ at
least unttl the present century. when u5ot IS a w.utime shooting
range m;ay expl.1in the seven rifle bullet$ from ploug.hsoil over and
around the c~irn.
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Fig 149
irrlerva/s

Ha~leton

Soutlr: contour survey and trench location, contours in metres allow OD, draum at 50mm wrtical

HAZLETON 50\Tfll

8 Hazleton South
Introduction
The barl'Qw known as Hazleton South (SP 0720 1882)
lies on the sou thern edge of Barrow Ground field,
some 80m south-west of Hazleton North (Fig 2). The
barrow l• visible on the gl'Qund as an elongated,
amorphous, low mound •>'ith a stony surface after
ploughing; il has been regularly ploughed in the
recent past .
To darify the status of Hazleton South, a contour
survey (Fig 149) and geophysical surveys (Chapter
17) were undertaken in 1980, followNI by an
exploratory excavation involving the opening of two
paral.lcl trenches, 23m apart; the north trench across
the highest part of the mound and the south trench
across the break of slope to the south.

The south trench
This trench was laid out as a slit trench 25 x 2m,
aligned roughly east-west, but the western 7m were
subsequently extended northwards by 2m, to give a
total excavation area of 64sq m (Figs 150-1).

~ ol dW' c-r\triU'M:t"•
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north~ "-lont"'t 'IUJO..,oes.le!'d ll\a.t d\e
\<lo'~·•rd.s •nd w0111t f\ank.N by a rt:·w~t

the

e-ntr.ana-w•y contanuf:'d

m«'""\1 lb ~~tt"m linut was obscure. wtth no 1nd~bon ol an
exterNI N!'VC'tmtnt hnt m the undifferw~ted t tonev.'O:rk Cl12) of
th~ \<~,.·~ten, eds~ of 1he stone sp~.td Behind onhost.lt nt a
north•we15tl10\llh~ast allg;nm('nl of rchattvcly l~trgc stonl"5 probably
repre~n t cd the rcvctment of t1 ronJJtructloMI unit to the north of
the entran«"i'pass.1ge. The v.uiablt tomposiiiOI\ o( the cairn fabric
\\'.t$ d(lmon'llr.ued by contexts 110 11nd 129. n..•prcsenring mo:re
ma~y ~tch""' of lnlill
A furth,•r int4!m~l fcatu..re w.u p~nt at lhl! «ntrt1 of l..tK! aim.
This ~ompnk\1 .a nor1h-....·esLsoulh-t"<~JI .1bg.nnwn• o( sLabs (107).
app.uf'ntly tepresmtin.g .a m~t w1th • fi~Ct tow;ards the

nortl\""•" Tht> IKo wu opposed by other ...1>1 (108), pitmrd
down'ft·ouds to tM north-flSt. These stand Wf'r~ in tum O\-edilin
by the ma.. ol c.nm --ork to the ...t (106) This r........ wos
trltcrprt'ltod b a bi~tntt axial CQNtructlon of cM kind which w.s
sho~·n ;at 1-t.uJrton North to extend almost thr whole length of the
calm.
Towotnh the eastern edge of the stont tptt'ad wn another
alignment of hori~ontal slabs {104), whkh ~pJX'arc.-d to form an
L'aSI•I,•dnJ; rcvctment. This revetmcnt W+'i!l prc111umably an intemat
one. forming the eastern edge of o~ corutructlonal unit and not the
out!!r edge of th~ ('a(m. A further 2m wide ~nd of stones (105)
Nst'mbled the t>quiv.tlent context ll2 to tht wHt And. ~ h.
nu<~k4!d the tJ~:Itm.d rt-vctme-nt~
No findJ ot any .signifnn« wen- t«<\'t"~ from this erench~
•!though the topsod producN
'"~~"""'" or uon ptooghslwrH, plft<lmabty • result oi ronAcl b<twt<n plough ond aim
'" IM reaont pbt . rn \iew of the nei\'AbOn tmd'. this tn"nd\ Wl$
not v,qondrd any t'urthertban wu ~ry 10 Pf'O'·t the t"Xist~
ol•n Or1host.•u;cchambned area apfropmt~ tot Cotswold·~~
tomb After blckfiJhng, additiona toil wAJ dumped over the
trenC'h to ptoVidt: 10me protection for tht th.tmbertd •rea.

6,..

Ptough,oU wu removed by hand to exposu the underlying
depositJ, whkh were the-n recorde!d In pl.1n. but Wt'rt not
themselvH d~tutbrd The- plou,ghsoU rt>movc:d vo1ried in de!pth
&om &6s than 50mm O\'er S<KM of the alrn to •pprumnately
ISOmm ot the ..., ••d oi the trench.
A broad bond oi >1on.. oo:upi<d the l.u~r I"" o{ the tm>Ch,
rompmons ..,.q. to m<dium...-1 rubblo, wctl\ •ron o{ I.Jrger
U.l>l•nd ...,.
wt..r< low SIM<'> wmo pmont Pnncipal
the ~nbfi.oble l<atuto< w..-. tht topl oi la'S" $labs ""
\·ertici~WI~n tM su.rroundir'lg .stone.. Eight o( th-He were

po-

•mons

visiblo F" I contexts 114-21), aD •p~rently ol the same kind
of impol1l'<l coarJe-gt~lned limestonr u~ (or m<tny of the
orthOSt4t5 In HAdtton North. The tops or &01114: of tht$e blocks
(esp<dolly 11$-18) wcro nush with the •••r... ol the ploughsoil
and bore

lh~

n\Arks or recent plough-danwgt>.

The:s.t sJ~~ Wt'~ the tops of orthost111ts. defining an tntr-o~n<'C
and ~SNgewtay, approxlmate.ly0.8-l.Om w1de, nt~rrowing to0.6m
bttw..n orthoot>ts t 17 •nd 121. the !ormoT pmumobly displ•«d
inwards lrom ats ~nal p<)Sition. Slabt 114 ond 115 CO\IId
reyf'Hitnt p.lr'l of a :un.gtil' 1uge orthos-tlt 'T'hr ~n1r,.M\'I.a.nd p;a~ge
we"' '"l"t•trd by two tT•ns,._ ...bs (116 ond 120), !M g..>p
betw...., tMm MftS only 160mm ot thi$ tn..,1 Another possa"bko
ort'-Lit (128), •1so oi th•...,. tun.stont and •pporently vmi<al,
~-as ~maUy txposed in a position roughly «ntral to the
postulatt.-d piiUagt-Way. If this w.u an orthost1t, thm its posibon
would bt anomalous; lt couJd rep~nt an ortho.lltt onginalJy
cont1guous with 121 which had subsequc.>ntlr t lumpcd into the
passage. Two otht'r piece$ of the same k.ind o lfmrstone (123 and
J24), at the northern edge of the entrance and pliHS0St'• \Yere lying
horizontally ilnd appeartd to be part of the e;alm &tntth..m~. perhaps
forming part o( a rewtment betwten tM orthottits
~ Nbbic infiU (125) of the e-ntra~ and p4ssage rontr~sted

with the torMwh4t Larger and more comp.l(t stone-worlr-. (106) eo
north and tou~ pntly becauM" ol1tJ ~. tr'IOI't humk matrix.,
portly bta- ol the gn-atv and . , _ urtabk> pctchiJis oi tts
s.tonH. ~ touthtom edge oll2S. on both ~n: ol tM tr.tns"~
ortbosl.lt ( I:ZO), wu .... r~«c~ by • row oi •tonn (126), stightly
patchrd
from th.f' entrance. 1'hiJ row .tppt<~rtd to C'Otltinut"
bel\ind onl\ost•t 119 •nd then cu"·• sl\arply to the a;outh (~1!\ 150).
The lino formed by the inn<r lacrs or th• slal>l (114 ••d 115) on
the north b.lde of the entrance was continuc.'CI $0Uih•westwards for
a t least 0.7m by an Alignme-nt of ml'dlum·tllt.(-d stones, Although
no obvious alignment projected south•wesl fro1Y1 l19 on the south

'""'Y

Fig 151 IInz/eton South: sOtl/11 lrenclt, viewed from the
west; scnlf in O.Sm divisions
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The north trench
On removal of the topsoil in this trench, again 25 x
2m in extent, it was immediately apparent that no
cairn comparable to that in the south trench was
present (Figs ISO and 152).
The only area where any density of stones existed was a 4m wide
band (106) towards the cast end of the trench. This band was
composed almost exclusively of small stone fragments and
exhibited no pi'lttcming, cx~pt that its east and wes-t edges could
reOect the gll!neral cairn alignment indkatM from the south trench.
To the east of 106 was the same stony rt'd·brown subsoil (103) as
beyond the eastem cairn edge in the south trench.
To the west of 106, the whole of the trench below the p loughsoil
was composed of a subsoil (130), similar to 103, except that it had
a significantly h igher stone content. A denser patch of stones,

about 3m wide. existed at one point (131), but again exhibited no
distinctive features. The ploug.hsoil had an average depth of
200mm in this trench. The upper subsoil was removed by
trowelling to a maximum depth or 300mm below the ground
surface in the non-stony areas without revealing further features.
Modern plough-grooves were obst>rved crossing both stony and
non-stony areas.
The north trt'nch produced more flint artefacts than the south
trt'nch. 18 as opposed to IJ, but in both trenches the flints were
cxdusively ploughsoil finds and of an undiagnostic character. The
north trench did, however, contain four Neolithic sherds (pl52)
from the subsoil contexts 130 and 131 (Fig 150). These sherds, all
of a similar fabric and perhaps from a singlt- vessel. occurred at
depths of 2J0-280mm below the field surface.

The contour and geophysical surveys
The contour survey (Fig 149) showed the barrow
alignment to be north-west/south-east. The actual
extent of the barrow is more difficult to judge from
the contours, which are not as pronounced nor

discrete as in the case of Hazleton North, but the
length is approximately 50-60m and the width
between 10-20m, increasing towards the north-west.
The absolute high point of the barrow was 249.95m
OD towards its northern end, and the maximum
height relative to the s urrou nding field surface was
approximately 1m.
Comparison of this contour survey with that of HazJeton North
(Fig 5), bearing in mind the known dimensions of the northern
cairn, suggests that the two monuments were of roughly
comparable site. Any such oomparison, however, relies on the
present contours of HazJeton South being those of the original
lorm of the underlying cairn, in spite of the evidence from the
north trench for its partial disappearance.
Of the two geophysical surveys (Chnpter 17), the resistivity
plotting was the most informative. This is espedaJJy so when the
l"t$istivity data a.re presented i.n alternative graphic w\'lys as in
Figures 153-4. The large, linear negative anomalies either side of
the cairn can be interpreted as nanking quanies. The fuJJ extent of
the quarry to the south-west of the cairn is unclear; this quany
presumably runs beneath the metal fence at the field edge, il not
under the modern road beyond. The north-eastern quarry is
approximately 42m long and 12m wide, running roughly parallel
to the cairn edge. The western side of the north--east quarry
appears to have a much more regular edge than the eastem.
The position of the chambered area is marked on the resistivity
plots by a peak in the pOsitive f('adings, while the area traversed
by the north t.rench is marked by a large negative anomaly, similar
to those which define the quarries; presumably the negative
anomaly in this case relates to the absence of cairn stonework.

Discussion

Fig 152 Hazleto11 South: 11ortl• trench viewed from the
east, with context 106 in the foreground; scale in
O.Sm divisions

The south trench demonstrated the existence of a
lateral chambered area set within a long cairn which
has a north-west/south-east orientation. The stonework of the cairn has indications of internal constructional elements resembling those in Hazleton
North.
Estimation of the state of preservation of Hazleton
South is made difficult by the uncertainty of the
evidence from the north trench. It seems probable
that the broad end of the cairn has been obscured by
stone-robbing. By contrast, the south trench demons trated that the cairn there is quite weU preserved and
the orthostats do not appear to be seriously truncated. There is, therefore, every reason to expect that

-
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HAZLETON SOUTH
Rf.SIST/VITY SURVEY

..

an••••••••••u•

•••••l

Fig 153 Hazleto11 South: symbol de~rsity plot of i11itial rmtrealt'li data from resistivity survey, see Figrm 221 for tire
location of lire survey an'tl (comput<r plot prepared by A Bartlett)

any burial deposits will have survived as well as
those at Hazleton North.
\"hile tM ort.hostats ln tM aoulh trench appear to debmu .tn
entnnce.pa$$0~ •mons•.,.,•· rho act.w form ot rho ctwnbored
area iS undear. Any cNm~ p~t might either be A .simpk- bo.x
termuwbon ol the pasuge or in"'OI'-'t a right·~ tum tO\IIo·ArdJ
the JOUth~ast to Jiv-e an 0\."erall L-sNpt. Alternatively~ and in
contrast to tb.Dtton North, the chambered area could involve a

right·ang.led tum towards the north·wes:t or could concetvably
cross thecentra.laxi.solthecaim (as at Bum Ground: Crime5 1960).
Without (urtherexc:avation, the precise lorm of the chambered area
remains unknown.
Also unknown is whether there could be other chambers pre-sent
withjn the caim. The r~istlvity survey (Figs 153-4) showed a pellk
of positive readinS$ in t'l location coinciding ~A<ith the entrance/
passage, but extending well beyond the area defined by the

txposcd orthostats. There is a possibility that more than • sl.ngle
cham~red .rea is implied. possiNy even a further two chambers,
set mto the north*f'Utem side of the ajm (as 11 Cwemvale:
BniMII 1984o).
If rho north lrt'nch did cross rho fuU widlh oi lhe aam «>w•Rls
lhe for«<urt tnd, llatn rho •bsence oi Slon< Is trugtnall< WillS,
how~·er, C'OO'ltnented that many stone wue rf"moved for
road· m.lkans •nd w.U-builcfing (1883, 80), •nd. •hhough h e 10 rtkr 10 tl.uleton North where it has bee-n shown thlt tht
northern aum was 11101 extensh.·ely robbed. Hazkton South ls at
the edge o( a field and next to a road and thus a much m~ Likely
touru o( stone. Stone·robbing could have OCC"UtT"fd at the
origiruaUy bro.1der and higher end of Haz.leton South prior to 1883;
contexts 130 and 131 in the north trench could then be explained
,_, residual ('airn and sub-<aim soil, with the pottery 11nds relating
to prc-c~lrn A<'tivity.
WillS (1883, 79) desc:ribed Hazlelon Soulh •• b<>ing 15011 (45.7m)
long, 70fl (21.3m) in maximum widlh, and 511 (1.5m) high . The
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Fig 154 Hazletolt South: resistivity survey cotrtour plot, showi11g data after treatme11t to suppress the overall rise i11
readi11gs towards the west; see Figure 221 for the locatiolt of the survey area (computer plot prepared by A Bartlett)
tops of two orthostats were apparently visible in Witts's time: •...
on the surface of the ground near the 50Uth--east end; they lie
parallel to e•ch other and lOft (3m) apart'. No sign o( these stones

could match Wilts's measurements.
The dimensions recorded by Grinsell in 1959 of length 165ft
(SO.Jm), maximum width SOft (24.4m), and height 3ft (0.9m) seem

was visible i.n 1920 (Crawford 1925, tOt), and it is impossible to
decide it these orthostats were part of the group revealed in 1980.

correspond more or less to those recorded before excavation in

Only the diagonally-opposed orthostat.s 117/119 or 114-15fl21

1980.

to reflect the continued spreading and lowering of the cairn and
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Table 19 Neo1ithic pottery: general quantification
Wnght

by IF Smith and Timothy C Darvill

Introduction
The Neolithic pottery comprises some 379 sherds
(weighing 1066g), mostly from the buried soil
beneath the cairn, and two vessels deposited after
initial construction of the cairn. One of these vessels
was in the south chamber, the other, a decorated
example, came from the south quarry (fable 19).
Neolithic sherds from all other contexts on the site
are probably residual from activity either predating
the cairn or associated with its construction and use.
Two sherds of Iron Age pottery from the south
quarry are the only ceramic evidence for subsequent
prehistoric activity at Hazleton.
The description and discussion of the pottery, the
sorting into labric groups (with an Sx lens), and the
selection of representative sherds for microscopic
examination were undertaken by IFS. Preparation of
the thin sections (see Darvill 1983, 552-62), the reports
on petrology, and on raw material sources are the
work of TCO, who also contributed to the discussion.
The petrological slides are housed in the thin-section
library at the Department of Archaeology, University
of Southampton. In this report, the library reference
for each slide is given (eg N436), together with the
relevant fmd number (eg sherd 11846). A list of the
fabric attributions, grouped according to context and
specifying all feature sherds, is in the archive, while
a concordance of find number, context, and fabric
type for the illustrated pottery is in Appendix 2.
Where necessary, reference to sherds not illustrated
is made by citing the find numbers. The postprehistoric pottery is documented in Appendix 3.

The assemblage from the sub-cairn
soil
A total of 264 sherds, all undecorated, was mostly
concentrated in the midden area (Fig 155).
The e-xt~mely fragmentary condition of this pottery (totM 37% of
sherds meuurtd ltss than lOmm square) doubtleS.J ttsuJts partly
from disturbance during caim construction and from the relative
fragility of most fabrics. Nevertheless, the r.uity of sherds that an
be conjoined a t old breaks. and of matching fieces from rims.
necks, or carinations. suggests that this materia was a secondary
de-posit of some kind. ln· this connection, although nearly 11% of
the shtrds hid been refll'ed, none w.u dirtetly assod.lted with the
hearth on the sub-aim su..rf.\ce (Fig 20).
ShmiJ 1em~ wilh ala.-.ous subsu-.. np«i&&ly cakile
(fabrics I and 2). ha,.., ....,.uy been affected by chetrucal ~action.
resultina In tM Q.s of exposed indusaons This alterabOn SH:ms
to h.ave occurred 111 Sttw because thtre is lmlt tvidtn« of physiCal
we!'athtring. indHd &herds with sili«oous indU.51CH'\S (fabrk 5) are
in remarkably freh rondition.
The pouery is discussed below under the headmgs of fabric
groups established by maCTOSCOpic inspection and thin-sectioning.
The relative frequency of occurrence o( each fabric is given in Table

20.

m

""''

gr•ms

264
19
S

52.2

833
4S
9

49.1

3.1
1.0

9

1.8

260

IS.S

118

23.3

349

20.8

56

11 I

19

4.1

31

6.1

4

0.8

96
4
1675

0.3

sul><airn soil (Table 20)
calm periphery (Table 21)
lower c..lm f~bric
burial deposits (one ves·
sel)
base of south quany (one
......)
upper fill ol SO<rlh <ham·
~ and ~~nt area
(Tablo 22)
m-llan«>Us qiWT)' fills
(Tabl< 2J)
unstrat1fied

Tot01l.s

506

2.7
0,6

5.1

Table 20 Neolithic sherds from the sub-cairn soil
r .... ,. Body

...

108

121

I~

24
94
9
16
264

shtrds sltmls
l•bnc I
l•bnc 2
f•bric 3
f•bric ~
fabric 5
Totl)IS

13
9
8
2
4
36

M in

ToW
no

86
1
12
228

Wnght

no of

'"8

...

orssds

45.8

411

9. 1
35.6
3.4
6.1

80
206
44
92

49.3
9.1

10
6
6

833

24. 7
5.3
11 .0

I

2
25

Fabric 1: calcite tempered
(Slide N4J6. sherd 11846; Fig 156: 1-11)
This l•bnc ,. characlerised by 5Ul>-a"$Uilr lrosm<'f'IS of caki~.
mostly about 1mm across. but occ.a$1()fta0y up to 5mm. In thin
S«Uon., tl'wse fragments can ~ ~n to be set within a
fine-srtinfd, slightly mka~.s groundmass. Jnd1\-1dual Aedes o(
muxovltt mica up to O. lmm long can be di.stinguished. A
moderate tcltter of fine, subangu~r gre~in.5 o( quartz up to O.l lmm
across can also be seen. together with occasional day pellets up to
lmm ncross. The materials used in this fabric were well prepared
and evenly mixed.
Identical calcite could have been obtained widely on the
Cotswold.s. The day. however, is not IV4ilabte among the oolite
seriet of tht Upptr jurassic, but is bftt rNI~ tn the lias days
availilblt around tht- fringes of tht Cotswold lime51one. The
1\f'.lr'HIIOUKH to H&.z:kton would M in tM Coin V,jjey about 6km
west or in lht Wmdrush Valley about tM Mmt' d.i.Jt;a.na ust. A
modom Simple ol day from the Coin Vall<y near Ando."ftS!ord
wu found to be ..-ery similar to Hu&tton fabric I, although
outcrops of sinuJ.u matenals are fairly e:xtenstve.
The f01bric I ves.sels, consistently fired in a rNudng atmosphere,
are dark·la~ and well finished; buml.sh 1.5 presrnt. Two joining
sherds (Fig 156: 13) from a carinated bowl arc e)(ceptional in
retaining conspicuous tooling-marks as well as traces o f an
imperlccUy-<On~aled ring·joint at the carina tlon.
The lt~rgest of four simple upright r:ims in fabric 1 comes from a
cup oboul IOOmm in diameter (Fig 156: 8). 1he olher 11\ree (Fig 156:
9-11; lhe laSI cwo possibly from lhe same v.....) are apparendy
from a further two cups. There- are- also two body sherds that
dearly betol1god to lhese or S>millr cups. The other rims may be
descnbod as rolled owr - Figure 156: 2 diSplays no more lhan a
sbglll fold. F~ 156: 7 has a llil exlemal I_,, f"JSUre 156: I,
compnstng IWo ,.wng and OM non·jolrun~ ~niS, lonns a
neal 'be•d·. Four sherds (Fig 156: 13 and 17, u> o small fngmenl,
13285) rep~Uetlt two bowls with concave nee , strong carinations,
and, apP"rtntly, relatively shallow bodies. The larger of these was
about 200mm in diameter at the carination. There ls one further
sherd from a concave neck (Fig 156: 16). The remalnlng carination
(Fig 156: IS) is loss emphacic.
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Fig 155 Distribution by fabric type of Neolithic sherds from the sub-caim soil, the caim periphery, and the quarries
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Fig 156 Neolithic pottery: 1-17 are fabric 1, 18- 25 are fabric 2, 26-31 are fabric 3; 4, 6, aud 14 are from coutext 2; 5 is
from context 10; 1-2, 7, 11-12, 17, 20, 23, and 31 are from coutext 211; 8- 10, 13, 15- 16, 18- 19, 21, 24-30 are
from context 561; 3 and 22 are from context 563 (scale 1:2)
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Fig 157 Neolitllic (32-5) and Iron Age (36) pottery: 32 is fabric 3a, from context 40; 33 is fabric '3, from contexts 323,
412, and 453; 34 is fabric 4, from context 561; 35 is fabric 5, from contexts 211 and 561; 36 is fabric 6, from context
566 (scale 1 :2)

with occasional calcareous fragments. Quartz grains are not

Fabric 2: crushed limestone and calcite tempered

common and tend to be small and angular. Fragments of

(Slides N437 and N440, sherds 16179 and 15477; Fig 156: 18-25)
Th.is fabric is characterised by sub-angular fragments of crushed
ljmestone and calcite. The latter dominates the dasts added as
tempering in the sampled sherds and fragments are commonly
over Imm across. The limestone fragments tend to be more
angular than th(' calcite ones. but are about the same si7.e. Discrete
fragments of fossil shell and oolites are present within the fabric.
In thin section. the clay matrix can be seen to be slightly micaceous

non-translucent iron ore were noted.
No ava.ilable clay samples pro\rid(' a good match for the materials
used for this fabric. The dasts could have been obtained from
almost anywhere within the limestone uplands. The day could
have been derived from localised outcrops within the upper lias
or inferior oolite series rocks of the area.
The surface finish and firing of fabric 2 are similar to fabric 1.
A rim with a neatly-rolled 'bead' (Fig 156: 2J, two joining sherds)
belonged to an open vessel about 150mm in diameter. Other rims
are everted (Fig 156: 19--20, plus an incomplete proflte, 150'74,
possibly from the same vessel) or perhaps minimally enlarged (fig
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156; 18). 11w litte-r nm, diameter J70-1Smm, amt from~ bo-....·1
Wlth a h•sh· sJidttly conca"·e neck St't upon o1 globuln body. There
t$ one d~hc.od. frag.ment from a conC'ol\"e n«k (Fig 156: 25) and a
single c.-.n~Y tion (Fig 156: 24, plus a sm.allcr plt«, 15853).

Fabric 3: crushed limestone temper
(Slid.. N43S-9, •herds 8875 and 16359; Fog 156 2~1)

Thi.s is bi'Ooldly similar to fabric 2.. without .1ny tr01cc of calcite. In
thLn sect.on, there i:. slightly mOrt qua.ttz in (.abric 3 thiln in f.1bric
2. 'I'he sou.rtt al'\'a" llkfly to h.lvt" been 5-tmlLu to l~t of f4bric 2.
In tJw Nnd fptamm.. fabric 3 is re~y d~t•ngu•sNblt from
fabncs I 11nd 2 by 1 sp«kk'd appura_n,ce, due too1bund.tnt ~rticles
ol fOSSil iMD and by IIM' red oc bro"'" rolou" ol IIM' ou1er surfaces.
indotwe of finng ._,an oxidizing atmosphtn. The standard of
finish as lower tNn that typical of fabnc 1.

The two Largest rim fragments 10 fabnc 3 belong to the same
vessel (Fig 156: 29). This vessel has a vc:r uneven nm. but an

157: 35, •nd on< .,..11 nedo: fro~l. 12449). The ron,.XnU>g body
wrd5 (one group of lhree and one of four) rom< from lhis vessel.
(A further j~n was found between the group of three and a sherd
rerovered from the south quarry.) A S«<nd, somewhat heavier.
cannatt.od bowl seems to be represented by a small fragment
(13409). whkh lacks its inner surface.
One additional, unstratified piece (8197) problably c~me from the
sub-cairn soU. The wall of th is sherd is very thin (4mm), and the
abundant tub-angular quartz grains. up to 0.75mm acros.s. are
tol\51der;~bly coarser than th()S(' found in fabric: S; there is no visible
Oant. A fr;~grncnt (33?0) from the 501Jth qu~rry fill has identical
char.a<ten.s ta and mt,ght come from the s.a.me vt"S$el.

Table 21 Neolithlc sherd s &om the coim periphery

..

C'Artttxt

approximate usc-ssment gives a diameter o about 15$-00mm and
a Raring, evened profife. Four other \!Cry small rim sherds
oompriJC two that may be slightly everted (Fig 156: 26 and 30) and
1wo th•l seem 10 be rolled (Fig 156: 27-8). A songle sherd (11546)
may oomt' from a neck, and one oth('r (Fig 156: 31) retains the angle
of a canl\oltlon

3

Fabric 4: limestone-tempered calcareous clay

Touls

(Stid< N4CI. •h•rd 12772; Fig 157: 34)
This fabll( is <'hlr.-terised by friable cru.itwd hm~tone in a so((.
graany day matrix. The who~ fabric is highly tak6li'COUS. The likely
cause of this appearance is firing in exccS!f. of c 100'C. Microsropically, the field of view is dominattd by fragments of
fin(..grdil\ed lin1estone. fossil shell, and oolites (some fragments
up to I.Smm .,C1'055). Among the nxk fragn1ents are a few angular
grai.ns of quMV up to 0.75mm across and a (cw day pellets rich in
irot~ .

The sour« of tha.s fAbric cannot be determmed wtth ttrtainty.
but it woukl bt com~tible '\o\ith oMof I..M numtrous small pockets
of CGM;y,-okl a.lcartOU$ day. All shnds of th1J group·~ tntensely
rclired 10 a bnghl red colour lhroughoul. The surfocn had been
wdl SMC>Oih«<.
Tht l&rgt"f frapnents m fabric 4 (Fig 157: 34) represent a \'t"Ssel
with a sample nm, a mati,·ely k>t~g a.nd str;ught n«k. and a
rounded shoulder. The diameter of thas ve5.st•l could be between
t30mm to 170mm. Body sherds include one protMbly from a cup
(16932).

Fabric 5: jli11t-tempered sandy ware
(Shde N442. sherd 12432: Fig 157: 35)
This fabnc hu a sandy texture with Sp.Jir'Joe froagmconts of ftint
n.ngms from 1 to Smm .cross. Two shcrd.t ·~ to thiS filbric
Nin stngk- fr;apnents of limestone. possibly h.~n11ng at a C01swold
50U~. but no such rode was noled in the wmf* th1n S«tion. lbe
day matnx corttilft5 abundant sub-angut.r gra1ns of qu.trt7 5and,
much of lt 1HS than O.Smm aO'OSS, Although th("re are occastonal
Larger roundf'd gR~ins. Mtc"oll flecks up to 0.4mm long and a
considerable quantity of non-translucent iron ore fragments are
also vb,ible under the microscope.
A sample of clay taken from a surface outcrop of Fuller's Earth
series strJtJ Ill Lower Barrow Ground field at llowlcton provides a
very good mutch for the matrix of fabric S. although outcrops of
similar mattrials extend for some d1St.ance from the immediate
vion.tty. 'T'M 01nt ttmpt>r could esther ha\ie been denved from
knapp1ng d<bm or from crushed gla<1i11-dnll pobbles (R>ch.lrdson

1933. 84)
F•bnc S IS sharply dafferenlialed from f•bna 1-4 by,,. h.lrdness
and rtSaSLi m to cMm.icl1 erosion. As a ('(M"\SSf'qUt'OC.. the sherds
are m s~rallargt"r and the <Onehoid.\1 frKtures \'ery fresh; this
is tht only f1bric group to indude a t~umber ol shcords that can be
ron;o.ned (f« f1g 155). Surfaces are well ~moothed, W1th the nint
indusions usullll)' concealt.od. The vcssel8 were firt'd in a reducing
atmosphere.
There MC no rims in fabric 5. Most of the sherds seem to have
bc!longed to a c<trinated vessel with a slightly concave neck (Fig

3/4
4

r.,.ar F•bric Fobri< Fobri<
I

2

J

?5

S.rad lif
clwa/J

3'

4/211
24/211

2'
I
I

211

4

11

3

Total

,.,

wt ing

I
4

9.3

To<•l

1.9

2
I

s
2
I
6

12.5
2.8
1.1
17.6

3

19

45.2

Nolt': •Qnr foht-rd from tach of thtse fisurtS
ident1rtf'd as f•brit" 1.

lJ

only tentatively

Sherds from the cairn periphery
A total of 19 sherds came from contexts around the
periphery of the cairn (Fig 155 and Table 21).
AJI olthf'W sherds "'*«'re thou.,ght by the txC".antor &o derh-e from
d-epos~ts poeent"-IIY equiv.dent to the p~oum surf~~ although
ono: ol lhe fabnc rypes ;n lrus group. rq>,...nl<d by 1hree sandy
fabnc ~herds showing elongated ,·aids ltfl by bu.ml~t organic
substancH, a.s not otherv.ise present '" IM pre-catm pottery
a~mblage. These three sherds, all from beyond the westem limit
of c.a.1m sp~Jd, rould be of posi·Noollthk dale. Most of the 19
sherds ~re small featureless body fragments, several being refircd.
Exceptions arc a small fragment (687) from a neck and the angle
or a s houlder in a fabric si.milat to, or identical with, fabric 5, a
ned< and carin.ation from a fabric I vessel (Fig I56: 12), and a simple
rim (Fig 156' 23) of fabric 2, probably from • cup.

Sherds from the cairn fabric
Single body sherds were recovered from each of three
primary dumps (contexts 210, 309, and 446). A fourth
was found among horizontally-piled slabs adjacent to
lhe south chamber (conlexl 390).
Fabrics l-4 :~re represented. A very small sherd of fabric 5 was
found In the axi;~ l construction (context 444) near the base of the
cairn. All of tht"Se sherds relate to the cairn construction phase,
but m e;,<'h case they are likely to be residual from the pnxaim
actavity.

Pottery associated with use of the
monument
Chambered areas
The only Ncolilhic s herds associaled wilh the burials
were the large conjoining fragmenls from lhe lower
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fills of the south chamber and passage (Fig 121),
which form a virtually complete, undecorated cup
(Fig 157: 33).
1t is assumed that this vessel was originally complete within the
chambered area. The rim diameter is about lOOmm, the height
about SOmm, and weight approximately 260g. Variations in pr-ofile
and markedly uneven surfaces. with unoblitcrated finger~inden·
tations on the upper part~ suggest that this is a 'thumb-pot',
fashioned from a single ball of day.
The fabric is sort and very friable; both surfaces arc reddish·
brown in colour with darker patches. Visible indusions comprise
unevenly-distributed partides of shell, generally 2-Jmm across,
occasionally up to 7mm. No caldte, ooHtes, or limesto•'e were
SC<'n, but the shell appears to be fossi.l in origi.n. Both fabric and
firing are like fabric 3 from the prc--cairn surface; thin-sectioning
has not been undertaken.

Bottom of the south quarry
A decorated vessel (Fig 157: 32) represented by 118
sherds (weight 349g) came from the hearth (context
40) on top of the primary fill of the south quarry. The
absence of any s ign of refiring suggests that the
sherds had been placed in ashes tha t were a lready
cold.
The everted rim, enlarged by the application of a separate coil to
the top and inner surface, is around 240mm in diameter and
decorated with deep, dosely·sp.aced transverse incisions, tmm
wide, which extend to variable depths on the interior surface. The

surviving part or the upper body profile suggosts • oog•sh•ped

v~J; none of the body sherds shows any indication of a
carination. Outer surft~ces are a dusky red in colour; inner surfaces
display occasional dark patches. The fabric (3a) is soft and very
crumbly, with ragged fractures.

Fabric 3a: limestone and bone temper
(Slide N443. sherd 3028; F;gs 157: 32; 158)
This fabric is similar to fabric 3, but is distinguished by frngmcnts
of bone, se<>mingly combined w ith the limestone--tempered doty as
an additional tempering agent. In thin section, the clay matrix can
b<- seen to contain a little mica, occasional angular quartz grains
up to 0.3mm aCTOSs, and a few iron-rich day pellets. Some of the
limestone fr-agments include oolites. Both the limestone additives
and the clay could have been obtained from the periphery of the
limestone outcrops near Hazleton. Two of the larger bone
fragments were sent to D R Brothwell, who kindly submitted the
foUowing report:

'Two small fragmen ts of bone were received. They
were removed from the pottery fabric and had
therefore received the same firing temperature as the
day of the vessel. Thus, the bone was grey and
modHied by heat. The condition of the bone was
good, however, and did not show warping and
typical cremation fissuring. At first glance, the pieces
of bone look like shaft fragments, but on closer
examination it was evident that only one displayed
characteristic dense cortical bone. f igure 158: a and b
show this cortical bone at two magnifications (us-ing
a scanning electron microscope). These contrast with
the SEM details of the second piece (fig 158: c and
d), which seem to indicate an odd cancellous or
porotic cortical bone. Identifying these fragments to
species is at present an impossible task. although an
attempt was made to establish with more certainty
their human/non-human status. Why the S«''nd
piece appears to be so unusual ls not clear, although
it might indicate a disease process, or it might
perhaps be.- immature bone. Probably both fragments
are non· human, and there seems little doubt that the
second piece is. •

Two body sherds, indistinguishable in fabric and condition from
those of fabric 3" and presumably from the same vessel. were
rerovered separately from the upper quarry fill (contexts 212 and
565) at distances of 4 and tOm respectively from the hearth. A
further two sherds came from context 166, asscxiated with context
40. (These fou r sherds are included in the total of 31 s-herds from
miscellaneous quarry fi11s in Table 23.)

Sherds associated w ith the decay of
th e monument
Upper fill of the south chamber and adjacent areas
A single unstratified sherd came from the top of
context 11 in the entrance; a further 16 sherds came
from contexts 9, 268, and 287 in the chamber (Fig 159
and Table 22). There are no sherds with features;
most are very smaU and two have been retired.
Although genera11y more weathered. these fragments are not
macroscopically distinguishable from those attributed to fabrics l-3
as found in the sutH:aim assemblage. Context 10, the fill or a
possible dis-turb."lnce (Stt p82), produced a further 19 small sherds,
again abraded, including four refired examples. A sherd from an
everted rim (Fig 156: 5) and 15 of the body sherds can be assigned
to fabric group I. The remaining three fragments$ little more than
crumbs, probably belong to fabric groups 2 and 3 .
A further group of 20 sherds found in the topsoil (context 2).
mostly overlying or near the south chamber (Fig 159), possibly
derived from context 10. Sever.tl of these sherds retain traces of
redepositt.>d caldum carbonate like that present on sherds from the
<hamber ~11. FAbri~ g1oup I is agoin predom;nant: th• 16 •herd•
include two rims (Fig 156: 4 and 6), which could have belonged to
the same vessel as the rim (Fig 156: 5) from context 10. There is
also a reflred sherd from a neck (Fig 156: 14). The remaining body
sherds correspond with fabric group 2.
All the above sherds and their contexts are itemised in Table 22.
It seems likely that they form an associated group and that they
are residual. In view of the overall similarity between this group
or sherds and the pottery from the pre-cairn surface, and bearing
in mind the almost total absence of pottery from the burial
deposits, it can be suggested that these sherds are somehow
derived from a prc-ca.im ronte:.;t.

Table 22 Pottery from the upper fill of the south
chamber and adjacent areas (see Fig 159)
F~abric

...

...

2

16
2'
16

Context

9
10
11

I

268

4'

Fabri< 2
shmls

1

s}zt'rds

39

Tol~als

sh<rds

no

wt

110

wt

29.1
3.4
17.4
0.6
6.2

4

8.4

t•

0.2

t
2'

0.8
1.2

20
3
19

4'

7.6

4"
I'

4 .0
0 .1

12
t

37.5
4.2
18.8
0.6
t7.8
O.t

8

6 .1

56

79.0

56.7

""

110

I

287
TotJis

Fabri< J

9

16.2

""

Note: All weights given in grams. 'These figures include very small
sherds only tentatively assigned to a fabric group.

Upper fills of the quarries
A single sherd of Neolithic pottery from the north
q uarry appears to belong to fabric 1 (Table 23).
Ap.1rt from the vessel and stray sherds from context 40. all the
Neolithic pottery from the south quarry matches that from the
s.ub<airn soU and appears to b<- residual from pre-cairn activity.

Fig 158 Bon~ ltmprr from vtWI in soulh quarry: firs/ fragmml, cori!OJ/ bcm~. (a) gennal view of fraclurtd surftlc~ x50, (b) c1--up of fradurtd cor/ex 101/h lypiall
haversiDn systems X200; S«<nd Jrag~nl wilh unusual morpho/08!1, (c) gmnal vi~ of 'porotic' apptr~ra11ce xSO, (d) close-up x200 (SEM pl10los: Knlh Dob11ey)
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Fig 159 Horizontal distribution of pottery from the upper fill of the south chamber and adjacent contexts
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Direct evidence is afforded by the conjoining fabric 5 body sherds
(Fig 155), one from the quarry. the other three from the svtH:aim
soil. Another body sherd from the upper fill (context 563) is so

similar to an otherwise unique sherd (unstratified, but probably
from the pre<airn surface) as to suggest that both belonged to the

sa..me vessel. Other resemblances to the prc-<airn pottery are that
the fabrics are much the same, with fabrics 1-J positively

identified. No large pieces indicate direct deposition of newlybroken pots. The only feature sherds are two simple rims from
context 563 (Fig 156: 3 and 22) and bciOJlS:ing respectively to fabrics

1 and 2. Figure 156: 3 is from a bowl with a rim diameter of about
140mm.

Most of the south quarry sherds are clustered in a restricted area
which might suggest derivation from a single episode of edge
coll.apSt'. This distribution is likely to be biased by the differing
excavation conditions; those sherds from the south edge of the area
were found during careful hand-digging under dry conditions.

Table 23 Neolithic pottery from the quarry fills

Fabric
I

So1ilh qMrry
North quarry
pr;mlfry fills trrtinry fills S«ondary fills
wt
wt
no

...

I'

1.2

3

57.1
6.6
0.8
7.3
0.7
7.5
5.1

358.0

25

85. 1

2.0

3a

I

120

4.2
350.6

2'
2
I'
I

4

5

unda.ss
Totals

14'

2'

2
3

123

.., . .Totalswt

,.

I'

1.5

16 60.6
2
6.6
3
5.0
122 357.9
0 .7
I
I
7. 5
4
6 .3

1.5

149 444.6

Kty to context numbus '"'d type:s:
Fabric I: primary (328), secondary (63), and tertiary (3, 563, and
566)
Fabric 2: tertiary (563)
Fabric 3: primary (2141215) and tertiary (563)
Fabric 33: primary (40 and 166) and tertiary (212 and 565)
Fabric 4: tertiary (563)
Fabric 5: tertiary (unstratified)
Undass: primary (40) and tertiary (563)

Notes: AJI weights given in grams. "These figuu."S include very
small sherds only tentatively assigned to a fabric group. Jt is
possible that some of the tiny fabric I sherds from the south quarry
(contexts 563 and 566) could belong to f<lbric6 and could, therefore.
be of lron Age date. The fabric 5 sherd from the tertiary fin of the
south quarry conjoins with a sherd from the sukairn soil.

Discussion of the pottery from
Hazleton
The pottery from Hazleton North makes a valuable,
if modest, contribution to knowledge of Neolithic

culture in Gloucestershire and throughout the region
of Cotswold-Severn tombs. The ceramic refuse,
presumably domestic in origin, that had been
discarded before construction of the tomb, c 2990
uncal be, has specific stylistic links with pre-cairn
assemblages from two other laterally-chambered
tombs in Wales and in Oxfordshire. The two vessels
deposited during the period of mortuary use, by or
before c 2875 uncal be, comprise a simple cup from
the south chamber and, from the hearth in the south
quarry, the remains of a large bowl that finds close
parallels in pottery from Cotswold-Severn tombs in
Wales.

Pre-caim pottery
The pre-cairn pottery consists primarily of the 264
sherds sealed beneath the structure; they include 36
feature sherds (from rims, necks, and/or carinations),
which are estimated to represent a minimum of 25
individual vessels (Table 24). Three small groups of
fragments recovered from other contexts - the
periphery of the cairn (Table 21), the upper fill of the
south chamber and adjacent areas (Table 22), and the
south quarry (Table 23, but excluding fabric 3a
sherds) - bear so dose a resemblance in physical
condition, fabric composition, and morphology to the
pottery underlying the cairn as to warrant the
assumption that all had originally formed one
assemblage. The displaced material includes nine
feature sherds, probably from seven separate vessels,
thus raising the minimum number to 32 (Table 24).
The general standard of manufacture is seen to
have been high: walls are relatively thin and even,
and surfaces had mostly been well smoothed, with
traces of burnish occasionally surviving. The limestone-tempered and oxidized fabric 3 vessels are
somewhat less well-formed and finished than the
dark-faced fabrics 1, 2, and 5.
As set out in Table 24, 18 of the 32 vessels have
been re<:ognised from rim s herds alone, 12 from neck
and/or carination fragments, and only two retain
complete rim and neck profiles. These last represent
bipartite vessels of different types. The rim of the
necked bowl (Fig 156: 18) is just perceptibly enlarged
and the slightly concave ne<:k has broken off at its
junction with a globular body; the greatest diameter
of this vessel would have been at mid·height. The
original proportions of the shouldered bowl (Fig 157:
34) are uncertain: the diameter at the simple rim can
only be estimated as within the range 130-70mm. In
any case, the straight neck indicates that the diameter
at the rounded shoulder would have matched that of
the rim.
Other sherds from bipartite bowls include a further
three with straight ne<:ks and either a rounded
shoulder (Fig 156: 12) or a crisp, if unemphatic,
carination (Fig 156: 15; Fig 157: 35). Bolder profiles
with concave necks and pronounced carinations are
also present (Fig 156: 13 and 17); detached neck
sherds are markedly concave (Fig 156: 14, 16, and 25).
Some carination fragments are too small to provide
Table 24 Neolithic feature sherds from the sub·
cairn soil, the cairn periphery, and contexts associated with the decay of the monument
Rim and

""*
fabric l
fabric 2
fabric 3
fabric 4

Rim
only

6
2
I

8
5
5

Totals
t4
8

6
I

fabric 5
Totals

Ntrkl
rorination

3

3
2

t2

18

32

Nott: The numbers given are estimates of the minimum numbers
of vessels represented by the feature sherds.
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further information about form (Fig 156: 24 and 31).
In all, carinated and shouldered bowls comprise
about 40% of individually-recognised vessels.
Some of the rims presumably belong to bipartite
bowls - perhaps Figure 156: 3 and 19, and the
conjoining sherds Figure 156: 21, evidently from an
open vessel. Rolled rims (fig 156: I and 7) and some
that are everted (Fig 156: 2 and 20) may come from
simpler bowls, perhaps with some degree of constriction at the mouth . Upright rounded or pointed
rims with diameters of the order of 100mm (Fig 156:
8, 9, 10/11, and 23) represent at least four cups. The
dominant characteristic of these and of other rims,
which are too small or indeterminate to indicate
vessel form, is lightness and simplicity; only one
specimen (Fig 156: 7) might be considered 'heavy',
and any elaboration has been achieved almost
entirely by manipulation rather than enlargement.
The reconstruction offered for Figure 156: 29
suggests a shallow, saucer-like original with stronglyeverted rim. The flaring profile and apparent
proportions (rim diameter to inferred depth is
roughly 4: I) are difficult to match in contemporary
assemblages. Perhaps the nearest approximations are
to be found in two shallow, carinated bowls from
Cam Brea, Cornwall (Smith 1981, 166-8, P50 and
1'78). However, the sherds from Hazleton are so
irregular as to raise doubts about their reliability as a
sample of the whole vessel.
That problematic vessel apart, all of the forms cups, bag-shaped bowls with rolled or everted rims,
necked bowl, and carinated or shouldered bowls can be matched more or less exactly in the larger and
more varied assemblages of plain pottery from
Maiden Castle, Dorset (Wheeler 1943, figs 26, 27, 30,
35) and Windmill Hill, Wiltshire (Smith 1965, figs
14-15, 17-19). These assemblages, however, are also
characterised by the presence of many vessels with
lugs or handles, and carinated bowls are numerically
insignificant. Hazleton is differentiated from them by
the apparent absence of lugs and, more decisively,
by the high proportion of carinated bowls: a feature
which also distinguishes several other small assemblages from the area of the Cotswold-Severn tombs.
Perhaps the most detailed resemblance is to be
found in the pottery from a possible Neolithic quarry
at Cherhill, Wiltshire (Evans and Smith 1983),
situated on the western edge of the Avebury group
of chambered tombs and about 6km from Windmill
Hill. At least 9 of the 23 vessels had carinations or
shoulders; simple cups and a ?necked bowl were
present; rims were predominantly light; and Jugs and
decoration were absent. The single radiocarbon
determination of2765± 90 uncal be (BM-493) suggests
contemporaneity with the main period of activity at
Windmill Hill . The original discussion of the Cherhill
pottery {Evans and Smith 1983, 91 and 112) centred
around an attempt to explain away the obvious
differences from the pottery in use at the nea.r by
causewayed enclosure. Now, it appears that Cherhill's affinities may lie with the tradition manifested
by the pre-cairn pottery found not only at Hazleton,
but also beneath at least two other tombs with lateral
chambers: Ascott-under-Wychwood and Gwernvale.
At Ascott-under-Wychwood, Oxfordshire, around

half of the pre-cairn vessels are carinated (0 Benson
pers comm); more detailed evaluation of the pottery
and chronology must await publication of the
excavations. The 17 vessels attributed to pre-eairn
activity at Gwernvale, Powys, include at least five,
and possibly eight, carinated bowls, four of them
partly reconstructed to show light rims, open
profiles, and moderately-concave or straight necks
(Britnell1984a, 97-105). Sherds from one of the bowls
were in a pit with charcoal dated 3100±75 uncal be
(CAR-113; Table 97). The assemblage also included
hemispherical bowls with heavy rims. So far as can
be judged, there are no important differences of form
between the carinated bowls at Hazleton and at
Gwemvale; those from the latter site are attributed
by Lynch (i11 Britnell 1984a, 106-10) to her 'Irish Sea
Group', which is considered to represent a 'western'
style within the earlier Neolithic pottery of Wales and
is typified by the bowls from the portal dolmen of
Dyffryn Ardudwy, Gwynedd (Powell 1973). The
non-carinated vessels from Gwernvale are referred by
Lynch to an ' Abingdon' or 'English' tradition; there
are few points of resemblance to the non-carinated
bowls from Hazleton.
A third Cotswold-Severn tomb, ill-recorded but
apparently also of the type with lateral chambers, is
relevant to this discussion. The sherds from the 1867
excavation of Cow Common long barrow, Gloucestershire, comprise five light, everted rims, three

or four of them large enough to show that they
belonged to bowls with concave necks (Darvill1984a,
86 and fig 2). Greenwell's account {1877, 514)
specifies that the sherds were found 'towards the
west end of the mound, and not much below its
surface' . While the circumstances allow speculation
that the sherds may constitute debris of an earlier
occupation incorporated in the mound, the positive
evidence that they did not come from a chamber may
be significant in view of the absence of carinated
bowls from 'period-of-use' deposits at Hazleton and
Gwernvale and their rarity in equivalent contexts
elsewhere in the Cotswold-Severn tomb region
(noted by Lynch in Britnell 1984a, 108).
Sites in north Somerset and south-west Cornwall
have also produced pottery which could be included
without difficulty under the current definition of the
'Irish Sea Group'. The seven or nine plain carinated
and shouldered bowls distributed along the course of
the Sweet Track in the Somerset Levels (Kinnes 1979;
Smith 1976) are dated within the period c 3330-3118
uncal be on the basis of multiple radiocarbon
determinations obtained from structural components
of the track (Orme 1982, 12). The large Cornish
assemblage from the settlement at Cam Brea, already
established before 3049±64 uncal be (BM-$25),
comprised some 38% carinated bowls (Smith 1981).
Some of them seem typologically identical with
examples from Cow Common or Dyffryn Ardudwy,
yet were in use with, and made of exactly the same
fabric as, non-earinated bowls of classic 'Hembury' or
' south-western' style.
Finally, finds from Cannon Hill, near Maidenhead,
Berkshire (Bradley et a/ 197~) show the presence in
the Thames Valley of potters producing fine carinated
bowls similar to those from Gwernvale and the other
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sites mentioned above, as well as to the Grimstonstyle type specimens from eastern Yorkshire (Newbigin 1937, fig 1: 1-3). Associated forms included
simple cups and tall carinated jars which are difficult
to match elsewhere.
These circumstances hint at the complexity of the
cultural relationships that may be expressed in the
pre-cairn pottery from Hazleton; until a clearer
pattern emerges any attempt to apply a stylistic label
would be premature. Perhaps the most interesting
aspect is that in this tomb, as in others, the carinated
bowls that were so important in the pre-cairn phase
found no place in mortuary usage.
The diversity of forms and of fabric types identified
within the pre-cairn pottery would seem appropriate
for a domestic assemblage designed to serve a variety
of purposes. Analysis has shown that different
tempering materials had been added in various
combinations to a range of clay types. Assuming that
these variations reflect choices related to the intended
functions of the pots, it may be possible to recognise
three subdivisions of the fabric range:

2

3

fabrics containing materials w1lh good refractive
properties, capable of withstanding thermal
shock and thus useful for cooking-pots, eg
fabrics 1 and 5
fabrics with porous inclusions which would
allow slow evaporation throu~h the vessel walls
and thus be suitable for keepmg liquids cool or
for s toring solid foodstuffs, so that they can
'breathe', eg fabrics 3 and 4
with both types of inclusion for more general
usage, as fabric 2.

Although there are no exclusive correlations between
specific vessel forms and fabric types at Hazleton,
most noticeably in the case of the carinated bowls
which were certainly made in four of the Neolithic
fabrics (Table 24) and probably in the fifth as well,
correspondences between forms and fabrics could be
found at Gwernvale (Darvill i11 Britnell 1984a,
110-13). Broadly similar mixtures of fabrics occur at
Ascott·under-Wychwood (D Benson pers comm) and
are characteristic of the pottery from causewayed
enclosures, as at Peak Camp, Gloucestershire (Darvill
in prep), WindmiU Hill (Smith 1965, 43), and others
in Wessex.
Investigation of potential sources of the raw
materials represented in the pre-caim pottery has
indicated that most, if not all, would have been
available within a few kilometres of Hazlcton.
Comparison with samples from other Early/Middle
Neolithic sites in Gloucestershire brings out similarities as well as marked differences. As at Hazleton,
calcite-tempered ware formed the largest component
of the pottery from Peak Camp (Darvill in prep), but,
although the tempering was essentially the same, the
clays used were not. Clays local to the Bird lip area of
the Cotswold scarp are represented at Peak Camp,
and clays putatively local to the AndoversfordNorthleach area of the Cotswold interior were used
at Huleton. In contrast, limestone-tempered wares,
which comprised the second-largest component at
both of these sites, were very similar in the range and
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nature of the additives and in the clay used. Whether
or not the same sources were exploited for both sites
is imposs1ble to say in view of the wide distribution
of the relevant clay outcrops.

Pottery nssocinted with the use of the tomb
The pottery apparently contemporary with the use of
the monument comprises only two vessels: the cup
from the south chambered area and the more
fragmentary pot from the hearth in the south quarry.
The cup (Fig 157: 33) had presumably been placed
intact, perhaps containing food or drink, with one of
the earlier inhumations. The limestone-tempered
ware is s imilar to fabric 3 of the pre-cairn pottery, not
only in the character of the inclusions, but also in the
firing and the poor quality of the finish. The
fragments or pre-cairn cups, none made of fabric 3,
had thinner walls and seem to have been more
refined than this specimen with its irregularities of
proftle, wall-thickness, and surfaces. As a roughlymodelled 'thumb-pot', it represents a minimum
expend1ture of effort, time, or skill. The type is
stylistically insensitive, because of its simplicity and
its recurrence in virtually every sizeable Early or
Middle Neolithic assemblage.
The pot from the hearth in the south quarry (Fig
157: 32) had been a capacious bag-shaped vessel, with
a rim diameter of some 280mm and probably an equal
depth. The fabric (3a) is tempered with limestone and
a large quantity of calcined bone: the texture is
therefore porous. Size and fabric type may suggest
suitability for storage, although the present friability
of the ware may indicate original weakness. The
enlarged rim, with a profile that is markedly angular
in places, has been turned upwards as well as
outwards; the resulting broad internal bevel is
decorated with transverse incisions. A relationship
between this well-developed rim and some of those
among the pre-cairn pottery (eg Fig 156: 2 and 5) is
difficult to establish because the earlier ones are so
fragmentary and lack enlargement. The heavy form
and decoration may suggest affinity with the
Abingdon style. However, -the data presented in the
recent comprehensive analysis of the pottery from
the type-site (Avery 1982, 26-35) are not entirely
encouraging. Transversely-incised nms are shown
(under the heading 'vertical line') to comprise only
9% of all decorated rims. The form of the Haz.leton
rim could perhaps be accommodated within the rim
category' A2: angular out-turned', comprising 10% of
all rims. Yet the illustrations show thnt in the case of
the nominated exemplar and others that seem to
conform to the description, the outwardly-projecting
rim lies horizontally: only one or two have internal
bevels.
This might seem to be a trivial distinction were it
not that the vessel in Figure 157: 32 does find good
counterparts elsewhere. There are at least four
examples from Windmill Hill, one plain and three
decorated (Smith 1965, P7, Pl36, Pl59, and P223),
and the form is well-represented in Wales, where it
is us ually undecorated. At Gwemvale, there is a
particularly thick example from a pre-cairn context
(Britnell 1984a, fig 37: 1) and a thinner version from
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the blodung of the cairn (fig 41 : 25). The form in
quelition would, therefore, seem to have been current
in the vicinity of Gwemvale for potentially half a
millennium (see Table 97). Two further examples
come from Ty-isaf, Powys: one from Chamber 11 and
the other from its entrance passage and possibly,
therefore, from a blocking context (Darvill 1982, fig 3:
F; C rimes 1939, fig 6: 1-2). One of the specimens from
the settlement at Oegyr Boia, Dyfed (Williams 1953,
fig 12: 31-32) is decorated with transverse strokes and
seems very dose to the Hazleton velisel. At these
Welsh siteli, other heavy rims may conform more
nearly to the classic Abingdon types as now defined
(Avery 1982, table 3), but continued reference back to
that particular style may hinder recognition of
regional individuality to the west.
A separate and unusual feature of the vessel in
Figure 157: 32 is the bone temper. 1t is perhaps
surprising that this material seems to have been used
so rarely in view of its ready availability and obvious
advantages over rock tempers, at least for some
purposes. The few instances known to the writers of
the use of bone in Neolithic and Beaker pottery from
Britain and Ireland are listed below. Whether these
instances result from occasional experimentation or
systematic practice is not clear. However, it is
virtually certain that many examples have escaped
recognition because the bone has been so finely
comminuted as to be identifiable only in thin section,
as with the sherds from The Breiddin and The Grange
stone circle.
Known bone temper in Neolithic and Beaker
pottery in Britain:
I

2

3

4

5
6

7

Hazleton North, Gloucestershm: Figure 157: 32
Robin Hood's Ball, Wiltshire: one sherd said to
contain bone and mnt (Thomas I%4, table I)
Avebury, Wiltshire: sherd from ditch of the
henge monument s ubmitted to Reid, who
reported that the 'grout' consisted mainly of
burnt bone (Gray 1935, 138, note 1)
The Breiddin, Powys: sherd F3, ?Beaker;
well-crushed fragments of a phosphatic material, provisionally determined as coUophane,
which could be fossil bone or lightly burnt bone
- too small to allow precise identification
(Darvill, unpublished data)
Carrowmore (tomb 27), Co Sligo: one sherd
(Cicary 1984, 73, with further references;
Hulthen 1984)
Crcevykeel, Co Sligo: several sherds (Hulthen
1984, 208)
The Grange stone circle, Lough Cur, Co
Limerick: Beaker sherd containing bone with
maximum size of at least I.Smm; identified by
SEMIEDAX method and chemical analysis
(Cieary 1984).

In addition to these siteli in Britain and Ireland, bone
has also been identified as a tempering agent in
fourth and third millennium uncal be pottery in
Norway (Cieary 1984; Hulthen 1981), the Netherlands (Cieary 1984; Modderman 1981), Belgium
(Cieary 1984; Hulthcn 1984, 208), and northern
France (Cieary 1984; Constant in and Courtois 1980).

Iron Age pottery
ol two Iron Age potlft')' vft.Sods were r«''\·ered from
th< t<tbary fill (rontexts 3 and 566) olth< oouth qwny. One!"«<
tJ a tubstanbal portion (F1g 157: 36), ~p~nbng about 20% of the
arcumference, of a flat base wtth .., di.ameter of 140mm (fabric 6).
The other is a featureless body sl\erd (fabric 7).
Fn,sme-nts

Fabric 6: abraded limestone tempered
(Siidt N4-44. >htro 3695; Fig t57: 36)
This f.abric contrasts with the Umestone-tempertd. fabrics described
abo\·e an that the indusiOM are mostly rounded and OC'C'U.r as rock
fr~gments r.alher than as stp~:r.Ut dttntus components. This is
''"Y dw- m lhln S«tion, ..-h.,... ool•l.. do not app<or singly. but
only on dusters tigMy bound tos<th<r by calcareous - •·
Frasmtnts ol shdly limesiOIIO and O<OSoONl p;«es ol rakit• .,..,
ai'SO prt'5ent. lbe additives fall into tM Sllt rangt- 1.()..2.5mm. 'T'M

groundmass is slightly micaceous. w1th 1 sparse scatter of angul-ar
qu.1rtz. grains up to O.lmm

ac~.

A slig.htJy IJm.inar texture is

cv1dent when viewed under the microKOpe. suggesting poor
mixing of the day and additives. In gcnerol, this fabric is unlike
the Neolithk ware with supcrRcinlly similar petrology. A loc"l
origin ls, however, likely.

Fabric 7: igneous and metamorphic rock tempered
(Slid< N445, sherd 36(7)
ThiJ labnc: ,. dwacteris<d by th< p,...._ ol angulu lrasmtnts
o( igMOUS and metamorphw: rock up to 4mtn aooss. ln thm
S«t~n. tMse- dasts are set wuhm o1n atiliotropic grou.ndrNss
cont011ning traces of divtded calc.lrrou.J matteT. Angub,. quartz
grains rangang in size from 0.05-0.19mm 10'055 and occasional
rounded day pellets up to about Imm across are visible within the
groundmass .u romp(ments of the day. The rock fragments are
mo5tly compost'd of feldspnr .,nd quart;., Epidote, hornblende,
and opaque iron ore were also note<l. together with pyroxene and
mka.
The source of this fabric is undoubtedly the same as Peacock's
Croup A Iron Age wareo (P<ocod< t968. 415). probably in the
Malvm"l Hills area of Hereford .and Wort'Hier. 'The Hatkton t~te
foall.t \\'llhan the known di$tributioft atN of tJus wart. or which the
ITIOJ.t U!ttrly finds:pots in Ooucfstmhatt" art at Bowton-on-tM-WII« and L«hhad• (Sa'itl< t984b, t57).

Pottery from Hazleton South
Four prehistoric sherds were rccovert."CC from the excavation o( the
north trench across Hazleton South (F"ig 150). comprising three
body sherds and a simple. rounded rim (1647). The macroscop~ea lly·visibJe indusions comprise fossil sheiJ, ooliths, and
OC'Cisionallimestone fragrnents; no Clkite was obser\•ed. In fabric
and RriJ'\3. these sherds. which could alJ derive (rom a sin.gloe
\'essd. &rf similar 10 (abric 3 she-rds 1n the sub<aim assembUge
from tuz.ttton North.
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and Early Bronze Age activity at Hazleton, which is
confirmed by the results of the surface survey
(Appendix 7). Scrapers are not easy to date on
typological grounds, but the greater number of them
from the rost-monument phase may imply the
inclusion o examples which arc of later Neolithic or
Bronze Age date. Nevertheless, the assemblage is
relatively free of later prehistoric material, and the
pre<aim material provides the opportunity of
examining a stratified earlier Neotithic industry.
The pre-caim assemblage can be subdivided
according to the contexts of pieces either within the
midden area; incorporated in feature fills; or generally scattered across the sub-cairn soil (Table 26).
The midden area produced numerically about half of
the total assemblage, although more numerous soil
saml'les from the midden (Fig 12) have inflated the
number of tiny spalls recovered . Since the early
Neolithic date of the midden is established, the
midden assemblage can usefully be compared with
the rest of the pre-<aim material. A typologically
Mesolithic component (microliths and microburins) is
a significant element in the general scatter, but not
so in the midden. On the other hand, a high
proportion of the Neolithic polished fragments are
from the midden (the proportions are reversed when
considered by weight, however). Unclassified burnt
fragments are also concentrated in the midden.
Table 26 su~ests that the pre-caim assemblage
may be subdivided between separate Mesolithic and

10 Flint and chert artefacts
Introduction
A total of 5593 pieces (includin1;1 chips and spalls) of
struck Oint and chert, weigh•ng 5.87kg, was recovered from the excavated area of Hazleton North
(Table 25). For an inventory of artefact contexts see
Appendix 4 and for a concordance of illustrated
pieces see Appendix 5.
The greater part of the collection comes from the
sub-cairn soil, although this is much more pronounced by number than by weight. This is due to
the high proportion of tiny chips from the buried soil,
particularly as a result of wet-sieving, and also the
two heavy cores (combined weight 900g) from the
burial deposits. The pre-cairn assemblage is mirrored
on a small scale by the flints from the monument
construction, use, and decay. It is probable that the
flints incorporated into these phases were residual
from pre-caim activity.
The artefacts associated with post-monument
contexts do, however, provide some contrasts with
those from the buried soil, especially the transverse
and barbed-and-tanged arrowheads, the 'fabricator',
and the larger number of scrapers. These arrowheads, and probably the 'fabricator', are implements
which would not have been curr~nt before or during
the use of the tomb, and they point to la ter Neolithic

Table 25 The total excavated flint assemblage: typology and phasing
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2 monumm1 conmuction (conlexl nos 261, 2611309, 269, 278, 286, 293, 297, 309, 371, 390, 420, 442. 444, 479)
lor monument use, chambers (context nos J 11354, 267, 323, 336, 3531354, 354, 412, 435)
3b monument use, quarries (context nos 54, SS, 57, 66, 91, 166, 213, 2211223, 327, 573)
4 monumenl d""•Y (conlexl nos 8, 12, 95, 157, 162, 230, 268, 2'12. 301, 3381568)
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Table 26 Mesolithic and Neolithic flints from the
sub-cairn soil
Middm

no

Type

Wl

ElS<'Wirert

no

wl

Totnfs
wl

no

23n.9

Rak~

1913 933.9 2110 1439.0 4083
5 99.1 13 167.9 18 267.0
1 17.8
8 77.7
9 95.5
1
2.0
1
2.0
serrated-edge na.ke
10
46. 1 27 88.5 37 134.6
edge.trimmed flakes
1
4.2
2
9.2
1
5.0
edge-gloss Oakes
10.2 73
11.7
mkroliths
6
1.5 67
0.1
0.5
4
0.6
microburins
1
3
1.1
2
1.1
leaf-shaped arrowhead s
2
2 29.0
3 50.9
5 79.9
scrapers
2.1
4
18.3
piercers
1
5 20.4
1 19.9
I
19.9
burin
31
32.4
17 39.6 48
polished implement frag.s
I
6.0
I
6.0
laurel leaf
16.5
3
16.5
worn--edge Rakes
3
1.4
1
1.4
I
pila esquillh
23 142.2 32 176.3
miscellaneous retouched
9 34.1
unclass-ified burnt £rags
431 279.8 292 167.2 n3 447.0

unretouched.

cores
core fragments

n .o

Totals

(per<entage)

2412 1482.3 2636 2251.7 5048 3734.0
(47.8) (39.7) (52.2) (60.3)

Notes: All weights glven in grams. The 'elsewhere' totals include
the following flin ts frOm the fills of sub-cairn features: 42
unretouched flakes, wt 25.3g., and 9 unclassified burnt fragments,
w1

l.lg.

Neolithit foci. Subsequent analysis confirms this
(Figs 170 and 173), with the Neolithic focus provided
by the midden and the Mesolithk focus by the area
subsequently occupied by the forecourt and south
horn. The typologically-diagnostic artefacts are however widely dispersed (Figs 162--3); for example,
microliths and a microburin occur within the midden
area. 'Horizontal stratigraphy' does not provide a
rigid separation benveen Mesolithic and Neolithic
components, therefore, and the potential mixture of
both must be borne in mind.
Every flint was examined (if necessary under a IOx
binocular microscope), catalogued, and weighed; this
primary information forms part of the excavation
archive. The present report gives an account of the
raw material and individual artefact types, followed
by an analysis of the stratified material, including a
refitting exercise, and a consideration of the wider
correlations of the assemblage. The flints from
Hazleton South and from surface s urvey are described in Appendices 6 and 7.

The raw material
The lithic assemblage is composed almos t entirely of
flint, the exceptions being an edge-trimmed flake of
black chert (Fig 165: 17; context 442) and nvo
unretouched flakes of grey chert (one from the
midden, the other from the buried soil east of the
midden). No obvious origin can be given for these
cherts, but the virtual absence of ch ert shows its
exploitation to be insignificant and probably incidental.
The flint normally has a naked surface discoloured by incipient
cortication to a pale grey, white, or c:ream from its basic,

medium·grey appearance when fresh . The best indication of type
and likely origin for the Oint is given by the cores, especially when
they retain some original cortex. At least two of the cores (Fig 169:
1 L6-l7) have characteristics which suggest the import of nodules
from chalk locations in the east or more probably the south/south·
east of England, and these nodules are likely to have been mined.
Alternatively, some of the other cores and some implements retain
\lreas of smooth, pebble•typc cortex (Fig !71: 123), which suggt-st
flint derived from gravel or boulder.-clay deposits.
A few tiny fragments of heavily·rolled flint must be the result of
natural transport during the l>teistocene or earlier. The Cotswold
uplands, however, do not contain any naturally-ocxurring flint of
a size or condition suitable for use by p rehistoric knappers. 11 is
therefore inevitable that any struck flint would have to have been
imported to Haz.leton. Cores and much other knapping debris on
site indicate the direct import of nodules. The nearest possible
source of knapping-quality flint would be from the gladal deposits
of the Vale of Moreton, 20km (12.5 miles) north..cast, but there is
no direct evidence that any of the Rint is from these deposits.
The Mesolithic knappers at l'tazleton may well have had access
to different flint resources than their Neolithic successors. The
most diagnostic Mesolithic items, the nticroliths, cannot yield any
data on their origin because of their lack of cortex, but the evidence
available from the small number of definitely Mesolithic cores
suggests a different surface source. For example, one of the
Mesolithic cores, to which other pieces could be refitted, was
worked on site from an imported gravel pebble (Fig 171: 123).
A distinctive Rint type, cream to creamy·grey, and of a matt,
almost cherty, appearance, ()C(Urred as a scatter on the buried soil,
conccntrJtcd in the midden area. Three of the conjoining Rake
groups (Fig 171 : 122, 126, and 128) are of th is raw material, and
there are at least seven other non-conjoining flakes. Four of the
very s mall fragments from polished implements are of the same
or very simiJar type. H may be that all the pieces of this distinctive
flint result &om the working of broken imported axehetads. The
large number of polished flin t axehead fragments from Ha.z.leton,

and generally from the Cotswolds (Tyler 1976), suggest that the
exploitation of axeheads as a secondary flint resource may have
been a significant factor in the region during the earlier Neotithic

period.

Technology
The heavily-worn quart2itic pebble hammer (Fig 174:
5059) placed with the final burial in the north
entrance is assumed to be a hammerstone used in
Aint-knapping, and this may be the case with the
other quartzitic hammerstone (Fig 174: 15628) which
was found in the subsoil jus t beyond the cairn edge
(Chapter 11).
Only a couple of other pebbles frOm the site show any abrasion of
the sort which could result from knappi.ng, and the only positive
evidence for the use of a flint hammerStone comes from a
miscellaneous retouched piece (10923) with an abraded dorsal
surface, suggestive of having been struck from a hammerStone.
From visual inspection, the Rakes suggest the use of a mixture
of hard and soft hammerS (Ohnuma and Bergman 1982). None of
the antlerS or animal bones, however, showed any indication of
use as kn.apping tools.

The assemblage
Unretouched flakes
The unretouchcd Rakes, over 91 ,.o of which came from the bu ried
soil, are dominated by tiny chips and spaJJs, as reflected by the
low average weight (0.6g) of all complete and broken pieces
combined. These tiny flakes are a natural concomitant of
flint·knapping activity and will always be dominant in a collection
from areas where knapping has taken place, assuming good
preservation and favourable recovery techniques. Such conditions
were present at Ha.zlcton, where the overlying cairn had protected
the flints on and in the buried soil, and where the silty, stonefree,
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cultur~ s.gru.Rcance (S«. howe\'t"r, tht results of the tclilhJ\8
.trwl)""ts, ~Uy m the ~ ol Mf'SObthiiC corn). Thas is
ronfumrd ~·hen the size of the f'bkn uirtd u blan~ for
ami)k-mt'nt! ~~(Table 31).
~w ampltments. except the nuc:rolithJ, •~ ul"dt-r 20mm u\
length, but 0\-er half of the total lite duste-red in the 20-40mm
r.ange. lnvntl.g.ilhOn of the shape ol the unrttouchili!d fbkes was
therefore hmated to those 20mm or OVff in 'en.gth or brt"otdth, usmg
length/breadth andex values (SaviUe 1980c, 18; 1981c, 141) and abo
leng1hlbre><lth graphs (Fig 161), from whoch breodth:l<ngth r>tios
were extracted (Tables 32 and 33). Dt"spite the small ti1..e of the
s.1mples. these analyses show that the flake populoHions h01ve a
slg1\1Acant tendency towards narrowness (Saville 1981d, 43), whJch
aCC"Ords with the ages of these assemblages and the known pattern
of changes in flake shapes during the post·gladal period (Piu s
1978). nit hough the average shape or Oakt-s in the mid den sample
is towards the broad end of the expected range. More Interestingly.
there is a rontr;a.st between the two samples in thls res~, since
those Rakes (rom the forecou rt area contain a sfgnif'icantly higher
proportion or narrow nak.es. This contrast can be assumed to have
a cuHurD'chronological dime:ns.on, in that tht (OrtCOUrt u.mpl~ Is
.xp«t<d to relale lo Mesolitl\i< activity. The todtnologoal
<XpbNt>on os presumably that the fore<oun knapptng pnmonly
anvol\ f!d the reduc:bon of microblad~ cores to produ« sm~.JJ w.dn
IO< rruaolotl\ production, wher-eas the knapptng reprewnl<d by lhe
mtddtn umpk' uwoh'ed the reducnon olless spta~IIH'd c:ore to
prodU<'O a v•noty ol bbnlcs for larur unplerMnts
The Wpt preferences re\"nled a..mong the unf\"touc:htd flUtos
•hould, if v.olid, loo confirmed by the slwpes of th< impl<m<'niS
from the same samples. There are relatavely few <OmpiC'te
impl~ments from the pre-<aim asSC>mblage against which this can
be tested (fable 34), but the figures do a t least confirm the u.se of

.•.•

Fig 160 Location of unrt1oud1ed flak Sllmples from tlrt
sul><airn SOil: Jlakt quanllfiattion by numbers ~r
mtlrt squart
texture of th&S SOli wu conduci\·~ to the te'CO'\-ery o£ evC'n tiny fbkes

by Nnd exav;ltion ThC' wet s.eving of sod samples. partia.alarly
rrom the midden a~a. inev~tably mcreascd the number of small
4

fl.:t kes, but at the Nme time demonstrated the SUC'«'$$ o( hand
excavation in recovenng all but the most rrUnute p ieces. Most
the tiny flakes are d1fficult to ch.ar.~~cterise, but they presumably

or

result from a mixture of primaty knapping. secondary working and
trimming. sponMneous retouch during knapping. and damage

and breakage of larger pil"Ct's.

Two nake sampll'l; from Ihe buried soil wort analysed in dclail:
one from beneath the forecourt and south horn area (nsq m) and
the other from the mlddcn (3Ssq m). The arca.s selected were the
two densest rones of nlnt 5e.a.tter (Figs 160 and 110) associated with
foci of Mcsohthic and NeoHthk activity respectively. The two
samples (Table 27) cont•on 45% of al11he unretoudted O.kes foom
the prH:~im phi~.
The unmouched fllkcs wert" liUbollly sepMated into complt"t~
and ~ •umples (Table 28). The rugher propomon ol
mcomplet• O.kH 1"""'8 the rrudden .. mple is -able, which
may ..Ut< 10 lhe prHunwbiy tedq>oooted nalure of the moteriol ol
whid\ the mtddtn wu composed. Howe-\-er, throu.ghout thiS
a.nalysi.s u must be rtmembeted that l.hnt- as a bias beouse o( the
contribunon ol wet·SK'VIn.g to the nudden assemblage, which
could be pirtly rnpon,•bl~ for ttus and other contrasts.
Th~ completto, unretouched flakes were subdivldt'd (fabl~ 29)
on the basis o( oorttx rettntion or absence into the categories of
primary (dorsal&urfOKe whoJJy cortical)? secondary (dor.saJ surfa<e
partly cortical), and tertiary (non-rortkal). Tertiary Rakes are
numerk4Uy domin~nt In both samples. but the tertiary;secondary
ratio is rcvt'rscd if the values for weight are considered. The
consistently low mean wcl~ht of the flakes (1.6g secondary, 0.4g
tertiary) is a further ind ic<~hon of their overall smallness. which is
confirmed by the an.alysls of nake dimensions (Table 30).
For the reuons already given, the complete d omiNnce of Rakes
shorter than 20mm was predictable. The vtry klw numbers of
Rakes long« than 40mm art not unique in this kind of analysi.s
(Savoll< 1981<, 113), but they do presenl practical problems for
evaluation oltht f'f'ductton stntegies invoh't'd. The tiny flake$ •re
noc nol"ft\Ji_Uy •n antentioN.I produ<t (Or further use and are largely
l:rrelr\•ant to an an\"ff.hg.tt.on ol prdemd shapes and saus, whiCh
misf>l loo np«t<d lo """"' lartors ol functional and porhaps
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Table 27 Composition of tht pre-calm tampltt u.sed for
unretouched nake analysts (ut Fig 160)
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Table 28 Proportions of complete .1.nd broken Oaktt amons
fol'ffOurt and midden samples
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Fig 161 Ltngthlbrtadth sallttr diagrams for complett unrtlouchtd flakes (over 20mm in lmgtlr or breadth) from t~
sub-alim soil; closed circles e tertrary flakes, optn circles ~ primary and secondary flakes
blades in the edgtHrimmed na.ke, sern'lted·edge Oake, piercer, a.nd
miK<II•n«>ui retouch«! cote~orieo, although they offer no real

scope for the further inv~tigation of suspected chronological
divergence between the two flakt: samples.
Only two of the complete flak~ in the forecourt sample. and
only th,.., from lhe midden s.tmpl•, ho~ I<K'ttod platforms,
indlarinR tho rdotivoly..m•ghtforward roduction practiceo involvod. !'our complot• IUXes from rhe middon ~mple, and
anothor low lrocn the ror.tourt samplo, could bo d..rnbed as"""
rqu,...,.tiOn tl.lkes. 5ev<ral highly ddlln<tl,-. tl.lkrs slrud<_ .. wr
tn error or u a rejuvenation f>I'OU<Iu~. from the faces of bladelet
coru. were prHent in the forecourt are~ (Fig 165: t-2).
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I 17 ...,.,nly and Figuro 169: 116 probably reprKml d.tiborarely
lnlm<d S>"'Vegoods. Tho siu of rhoto""" (126M.mx750g and
66mmx ISO.'lg) isola~ them from • - from all Olher conloxts
and ~Litn both to the DW malft\&1 involved and the amount of
1\akang. The SlU of nodule reprewnted by r.gure 169: 117, its thick.
crumy<Oiou.rtd COrtt".X, and the una&radtd and unsmoothed
condition of the cortex. all combine to suggrst that the raw material
Is fresh chalk flint and an i.ndkation of the import of flint nodules
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Table 31 Stltcted impltmtnt Co\ttgoriu: length values
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tho •urviving platforms (Cbri< 1960). Tho moan maximum
dunm.DOn ol the- cores lS 40.4mm, or only 36.Smm if the
.-pt>ONI north en~ """' (Fog 169 117) is exdudod. Tho
m6n wooghr is 53.8g. or 22.2& Wlthoulrhe north onrnnc. cor., or
os low as 16.0g. il bolh ollhe d\omborod •~• cores are exdudod
from the cakulation. Analysis o( the maxamum surviving lengths
or llake scan on the cor6 (Table 31) provkles a complement to the

btlow).
Of the two large cores frOm the ch.lmb«N areas, Figure 169:

IU
6.3

1U

Only 23 corts are present in the entire assemblagt, most o( them

from rhe 5ul>-caim soil (Fig 162). Tai>IH 35 and 36 swrun.orlso rh•
5lze and weight or the cores and thtir typology with referencr to

data on the lengths of unretouched Oakes and impleme.nts (Tables
30-31), Assuming the samples u.sed for the data in each o f these
tables are representative, the conclusion must be that most cores
renect the use of initially small·slzt.od pebbles for naking (which In
turn Is likely to reOtct the predominAnce of Mesolithic cores, set

Table 30 Unretouched llake.s: length values
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TabJ~ 32 Un r~touchf'd Oaktt: lt:ngthlbrt:adth indu values of
comple-te fbkH 20mm or more in lf:l\.llh or brudlh
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Table 33 UnretouC;ht<l Oaktt: brt.tdtMt:ngth ratio values o(
ccmplde flakes 20mm or more in length or brtadth
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Table 35 Core-1: mulmum dimensions
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1

s

10

s

2l

0

1

'""'s
11

(rom outside the region (Saville 19$2c). The cortex on Figure 169:
116 rek'mbi('S that on Figure 169: 117 and a simi.l.ar sourte can be
suggested, although separate nodules are definitely reprtstnted.
In bOth caSH, the cores have been extensively flaked, yet th~y a~
not residuaL bolh being capable or further flaking to produce
US<fuJ bJ.nb. The big core (Fig 169: 117) haS had 11 feiSI 2J filkes
long<T ohan 10mm df'la<hed. These hive bo<>n struck from lh<
~ttrior of the nodule and would N\-~ btm whoUy- or
pon1y-rono1 flak... n.. IW<lng has been ~>rsdy p.-.porol"')'•
ltavtng • """' desogned to produce broad flak.. fi5"~ 169 116
hu Me-n mort t"Xtensivdy worked. haVIng re;tehed • sanp
pblfo rm phase af,., lh< production ol bo<h flakft and blod<S.
TM otMr <Ol'ft 1n the usemblige art .tll in a rntdu.AI s uge, at
the hnut of ustful Rake prOduction. Only ten ol t~ cores ~t.lln
any corttx.. and on these th<e cortex is rarely txtenswe or distinctive
enough to M$i5t source identification. One c:ore from the mJdden
(Fig 165: 8) does have similar cortex to those from the chambered
area;s, as do one (13343) from beneath the east end of the c01lrn and
a lso a typologically Mesolithic core from the forecourt area (Fig 171:
124), whJie another Mesolithic core from the forecourt area (Fig
171 : 123) has a smooth cortex sugg4!'Stive of derivAiiOI\ from a
pebble (rom gravel or boulder~ay.
The chronolog:icaVrultural diversity which must be present
among the cores cannot be conclusively resolvt'd extept in the case
of the Early Neolithic date of the two core-s from the chambered
are.u. On typologkal grounds, however, it 1.1 Judged tNt the
IMpolar bladrlet cores (Figs 165: 3 and 172: 130; also 593 and 5669)
and o lhe< blodtlet corrs (Figs 165: 4-5, 171: 123-4, and 172: 131;
1b o 16107) ill~ hkcl.y to be Mesolithic', and thUJ 1t1.J oftntert"St that
•IJ but four of thtst Clmt' from the' area of mK"rolJth conc'mtnbOn
on lhr fOR'<'OUrt (Figs 162-3). Of lh< four non·lor«our1 M..OOtluc
cores. ono ........, from lh< midden ( 16107). two from lhr bwt<d IClOI
I"" north~.,, of lh< midden (Figs 165: 4 and 172: 131). and ono
from topooil (593). Cores judged on p<oroly typologjal grwncb lo
bo Nrol1thk (.,.duding rtg 169: 110.17) wrrt all from th< buned
to~l • two from the midden area (Fig 165: 6 illnd 8). OM from JU51
north--e.ut of the midden (12413), and one from beneath the east
end o( the cajm (13343).
~parate analy-8iS of the cores from the forecourt area, and thow
In or near the mldden, revealed little significant difference in core
dass, s.l1.e, weight, or length of surviving Rake scars. but did show
a diHercnce in the form o f surviving flake scars (nable 38; b11dcs
hllve a lcngth:breadth rotio of 2:1 or ,g:rcatcr). This analysis
provides a crude indication o f the technological importance of
blade product~n within the forecourt wne (le the MesoUth.k
fOC\J.s) as opposed to the Neolithk midden area - a contrast already
sussested by the unretouched Rake$ - and confirms the more
subjtctwe, purely visual impression of MctOhthk/Nt!OUth..c
morphological d1vers1ty illmong the cores.
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11
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f~wy corrs c:-onfirm lh< ompJ<SSions ~oned from lh<
complrtr onrs. They illdude a probably Mesololiltc .,.mpl• with
smooth. almded co,..x from a gnvol "' bouldrr-<uy prbble
(10691) from the forecourt, another Mrsolililic-stylr bopola<
bbdeltt co~ abo from the forecourt (Fig 172: 136), and a core Wlth

Th<

36 Coru: wti3hts

2

Core fragments

10

s

23

thin, but un.:abraded cortex - reminiscent of the chambered area
cores - (rom the buried soil just within the cairn edfe on the
north·eastem side (3564). One core fragment from the madden (Fig
165: 7) is ol a distinctive kind of Rint, which memblts tha t of
several of the polished implement fragments, and may be furthe r
evidc,,ce for the complete Raking down of part o f lln axehead.
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[.I

lndicate-s t~ prew~ o~nd p<lSibon of an mtKt or
partiaUy mtac:t a.tnking ~tform at the
proximal (bulbar) t'nd of a struc:k fbke

[•1

Indicates the proximal end of .. struck Oake when
th~ striking platform Is absent, as a result
of breakage or retouch

[(-]

Edge retouch: pla«>d a l on~side a retouched edge
in instances where dus is otherwise not
dear from the illu.str~hon •tsetf

[

Ed~ gJoss: V>sibl< on th< surfoa- of th< odge at
those poonts ·~• whoch th< symbol is
placed

r•

Ed~ smoothmglwear: pronou.nctd rounding of
the edge ad..~nt to where this symbol is
placed

Edge semtion: series of minute denticulations
alongside the flnkc edge odja~nt to this
symbol

Fig !64 Key to symbols usm ill j1i11t artefact il/ustratiOIIS

T.tble 38 Fl•ke sh..ipes o( surviving ntptivt JU.rs on coTt:S from
mlddt:n and (orft'Owt ue:u

-

.....,
2

•

Serrated-.edge flakes
Only th.t'ft examples of thi$ common Nt•ohttuc tool..type are
_ . t. 0nt of them (Fig 168: 98). rrom th< south chamber, is on
a flakt lrom a polished axeh<od •nd is cbwfl<d under that
<at~ory (l>tlow). Only one or the oth<r two is complete (Fig 165:
9) w1th serrations down the left-hand edge. This implement was
(rom the floor or the south chamber, In a context (4521453) which
could indicate either its deposition as 1 gravcgood or its pn>sencc
in the sub-cairn soil. The remaining fragment (1584) is from an
unstr~tilied position on the north·west side of the excavation area.

Edge-trimmed flakes
A toc.al ol48 ~... ~nttns 45 tm~nlt (2 ptCO!'$ tom to
maLt one 001mple, and 3 pieus join to tNke another. S« fig 162;
2 otMr pt«n h.l~ JOining untnmmtd Sotp\tnts), ~ treated
t. .Mr in this cattgory aJ h.lv1ng areu ol edge--trimming
consistent with deliberate modiliatlon and/or u54e. The category is
a ml.5cellaneous one, in that these pieces frequently have little in
common in terms of the shape and size of blank used. but are
neverthcle$S a n..~rrent and significant type (5.lville 1981c, 126).
Only l9 o( the 45 implements are complete enough for metrical
analysis (Tables 31 and 34). Although the broken state of the
majority or these pieces is a hindrance to cLassification. in only two
or tht'ff instances is it felt that the absent portion may have
~rettnted the working part o( a tool, such as a p.ercer. In most
CASH. 11 is •ssumed that the modified sharp edges of the flakes are
th< woriong od~.
'The ptO\"f'nance ol the$e peus lS hsttd 1n T~bles 2>-7 and 43.
Of th< two ITOm th< chambtrod •rus. Fosu~ 169: 112 r.om th<
south passago could poo•ibly be a grovegood, as could Figto~ 169:
liS rrom the south entrance, though less rel,.bly so. Otherwise.
11J the rdg~tnmmed fla kes were from the bunt.'d soil or probably
derived therefrom., although identifiCation is biased by the
difliC\.IIty of recognising minimal retouch and trimming on the
more abradt'<l artefacts from superficial contexts.
The distribution of edge--trimmed pieces from the buried soil is

w"3htod towards the nudden •~• (fog 162), although only 10
~ wt:rt from the midden il:st'IJ (~ Fig 165: 15, 16, and 18; the
l.:ut('r two ot undoubted Neohtha< dt.arilcter). There ""'aS also a
group from the forecourt, so the pl'f'toence of both Mcsolithk and
NeoiHhlc implements is probable. In fact. of the pieces from the
fort'COurt area of the buried soil (eg Figs 165: 11-14, 19 and 166: 2 1)
only one appeared to be on a non-Mcsollthlc blank (6698)- in thi..s
caS(' a large flake with a thin, mottled cortex ~i mila r to pit.'<'es from
the midden and chambered areas. Apart from the foft'<'OUrt
examples, only one other piece (Fig 16S: 10). a small blade from
the topsoLI, is judged to be Mesolithk.
nus c.atesory contains the singLe 1nst.a.~ from the usembLage
or • bladt chert tool (Fig 165: 17). Th< rontoxt (part of th< lower
ca•m construcbon) is unhetpful1n ass"""" a d.tte, btcause the
pie<'< IS almost ttrlalnly rodepoootod
Edg..glc>M (S.vilk 1981<, 126) os pment on only " ' - of th<
odg..tnmmod pieces (Fiji 165. 18-20). all rrom on. or dose to, the
mklden~ while one or these (Fig l6S: 20) and a further tw-o piectt
from the same area ha~ some edge-smoothmg (Fig 165: 12 and
16), in the latter case extensive. The black chert flake also has slight

edge--smoothing.
One of the oomplete exnmples (Fig 165: 20) is reassembled frOm
two joining piect.'S, which were lyang some 3m apart on the
pre-eo~~irn surfa«, and together show the potential for large blank
productton in the Neolithk indu.strx. Another edge-trimmed flake,
th11 hme a Mesolithic example (f13 165: 11), comprises thr-M
sq»rotte sq;ments which we~ found • maxunwn or 7 .8m ~part •t
th< north•west od~ of the •re• <0\.,.red by th< aim. Separattly.
theso segments wore r<gonlod u btol.tn, unmouch<d llak<s; only
altt< "JC))rung did the odge-tnmm•"8 extonclonjl along .U Ill...,
tqVI'W'nts become apparent Tht othtr two reassembled pi«n

compnse proximal segments, onguully d.l.ssilif'd as edgetrimmed, which join with distil segments originally regarded as
unretourhed fragments (Figs 165: 15 and 169: 115).

U11retouched flakes witll edge gloss
There are (our flakes and blades whic-h tan be distinguished as
uhhsed, even though they Nve no other modification. simply by
lh< p....,nce ol patches o( od~ (S.~ 1981c. 126). Two are
rrom th< ~surf- (Fiji 162), one rrom th< miclden (Fog 166;
22) and th< second ITOm the lrH of th• $1ructure (Fig 166: 23). Th<
othe-r two a~ (rom positions .11 tht N-W' of tht fills o( tM north
•nd south chamber5 (Fig 169 IIJ.-14), in deposits ront.l.ining
bun.als, and an be interpreted u po55.1ble gravegoods. The
positioning and extent or the gloss varie$ on eotch piece. as can be
seen from the illustrations. Edge-gloss i.J otherwise present in the
assembl.1ge on the serrated fla ke from a polished axehead (fig 168:
98) from the south chamber, and on thr('t" t-dge--trimmed flakes
from In, or dose to, the midden. At Hazleton. therefore,
edge-gloss appearS to be a Neolithk ch11racteristic.

Microliths
A tOt.l.l of 80 pieces of Oint •~ icl<nbti.bl< as micrcliths Of
(rlpncnts IMrefrom. Six o( lhHe fr.t~t3 were found to be
joiru"8 pa,.. (fig 167: 58 and 67; olso 13076fl3720), h<n<e lh• tOt.l.l
or n mkroLths used in this section. Only 36 ol tM 77 are complete
enough for typological d;~ssifict~tion {T.,ble 39). The simplified
typology used shows the microlith :a-SMmblage to be characterised
by edgt--bfunted and geometric forms. The undasslfiable piece$

Toblt 39 Microlith typology
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Fig 167 Flint artefacts 45- 92: microlitlrs (45-89); microburi11s (90- 92) (scale 1:1)

seem not to contradict this pattern$ and in many cotses these C•ln
be assigned tentatively to classified categories, for example:
obliquely-blunted (Fig 167: 46), edge-blunted (Fig 167: 58-9, 67-8),
geometric triangular {Fig 167: 81-3), and geometric crcSC\'ntic (Fig
167: 86). Some o( the geometric triangi('S are relatively lt~rge yet
relatively narrow and are only arbitrarily distinguishable from
some of the edge·blunted forms (and vice versa).

A distinctive sul><ategory within the oblique· <'nd edge·blunted
forms is the needle-point type (Fig 167: 48-55 •nd possibly 167:
56-9), which comprises a relatively thick, approximately straight·
sided point, usually with bilateral blunting n.'touch. Th('Se
needle-points have some similarity with mfdrfS df Forti type awls

Qarobi 1980, 154), and some of the Hazleton examples (eg Fig 167:
51) could possibly have functioned as the tips of hand-held
perforatorS. AlJ except Figure 167: 59 are on non-bulbar bladelets,
however, probably having been manufactured by microburin
technique, and none show any obvious signs of scaling or crushing
a t the tips. so it is assumed that the majority of these needle-points
did not function as perforators.
The typo\ogy o f the microliths aligns them with the narrowblade, later Mesolithic industries of southern England.,. in a variant
which perhaps can be characterised by the importance of the
necdle· point form. Only the thrt"C larger, brooder-blade points (Fig
167: 4~7) could be out of place in such industries, since these are
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forms which do occur in industries of earlier date. Even in their
broken stO'te these thrff mieroliths a.rc markedly different in

Table 41 Mlcroburi.n d assifi c.ation

dimensions from the other m.kroliths, having a mean length of
30mm, a mean width of llmm, and a mean thickne-ss of 3.Smm.
The problem is whether or not these broad forms are residual from
earlier Mesolithic activity on the same spot (d Healcy and Crt'Cn
1984, 129). Given the numerical insignificance of these forms at
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Hazleton and the existing Jade of evidence for any earlier
Mesolithic in the Cotswold region (Saville 1984<', 69), and bearing
in mind the propensity for some broad forms to be manufactured
throughout the Mesolithk period, it is best to be cautious about
suggesting any great ch:onological depth to the Mesolithic activity
at Hazleton and to conclude that the microlithk component, and
hence the Mesolithic industry in general, is eSS('ntially later
M~lithic.

Twenty of the classifiable microliths are complete enough for
metrical analysis (Table 31), and mean size values were calculated
(Table 40). These values compare closely with those obtained from
much larger samples of microtiths from Warwickshire surface sites
(Saville 1981e, 54-.5), except that the relative narrowness of the
Haz.Jeton forms emphasises the insignificant presence o( broader·
bladed edge-blunted and obliquely-blunted pieces.
Table 40 Me.tn siu nluts of C'Omplete microliths
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The external parallels for the Huleton microliths are to be found
i.n the local Mesolithic of Gloucestershire (Saville 1984c, fig 5) and,
more generally, within the later Mesolilhic of southern England.
The absence of points with inverse basal retouch may renect a
stylistic separation from the Later Mesolithic industries of central
England (Saville 198le, 59-60), or possibly a chronologically later
starting point for MesoUthjc activity at Hnzlcton. The tranchct (Fig
167: 88) and ?quadrangular (Fig 167: 87) forms may offer a
chronological pointer in that such miCI'()Lith type$ n.re usually
associated with industries post-dating c 5000 uncal be: Oacobi 1980.
175).

The microUths from the buried soil were concentrated at the west
end of the excavation a rea, beneath the forecourt and south hom
of th e subsequent cairn (Fig 163), but a scatter occurred elsewhere,
including in the middcn. The single microlith frngment from the
lower fill of the south chamber can be regarded as residual and
introsive.

Microburins
The five microburins are classified in Table 41. Their distribution
(Fig 163) matches that of the microliths. except that Figure 167: 90
ls from an unstrati.fied position beyond the cairn, near the
south·west limit of excavation.
The unclassified example is a tip type, possibly notched on the
RHS, but with a straight transverse facet, which could be the result
of fortuitous breakage. None of the other pieces are typkal
microburlns, which couJd imply that microburin technique was not
an important factor a t Hazleton, if it is assumed that microliths
were manufactured within the excavated area. Th.is may be
oon6nned by the relatively low mierobu.rin to microlith ratio or 1:15
(Saville 198le, 57).

the entrance to the north chambered area, is a small tip fragment
(Fig 166: 25). Only Smm long. nnd with andent breaks nt ench end,
this fragment was recovered from sieving and its prcdse IOC<'ltion
within the entra.ncc a .nnot be given. lt is assumed to derive from
a leaf·shaped arrowhead, rather than any other arrowhead type.
Of the unstratified leaf-shaped arrowheads. f igure 166: 27 is an
atypical example with minimal retouch confined to the edges of a
suitably preformed flake, which retains its bulb, while Figure 166:
29 i.s n squatter verSion of Figure 166: 28. Both of these arrowheads
are of Green's type 4A. The remaining two examples are
fragmentary and cannot be classified.
The leaf·arrowhead shapes at Harleton match the range of
shapes known from surface finds from the north Cotswold region
(Green 1980. table 4.1), although types 4A and 48 have not
previously been recorded in assodntion with chambered long
cairns in the north Cotswolds (Green 1980, tables 4 .18 and 4 .28).

Transverse arrowhead
A single, rather atypical example o( a transverse atTOwhead ('Fig
166: 24) came from the topsoil. Typologically, this p iece is
borderline between a chisel and an oblique (Green 1984). The angle
at which it would have been mounted is uncertain.

Barbed-and-fanged arrowheads
The two barbed-and·tanged atTOwheads are very different. One
(Fig 166: 31), from the topsoil, is a Sutton b type (Green 1984), of

the typical Cotswold style of Bronze Age arrowhead (G....,n 1980,
tnble 6.3); the other (Fig 166: 30) is an extremely unusual find from
this region of a large 6allyclare b type (Green 1984), with
exceptionally-fine retouch and a strikingly concave shape on both
of the long side-s. The break at the tip is an ancient one, leaving a
present length of 51.5mm and a proj('(ted original length of 58mm;
the weight is 6 .2,g. This arrowhead type is regarded as of Early
Bronze Age date and probable 'ceremonial' function (Green 1980,
138), and the presence of an example at Hazleton is enigmatic. The
implement was found in a stabillsation hori.ton within the lower
tertiary fill of the south quarry and was presumably residual in this
context.

Scrapers
Only 5o( the 19 S<Tapers were stratified i.n the sub<aim soil, with
a distribution (Fig 163) which avoided the westemmost excavated
area and included two examples from the midden (Table 42). The
latter two are fragmentary and heavily calcined (12103 and 15646),
but are classifiable as Neolithic end-scraper types. as are the other
three stratified examples. Two of these (Fig 166: 34-5) are end
scraperS on relatively Large, cortical 11akes, the other (Fig 166: 33),
which has a damaged scraping edge, is an extended end scraper
with a prepared base at the proximal end. None of the unstratified
scrapers is especially distinctive, except that, on typological
grounds, one example is probab1y Mesolithic (Fig 166: 32).

Leaf-shaped arrowheads
Table 42 Scnpe.rs: typology and contexts
These total seven from the excavation, although only two were
stratified in the buried soil (Fig 163). One of the latter is complete
(Fig 166: 28) and has a relatively narrow, regularly lenticular shape;
this may also have been the case, in a more elongated version,
with the o ther stratified arrowhead, which is represented only by
its proximal segment (Fig 166: 26). The complete example can be
defined •• type 48 (C....,n 1984).
The example from context 267, associated with human burials in
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Piercers
These eight implements include five stratified examp)("S, of which
three were from the forecourt. one from the midden, and one from
the area just south-west of the midden (fig 163). Each of the

forecourt piercers (Fig 166: 36 and 40-1) is typologically Mesolithic
in view of the blanks used: two are small, pointed Rakes with
retouched dist.al tips (Fig 166: 40 with the point wom smooth by
use; Fig 166: 41 with minimal bilateral trimming to emphasise the
point); the other is a core rejuvenation chunk from a bipolar
microblade core with a fortuitously-pointed projection, modified
by lnverse retouch (Fig 166: 36). One of the unstrarified pie~rs
(Fig 166: 39; from context 4 adjacent to the forecourt) is also a
M~lithic form, on a pointed plunging Rake from the face of a
microblade core, with minimal retouch at the tip. The other
stratified piercers comprise a typologically~i ndistinct example (Fig
166: 38), and a piercer on a large non-cortical flake (Fig 166: 37),
likely to be of Neolithic manufacture. The two remainint
unstratified pie~rS are both post·Mesolilhic forms: one with
undiscoloured retouch on a discoloured Oake (434) and the other
a spurred piercer type (378).

Possible burins
The three artefacts dassified as burins include only one reasonably
definite example (Fig 166: 43), an unstratified find of a small
dihedral burin on a thennal blank: a piece which is of obvious
Mesolithi-c dlaracter. Of the other two, the most convincing (Fig
166: 44), from the su~im surface in the forecourt, is a
double--ended angle form on a thick, cortical flake. Both ends of
this piece have pre·treatment of the burin facet platforms, at the
proximal end involving removal of the original Oake platform. lt
can be argued that this piece is not a functional burin because of
the indented nature of the facets, although the final facet at the
distal end at least could be use damage. A single, fragmentary
spall, found some 3m from the parent artefact, refitted. The length
of this artefact, which is Mesolilhic whatever its typological
identity, is SOmm and it is manufactured from a relatively Large
~bble.

The third artefact (11238), from a primary construction

context (293), has some of the character of a burin, but it is as likely
to be a core-rejuvenation flake with some unspecific inverse
retouch.

Polished implement fragments
In total, 49 pieces of flint have traces of external polish indicative
of deriv~tion from po)jshed implements. Only eight are sufficiently
distinctive to be classifiable as axehead fragmtnts, but it is
assumed that all the pit.'«'S probably originate from axeheads.
Many of these fragments are very smaU (average weight only 1.5g).
and their total weight (73.6g) is less than a third of the weight of
many individual polished nint axeheads from the Cotswold region.
None of the pieces conjoin, but on the basis of nint type and colour
it is estimated that the eight axehead fragments represent at least
slx separate axeheads. while the 41 Rakes and other fragments
represent at least a further seven separate axeheads. This
minimum total of 13 axeheads would represent a substantial
element in the Haz.leton assemblage, both in numbers of
implements and in tenns of r-aw material.
In one instance (Fig 168: 93), the polished piece has been
smashed from the corner of the blade or butt of an axehead.
possibly during use. but in 43 of the remaining 48 cases the pieces
are Rakes, which almost certainly result from the reworking of
axeheads as cores. This evidence for reworking demonstrates the
suitability of axeheads a.s sources of raw material (once breakage
has prevented their further use), and explains the rarity of whole
axeheads in domestic assemblages, since presumably. if not
reworked. they would be carefuUy rorated. The five poljshed
pieces which are not the product of deliberate flaking are burnt
spalls, apparently created by spontaneous detachment from the
surfaces of polished implements (or fragments therefrom) exposed
to heat. Only one of the polished p ieces was used as the blank for
an implement. This piece (Fig 168: 98) has the traces o( a serrated
edge on the RHS, although few of the serrations now remain
intact, and a smaU ~1tch ofedge--gloss on the inverse upper RHS.
Fine edge--trimming is apparent on the lower LHS and inversely
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on the upper LHS. These edge modifications suggest that this
piece has functioned as a serrated-edge type of cutting tool.
Little can be said of the typology of the axeheads from which
any of these pieces derive because of their small size (Fig 168:
93-7). One of the fragments (Fig 168: 96) i.s an unusual instance of
a partially-cortical piece of Rint being used as the blank for a
polished axehead. The raw material from which these polished
lragment.s and flakes derive i.s, to judge from the colour and texture
of the Rint, from a different source to that from which the majority
of artefacts in the assemblage are derived. lt would seem probable
that polisht.'d axeheads were imported to the area as finished
items, rather than manufactured locally from imported raw
material.
All the polished pieces were from the buried soil beneath the
cairn except for one find from the soil above the cairn. The
stratified pieces are clustered in the 'Neolithic zone' (Fig 163), with
31 o( the total from the midden and the others from its periphery.
Two pieces were from the buried soil within the area ol the south
chamber. One of these (Fig 168·: 98) was in close as.soci.ation with
the jaw of the skull wedged between the bases of orthostats 246
and 317 (Fig 109). Since this implement was vertically above the
base of the skull, since it is intact, and since it is the only poUshcd
piece reworked as an implement, there do ~m circumstantial
grounds for suggesting it was a gravegood depos.ited to ac~
comJH!ny the skUll. The other piece from the chambered area (Fig
168: 94) was found at the base of the buried soil beneath the
sillstone between the chamber and passage. so, although this is a
recognisable axehead fragment, it is very unlikely to have been a
gravegood.

Laurel-leaf and unclassified bifacilll piece
A fragmentary example of a probable laurel ~leaf implement (Oark
1960, 223) was found on the pre~im surface on the south·west
edge of the midden (Fig 163). UnusuaUy for this implement class,
the retouch is almost entirely unifacial on the dorsal surface (Fig
168: 99). The dimensions and weig.ht of this fragment preclude it
being part of a leaf-shaped arrowhead, and the on1y alternative
interpretation would be as a knife, since it does have a sharp RHS
edge. The unclassified bifacial piece is an unstr~tified find (567). lt
is not a core. but it is too thick (8mm) and heavy to be a leaf-shaped
arrowhead and too squat to be a laurel~leaf.

Worn-edge pieces
These three artefacts were aU from the sub-cairn soil (Fig 163), from
the area of the structure and the midden. Two distind types are
probably represented. The only worn·edge piece Stnsu stricto
(Savi.lle 1977, 4) is the bulbar segment of a blade with very heavy
use of the LHS. which has resulted in a bevelled, completely
smooth edge (Fig 168: 100). The incomplete NJI'ure of this piece
precludes further definition, and it could equally well be Mesolithk
or Neolithic, though the former is perhaps more likely. The other
two p ieces (fig 168: 101; also 19180) have only limited cdge· wear,
which is not continuous nor heavy and is perhaps more likely to
result from the hafting/handling of the tool than directly from its
use. These are probably both Neolithk pieces. undoubtedly so in
the case of the piece on a LevaUois--type flake with faceted platform
and bi-directional Rake-scar beds (Fig 168: 101). Both of these flake$
have distal damage which may have removed crucial areas of
modification and obscured thei.r actual typology, perhaps a.s
piercers. At least four other pieces in the edge·trlmmed category
exhibit edge--wear to a lesser or greater extent (Fig 165: 12, 1~7.
and 20), resulting from use or hafting.

'Fabricator'
An unstratified find of an unusual example ~i th~s implement t~,
in that it is manufactured on a narrow, cytindncal nodule offlint
(216). The nodule has been truncated at one end and had slight
preparatory retouch at the other. prior to extensive use which has
produced the characteristic abrasion and smoothing on both
terminals.

Piece esquillee
A single example of a pikt tSquillh (or splintered piece) was ~ound
in the midden (fig 163). This is a small secondary Rake Wlth no
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Fi$ 168 Flint artefacts 93-106: polished a:rehead fragmmts (93-8); lnurel-/eaf 199); wom-<dge flakes 1100-1011;
nusalla1Jtous retouched piectS (102-01 (scale 2:3)

modifialtions other than shallow 1twa.si~ remc:wals from the
ventral Ace at the di:stal end. u\cbcabw perNps of wear rathu
than d•bl>onte """""' (Fig 166: 42)

Miscellaneous retoudted pieces
Sixty-eight pieces have been trcl'ted together as having some
dcliberMe retouch. Only t 1 of the 68 arc complete, so any metrical
analysis is ruled out, although it is clear that a variety o! blanks
are represented, £rom small blades to bro.1d, heavy Oakes. 1t would

be ruh to speculate on a pos!tblt fun<tion for some of these pttcts.
but for othtrs it can be sugge$1~ ttwt they relate to formal tool
cattgorift in the followang numbfts- edg.e.trimtntd pt«ft 10;
miC\'ollths 7; anowhead I; sa•p<TO 9, ~"'"'<"" 10; kniv.. 3; •nd
pdc I Thftr incomple-te or- 11'1"f'SUllr Ntu~ prn·ents preaw
ai.Joation to these categones, but this subj«tive analysis don
5uggttt that in the main the m~llanc.oous pi~ are likely to echo
the ranJe of classified tools, ratht'r than 1ndk.ating lhe presence of
otherw1se undassified types. The exceptions would be the possible
knives and the pick. since neither of these categories are otherwise
recorded. The possible knives (367, 3327, and 9865) share the
tharactcristic of relatively shallow inv.uive retouch, in two cases
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invCrS('Iy, but are too broken o r damag~d for positive identification
and none were securely stratified. The possible pick (Fig 16S; 106)
is the proximal end ol a heavy prismatic tool with steep bilatcr,ll
retouch on a thermal flake. lt is from an unstratlfied subsoil
remnant to the south of the south hom. Typol ~cally, it is difficult
to say if this piece is described more CQrrectly as a pick, a rod, or
even a 'fabricator'.
The p robable arrowhead (342) is a small bifacially·retouc:hed
fragment from the topsoil. and it most likely represents the tang
or barb of a b.lrbed-.and·tanged arrowhead. Other pieces warrant
individual comment: Figure 168: 105 is a complete, but un·
classifiable implement with retouch forming a semi-pointed distt"l
tip, a blunted proximal end where the platform has been removed,
and extensive t'laking across the ventral surface. Although from
topsoil. this piece is undoubtedly Mesolithic in character, as i.s
Figure 168: 103, from context 41211 beyond the south horn, which
is the broken distal segment of a Mesolithic scraper. Another
Mcsolithic piC<:e (14117) is a plunging Oake from a pebble core,
with wear at the base and inverSe retouch just below the distal tip.
Figure 168: 104 from the upper HIJ of the north quarry is a
segment of a large Oake tool, which has been reworked after
breakage to form a piercer. The charader of this piece~ both in style
and in raw material, which is a coarse, cheny t'lint, contrasts with
the rest of the assemblage. A broken t'lake (10923) from context
4121 1 south of the cairn has some inverse retouch on the transverse
distal edge. but more significantly has a very abraded dorsal
surface at its proximal end and has undoubtedly been struck from
a parent pil'<'.'e used as a hammerstone.
More than half or the pie<es in this category rome from
superficial contexts, which is a sign of the greater propensity for
implements to become post-depositionally damaged and un
classifiable in deposits subject to cultivation. The distribution of
stratified pieces (Fig 162) suggests that a mixture of Mesolithic and
Neolithic artefacts is involved.

Table 43 Flints from the lower fills of the chambered areas, in association with the burial deposits

eo,trxt

U11re-Edge- EdgeUnclass
toudz
trirnm~ gloss Mkro-Arrow- burnt
fl•U. Corrs flakr; flakr; litlt ha!d frag Totals
I1

267

I'

336
4l5
412
323
111354
3531354
354

Totals

4
I
I

I

I'

s'

I
I'

I'

4
7

I'

I
I
I

3

20

I'

9

2

2

2

Notes:

1Pieces recovered from sieving, not plotted on Figure 121.
21ndudes

one piece from sieving, not plotted on Figure 121.
1-hese two pieces join to form a single edgc--trimmed Oake.
Key to crmtrxts

267 north entl'ance
3J6 and 435 north chamber
412 south chamber
323 south passage
11/354, 3531354, and 354 south entrance

4

Unclassifiable burnt fragments
This category is largely composed of small unidentifiable frag·
ments of tlint, which have been produced independently by the
action o( intez'ISe heat, but it does indude a smaller element of
recognisably struck pie<es made fragmentary by heat damage. The
average weight of aJJ these pieces isonly0.7g. and it is not possible
to say whether any may have originated from the use of t'lint
'pot-boilers' or whether they result simply from chance exposure
to burning. although the latter is more likely in view of the
relatively low overall weight Almost aU of these fragments come
from the sub--cairn soil, and the majority come from the middez\
and its environs, indicating an association with the Neolithic
activity.

Discussion of the stratified flints
Flints from tire chambered areas
Probable, or possible, gravegoods are listed in Table
43, and their positions are shown on Figure 121. To
those listed in the table can probably be added the
serrated-edge flake (Fig 165: 9; context 452/453) and
the flake from a polished implement (Fig 168: 98;
context 453), which both seem likely to d erive from
the lower fill of the south chamber. Outstanding
among the chambered area flints is the large core (Fig
169: ll7) from th e north entrance. This is the only
unequivocal flint gravegood because of its direct
association with skeleton 1, although the close
proximity of the polished flake (Fig 168: 98) to a skull
in the south chamber could make this also a
gravegood.
Although subjective, it seems p robable that the larger and more
distinctive pie«'$ :among the remainder, particularly the second
core (Fig 169: 116), th~ serrated...e<fge Oake (fig 165: 9), the two
edgc~trimmtd Oakes (Fig 169: Jt2 and 115), and the two

unrctouched flakes with edge-gloss (fig 169: 113-14), could also
have been intentionally induded with the burials.
EquaUy subjectively. it seems inherently improbable that the
other flints from the chambered areas (such a~ thf ~ mall or
fragmentary unretouched Oakes (Fig 169: 1~9), the u nclassified
bumt fragments, and the microlith fragment) could be intentional
deposits. It is more likely th~t these pie<es derived from the buried
soil and became mixed with the burial deposit contexts by chance.
Context 323 contained a large unretouched flake (fig 169: t 10), on
which the cortex resembles that of the Large core (though they do
not conjoin). This and two other pieces. an u.nrctouched trimming
flake (Fig 169: Ill) and a bumt unretouched Oake (Fig 169; 107),
could conceivably have been deliberate introductions.
The tip of a bifacially retouched arrowhead (Fig 166: 25~
presumed leaJ-shaped) came from context 267 in the north
entrance. it is exactly the kind of fragment which could remain
within the body of the victim of an arrow-wound. Given the rarity
of arrowheads at Hazleton, this possibility must be a strong one.
Small though it is, the collection of possible Rint gravegoods
appe3rs to e.xcccd the number o f flints recovered from the
chambers of any other Cotswold-Severn tomb (Ciifford 1950, .30;
Pisgott 1954, 145). Hesitation is called for, however, because of the
d ifferent methods of recovery and recording of artefacts from
earlier exC'a\'ations. And because of the few undisturb\-d burial
chambers excavated in recent years. Nevertheless. the apparent
absence of noteworthy flint finds from burial areas (the main
exception being the polished t'lint a.xchead from iy-isaJ; Crimes
1939, 130) does suggest that nint g:ravegoods were u.nusual.
Leaf-shaped arrowheads have been noted in several instances (set
p264), and the evidcn« of an arrowhead embedded in a human
vertebra at Ascott·under Wychwood, Oxfordshire (Selkirk 1971, 8;
with another example from the chambered tomb of TuUoch of
Assery B, north Scotland: Corcoran 1966. 44) suggests that
arrowheads may have been introduced into chambered tombs
inside the corpses of archery victims. rather than as gravegoods.
4

Flints from the sub-Cllim soil
Distribution
Figures 162-3 show the distribution of various
artefact categories in the sub-cairn soil, and their
typological study has shown the subdivision between
Mesolithic and Neolithic activity. The typological
subdivision is matched by a distributional one.
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Fig 769 Flint artefacts 107-17 from the cham/Jered areas: •mretouched flakes (107-17); edge-trimmed flakes (112 aud 115);
unretouched flakes will• edge gloss (113-14); cores 1116-17) (scale 2:3)
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Fig 170 Tre11d surface plots of the total sub-cairn Jlillt distribution; upper: COli tours at intervals of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 40
flints per square metre; lower: co11tours at i11tervals of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, a11d 50 grams ofJlillt per square metre
Mesolithic Oints are concentrated towards the west
end of the site, and the Neolithic pieces towards the
midden. This subdivision was further investigated by
analysis of the total distribution of the flints from the
pre-caim surface and its periphery.
Virtuatlr otl oltht flints from tht sub<aun JOol wtr< rtrordtd by
three-dim~nsional co-ordinates. The a.rch.h~ tOntllns plots or the
e>CAct posi~ons ol these flints (drgs 612 and 616-19) and p lo ts
showing the absolute numberS (drg 530) and wtight.s (drg 6?5) of
the total nintt from each metre square or the excavation grid. In
the prestnt ,report, the metre square plOI$ have been converted,

by grid generalisation (Orton 1980, 124), to produce contour

di.agrams o( the pre-ai.m flint distribution by number and weight
(Fig 170) Thtst rontour diagwns, wl\lch ore VOT)' similar,
d~monstratt a major concentration in tM mkldtn am and a lesser
ono bontoth th• lorocourt and !OUth horn. At tht S ffintsl5g ol flint
ptr oqu.Jr< mttr< ~Is (used as tht nunamum rontows), tht
du.tnbutaons ·~ mutuaUy exdusrve. nus dors not. t\c)oft·f'Wr.
matdlany ablo!ult typological subdivasaon. Thus, it is not possibio
to subdwKie the whOle pre-caim colie<tion into Mesolit.h.ic ~.nd
NtoUthk uscmblagea: using SpitiaJ dat•~ eny more than it is on
typo1oglal gro<ands.

However, the distribution and typolosy. con.sidered together,
do indicate the existence of two sepuate fod of activity: one is
ba.sically Mcsolithic and the other basically Neolithic. The
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composition or the Mesolithic assemblage in the forecourt has
already suggested its derivation from ;, sltu kn.apping. A further,
smaller focus of Mesolithic kn.apping may have existed just to the
north-east of the midden, now represented only by a couple of
cores and rejuvenation nakes (cg Fig 172: 131-2). The activity
represented by the Neolithic nint involves redeposition~ rather
than ;,l sit11 knapping. This is borne out by the refilling analysis
(S« ~ow) and accords with the other archaeological evidence from
the midden. Outside of the midden area, it is less easy to oHer an
explanation for the Neolithic flint artefacts, other than as a general
scatter.
The link in Riot distribution between the area of the sul><aim
structure and the midden (fig 170) is striking and may point to a
chronological and cultural Link. Very few definitely Mesolithic
pieces come from the structu.re area, whereas there are several
Neolithk artefacts south·west of the midde1\ (Fig 163). The Oint
distribution evidence can be used to suggest that the structure is
likely to be Neol.ithic rather than Mesolithic. The proximity of the
structure to the midden, coupled with the refitting evidence (set
btlow; Fig 173), raises the question ol whether the structure could
provide the original location for the d~bitage deposited in the
midden. A consideration of the total artefact distribution in the
structure area (Fig 20) suggests that the flints bear only a limit~
spatial relationship to any possible structural o utlines. The
possibility of a totally unrelated flint concentration occurring in the
same location as the structure by chance is difficult to accept,
however, and it must be concluded that there is a positive, if
obscure, relationship betw('('n the two features. 1t is noticeable, for
example, that, in both the detailed plot (Fig 20) and the trend
surface contou.rS (Fig 170), the flint distribution focuses on the
putative porc-h to the south of the hearth (Chapter 19).

Refitting analysis

A refitting analysis of the flints from the sub-cairn soil
was undertaken, primarily to investigate patterns of
distribution in the Mesolithic and Neolithic elements
of the assemblage. The analysis also provided
information on flint reduction strategies. Almost all
of the refits are between pieces of flint from the
pre-<:airn buried soil, or from the cairn periphery. The
exception was a conjoining group of four pieces (Fig
171: 126), one of which was located at a primary
dump (context 261/309), while the other three were
found in the midden area.
Two categories of refits are involved. FirSt, there are instances of
individual flakes reassembled from two or more segments (ie
liaison: Leroi.Courhan and Brezillon 19n, 327). In each iJtSta.,ce.
a careful examination was made to establish that the break was
ancient. rather than modem. Normally, the reassembled pieces are
unretouched flakes (Fig 171 : 118 :u\d 121), but in the forecourt area
three separate mkroliths (Fig 167: 58 and 67; and 13076113720) and
one edge-trimmed flake (Fig 165: 11) are included and from
elsewhere two further t.-dge-trimmcd flakes (Fig 165: IS and 20).
Also included in thi.s category of refits are the joining halves of
fLakes created by Siret fractures, where the flake has bifurcated in
manufadure, of which at least two examples were present from
the midden assemblage (Fig 171 : 119-20).
Second, there arc instances where separate pieces can be
conjoined, following the sequence in which they were knapped
during core reduction or retouching (ie rtmontage: leroi·Gourhan
and Br~z.illon 19n. 327).1n most caSf:S, these conjoining pieces are
si.mply pairs of flakes representing subsequent removals from the
parent piece, but some lengthier reduction sequences were
reconstructed from the forecourt area (Figs 171: 124 and 127; 172:
129-30), and a single example of a retouch span conjoining with
an implement was observed (Fig 166: 44).
The locations of the reassembled and conjoined pieces are
shown in Figure 173, where a dear subdivision exists between the
midden area and the area subsequently overlain by the forecourt
{stt Table 44, which Lists the incidence of refits).
From Table 44 and Figure 173, it is clear that the pattern of refits
in the forecourt area is quite dilferent from elsewhere. ln the
forecourt, the number ol reassembled flakes is relatively low and
the number of conjoins relatively high, while in the midden area

T.able 44 Flint refits f'rom the sub-<aim soil
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the opposite is true. Also, the number of instances where more
than two pieces are conjoined is much higher in the forecourt than
elsewhere. Consideration of the typology of the flints involv~
makes the contrast between the areas even more marked. Not only
do all the typologicaUy..cfistinctive conjoins in the fon."('()urt ll.rca
involve pi{'(CS of Mcsolithic character, but at least three of the
conjoins from the midden area also involve Mcsolithic pieces.
The contrasting pattern of refits is emphasised by a.nalysis of the
distances ~parnting the refitting pie«"S (Table 45 shows the mean
values calculated from the distances involved in all the refits listed
in Table 44). These figures demonstrate that the average distance
between refits is considerably less in the forecourt area than
elsewhere.
T~ble
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The implications of the refitting analysis are or considerable
importance for the study of the p~im activity. No refits were
established between the forecourt and midden areas, thus
substantiating the typological disparity bt-tw~n the assemblages
from these two zones. The conjoins do, however, reinforce a link
between the area of the structure and the m.idden (including a
sequentilll conjoin between a Rake from posthole 589 and the
southern side of the midden, Fig 172: 135). These Links provide
further support for the interpretation of the structure as p<\rt of the
Neolithic pre-c-airn activity? and possibly for a link betwe-en
activities associated with the structure and the formation of the
midden.
The distribution of the refits across the whole of both the
forecourt and midden areas ol flint concentration supports the
interpretation of the scatters involved as representing unitary
activity areas, otherwise some bi-modality might be expected
within the distribution patterns in each area. This suggestion must
be tentative, because post·depositional disturbance could have
blurred any origi.nal distinctions, and because there is recognised
to be some mixture of Mesolithic and Neo1ithic conjoining pieces
in the midden area, but the implication might be that each scatter
could repr('S('nt a relatively short•lived episode of deposition.
The main implication of refitting Ls that the different patterns
revealed by analysis reflect different histories of deposition. In the
forecourt area, because of the density of conjoining pieces and
their relatively compact distribution, the flint scatter can be seen
to represent the remains of in situ Mesolithic knapping.
The forecourt scatter is not a wholly intact knapping·Roor, since,
even allowing for the potential vagaries of excavation recovery,
many more instances of conjoining would be expected. There are,
for example, no complete core reduction sequences present, there
are three Mesolithic cores to which no flakes could be conjoined
(Fig 165: 3-5), there arc three non-conjoining plunging flakes from
the faces of bipolar cores (eg Fig 165: 1- 2), and there are flakes
which are definitely struck from the same parent piece but which
cannot be refitted. Thus, the forecourt knapping assemblage
appears incomplete. This may be partly explained by the
vulnerability of the western edge of this area to post·Neolithic
di.sturbwlnce, which has almost certainly created an artificial
western limit to the scatter, but the Mesolithic debris may also have
been disturbed by Neolithic activity.
In contrast, the smaU number of conjoins present in the midden
assemblage, despite its larger size, its intact nature, and the high
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rcjitti11g pieces (scale 2:3)

Jewol of artefact recovery. implies tNt this scatter is not the result
i• Jitu knapping. The Siret frKtultS (Fig tn: 119-20) we"'
obYiouJiy eodl produced by SUlglt flaluog blows and it would
nonnoUy bo expected !hat eodl poir lhould bo doposited dos<
tOS<th«. 1><11 they ..,._ KIUOIIy found 4 .1 and 7.8rn apor1
..,.pe<tivdy. Only one eo"' eould bo allocoled a conjoining flake.
•nd thi.J was of Mesolithk d\aracttr, prtSurrubly predating the
middtn deposjt (Fig 172: 131). At leut two of the other conioins
were o! Mesolithic typology (f'3 In: 132). The relatively high
number of reot.ssembled ·naJces from the midden and their
wldely..sciiUered distribution (which Is Inconsistent with breaka~e
by Neollthic trampling) suggest tMt thJs assemblage is not the m
o(

135

sllw remains of a kN.pping·Roor. The ~fitting evidei'K'f' is tn
kHpi.ng with an interpretation of the midden as redeposi.ttd
muse: ffint da.iloge hoving been coll«ted during .... mnovol o(
org~ouc wute &om on lldivity ~• one! dumped on lho midden.
The • - of any refits among the poliShed .ueheod flakes and
lrogmeniS is • !ur1he< pointtr 10 the redoposited nature of the
Neohthk assemblage, as is tht 14~ in one ol the Neolithic conjoin
groups (Fig J?t: 126) whk:h a..mt lrom a primary dump rathe.r than
the sub-cairn soil.
The ~onjoining flints art also ol c:on.slderable interest (or the
typolo~ical and technological information which they reveal. The
reductiOn stTategies, al~it incomplete, leading to resid ual micro-
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ronjoining arttfacts
tQd~ and m.crolli.ke cores. are shown by the <oft$ and flakes in
Figum 171: 124; 112: 130-1 and 136, by the conpntng dusteTS of
Ralc., from th•lac<s ol microb~e com in Figu"" 171 : 127; 172:
129 and 134. and by examples of mkroblade core rejuvenation in
Figure 112: 13l-2. Th~ lntention.al produdion of small (less than
20mm long.) bladc.-·like flakes en route to the detachment of
utilisable removals are noteworthy(~ttsptdally Fig l71: 121, where

flake A is an example of a potential edge-trimmed llakc or piercer).
The Oaldng technology involved is uniformly the removal from
the ~bble txterior of relatively large, broad. cortical flak~ to
prodiK't sin.do or opposed platforms (usually lom><d by a single

negative f1ah sa.r), from which rurrow mnov&IJ are madt,
panlltl to •od> othe<, down the face o( the.,..., f'OSW" 171: 124

shows the platlonn production ·~ ol b<ood, corti<al RaU
- . I s, whlle Figun 172: 130 shows a de-..toped stoge ol blade
and bladelet rotnOVals. (Flake A in Fig 172. 130 wu a lat•.
uns....,...fulatt•mplto produce a further opposed platform.)
The bipol•r 1-'ptd of tht redudioo strouegy (1e produdng blades

from opposed ends of the same core face) Is clearest on Figu~ tn:
129 and 134, thus confirming the evidence of the Oakt scar patterns
on mony ol lhe cores (Figs 165: 3 and 172: 136) and flak., (Fig 165:
2). The trimming, with a hammer, of the upstanding negative scar

u~r:

-- --

- --- - -

joining segmmts of individual artefacts; lower:

ndgos along the platlorm edge prior to further removals is seen m
·~ form ol small negath.oe nau 5Git'S on th~ proximal dorsal
surf•<H ol many ol the Rak.. (eg Fig 171: 127).
Few definJte e:amples of core rejuvenation fl.tkH were present
anywhere In the buried soil assemblage. but the two conjoining
examplt't in Figure tn: 132 represent two sua:tSsive attempts, the
first unsuCXH.Sful, to renovate a core by plAtform 'tablet' technique.
This is the k.lnd of rejuvenation typical with microbladc cores, in
this cue from a core which has had platforms at right angles to
each other. The broken conjoining Oa.ke in Figurt tn: 131 may also
hive been lnlcnded 1$ a 'tabl~ rejuvenation flake.
The way U\ whdt a somewhat atypa.J pi«'f of ~w material, a
pebble with a wry smoo<h, water-worn cortex and y.UOW-$toined
thennala~as. hos been red~ to • small an, IS shown by Figun
m : 123. A .mp large dumk (A) was removed &om one pole ol
the pebble to prod~n • platform &om wluch ..,_ flalcing. not
ap~rently very su«tSSfUI to judge from the flake btds, was
elf«tod down the loco or the <Ore, althousJI no ~filling p;e«s
belon~ng to thlJ st;age were found. To continue Raking [n the same
direchon and plane, the core was renovat«l by the removal of a
chunk (8). which included the whole olthc remaining surface ol
the previous platform. The removal of B led to the Rnal stage of
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the core (C). to which only two flakes could be refitted. At least
two absent Rakes/blades from thls finnl core stage could have been
of suitable sb.e and shape for tool blanks, and it is presumed that

such was the case and they were removed for use e lsewhere.
All the illustrated pieces mentioned in the previous paragraphs
are typologically Mesolithic, although Figure 172: 131-2 are from
the midden part of the site rilther than the forecourt. The only
illustrated Neolithic examples of conjoining R<'kes are Figures 171:
122, 125-6, and 128; and 172: 135. In the case of Figure 171: 122,
126, and 128, the flint is of the cream-coloured cherty type peculiar
to the Neol.ithic asS(>mblage and very likely to result from the
working of a broken axe head.
The scope for reduction strategy r«onstruction is less "rith the
Neolithic material because of the absence of conjoinjng Rake
sequences and cores, but the refits shown in Figures 171 : 122, 126,
and 128; and 172: 135, emphasise the different shape and larger
size of the Rakes being produced. The few Neolithic cores lrom
th~ buried soil, such as Figure 165: 6 and 8, emphasise the
multi·angle Raking, with consequent multi·facetcd platforms and
separate phases o( orientations to the Raking (also apparent on the
gravegood core. tag 169: ll7).

Conclusion
The Hazleton flint assemblage belongs almost exclusively to the two earliest phases on the site, the
Mesotithic and Neolithic activity of the pre-cairn
phases. The construction and use of the monument
appear to have involved little need for flint artefacts
(cf Healey and Green 1984, 113), apart from the few
items interpreted as gravegoods. The primary fills of
the quarries were remarkably free of artefacts of flint
or stone.
The absence of flint in association with the
construction and use phases of the monument
probably indicates that it was not immediately
adjacent to a settlement. After the use of the
monument, a few flints suggest only a small amount
of later prehistoric activity. This activity was presumably of a casual nature, although a specialised
barbed-and-tanged arrowhead (Fig 166: 30) could
have derived from a destroyed Bronze Age burial.
(Bronze Age round barrows in association with
Neolithic long cairns are well documented in the
Cotswolds, eg at Burn Ground: Grimes 1960; cf
Drinkwater 1972, 144-8.)
The Hazleton flint assemblage is the largest
excavated collection available from a Cotswold
Neolithic site, pending publication of those from
Crickley Hill, Gloucestershire, and Ascott-underWychwood, Oxfordshire, and it is the largest
published excavated assemblage from a prehistoric
site of any period on the Cotswolds. Its numerical
total, however, is inflated by the large number of
spalls and chips recovered, and it lacks an extensive
series of the more informative artefact types (eg
cores). The stratified component is also compromised
by the presence of both Mesolithic and Neolithic
industries, which are admixed to an unknowable
degree. Nevertheless, some wider comparisons can
be drawn.
The Cotswold Mesolithic is as yet poorly known.
However, the Hazleton microliths, of later Mesolithic
type, match the finds from Syreford, Gloucestershire
(Saville 1984c, 70-1) and offer general parallels with
Mesolithic finds from the adjacent counties of
Oxfordshire (Case 1952/53 and 1986) and Warwickshire (Saville 1981e). The relative importance of

'needle-point' microliths at Hazleton, and the absence of such characteristic later Mesolithic forms as
points with inverse basal retouch, present potential
regional contrasts. The assemblage is, however, too
small for this to be emphasised.
The relatively small size of the assemblage,
especially given the wide area of the focus in the
forecourt (at least c 70sq m; Fig 160), cautions against
making sweeping conclusions about the nature of the
occupation. However, the small number of scrapers
- a maximum of two can be regarded as typologically
Mesolithic - compared with the number o( microliths
might suggest a primary subsistence type of site
(Mellars 1976, 388): a forward hunting camp as
opposed to a base camp. At a forward camp, which
could have been occupied by a small group for a very
short period, the main activity would be retooling,
involving the knapping of cores to produce blades for
microliths.
In the absence of local Neolithic assemblages with
which the Hazleton material can be compared,
comments can be made on relationships further
afield. Within the wider framework of the earlier
Neolithic flintwork of southern England, as known
from s uch classic sites as Hurst Fen, Suffolk (Ciark
1960) and Windmill Hill, Wiltshire (Smith 1965), the
Hazleton assemblage offers several points of similarity and contrast. In terms of tool types, Hazleton
has the range of categories to be expected -serrated
flakes, leal-shaped arrowheads, scrapers, piercers,
polished axeheads, and laurel-leaves - but not
necessarily in the customary proportions. lt is
noteworthy, for example, how unimportant are
serrated-edge flakes in the Hazleton assemblage,
when these are such a major element in the tool
component of other early Neolithic sites, particularly
the causewayed enclosures (Healey and RobertsonMackay 1983, 16-17). At Carn Brea, Cornwall, the
absence of serrated flakes was perhaps compensated
for by the presence of numerous edge-trimmed
flakes, particularly since many of the latter had a
pronounced edge-gloss (Saville I981c, 144). Such an
explanation will not suffice at Hazleton, where not
only are the edge-trimmed flakes less numerous, but
where edge-gloss is a rare phenomenon. Equally
noticeable a.r e the very small number of stratified
scrapers. The low representation of retouched forms
at Hazleton may simply lie in the misleadingly large
assemblage tota.l, inflated by so many tiny flakes.
Differing levels of flint recovery make inter-assemblage comparison somewhat hazardous. When the
number of tiny spalls present at Hazleton is
subtracted, the size of the assemblage is quite
modest, and the underrepresentation of retouched
forms is more apparent than real.
Metrical analysis of the larger unretouched flakes
from the midden area showed a mixture of blades
and broader forms (Fig 161; Tables 32-3). A substantial amount of research has been devoted to the
analysis of the shapes of unretouched flakes from
Neolithic sites in southern England (Healey and
Robertson-Mackay 1983; Pitts 1978; Saville 1981d).
This research demonstrates a technological shift
during the Neolithic period from blade to flake
production. The interpretation of such analyses
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needs to consider biasing factors, such as the
proportion of secondary to tertiary flakes, the
proportion of small to large flakes, the overall size of
the sa mple, and the type of raw material. Thus, for
example, the mixture of flake shapes in samples from
Hazleton and Carn Brea (Table %) can be seen to be
quite comparable when account is taken of the fact
that the Carn Brea sample only includes flakes with
a length (not a width) 20mm or greater, which will
inevitably have reduced the number of broad flakes
included.

Table 46 Comparison of length/breadth index
values of unretouched flakes 20mm or more in
length from Hazleton and Carn Brea, Cornwall
l..tl•gth
brmdth
valuf

<0.6
0.6-1.0
1.1-1.5
1.6-2.0
2.1-2.5
>2.6
Totals

Ha-:lrtor1
middt•n•
110
%
3

2'1
36
18
16
4
106

2 .8
27.3
34.0
17.0
15.1
3.8

Cam 8rtt1
Silts Al, D, and Kt

%

110

12.5
39.8
30.0
11.7
6.0

97

very broad

310

234
91
47

broad
medium/broad
medium/narrow
narrow
very narr0\0/

779

Notr: ·s.~ Table 32; indudt>S flakes less than 20mm in length if their
breadth exceeds 20mm. tS« Savdle 1981c, 147, table 45.

Nevertheless, the proportion of broad flakes in the
Hazleton midden sample seems to be quite high, a
trend being recognised in the flake components of
other Early/Middle Neolithic assemblages (Healey
and Robertson-Mackay 1983, 22). The suggested
dividing line between Early/Middle and later Neolithic flake samples of 35% or more of flakes having
a breadth:length ratio narrower than 3:5 (Saville
1981d, 43) is clearly set too high in the case of
Hazleton (Table 33). This perhaps suggests that ratio
comparisons alone are insufficiently-subtle gauges of
the differing technologies involved. 1t is of some
interest, however, that the Hazleton Mesolithic flake
sample is significantly different from the midden one
(Tables 32-3), having a much higher proportion of
narrow flakes or blades, effectively reversing the
trend postulated by Pitts and jacobi (1979, 171).
Unsubtle though it may be, the analysis of length{
breadth data at Hazleton does provide a means of
discriminating between the Mesolithic and Early
Neolithic flake samples in line with the other
observable differences between the technologies
involved.
Obviously, the most relevant comparisons with the
Hazleton assemblage will be flint collections from
other Cotswold-Severn tomb sites which have been
excavated in a similar fashion. Most relevant of all
will be the assemblage from the nearby (Fig 1) tomb
at Ascott-under-Wychwood, which interim sum·
maries make clear has a major later Mesolithic
component with triangular and crescentic geometric
microliths (Case 1986, 18). Pending definitive publi·
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cation, the only detailed report on the lithic assemblage from an extensively-excavated Cotswold
tomb is Gwernvale, Powys (Healey and Green 1984).
This is another laterally·chambered tomb, but one of
the Black Mountain group, located 85km west of
Hazleton, across the Severn valley.
Gwernvale, like Ascott and Hazleton, has a large
Mesolithic component in its pre-cairn assemblage,
interpreted as representing both the Early and later
Mesolithic, with Mesolithic occupation preceded by
Upper Palaeolithic activity on the same spot (Healey
and Green 1984, 129). Some doubts have been
expressed about the multi-phase pre-Neolithic interpretation placed upon the Gwernvale flints (Saville
1985, 343). The presence of later Mesolithic occupation comparable with Hazleton, however, is not in
doubt. Regarding the settlement activity which the
Mesolithic finds from these sites convey, Healey and
Green (1984, 130) suggest ' ... a temporary camp for
the exploitation of ungulates', while Case (1986, 18)
prefers a base camp at Ascott-under-Wychwood,
apparently because of an equal mix of scrapers and
microliths.
The Neolithic assemblage at Gwernvale is, as at
Hazleton, difficult to isolate except in the case of a
few characteristic implement types. Contrast is
provided by the relatively high number of leafshaped arrowheads at Gwemvale (some 20 from the
pre•cairn soil; Healey and Green 1984, 130), compared with two at Hazleton. The estimate of eight
polished flint axeheads at Gwernvale (Healey and
Green 1984, 125) compares with 13 at Hazleton, the
importance of broken axeheads as blanks for further
flaking being apparent at both sites. Scrapers are
much more prominent in the Gwernvale assemblage,
being at least five times as common in the pre-caim
assemblage as at Hazleton (Healey and Green 1984,
123). Of more interest, however, is that, both at
Gwernvale and Hazleton, and apparently at Ascott,
there is pre-caim Neolithic activity which has
included the deposition of substantial quantities of
lithic material. Only at Hazleton does this material
seem to have been largely redeposited in a discrete
midden area, but in each case a picture of domestic
activity seems to be implied.
finally, some comment is necessary on the
separate Mesolithic and Neolithic flint assemblages
identified at Hazleton on typological grounds. It has
been suggested above that the formation processes of
the Mesolithic and Neolithic deposits are different (ie
i11 situ knapping and redeposition with rubbish). The
assemblages themselves have been shown to differ in
the technology employed and in the range of
implement types present, and to a certain extent in
terms of the raw material exploited. Whatever the
absolute date of the Mesolithic at Hazleton, the two
flint assemblages are quite distinct. Two interrelated
conclusions are possible: on the one hand, it seems
unlikely that the same population group could be
responsible for producing the two assemblages,
unless a significant period of acculturation inter·
vened; and on the other, if the two assemblages are
chronologically very close, then two quite separate
populations must be supposed.
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Stone artefacts
Quartzitic pebble tools
Two uttnSivcly·wom qu.arttitic hlmn'M.'rstones were found. One
(Fig 174: SOS9) is abraded over almost tht t:ntire surf~ and is
al.-t sph<rical ;, lonn (INX c~;.....,...,., 60ntm; wt 224-Sg). 1M
rode b a fiM.to-medium ~ ..,..,...,•• pt.W.h·p<y'brown in
colour. A 1111001her, - - .,... (J0x28mm) could «p......,t tho
ori3J..na1 outer surface. This Nmm<tntone was found in the
e-ntr~n« to the north chambe-red art'~. by the left knee or skeleton
1 1nd very dose to where the left hand would ha"'e been prior to
disturbance (Fig 234). Jt is as.sumed to be a gravegood, complementing the large Rint core found wilh the same skeleton (Fig
169: ll7). By association. this hamnwrstonc is interpreted as a
fUnt·knapping tool. C Bergman, P Hardlng, and Or M Newcomer
havt con finned this function (perS comm5); they would expect the
shape 1nd the abrasion pattern to resuh from extremely intensive
and/or longte:nn ust as a knlpping toot Th.1.s hammerstone is
pomaps a auatod artdact a poo...sion ol personal signi&ance
appropnott as • gm~.
1M O«<nd hamrntrs<one (max dunm>ion 64mm; wt 193.9g). o(
a fintr-snmtd quartz;~. wos found on tht subsoil beyond tht
t><tomal r<vttmt11t on tht north slOt ol tht caun (Fog 115). 1t b
only approximately two-thirds complete (Fig 174: 15628). Port o(
th~ itat 1.nd smooth upper and lower surla<.'H, g.rey·brown in
co&our, of the original pebble ex·teriOt remaln, the rest o( the
periphery of the original pebble having b\.-en worn away by
extensive abrasion and leaving an ~rtifld01 11 y·smooth, pinkish·
grey/brown coloured surface. lt may bra Oint·knapping tool, but
the wldth and regularity o f the a brad~ surface could result from
the hammering of a somewhat less rettlient sub5tance.
A third. quartzitic sandstone. ptbble tool (max dimension
94.mm; wt 3476) has a smooth, brown. origiNI outer surface. The
llatlllh, oJonsotod form o( tho ptbl>lt IS unmoddl<d except at both
met., whidl are worn smooth as • rault o( u.w fOr pounding or
p>ndlng (Fog 174: 4782). expootng tho ytllow·brown li>terior. One
tnd has betn damaged, poosa.ly In u,.. 1M a>nvex surl'•..
(41 X23mm) ot tht othtr end must ,..ult from prolongod rubbing
or poundin.g aga_lru:t a resilient surfa«. prc!sumably in the course

of tomt grinding pi'OC'eSS, rather than knapping. This tool was on
the floor of the passage in the south chambered area, close to
orthost.at 316, lying Oat (Figs 107 and Ill). The artefact was not in
a.ssoclation with any particutar bones, but it is probable that it was

a personal gravegood.

The origin of the three pebbiH described above is un~rtain .
Vari:!J.UArttitic pebbles are common on ploughed fields in the
Cots
• as relicts o( gladAitranspor1. 1M qu..mtk sandstont
ptbl>lt (As 174: 4782) is titholopcaUy vtry . - to some of tht
~ found during exa.ntion (f'S 5290. 5834.. and 10729) and
could bt a loa.lly-«>ik<tod ptbl>lt. 1M rode types o( the two
hamrntflton<s are not found . , _ , tht natunl ptbb1ts &om tho
txe'AVJtion.. and they are 'e$.5 tasy to matd\ in lht" gtn..-r.tl range
ol quutz.itic Bunter pebbles. lndft'd, the meft ftne-grained of the
two hlmmmtones (Fig 174: 15628) is l1thological.ly very d0$e to a
sarsen (stt 8 WorSsam, geological archive notes). although it is
rather difCerent ln maO'OSCopic appear,n« to the .sarsen described
below. Thus, while it is possible that one of the hammerstone
pebbles (Fig 174: 5059) could have been collected locally, it is
almost ~rt.ain that the sarsen·like pebble was imported from
furtht"r afield.
Hammers.tones or similar stone tools have been reported from
~ral Cotswoki·Stvem tombo (Corooron 1969, n), but it is often
diffiaalt to find preOst mformaiiOn about ~host obj«ts. Recent
t'XC'avabons have produced a RrWJ~ arcul.u# stone rubber or
hammtr. v«y similar to tht Ha*ton hammtrS. &om a ~
sumabty prt-<aim context at tht S.Ws Lot lon3 a.tm (O'Neil 1966.
JO and
4, 16)~ and another slmibr ob;t<t. wh.1ch may also ~late
t.o pre-a1m activity, was found at tht" Penywyr&od tomb, Powys
(Savoty 1964. fig 10, 5). Similar implemtnt5 are known from
contemporary settlements in southern Britain. for example at
Broomo Heath. Norl'olk (Wainwright 1972, As 48, 55).
Numerous other quartzite and quartt.ltic sandstone pebbles,

fi'

w...,

many ol Bunter type.
found (Chapttr 16). 1M majority ore
v~ry small and probably enhrely rwtur.aland ol chance occu~
on tM 11te. Tht> appartntJy random d1stnbuhon ol pebbles in th..5ub-ca1rn soU (areh drg 780) shows no rorr'C':latkm with other
artel;lct concentr-ations. Only three pebbiC!S elttubit«< probable use
and arc listed (Table 47). The positions of the two from the
sub<Jirn surface are shown on Figure 175; they were found
towards the eastern end of the sub-cairn area. and either a
Ml'solithk or N('()Lithic: context for the use of these pebbles is
possible. Only a smaU number of tht pebbles ha ..,e been broken
ar1iA<ially (10727, 10927, and 14318), poosobly during~. although
lhe mnainutg pieces, none of which an bt refitted. do not t".Xhlbit
abrasion.
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T.able 47 Qu.utz:itic pt'bbles with .abtHion
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Sarsen fragments
Eight pie«S of very pale g.rey·brown, tine-grained quartz.itic
sandstone. identified as sarsen (Chapter 16). were rec:ove:red from
the sub-aim soil (Fig 175 and Table 48). All extt":mal surfa~
exhobot wt'&r. In two aoses (16503 and Fig 176: 17304). the external
surl.ace areas are finely smoothtd, whLLe the wear on iN- otlw-r
worn pK'ft as less mte~ and Tt"gUllr In the absel'lCe of romptfte
artefacts tn thi.S matnlal., it can only be- &ugsested that thesr pttft'S
•~ fngmtnts o( grindmg or poundong stones (or pomaps aD por1
of the ume art~fact). Sarstn rNuls a~ common on Neolithk silK
1n southern England (q; Windm1ll Hilt W1ltshire: Smith 1965,
120-4) and would presumably hav~ ~n import«:~ to the
Cotswolds as finished items from sarscn·rkh arta.s (Bowen and
Smith 1977). The Ha.zJeton fragments mainly rcfled breakage ;dong
natuT31 p lanes, but at least two pieces have a flake form (tg Fig
176: 17304), although the production of sum Rakts is probably
unlntenttonal.
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Table 48 S..rwn fngments from the sub--aim toil
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Coarse quartzitic sandstone
Sornt 61 fngments ol coarstquoru>tO< .. ndSiont (tOial wt 31l58.5s)
wtrt rt<OVtrtd &om tho sui><lim sod (Fig 175). Thost fngments
dt"nw from quemstones or sm.~.Uer rubbe-rs or muliers. The precbe
on31n of this sand.ston~ is not established (Chapter 16).. but the
quems also indicate the import of finished arte:lacts for the
produclion of which the Cotswold region has no local raw

matcri.,ls.

01 the 61 fragments. 42 were non·rejolnable with a weight range
from I.G-135.3g (average 24g). The remaining 19 c:ould be refitted
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Fig 174 Stone objects: pebble hammers (5059 and 15628); pebble grinder {4782); abraded pebbles (3562 and 13219); flake
from polished stone axeheJZd (742) (scale 1:2)
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Fig 175 Oistr1blltio11 of stone artefacts a11d [ragme11ts"' tire sul><aim soil, excludi11g rmworked pebbltos
mto tive groups ot 2, one group of 4, and one group of 5 rejoining
pieces. The dlstribulion of these refits (Fig 175) shows a dispersal
pattern within the n\lddcn arct'l already fam ilinr from the flint (Fig

173). The lmplkoulon is that these stones were broken up
elsewhere and ~oelcctively redeposited on the midden. (A further
36 tiny (ra&ments came mainly from the midden area; the!le Me

not plolttd on Figure 175.) Of the refitted pieces, the most
infonmtive are the tv.·o groups which can be identified as broken
saddiHju•m• (Rg 176: 15293 ctc and 16700117990). ll;. impossoble
to 51f how f"'\\n y quems rrught be represented, but contrasts tn
tM surfK'ft susgrst that ,at ~ut t"'-o quems are invol~'fd . ()( the
non·r<JOtnar>s frogmmts, only one (Fig 176: 16350) os ld•nhf,.bk'
And must bt put ol A JJNII, fbt rubber or mulier.
Why th< quemstonn.,., so fragmentary is problematiC. Reo..
as h<•rthston<s rould h.t~ led to such fragmentahQn, but only
one fr11g.mmt shows deou s'ins ol bumrng. Some ol the fra,xnwni'S
coukl ~rh.tps ruult from use as anvils. All the Ha.zSeton pi«n of
coarse-gr.uned und.stone denve from the pre-a.tm phase. Loilrge
pieces of quemstOM could obviously be used as bulldmg stone.
as indeed they were 1n the &ong cairns at Bum Ground (Cnmcs
1960, 75) l!nd at Cwernvale, Powys (Britnell 1984a, 134); the
implication l.s thoU chose from the ptt"<aim activity 41 Ha.tlecon
were too frol.gmcnt;.ty to be used in this way. Some fr<~gmcnts of
quenu or rubbfn~·stoncs were noted from the pre·cairn dcpo:~~hs
at Cwemvalc (Untnell 1984a, 134-5).

Polished stone axehead fragment
A nake from tht exterior of a polished stone implement, almost
ceruinly an .u.eht.ad (Ft.g 174: 742), was found on the surfa~ of
Barrow Cround fK'Id JUSt to the east ol the excavanon. The fl.llf
is a mect..l Jtpnent (present length J9mm; wt Sg). Th..s n.~ \'\.·U
submitted to th< lmpkment Petrology Su"-.y ol the South·W.st,
and th< ~~ aml)'$&5 w•s undertaW. by Or H How•rd
(...,.. nci 18141<:129). Th< rod< was Mlontifiod as th< Croup VI
(Creat Lllngdalo, LaM Olstn<t) rang<' ol epido<ized tufls. n.. Crear
Un.scble source for stOM axehe-ad ~nuf<Kture is 1ssumtd to
l>ogln around 3000 unal be (Soruth 191'9, 18), and axthtads from
Lake Oa.stnct tOC'kJ a~ the most common sout<'e;able ~tone
axehe1ds found in Clou~terShire (~rvill 1984, 98).

Stone bead
A tiny, perforated ~tone pebble (max diameter 3mm; max thickness
1.Smm) was found in sieving the lower fill of the entrance to th('

north chambered are;). The oH·centre p<.'rforillion is of hour·glass
type (Fig 177: 18568). Such a perforoltion Is most likely to have been
made by a pointed flint tool. The stone Is brown externally and
buf(-coloured at the perforation. h has ~n ter,tatively identiflt.-d
(by 8 Worssam) as a ferT"Uginous 1iltstone of possible local origin.
Such an object can only be a bead. A bead of this minute $ize is
unlikely to have served any decorative funct:.on by lt.st'lf, although
1 string of similar beads would roncetvably make an effec~we
bra«let or ntclda~. Stone be.ads from oth4.'r Cotswoki·Sevem
tombs offer no comparison., since both the known n.amples, from
Ty ....r, Powys (Crimts 1939, fig 4, 7), •nd Wtsr K•nnet. Wtltslure
E•..n th< smallest sh.tl<
(Pij!SOit 1962. fig 18, 14), art much
or J<1 boods lrom West ICon,.. (Piggort 1962, f>$ 18, 8-9) ar< o-.·er
IWK"< the ...., ol th< Ho<lcton exampk. lndffll, •Pp.t,.ndy not
untd the Bronze Age do beads of thlS $ll'f ~,a (~,atu~ of the
•rch.teologx:al record (eg Annablt and S.mpson 1964, 47), and
even then they are extremely ra~

lors••·

Bone objects
Beads
Figure tn: 14879 is a longitudinally· hollow. tapering tube, plain,
apparently fully cut at both ends, though now damagl'd . The ends
and surface o( the bead are wom. Length t9mm, max diameter
12mm. Sheeplgoat phalanx (species idencifk.'Hion8 <11r~ by 8
l..ev1tan). From the north edge of rontc.·~t 4191535, the socket or
orthostat 318 on~ south-east sidf' of the south ch•mber.
Figun- 177: 18445 is a longitudinaUy· hoUow, cyhndncaltube of
wry thin bone, presumably fully cut at both ends. One terminal
hu numerous external cut mark$ wtuch prftumably rt-Late to
£aLtum or carelessness m •ts manufKtu~. ~n&th 16mm, max
d,.,..., IOrnm. l<>ngbon< ol a greyla& goe>W From context 453.
th< surface ol th< buried ""''at th< ba.. ol th< fill of the south
dumber. From sioeviAg. hence prease poslhOn noc known.
Ftgun- 177; 19761 is a kmgitudin.~Uy·hoUow tube-. pl.lm, cut at
both ends. The bead is wom. Le-ngth 7mm. ma" d1.1meter 7.Smm.
Bone indetermit\ate. FrOm contell:t 323. lower fill of p.1.suge to
south chamber. Found during post-excavahon SOrting and so
prt."Ci!e position not known.
Figure tn: 20698 is a longitudinally·hollow tube, cut at both
end! and worn. The terminals show clear !ign-' o( the manu·
f.1cturing technique. The original bone has been cut or sawn
through two·thirds to three--quarter) ol its width, then sn\\pped
oH, presumably in segments along its length. The surface ol the
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Fig 176 Stone objects: snrsen flake (17304); quartzitic snudstoue rubber (16350); quartzitic snudstone snddle-quem
fragments (15293 etc aud 16700117990) (scale 1:2)
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Fig 177 Bone beads (14879, 18445, 19761, a11d 20698); stone bead (18568); a11d bone points (13736 and 16896) (scale

1:1; 18568 a/so SlrOWII a/ 2:1)

bead has irregular, semi.Orrumferent.ial cut·marks. Thesc marks
could be decorative, but they more probably ~ult from cuts
associated with the segmenting proccss of manufacture. Length
l Smm~ max diameter IOmm. Probably tibia of probable sheeplgoot.
From context 1871323, lower fiU of passage to south chamber. From
sieving, hence precise position not known.

Poin ts
Figure 117: 16896 shows a narrow, sharp point, broken in antiquity
at the base and sUg.htly damaged at the point. Shaped. Present
length 33mm. Pig incisor. From context 561, the midden area of
the sub-<'aim soil.
Figure 171: 13736 i$ <"broken tip of., rounded, cxtcnsivcly·wom,
O.sectioned point. probably fash ioned on a longitudinally·split
bone. Ancient break. Present length 41mm. Probably a metatarsal..
species indeterminate. From con t~xt 390, at lower level of
horizontally-placed slabs on the east side of the chambered area,
so incorporated in the ('airn fabric.

Discussion
The four bone beads all derive from within the south chamber or
passage (Fig 121), i.n contexts which suggest that they were
originally gravegoods associated with the burial deposits, although
they cannot now be related to any specific bu rial.
A single bone bead came from the Cotswold·Sevem tomb at
Notgrove (Oifford 1950, fig 5, f) and six from West Ken net (Piggott
1962, fig 18, 2-7; Clarke d al1985, fig 2, 9). Two of the West Kennel
beads (Piggott 1962, fig 18, 4 and 7) offer dose parallels for the
Hazleton beads, while the bone tube, which Piggott does not
regard as a bead (1962. fig 18, I), be.ars similar cut-marks to two
of 1he Hatleton beads (Fig 177: 18445 ond 2C698) and has probably
been made by the same cut·and·sna.p tec.hniquc. This technique of
bead manufacture was recognised from waste pieces at Windmill
HW (Smith 1965, 129), even though no actual beads were found at

that site. The beads at West Kennel which are bored from solid
bone (Piggott 1962, fig 18, 3 and 5-6) represent a totally d iHerent
method of manufacture.
As with the single stone bead already described, it is enigmatic
that so few bone beads were present in the chambered areas, since
they would be unlikely, even all together, to represent a suffident
number for a single necklace. There are, however, alternative uses
for bone beads whkh could explaiJ\ their presence in smaJJ
numlx>rS. Mere("r (1980, 31) has suggested that three tubular bone
beads found with a child burial at Hambledon Hill, Dorset, were
toggles from a hair band, and this, or a simjJar explanation as hair
beads 'Arith strands of hair simply pushed through the tube and
knotted or plaited to keep the bead in place, would suit the
Hatleton finds. This kind o( bead could also have functioned as a
togsle-fitting for clothes or bags.
The two bone points (fig 177: 16896 and 13736) are associated
with the pre--caim and cairn construction phases respectively,
although the latter could have been redeposited as a broken
fragment from the p~cairn assemblage.
Sharp, needle· like points are known from several Cotswold·
Sevem tombs, including Ty-isaf (Crimes 1939, fig 4, 8), West
Kennel (Piggott 1962. fig 17, 11-14), Sale's lot (O'Neil 1966, fig 4,
15, 17-18). and Notgrove (Ciifford 1936, fig 3). having bt.-en made
from various types of animal bone. Artefacts like th~ are a
familiar component of Early/Middle Noolithic assemblages and are
usually interpreted as associated. with the use o f animal skins
(Piggott 1954, 84). The larger, more rounded point (Fig 177: 13736)
is less easy to parallel. perhaps bt.>cause of its broken state and
extensive wear, since o therwise there is similarity with the bone
gouge. chisel, or awl type of implement, often m\'lde from split
metapodials, known from several Cotswold·Sevem tombs (Ciif·
ford 1950, 30; Piggott 1954, 146) and from non·funerary sites (Smith
1965, 12~9) . Piggon's suggestion (1962, 49-52), on the basis of the
West Kennet data, that bone artefacts S-uch as those described here
may be secondary deposits in Cotswold·Scvern tombs, relating to
later Neolithic activity, can be discounted in the case of Hazleton,
where the evidence shows bone beads and points to be a fea ture
of the early third millennium uncal be artefactual repertoire.
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STONE. BONE. AND FIRED CLAY

Fired clay
Apart lrom small fragments from super(,o,al or ca1m decay
contexts, the only piec:tS of fired clay n.'t'Overt'd were a small
(12mm) pi~ from a cairn construction conltlCI (261) and four
pit..oces fron1 the pre-<~lim surface, thn.oe of them from the area of
the middcn. Of these stratified pieces, only one (Fig 178: 179-19)
from the mlddcn can be characterised a.s de~ub. This daub fragmen t
has a Ho1t, smoothed outer face with p.nalld lane01r marks and an
uneven Inner surface Wlth th~ COflGlvt", ~hvt lmprt'S!ion of a
W1thy WJth 1 mimmum diamet~ of 14mm.
D.lub lJin appi~tly raft" find on 8nbSh Elrlyf'Middlt!' Ntolithic
sites.

0

10

30

.......,_ _._.Jmm

Fig 178 Daub frag ment (5<'11/e 2:3)
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12 The human skeletal material
by ju/iet Rogers
Introduction
Over 9000 human bones (and fragments) were
recovered from the Ha:deton North excavation, the
majority in a disarticulated and fragmenta.ry stat~.
Only two articulated skeletons were found, both m
the north entrance, one virrually complete (skeleton
1), the other without its upper half (skeleton 2).
Generally, the condition of the bones was good. /n
sit11 conservation (using PVA) was undertaken m
only two instances: on parts of s keleton 1 and on
some longbones in the outer part of the south
entrance; in both cases, the bones m quesbon were
quite close to the modern field surface. Almost all the
bones, apart from those treated with PV.A, were
washed using tapwater. No post-excavahon con·
servation of the bones was undertaken, other than
limited rejoining of broken bones (using 'HMG' or
'UHU' glue).
The size of the pieces of bone recovered by hand
excavation ranged from complete skulls and femora
to small slivers and crumbs. Breakage was common.
After all the bones which could be planned had been
removed, the residue from the bunal areas was
passed through sieves, resulting in a mass of tiny
fragments, crumbs, and bone dust, which was largely
unidentifiable.
Apart from the fragmentation, the surfaces of some
bones were abraded by contact with the su.rrounding
soil and stones, and certain bones earned tooth·
marks. The latter were observed in particular on ten
bones from the north burial area and five from the
south (Table 49). These tooth-ma rks were assessed,
on the basis of their 'freshness', to determine
whether they were ancient or modern. Nine of the
tooth-marks were apparently fresh - definitely so in
the case of a fibula from the north chamber on which
the gnawing truncated calcareous concretion, presumably the result of animal gnawing during 1981- 2
when the bones were acct'SS1ble. Six of the tooth·

marks appeared to be anaent, including those on a
fibula and a ramus from the north chamber with
calcareous concretion overlapping the marks.
Although an exhaustive check for ancient gnawing
was not undertaken, there was a general impression
that this was not a frequent occurrence.
The aim of the skeletal examination was first to
identify each of the bones recovered, although for the
smaller fragments and crumbs this was either
impossible or too time-consuming to undertake.
Hav;ng identified the bones wherever posstble, 1t was
then attempted to rejoin fragments and reconstruct
complete bones, to match ~nes into pairs~ and. to
identify articulating bones, m the hope of ISOiabng
individual skeletons. Needless to say, complete
skeletons or even complete parts of the skeleton ~re
normally capable of yielding much more mformahon
than masses of disarticulated bones. No hst of the
numbers of each bone type is given, as this would be
more confusing than useful in view of the number of
fragments (for example, some 592 separately·num·
bered finds were identified as 'skull', but these
ranged from complete skulls to tiny fragments). Once
the bones were identified, they could be used to
assess the number of individuals represented, the
likely age, sex, and stature~ ~~d the prese~ce or
absence of diseases. The fCJOmmg and pamng of
bones, and the recognition of.articulations,. provided
information of use in analys•ng the d1stnbuhon of
burials within the chambered areas (see Chapter 6).

Identification
Eoch boM or lugn>enl ~ S"""'ally ' - " •WgMd a unique find
numbe-r nonnllly written on tht bone atseU, and each ptece w•.s
u.swlly 'blgg«< separately •nd boxed an numericaJ Sf!qUC~,
subc:h\1\ded only accordang to on.tpn from .the north <?'" south
chambered areas. (The main eAreptiORJ to th1s sequence mvolvt'd
the two skeletons from the nOI'Ih entrance. which had been
II.SSigned a single find numbtr each, 01nd much. of the fra:&mentary
slcv<'d material, which was grouped together 1n bags with only a

single find number.) lniti<~ lly, each Item of bone was kept sep>lrate,
0nd notes were made about the type of bone, ~he part of the bon.e
if 4 fragment, the side of the bOdy from which 1t came, and, tf
pos.s1bte, about age and sex and about pathology or othtr
d~tanguishing marks. These notes ~re passed to the archl ..·e
....s,.nt (E HaD). who romptled f<1>o1r.lle atologues for the north
~nd south ctw.mbert'd ut"a.s~ IJ$bng tM hurNn ~ kl~hfteaiKK'S

Table 49 Human bones with animal tooth-marks
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m find nu.mbtr .IC"qut'ft('e, and catalogun bstmg ~«ttd hWNn
bones by ty~. subdtWfed according to prmen.~ from the north
entnnc:e. north C'hamber. south entrance, south ~~sage-. or south
dtamber. Atthts stag~. it was only feasible' to <'OOJO in fragments
with consc<ut•ve or close find numbers.
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identifit.'<l (and the lOll! I of95 includes many conjoined pie«-s), but
this may ~ h1 p3rt because these were readily dis tinguishable,
however s ml'lll the fragments. The crani;~l fragment~ did include
piec:es from 4 child's skull, but the fragment:§ were too small to
comment on the individuals repll.'Se'nted, apart from the f01ct that
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Number of individuals
Estimates of the minimum numbers of individuaiJ were calculated
for the J\Orth #nd south chambered areas (Tables 51..2). Diagnostic
bones, or bones that survived well and were e.aslly identifiable,
"-'Cte used In the t"Stimates. Thus, for example, the di.stal humerus
was selected in pre(ereo« to the prOximal humerus, because it
survived mtKt more often and because, eve-n when damaged, the
left and nght sKitS y.·~ IHs euily confused In all, 15 bones orparts ol bo4w1 WM'f' M'~ for d~p.os•t TM numbtn of e-~h
bone wue tt'COtdifd. whdhu it ""-as • ~ft or 1 rig.hl SKie, •nd
whtthtt from an adull or a dilld. In tM c.ue ol IM north
cNmbrred are.t. the bones from the a.r'IX'Ullted s:ke-~ons w~
i.ndudC!d W'lth the ochers. Before arriving at mLn1mu.m tototls,
consid~ratlOf\ was also given to other bones, 1n pAr\1(\Jlar to the
children's teeth and longbones (S« btlow and Tat>les SJ,-4), to see
if recogni.s.,bly different sl.zcs and stages ol development, and thus
ages, were involvt'd. For the north chambered area, the totals,
including the two ske lelons. were 7 adults and 18 children. and
for the south chambered area 14 adults and ?I I chl.ldren. The burnt
cranial fragment~ from the north entrance a l.so ind1cate the partial
presen~of at &ta1t one other adult. Theover~t~U m~nimum numbers
estt.mates a~ therefore 22 aduJt:s and 19 ch1ldren 1 tot1l o £ 41
ind.ivklu.ls.

The reconstruction of individual
skeletons
The extent to which reconstruction can be undertaken with
accuracy i.! restricted if the bones are (r"gmcntary. U they lack
many spcdal Identifying features (such as unfu.scd epiphyses or
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During prelamn'l.!lry examination over 200 fr-.1gments of burnt bone
were noted (Table 50. '" Figs 120 and 136). ~bny of lhese h.ld
btcn ~ by steVtng and were, th~rdo~. Vfty small,
wudenbfil~ fn,g~ts They ranged from whttf (c;doned) o r
block. lhrou&h 5J<Y"h•blu• (Ill< maJOnly). to sl15hlly (Nned. The
burnt boMs Wt'T't mMtJy .wJuh, from OM' or~ tndl\'iduals. but
~ ml.ant bones we~ identifia~ . OM of thr vrrtebra
fragments, 1hn:.ooe o( the rib fragments, tht two ulna(' (a pour). and
two of the umdenttfied tongbone fragments wtre from a child.
Cranlal fragments far outnumbered the other varit>ties of bone
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patbcul\1r p<llhotogical changes), or if there are more than a few
lndlvldu.,ls represented. For the Hazleton collection. this exercise
was taddtod in three st~g:es: individual bones were repaired
whenever possible or practical (eg not attempted for ribs); bones
were p01ired when possible; and a.JSembbgcs of tentatively
articubting or a550dated bones wtre Isolated. The lil'$t stage is
accurate - ~!t:'rftct joins wtre atttpttd -but tM other stages
are ~
matic. Pairing can bt unequlvoa.l wath bones
wluch I«' aboolultly romp.... and "'&"Lu, as Cln be 1ht refitting
of ad~t bones Wlth p1'«ise arbculibOnS,
as l;tttebtae~
pelvt5/s.aum, or talustc:akaneum, when 1he bones are un~
dam.lli<d. Olher group;ngs muSI be rosorded as mudl mort
tentahvt. 1t wu usually not possible to reusemblt anything
approaching 1 full skeleton~ and the sheer number of jumbled
bones from the south chambered area frustrated such attempts,
which were more successful with the sm11ller, 11nd spatially~
subdivided, assemblaACS from the north cnl.rance and chamber.
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Ske leton I

Skeleton 2

/

OxA-643/
4;;00t1ZO BP •
OxA-~)2

48l0170 BP

Fig 179 Skeletons 1 and 2, bone-presence diagrams

The terminology devised by the excavator has been followed here,
whereby the two articulated burials from the north entran~ were
designated skeletons 1 and 2. while potential skeletons isolated
during post-excavation were labelled individual A, 8, etc. The
bones com prising skeletons 1 a nd 2 and the other individuals are
itemised in Appendix 10.

North entrance
Starting from a situation where one virtually-complete skeleton
(skel l) and one partially-complete skeleton (skel2) were recovered
during excavation, the post~xcavation analysis was able to resolve
problems of attribution of minor bones (especially hand and foot
bones) incorrectly assigned to skel 1 in the field, to assign furthe r
bones to skel 2., and to identity and partially reconstruct a further
skeleton (individual A), leaving a coUection of infant bones, some,
if not the majority, of which belonged to a six-month-old child
(individual 8: Fig 136).
Most of the component bones of the extended burial (skel l)
were present (Fig 179), but many of them were fragmented which
restricted the measurements that could be obtained. The skeleton

was probably male, aged between 3()....45 yearS. The spine exhibited
signs of extensive posterior joint osteoarthritis and some similar
changes in the h ip joints. There were, in addition, two healed
fractures, one at the distal left fibula and one at the proximaJ end
of the shaft of the second met01tarsal.
The crouched burial (skel2) was found with only the lower half
of the skeleton articulated, but further bones from among those
found loose in the entr-ance could be assigned to it (Fig 179), some
with confidence, others, like the skull, only very tentatively from
the anatomical evidence alone. This skeleton was aduJt, but the
sex was strictly speaking indeterminate, though the pt?lvic
morphology suggested that it was probably male. The only
evidences of disease were the changes indicative of osteoarthritis
found in the left hip, in the joint at the base of the rig.ht thumb,
and in the posterior vertebral joints.
The third adult skeleton in the north entrance (ind ividual A) was
an adult male (Fig 180). The bones were large an d the areas of
muscle attachment distinguished by the amount of new bone
formation present. There was also new bone between the proximal
ends of the 2nd and 3rd metatarSals of the left foot and in the
spine. Only a relatively few vertebrae could be assigned to this
skeleton, but the lu mbar and sacral areas, although fragmen ted,
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Individual C
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Individual A

Fig 180 l11dividuals A a11d C, bo11e-prese11ce diagrams

showed fusion of th~ lst and 2nd lumbar and of the 3rd and 4th
lumbar "'ertebrae. These lumbar vertebrae have large and
prominent, but smooth, syndesmophytes (Fig 189). In addition, a
pair of thoracic vertebrae likely to belong to this skeleton have
areas of new bone on the right side of the vtrtcbn~l bodies. All
these changes taken together suggest that this indjvidual suffered
from DISH (Rogers 1982. S« bflqw),

North chamber
At least two groupings of bones could be suggested from
post-excavation analysis. One of these (indiv-idual C; Fig 180) was
an assemblage of post-cranial bones, all of which had epiphyses
either just completed or in the process of uniting, pladng the age
at about 19-22 yearS. The sex of individual C was probably female.
The second grouping (individual F) was a very tentative
assemblage of bones, comprising attas, axis and CV3 fused,
cervical vertebrae, clavicles, and hand and footbones,linked solely
on the evidence of their relative size, texture (very smooth), and
colour (greenlgrey). Refitting within these sub-gro ups was fairly
certain~ however, and the feet were a definite pair.

South chambered area
lt proved possible to reassemble a few small groups of adjacentlylocated bones, for example a group comprising a right and left
ilium (8498, 9473), sacrum (8733), and 5th lumba' vertebra (10690)
from the south chamber, but only two groupings were large
enoug.h to warrant the suggestion of separate skeletons. The first
(individual 0 ), an adult, possibly male, comprised pairs of humeri,
radii, ulnae, davides and, more tentativelr· femora, and an
innom.iJute and sacrum, from the junction o the south entrance
and passage. The unifying feature of these bones was their slightly
elongated form and their gracile character.
The second grouping (individual E; Fig 181) was a coll~on of
juvenile bones, consisting of a skull, a mandibl~. palrs of ma and
tibiae, and a left femur with both epiphysH surviving. found
scattered across the area from the north end of the entrance
through to the south chamber (Fig 130). There is no precise
matching within this group. other than the skull with its mandible
and the pairs of ilia and tibiae. However, the age of the skull and
mandible on the basis of the dentition, 12-15 years, is compatible
with the age from the diaphyseal lengths of the post-cranial
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Fig 181 BontS assigned to indivtd11al f.
rNt•nol ol 9-11 years. Tlus wu the only SI""P o1 bones of tlu$
age from tht lOUth chambered ~rt'•

Age
Age is normally estimated using various criteria involving the
whole skeleton and, provided that epiphyseal union is incomplete.
suc-h estimates are relatively acrurate. On« a bone has reached its
adult fonn, 111nd especially if the skeletal remains are disarticulated,
it i.s much more difficult and, mo~ importantly, more ina«ur.He
to assign a precise age. other than simply 'adult'.

SuiHid1dts and children
In chddhood. the dental status LS the most a«u.rate ~hod for
•Sf1ng an individUAl skeleton (Lew1.J and Cam 1960). By observing
the JtJ,te of development of the teeth and the p~;ttem of eruption,
an age range can be assigned to an Individual. The skeletal age
may not necessarily br the s.ame u the dental age (Hillson 1986),
but, for children over the age of ,.bout 12. the degree of epiphyseal
!usk>n allows skeletaJ age to be estimated. Like tooth development,
fusion of the various epiphyses also progmses in a.n orderly way.
There is. how~·er, quite a. wide r4n.gt of ages at which particu.lar
tpiphysn may unite, even in the ,_,me population. and this is
deptnd.~t on sud\ vuiables as the Stx of the lndividu.al, nutritaon..
and d.,.... (Stewart 1979). Thus. """' ""'Y bo quit• a latge
..._.,t of error in the skdeUJ
ISSigntd to a particular
ondJ\w.W from a Neolithlc pop<alobOn.
Btf... the •s• at whkh epoph)'l""l fusMOn commences, the only
usi.ly-.avai.IAbJe method or estim.~tmg skeletal .11ge is from the
length ol the diaphyses ol the long bones (Stewart 1979). This is
much less prKise than epiphyseal (usion and is also subjed to the
v0riablcs mentioned above. This was the only method available £or
the majority of the pre.adult bones (rom tlaz.leton. however. and
U did allow certain groups of thild bones to be grouped togcthC!r

•s•

aJ bdongmg .11pproxitnately to the wnw age range. Only one
1ndt\--.dWII wu in the stage ol tpphy5e"al fusion and that wu
proctically compt.t.. Ther<' wu • do~poncy botween the dental
ages eshmakd and tM ag~ ~tim.1ted by the da.aphyseal length: a
problem dis<ussed by Sundldc (1979). The bones produ~
younger ages than the dental development and eruption by a
f~tctor of one to three years.
In the north chambered area, 8 thildren were represented, not
alwt'lys by all elements. ranging in age from about 6 months to a
3-4~year-old, while the ll children from the south chambered area
eJthibited a much wider age range. Tables 53-4 show the numbers
ol chlldren found in each age group from teeth and bone ieng:th.
In ~d1hon to the bones lasttd.. there we~ two separate foeul
boon lound on the north cham""" ports of • frontal bone (8761)
•nd tM petrOuS port o/ a tempont bone (8765) ol a 4-$-.,.,.,th
foetus, ind one smaU fr.tgnmt (21054) from the 50Uth cham~r
whiCh could have been port ol • lo<taJ sploen<Od bone (it os only
t2mm iong ind the tdt:nhfkabOn tJ Unc.'C'rtatn) of i Si.U md.c.ahve
of a 6-7·month foetus (Fuekls and KO$II 1978).

Adults
A number of criteria involving teeth and other postcranial elements
an be used to age an adult skeleton once epiphyseal fuslon has
been comp~ted. Throughout the lalt of a tooth, a degree of wear
occurs. and the rate o£ attnt&On is su~«t to wide variabthty

Table .SS

A&t usa.sm.e-nt o( adults from tooth .1ttrition
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J«<rchng to andavtdual bmanou.r (~ tooth gnndm&). diet,
culturt. ~nd toolh morphology. whld\ tn.l) ~ moc.ilfied by
disease. AttritiOn a:s progressiw. although tht- r.u.: nwy not btconstant (thllson 1986). Miles (1963) and Brothwell (1981) h.ave
a.ssessed srou~ ol molar tt.-eth of different period! from various
arc'haoologic.ll sites in Britain and have produc'-.'Cl charts showing
degrees of attrition calibrated to an age r3ngc. Urothwell's Chl)rt
has be<-n used here to assess the dental ages (T41ble 55).
Another method of ageing the adull skeleton Is to use the
morphology or the pubk symphysls. The fll<<' ot this element
ch4nges w11h age 1n a prog~sivc fashion, which has been
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docume1\led and calibratc._-d by Todd (1920) and McKern and
S1ewart (1957) for males and by Gilbert and McKem (1973) for
ferrules. Thtir mteria were u.sed here to age the few compJete
51mphy~ t:ul'\'w•ns (Table 56).
~ nhrNbOn ol lgt from the t'Yid~ of suture dosurr is now
r<&'rd<d •• • S"'frally urudioblt method (C...O.~ 19119) and has
not bftn ltttmpttd for tJowo Hnleton bonts T'ht only su.turr which
don unite Wlth any dtg.J"te ol constancy is th.lt of the baSI·
spht"n01d synchondrosis. which unites; at about 17- 19 yc•rS of age.
but no skull m thiS age range was found
One indicator of the attainment of SQme dt."grcc of skeletal
maturity i.s the process o f ossifteation of certain cartilagenous
elements o( the skeleton, for example, the cosflll or the thyroid
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art1lagt."t ~ny fra.gmtnts of ossified art1L1F from v•nous parts
ol the body ""~ found fTOm both cNmbtr«t <lrt'Ol.S, so tlwlt,
although thiS IS not a feature which O«\U'I at a coru.tant stage in
hum..ns, th~ fragments do demonstrate the prnence of older
ind1vkluals (Fig 182). Eighteen various fr;agmC'nts, lncluding an
ossified first costal cartilage from skeleton l and a probable
C'Jidfied blood vt.osscl, were identified from the north chambered
area and 22 mixed fragments o f ossified mnterlal from the south
chambered area.

Sex
Th<- •bobty 10 Hlenhly the sex ola skokoton dtptnds on lhe degree
of Sf'XUII1 dunorptusm of thfo \"aflOU.J slttoetal pirts. o( whic:h the
pel\15 nomt.1Uy exhabtts most va.natlOn. Se-% i:s aSSigned using
eather tM morphology o( the- bone or in some cases measurements.
In both KXe-:5, the range of variation found both for morphology
and measut(!m('nt will overlap, so thllt it Is helpful to have a large

Table 57 Stx dab from pdvic morpholo&Y

,....,
1("2'1
l

T.able 58 ~_x d.ttl from skull morphology

,,....

Notd! rnlr.t!Kt'
North cfl<~rnbt>r
Sol11h dumbtm.t •~

-

'

('))

I

•
'

zC73)
7

Fig 182 Fragments from tire nortlr eutrance ofossified thyroid cnrtilage (left: 6655, 66581 and a lryoid bone fragmmt (right:
5072) (plroto: I Rogers)
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series of complete ske letons, if the identifications: are to be made
with confidence. lt is impossible to sex children, even with
complete skeletons (Stewart 1979).
Four bones were used for sex asst"Ssment: the pelvis, the skull,
and the pro:Umal art:icull'r surfnces o f the humerus and femur. For
the first two, morphological observations were made, and for the
latter two, measurements were taken. In the pelvis (Table 57), the

shape of the sciatic notch, the sub-pubic angle, the presence of a
prc...auricul.ar sulcus, and the Si7.e of the acet.abulum were the
critt'ria used (Brothwell 1981, 62). The pre·aurirular sulcus is not
an exclus-ively·female feature, but it generally differs in degree
frOm the male, ~ing deeper and more obvious in the female. The
male skull and mandible are usually more robust and have larger
and more pronounced musd~ insertions than the female, so that
the siu and shape of the glabella, the suprao rbital margins, the
mastoid processes, th~ occipital protruberance. and the mandibuJar ramus and chin were recorded (Table 58).
On the femora and humeri, the maximum diameters of the
heads were measured (f<'lbles 59-60). Use of these measurements
depends upon the fact that the articular surfaces are relatively
greater in area in the male than in the female (Stewart 1979).
S tewart Galculated that for the femur a maximum head diameter
of below 44mm indicated a female, of above 46mm a male, with
an indeterminate overlap area between 44-6mm. For the humerus.
the comparable figures are below 43mm for a female, above 4Smm
male, with an overlap at 43-Smm. Jt should be remembered,
however, that these calculations were obtained from a modern
American sample. The data demonstrate that the skeletal parts of
individuals of both sexes were present in both chambered areas.
On a simple count, the representation of males exceeds females,
but since so many of the relevant bones wt're too fragmented for
use in sex assessment, the S<."xed proportion of the total
individuals/bones is too small to be a certain guide to the ov~rall
situation.
Table 59 Stx determination from fe mora measureme nts
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Table 60 Sex determination from humeri measurements
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Table 61 Cranial indicts
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P/atymeria
The o ther index calculated for these bones is the meric index
designed to demonstrate differences in shape of the femoral shaft
below the lesser trochanter (Brothwell 1981, 88). The index has a
main division: platymeria below 84.9 and eurymeria between 85
and 99.9. Eleven femora from the south chambered are"~ including
four probable pDirs. and nine femora from the north area,
including four pairs, could be used (Tables 62-3). Only one
example of eurymeria <XCurred, on a ri.ght femur from the south
chamber. Platymeria is the commonest form found in all British
material. so these hndings are not unusual.

Table 62
ffflf¥r
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Meric index: north chambered area
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Table 63

For the purpose of this examination~ measurements were needed
for the estimation of stnturc (max l('ngths of Jongbones),
assessment of age of non·adult postcranial bones (max lengths of
diaphyses of longbones), and the sexing of femora and humeri
(max diameters of the heads of these bones). In addition, certain
cranial and postcranial measurements were used in indices for
comparative purposes.

'""'

Only three of the skulls, all from the south chambered area,
yielded the meMurcmcnts necessary for the cranial index
(Brothwell 1981, 87) to be calculated (Table 61). The other skulls
either were too (ragmentolty or h;~d become too warped by
post-mortem deformation (or suUiciezHiy accurote measurements.
The latter was also true o( all the skulls which could be
reassembled from fragments. A cranial index o£ less than 75.00 is
dolichocephalic: this is the case (or aU three o( the HazJetoz\ skulls,
which is consistent with other British Neolithk skull groups
(Brolhwe ll 1973, 286).
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Stature can be estimated by measuring the lcmgbories and using
the resultant maximum lengths in the regression equations
formulated by Trotter and C leser (1952; 1958). Bone measurements
with the least 'standard error' have been used where possible
(Brothwell 1981, 102). Stature estimation wa.s only attempted,
however, for the individuals recovered a.s articulated skeletons or
reconstructed from associated groups of bones (Table 64). The
estimat~ obtained are not unusual for any other British population
irrespective of period.
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Non-metrical observations
TM prestn« or •bsence of ttrtain non•mtt.nal v.lNhiH were
obsw.'«< f0< IM <nnul (84!")' and 84!")' 1961} 1nd IM posl<rlnial
skeleton (Finntgan 1978). The foliowing ~rilgtilphs hJt t~ tTaits
for which suf(ident, weU·preserved bone~ )Urvived (or obser·
vations to be made.

Cranial morphological traits
Metopism
1'hiJ lnol w .. dlSplaytd by only on<' skull OUI ol 5IJ< OQII\Intd from
!M no"ll mambo>~...,. and by none oloM skulls from IM sou oh
.sidto; OM fTOf'IW bc:lne- fragment from ttw! north s.lde .tppe.ared to
be metoptc. but. due to its small siu and poor prMerv.abon. thts
was not «rt~in

Supraorbital !oramen
From Ihe norlh clumbered area, five skulls were examined for lhis
t-rait and thrt.'C had bilateral notches, one had ll for~men on each
side, and ont Md a notch on one side and a fora men on the other.
From the south s•de, 12 skults were examined. of which 8 had
notchtS, t Nd a foramen, and 1 ~ both, an 2 JUnnate skulls,
neit.htr fonn wu apparent.

Wormion bones or suturill ossicles
From the north chambered area, the sutures ol seven skulls were
examined: one had a bregmatic ossicle, one h11d os.sicles in the
coronal suture, one had an osside at the lambda. and one had
osslcles In the l11mbdoid suture and the sagittal suture. None had
ocdpito tcmporol wonnlan. From the south chambered area, 12
skulls were C)(llmined for wormian bonet: I h1Jd a wormian at the
bregma, 4 Md ossides in the coronal suture, 4 had otsJcles in the
sagittal sutu~. 2 had an ossicle at the lambda. while 6 had ossicle$
in the llmbdokl suture. None had any OCOpttO tempom wormians
appart-nt. No other wormian bones w~ obstn-·ed at any other
pomt on any othe-r sku.IJ5 from the d\lmbertd are•s.

Porietol !oromen
Out of six skulls from the north chambered area, two had ~rietal
foramJna prtscnt, while 6out of 12 from the south had thJs feature.

Pterion form
Only two &kulls, one from the 50Uth pa$5.1gt and one f'rom the
north chamber (juvenile), coukl be ex.. minf'd for th1! feature and
bolh dl•pl•yed •n H-shaped paltem.

Gonia I eversion
from the south cl\ambered area, 16 mandibles were examint!d~ of
wh.ch 10 displayed some degree of eversion. All the mandibles
from the north chambered vea which had 1 sulf.otnl quantity o(
bont sun'IVang for eu.mm.ation displlyed • dtg.rt"t of t"\'fl'Sion,

Post-cranialmorplrological traits
Atlas lateral bridge
No atlas vertebra from the south chambered area, out of 12
examined, had this feature, which was present on only one of five
e)(amined from the north chambered area.

Atlas poslerior bridge
Out o( 13 from IM south chamt.>rtd

•rt•.

3 ollis vmebt-ae llod
thl5 fe.~ture, ~·hde one out of SIX from the north Md at.

From the south chambered area, ten scapulae were examined for
the form of the supra-scapular area: seven had a pronounced notch

and three had a shallow notch. Of 15 scapul11e lrom the north side,

6 hAd Apronounced notch, 7• sh•llow nolch, ond I pair of juvenile
scapulae had no notch at aU. No e)(llmple of os acromla.le was
obsei"Yed from either group of bones.

Sepul aperture of the humerus
From tM south <h.mbtred &rH.; 22 d~sul hume-n w~ ~
for this ftatuft and only 2 left septal ai"C'il5 w~ pos1tive, while
this wu the Q.te on none of the 16 .xamplt"S eumined from the
north side.

Aliens !ossa of the femur
Four o( ten femora from the south chambered a.rea, a.nd 4 of 17
from the north side, exhibited this trait.

Voslus notch of the patell•
Eoghl<fll o( r1 p~tdloe from or.. south cillmbo>~ •reo. and 6 ol
11 from IM north sido, llod vulus nol<!los p«Wnl (Fogs 1&1 and
233).

Tibial squatting facets

Mostoid foramen

Eleven of 18 dish'll tibiae from the south chambered area, and four
of tix from the north, had this featur~.

Out of 6ve 5kulls from the north chambered arta, two had mastoid
fo.ominl p~nl, whole 6 ou1 oil I skulls from IM soulh illd this.

DiSCIISSiOII

Torus

obsftvtd. both ln tho skull and in ~ pool-cr&nW »:doton, but.
•s Broollwoll (1961, 90) has p<>inled OUI, il is sllll no< cleu how or
whether these traJts are inherited charactmstks. Any attem.pt to

Five skulls from the north chambered area were ~maned for the
pl"e'Se'n« of maxilluy, palatine, and mandabul-u tori. but there
were no lnst01nces o£ these traits. Nor were there any from the
south chambered area, from where eight skull.s were e)(amined for
the maxillary and palatine torus and 17 mandibles for the
mandibular torus.

~ •~

rN.ny other morp"hologMal variab&n tNt can be

calculate the f.-.quencies of the different trAits 1nd to speculate on
their slgnificance in thjs sample is not justified btcause of the very
small numbtrs. Jt ls worth drawi.ng attention, how(.'Vtr, to the very
high prevt'llencc ol the pateiJa vastus notch, present on 66% of
examples from the south chambered area and on 54% of example-s
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from the- north dwn'berN uu. A more common finding is ~
~alfnao ol between 25-JO% (Brolh,.~ll 1981. 97) and an bo
<Omf>'~ with figure$ of 26-4~ •mong d1ffermt groups ol
Amencan Indian$ (Anderson 1968). No other trJit at Haz..leton
show!XI such a high frequency a5 thiJ.

Dentition
Many o£ the teeth had be<ome 8eP"TiHed from their respective

maxillae or mandiblfl and were rt'(O\IC'ff'd as single finds. quite
oft~n u a result oi tM final sieving; process. whkh meant that they
Md no ~ k)otion.. only 11 ~~ to rontat The maxillae
and rNndtb&H were matched to NCh ottwf and to tMtr respecb~·e
skulls wMrt posst.ble. but. for reasons ol tune. no 11ttempt w.s
mtde- to reassigrt loose teelh to tod.ets. although this would
problbly be feasible for a high proportion of uses.
The loose teeth were identif~ and counted, and the stage of
development of the d eciduous teeth wa1.s recorded. A note was also
made of the presence or absence of Co\~t. All other observations
o n dentition involved those mandibles and nmxillite which had at
le~.s t some teeth in place or on which a scccion of alveolar margin
could be scen. The stage of attrition and the development and
eruption of both the deciduous and ptrmanent dentitions were
recofded. The numbers of teeth bt antf-"mortem and post·mor1em
(rNny of tM post·mortem ~ we~ pmumably among the
loo&t tetoth) w~ also ~N. Furthtr observations \'lo•tre ~t
on 1~ , ,.,. ol dmlal ~allh. Uldud•ns oh• pn-senoe of ab5cess
CIV'It~ (F.g 183). tht ~ and 111t~ of any caries. the
p - of enamel hypoplaw. and 1~ occurrence ol any
periodontAl diseue. Ante-mortem loss and abscHs caVJties can be
r«''rdfd by eumination a_n d observahon of the tooth sockets. so
the occurrence of these features is expres~ per observable tooth
socket, whereas observations on caries and enJmel hypoplasia are
per observable tooth.

T.tblt-s 65-6 dtsp&ay the , .•f'IOIU_$ c.knul fe-o~tures recorded in the
rN.XII&Mo. T,t;b&es 67~ ~ m the ,.nd•b&H. o~nd Table$ 69--70
thost '" the matched max1J.I.w and m.tndlbles. In general, there
was very b1tle QCX'Urrence of canes, but the~ wu qu1te a h1gh rate
of antt...mortcm loss and absccu cav1tiet, possibly as a result of
allrihon of the teeth. The ante-mortem loss and abscess cavity
preva.le1H.·e increased with age, although there was one child from
the south passage with two abscess C'o3VItit.'S and another from the
nonh ch01mber with one abs«ss c.wity. This latter child also had
enJmel hypoplasia, as did on~ adult from the south chamber.
Enamel hypoplasia is a result of interruptk)n of the laying down
o( en.Jmel during tooth forma.hon and is often consequent todlness
and ltvcrs

Loose teeth
From the south chambered
t~th were recorded.
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comprising 63 antenor and 26 molar. Three ol the molars had
Cltrious cowlties at the «mentlenamel junction - one of the cavities
being a large one. The IS I<.'IOSe dedduous teeth consisted of 14
1mtcrior and I molar. From the north chambered area. a total of at
least 621dentiAable lc.'IOSC teeth were recorded, and, ol these teeth.
48 were permanent~ comprising 32 anterior and 16 molar. One of
the molars had a Large cavity on the ocduwl surlace 11\d one
pos$ibly h.<! a minor degree ol enamel hypoplasia, also ocdusally.
Of tht 14 df'Oduous teeth. 6 "'-ere ante-nor and 8 mo&u.

Evidence of bone disease and other
abnormalities
Abnormnl morphology or )('$ions in bones may ~ r('(()gnised
cnsily on macrosooplc inspection, but assigning a p;~rtkular cause

to such abnormaliti~s and lesions is more difficult. Skel~bl change
may occur as a minor part of a di5ea.se or at a very late stage ofa
disease. Those chan~('$ that do occur are caused either by bone
loss. by bone lormahOn, or by a combination olthe two. his the
ptttcm ol the changes within each ~~~ the dastribution of the
lesions around •ach bono, and the pouem ol all <Nn&.. within
and around tM s.kdeton in each pal1le'ular daJtHt" tNI allow its
1981). 11

and~

t.herdore. its po:5$lb&e d.assil'acation (Rogers d .J

lollows thot. without ,....,.bly complete skeletons,

attempts at d.t.agnosis and classi.fication •~ bound to be unsu~. In
this assemblage. apart from the n-.·o articulated sM&etons and the
eight other groups of bones tentatively aMig.ned to individuals,
virtually all the material was completely disartlC\llated. Among the
latter, however, there were many lesions and abnormalities
observed, and some of these w-iJJ be presented here as evidence of
the presence of ccrtain categorie-s ol dlse•~ in tht Hazleton
populadon. Tenutive diagnoses are made, but the~ is no
calculation ol J>OIW'I"&es ol bofles affected by potti<ular lesions.

Evidence of injury
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All t~ t'Yidtnce tor injury was m tlw lonn ol 1.ndavtdual bones
with heaJed fractures. which w~ rerognt.sable on macroscopic

inspection and c:onfirmed by ndiogrilphy. Rtbs w~re the most
frequent type of bone affected~ two frilgment.t ~lng found from
the south chambered area and three from the north chambered
areai the5c mny well have derived from two sfnale Individuals, but
it wa.s usually impossible to associate rib fr<tgmcnts with their
immediate rilxagc neighbours, let alone to assign them to
separtltc 5keletons.
There Wttt" two wedg~sNped thoracic vertcbr~. one from each
ch.am~. whk:h may ha~re hem distorted by crush fractures. From
the south d\ambered area~ thtre was a left dait~l r.adius fragment
which m.~y h.ave bem tM site ol a fracture, but this was u.ncrrtain
~>ea- or t~ degree or posl·morlem <~.tm.as•· , . onty other
boM from tht south chambered area with any tvidencr of injury
was a left p.~tt'l&., with a line marking the SJtt of a healed fracture
runnmg from a point just lateral to the most di.n al put to midway
along the medial upper margin (Fig 184). There was no resultant
interruption of joint function, as there wu little evidence of joint
diseilse on lh<' articular margin.
Skeleton 1 in the north entran~e had evidence of fracture in two
bones: on the distal p.ut of the lelt fibu la. the site of an old fracture
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was marked by exostoses, and there was another old fracture on
the proximal end of the shaft of the left second metatarsal.

Evidence of infection or other inflammatory
disease
There was only one example of a definite infective prt.X'ess: in a
fragmented femoral head from the south chambered area (Fig 185).
Only the upper part of the shaft just below the trochanter was
present. but was normal in appear.ance. The le-sion had destroyed
the greater trochanter and the base of the neck. leaving a large gap
in whose base was a certain amount of rather disorganised reactive
bone. This demonstrated that the lesion was definitely pathologicnl
and was present ante·mortem. lt was impossible to tell what might
have been the appearance of the head of the femur (ie affected or
not by the adjacent lesion), because this part of the bone was
missing.
Other evidence for the presence of infective or inOammatory
lesions was confined to bones with slight periosteal reactions.
which may have many causes and are very common in skeletal
collections. Periosteal change was found on two rib fragments, tv.•o
fibula shafts, one radial shaft fragment, and one acromial fragment
from a scapula, aJJ from the south chambered area, and on thrt.-e
juvenile rib fragments (possibly from the same individual) and one
djstalleft tibia fragment from the north chambered area. Skeleton
2 in the nonh entrance also had a s)jght degree of perioste<'ll new
bone formation in both distal tibiae.

Evidence ofjoint disease
joint pathok>gy is the most frequently observable change in
skeletal m.at('ri.al (Bourke 1969; Wells 1962). There are many types

of joint disease rorognised dinically, but even in articulated

Fig 185 Head of a femur with an infective lesion (6832,
south passage) (photo: I Rogers)

Fig 184 Pair of patellae with slight wstus notches, the left one (on the right) l1aving a diagonal line marking the site of
a healed fracture (10232 and 10234, scuth chamber) (photo: J Rogers)
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observed in the component bones of the various peripheral joints
from the chambered areas. Some joints may have been re<orded
more than once, bt.~ause both components will have been recorded
unmatched. There were no examples of severe arthritic change to
any of the large peripheral joints. Five glenoid components of the
shoulder showed minor osteoarthritic change, as did one hip, two
knees. 11 acromioclavicular joints (two belonging to skel2 and one
to skel I), <'lnd six stemodavicular joi1\IS, but no elbows and no
wrists were affooed. The most severe osteoarthritis occurred in the
hand, most notably in at least two pairs of thumb bones, one from
each chambered area (Fig 187). This is a pattern of osteoarthriti.s
that is common today (Dieppe et "11985). Also noteworthy in the
hands and feet was the presence of erosive changes in some of the
metacarpals and metatarsals with proliferative new bone.

Evidence of spinal joint disease

Fig 186 Temporo-mandibular joint with osteoartlrritic
change, comprising alteration of tire bony amtour,
pitting of the joint surface, and a marginal osteophyte
(11456, south chamber) (photo: 1 Rogers)
skeletons difficulty is found in diagnosing the different types

(Rogers tt al1985), so the evidence for joint di<ea<e in the HaziNon
bones is presented here on the basis of the different typ<>S of
change found in each joint.

Temporo-mandibular joints
Changes recorded at these joints are threefold: alteration in the
contour of the joint; alteration of the surface by pitting or
eburnation; and the presence of osteophyte around the margin (Fig
186). Both the mandible and the temporal articulation components
of the joint were o~rved where possible, but usually only one
side could be examined because o( the fr-agmented nature of the
material. From the north chambered area, there were two
<-xamplcs with the characteristic changes from the ten joint parts
observed. Although one of these was from a skull and one from a
mandible, they were from hvo different individuals. Six of the
normal joints were from pairs from three separate individuals.
From the south chambered area, 20 components were examined,
of which 13 were normal. 2 of these being from the same
individuO'II, while 1 of the normal a1\d 1 of the abnormal joints
definitely came from the same individual.
The abnonnalities always involved at least a degree of joint
surfu.« alteration, never osteophytic bone alone, and in five out of
nine abnormal ;oints, there were contour changes. lt is not dear
whether these lesions observed at the temporo-mandibular joints
were a res-ult of alteration of mechanical loading in the joint, due
to tooth loss or attrition for example, or whether it was due to
pot.thologkal change and part of more general joint disease in the
rest of the skeleton (Aiexandersen 1967).

Peripheral joint disease
Three main types of change were observed for the peripheral
joints: the presence of osteophytes around the joint margin
without any other change; a combination of alterations to the
contour of the articular surface, pitting andlor ebu,rnation of the
joint, and the presence of marginal osteophytes (changes
characteristic of osteoarthritis and, in the context of this study,
osteoarthritis is used as a descriptive term); and erosive changes,
being lesions which are eroded either into the joint s-urface or the
joint margin with or without proliferative new bone adjacent
(Rogers tt at 1985). Tables 71- 2 display the different changes

Many of the vertebrae recovered were damaged and fragmented,
but, where possible, observations were recorded on the state of
the surfaces of the vertebral bodies, on the vertebral body margins,
and also on the posterior facet joints of the vertebrae. The latter
are synovial joints similar to the peripheral joints d.iscussed in the
previous St.'Ciion, so the same changes were recorded. Figure 188
shows typical changes- in 2 cervical vertebrae, with posterior joint
osteoarthritis, some osteophytic tipping on the body margins, and
some pitting and new bone on the surface of the bodies. These
features arc aJI cons-istent with what is currently termed spinal
spondylosis or degenerative vertebral disc disease. 11 is very
common and increases in incidence and severity with age. Given
the disarticulated St<lte of the HazJeton material, it i.s difficult to
comment in det<'.il on the distribution of the various changes in the
spine, so Table 73 simply displays the numbers of vertebrae that
demonstrate each type of change. Due to the fragmented nature
of the bones, it is impossible to state how many vertebrae did not

show any changes or these typos.
In two instances from the north chambered area and one from
the south, there were ~veral lumbar vertebrae fused together with
large smooth syndcsmorphytes (Fig 189). The groups of bones
from the north chambered area probably belonged to individual A
and comprised a fused set of lumbar and firSt saeral vertebroe. A
further pair of thoracic vertebrae, which may well have derived
from the same skeleton. showed signs of incipient ankylosis on
the right side of the vertebral bodies (Fig 190). If all these sets of

Table 71 Ptriphrral joint than.ges: north chambered area
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Fig 187 Osteoartilritic change i11 tile base of a pair of first metacarpals (9315, 9948: south chamber) (photo: I Rogers)

Table 73 Changes in the joints of the spine
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vertebrae do belong together, then the changes d isplayed may be
consistent with Forcstier"s Disca~ or Diffuse Idiopathic Skeletal
Hyperostosis (DISH; S« Rogecs 1982). The other bones tentatively
associated with this individuaJ have many areas of new bone
formation at sites of ligamcntous attachment, which is also part of
this condition. The sacroiliac joints fr(tm individui'll A wer(' not

Fig 188 Examples from the south chamber of the typical
cha11ges i11 cervical vertebrae due to spa11dylosis
(upper: 8610; lower: 9316) (photo: 1 Rogers)

identified, however, tand they arc esst"ntial for correct classi(jcation
of the various varieties of spinal ankylosis, so the a.se is unproven.
In the other example of lumbar ankylosis from the south
chnmbcred area, the assemblage (individual 0) does include the
pelvic bones. The fused vertebrae involved are LA, 1..5, and SI
fragments and, on the left ilium, a'' area of bone extends from the
sacroiliac joint to the sacrum. This could be another example of an
individual with DISH, or it could be part of a spine with
seronegative spondarthritis (Rogers t't RI 1985). which would be
consistent with the erosive changes seen in the bones of the hands
and feet possibly associated with this skeleton; this remains
speculative, however, in view of the hypothetical nature of the
associations.
Other spinal changes noted include five examples of Schmorl's
nodes from the south chambered area and one from the north and
tarthritic change of the vertebral costal joints in one bone from the
south chambered area and in six from the north.
One final joint change to be noted was a ('if(\lmscribed area of
bone necrosis on the medial condyle of a left femur with no other
changes in the joint (Fig 191). Thi.s is a pattern of lesion seen in
oslt"'Chondritis dissecans. The right fem~.~r. which was paired with
the affected one, ha.s no lesion. Osteochondritis di.ssecans is a
variety of necrosis usually cxcurring in young ndults or ndoleS<'t'nts
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Fig 189 A spinal group shmuing fusion of tire lumbar
vertebrae L.1 a11d L2 (upper: 4117) a11d L3 a11d L4
(lower: 4125), from tire 110rtlr e11trance (i11dividual A)
(photo: I Rogers)
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Fig 190 Two thoracic vertebrae, possibly showi11g an early
stage of Forestiers Disease (4309 and 4356, north
entrance, individual A) (photo: I Rogers)

and is more common in males than in females (Ortner and
Put.schar 1985).

Evidence of other disease or abnormality
Osteoporosis

Fig 191 Osteochondritis dissecans in a distal femur
(7835, south entra11ce)

Many vertebrae and several other typeS of bone seemed to be of
a lighter texture with a thinner cortex and a coarser trabecular
pattern than the majority of bones found in the same areas (Fig
192). A test was carried out to see whether there was loss of bone
mineral content from two lumbar vertebrae of 'abnormal' texture
and two with 'normal' Jexture by Or T Woolf of the Royal Hospital
for Rheumatic Diseases in Bath. The bone mineral content was
assessed in a dual photon absorption meter a.nd the results
expressed as total bone mineral content (BMC) and OOne miner-al
content per unit length (LIN). There was a distinct diflerence in
both measurements between the 'normal' and 'affected' vertebrae
(Table 74). Osteoporosis i.s common today in older people,
especially post-menopausal women, but it can occur as a result of
many other conditions (Ortner and Putschar 1985). It is most Likely
in this collection, ""rithout other evidence to the contrary, to have
been due to age.
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Table 74 Bone mineral content o£ normal and affected lumbar
vertebrae
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Orbital osteoporosis or cribra orbitalia
This condition takes the fonn of pitting in the bone of the roof of
the orbit (Fig 193). Some authorities consider this to be a result of
iron deficiency anaemia, but most consider the connection
unproven (Ortner and Putschar 1985). In the illustrated skull of a
6-9·year-old from the south chamber (Fig 193), a similar pitting,
thou,gh less marked, was present in the ethmoid bones, around
the auditory meat us. and on the sphenoid bone; this was the most
severely affected skull from the site. From the south cham~rcd
area, 3 of the 14 skulls examined for this trait were positive,
induding the skull discussed above. Of ten skulls from the north
chambered area, three had this trait. Two skulls, 01te from each of
the chambered areas, only had a slight tr,1ce of pitting.

Femoral cyst
One left femur from the north chamber displayed a circt.Jmscribed
opening at the base of the neck (Fig 194). 1t was oval in shape with
rounded ends that were slightly brooder s-uperiority. The margins
were also rounded. ln X·ray, a translucent area (which was not
caused by post-mortem damage) could be seen extending
throughout the whole area of the ned: a.nd the greater trochanter.
This was considered to be a definite example of a bone cyst (Ortner
and Putschar 1985): a lesion occurring most often in adolescents
and young adu.lts. The loc-ation in this example is typical, since this
is one of the most frequent sites of the condition to occur.

Fig 192 Two vertebrae: the upper one is osteoporotic, the
lotver one ;s a normal example for compnrison,
showing the difference in texturt (upper: 8531, south
chamber; lower: 4657, sorllh entrance) (photo: I
Rogers)

Congenital vertebral abnormalities
These are common and two exampi('S of fused second and third
cervical vertebrae were noted, one from each chambered area.
There were also two exam_ples of S;il.Cra with sacralized and fused
fifth lumbar vertebrae, both from the south chambered area.

Fig 193 Cribria orbitalia in a child's skull (12527, south chamber) (photo: I Rogers)
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Fig 194 Tire operrirrg of a femoral cyst (5874, rrorth chamber) (photo: J Rogers)

Human bones from contexts other
than the chambered areas
The sub-cairn soil
Three separl!tC ocxurrenC<"S of skull frngmcnts, of which two from
below unit W were otherwise unidentifiable, while the third fragments of occipital bone (for location, S« Figs 20 and 195) - was
used to obtain a radiocarbon dt1te (Ox:A-646: Table 95). Otherwise,

only two teeth were present: a premolar from beneath unit Sand
a molar exhibiting occlusal caries from beneath unit N .

The cairn
Bone$ from caim contexts rompri.sed tl child's vertebra fragment
and a spicule of unidentified longbone from the axial element (444)
below unit U, a left distal phalanx from the axial element (461)
be1\eath unil JfH, and three fnl.gments of adult ribs from revetment
375 and adjacent rubble infill 378 in unit 0 . Otherwise, the only
cairn bones were those from units K and L, which are assumed to
hav<- originated from inside the chambered areas and have been
treated on that basis for the purposes of this report.

The south quarry
Atlea.sttwo separate iz\dividuals were involved in the very partial
remains obtained from two distinct areas of the south quarry.
Context 45 produced a single humerus midshah, while context328
produced fragmentary parts of a left humerus and another
humerus, at least one tibia, a right radius, an ulna, an ilium, and
a possible cranial fragment. lt was not even possible to be sure that
the two humeri from 328 formed a pair, be<ause of their
fragmentary state, although they did not match the humerus from
context 45.

Lead analysis
Analysis of lead concentr.ations was undertaken for a number of
rib samples from the north entrt'.nce. From context 267, 11 bones
were used: I from each of the two articulated skeletons and 9 other
rib frag.meJ\tS of adult size. The amount of lead in the bones of this
sample of a pre·metalworking population was found to be
.signi(icantly less than in a modem population (for further details,
see R.ogers and Waldron 1985).

Discussion
Any addition to the amount of Neolithic skeletal
material available for study is noteworthy in view of

the relative paucity of well-documented remains from
this period. Neolithic human bones, because of this
relative scarcity, are generally subjected to a closer
scrutiny than later groups of a similar size and
condition would warrant, especially if in a disarticulated sta,te. The small number of reconstructable
skeletons available from each Neolithic site and the
potential date range of centuries or longer usually
involved for the skeletons in each sample severely
constrain the nature and quality of information that
can, or s hould, be gleaned from such remains.
When Brothwell (1973) completed his survey of the
biology of the British Neolithic skeleton, some 412
individuals were represented by the skeletal remains
from Cotswold-Severn chambered tombs. Brothwell
did not re-examine all the material, so his survey was
based on very mixed data, extracted from excavations
and reports of varying date, detail, and accuracy,
involving small numbers of individual skeletons from
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each site. Nevertheless, at a general level it can be
stated that the Hazleton evidence compares quite
closely with Broth well's, for example in terms of the
total number of individuals from other tomb sites, in

the range of ages present, and in the presence of both
males and females. The apparent preponderance of
males over females at Hazleton is similar to that of
the whole Neolithic sample used by BrothweU, but
clissimilar to that from some other Cotswold-Severn
tombs, for example at West Kennel, where the ratio
between male and female was apparently more even.
The metrical data available from the Hazleton
remains are sparse and not necessarily representative
of the whole assemblage, but the dolichocephalic
cranial indices match the Neolithic norm, and the
stature estimates compare well with available averages. Metopism occurred in 5.5% of the skulls (ie
only 1 out of 18 examined) which is similar to the
average figure of 7.5% quoted by Brothwell, and the
presence of lambdoid ossicles in 52% of skulls
compares with the 48% quoted for this feature by
Brothwell, while, by contrast, the number of skulls
with sagittal ossicles, 26%, was far more than the
9.6% found by Brothwell's survey. These findings are
not unusual for British bone assemblages from all
periods, but the Hazleton samples, and those from
Neolithic England as a whole, are too small for proper
comparisons to be made.
The classification of disease in skeletal material has
been notoriously subjective (cf Rogers et a/ 1987), so
the comparable data for the evidence of disease in
Neolithic populations is even more unreliable than
most other categories of evidence. Even with the high
prevalence of arthritis noted in this report and the
occurrences summarised for previous sites by Brothwell (1973), there is great difficulty in producing any
meaningful statistical studies because of the disarticulated nature of the bone collections. However,

it is perhaps possible to say that, compared with
other Neolithic samples, there appear to be more
instances of temporo-mandibular joint disease and
less evidence for osteoarthritis of the hips at
Hazleton. This may be due, however, to the fact that
different varieties of arthritis were not differentiated
in earlier reports.
Two other findings from the study of the Hazleton
joints are worthy of note. First, there are no reports
of erosive joint disease in any other Neolithic
population, but this does not necessarily mean that
Hazleton is unique. Earlier studies did not recover,
or did not examine in enough detail, the joints of the
small bones of the hands and feet in order to
recognise these changes. Second, the case of osteochondritis dissecans on the condyle of a femur from
the south chambered area can be matched by only
one other Neolithic case reported from Denmark
(Bennike 1985).
Evidence of fractures and inflammatory changes
are said by Brothwell (1973) to be rare in the
Neolithic, but, with 14 separate bones or fragments
with evidence of healed fractures and a further 14
separate bones and fragments with possible evidence
of inflammatory changes, the Hazleton skeletons do
not appear to differ much from later populations.
Two of the fractured bones are from the same
individual (skel 1), and this may be the case with
some of the others.

In aU, the skeletal data from Hazleton cannot be
said to differ in any significant way from those from
previously excavated Neolithic sites in Britain or from
any other British assemblage. The bones from
Hazleton represent a small number of individuals (c
41), probably buried over an extended period (?as
much as 300 years), and they cannot necessarily be
said to be fully representative of a local population,
let alone the Neolithic in general.
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Table 75 Species list of all non·hurn•n vertebrates
identified
Fish

unknown specK'S: Pr

by Bruce Levitan

AmphJbioms
Coz~tmon frog (Rana sp.): P/WIPr

Introduction

Rephi«
Grous Sf\olke (N11trr;c Mtrix): P/WfPr

The animal bones from the Hazleton North exca·
vation were analysed with reference to a pre-arranged, problem-oriented strategy. This report,
therefore, does not follow a traditional layout and
analysis, but concentrates on specific aspects of the
assemblage, under the following phase headings:
pre-cairn activity, cairn construction~ and cairn use.
Reports on animal remains from intrusions into the
cairn, including a major assemblage of small animal
bones from the chambered areas, arc in Appendices

Buds

11-12.

Advice on sampling was sought and acted upon
during excavation, hence the bone assemblage
provides a good indication of what was present,
particularly because on-site sieving was carried out.
That the assemblage benefited from the s ieving
undertaken is evident from the wide range of species
represented (Table 75), especially the many small
anima ls. For convenience, the subsequent tables have
animals listed by their common name only: reference
back to Table 75 will identify the correct species. The
small size of the overall sample is the major drawback
to the following analyses, which limits the drawing
of wider conclusions, for example, about species
exploitation. The possibility of small-sample error
cannot be over-<!mphasised, and for this reason all
conclusions and interpretations should be treated
with caution.
Bones from the quarry floors, the lower quarry fills,
and the upper cairn levels are generally severely
weathered, with surfaces pitted and corrugated as a
result of chemical leaching of bone (though the bone
condition is better than that on many chalkland sites,
where such weathering may be extreme). In contrast,
bones from the sub-aim surface and the basal cairn
arc not greatly weathered, suggesting that in these
contexts chemical weathering was prevented by the
cairn itself.
The term 'sheep' is used here where sheep/goat
would be more correct. However, s ince only one
bone was definitely identified as goat and 15 are
definitely sheep, it would appear that most of the
sheep/goat bones are from sheep.

Pre-cairn activity
The prc-caim deposits included a concentration of
Mesolithic flintwork at the western end of the
excavated area and a major focus of Neolithic activity
in the midden area to the west of the subsequent
chambers. Most of the animal bones listed in Table
76 were concentrated in the midden area. The
majority of these bones, 2497 in number (89% of the
total), arc not identifiable to species and are classified

G~ S"'*' (AIISn cmn): G

·o.m.siJ< rowt teen.. gill!"'): o
Gre~t

bt (P•rws miJM): P/\"1

w..,n (TroxlodyttS troxlodyttS): PIW
Startang (Shm•us rulgvaris): PAWS

MamnHII.S
•Hedgehog (CrimtctuJ turopatus): PfWISISc/Pr
Common shrew (Soru Mrtmtus): P/W/Pr
Pygmy shrew (Sottx minutus): P/W/Pr

Water-shrew (Ntomyt foditnJ); PJWIPr
Wruskertd bot (Myotos my<hlrinKS): PIW
N•ttem's bot (Myot,. ,.,tt..,m): PIW
Common ptpt>lrdl< (l'lpo$1.-dl.,. 1"1"".-dlld): P.W
Robbot ((),yd...gkS tvn1<11/"'): P(Pr)
"SqWJT<I (d rtd squoml) (Sri.,... d ""!.!""'~ PIW/Pr
Bank·''OI< (Cltth"""""ys glimolus): PIWIPr
FM-Id·vole (Mit'l'lllws •gustis): PIW!Pr
Wood·mouse (A.podrmus d .sylt¥~tiou): P/WfPr
Harvcst·mousc (MJtrOmys minuhd): P/W/Pr
House-mouse (M us mustulus): P(SISdPr)
Common dormouse (Musc#rdinu.s ilvtlltmnriu.J): P/W/Pr
Oog (Cm is fomiliorisl: D
--5t<K1t (Mu5lfl" trmint'Q); P/W
Wea54!1 (Musttt" niVIIIiJ): P/W
•C.t (Ftl•> CIIM)o P(O)
Pig (S"' do""'IIC'II$): D
R<d d..,. (Cm.., tl<rplnls): GIF
Roo d«r (C.pmllkl orpm>l"'t. G
Aurodls (&. pn'"'S<"'"'t. G
Cattle (Boo tc•m): D
Sheq> (Ov~t •,...): 0
Goat (C.P"' h•m-s): D
Nott': '"Tent.,livc identification. Spedes arc aUoc~tted to economic/

eoologlcat cat<'Sories: (D) domestic, (G) wild game, and (F)
functional represent eoonomkally-<'xploited animals; (S) syn·
anthropk', (W) wild, chance occul'J'en«. (Se) scowenger, and (P)
post-.ac:tivity intrusion n!'present the e<ologk:AI a tagories; and
some anlmol$ ""Y havo t-n introducod u the prq- (Pr) of others.
in oom< a .... 1nimal$ c:oukl (and probably dld) fit,_ lhan one
categoty. Sm.~ll animals. in partku.lar, nught Nve bten intrusive
(in t.hrir own risf't or as prey), but aome CN)' Nvc btoM
contemponty (e-etM hvmg or as prey) W1th tM Ntobthic activity;
thus, tht" desigNhOn (P) is, in all cases a«pt rJbbt, tentative.

as 'cattle·size' (which would include cattle, aurochs,
and red deer) and 'sheep-size' (which would include
sheep, pig, roe deer, and goat). A few small animal
bones are also present, and, if these are truly
contemporary with the pre·cairn activity, they do
provide some indication of the local environment.
Animal bont>s relating to the pre-caim phase are
therefore considt>red under three headings: the
possible Mesolithic element, the main Neolilhic
assemblage, and the small animals.

Tlte possible Mesolitltic element
In view of the presence of Mesolithic llinlwork. it might be
supposed th111 some of the pre-caim animal bones relate to
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Table 76 Numbers of bones from pre-caim contexts
%

S1tr

Sf'«!ts
C<ttllc

89

~heep

84
71
1

P1S

.turoch~

roe

d~r

!oh"~P

c.tttJc

Sa mpit
(6)
(4)
(4)

Tf!lllls

15

(5)

9

(3}

I
I
22.1;7 (1226)
210 (-ID)

805 (627)
3 (2)

2f17 (38)

'ILC

hum.ln

5

flt>ld·volc
bank·volc
wood·mouw
-;hrew
small mammal

2

(9)
(7)

w

I

1482 (599)

,i£c

(6)

i!9
99

(l.lrgt

11UltnrtWI<
1111/yl

J3.1
36.!!

'N.?
0.4

5
3

5

5

5
5

I
I
2J

I
I
23

,\ 1ewhthac ;Kt~V~ty. To tc'>t tl\1, ros~•bilit~·. a s.ampl~ of 77 bom.~
...,.• ., <an.ll)''>l-d (To~blc 77). Th~-..e ~1nl'' Wl'fl' 10 the "ub<a1rn sod
w1thm the .Ire.. of ~~~'!>ohth1l' flmt concentro~hon .u'lc.J "A.'t"Urdr
c.trJhhl'<i ~10\v th~ C'.tim at tht• wuth hom (Fa.: 195}. Th~
lth:nhftable C'olltll', 3hcep, ;md jJIS bont.'' lolnnot, wnwntion.tll\•,
bl> \ll·o,oh thK Jnd the 61 unidentH1o1bll• Colltit'1'1hl.'l'p '>IU fragnr~nb
•wem unlll.t>ly to inc-lude bone,. M,w;ohthic date. in ilnv cao;e, -;uch
fr.Jgml•nl!> wou ld dcmon~trate nmhinR .lbo.tut thl' lorn1 or any
Ml''>t~lilhlc occup.~llon lt IS cunclud<'<i tho~t M~·;,uhl111c o~ctivalies did
nut mvolw any rt."COgfll!Mlbk• !>Ur¥1¥.!1 uf .m1m.al t>onl., on the
-.ub-c.urn ..._,,, .lnd that the pre-collrn ol'..embi.Jj.W m T.ablc 77 L~

,,r

<"~nllally Nl~11ithJc.

Tlu· Neolitltic assemblage
The ..,,mpll• (lf idenhfiable b(lnt"; j, ,m,111 (:!M l.ugl' arum.!l bone,),
and intcrprt>tahon" based on o;uch a "-lmplt• w11l mevilably be>
'f'CC\IIahve. Cattle. o;htoc!p, and p1g oll\' pn."'•nt. m appmxim.Jtely
l'qUdl prop«tJtln~, w1th sht"Cp m "' .. hght maturity and pigs JUSt in
thl.' m1nunty. The bom.~ an.o gt'nl•ro~lly vcrv fro~gmcntM)' d.nd only
In the c.t<.e uf c:~ttlc do oonl~ mure than .1 quartl.'r rompiNc
oulnumbl:r tho~c
3rt' h.·'!,. th.Jn ol qu.Jrter romplet!! (TOlblc
?M}. A htgh proportion the Jdenhftal>ll.' bum·s arc l>k11U .tnd hmb
<''<tf\:mlty oone<i: for cattle bO.O'% (54 ~'"'"")· for ~hccp .W.4a,. (40
b..1ne,), •nd for pigs 65.8% (50 bunt'!>), but these results .tre
mi~le.lding due 10 th<' frolgml.'nUtJon u( the bonl'S (it' there .tn.•
man)' loo:.e tccth) and beelu.se nn \\o.'ightmg for the an.uomical
norm has been tamed out. If th<'Se 1\~<' (a.;toro are conl'id~
(weaghhng as m O'Connor 19!12, Ul-19, ~,tan forthcommg:
t'hl7). the R~ult" an· \'l'l")' ddft-rcnt (fable 7S). Bont... <;uch a!. r.~dn

wrum
or

?fowl

f<1tals

1943 (651)

2813

865 (637)

(I~)

Nott: Site • bones recovered manually and frum on·••ite sie\.ing.
Sample • bon~ from o;amples sieYed under l.lboratory condition~.
Brackt•tcd number. • burnt bones. Roe di.'Cr • antler. Human •
two scparo~tt' teeth and 3 ~m.11l group!> of <okull fragmcnbi . Small
mamrNI "' ~-<ranial bones wh1ch hol\C not ~n 1dt.-nbf1ed to
species level All bones from context 211, cxC\"pt (~1tc} I ~hecp·si.u·
(conte'l(t 329), 2 sheep-si«' (context 137); I sheep, I pis. 7
shi.'Cp-si7e (conte1d 471 ); I sheep-site (context 474); ('l.1mple) 1
smal l m.amm.11l (context 474).
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Fig 196 Anatomical representation in major species from the sub-cairn assemblage, using index values (see Table 78:
higher index values equal greater proportional representation of bones)
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("\'tn mo~ marked if the canle--slltd and sheep-stud
lr.~gmt'fltJ •~ cons~dered. The plots show 1 rNrktd fall~£ in the
numbers ol bones m the area ea.st o( the subsequent chambets.

•.nd ttbtato btcorM more frequent when th.•s method~ u..snl. These
rMults a~ lltustr.Ued dugrammabc'ally '" fagurt 196, showing that
the strongt"St bones are generally best reprnentf'd (•f olJIOWolnct' is

b«omn

made for poor representation of small bones tuch as carpals,
tars.als. and ph.ll.mgt•s). Such ~ulb mdit--.ltc that differential
preservation may be a major fartor in producing this evidence.
Many of the bones are burnt (Table 76) ,.,,d, of the larger
mammals, 1288 (46.5%) fragments are burnt In varying degred,
from slight blackening to c-alcined white. The high proportion of
burning indiCoiiiCS lhtlt the bones were probably burnt on stte, and
the ron«ntrition 1n the midden suggests thollt tht •ct•v•ty may
have ~n dosf..by. llle cranial and ~trenuty bont-S art not
JMrticu.l.trty frequent when weighted. but they art' abundant
enough to lnd.c•te that the anun.Us ""~~ problbly butcht~ (a.nd
sl.tug.httftd1) nt-•rby. 1llere is no ende~ tn the form ot cutmarks
from Rant tools, and, although flint tools rNy h.ne ~n used few
mud\ Of the \·~tOf!... brea.Jang-open of bones for m.ltTOW WaS
probably ptrformt."CC by smashing and batttnng, many bones
appear to h~ve been broken i.n such a manner. but even minor
weathering renders a.nalyscs or such fil~ON difficult.
Ageing evidence was limited, as may be expected from so small
a $ample, but the results in Table 79 do give consistent «-suits for
epiphy:.eal fusion d<~ta. In the case of CliUie, lt seems evident that
most were killed bctw('('n middle·fusing and late-fusing age
groups (ie 1t about three years okJ based on modern analogy). but
Pft'h.aps •.s rNny 15 • third survived beyond tht llt~(usmg group.
There tS no ~mg evidence and. in the •~"« of ttu~. IllS cW'fJ(U)t
to attf'mpt 10 antnpm the agang dat. an tmns ol t')t:plorliltion
polttrm Tht hish loll-olf of )-oung Oldull$ mo5h1 ondo<•ltlNI mtal
producbon WIS 1mportmt. Ageing eviden« from the s.htep and
pigs is genf'rally SJmll.ar and both appear to hnt been lulltd-off
young, ~rhJps by the end of the;r 5«0nd ye.u 1.n both cases. [n
pigs, this is a f.urly typical pattern w1th kill-olf as soon as
eronomically viable. In sheep. s-uch patterns t<~lmost cert.linly
preclude cxploit.'ltion for wool and suggest that meat WJS the main
form of exploitation. (In fact, no Ncolithic woollen textiles have
yet been disrovt.•rcd and the earliest woollen tt•xtiles in BritJin are
of Bronze Age date. from Rylston. Yorkshir(': Ryder 1983, 47...S.)

The boM d•stnbubon was also uwestlg;ued usma contours of
density (S..vute 1984.1. fig 7 and arch drg 1'22) which reinforced the
roncentr.Hion in the midden. The burnt bone, as might be
expected, w.u also concentrated in the mlddcn.
Wht.•n the dJstributions are considered separately by species,
however, so~nc contrasts are apparent. t."Specially when sheep and
ptg ar(' compared with cattle, since the di.stnbution of the latter
e~h•b•ts a much more general spread, with more identified bones
outsidt" thAn •ns•de the midden. The tntt"rp~tabon of any
sognofoaon<t to 1~ differen<:<S by 5pocitt os romplo<oled by !M
doff<nonual •btluy to odentify fragmtno.ry boots, and, of coun.-,
by lht ..,.u num~ of boots mvoh-.d . Fwthtrtnc>re, lwodcoU«ttd nutfn.al may be biased in favour ot LI'Sff ptt'C'U of bone,
though thf ~Ac.avat10n procedures followed an bt uswntd to
h•ve mmimascd th.1s potential bias. It as perh.1ps ol note that the
single aurod\s bone was not located w1thln the mklden., but just
eotst of the north chambered area (Fig 197).
I n summary, the pre-caim bones emphasise the concentrotion
of mnterlal in the middcn ~s a focus at the site, but the bones
themselves do not throw any oondusive light on the nature or
function of the midden. The animal bones appear to relate to
~l«tion for meat, and the abundanct" ol burnt bones, plus the
anatomicll represent,1tion~ indicate that pi'Ott'Ssang of the animals
OC'CUrrc!d 11, or do5t' to. the site. lt is imposfOit»f to say whether
th1s ISSt"mbllgt ~·•s purely c:tomestlic or may hl\·e had ._ny ntual
chArKif'r

-

Tablo '/9 Somft\lty of agoing d.l,. for c.attlt, •http, •nd pig from
p~.alm
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E\-'tn al mt".at exp~1tation lS the maan lonn of husb.tndty
refl«ttd, thiS a .nnot be taken to be reptftent.lb\'t" of the
cono...,porory rtgiono!SOI\Ll,_, both beau,. of lilt snWI....,pk
MM! braUJot tM n.aturt of the' pn':'"<olim 0«\..pabon ts unkno~·n.
lndHct gJVf'n 1~ subsequent use to whw:h tM Sltt' w.u put. a
ritu.l aspect to the formation of the midden C'annot be wholly
discounttd (tsptaally m view of the hjgh ~runt01ge ol bumt
bone). with ron5f!quent implications for thC' accur<'~cy of any
conclusions about husband.ry drawn from an assemblage biased in
this way.
Few bones were preserved well enough for mea!llun:-ment, but
none of the pig bon(.'S, measurable or otherwise, wa!llarge enough
to indic.ale tht' prt:§(!nce of wild animals. Most of the cattle bones
were also too small to indicate the prescnct ol aurochs, the
exception btang the dastal third of a radius (d1.Slill bre1dth 97.Smm;
d.istal width n.Smm), wiUch a.tmosl <.'erlllnly btlong$ to an
auroc:hs. Tha Spt'CUM't' appeMS to N\·e bf.e.n dthbtr~tely broken
JUSt dist.lty to the MKI-s.haft ~And thus aurochs appear to
Nve been aten. althou.gh the exttont of th1s nploltltion cannot
be JU<ipd. The only othtr wild brgtr rrummal prHtnt is roe deer,
represented by a Sll\glt shed antler. lt cannot bt said from this find
whether or not rw de-tr were being exploited.
Analysis of the spatial distribution of the pre-caim animal bones
is based upon plots of bones recovered manunlly during excavation
(Fig 197). Taken together. these plots show a ronccntrntion of
animal bontt in the area of the midden: a con~ntration which

Tlze small auimals
The small m.,mmal bones represent lour spc."C'it.os (Table 76):
field ·vole, b.lnk·vole, wood-mouse, and shrew (spt."C'ies unknown).

The idcnliflc~tlons are on Jhe oosis or l~lh (Cor~! and Soulhem
1977; l.awrt"nre and Brown 1974), except in the cue of the shrew
(a humeruJ), The other smaU mamm.~l dt."!.ig.nations in Table 76
refer to post-crilnial bones, most of whk'h a~ probably from voles
or mice . (No oth("r shrew bones were pf'fttnt and tht post-crania]
bones of \'O&t's and mice art difftcult to dunngut.sh one from
anothor.) Tht 40boots indude4 bum! boots, 2olwhado are from
lntrNis brgff th.ln tM voles or nUct- and possabty of Nre or a
s1mibr-5~td 1-"inW. (At\ unburnt rib w.u •lso of thas larger smaU
mamm.~~l atesory .)
lt is important to assess the pi'O\'enance ol th~ bones before
any attempt at interpretation is made. Such hny bonct could have
1.-.llen through the caim fabric during excavation (stt Table 81 for
the small m<'mmals found within the calm) or could n:-sult from
completely modern intrusions following partial exposure or the
pre-c:airn t~urf~ce in the course of excav"tion. Moreover, in the case
or burrowin.g animals. the f'indspots ol •hesc bones rt:lative to tht'
caim limits is dearty significant. In fact, 1.5 Figure 198 shows~ only
one bone (In indeterminate small mammal bone from bt":neath the
north~ut side of the cairn) was dose fl'IOUgh to tht edge of the
c~um
be d~mnl prriphtn1 and who3oe 'tntif.c.IJOn could be
qutStooned Tht maJOrily of boots .,.. from tilt modden. benealh
the &rf'IIHt depth of the cairn,. and ll SfttM unl.tkt>ty t.h.lt munats
would twve burrowed so deeply (an ~ of 2m) &om tM cairn
s:urf;act. Furthermore. thost" small mamm1l bones from the sieved
samples are unlikely to have been oontamin11ntsduring excavation.
since all samples were taken from aretully clean~-olf locations.
This. coupled with the presence of burnt bones (admittedly only
a very few), does indicate a distinct possibility of the small
m.ammal bon(."S being contemporary with the prc-<alm activity.
These bones netd not. however, M contemporary with the
midden itStlf. since anjmaJs could havt be<ome incorporated i.n
the mldden •fter lis accumulation, but belort C'OI\StNdion of the
aim. tven tf only 1 smalJ gap is t"nvi:Sigtd betwtt>n th~ C"\'ents.
Even oo, !M poss.bilily !NI lhtst boots • .., modtm ;nlnosions
must noc bo lgno.-ed tntirdy.
All (our Spt'O<S of small m>llllNI - ~Id-volt, l»nk-,-ok,
wood-mou.w, and ~· - a~ commonly found today in
a.s.sod.lbon with human ac:tivitif'l, particularly wnh C\llhvation.. but
they .ue sp«ies nah\·e to this country, so their presence oould
equally well rcnect natural habitats. The~ ls, however, some
evidence Ihat the sub-cairn soil had been culttv1ted (Chapter 15).
and it also Je(!ms probable that the immediotc locality was open
(ie not totally forested) at the time the midden accumulated. The

•o
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Fig 198 Distrib11tion of small mammal bo11es from tl.e s11b-caim soil
presence of wood-mouse and bank-vole on the other hand might
be interpreted as indicating the presence of some cover nearby,

since both prefer deciduous woodland or at least the protection of

Table 80 Bones of larger mammals from within the
cairn fabric

shrubs or hedgerows. Neither of these two species is li.kely to h<we

fed directly on cultivated crops, thoug h the field-vole may have
done so (Corbel and Southern 19'77). The possibility that the bones
were introduced in the form of owl pel~ts should not be ruled out:
this sample represents a high diversity for a natural death
assemblag~. but would be quite normal for owl pellets (O'Connor

&sal CDim: bcmN
probably a>nttmporary
with caim
No of OOnt'S Qmttxt

pers comm).

cattle

lt would be dangerOus to condudt much about the earlier
Neolithic environment rrom the smaU 11\;lmmnl evidence, but on
balance it seems that some form of neatby cover is suggested, and
that perhaps cultivation is not reflt'('ted by this fauna. This would
accord with the other environmental data from the site, which

sheep

2

<Aim fobrk: bo"ts
possibly intrusiw
No of bonN

Conttxt

Totals

293

226
259

5

309

229

433

suggest that, although a phase of pre-NeoiHhk di.max woodland
wa.s succeeded by pre-caim clearance and disturbance, regcn·
erating scrub cover did immediately precede the cairn con·
struction.

Cairn construction
Animal bones directly associated with the cairn
construction phase, by virtue of their inclusion in the
cairn fabric, are very few (Table 80). Only those bones
from basal cairn contexts can be regarded as securely
stratified, but the sample is too small to draw firm
conclusions. The representation of domestic species
is equivalent (in ranking) to the pre-cairn contexts,
but there are also differences, specifically the fact that
aurochs and red and roe deer are not present in the
cairn fabric. The single definite goat bone (first
phalanx from context 229) comes from this group.
Analysis of the location of bones within the cairn
revealed no especial patterning, with bones spread
throughout the cairn in an apparently random
manner.

9

251
261
325
411

420
423

444
186

309

pig

4

302
goat
red deercattle size
sheep
size

341
229
1
1
1

314
403

3

293

I

296

2

269

269

Not~:

14

•Red deer remains are antlers.

11

229

254

1

261
332
334
444

I
I

Totals

6

1

2
2111461

341

3
t
I

human

I

2

378
444

3
41
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Table 81 Bones of small animals from within the
cairn fabric (subdivided by depth in metres below
the surface of the cairn)
Sp«.it>S
field·volc
bank•vole
rabbit

0-{).Sm

0.5-J .Om

18

20
I
I
2
14
2

12

shrew
wood-mouse
bird
frog
indet small mammal
TotaJs

>1.0m

Totals
38
2
13

2
2

16

3

5
I

2
31

42

2

6

Not~: The numbers of bones of each species found
cont~ts are listed below (context nos in brackets):

79

in different

fi•ld·vole: 6(15). 1{154), 15{229), 5(303), 3(3791493), 8(4101414)
bank·vole: 2(440)
rabbit: 10{3791493), 1(442), 2(444)
shrew: 2(229)
wood-mouse: 4(14): 9(186): 1(261); 1(448); 1(478)
bird: 2(261); 3(440)
frog: I (290)

indeterminate small mammal: 1(254); 1(261)
for additional bones of field-vole and frog from cairn contexts 314,
389, and 390 adjacent to the chambered ~.n."as, S« the notes
accompanying Tables 107 and 108.

Attention was also given to the presence of the
bones of small animals w ithin the cairn fabric (Table
81). The identifications are subdivided according to
their depth below the cairn surface as a crude guide
to the possibility of intrusion or othen"ise of the
animals represented . The most obvious non-prehistoric contaminant is the rabbit, w hich is found
only at a relatively high level within it. The other
common species are the same as those in the
pre·cairn assemblage. Three of the field-vole bones
come from the same context as 10 of the rabbit bones,
confirming the impression given by the high position
of some field-vole bones within the cairn that this
species is also intrusive. It cannot be concluded that
this is the case for all field-voles, however, because
of their presence in the lower cairn and in the
sub-cairn soil, and because the field-vole is a native
species. The type of bird represented by the bones
from the lower cairn fabric has not been established.
The very few animal bones from the floor of the
quarries do not warrant separate discussion, while
the more numerous bones which do occur in the
upper primary fill of the south quarry are discussed
below under the heading of cairn use. The q uarry
floors and the lower primary fills of the quarries did,
however, contain a considerable number of deer
antlers. Although not directly tied to the cairn
construction, the excavator regards these antlers as
discarded tools associated with on·site quarrying and
therefore circumstantially linked with the construe·
lion phase. Such an interpretation seems to be borne
out by the following analyses, and for this reason all
the antlers are discussed together.

The antlers
Two antlers of roe deer were recovered: on~ from the tertiary fill
of the north quarry (context 48) and one from the sub-cairn surface.

All the rem3ining antlers from the excavation a.re of red deer. At
le<'SI 55 ;)ntlers are represented, 36 o f which were fairly complete
as in sit1t finds (figs 202-3). Of the 36~ all but 2 have been
reconstructed. The remaining antlers were apparently incomplete
when originalJy deposited or are so smashed and frag:ment<"ry that
reconstruction was not considered worthwhile. The m inimum
number of 55 discounts the sm<lller pit!'Ces~ which may be part of
additional antlerS. ~ides the roe deer antlers, all but 4 antlers
came from the lower quarry fiJJs to e ither side of the cairn (Table
85). Two of the remaining 4 antlers came from early phases of the
cairn construction (contexts 3 14 and 463), the other 2 were finds
rt."CCvered from spoilheaps. The majority of the antlers were from
the more extensively excavated south quarry. Figure 199 shows the
horizontal distribution of the south quarry antlerS, from whic:h it
may be concluded that they were preferentially scattered arouJld

the quarry edges.
The development of antlers follows a pattern whereby new ti.nes
arc added in subsequent years during early life, but final stt~ges of
growth may vary considerably . The 'stage' of development i.s
labelled according to the number o f points the deer bearS on its
antlers. Eight points (ie four on each antler) may represent a
mature individual. but some deer an develop 14 points or more
(Lawrence and Brown 1974, 131; Staines 1980, 13). Such develop-ment cannot be u.st.>d as an ageing sequence, since a deer with an
antler o f eight points could be the same age as one of 12 points
and the points reduce in old animals ('gone back'). The stage of
antler development is worth considering, however, since certain
stages may have been preferentially selected by Neolithic: people.
A('(Ordingly, this infonnalion is given in Table 82. Antlers of 10 or
12 points appear to have been preferred (based on the 54.5% of
antlerS for which a stage of development can be ascertained). Most
antlers were shed: of the 23 antlers with coronets present, 3 (13%)
were not shed (eg Figs 201: 9nt and 203); a result which is similar
to those obtaint.>d from Nrolithk antlers at Crimes Craves and
Ourrington Walls (Ciutton-Brock 1984, 16; Legge 1981, 100).
Table 82 also records, where possible, whether the antlers are
left or right sp.cimens. This •Miysis suggests th>t no particular
preference for left or right antlers determined their selection for
tools. This agrees with the data collected by Clutton-6rock (1984,
25), but contrasts with the results from o ne sampl~ of Crimes
Graves antlers which showed a marked preferentt for left
specimens (leAA• 1981. 101).
Table 82 Stages of development in red deer antlers
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The antlers were genel'ally very fragmentary, and all were very
weathered. The former was mainly due to crushing by the weight
of overlying quarry fill; wherever possible, ill situ drawings and
photographs were made during excavation and these allow an
appreciation of the original state of the antler. (n other cases, the
antlers were damaged during excavation, but some breaks are
definitely ancient and predated the deposition of the antlers. Seven
antlers have tines broken o ff from the beam (representing 18.9%
of those antlers where determination is possible), and 14 antlers
are broken across the beam (37.8%). Thus, antlers seem to have
broken across the beam fairly frequentJy, usually between the
browlbez tines and the trez line, but the tines themselves were
only infrequently removed or broken o ff. In this respect. these
antlerS are unlike those from Crimes Craves and Durrington Walls,
which were manufactured into tools with most lines and tops
removed, leaving beam and brow tine in an 1...-shaped p ick form
(Ciutton-SrQCk 1984, 26: Legge 1981, lOO) . Antlers from these two
sites also have 7.ones of battering. emphasising their use as tools.
One of the Hazleton antlers has an obvious battered zone on the
beam near the top, and many are battered (or worn?) on the burT
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Fig 199 Distributio11 of red deer a11tlers a11d fragments i11 tlte lower fills of tlte south quarry
(11 o ut ol 16). This latter pattern (Figs 200: 3325 and 2()1: 9740)
corresponds with the battering on antlers from C rime$ Graves and
Durrlngton WaJls, so it may indica te that a similiar manner of use
is involved.
The antJers were not manuf3ctured into picks, but seem to have
been used in a fastuon comparable to that i.n which the antler pick
was used at some other Neolithic sites, as at Durrington Walls. rn
fact, only two antlers were obviously cut and worked: one with
the brow tine and beam cut away (Fig 200: 1694), the other with
the base of the pedicle worn smooth and the brOw tine cut away
(Fig 202). Others may also have been cut, but any evidence is
masked by weathering and subsequent damage. Tine ends are
oflen wom smooth (in 54. 1% of 20 cases) and slightly polished (eg
Figs 200-3), and this wear may have arisen from use o( the antler
as a tool of some kind, although it could equally reflect rubbing

away of the tine tips while still on the animal. Examination o( a
small number of trophy antlers in the British Museum (Natural
History) indicates that smoothing of the tops and tines can be quite
extensive, an observation confinned by other investigations (Legge
pers comm). However, the severe wear observed on the brow and

bez tines of many of the Hazleton antlerS probably rep~nts their
use as tools.
CluHon·Brcx:k (1984, J I) has defined a number of measurements
of antlers, but only three of lht>Se are used here. The measure·
ments taken are: the beam circumference between bez and t:rez

Table 83 Summary of measurements of 14 antlen, with
comparative data from other Neolithic sites

bt•m rii'C\Im.
~(9)

butT ni'C\Im.

ftm'IC't (I)
butT dWomc"k'r (2)

...,,.

.....
.....,.,

"'
116.6

17.9

15.3

90-200

189.4

'"'·'

16.1
11.1

ll.>-2BO 213.0 103.260
~95
3S..<JO

62.9

11.1

141.2

..,

........,

t-.'tlt.r. ' Mellj.Uft'mtnt numbe-r in Cluuon•&ock (1964. 11). CC • Crimes CrJW'S, Norfolk.
OW • Ourring.tOtl W•h. Wih$1v.rt, tCC ~mnt'tll9 from L.t,s:gt (1981, 101): CC11rd
OW mNSUI'f'mt'"ls 1 uod 2 from Clutton•&.xk (1984, 19 •nd Z1).
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tines, the burr dTCumh•rcnce, and the burr diameter. These are
useful measurements, especially the beam circumference, since
this was a lso used by Legge (1981, 101), but the battering on the
HazJeton antlers prevented accurate measurement in all but 14

c:ases. The measurements are summari_stJd in Table 83. whi('.h
shows that the antlers from Crime-s C raves are genernUy larger
than those from Hazleton, though the ranges overlap. while those
from Ourrington Walls are intermediate between the two sites.

Damage in the mct~.suremcnt zone on some of the larger Hatleton
antlers, including the largest antler excavated, means that these
are excluded from Table 83. Jf these measurements were possible,
then the Hatleton mean figures would be higher - not so high as
those from the Crimes Graves antlers, but possibly similar to those
from Ourrington Walls.
1t is not feasible to give any a«urnte measurements for greatest
length due to fragmentation and damage, but, in order to give an
impression of the size tt~nge, the approximate coronet to tip
measurements for the smallest antlers are c 3SOmm, and for the
largest c IOOOrnm, while most antlers (stages £-C) are in the range

c 800-IOOOmm.
When considering the condusions which might be d rawn from
this assemblage. the following four questions set'm of pilrtkular
pertinence: were the antlerS gathered when shed; what size/sta,ge
of antler, if any, was preferred; were the antlers worked or marked
in any way; O'lnd what w~re the antlers used for?
1t has been shown that most of the Haz.leton antlerS were sheet
so red deer were generally not being killed in order to obtaJn them.
1t has also been shown that the majority were welJ developed
(eight points or more). lt is therefore possible to infer that the
larger.. better developed antlers were being collected.
From the above, it is also possible to infer that antler must have
been reasonably readily available at no great distance from the site.
The availability of weU·devcloped antlerS may be related to
hunting pressure. If hunting pressure Ls low, the average life span
wiU be high, so there wi.ll be a h igh proportion of fully-developed
shed antler (Payne perS comm). However, since we c-annot know
what proportion of well-developed versus 'undeveloped' \lnller
was actually available, it is dangerous to actually make conclusions
about hunting pressure. If large antlers were preferred, these
would be selected, presumably even if longer foraging journeys
were necessary. Thus, it can only be suggested with reasonable
confidence that larger antlers were deliberately selected and that
enough shed antJer was available for the quarrying requirements.
Antler is usually shed in the spring. but, unless the deer had a
poor nutritive status (in which case they would eat their antlers),
it can be assumed that roUection could hllve taken pl"ce at almost
any time of the year.
Antlers at Hazleton generally have not been manufactured into

the kind of worked tools found at Crimes Craves and Dunington
Walls. However, a few do appear to have been modified. Antler
8480 (Fig 200) has a definite rut mark across the beam, and antler
1694 (Fig 200) has also been cut. This, however, is something of

•n oddity compared with the rest or the antlers, being extensively

modified and also quite small (it is very Bkely to be from an old
individual where the antlers have 'gone back'). Possibly, it was
used for a dilferent purpose to the other antlers. Other antlers also
show signs of modification (eg Fig 201), but weathering prevents
positive identification of rot marks.
A few antlers have slight staining indicative of burning, but
again the weathering has removed or obscured much of the
evidence, so that a quantitative assessment would almost certainly
underestimate the presence of burning. AntlerS from Crimes
Craves and Ourrington Walls were burnt in order to fadlitate the
removal of tines o r to smooth broken surfaces - apparently
achieved by holding a red·hot stick against the antler so as to lim.it
the extent o( the area affected by heat application (Ciutton·Brock
1984, 26 and pers comm). A similar activity may have occurred at
Ha.zleton, but apparently 01\ly in the case of a minority of the
antlers.
A closer similarity between the antlers from Durrington Walls,
Crimes Craves, and Haz.leton is provided by the evidence of
OOttering on or just above the coronet: 65,-o of burnt and 11 ,.o of
unbumt antlers (rom Crimes Craves, 96% and 9<'Wo respectively
from Ourrington Walls (Ciutlon·Brock 1984, 26), and the majority
of the Hazleton antlers were battered.
In her study of the Crimes Craves assemblage, Clutton·Brock
(1934, 25) concluded that the large, uniform antlerS, carefully
manufactured into picks, were sel('(ted and used by fuiJ·Iime,
professional miners. Thi.s may largely account for the size
di.fferencc between antlers at Crimes Craves and Ourrington Walls
(Table 83), since the excavation of the ditches at the latter site may
have called for a less specialised workforce working on a larger
scale, with an accordingly less rigorous selection of antlers. The
scale of the work at Ourring·ton Walls would have made
weiJ·formed tools advantageous, since the time spent in their
preparation could be of€set against improved efficiency. At
Hazleton, the quarrying involved was relatively small~le, and
the workforce, as at Ourrington Walls, was proOObly un·
specialised. The Ha.zlcton antlerS were not manufactured into
picks, since the small scale of work may not have justified the
effort. Some of the Hazleton antlers may have been specialised
tools (eg Fig 202), and the few tops represented (Fig 204) may have
been used as 'rakes' (Legge 1981, 100), but most would probably
have been used as 'picks' or 'levers'. The method of use may have
involved the insertion of the brow or bez tine, or both, into a crack
in the limestone, in some cases hammering the antler finn ly in
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9771

Fig 201 Red deer a11llers from luwer quarry fills: 9740 (stage D, eight poillls); 9771 (singe £, fell poi11ls), both south
quarry, context 328 (scale 1 :3)

(hence the batter marks), then using the antler (Or several together)
lever-fashion to loosen and remove a lime$ tOne block.

Cairn use
Animal bones from three separate zones of the
excavation are thought to relate to the Neolithic use
of the monument: the burial chambers, the nanking
quarries, and the forecourt stonework.

Burial chambers
In addition to the numerous human bones from the burial
chambers, a small number of larger mammal bones were present

in the same contexts (Fig 205; Table 84), and these must have
accumulated, or been deposited, at the time that the cajm was in
use for funerary activity. The bones from the north chambered area
are all small fragments, except for the dog bone which is a
complete right scapula (selected measurements: HS 107.3, SLC
22.5, CLP 26.4, LC 22.4, and BC 15.5mm: von den DrieS<h 1976.)
The south chambered area ooiJection is more substantial. Of
particular interest are fragments of a perinatal sheep (or goat) from
the south chamber (comprising eight unfused elements of one
skull, two teeth, one left mandible, three cervical vertebrae, one
sapul~. ~ pair of humeri, one left r~dius, one ulna, and one right
metacarpal) and the bones from the lower forelimb of a roe deer
from the south passage.
The perinatal skeleton appears incomplete, despite careful
sieving of the deposits involved. The absence of any hind limb
bones is particularly noteworthy. The bones were scattered$ more
prob..1bly as a result o( incidental dispersal during continued use
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Fig 202 Red deer antler (8487) in tire soutlr quarry (context 214), witlr wom pedicu/e and slrortened brow line; scale irr
10 and 50nmr divisions

Fig 203 Two red deer antlers (9771 arrd 9791) in/Ire soullr
quarry (context 328); the upper antler is not sired arrd
burning marks on the skull fragment indicate /row the
temporal bone UNlS removed; scale i11 10 a11d SOmm
divisions

Fig 204 Red deer antler 'lop' (9257), possibly intended as
a rake, i11 the soutlr quarry (context 328); scale in 10
and 50mm divisions
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Fig 205 Distributiou of boues of larger auimals associated with humau burial deposits iu tire lower fills of the chambered
areas
of the chamber, after dec.1y of the fle!'Sh, rather than because the
bones themselves were deposited in a deflesh<.-d and di$a:rticulatt..>d
state. lt seems likely, in fact, that thtse bones do repr<'S('nt an
entire perinatal skeleton. some bones or which h.ad dec-ayed or

T-.ble 84 Non·human bo nes from the lowe r fills of the
chambered areas, excluding s mall animals and bone arttfacts
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been crushed beyond all n."C'08.1lition~ some of which may have
become stored with unide1Hifiable huma'' bone fragments, or
some of which were perhaps not recovered during excavation. The
reason for the presence of this caprine is problematic. Ritual burial
of animals, pi'lrt:icularly pcrinatallfoctal individuals, often occurred
in prehistory, but, to the author's knowledge, not often w ithin
c.1im chambers. A notable exception occurred at the Neolithic tomb
of Quantemess, Orkney, where, as well as,the occasional joint of
meat, at least 18 new-bom and foeta l lamb$ were placed in the
tomb a long with one new-born or foetal calf and one new-born
deer, and tlw bones from very young horse and pig were present

(Ciutton-Brock 1979, 113 and 121). These bones have been
tent.ltively interpreted as ritual oHerings. Presumably, the
perinatal sheep/goat at Hazlcton was also of some ritual
significance. The ritu al offering of a perinatal animal would
represent of course, less of a material sacrifi,c e on the part o f th ose
making the deposit than would the burial of an older animal. If
the deposition of the perinatal caprine formed part of a particular
interment episode, then it would suggest that this was a
springtime activity (O'Connor pers comm).
The four roe deer bones (radius, ulna, carpal, and metacarpal)
scattered along the south passage art' from the same li.mb and
presumably were articulated when firSt introduced. The lower
forelimb is not a prime meat·bearing area. so, if this limb is
interpreted as a ritual food offering. it was a fai rly low-quality one.
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Nevertheless, it seems highly unlikely that this limb could have
been an accidental intrOduction, so again some ritual significance
is impBed.
lt should also be mentiOJ\Cd here that four bone bc3ds were
found within the chambered areas (Chapter 11) in assodatiOJ\ with
the human burials (Figs 121 and 171). The bones represented by
these beads are a sh~plgoat phalanx, a probable sh<.~plgoat tibia,
;'10 indctenn.i.nate ani.mnl bone, and, of most interest, a longbonc

of a greylag goose.

Quarry fills
The antlers, almost all from the lower primary fills of the quarries,
are regarded as relating to the cairn construction phase (SI't' above).
All the other animal bones from the quarries derived mainly from
the upper primary fills and their interfaces with the secondary fills
(Table 85). and they are therefore thought more likely to relate to
activities associated with cairn use rather than with cairn
construction, although the possibility of residuality from the
construction phase should be considered.
The very few bones from the excavated areas of the north quarry
provide too small a sample to attempt any explanation o( their
pr('SCnce. In the south quarry, three separate concentrations of
animal bones warrant consideration (fig 206). The firSt, nc3r the
east end o£ the quarry, is associated with eight human bones. The
animal bones comprise mainly cattle (including a distal femur, two

tibia shafts, a calcaneum fragment, a hornoore, and cattle-sized
fragments), but oz\e p ig bone is present. These bones do not seem
particularly representative of the remains of a meal. and the
deposit remains especially enigmatic given the presence of the
human bones.
The sea>nd concentr-ation occurred in a central area of the south
quarry, in contexts associated with the fragmentary pottery vessel
from the same laation, This con«"ntration contains a large number
or sheep-sized fragments, 92.3% of which are bumt (n • 530). In
addition, a small number of identifiable bones are present (15
cattle, 8 sh<..oep, and 1 pig). Although the sheep-sized fr.1g.ments
arc numerically dominant. it is possible that some of these are
actually from cattle, since the ascription of such tiny, charred
fragments is d iUirolt. Cattle bones are certainly the most frequent
of the identified bones$ and the grouping of a number of cervical
vertebr,le in one area indicates that these may have been
articulated or were possibly part of a meal consisting of a 'nec.k'.
The hig.h proportio1\ of burnt bones might relate to ritual activities
(Payne pers oomm). Cooking is an alternative explanation, but
suc:h a high proportion of burnt bone seems odd for this activity.
In all, this deposit is again rather probl~matic.
The final concentration lay on the northern edge of the south
quarry, at the junction of the primary and secondary fills, in a
context (45) thought to relate to activity at the adjacent entrance to
the south chambered area. This group of bones consists of five
fragments o( sheeplgoat, five canle cranial fragments, one cattle
tibia, and one pig tooth. These bones do not appe-ar to represent
the rcm.aiztS of a meat. and it is noteworthy that again a human
bone is included in the deposit.
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Foreco11rt
Also ~rdfd as relating to the ~of monu~nt uw i.J a scatter
ol anam.a.l bone from the forecourt a.rto11 at the w~t md of the cairn,
from a Vlriety of contexts beneath and wtthln the collapsed
for('('()urt revetment (fable 86). Cattle and pig predominate, the
bones represented all being cranial except for slng.le examples of a
c"ttle tibm. femur, tlnd pelvis. The pig bo1H~8 comprise 4 jaws and
56 loose teeth, while there are 26 loose c.1ttlc teeth. When the
ide ntiftcations are oonsidered i n relation to 1he ir spatial distri·
bution (Fag 207), there is a concentration of pig bones nomking. the
forecourt l't!Vttment at the centre of th.l! bone sc-.atter, with catde
bones to tM n0f1h and south. Stnce the cattle and pig ttt'th and
skuU fr<~gntf'nts need noc deri"\·e from mo~ than OM or t'ft·o
•ncb•·ld..ls ~p«<ively, !he d>StnbubOn INY ~ s<porate
htodl•kull d<pos>ts Sudl deposol> •re unbl.<ly to ~nt food
rerN.uU, but they nught be primary butcht'ry' w.utt (ln which cut"
the anumls would ha\·t been sbughttred n~.ttby). This would
seem. however, to be an odd location in whkh to undertake and

to depostt the waste from domHtk butchery, and a ritual
interpret.ltion i!ll more probable. Perhaps these skull.s were set on
top of the forecourt revelment and were crushed when it
eventually collapsed.
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PLANT AND MOLLUSCAN REMAINS

14 Pla nt and molluscan re mains
Carbonised plant macro fossils
by Vanessa Straker

Introduction
Extenst\~ wmphl'\g for environmental an.alys.a:S tool.. place during
the txa~hon. 1ndudtng bulk Slt'VmS ol tM totl btnt~th the-ca1m.
parbculuty in l~ l.l'fa or the mkldm and adJ.~«nl structu~ (Fig
12). This wu amtd out in addition to tht> manu.ll rt'<'O~ry o£
ch.ti'COoll and bumt nutshen fragments .u the buned sod was
n-moved by trowelhn3- the location or each pte« being n"(()rded

three·dimeruion.ally. Thjs section considers the eviden« for
veget.ntion and agrirultuxe from ., study of the chJrco.ll
and other charred plilnt macrofossils. Since this report was wrillen.
more work has been done on charred plant remnins from Neolithk
sites; this is reviewed and the impli<'atjons for or01btc agriculture
discussed in Morfeu rt 1rl (1989).
pre-c-~irn

Charcoal
Chart011l w1s pomcul.trly abundant in the bun<d SOil (Tablo 57).
The manuAlty·rt<'Oven!d fragments ga''e the opportumty to asse55
spatul vari.ahOf'l across the buried 50il are01 and so formed the core
or the analysts. A r.mdomly·selected 20% ~mple was t01ken~ as
the total qu01ntlty wa$ too great to study in det<i\11, Over ISO SOl m p ies
were examined. The sp<.'Cies were d istributed hctcrogcntoously
through(lut the buritd soil, with the g:reat(l51 diver!!oity in the
midden area, where the oon~ntration of idl'nllfitd charcoal
occurred (Ftg 208). As the bulk sieving retained those smallest
fragments ol ch.aKOal not reoovered manually, i 20% random
sample from the Sttving was examined for rompui-'On. No new
species "~ kScntifH.'d, and the range wu sm.ti.Jt.r CNrcoal was
also ~'t'rfd fn>m the ca1m and the q\Uny fill:S The s~
compos;~bon of ttus charroal ~·as simllar, but ~ restncttd than
that from ttw buried soal. presumably a relle<'t.an ol sm.a.U s.tmple
siU rathtr than of environmental change or st'i«t10n. Some
chan;oal (15% by wt'lght) was not idenbfied: thiS category 1.nduded
the smallest frotgmenM a.s weD as diStorted or poorly·pr~scrved
e:x.amples. Checks wer~ kept on the smallest fragments~ and it is
oonsidered thAt few (IJ any) species were left undeh."Cted.
The problems of the interpretation of chMCOlll assemblages are
weiJ known. Chai'CO>'l is robust and potentially able to survive as
a residual contllminant from earlier deposits, and, as_, luel or other
sou«'t' of raw materilll, is open to human selrction In a way that
polle-n or most molluscs may not be. Evide~ of Mt"SOhthK' activity
was present 11 Hu.leton. so pre-Ntolith.ic anthropogenic <'C<'Umulation ol <'hll't'Oil on site was • de-fin11e ~bahty. H~'t'\~.
~u..alaty wa.s thought 10 ~of sm.dl MXOUnt in the- s.pc-olially
Ntolith.ic mKidtn arta. and it was felt that. abutstdt tM ot.her
enviton.mmt•l diu avatlabW from the- bu.ned 5011. c'ubOu.S use
could be rNdt or thiJ substantial and carelully•r«<vet'fd ch.arcoal
assemblage.
The method or quanhfkation is also a problem In the study of
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<N"""I (Thompoon 1984). Merdy to r«''nn presen«tabsence ol
SpreaH wdl mask .-.ny domiNn<e o( ~rtK'ULu t.u.l,. whereas
counhng or froagments c.an sometimes ovtmpresent sp«i~H that
are mort' Makable. 11 was considered tho1t while volume (as
descnbed in Thompson 1984) was probably the most accurate
method ol quantification, it was also awkward and time-con·
sumlng to employ. Weight determination wu selected as a
sulfidcaHiy prtocise method for the present study, despite its
inherent problt·ms. Interpretation requires much caution. since
wood den.sitit-s vary, not only between tau, but also attording to
locatwn within the tree. a.nd no method ol cahbr~hon is 1\'aLI.able.
Ne'\·ertheltsS, thas method is prObably adfqultt fOr calculating
relati\-e proportMJns ol species in tht' sub-a1m 50IJ
Hazel (C«yi•J otnloM) a«ounted lw almoot hall ol !M charcoal
ex.amuwd, With the Pomoidae (a group in dw RclM.~ttH (~y
indud1ng Nwthom, app&e. pear. etc) tht- nnt most frequent
larger tf"t"t") such as oak. elm, ash. and be«h w('re also present.
but an small quanbbes. The relative scamty ol Llrge t.retS and the
overwhelming dominance or hazel charroal suggest that the
veget.-.tion ln the vicinity of the site before the caim was
constructed m01y have been o f hazel 5erub. f la:r.cl, with s ma.Uer
a mounts of l,omoidae, Prunus, and birch , would have been a n
eUective secondary coloniser or the prehistoric brown soil of the
Cotswold limestone. Ash, too. may form 5C.'COndaty woodland on
chalk or limestone. often repladng elm ~nd poss1bly lime
(bdJ\am 1980, 214). HoUy is an understore(. speoes an woods and
\\"OOd paStUI'H, prrfulps a.ssociated With rt' 11('1 st.t.nds ol elm, oa.k,.
or iSh (R.td.ham 1950). All !M""" shown a,.. common on !M
htnfl:tOM toct..y, u "·ell as being comldert'd Nib~ to the area
(Clapham n •I 1962; RxldelsdeU t1 a/ 1974). 8o«h. how....,r. is
generally ~rdfd as being a Lltecom~r •n th~ postg.lacial
sequen«", and 1M native range is restncted to southern Bntain
(ftlckh.am 1980). The Haz.leton be«h ch<li'(O.ll 1..$ of interest,
therefore, as it confirnu the presence of this species close to its
northern limit early in the Neolithic period,
Jt is Interest ins to note that lime (Tilin) charcoal was not present
in the n.ssen1blnge, although lime pollen was rt'<'Orded. Sc.tife
(below) considers that the lime pollen may tt'prewnt the fonner
Atlanhc d1mn woodland. This would C\"rt.llnly help explain its
absen<O from the <Nrroal r«''nn, llthoo&h observations by
Shtldon (JK'r$ comm) unply that lime cNrt011l is m..eh loss robust
tha.n othe-r tn.a and may be undeucpiES<nttd for thu rt~ E\"m
if lame
'Ubstlnb.illy remo\·ed, mkt stlnds may wdl 1\.1\'e
$urv•wfd With othtt (QrHt trees.

w..,

Carbonised cereals and wild species
Bulk s.nmplcs wt·re collt'C'Ied from the sub•C.lirn soU (oontexM 211
and 561) 11nd wct·sitved o n site to a minimum mesh size of ~m.
the not then bring retained. Both nots ilnd residucs were sorted
under a binocular microscope. A total ol 61 S~mples were
wet ..s:•e~ (approximately 550 litres of 5edimrnt). Samples wert
take-n pnnctP'lJy. but not exclusively, from the midden aM its
vidmty. The d•stnaubons ol cere•ls. wUd spooos. lnd haulnut
Wll fr1.gmtnts from bu1Jc ~art' shown 1.n Ft.surt 208. which.
in the aw ol the haz.dnuts. indudes the d.-.tl frotn mamW.
~·ety .u ~-eu Table ss gi\'C'S the deutls of the cuJbvJted and
wild 5pc!Ot'f klenbfK'd from the bulk sttv~ng TMre were no
impressions of «tf'al grain or marf reported u present on the
Neolilhk poctery.
Whale the bulk sieving was successful In recovering charred
cereal grilins, cereal chaff was very rare and r~st ricted to two
spikelet forks and three g.lume bases o f w hc.-.t. 1t Is gene rally
re<"Ogni.sed that, if well preserved, rt'real chaff will allow more
reliable idtnhficahon to bt' made than can be done on the basis of
grain morpho'ogy a.lone, in particular where wheat as concerned.
1he chill hr~ w•s not weD pf'Hf'~ •nd only confinned the
prese~ o( ""-mtt (Tntnm dlcomtm).

w-

Tho .,.,.... grams (prindpoUy whe•t boriey was not identified
W1th C\'11lunty)
sepmted into !M 8""'1'5 SI- m Tablo 88
on tho NSIS ol gram mo.phology. It was noted that tlus can be
van.able to ~ extent within. as well a_s bt'""·Hn.. species.. a.nd
for this reuon cLusific.ation was parti<'ularty ttnt.uave for some
sped mens. Most of the wheat was identififd to the &evel of genus
only, but a small a mount, with a distinctive humped dorsal
surface, was suggestive of e mmer (Triticum dit:o«um), and another
smaller group with rounded caryopses and stceply..ang.Jed
embryos w.-.~ SUS&estive of hexaploid wheat o( the Triticum
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....,,.,.m (b,..,.d wh..o) group. The llmited chaff remains we,. ol
~urM

wM-ats. •nd unfortunatdy no rachis nor otMr chlf(
frogm<nts ....,. lound to confirm the pmenco ol • ~threshing
bread whtol Ex.lmples ollhost groups .,. illustnted on Rgurr
209. Nont oltht groons ..,.,. definitdy suggestive olsptlt wht.,
(TniiCII"' spdto), ollhough spell &om H<mbwy in ~·on. f>OO'Ibly
ol Ntol1thlc dot•. wos od<nbfied by Helbotk (1952; d H1Limon
1981a, 181). Some antennnhak grains wen assigrwd to drcoau'"'
sptltit or sptlt"llt1trwm lenl only.
Du~ to tht Ltck. or ~rt':al d\afr and th~ fact that any asstmbb3e
or «reals ol Early Ntollthk' date is a valuable Jddition to the crop
record ror thls period. scanning electron micrographs o( the
transverse all layers o( the grains were taken as a poU~ntlal aid to
confirming the spedes of wheat present in the assemblAge,
lollowing the technique developed by Korbtr-Crohne •nd Piening
(1980; KOrber·Crohnc 1981). Although some tronsverse ~li s wert
preserved on the g.ro\lns, measurements of length and breadth that

C'OUid be made did not readily conform to the s.i7..e ranges given by
KOrber..Crohne and Piening (1980).
A few grains resembled rye (Starl~ crrn~l~). as they were
somewhat 'bu Ue~·shapOO. and thest are entered on Table 88 as
Tnticurn/StOOt. They l .rt':, howtver, most likely to have been whNt.
)ones ond Chombtrs (1984) have pushed bock the antiquny ol ry•
in this country. possably to the Bronze Age. but tl\eTe tJ no
evidetlft yr1 that rye was present in the British NeohthK.
The wHd speaes associited with the cereal$ were luruted an
number. Ceorum 5P'f0f'$ suet. as dea-.-ers (c.ln'"' sp.). $hetop's
..,..,... (R•ma - l o ) . nettle (U"n •MIS), and block btndwted
(Pvlypl•m
can .n be round growing •• anblt wtedJ
Howewr, as thto arabW wHd flora was smaU and ratlwr hmlttd,
and u htt~ cert'al chaff wu p~~ littJe informat1on on
crop-p~&ng t«hniques or agrarian practice can be derived
from the assemblage.

"'"""'"'"liS)

The prt'Mnce of blade bindweed. a twining speaes and frequent
arable weed. implies that as far as harvestlng techniques are
concern~. straw was g01thered with the crop (Hillman 1981b). The
Calium (bcdstraw) Is probably C. apGrin~ (cleavers). and this Is of1cn
regarded a.s lndiC'o~~tivc of autumn sowing.. a pr"ctice which was not
thought to predate the Bronte Age Oones 1981). Sheep's sorrcll:t

0

Q

CD

Fig 209 CArbonised plattt rtmains: row l , Triticum
dicoccumlmonococcum spikeltt fork, width 2mm;
Triticum cf dicoccum glunrt MS<', width al baS<'
J nrnr; Plantago lanceolala snd, ltttgtlr 2.2mnr;
rows 2 and 3. Triticum cf aeslivum s.l. grains,
ltrrgths 4.5mm; rows 4 and 5: Trilicum cf dicoccum
grains, lengths 4.8 and 4.9mnr

usually associated with add soil conditions, n'lther thal\ calcareous
substtatt'$, but the decaldfied nature of the buric.od !IOil at Haz.leton
was also apparent from the .scarcity of mollu.§CS and the soil
onolyses (below and Chopltr 15).
Other charred seeds from the old land Jurface may be lndkative
of grassland and scrub. Deadly nightshade (Atrop:~ btiUr-donn~~) and

hazel are scrub/woodland tdge s:p«ies. As a source

o(

wild food

that was kxaUy abundant. haz.elnutt rould have ~n a valuable
part of tht diet; indeed, early <'fteal ndbvation rNY have
supplemollled the gathering ol wild rrsour<es roW.. thon m
m10.

l'hf> grassland compon~t or the depo51t IS 1IJO of tnle~t.
V•tch.. (Voci•!L>tlryn<s sp.). grosses (Gromtneo•). knolgr>$$
(l'vlyptum Q't.'IIOdgn). and pl.antam (,.ni11g0 lnaollt•) Wtrt
present.,. as were the carbonl$td tubtrs ol th~ oruon couch
(llnhttwthmm1t!Diius var. bulbosum: Fog 210). ThJs l.ul sptdts has
been noted in several Bronze Ag• depoo11J (eg Godwin 1975, 4GI;
)ones 1978, 101). )ones considered the gross as a pos51blo lood
source. whereas God win suggested lhat it mAy have been a weed
of cultivat~ land. Some botanists (eg C l lub~ud 1980) seem to
agree that Arrhcnathnum tl4ti!'S is o weed o( cultivated ground,
while others have also noted its tendency to spread in abandoned
arable l.and. Tansley (1939, 293) d ied an t'lrea of :a!Mndoned arable
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Fig 210 Carbonised tuber fragments of Arrhenatherum elatius var. bulbosum (onion couch); scale in nm• (photo: V
Straki!r)
land at Rothamsted Experimental Station, where t\rrhmntJ~rum
was noted in this respect. Before 1882, the plot carried an annual
crop of wheat. The crop was not harvested in 1882 and by 1914
half of the area, which had remained untouched (and uncharted),
supported ' ... oak·hazcl wood with various herbaceous species'.
On the other half of the plot, the woody species had systematically
been removed after 1886, and by 1913 A"lltlltltlu'nlm with lesser
knapweed (Ce'ltaurtn Migra) were dominant. Tansley suggested
that these two species were maintained by constant removal of the
woody plants, which effectively led to the maintenance of a
grassland.
In the forthcoming National Vegetation Classification (Rod well
in prep), the section dealing with gra.sslands throws some useful
Light upon plant communities in what is termed Arrherrotllerum
t'iotius roarS(' grassland (ArrMflath.erdum tlotioris). This is also of
assi.stan<e in try-ing to understand the grassland component of the
HazJeton assemblage. The A"}rcrratJrt>rum t>/atius coarse grassland
community is one in which coarse-leaved tussock grasses, notably
Arrhtnathtrum tlatius, with, usually, smaller amounts of Onctylis
glommta and Holcus lannll1$ 3«' generally dominant. Few of the
numerous herb species mentioned by Rodwell as often present in
this community were noted in the small Hazleton assemblage, but
the grassland species, Rumtx, Vida/L.nthyms, Plo~rtngo lanctolnta,
and Galium llpDri"t, can all be found in the Arrhtrratherl'trmr. Calicmr
and Pbwtago are also possible arable weeds. The A"ht·rralhert'tcmr
' .. . is above all an ungrazed grassland', common throughout
Britain in various habitats, including OOdly•managed pastures and
meadows and on land abandoned after unsuccessful arable
cultivation (Rod well in prep). A vital factor in the development of
the Arrhf"othtrttum is an absence or irregularity of mowing. it will
stand ocasional mowing, essential in stopping the invasion o(
woody species, and in these cin:umstances this commu1tity is a
stage in the scrub/woodland succession. It nourishes on gener<'llly
well·structured loams, but it will grow on a variety of drcum•
neutral soils. It is possible thilt such a grassland ,...as preS('nt at
Haz.leton, but this can only be a tentath•e suggestion in view of
the relatively small amount of carbonised mnterit~l recovered and
the fact that modern ecological studies should not be applied too
literally to early prehistoric material.

At Hazleton, therefore, despite the restricted size of the
assemblage, it is possible to suggest that cereal cultivation took
place at or near the site and that the arable land may have been
abandoned, though not graz@'<f, and eventually reverted to scrub
which was dearcd (or the building of the monument. The seeds
from the arable and grassland communities have become mixed in
the archaeological re<ord. lt may have been necessary for
maintaining soil fertility to rOtate ~real cultivation between
diffel'"('nt plots in the same area. [( this was the situation, then it
is possible that a mosaic of patches of arable, abandoned ar<'lble,
and scrub existed in the area before the calm was built.

Neolithic crop husbandry
While evidence for Neolithic arable cultivation in Britain has come
indirectly from a number of sources, such as quemstones, ~real
pollen in peats, and cultivation ma.rks in buried soils, details of the
crops grown arc surprisingly scarce and still largely dependent
upon work done many years ago, based principally upon
impressions of plant material on Neolithic pottery Oessen and
Helbaek 1944; Helbaek 1952). Subsequent studies by R Hubbard
(1975) and Denncll (1976) htwe exposed the biases in the evidence
for crops provided by impressions on pottery and shown that this
evidence was not necessarily representative of the economy on the
sites at which the pottery was found.
The recovery of the actual remains of cereals and other plants
from Neolithic contexts, following the development of wet·sieving
and notation techniques. promises to give a much more reliable
picture of <TOp husbandry local to the sites which produce the
remains. Hmman (1981a), in :~ survey of this newly·accumulating
data, reiterated the fact that many of the questions ronceming the
development of crOp husbandry in this country arc still largely
unanswered, although he conduded that, in gener<'llterms, emmer
wheat, naked and hulled six•row barley. and smaiJer amounts of
bread wheat, Rax. and possibly einkorn wheat and pulses were
cultivated.
The Hazleton assemblage, while modest in si:te, fits in with this
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~~ pklu~ and lS a.n &mportant addi_tion to the crop r«<rd for
the earty Neot.truc. rspeaaUy in Vle\'o' ol tM ~.oc.lrbon
chtOh(~OS( for tM 511~. wh.ich dates the plant rem~.ans from 1M
bunod 100 to 2911l:t56 voc•l be (QxA-616/73817)9) or ••rl~« Pul,..
at Ha.d tton m.~y be ab:sc.>nt. bec.aust t.hey. liJ..e frft'-thrnh..ng
cerui.J. tend to be underreprtstnttd in the a.n:Neolog.tal r«<rd
(The pf'O(eS.Sang or pube-s does not require he~t... and they it'\"
therefore less lokcly to bc p....,tved by .,.;ng chan<d.)

The only other Cotswold·$e1-•em tomb to have

produ~

an

a.ssembl~ge o( pl.1nt remai.ns rrom bulk-processing of the buMt*d
soil Is Cwcmvo1le (Brhnell 1984a, 49). As at Hazleton, despate the
fact that IMge quantities ol soil were examined~ the ~real remain~

were SCO\nty, consisting principally of emmer wht."al with a

t~mall
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Pollen analysis
by Robert G Scaife

Introduction
Onsite examln..hon of various sections was undertaken w1th •
view to pos5ible pollen analysis, and several samples were talo.en
These included to~mples from the area of the trt.oe·throw hollow in
the buried soil to the e;~st of the south chamber (Fig 42, section 1),
which prov4.od on anJiysls to be devoid of pollen. ~t<'il~ nnJiysis
was restricted to a single, organically-rich sample from the buried
soil at the western edge of the midden (Fig 42. section 3, soil
thin-s.ection ~mplc IS). Even In this sample, the pollen was
extremely sp"rse and, in the majority o( cases, the pollen exiMs
were badly degrilded. This problem of low absolute pollen
frequenc~cs is common in the analysis of ca.k.ueou5 soiiJ.
Difierent.al p~N.Uion of some typeS in the pollen spectrum
from U.tdtton hu muJted in the disproportion1tely high
qUintibeS of 50tnt t.\X.I. Pollen ol TantXJIOim type (Uguhflol"l~).
monolett SportS of Dr)qKms type, a.nd trilete sporH of Plmdu.;"'
ut putw:ubrty ~~ and therefore subted to O\"f'n'Cprt$t'n·
totion in tho polltn spo<trum.
It is to bt txpt<Wd tn a buried soil that faunal moong. ~~lly
by Ntthworms, ol tho uppo< layers will have token pla<-t, •nd
a.gncultutiiKt:W'Ity rNY abo tu..-e been a factor in sod dlSturbain«
no~ (ChaP"'' IS). Poll<n settling on S<Jch • soil 5urfa<t> would
comt to be d1Sttibu.ttd throu..g.hout lht profile in a proctSS o( J<MI
homogenl5.1tion. The pollen spectrum present in the upper 5011
byers should thu.! bt simiiM to the spectrum lower down the
proRie (though not noressorily right at ;ts base). A.o O.mbleby h•s
emphasioed (Oimblcby and Evans 1974, 119), all the pollen found
in such a soU l.s more or less coeval and throughout the profile will
be representative of the site vegetation just prior to Ihe final act of
buri1l. which in this cajC is the construction of the overlying e~im,
with the possibility of an older, differentially-preserved, (raC1ion
of the tp«trum remaJnlng from earlier phases of pollen rain.

Results of the pollen analysis
A s.tmple ol c IOml ol50il was examined. A relab~ly .sm~lltottl
count of251 poUcn graans and spores was obtaaned by counhn;g
six poll<n sbd., (Tablo 89).
CoryiVI typo (J9.S.,.) IS dom1nant. l1us poll<n ta>.on al$o 1ndud.,
Myrw, if poor poll<n p.-rvabon negates l)lpologaal d1llff'o
enti.ltion. Mynor IS, hown-er, a taxon of wetlands and i$ unhkc-ly
to haV< bctn 1mporunt here. U>rylos was, thorelore, pao>ibly
abundo~nt on or 1\f'ar to the site just before tM a 1m wu
constructed, 1n interprtt.ttion which a«<rds with the m.~croscopic
plant datOJ (abov~). Hazel wou p~b1y growing as scrub 1nd
cert4t1nly In open l1ght situations, allowing it to flower. Arboreal
taxa are rcw in num~r and low in dominance in the spectrum.
The pollen grains of Tdkl (3.5%) are resilient and therefore possibly
ov('rreprcsentcd due to the erfecls o( d irferential preservation. Tit1a
might be expected to have been growing on the local limcslonc
soils prior to any decalcification~ and the pollen may thus relate to
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c01rlier woodland cover. Therefore, although lime is known lobe
an important constituent of the Ncolithic (andsc.-.pc. its app.,uent
!iignificance here may simply result from bias In the pollen record.
or the herbaceous taxa present, TDrQXQCiim type (21%). Phmlago
llwcrolaiD (10%), and Gramineae (8%) are the most significant.
J'reservation of T~trDx«um pollen was in the majority of cases poor,
but sufftdent to allow idenbficahon, attesting the differential
preservat:aon of this taxon. Th1s may lii.SO be the case for PWnt11go,
although Cramineae, being less robust, art bkely to rtfled
contemporary growth at the time of buNI ThJs t.tter point ls
<mphosised by tho relatively lino 5tot• ol_,. olth• pollen groins
o( Cranu.neae rec'O\·ered. ()o.·eniJ, the dl\'er"Sit)' ol hfrbrlaoous WQ
dlow, there .,.;ng kw typos whoch •~ daa~acol ..tn.r postor.al
or aublt activity on a La.~ scalit. All thrtot of the domiNnt tAXi
m~y bt tnc:hcahve m ct>T'Um orcumsuncn ol o~n arable or \t\'~tt
ground tnvVonment, rather tholn tht JMStoral Llndux Wlth ""''hich
they lrught more normaUy bc i!SSO<Uted
Smo~D numbers or cereal pollen gp1ns were p~nt (2'%),
identified by being of large-r O\'trall diameter and by Nvmg a porus
and annulus diameter ol greater size th~n those gralru attributed
to wild grasses. The pollen dispersion charactcristJa o( early cereal
varieties may be responsible lor their underrcprescntation in the
poiJen spectrum. Despite the diminutive numbers o( cereal grains
present, it is likely that at least some arable cultivation was being
practised on or near the site. It is well known (Robinson and
Hubbard 1977) that cereal pollen may be trapped In the stM.Jcture
of the 'ear' of grain, and it.s release during crop processing may
have contributed to the pollen present In the Hulcton spectrum.
1'1\r: evklence of macro5('()pic c'ryopses of Tnllcum and Hordtum
must be exAmined for darif.cation of this pou~ntill derivabOn.
Wathin lht spore catesory. all typH prestnt an bt O\'U·
represented due to the effects o( d1fftren&l prestrVttion or
dntrvcbon. Th;s ;s espeaaUy so Wlth Dryoptnu typos •nd ol
Polypodlwm rvlgR«- Pttndn1.m 8tf11ilinw"' (6.4%) may~ an lnc:liator
ol doonnce. possibly by fire, after which at ~adaly coloruses,
although Olmbloby has ougg<>ted that tho O«Urm>« ol tho spores
ol Plmir•"' U\ rondtina·type SOils could mult from manuring
pro<la<'<S (DUnbloby ond Ev•ns 1974, 1~2).
0\mbleby has shown that. in certa1n drcumsto~ncts, pollen
d..agrams can ~constructed rrom areu of alareou! lltholoK;tes.
and he has summarised some of the available ~vklence from
Neollthic sites (Oimbleby and Evans 1974, fig 2). Pollen analyses
of soUs on calcareous substrates are more satisractory when the
soils have developed superficial clay co~~pplngs on the chalk or
limestone as, for example, at Silbury I UU, Wiltshire (Oimbleby
unpublished report: Institute of Archaeology library, UnJverslty or
London). H was not possible, however, to conJtruct a more
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complttt polltn .wquenct" at t-b.rlrton .lnd the pollen data
p~ntt"CC ~ .ll't' en1gn"olric:: it is only by ton~tdenn.g them an
comb.nattoo w1th the pedological and plant mo~crofossll d.lt.l th.at
the most nluo~ble mformahon can be obtatnt'<l
Some tenl.lttve comments on the environm('flt pottrolyed here,
and the envaronmcnt.ll picture obtained from otht•r Ncof1thic sites
in southern Englitnd, can be made. At a num~r of those sites
discussed by Oimbleby and Evans (1974), it i~ app3rent from both
pollen and molluJCan data that open conditions shown in pollen
sp«tr., from lower down in the soil profilet were &ubM·quently
replaced by woodland and/or scrub reroJoms.u.on (t"g at Durring·

ton W•ll• 1nd I<Np Hill). Since only • s.ngl• <pot .. mpl• of the
u~ 1nd most humK" burifd soil ~·.u found to cont.m polk!n in
counUI~ qu•nbt~t:t, no mt~tion of tempor•l d\ange-s an bP
mad to it I Ul~On
At a numbl>r ol 51tes (Ascott·undt"f·\\'ychwood, Kmp Hill.
South Strtet), Cqrylus is sh~-n to havt bfen o( •mportance
(Dimbleby and Evans 1974, fig 2). This mosht bo expected as hazel
(avours growth 3nd nov.oering in open scrub on b.~nch hm('$tOne
soils and on supcrftcial deposits on CJic-Jrcous lithologies. At
Ascott·undtr·Wyrhwood, it is interesting to note that TWa w.lS
also relatively important. Tilill is entomophllou.s and O'IS ;)
consequence is generally underrcpresent<.*d In pollen spectra
(Andersen 1973). That Ti/it.ll\ad ~n a constlturnt o( the Hadeton
environmt'nt Ns been noted, but the rUM) ol dl(ferential pollen
preserv.thon (~ 11s generally dtgradfd st.ate) suggest th.at the
unpoi'U~ oi Ti/11 here predates the C«y/WS domuwnce liiUSITated
by the bttff's h1gh pollen percentage tot.al.and over.all better state
ol presen·abon
O.mbltby wu able to show simi.. r rep~m<'nt of Tilill by
CNyfus at A>rott·\lnd•r·Wychwood (Dimbleb) and Evans 1974),
and tt •s pbu.sib~ th.lt both there and at fl.uleton th1s was a
response to lncrt'ol5ed anthrOpogenic pressure prior to cairn
construction. At other sites, by contrast, there i.s cv1dence from
both pollen and molluscs for the rolonisation o( open herbaceous

cnvironmcnl$ by Corylus 5Ctllb woodland (eg Avcbury; Dimblcby
and Evans 1974, table 3).
Fram this discussion~ it is ap~rent that the dynamjcs o(
Neolithic vt,~t.abon vary regionally with dafftrenbal ef(ects o(
anthropostnte prnsu_re creating open pastor.tland a,-,bl~ em.iron·
ments, but w1th othe-r .are.u undergo.n,& (OttSt clearance. l'he
creation o( KNb (rom either of~ two ~IIWitam tS apparent.
Furthermoro. ot is ev>dent from the gener>l llllport.>na or tw.rb
poltM att~ s.~tes noted abol.·e that dosed. dommant woodland
wa.s rue or absent from the brood zone of rentrJI southem English
chalk and lunestone areas.

Conclusion
From the pollen data, it can be concluded that the \'egetation
environment whidt mstfd prior to construction o( the aim was
one dom1Nttd by ha%.cl scrub. For tlw- Aowtnng o( huel to ha\'e
ocnJtft'd~ an optn. bght emironmtnt would N\'t btoc!-n b.kety. This
(Kt lS s.mt&arty alt~ted by the rditl\·riy high ptopott:ions o(
~ t..t.u recownod, which h~ude Pt.nt.go IIIJtetVIM•.
Cramine-ae, and ComposiU.e. As only a sanp spot s.amp~ of the
uppermost ~rt or tM buried soil WO}S (ound to contain poUen. it
is not po5$1ble to state clearly what the character w;u o( earlier
vegetation on the site. it has been noted, however. that Tititl was
present, but in a largely degraded form, which may be evidence
o( the Anal vestiges of the preceding veget3tlon. T1INI is recognised
to have been olsubsta1Hial import.once in southern Britain in many
areas until the later prehjstoric period (Biker tt a/1978; Crcig 1982;
Scaife 1980). Moreover, it is now dear that Td111 (ormed the
dominant woodland over wide area..s o( c.akarrous lithologies and
the limited t'l.-tdtonc-t at H.azleton is at le.ast commensurate with this
view.
Du• to dolfffenbol prt'S<'fVIDon ol km <porn (Diyopcms type.
Pttniloum, •nd Polypcodovm) and thid<·w•lled pollon S'"lM (Pk•'"SO
"'"""""''•· Compooot>• spp.). totals ol the$t w. 110 hogh. \~
these •ndtate optnntss o£ the enVIronmt<nl at tM bme o(
monument COMtruction, some may be remno~~nts of earher phases
o( forest deolrii\C't. Evidence (or cereal cultivltion is sparse, but
the small quanti tic.'$ o( cereal pollen, considered In as!M)dation with
the chnrrcd remains (ound, illustrate that cereAls were being
cultivated and/or processed in the vicinity.
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The land molluscs
by Martin Bell

In/rod uct ion
During the e.xC-'v.abon, samples were taken (rom the (ollowing
groups o( contexts: the buried soil (column 6 and spot samples).
the north quury (columns 2 and 3), and the south quarry (columns
4 and 5 •nd spot ..mples). In oddition. thos rq>0r1 ondudes a briel
dl5CUsston ol she-Us 1"«0\"ered during ons.te w•ter-sleVlng and
t - coll«l<d by hand ln>m sele<tcd eontexts Descnpt""' and
quanhtU•ve tenm conc-ernin.g the se<hment (f'8 modentety stony)
(ollow flodpon (1976). and soil colours~~ t':lfp~5ed in terms o(
the Munsell system, reLating to samples when moist. The tripartite
dass1fiahon o( d1tch sediments i.s that oothned by Evans (1972,
321-8) and Umbrey (19?5, 29(h)()()), The method! ol analysis are
those dt'SCribed by Evans (1972). and the non1cnclature follows
WaldCn (1976).
The main problem encountered was the low number of molluscs
in many contexts. They were only preserved In a .subsoil hollow
and in the quarries dose to the cairn, where muses or small
limestone picccs had been loo..-ned by phyolc.tl weathering.
MoUUJCS were not generally preserved in the c»d Land swf~~ and
tht'- sod Jn~.tysas (Olapter 15) sho'ft·ed th.at thlJ w~ btcau.se it was
strongly d«alofied. S..bilisabon honzons •n the quony 6Us,
whJoCh Wf'~ dt'\"Oid o( lunto:stone pi«n.. produ«d low numbers ol
molluxs, opon portly b«auJ< ol parrill dealofK'iJhOn.
S.n«" numberS were generally &ow, the mollusc dJagrams (Figs
21l- 12) Mve been prepa.n!d as histograms o( llbsolute numbers
(rather than percentage diagrams). Tht>5e histograms and the
numbers of molluscs given on the left have bt.ocn adjusted to
numbers per 2k.g of soU (act'ual nun.'bers and soil wei~hts are given
in Tables 109-114: Appendix 13), but no (urthcr adJustment wa5
m4'!de to compcllSc'lte lor differences in stone content. Instead, the
eUects of chJs (actor h.tve been summarised on accompanying
diig.rams (Figs 239-40: Appendix 13), which show the numbers o(
molluS<S on 21(g of sediment rompon!d to the numbers in 21<g ol
fine sedoment (less than O.Smm). The ....,. cltiVIli\S g;,.. •
St"ploo<il summ~ry or'"" ct..nges in particle-..... <OmposiDon.
Anollwr (.KtOr to ronsider is tM amount o( rod·rubble on the
site. Evans and Jonrs (1973) ha,·e demon.strittd the mstence of
rock·rubb~ a.s.semblagrs charactensed by O.rydulws, Vllnw, and
OISC'UJ, These bve in skeleton·supported stdamenl5 in the va<uous
interstkes, (or cx.ample between limestone blocks. At Hazleton,
such sedimentJ wet(' (ound in the caim and In the primary quarry
(ills. Matrix-supported sediments latk interstitlalsJnces, and their
mollusc assemblages should reOe<t more general ecological
conditions. AI Hat.leton. these sediments were the soil hori.rons
and the 5eCOndary and tertiary quarry fills. For darity. histograms
o( the rock·rubblc species have been grouPf'd on the diagratn$..
Also grouptd are histograms (Or the ·Pvrtdwm Croup' (h:nctllm
I'YRfliiWfl"', (tiCOI'tulllS foi11US. NtS«~ttrw lwl'lfmrond. and Vitri""'
pt:flun* Evant 1972,. 195), which sorMtatM'J pl.ayta St,gn;lica.nt role
m ttw. <OICM\1,._ oi ditch 6Us and simlllr loabOM.1t should also
be noted th.at C«<ltOtdn lf(:lntllr, whkh was qultco abundant in some
umpln. as a burrowing species o( litde PJ!I"'CO«<Oogical signifi·
(il~ .

Details o( the analyses of all the samples studied are provided
on mi<rofichc (Appendix 13).

Cone/ usion
Some o( tM mollusc species are or interest when compared to
eviden« (or thrir modem distributions. as mapped (or example
by Kemey (19761). Att•ntion has been dr>wn (Appmdlx 13) to the
most stnlang oMt>n«: Vtrligo lllp<Stm ln>m ttw. sub5oil hollow
btneath the C~1m. An interesbng absente-e is ,_..,.., t1qcn$ which
today reachts the lunits of its main BriMh dl!tribubOn on the
Cotswolds (K•m•y 19761. ""'P 7). Thos spedes w•s R!prt'S<!nted
by a single non--apical (ragment in a post•Ntohthic layer at
Condteote hcnge (Bell 1983a), and at Ascott•under·Wychwood
(Evans 1912. 124) lt was absent (rom Neolithicrontexts, but present
by Roman times. 11 was found at Nympsfield (Kennard 1938;
Spencer 1979), some 33km to the south·wcst of HazJeton, but the
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only reli.ably·stratified examples there were from an apparently
natural sub<aim feature (A S....ville pcrs comm). The implications
of these occun"ences are that Pomatias may not have spr<'tJd to the
whole of the Cotswolds until post·Neolithic limes (Evans 1972,
124) or, more probably. that this markedly caldphile species was
exduded from certain sites and areas by strongly decalcified soils,

such as txlsted at Hazleton before cairn construction. As soils
thinned because of erosion, and limestone became incorporated in
surface horizons by tiJJage, quite different. more calcareous soil
profiles developed (Chapter 15). Under these conditions, certain
species like Pomatias tltgans could have bc<ome more widely
distributed.
Pyrrtmidultt rupestris, which has a widespread distribution today
including the Cotswolds (Kcrney 1976a, map 6 1), is another
interesting absentee from the Neolithic levels. The excavations
produced only two, probably l"ter, sheU.S: one probably recent
(gJossy) sheiJ from the south chamber and a possible non·apical
fragment from the upper levels of column 2. This contrasts with
assemblages from modem drystone walls a:round Barrow Ground
Field. These were examined as analogues for the constructionally
very similar Neolithic cairn and particulatly its external revctmcnt
f ine sediment was dusted from between the wall stones at four
sampling points:

2
3
4

North face o( wall north of the cairn; 36g; Pymmidula
rupestris 69; Tri<'hia slriolata 2
East face of waU east of the cairn; 23g; Pyramidula rupt'Str;s
20; Tri<'hiD slriolata 2
West face of wall east of the cairn; 33g.: Pyramiduta rupt'Sir;s
46; Trichia slriolata I; Limaddae 1
West face of wall east of the cairn; 48g; Pyramid uta ruPfSiris
71; Trichia striolata 3.

Most of the molluscs were recent (shiny). but delld, 31\d the
predominance of P. ruptStris is puu;Jing in view of the evidence
from here and elsewhere (Evans 1972, 139) for its absence from
what must have been very similar prehistoric habitats. ihe species
does, however, occur in what seems to be a comparatively early
woodland assemblage at Tomewton Cave, Devon (Kerney 1976b).
lt has been noted that the mollusc sequence from Hazleton was
an intem.~ p ted one: shells were preserved in scdiments containing
small limestone pieces from physical weathering.. but they were
absent in the decalcified o ld land surface. Furthermore, the very
low n umbers associated with stabilisation horizons at the top of
the secondary fills in the quarries indicated that these too represent
hiatuses of non-preservation. l( this is accepted, then episodes of
disturbance and cultivation are li.kely to be overrepresented by the
surviving molluscan record, while st3ble grassland episodes,
which m.ay have persisted for long periods, leave IHtle trace in the
mollusc record. The same thing: can be noted at Condicote henge
(Bell 1983a) and at Winterbourne Steepleton, Dorset (Bell tl al
forthcoming). Oearly, these are important considerations on sites
which are not ideal for mollusc preservation, because of the
non-calcareous soils which they supported in prehistory. These
instances should , however, prompt a consideration of whether this
sort of selective preservation operates, but in a less easily
recognisable way, on other- site$. lt i,s perh;aps n<.'CC$Slny to
qu estion, and if possible to find ways of assessing.. how complete
prehistork mollusc sequences are and to what extent they
represent all the Mollusca wh ich have lived on the sampling site,
and whether all the successive tandu.se regimes are equally well
preserved in the record,
lt is fortunate that at HazJeton a number of the gaps in the
mollu.scan sequence are partly explained and to some extent Hlled
by o ther sources of evidence, particularly the soils, pollen, and
plant m.acrofossils. ihe earliest mollusc evidence is from the

subsoil hollow and represents a phase of dimax woodland which
significantly predatt..>d the cairn and is probably pre·Neolithi(', lt
parnUels the feature below the Ascott·under·Wychwood long
b..'lrrow (Evans 1971). Regrettably, at Haz.leton there was no
molluscan evidence from the 1.1pper levels of the buried soil to
compare with the Ascott evidence for pre·monument dearancc
followed by grassland conditions. However, the other sources o f
evidence at Hazleton show that clearance was followed by tilJage
and hazel scrub development before monument construction. By
the time the secondary fill began to accumulate in the surrounding
quarries, the Mollusca indicate shady conditions. To some extent
this might represent a more shady microenvironment within the
quarries. If, however, the monument had been sum>unded by
op<-n agricultural land, a greater representation of open-country
species might be expected. As it is, the range of shade-loving
species makts it more likely that, during the time of the secondary
fill, scrub or woodland had again colonised the site. Moii1.1S<'S were
well·represented in the secondary fiU in column 2 in the north
q uarry. but not from the south quarry, where column 5 had an
eros-ion surface betv.•een the primary and tertiary fills and column
4 produced very low n umbers of shells.
ln the south quarry, shade·loving species were, however, quite
abundant in the samples from contexts .W and 166. The
stabili.sation horizon at the top of the secondary fill has been
identified as a possible gap in the mollusc sequence. The
subsequent deposits are quite different and consist of a restricted
fi'lnge of open<euntry species in colluvium derived from culti·
vation around, and eventually over, the cairn. The marked contrast
between more recent conditions and those represented by the
secondary fill is further emphasised by the occurrence of individual
spedts in the secondary fill. Enn monta11a i.s today a species of o ld
woodland; in the county of Avon, it is restricted to a few old woods
in the Avon valley near Bath (P iatersfield pers comm). Kerney
(1968, 286) has suggested, however, on the basis of its occurrence
on archaeological sites (indudin,g Nympsf:icld) that it was less of
an anthrophobe in the past. Arianta arbustorum likewiS4.' s-uggests
rather damper and more vegetated conditions, as do many other
species from the prehistoric contexts.
Mollusc analyses from the Ascott·under·Wychwood quarries are
not fu lly published, but Evans and jones (1973, 116) brie11y note
that a second or third millennium uncal be buried soil in the quany
flU produced a woodland assemblage, in which the predominant
species were Carychium tridt,ltatum, Ngopintlla, and Dise&~s, which
quite dosely matches the seronda.ry fill in column 2 at Haz.leton.
A further profitable comparison is with Mollusca from the ditch of
Condicote henge (Belll983a). Here, even the primary fi ll contained
shade-loving specits and there was a much richer assembla$e of
such species in the secondary fiJJ than in any of the Hazleton
samples. Better preservation at Condicote was probably due to
geological factors.
At Ascott· under-Wychwood and Haz.leton, it is known that
there was a dearance episode before monument construction and,
at Hazleton, this was associated with tillage, On aJJ three Cotswold
sites - Ascott. Condicote, and Ha.z.leton - there is evidence of
post-monument regeneration, and the general impression is that
Neolithic clearance may not have been so extensive or long·term
as was the case on the chalk in Wesscx, Not all, even of 1he
('h.alkland, was extensively deared in the Neolithk, however. A
range of Neolithic monuments on the South Downs seem to have
been constructed within fairly localised woodland clearings (K
Thomas 1982). Comparing the Cotswolds, Wessex, and the South
Downs, it seems that. even within chalk and limestone country,
there were quite marked contrasts in the his-tory of Neolithic
landscape evolution. lf that is so, then it will be interesting to
establish to what extent these contrasts were the product of
cultural, as opposed to geological and other, factors.
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eight Neolithic soils investigated by Or I W Comwall
were also reviewed (Appendix 16).

by Richard I Macphail

The modern soils

Introduction and methods

The area around Hazleton carries a modem soil rover of mainly
shallow (SQ..IOOmm on upper s lopes) to moderately deep
(25-40mm on gently·slopin.g plateau areas), clayey brown rend·

This section summarises the study of the buried soils
(Appendices 14-16) and includes a note on the auger
transect and soil-pit survey carried out by Bell a nd
Macphail. A fuller version of this report is available
in the site archive, along with a series of colour
photographs w hich illustrate the thin sections and
other features of the analysis. Six areas of the buried
soil, one present-day profile, and soil samples from
the mound and north quarry (Table 90, Figs 213 and
214) were described (cf Avery 1980; Hodgson 1976)
and analysed (cf Avery and Bascomb 1974). Thirteen
thin sections were examined (cf Bullock et a/1985) and
interpretations made following the experience of
Courty et a/ (1989). The magnetic susceptibility (MS)
of the soils was also measured (cf Tile and Mullins
1971; Longworth a nd Tite 1977). Thin sections from

zina.s, w ith deeper (over I m), clayey brown calcareous earths with

limestone rubble on the colluvial slopes and in dry valley fiJJs.

These comprise the soils of the Sherbome Association (Courtney
and Findlay 1978; Findlay rl al 1983). The closest modem
equivalent soil series to the buried Neolithic rover (S« below and
Table 92) are the argillic brown earths of the Tetbury and Ston
Easton Series (Ciayden and Hollis 19'34). but these are app;arently
now locally absent from the modern soil rover and local dry valley
fills.

The buried soils
Early Flandrian and Atlantic pedogenesis
The dark yellowish·brown to dark brown (7.5YR414-314) Neolithic
day soils are also shallow and vary from l00-200mm in depth. The
field morphology of the deepest (400mm) subsoil hollow on the
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horizon, OCC\lfS as juxtaposed fragments bctwe('n which are

Table 90 List of soil samples

Sample from tht baSQI a~irr1 (dump)
17
thin section of 'turf', context 286

m.icrolaminated void (dosed vughs) infills (Macphail 1986). The
fact that the turbation fabric was unworkcd by later biological
activity sus.gests that the in fill of the hollow was rapid and, from
the evidence of several other comparable sites, this lack of
reworking may relate to human activity (Macphail and Coldb<'rg
1989), as indic~ted by the 1\umber of Mesolithic Oints present in
the soil at Hazlcton.
In all of Cornwall's eight sites and four o ther comparable
Noolithic soils studied by the author, no intact 'AtlanticJSubBoreal' Bt horizons (\Vcir tt al 1971) have been found on shallow
base rich soils, only on disrupted one'S as at Haz.leton. This
indicates an ubiquity of shallow soil disturbance on occupied sites
in early prehistory. as far as can be judged from present
infonnation.

S.mplt from tht primary fill of the north qua.-ry
14
thin section of 'turf, context 55

Neolithic soils

Samples from tl1t mod('''• rece"tly arable, collrwial soil i" l..owtr Barrow
Ground fold INGR SP 07125 18590!

The examination of soil material nearer the surface and in
shallower subsoil hollows more closely rcOects the Neolithic
activity on the site. First, contemporary pedogenesis and Neolithic
occupation have had the effect, in some ways. of homogenising
the soil. and only few soil fragments ocrur which may be a relic
of the tree-throw episode or a res-ult of Neolithic clearance itself.
The buried soil, however, was not at all unifonn <t('J'()SS the site.

Sample; from the in situ buried soil
l-3
thin sections of profile 1
4-5
thin sertions of profile 2
6
bulk analysis only of 'marl' from profile 2
7-9
bulk analyses only of prome 3
15
thin st'dion of midden, context 561
16
thin section of midden, context 561
1~19
thin sections of soil beneath collapsed stonework
outside the extemal revelment

10
11

thin section of Ap horioon in profile 4
bulk analysis only of Bt horizon in prof'ile 4

12
13

thin section of O(g)2 horizon in profile 4
bulk analysis only of C2 'marl' in profile 4

T he midden

site (Macphail t987a, p late 3) suggests that it is a tree-throw pit
(Lutz and Griswold 1939; O.nny •nd Coodlctt 1956) probilbly
dating to an earlier 'Atlantic' woodland cover (Appendix 13).
Microfabric analysis (Table 92) shows that reddish and moderately
ferruginous (Table 91) beta B day (Ouchaufour 1982) weathered
directly from the Hampen Marley Beds Ourassic oolitic limestone).

One area in particular was dark brown with abundant fine and
coarSe charcoal and was designated a midden, because it contained
cereal grains, hazelnut shells, wood c-harcoal, bones o f domestic
animals, qucmstones, etc. lt also i.ndudcd fragments of poorly
birc(ringrent reddish·brown, dense, cracked soil, which from
experimental evidence (Courty 1984; Courty tt td 1989) was
concluded to be burnt. This material could be related to

Further Flandri.an ped.ogenesis took the form of mild leaching and

pl'OWble ~~y tTanslQCation, producing yellowish-brown (6(l)) and
pale yellowish-brown (Eb) day loom soil. Tree--throw hlld the effect
of turba.ting this Flandrian brown earthlargi.Llk brown earths so that

disturbance of the one hc.arth fou.nd on the site. The ch.areoal·rich
soil matcriill (fine ch<lrcool worked into the soil by trampling) is

soil material from the different horizons. including the humic A I
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Table 91

Soil s~mplt$ :
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indicative o f intensive human occupation (Courty et nl 1989), as
suggested by the midden and a possible hut on the site.

Table: 92 P~dogc:nic and humJ~n history J~t Huleton, bJ~sed on
soH micromorphology, chemistry, and magnetic susceptibility
(MS) characteristics of the buried soil

Cultivation
Iron .-nd ~r'I&Jront rtp~t ~wd rbfo iA $Oil watf'r·labk,
ol turf; flf' and Mn p.~n klnnatiofl a!W'mbir mic:robiolop•l aC'twity,
at .o..50mm; mhai'IC'C'd MS •nd
~~rntAI ol Ft and MA loon~ ill
ifOA OOftt('AI
f'f'du«<< form. and lhrir
Jlft"dpil•tion as oxicSH

Elsewhere. soils were also apparently unvegetated and poorly
worked by fauna, suggesting a low earthworm popuJatiOI\, In
many cases. the fabric was dominated by transloc.ated dusty clay
that coated most voids (Macphail l987a, plate 5), indicating surface
soil disturbance. At Fussell's Lodge, Wiltshire (Ashbee 1966),
Nutbane, Hampshire (de Mallet Morgan 1959), and Asoott underWychwood, Oxfordshire (also on oolitic limestone; Evans 1971),
the buried surface soils have biological fabrics (Babel 1975) which
arc typical of lllttural surface horizons. In contrast, much of the
surface soiJ at Hazleton is umratuml and more comparable to bare
ground that has undergone tillage Oongerius 1970 and 1983;
Macphail tt ttl 1981). ln addition., parts of the buried soil have had
their p rismatic structure broken up into finer blocks which is one
indication of tillage (Dexter 1976; Gebhardt 1989). Also, some dusty
clay lines root channels and biological structures concomitant with
intermittent plant g rowth/biological activity and soil slaking; a
combination found in the presumed cultivated soil at Kilham,
North Yorkshire (Oimbleby ar\d Evans 1974.; Manby 1976; Macphail
tt Ill 1987, fig 9). Therefore, the presenC\' of poorly organic
(compare the residual Neolithic 0.8-0.9% org<mic ('.arbon with
3.5% organic carbon in modern local topsoils) and therefore poorly
stable (Grieve 1980; lmeson and Jungerius 1976) surface soils.
combined with this suggested cultivJtion, has apparently led to
the translocation of dusty day. Seed and po!Jen evidence may also
imply onsite agriculture (see Straker and Scaife in Chapter 14).

Middt'fl at('.-. prisms twohn 1nl(l ~bu!i.lol <'UitivaiJC)n ol
bloct.t; bum! ><HI fr~b; fine rniddlf'A arN
dlarro.~l in vny dulll)' cby C'Ooll•
!n,v.; l~tunl k•tur" ~1\o
tull'ISIA top 4()-(()mm; numtrvu'

4

Landuse pattern
lt is evident (rom the soil study that cultivation wM probably in
small p lo ts and that these shifted aCTOSs the site. For example. o ne
area of abandoned cultivated soil developed a shallow turr only to
be buried by a more coarse clay loam colluvium. ihis possible
ploughsoil colluvium in turn developed an herbaceous cover prior
to cairn construction. Another area of the buried soil contains
coarse (l0-20mm) root holes and, because they are empty of soil
(Macphail l987a, plate 4), these are interpreted as evidee\C'e of
shrubs on the site just before burial. The midden it~lf was
physically reworked, and counting of the charroal·rich day

!*'""' of dw.rroal
Co.rw (10-20mm) r001 fdH
f'mpCy of toil; orl;"nk turf at top
of 20rnm cl a!)(d"" $011 rontaining
dusty day ,>(lid coati~; this

bu.riH an Nrllft tu.rl

l'rlf'-buriai5CNb MN,; durnptd soil
or mort h~ly burwl by C\lltivatiotl
rolluviiJm ol pm.-~y ft'\~·
t'tak'd tilkd soil; p«'<bunal htf'o
b.a«ou$ <'OV('r

Modt'f<ttt•ly poorly-stn.ortult'd
'"'"''· with dusty day twt•"P·
and flfW f•unal·.,.~ fabfi,.,

Low Nrthwonn popu&Ahon In

A~ cl fint tond ('QIJI~ durw.J,I
(WOOd, «'rf'.lll gr~ns.. lw«<rwts}.

li\I"'Sivt' O«\\.J"'IiOI\imid6t'n (loc".-1

m.tinly Ul\\'f'&tUM'd p~iuu,ly
rnlliv•k'd hNrth arid poMibk- hut):

bonH.. b\Jmt iMJil fr-agmtnb; .wb- tr;lmpling,; doe>~rai'ICC'
~ JUXIIJ'O'C'd finco JOil fr.-s·
rnmu from v;u-.ouJ horizon!!
Adat~rk
(M~t.hk?)

OHp tub5oll OO!klw: JU.'t•f'IOM'd l..t'8~ t~lhrow .and r;~pid infillin3
ro.arw d (Al. Eb. 8(1),1lc-~<t 8. of f'f'St.llring hollow by d~SNptf'd
ooliti') fr~nu with fiMufl'11:
lnfii!N by rni<Yol.~omln.ncd dusty

soli,

~

ntpidly INn ('o)Ukt b('

f'('WOf~~lly

"''

t'Arly Atndrian Sub5oll: tonh.I.Attd MS; rnMC irun D«akif~bon •nd we.tlwonng ol
and day; ft'dd1$h bt-1.1 8 f•bria Harn.pffl M.uly 8tds..loNc:hlng •l'ld
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roating.s showed a concentration of these at 40-60mm d epth.
which from experiments (Gebhardt 1989) indicates arding,
although Romans and Robertson (1983) have suggested deeper
maximum ef£ects. Lastly, there may be an association between the
suggested low organic matter content of the cultivated Neolithic
soils and the low earthwonn population (Edwards and Lofty 1972
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and 1975). The suppo:sed poor organic status of the soils, which
was possibly induced by this Neolithic subsistence ag.ri('tllture
(Romans and Robert.son 1983), may have led to increasingly poorer
crop returns, thus causing the last phases of cultivation on the site
to shift to the more orgi.'lnic (1-1 .5% organic carbon) and more
nutrient-rich midden area. Elsewhere in England, onsite manuring
for possibly the same reasons has been indicated (Sc-aife 1987).

HAZLETON NORTH
LANDSCAPE TRANSECT &
SOIL PI~_:TS
~---

Post-burial effects
,i p1tC

The soil was affected by post-burial depletion in organic matter
and Jocali~d hydromorph.ism, whkh t'J\hanced buried surface soil
MS, caused organic fabrics to be «!placed by oxides oi iron 3nd

manganese, and resulted in the development of iron and
mangane-se pan 40-60mm into the buried soil bcatuse of a
post-burial rise in the local water table (ALien and Macphail 1987).

Auger transect and soil-pit survey

,.:-?.
o,...;-"'

by Martin Bell and Richard I Macphail
An auger transed and soil·pit survey were carried out in an
approximately north-south direction across Barrow Ground and
adjacent fields (Fig 215). The tranS('('t line ran across the p lateau
on which the cairns are located and down into the dry valleys to
north and south {Fig 216). The aims of the transect were to provide
data for comparison with the Nrolithic paJaeosols <~nd to establish
whether either o f the dry valleys contained sedimentary sequences
relating to the Ncolithic mo1\uments or subsequent phases of
Landscape history.
The transect consisted of 20 auger holes and five soi.l pits: pit 6

was on the plateau supplementing data from the exeJvation: pits
C and E were on the valley shoulders; and pits A and D were in
the dry valleys. Soil depth is shown schematically on Figure 216
by a soBd black bar of appropriate length and is given numerically
by the figures above each lh1r. l>rofile descriptions o( the soil pHs
are given in Appendix 17.
In pit A, there was c t.45m of colluvium containing oolite
fngments, with evidence of charcoal Oecks at the base. This
overlay a stoneless. probably decaldfiM, palaeosol with evidence
o f translocated day at its base, developed on oolitic limestone
head. In pit D. there was a d~p lower sequum of marl and
limestone with only relatively d('(!p {c 0.83m) colluvial brown
deposits in the upper sequum. The lowest brown soil horizon at
0.67-0.83m (6(g)2). was not decalcified and had a microrabric
which, in contrast to the Neolithic soils, had a few limestone
fTagments, a brown rolour, and moderately high organic content.
lt included only rare. rounded (transported), reddish-brown
pedorelics of soils comparable to the Neolithic cover. 11 also
differed in having a more strongly enhanced magnetic sus·
ceptibility {Alien and Macphailt987). Jt is thus considered to be a
result of 'ploughwash' of probably much later date than the
Neolithic period. In fact, the colluvium to 0.83m iJ\ this pit and to
1.45m in pit A seems to be associated with the erosion of rendzinas
and brown calcart."OUS soils of the Sherbome Association. These
soils were produced after the erosion of the argillic brown earths,
now only present under the long cairn and possibly below 1.45m
in pit A.
Four samples were taken from p it A for mollusc-an analysis, as
shown on the secllon (Fig 216). Only one mollusc was found and
there were no artefacts to help date th e colluvial deposits. Seven
mollusc samples were taken frOm pit D and four have been
analysed. The numberS of molluscs {Stt Appendix 17) were
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Fig 215 Location of auger transect and soil pits
insufficient for meaningful interpretation, except insofar as all the
species are normally found in open habitats. and they also show
that the medieval or later introduction Candiduta i11ters«tn is
present down to c 0.75m. Thus, the Mollusca confirm the soil
evidence in suggesting that the oolluvium in pit 0 is late, probably
post·mcdieval. ln fact, it lies on the uphill side of a drystone wall
which has an associated lynchet.
lt is possible that earlier colluvial deposits had been removed by
stream actio1\. There are small springs in both valleys and the
remov31 of early soils and scdi.ments has been demonstrated in
some chalkland valleys {Bell 1983b). On the other hnnd, it may be
th;'lt the post-cairn soil changes. though OCOirring over a long
pt'riod of time, became particularly markt."<< as a result of
post·medieval agriculture. Certt:'inly. the absence of artefacts of aU
periods in the rolluvium and the paucity of post·Nrotithk arteft:'cts
on the site itself argu e against much intensive landuse such as
arable activity in post·Neolithic times. However, a scatter of
Romano--British pottery and coins may relate to the manuring of
arable in this period. With this possible exception, it may be that,
following clearance ol the secondary woodl;md represented by
Mollusca in the quarry fills {Chapter 14), the area was open pasture
for much of the time until enclosure and post-medieval agriculture.
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16 Geological aspects of the
excavation
·············'\~ .. ···-·
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....-\·· ~---~------t:-1 1'
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by Bernard Worssam
Introduction
This a«ount t.S based m part on not\"1 rNdt dunttg j visit to tM
txe~~VabOn, whom the writer was on tM stllf of the British
~I Sun-.y and mgog<d on oun-.y work an the Tewlcesl>ury
d,.tnct. The not<s .,. 6kd in the 8CS r«<>rds colk<tion (Si>eet
SPOlNE) and their publication is by ~muss10n of the Director,
Bntish CeoiogjaJ Sutvey (Nl1tur01l Environment Research Coun·
dJ). Visits to check focal stntigr_aphy were made! to the Hampen
Cutting (a Nature Conservancy CounC'IIgeological SSSl) and to the
Slade ~,m quarry, Hawling, now a County Coundl waste--dispos.,l
are41. Samples o f lithic mate rial from the cxco'lvation were examined
In 1985, and detailed d escriptions of these samples are given in the
site archive. Fossi.ls have been namtd by Or 11 C lvimey..Cook of
the BCS Palaeontology Unit.

....... ...

.. -.. -..... ..... _...
Wh l

---

Geology of the site
~ .1.1tt- o£ the cairn is on an outcrop o( the tf.tm~ Marly ~.s
This formabon t.S a subdJV15tOn of the 'Gtt:at Oolite~ of the
linch: lmilt geological shtet 235 (C•re~ster). The sheet is based
on an orlg.tnal survey by E Hull in the 1850s, and the area around
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Hazlcton has not been revised since then. Even at the time ol
survey. il was recognised (Hull1857) thM the Creal Oolite includes
a number ot subdivisions, and subsequent work. summarised by
Arktll (l933), has given these subdivisions the names shown in
Table 93.
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F1g 217 Ctological sketch map of the Hazleton vidnity
BN description-S for wute·di.spoul pit S«tion (Fig 218)
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figure 217 is a geological sketch· map biased on small exposures
to be seen around the cajm in June 1981 . The most instl'Uctive
CX"posure was ln a was te-disposal pit (SI' 07251898) o n the edge of
Barrow Ground field~ about lOOm north ·w~!Jt o f the cairn (Table
94). The pocket-like features l and 11 on the S«tion (Fig 218) are
Interpreted as the cores of involutions or festoons producro by
ptri£l,ad.al frozen-ground pr()('ftsel. FoldLng. dymg-out down·
wa,.a,, assod.ltfd with the festooning: is shown by the dashed h~
boh--..n the two parts of bod • and by bod 3. the Jan..- being
tnvolved m a sb.ght sync:ti..M und~r pocket I ~nd m~ pronouncfd
antidlne JUst to the north of it lt lS ~vts.agfd tNt the festooning
(whlc:h .s unltkdy to have alf«ted bod I) wulollowed by erosion,
pmumobly an effect of $lope-w•>hng, that produced the
nt~r-le-\.·el surla« cutting across the pockets of bed S rubble and
extending, at the south end of the section, on to bed 4. Depos-ihon
of bed 6 followed later, perhaps alter 11 late-glacial climatic
ameliorotion. Narrow venkal markings through bed 4 are
lntcrprel('<f as root-holes.
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lkods 2 to 5 can be assigned with confidence to the Hampen

Mouly Beds. Bed I was to all appearances identical with the
limestone obtained from the t--.lirnside quarries and used for
construction of the cairn. This lithological match was confinned by
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Fig 218 The east face of a waste-disposal pit on the north edge of Barrow Ground Field; see Table 94 for layer descriptions
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The south quarry face (fig 220) showed the limestone to be
cross·bedded, with some ripple·marked surfaces in its lower part.
and with some intercalated pale yellow.grey marl seams up to
about 50mm thick. Periglacial festoons, extending to a depth of
about 0.6m, can be seen in the photograph.

Construction materials of the cairn

2{3 ..bund..nt I " !:)trtt bdzrHib t
4 b""'"''"'\' (dn_.,!,,f,ro mul'l

Fig 219 Sketch of exposures to the south-east of the cairn;
numbers 2-4 indicate the inferred correlation with
beds shown in Figure 218
exposures on the ground surface, bart'd of soil. on the south side
of the cairn to the north-east of the quany (Fig 219), which showed
the roc:k types exposed in the pit repeated in order. as if at outcrop

with a low easterly dip. About lOOm east of the cairn, fragm ents
of hard, fine-grained, whitish oolitic limestone were seen in the
soil. These were of a lithology to be ex-pected in the upper part of
the Hampen Marly Beds or the basal part of the White Limestone,
in either case tending to confinn a low easterly dip.
Assuming the equivalence of bed 1 and the limestone in the
caimside quarries, this unit of limestone can be inferred to have a
total thickness of some 2.5m, of which the lo\.,er 2m were exposed
in the south quany. The limestone i.s not of a lithology that is
common in the Hampen MarJy Beds, and it has no obvious match
in the type·section o( the fonnat ion (Rkhardson 1929, l~) in the
disused Hampen railway cutting (SP 060'20-1). However, an oolite
so fine--grained would not be typical of the Taynton Stone, nor
would the presence of yellow·grt't'n mar!. such as that touched on
the Roor of the south quarry, be expected in the Taynton Stone
formation. On balance, therefore. the oolite in the quarries is
regarded as part o f the Ham pen Marly Beds.

The main construction material of the caim was the fine-grained,
pale yellowish-grey oolitic limestone derived fTOm the caitnside
quarries. SLx samples of stones from the external revelment of the
caim were examined and found to include four of fine-grained
oolite of the type quarried on site, one or a coarser sheUy limestone
resembling some of the orthostats (set bffow), and one (14023)
which is a grey crystalline limestone with Lioslrta acuminala,
prooobly from the Stonesf;eld Slate Beds.
The Large stone (context 237), comprising the bottom course of
the revelment across the south entrance, is an oolite of similar
grain size to that from the quarries, but doser·grained, and pale
yellow rather than yellowish~grey. lt seems to be a Hampen Marly
Beds type, but perhaps not from the caimside quarries.
The limestone (TOm the caimside quarries was also used for
some of the orthostats lining the burial chambers. Other ortho.stats
were of a medium to coarse-grained. detrital·shelly, pale greyish·
yellow oolitk limestone, with weathered o uter surfac~ having an
orange·brown colour and a rough texture due to the etching-out
in relief of included shell fragments. The coarse, shelly nature of
the latter type of stone seems to preclude an Inferior Oolite source;
two possible sources of it, both in the Great Oolite Group, are the
Farming:ton FrCC$10ne and the Taynton Stone formations.
The Fannington Freestone is a l oca Uy~eveloped subdivision of
the Stonesfield Slate Beds (Table 93). Its geological setting is
described by Sellwood and McKerrow (1974), who use the term
'Farmington Member'. Its type locality is about 6km east ·SOuth·
east of Hazlcton. How far it extends from there is uncertain,
although it was reoognised 6km south·west of Farmington i.n the
Stowell Park borehole (SP 084118), where it was logged as a
white--bull, coorse shelly oolite (Green and MelviUe 1956). In the
Grological Museum, London, a sample (MR13021) of Farmington
Frt't'stone from 'Farmington quarry' doscly matches, in colour,
grain·size, and texture, coarse oolite samples (eg 18386 from
orthostat 207) from the Hazleton cairn. A further point of
resemblance to farmington Freestone is that at least one of the
orthostats in the south chambered area showed abundant
rhynchonellid brachiopods along one bedding surface. These
br-achiopods are more typical of the Stonesfield Slate- Beds than of
the Taynton Stone.
The Taynton Stone has a wide outcrop in the Cot&wolds. Near
Haz.leton. it is exposed in the Hampen Cutting, where it is about
9m thick, and in the Slade Barn quarry, Hawling (SP 070216),
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Fig 220 Pnrt of tile 110rtil edge of tile soul/1 quarry, vietWtl from ll•e south; scale ;, 0.5m divisio11s

2.1km norlh of the Ha71eton barrow. where a thickne)5 of S.Sm
(l?(t J tin), the top not elrl:posed, was recorded by Channon (1950).

The Taynton Slont in these localibes is rather finer-gra1ned than
the COJrse ool.ihc lim.Mton<! or the orthostoilts. The 'Satpc-non
quony' Nmpl.. (18565-7), described in th< ard>h'<', Wffl' roll«ted
in 1981 lrom • •maU quarry (SP 01852131)
800m ..., ol•h•
Slod• &m qwny. Tlus quarry can be presumed 10 be 1n tho
T•ynton StOM. "''M stone is $imilar 10 that of dw orthostott.s, bu1
a doRr rn~tc'h w1th the latteT is provxled by Taynton Stone from
W'tndrush. •bout llkm cast ol Ha:zleton. A w.mp~ o( thtJ 5lont,
under tM I'Uim«' '\'Jmdrush Hard'. m the Ceo&ogtal Musrum.
London, ~ almost exactly the pale ytllowish1;rey colour o£
freshly-broken surf.le.U of the coarSe orthostats, as well.u a &.1miLlr
texture. Arktll described Wmd.ru..sh Stone as h.-.vlng ~ piNSolnt
cream roJour (1947, 73). Taynton Stone from Taynton uself tends
to be more COOlrMiy shelly and o£ a darker, more nearly
brownilllh·yellow. colour.
On b.1lan(C, both because of the relative proximity o( stone of
appropriate co.uscncss to the Hazleton site and becc1usc of th('
the orthostats,
occurrence of rhynchoncllid.s in mort' than one
the Fl\rmlngton Frt:estone i.s ft"go\rded as more likely than the
Taynton Stone to have been the source of the roarscr-g.rilln\'d
onhostats.
The pronounced and extensive surface etching of som~ of th('
coarser onhosutJ, the- Upenng towards their edges, and the
fl'uring ~m•n•~nt of tNt OCCUITing in n.atural limeston~ P'Vt-·
~nts thAt tome of the orthostats show, all point to $01utl0f\ d(f(tj
opeTib\"t ~olt.h a 5011 covn. Almost the whol~ o( ant surfl<'t' o(
~Otthostats. tg317.tScoated WJtha thm (3-Smm)tufadfpOSit.
such iJ commonly collects on the undersid~ of luntStOM slolbs
ben<•th lh< vound liUrface.

•bou•

or

Omt and one poss1ble dolente. Many of the pebbles have a
rounded dre•kantcr shape, characteri.shc of wnti(Mts (from wind
artion '" tht Triassic or Quaternary or both). Some show a little
fine-gra1ned tufa incrustation, pres:umably _. result ol rt<X':nl soil
processes. One or two show s1gns of art1fiaal abnl.sion, but these
.re 1M targn, slightly heavift stones tNt m-sht ~expected to
hi\'e been piCked up and u.sed foe aSUil twmmenng pwposes.
~ w.dc range of gram sius, ,,,.,th .5oOfM pftlbiH 10mm or Less in
dwmeter. suggests a Ntural onpn . P~ usmlblages of this
type- .ut" widespr'Nd on high ground •n tht Couwolds <tnd are
d.as<ed os Northern Drill (RK!I.ltdson 1929, 133-J4; K•llaw•y tt •I
19'71, 3, Hcy 1986). The ptbbk-5 il th1J ••te do not 1n any sense
ronsbtute a gravel deposit, for only 92 wert ph."SS.'nt '"an area o(
some 872sq m.. an average of one pcobb~ per 9.58q m. Nor is tMre
any suggestion that they rest on an erosional bench. They appear
instead to represent a sparse l:.g deposit 1'\!m.alning (rom
Quaternary cryoplanation. Their distribution In the sulx.tim soil
(arch drg 780) does not show any sig:nifict'lnt pattern.
Among the pebbles are a number of Ironstone or fcrrug.inous
siH~tol\e. These 3rt likely to have come lrom Uo'IJ Croup clays (ic
from the upper part of the Lower lias. the Middle Lkls. or the
Upper Lias), presumably of the Vale of Moreton. They may be a
constituent of the Northern Drift. Ironstone pebbles bke these
occur as a minor constituent of tow·level oolite gravels of the
Cotswold ma.rgtns.. Jf those Jt Hu.Jeton ·~ of Northern Drift
ong•n, their survival could result f1"0tn rcs.iSUn« to th~ deal·
af.abon th•t can be presumtd to be fftpot\SI~ for the complete
•bseOCt" of ftl'abc li.rnestoM pHibles 1n the dnft.
Corn..tlWnts on misct":Daneous stones. 1ndud1ng SOIM fug;ments
of Oant. ue mduded in tlw dtU.iltd dnmphons m the •rdli,·e.

Fine-grained quartzitic sandstone

Stones from beneath the cairn
Pebbles
The great majority of the pebbles from the old land surface
(Worssam 1981) arc of quartzite or vein quartz, with one or two

Angular r~nts of fine--grained ~le--grey to brownish.-grey
quartnt(' from beneath the aim (Figs 115 and 176: ti'J04) are of
sarsen. Some show worn surf.-.c:es: They are all likely to have been
brought to the site, presumably from the Sali!bury Plain area. A
roundt.'<l hammerstonefpounder (Fig t74: t5628) 15 also of a very
finc·grained quartzite or quart1.itic 511ndstonc and is IHhologically
very close to a sarsen.
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Coarse quartzitic sandstone
A coarse quartzitk sandstone, round as large and small fragments
on and in the sub-cairn soil (Fig 175), many of them with worn

surfaces and in all probability broken pieces of querns (Fig 176:
15293 etc), is of uncertain provenance. The rock, in a fresh
condition~ contains a hig:h proportion of pink grains, probably
feldspars, as well as rounded dear quartz grains; in weathered
samples, the feldspar ls replaced by a whitish clayey mineral. Some
samples (eg 17990) show a sharp boundary between more and less
weathered rock, marked by a deposition of iron and, possibly,
manganese oxides in a narrow (1-2mm) band. Jt is presumed that
this weathering took place at the outcrop of the stone, before it
was quarried.
The browni.sh colour of fresher, less weathered samples of the
stone gives some suggestion of the Old Red Sandstone, while from
its texture it could be a Carboniferous rock. Ounham (i,. Crimes
1960, 75) described what appears to have been a very similar rock,
discovered as a saddle-qucrn fragment incorporated in the Bum
Ground caim at Hampnett, not far from HazJeton (Fig 1). He gave
as the nearest possible souz-ce the Cool Measure sandstones of the
Bristoi·Somerset coalfield. Or G A Kellaway, to whom some of the
Hazleton samples were sent for examination, is of the opinion,
however, that there is no quartzite of this type among the
Palaeozoic rocks of the Bristol district. Mr W Bar<-Lay, of the British
Geological Survey, considers that the Haz.leton samples are too
hard (or Tintern Sandstone and not pebbly enough for Quartz
Conglomerate (both of these being Old Red Sandstone formations
of the Forest of Dean), while too roaiSC and dark in colour for the
South Wales Millstone Grit, which is a white orthoquartz.ite. A
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source other than Bristol, the Forest of Dean, and South Wales
must therefore be sought. Or Kellaway suggests as a possibility
the bas..,l Cambrian quartzite of the Malvern Hills, which is
recorded (Hatch and RastaU 1965, liS) as providing a characteristic
British example of an arkose (ie a feldspar·be.aring sandstone).
Such a rock would have a very restricted outcrop, as the bulk of
the Malvern Cambrian Quartzite is a white orthoquartzite.
Geological Museum (London) specimens (urther suggest that
Cambrian quartzites of the Malverns and other outcrops further
~orth, eg in Shropshire, are finer-grained in their matrix, while
being more compact and harder than the Hazleton sandstone. The
May Hill Sandstone, of Silurian age. from the Malvems area, is a
possible source in that it is in parts coarse--grained and felds-pathic.
11 is, however, also glauconitic, and in a detailed description by
Sweeting (1927) there is no mention of a siliceous cement.
lf there is no objection on archaeological grounds for so distant
a sou«e, a match for this stone could possibly be found among
M.ilJstone Grit sandstones of the Pennines. These are of similar
coarseness to the Hazleton stone, have a siliceous cement which
gives them a cherty fracture li.ke that of the Hazleton samples, and
arc feldspathic, as well as bt.>ing of proven quality for grinding
purposes. Against such an origin. it has to be admitted that these
Millstone Grit sandstones are commonly pale grey when fresh.
weathering to a rusty colour; the writer is not aware of records of
a sandstone with pinkish feldspars like the Haz.leton samples. Not
aU sandstone beds within the MilJstone Grit were necessarily
suitable for making m.illstones. The Ashover Grit (Frost and Smart
1979, 110) and the Kinderscout Grit (Stevenson and Gaunt 1971,
354) are two beds that have been used. Descriptions of the
petrology of MiJJstone Grit sandstones have been given by
Hanison (i11 Smith et al 1967, 267- 76).
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17 Geophysical survey
lJy Alister Bartlett
Introduction
The !>utvey ~"" w1th an 1nvesug.;~bon ot the north caim in
Seph.·mber 1979, before the ~t.lrt of the exc.wation In September
1980. 11 wJs continued to provide ~imal.n magnetic and resisti\.i ty
covt>rage of the south ca1m, a:; wel~ a" a magnetic survey or part
of the sum>undang field . The res1stwaty 'iurvey ()(the north catm
was extended in September 1982 In pursuit Of furthi.'T ~dence o£
the plan of the quame'i. The magnNic plot (Fig 221) it. a
rtduced-SCllle repre!>entallon or tnverses plotted at lm mtcrvals.
usmg a flullgate gradiometer and chart n.'COrder. The computer·
drawn rbl!olivlty plob (Fjg 222) are based on readmgs t.ken at lm
intervals using the twin rlec-trocie probe configuration and a probe
spacing ofO.Sm. The survey wu located on 11 grid of JOm squ~tres.
offset from the site survey base points est<~blished for the
excavation.

Hazleton North
The cairn
The ''"'''"inS stont!work of the caam produced strong and very
distu.tbed resi.sbVIt)' readmgs (f1g 222. (1) squares H and 1), which

on further ITeatml:'nl appear to R'llect 'iUpt'rtiaal vambons m the
proble of the mound or ats ~~~ cover. nther Lh<ln its tnternal
strudurc. F~gure 222. (u) repl't'!>ents the data from squares I and H
plotted wtth a non -hnrar ventcal scale alter ~moothmg with a
low-pas~ hlter. TheR' IS some falhng oft tn the re01dmgs on the
north side of the car m near the w~t end and on the wuth toward~
the ea~t . whtch rould mean ~hght degradation of the stonework
or mcrea~ d~pth of rov~r. but no md1~abon of th~ ~ide c:h.Jmber!>
or ccUul.lr construction of the c.tim can~ ~n . The!\' is a slight
1n<ticataon of the eroded ~:.tstem section of the c.lim m each plot,
and at the "estem end a \'erv famt depr~ion repr~?Sents the
modem trcf'o(h c.urying the waierpipe, which io; seen clearly in the
~Ngnellc sur\' ...y.
The stonework of the c.11m i~ non·magnettc and not \'l.Sible at all
tn Figure 221. There are, however, two weak pD»1tivc linear
magnetic anom<1lic, (m.arlo..~ b\ red oullmcs). whtch conform to
the trapezo1dal plan of the calm and which must represent silttng
outside the o;tone rcvctmenb 11lon!l each side of the oum. The
~xQvalion demonstr•tcd lineM con~ntr.Jhons of charcoal (corHext
Sa) in the '1<1me poc.itlon a~ thr morc dearly defined anomaly 3long
the south ~lde of the caim, JXI'~Ibl)· repre!.l;'nting accumulation!>
(TOm stubble-burning.
No oltwr magnetic feature!> can be idcntifiL'Ci w1than the catrn,
The pit·Uke anomaly arcll.'<l m o,quarc 23 only afftocts a smglt>
tr:tver-.t' and rould be !>punous. and none of the mdaco~boru. of
burrung found in tht' cxco~vatJon (eg r,•dd~ncd ston~ an the fill of
the south chambcn>d area) appear!> to have been of suffioent
magrutudl' to C41U'e magnl'tic anomaht>S A ~ooil dJS(Olou..-abon,
~tbly contatrung bumt m.'ltl'ri.ll, Wol!> noted btoneath stone
accumul.luon in the fol't'C'Qurt are.a during e,.c,wation (cunte'lts 349
and 356). as was a hearth (conu~"t 474) and much bumt material
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HAZLETON
RESISTIVITY SURVEY
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Fig 222 Plot of resistit•ity survey •iJ~Ia from Hnzlelon Nortlr a11d Soutlr; see Figure 221 for tlrt! location of th ..·sl' tm:ns
within the field; resistivrly auomalics arc ~howr1 iu red
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on tM bul'lt'd :soil beneath tht C11m Tht' sun-ey dotS not indiate
any dttecbon of these fe,uures through the ovtrlying soil 1nd
stonework.

The quarries
The quarries proved difficult to detect with any precision. but they
are visible in both the magnetic and resistivity surveys. An attempt
haJ bffl\ mad• to fix outlines (marl<od on th• plots by red lines),
wMch art re.uonably consistent be~ the two sun-eys and
whd\ ean also be rtOOnC'.iltd W'lth the S«bbnS ncavated to the
north and south of the aim. but they • .., ....,...rily incompltto.
"I'M mullS..., pnhaps ~ soMI.octoty on the north sic!• of the
CIJm, whtt'f" a fairly \'1.-dl-ddined non.htm td~ to tht- qumy l::s
visl~ ln both S1.11'VeyS. ln the m.~gnehC' plot., tM edge is markt'd
by 1 weak (2...Jn1) disconrinuiry in the traCH, a.nd there i5 no
s•gi"'Jfteant response within the area o( the quarry. This ntight in
part be the effect of the diUen:nti.al m~nctometer, which tend5 to

suppress brood features. The western limit of the quarry is
obscured by the anomaly from the watcrplpc.
In the resistivity plot, there is a distinct area of uniformly low
readings within the northern half of the quarry (squares J and K),
but the totJthem part of its assumed extent is very 'noisy'. The
txe~vated 5«tions showed a rids.e of unqu.arried bedrock within
the qv.any* but this was at $0mt depth and not •s extens;i\-'e as the
d&Sturbl.n« seen in the SUJ'\'ef* which ts n"IOt'e ltke-ly to represent
the tJf«ts oi "''dlmg the $1te afte< the OCIV>tion.
The 50Uth quany area i.5 i.rtq;Ul.tr m shipe* but it has a
rt'l.IONbly dear sou them bm1t. There IS some uncertainty towards
the south-e.lSt, but in both surveys an tilstem limit can be fixed
which corresponds to that found by exc~vation. There may be
another smaller pit to the south-east of the main quarry. but the
resistivity anomaly is no stronger than batk3:round variations seen
elsewhere In the survey. The magnetic anomaly is fairly
well-<lefined. The magnetit SurVey failed to define • wostom limit
to the main southern quarry pit, but this is known from the trt'nch,
the bickfilling of which is visible as an anomaly (Ton Fig 222) in
the later resistivity survey (unUke the long trcmch through the
nonh quany wh.'ch was not dtt«ted). The weak magnetic
ml"'"" from the quanies is pnhaps <urpnsong S'"'"the stJOn_P,y
~topsoil of the site (INigntiJC •u..,.pbbobty = 109x 10 SI
unltsil<g), but this misht be beouw the fill is relati•~7.
non·magMIJC. (Fall of northom qu•ny at I m depth: 65X 10 ;
s.amp&t from boltom of the quany. 9x
Thne values are for
u nsleved SOil.)

to-•.

Hazleton South
SurpriJingly Uttle evidence for the e~lrn Itself appears on the
surveys, &ut the quarries. which here appe.a.r to resemble nanking
ditchH rather than irregular pil$, ut ck-:•rly visible as negative

anQfn.lhrs m the res&stwdy sun.-ey. Wlwn supenmposed on t~
contour plan of th~ Stt~. the- 11nomahes Ciln be seen to ~
&ym~Mtn<aUy arranged to ~ther .side of the low mound. 'Tl\e
quany on the north-east slde is deouly confirmed by the magnetic
survey. but the south-west one l.s largely obscured by mag.neck
interference from the metal fence at the edge of the field. Another
area of low readings is visible at the north~ast corner of the
resJsti¥ity survey, but there i.s no corresponding feature in the
magnetic data. The stTOng mi.stivity anomaly in square 8 was
lound on excavation to be related to the position of a lateral
entr11nce and passage. A S«<nd trtnch across the mound to the
north l11.lkd to ronfirm the p~ ol the CAirn, which i.s
consastent ~1th the low ~ashvtty \'ollun obtained. Additionlll
plots of the Hazleton South r<SiihVIty SUI''<)' d.1tl .... P''"" '"
Owopter 8 (fip 153-4).

Barrow Ground Field
The field in general appears to be magnetically undisturbed. On a
soil as magnetic as this. any substantiAl remains associated with
past settlement should have been detectable. The importance of
the few weak pit·likt featurH which appear at the west of the field
(in squartS 1. 7, and 8) is dtlfacult to assess. These features might
bt M ~ than soil 'noise' and, 1f they represent OCC\IJ>abOn
fe•tum. they a~ unusually ,.,,.~,.k for a sate on Jurassic li.tnestOM.
The only other features detKted .,., • """""-'th linear anomaly,
which could be • supmicial furrow (SQIW<S 9 and 14), and a
f>O"'blo d•l<h in sq= 22

Conclusions
The quarries proved to be only marginally detectable by
m.agnetomecer, and, apart from che Jilting at the edges of the north
Clim, few other features were seen. The rni.stivity survey was in
m05t piKeS fairly responsi\'e to the quarries, but the areas
alongstd~ tM Mrth Galm 'ft~~ not SW"\'eyed until after the
~\'olbOn and so the results are aff«tt<l by tm'K'ht$ a.nd debriJ
Thue w.u a strong ~istivity mponw to buned stont\'lo·oric, and
both the •UIViving structu"' of the north caim and the chamber of
the south cairn could be sem to contrast dearly with areas wMre
httle of the stonework app1rently remained.
Results similar to these we~ obtained previously in a survey of
the long Nrrow at Rodmarton, Cloumtcrshire (English Heritage:
Andent Monuments Laboratory Report 3136). There the side
quflrrics were also traced by reslstlvhy1 but again they could not
be dearly detected by the m~gnetometer. The present survey has
s.hown, however, that limited magnetic tovidence in conjunction
with rt$istivity results can soli provid<' som~ indication of the
major features of the site.
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18 Radiocarbon dating
Introduction
A major series of radiocarbon determinations was
undertaken by the Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit of
the Oxford University Research Laboratory for
Archaeology and the History of Art. Formal lists of
these dates, which were all obtained from small-sized
samples using accelerator mass spectrometry, have
already appeared (Gillespie et a/ 1985; Gowlett et a/
1986a, 1986b, and 1987; Hedges et a/1988), as have
discussions based upon some of the dates (Saville
1986; Saville et a/1987). In addition, two conventional
radiocarbon determinations were carried out at the
Isotope Measurements Laboratory at Harwell and
will be listed in the journal Rndiocarbo11.
The radiocarbon determinations are tabulated
below with full details of the identification and
provenance of the samples, presented with reference
to the major phase subdivisions of the site. The site
location of the samples is shown in Figures 223-4.
Table 95 lists all the determinations in sequence of
their laboratory numbers. The radiocarbon dates are
quoted initially in terms of their age in radiocarbon
years before present (BP), but the uncalibrated be
equivalents of the means are given in Table 95, and
the plots (Figs 225-6) show the determinations
against both BP and u ncal bc scales. Table 95 also
gives the ea! BC ranges for each date at both 1 and
2o, as determined by the calibration program of

t ..
B3so e\::

Stuiver and Reimer (1986). The dates are thus
presented in two forms: one equivalent to the past
practice of be for uncalibrated radiocarbon determinations (expressed as uncal be), and the other in
line with the recent international convention (expressed as ea! BC, ea! BP, and BP; Stuiver and Kra,
1986). This is done to assist the reader during the
period of transition between conventions and to
enable comparison with previously published dates.

The radiocarbon determinations
Pre-cairn phase (sub-cairn soil)

..

Find

10053
13151
15875
16215

He 11gt
Sampit
g.rape-pip
human cranial frags
cattle calcaneum

pig humerus

Contut
211
211
561
561

BP 11950)

144±1%
4875:1:80
4970:1:80
4915:1:80

...

lAb
OxA-678
OxA-6%
OxA- 738
OxA-739

The dated human cranial fragments were pieces o£ occipital bone
from within the upper surface of the buried soil beneath the edge
of dump 309, below the area of unit U on the south·west side of
the monument. These were the largest pieces of three <>«urrcnces
of human sku.U frngments in this region of the sub<aim soil (their
location is shown on Fig 195). None of th~ fragments was in
association with any feature. They were probably too far from the
chambered areas for their presence to be explained as a result of
animal burrowing and must be accounted for as part of the
deposits left by pre-cairn human activity. The two animal bones
were from the area of the midden and formed part of the Neo1ithic
deposit in that area, being directly associated with the main
concentration of pre-cairn pottery and Neolithic Rintwork. The
modem g.rape-pip is discussed in Appendix 18.

RADIOCARBON

SAMPLES LOCATION

quarry·:.:.::.:.:- ....:L--~
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Fig 223 Locatio11 of radiocarbon-dated samples from tire quarries, caim, a11d sub-cairn surface; samples are identified l1y
tlreir laboratory number (see Table 95)
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south chamber

0

2

unurur---L------~•m
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CHAMBERED AREAS
RADIOCARBON DATES FROM HUMAN
BONES

O.A-383

jj

Y

~ HSO! 9UBPI ~
0xA·II71
• 640 t 81()8P

I

O~A-bH

mo:sosr

r---

O'(A-905

4950:iU8P ~

north chamber
Fig 224 Location of radiocarbon-dated human bones from the clmmbered areas; all dated bones are femora except for a rib
from the south entrance

Monument construction phase

Monument construction/use phase

fiJJd
Uc age
LAb
no
54mple
Arnr
Contt:rt 8P (1950)
r10
3129 red deer antler north quarry
85 4950±60 HAR.-8350
13926 red deer antler primary dump 463 4830±60 HAR-8349

14
C age
lAb
no
Samplt
Context BP (1950)
ArM
no
3423
cattle rib
166 4840±71) OxA-915
south quarry
3488 cattle femur south quarry
40 4810±711 OxA-916

Antler 3129 came from the primary fi.ll of the western cutting
through the north quarry. at about 150mm above the quarry noor
(fig 32) and must relate to a very early phase of the quarry infiiL
Circumstantially, the antler is presumed. to have bt.-cn a d iscarded
quarrying tool and therefore directly associated with the con·
struction.al process. The other dated antler came from the dump
deposit 463, representing the initial construction phase in the axial
zone between the two chambers, subs-equent to the erection o( the
orthostats. This antler was therefore directly associated with the
cairn construction. There was nothing to indicate a-ny ritual
connotation to its occurrence, and it is assumed, as with the
previous antler. to have been a discarded tool. A third antler
(8481), (rom the primary fill of the south quarry, was also
submitted to Harwell, but in this case no date was obtained from
the sample.

These associated rontelll:ts O«urrcd near the base of the central fill
of the south quarry to the south of the entrance to the south
chambered area (Fig 28) and the positions of the dated bones are
shown on Figure 206. The bon('S arc interpreted as the in situ
remains of human activity on the Roor of the slig htly-silted quarry.
They postdate the working of this part of the quarry, predate the
main secondary inftll, and are most probably part of a deposit
formed during the period of monument use. lt is possible.
however, because of uncertainty over the quarrying seq ucn~. that
the bon(>S were contemporary with elll:troction continuing elsewhere in the south or north quarries and thus they could relate to
the construction phase. The rib, like most of the bones from
context 166, retained signs of burning.. whereas the femur, despite
the burnt nature o( the context 40 deposit within which it wa.s
embedded, was not itsel( bumt. Apart from the significance o(

Find
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Table 95 Lisl of Hazleton radiocorbon dales

ub,.,

S.mpl<

""''

"C•gtBP

human rib

south entrance

hum01n femur

north entrance

human femur

north chamber
south chamber
buned sod
bunod sod
bunod sod
bunod soil

4450:1:90
4600:1: 120
4840:1:80
4780:1:80
4875:1:80

se, lo

"''BC: 2o

3340-2925
3510-3100
3170-J525
3685-3385
3780-3540

l370-2910
3640-2925
3790-3380
3775-3370
3920-J385

39JS.369S

39BO-J5U

(4/

"""" b<

Oxford UmVtrslfy IUAdiocarbon A.cal~rator Umt
OxA-383"
OxA-64J•
OxA-644
OxA-645
OxA-646
OxA-678
OxA-738
OxA- 739
OxA-902•
OxA-903
OxA-904
OxA-905
OxA-906
OxA-9<J1
OxA-908
OxA-910
OxA-911
OxA-912
OxA-913
OxA-914
OxA-915
OxA-916
OxA- 1177

human femur
humAn cranium

gnpt-pip
ca1t1t~

~ghWMnlS

umon f<mur

3020
2965
2870

south f'ntra.l'ft

4970:1:80
4915:1:80
48:20:1:70
4840:1:60
4860:1:70
4950:1:70
48110:1:70
4970;1;60
4830;1;60
5000;1:70
4830;1;80
5200:1: 150
4960;1;70
4970;1;70
4840:1:70
4810:1:70
4840:1:80

primary dump
north quarry

4830:1:60
4950:1:60

2880
3000

north c:h.amber

south entrance
south entrance
south passage

south passage
south chamber
south chamber
lororoun rollapse'OLS
lororoun rollapseOLS
toutllqwony
toulhquony

cattle nD
attko femw
human rib

2925
modem

north entrance

human femur
human femur
human femur
human femur
human femur
attle skull
a ttle skull

2890
2&30

144~1 ~

north tntr";tnce
notth t'nlr.tn<e

human ff'mw
human femur
human femur
human femur

2500
2650

2890
2910
3000
2930
3020
2880
3050
2880
3250
3010
3020
2890
2860
2690

J7llS.,l64Q

J950-,J,<O

369S-3520
3700-JS3S
377S-3540
3895-3690
377s.JS45
J90S.J700

31BO-J3BO
37BO-J385
3790-.J38S
3950-3545
J900..3515

3695-3530

3780-3385
3980-3650
37B0-3380
4350-3700

3945-3705
3770-3520
42JS.3815
J90S.369S
39JO.J69S

3960-J640

396().J630

3770-3S30

3970-3640
37!10-3385

369S-351S
3510-3345

31BO-J3BO
36J0-3100

3695-JSJO
3785-3695

3780-3385
3945-3640

lsotopt Mmurtntflt.ts LAboratory. Hil.rwt'll

HAR-8349
HAR-<1350

rc:d deer antler
red d{-er antler

Notn: •same bone!', •same bone. All calibrated vAlues have been rounded to the nearest five years.

these .Utos lor tilt general ~lationslup ol th" doposit and tilt
quarry stnllgnphy, they pro•oide a .Utt lor 111< U$0dot<d
decont<d po<tory ·~ (F&g 157: 32). Th<st two boots could "'""
~ to tilt some .-ron. m whom ea.., h would bt <Sp«illly
Y<lbd to cocuidor the .Ute ol 4825±50 BP obtain«! by combining

lh<cnli<AIIy sugg<SI a genuinely latt posotlon among 111< south

sidt bunalt (H<dges d o/1988, 160).

North chambered area human burials

the!' two ruults (S.vdle tt al 1987. 113).

(Samples all teenage/adull femora)

Momunent use phase

no

South chambered area human burials
(Samples all teenage/adult femora except 3705)
Fi.J

""

s-..

pk
3705 nb~l
3?0S nb fr-.1~ment
6810 J'-llf With 4787

6953 P'lir w1th 3598
7655 individuJI 0
8291 pair with 4664
8663 pair with 9990
9993 not pair<.od.
11035 poir wilh 9554

"""
entrance
enlr.ln<'e

passag•
entrance

passage
entrance
chamber
chamber
chamber

ucage

Find

"c ~

O..trlrl 8P 119501

w
,.,

111354 4450%90
111354 4640:1:80
1871323 4830:1:60
3S4 4970±60
323 5000:1:70
3S4 4880:1:70
412 4830± 80
412 47SO:t80
412 5200;1; ISO

OxA-383
OxA- 1177
OxA-908
OxA-907
OxA-910
OxA-906
OxA-911
OxA-645
OxA-912

The nb rugment (37QS) was dated as an exploratory sample to test
the V\ibtbty or the! llazleton bones for Ka"lerator dltmg. AJthough
se<urt'ly a55001ted wtth the main burwl deJlOSIIS, ttus nb ~·u ''et)'
dosr to d~ td&e of the dlStUrbed area in the out~tr south ~tranc:'e,
wh<rt th< survw111g bwiol deposots lay rtlab•..,ly doot to the
modtm plousJ>sod. 5<nct tile inirui.Ute pro• «<to bt anomalous
within the M'MI, 1n that it was vittuaJJy ~dnft from the rest of the
dates even at two standard deviations (S.vd&t tt "' 198'7. J 11), the
date was re-run on the sample rt'Sidue, to yield a date, which
though still young, does overlap the other south chambered area
dates at a single standard d eviation. However, the combined value
for these two dates is 4556±60 BP (0lCA-38ll1177) and could

Sampit

4113 Individual A
5037.J2 skt lcton I
5037.J2 skt leton J
S946

ind1vadual C

6672· 16 skoleton 2
8816
no< poin-d

entra~

Co.,ttxt
267
267
26?

chambtr

l36

charnb«

267
l36

Jlr<a
entran~
entran~

......,..,

ub

BP (1950)
no
4860;1;70 OxA-904
4600:1:120 OxA-643
4820;1;70 OxA-902
4950±70 OxA-905
4840:1:60 OxA-903
4840± 80 OxA-644

The inJti.tl eLate obtamed for tM nght £tmur o£ skeleton I had a
very wide SUnd.l.rd deviation, whidt tNde it d•ff.rult to ust" in
comp.tn50n with thto other dates from the hurNn bontS. Since it
was held to~ vital to obtain a.s accurate a date as possible (or this
Noolithic: burial. a further determination WAS obtained from the
same bo11e, resulting in a date much closer to the others from the
north chambrrcd a.rea and with a much reduced standard
deviation. flowcver, combination o f these two dates giveti a
determination or 4760±60 BP (OxA--6431902), which is still
appaK'ntJy late in the sequence o( north skle d.ates (SaviUt d "'
1987. 110).

Mommrellluse/decay phase (below collapse in
forecourt)
Fmd

no

Samp/<

Umttxt

5926

c.lllle skull frags
cJttle s ku ll (rags

1551211
1551211

6067

UC agt
ub
BP (19501
no
4960:1:70 OxA-913
4970%70 OxA-914
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Both of these pil."«s of animal bone were recovered from the base
of the extra-<airn material 155, dose to the surviving external
revelment in the forecourt and just above the surface of the
protected buried soil. The bones were found over 4m apart (Fig

207) and were not thought to have belonged to the same skeleton.

thoug.h this remains a theoretical possibility. since neither
belonged to a re<:onstructablc skuU. Like the oth<.'r bones associated
with extra-<airn depos.its i.n the forecourt, these cattle skull
fragments were interpreted as relating to activity associated with
the use of the monument and providing a tenninus post quem for
the initial collapse of the forecourt revelment. The combined age
obtained from these two dates is 4965± 50 BP (Saville et al 1987,
113), which is older than the combined age of the three pre-caim
dates of 4920±56 BP (OxA-64617381739}, but these dates are not
actually statistically separable.

Discussion
In order to make the above dates more visually

intelligible, and to take account of the due weight
which must be attached to their associated errors, the
dates are plotted out in Figures 2~ at two standard
deviations. In Figure 225, all the dates are shown in
chronological order according to the mean obtained
for each sample, and in Figure 226 they are
subdivided into the site phases as above.
The series as a whole is extremely compact,
virtually all the dates overlapping in a very marked
way, around a central point at c 4900 BP (2950 uncal
be), with only a few eccentric dates at either end of
the sequence. The single exception at the beginning
of the series is OxA-912, from the south chamber,
which has a mean of 5200±150 BP. This date has an
excessively wide standard deviation, however, and
its range is statistically compatible with the rest of the
sequence, so it does not necessarily have any
implications for the presence of early burials (Saville
et a/1987, 110-11).
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At the end of the sequence are three determinations poorly matched with the rest. One of these
is OxA-643, the first determination obtained for
skeleton 1. This date has a wide standard deviation
and must be compared with the re-run date on the
same bone, OxA-902, which is more in line with the
main series. The other two are the determinations on
the rib bone from the south entrance, OxA-383 and
OxA-1177. These dates are both very late, the most
recent one being adrift from the whole series, and
combination of the two dates only just provides an
overlap with the other south chambered area dates.
While a theoretical case could be made for late burial
activity taking place in the south entrance, this would
involve special pleading simply to accomodate these
late dates. Without any confirmation of such late
burial activity from any of the other dated human
bones, and without other indication from the series
of any activity on site after c 4750 BP (2800 uncal be),
these south entrance rib bone dates are regarded with
suspicion and seen as probably s purious.
There are grounds, therefore, for regarding the
main series of dates around 4900 BP as homogeneous
and the earliest and latest determinations as anomalous. The compactness of this series encourages
confidence in the validity of the Hazleton dates and
is suggestive of a very limited time range for all the
activity under consideration.
The plotting of these dates in their contextual
phase groups (Fig 226) reveals how little there is in
the way of strong internal patterning. Since it is clear
that a sequence of events is involved, the conclusion
to be drawn from the dates as a whole is that the
timescale of events under investigation is simply too
short for a relatively small number of radiocarbon
dates, with their associated error terms, to subdivide
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Fig 225 Diagram of the Hazleton radiocarbon dates shown at two standard deviations, with the dates arranged in
chronological order according to the meJlnS obtained for each sample
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satisfactorily. This is particularly evident from the fact
that the pre-cairn and monument construction dates
are individually indistinguishable from most of the
burial dates.
This is not to say that patterning does not exist,
since there is, for example, potential confirmation of
the site stratigraphy in that the north entrance dates
can be combined (4816±36 BP; OxA-643/902/9031904)
to give a date which in radioca.rbon years is about 100
years later than the combined dates (4920±56 BP;
OxA-646/7381739) for the samples from the pre-cairn
surface (Saville et al 1987, 113). Nevertheless, the
apparent closeness of the respective pre·cairn and
north entrance events being dated emphasises the
need for caution in interpreting the radiocarbon
determinations. Attempting to seriate a sequence of
events ta king place over a timescale of perhaps years
rather than centuries at such a remote period is
expecting too much in view of the inherent limi·
tations of the radiocarbon method. In terms of

radiocarbon years, the Neolithic events u nder con·
sideration are essentially coeval.
A complex multi-optional conversion for the
calibration of most dates of this period exists
depending on where they fall when plotted against
the calibration curve (Pearson et a/ 1986; cf Saville et
a/1987, fig 4). Detailed consideration of the existing
Hazleton radiocarbon dates suggested that a
' minimum' range of c 3780-3640 cal BC and a
'maximum' range of c 3800-3500 cal BC were
indicated by the central spread of dates (Saville et al
1987, 115). Statistically, however, the radiocarbon
dates are not separable and we cannot vaJidly

determine 'minimum' and 'maximum' ranges; in·
stead, we can eliminate outliers (OxA-383 and
OxA-1177), combine the values for groups of dates,
and then the g roupings themselves to give an overall
value of 4891 ±33 BP, calibrating to 3780-3640 cal BC.
Thus, the calibration only produces a slight
broadening of the period of activity at Hazleton when
considered in calendar rather than radiocarbon years.
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19 Synthesis and discussion
Introduction
The facets of the monument have been presented, the
finds and bones discussed, the environmental
material laid out, and the chronology outlined: it
remains to draw together the threads of discussion
for these aspects into a single account of the
construction and use of the monument to form the
basis of a wider discussion of Cotswold-Severn tombs
in the final chapter.

The pre-caim and post-cairn
environments
During the early Flandrian period an argillic brown
soil was developed over the Hampen Marly Beds
facies of the Great Oolite at HazJeton. This soil would
have supported changing arboreal regimes during
the Aandrian. Tree-throw in the context of Atlantic
forest cover and later forest clearance are seen as
probable reasons for the subsoil disturbance noted in
soil analysis. The pre-cairn soil contained no real
stratification, and most of the environmental evidence is assumed to relate to the immediately
pre-monument Neolithic.
The soil itself suggested a mosaic of small-scale
landuses, including cultivation and scrub regeneration, with some evidence for cultivation postdating the remains of Neolithic occupation in the
midden area. Macroscopic plant remains point to
hazel scrub being the dominant vegetation cover
around the site, and to the existence, on the site or
in the vicinity, of the cultivation of cereal crops,
principally wheat. This picture of limited clearance,
followed by cultivation and regeneration prior to
monument construction, is supported to a certain

extent by pollen and molluscan analyses, but the
poor preservation of these data hinders their use in
interpretation.
Following monument construction, moUuscan
evidence from the secondary quarry fills suggests
scrub or woodland colonisation rather than continued clearance and cultivation. Some cultivation
occurred probably in the Iron Age and RomanoBritish periods, but the predominant landuse otherwise appears to have been pasture. Arable cultivation
intensified only in modem times, beginning before
the 1880s and continuing to the present day.

Mesolithic evidence
Pre-caim Mesolithic activity is indicated purely by
characteristic later Mesolithic flint artefacts. These
finds were concentrated in the area over which the
western end of the cairn was subsequently erected.
This coincidence of location is probably fortuitous.
The size a nd composition of the flint assemblage
suggested a short-lived occupation, perhaps a
forward hunting camp at which retooling of equip-

ment took place. There is no independent dating
evidence associated with this activity, except that the
typology of the artefacts suggests a date after the
seventh~ millennium uncal be. lt is possible that
Mesolithic hunters were attracted to the spot by
s mall-scale clearance occasioned by tree-throws.

Pre-cairn Neolithic occupation
Evidence for Neolithic activity comprised both
artefacts and features sealed by the cairn. The
features consisted of an agglomeration of postholes
and stakeholes, in association with a hearth, and a
midden-like spread of occupation debris. The former
probably defined the exis tence of an indeterminate
pre-cairn timber structure, only one side of which
was recovered. A small piece of daub with a withy
impression was the only indication of the nature of a
possible superstructure.
The midden was an irregular ovoid area, JOx9m,
d efined by the darker soil colour and by a concentration of artefacts. lt was not a true midden, since it
had no height above the general pre-cairn surface,
although it was midden-like in the composition of
domestic debris. The prob.1bility that the area had
been cultivated after the debris was deposited mar
explain its occurrence within, rather than on top o ,
the buried soil. It may possibly have represented the
floor of a former activity a rea, or even a hut, similarly
transformed by cultivation, but there were no
structural features associated with the midden.
Predominant artefacts were flint implements and
deb1tage, animal bones, pottery sherds, and quems tone fragments. The abraded and comminuted state
of the potsherds and quemstones, the fragmentary
s tate of the flints and animal bones, and the
conjoining pattern of the flint and quernstone
fragments, all pointed to an interpretation of the
whole deposit as secondary rubbish. This occupation
was directly dated by two radiocarbon determinations on animal bones from the midden, which
combined gave an age of 2990±80 uncal be (OxA7381739). The few fragments of human bone from the
pre-cairn soil need occasion no surprise on a
Neolithic settlement site. That the radiocarbon date
obtamed from one of these fragments has a mean
(2925±80 uncal be; OxA-646) later than the midden
dates need not imply separate phases, since statistically the dates are of essentially the same age.
The pottery sherds from the buried soil, comprising the remains of at least 25 vessels in the form
of cups, bag-shaped bowls, and carinated bowls,
represent drinking, cooking, and storage vessels
appropriate to domestic occupation, probably all
made locally, but from five different clays and
tempers. Fragmentary remains of quartzitic sand·
stone saddle-quems and rubbers, and of sarsen
mauls, are the evidence for crop-processing onsite.
The crop remains permit the species of cereals to be
identified . The marked concentration of burnt
nutshells in the midden area indicates collection and
consumption of hazelnuts by the Neolithic inhabitants. Animal bones from the midden indicate
the rearing of sheep, cattle, a nd pigs, with each
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species raiSed for its meat product, and the character
of the fauna! assemblage suggests the slaughter and
consumption of these animals nearby. The flint
assemblage associated with the midden consisted
mainly ofbroken waste, the few tools not pointing to
any particular functional aspect; most distinctive
were the polished axehead fragments.
While any post.<Jepositional pre-<:airn cultivation
may have exacerbated the fragmentary and dispersed
state of the artefacts in the midden area, their
character, as the conjoining data from Oints and
querns confirm, indicates redeposition of rubbish
accumulated elsewhere. The origin of the rubbish
could be the structure to the south-west of the
midden, and the refitting of Oints from the two
locations offers some credibility in this regard. The
nature of the Neolithic settlement is unknown and
the remains preserved beneath the cairn could be
merely a part of a more extensive settlement in the
surrounding area. Nevertheless, the pre-cairn evi·
dence does represent the existence at Hazleton of the
settlement of an early Neolithic farming group.
Subsequently, a long cairn was constructed on the
same spot. The soil analysis suggests that in the
intervening period cultivation tool< place, at least
over the midden area. The pre<airn structure
certainly had no superstructure when cairn construction commenced. One of the first stages of
construction was the fixing of a roughly east-west
axial longitudinal line, which served as the reference
point for all subsequent building. There arc no
obvious parameters to the selection of this alignment
or its position, other than that it overlay the previous
settlement. The very central occurrence of the
midden is difficult to interpret. Was there any sense
in which the cairn was positioned with regard to this
feature, or was its central location quite fortuitous?
There are no unequivocal links between the occu·
pants of the pre-cairn settlement and the builders of
the subsequent tomb, other than the Jocational
coincidence of their activities. lt cannot simply be
assumed that this locational coincidence implies
continuity of the human group involved. The
settlement could have been abandoned entirely, only
its cleared nature providing the link between the two
aspects of Neolithic activity. The radiocarbon chronology suggests near contemporaneity of pre<aim
and cairn-use phases, but it does allow for the
possibility of a gap of 50 or so years between the two.

Quarrying and labour requirements
The two extensive quarry areas to the north and
south of the cairn are assumed to be the source of
most of the material of which the monument was
constructed. The coarse-grained orthostats and other
coarser limestones used in the construction must
have been brought to the site from elsewhere.
Otherwise, all the remaining materials could have
been obtained from the flanking quarries.
Quarrying in solid limestone requires the exposure
of a face, which is then worked on a front, following
the suitable stone as required. In plan, the Hazleton
North quarries seem to have been very irregular,
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perhaps partly due to an extraction method whereby
several separate quarry faces were exposed and
followed, resulting in a series of adjacent and only
partially-interlinked quarry pits. On both sides of the
cairn, the quarr{ing was carried very close to the
eventual sides o the monument. This proximity was
presumably for the sake of practical convenience.
Why quarries did not exist in the areas to the west
and east of the cairn is not known. The marly nature
of the quarry floors on the west could have deterred
further extraction, or there could have been a desire
to keep these areas level for reasons connected with
the use of the tomb. During the period of tomb use,
the quarries would have remained as large open pits,
although rapid primary silting occurred from the
exposed edges. There would have been a contrast
between the appearance of the carefully-constructed
cairn and that of the irregular, presumably unkempt,
quarries. The length of time that the tomb was in use
is relevant here, since, if left undisturbed, the growth
of vegetation in the quarries would be minimal over
a few decades, but it would probably have covered
them within a century.
The quarries seemed to have been little used alter
quarrying ceased. A possible hearth at the base of one
quarry was associated with a decorated pottery vessel
and animal bones, dated to 2875±50 uncal be
(OxA-9151916). Contemporaneity with tomb use is
suggested, although the deposit is ostensibly dom·
estic. Two separate occurrences of human bones,
both in association with animal bones, have no
obvious explanation, although one of these could
have been related to the postulated secondary
disturbance of burial deposits in the south entrance.
All the red deer antlers in the primary silts are
assumed to be quarrying tools, abandoned haphazardly; one of these yielded a radiocarbon date of
3000±60 uncal be (HAR-8350).
On the basis of the projected quarry limits (Fig 35),
the approximate extent of both quarries (north 554sq
m; sou th 396sq m) is a total quarried area of 950sq m.
If the overall mean depth of the quarry is taken as
1.0-J.Sm, this gives an extracted volume of between
950 and 1425cu m of stone, marl, and soil.
The estimated quarry volume can be compared
with the estimated volume of the cairn. Taking the
ground plan of the monument to be traperoidal, 55m
long and tapering from 19m to Sm, then the area
covered is approximately 742sq m. Assuming the
cairn to be box-shaped, and assuming the height to
vary regularly from l.Sm to 0.5m, then the mean
volume would be 742cu m. More sophisticated
calculations were made, based both on the estimated
final form of the monument and on the extent and
shape of the excavated stone spread: these suggested
that 742cu m could be an underestimate by various
amounts up to a maximum of about 200cu m. The
point of such calculations is not to acl\ieve a spurious
accuracy, but to gain approximate orders of magni·
tude.
The fact that the hypothetical volumes of the cairn
and quarries do not entirely match is not necessarily
incompatible, because not all of the quarry material
need have been used in the construction. In the later
stages, only good s tone would be required and much
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wastage of quarried material could have occurred.
Either way, it can be concluded that the projected
extent of both quarries would be sufficient to provide
all the local material required for the cairn con·
struction. The resistivity survey showed that the
Hazleton South cairn probably had its own pair of
Aanking quarries.
Discussion of the size of cairn and quarries leads
on to considerations of the work input involved . Such
considerations are very hypothetical, however, and
it is proposed here to indulge in the minimum of
calculations necessary to be able to place the
quarrying and construction activities within a poten·
tially appropriate perspective of time and labour. The
way in which the Hazleton limestone was dug
remains elusive, but exposing the stone to natural
weathering could have been part of the technique,
introducing an unquantifiable time factor which is
not allowed for in the following calculations. Wooden
spades could have been used for clearing the topsoil,
but the creation of a face within the bedrock would
have been the most difficult task, perhaps involving
wooden wedges and levers. Once a face was
exposed, then antlers could be used to prise up
blocks of limestone along natural fracture· and
bedding-planes. Baskets, buckets, bags, or pallets of
some kind must have been used for transporting soil
and smaller rubble from the quarries to the cairn site,
but individual blocks of stone would have been
carried or rolled.
No work-study rates for oolitic limestone are
known to the writer, so those available for the
exploitation of chalk bedrock have been adopted,
with the proviso that considerable under- or overestimates may be involved, depending on the
respective methods of working. The data acquired at
Overton Down suggested an overall work rate in
chalk using 'primitive' tools of '3 cu ft per man-hour'
OeweU 1%3, 58). Converting this to 0.085cu m per
person per hour as an estimate for quarrying, and
assuming a quarried total at Hazleton North of 950cu
m, a figure of 11,176 work-hours is obtained. Other
estimates for working in chalk assume a rate nearer
to 5cu ft (0.142cu m) per hour (Startin 1982, 153),
which would give a figure of 6690 work-hours.
The input required to transport the quarried
material from the quarries to the c-airn site was

calculated using the formula of one person being able
to move 30Jb (13.6kg) across 4ft (1.2m) in a second
(Startin 1982, 154). (The speed involved in this
formula seems optimistic, but is balanced by the the
very light weight.) The return trip from the quarries
to the cairn was averaged out at 40m and could
therefore be accomplished in 34 seconds. Taking the
950cu m of the quarries to represent in the region of
2400 tonnes, the result is approximately 1667
work·hours.
To the above two sets of figures must be added
estimates for the work involved in actually building
the cairn, remembering that this required the
selection of appropriate stone and the careful
construction of the various drystone elements. A
completely arbitrary estimate of 1000 work-hours is
adopted for this. As for the imported orthostats,
there is no way of realistically estimating their

transport time without knowing their origin, so again
an arbitrary estimate of a further 500 work-hours is
given .
It may be objected that even though the lowest
estimate for the volume of the quarries was used, this
is still too high, and that it would be more realistic to
use the size of the cairn for this calculation. If so,
using the same formulae as above, a volume of 742cu
m would give totals of 5225 or 8729 work-hours for
the quarrying and 1288 work-hours for the carrying.
Adding all these figures together gives four
separate totals for the quarrying and construction
work at Hazleton of 8013, 9857, 11,517, and 14,343
work-hours. Given all the gross uncertainties involved in these calculations, a working hypothesis of
between 8000 and 14,500 work·hours for the con·
struction of Hazleton North is proposed.
The minimum workforce to be envisaged at
Hazleton is dependent on the minimum number of
persons required to perform the most labour-intensive single task. This must have been the transport
and erection of the heaviest orthostat, which was
assessed as being orthostat 19, the most uniformly
massive stone. The irregular shape of the other large
orthostats made them easier to manoeuvre, since
they were more readily gripped and pivoted.
The weight of orthostat 19 was calculated as
between 0.495 and 0.554 tonnes, by assuming its
mass to be 0.198cu m and its spocific gravity between
2.5 and 2.8. This weight range can be expressed as
500-6l0kg (10-12cwt). The weights of the other large
orthostats, calculated on the same basis, fall within
the range 330/370-5001560kg (6Y>-11cwt). Orthostat
19 could be manoeuvred by three people by rolling
and pivoting. Indeed, because of its compact form, it
was not practical to use more people to AY.ove it.
Three people, therefore, could have erected all the
other orthostats, once the stones were on site.
Transporting the larger stones to the site would have
posed much more difficulty, but some kind of timber
sledge could have been used. Arbitrarily, it was
estimated that at least six people would be required
to transport the largest orthostats when any sustained pulling was involved.
On a basis of six people, and assuming a
continuous seven-hour working day, seven days per
week, then the range of 8000 to 14,500 work-hours is
equivalent to 190-345 days or between 6-11 months.
Minor increases in the length of the working day, or
in the number of people involved, would markedly
reduce these periods, but the assumption of continuous seven-day week working is highly unlikely,
and the work would presumably be phased over
rather more extended periods of time.
This postulated work requirement seems to fall
well within the potential of the kind of small-scale
farming communities usually envisaged for the
British Early Neolithic. If the quarrying and building
programme was spread out over five years, then its
completion by a small group would not be impractical, in addition to the normal demands of
food-production. The mobilisation of six able-bodied
persons would surely be within the capacity of a
group of 20 to 30 individuals.
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Monument construction sequence
Exactly which part of the monument was, or began
to be, built lirst is not known. This is because of the
difficulty of relating the chambered areas to the other
early cairn elements and because of the impossibility
of determining precedence between one end of the
cairn and the other. On balance, it is concluded that
the orthostats were erected near the beginning of the
sequence, but that some construction work had
started prior to their erection. Quarrying to obtain the
fine-grained orthostats would have produced considerable spoil, which would have been used for the
construction of the primary dumps, rather than
simply heaped to one side. Movement and erection
of the orthostats would, however, have been simpler,
if the immediately surround ing ground were unencumbered, so dumps at one or both ends of the
monument arc envisaged.

Such judgements, on grounds of presumed practicality, are unavoidable. There is no necessity for the
construction of an ancient funerary monument to
proceed by means which would seem most logical
today; ritualised conventions may have been the
determining factors and speed of construction of no
consequence. Nevertheless, because of the evident
skill of the builders in neatly solving constructional
problems and because ritually-determined behaviour
in prehistory is so difficult to isolate, modern
considerations are used to determine the options
followed by the builders. In the case of the most
striking clement of the cairn construction, the cellular
units, there is no reason to see these as anything
other than a structural concomitant of building in
mass with fissile limestone. These revelled, basically
rectangular, blocks solved the problem of holding
together heaps of soil and stone in such a way that
the required height and shape could be achieved in
durable fashion. The elegance and strength of this
solution testify to the craft-skill of the builders and to
their understanding of the raw materials. Other
e lements of the cairn construction can be explained
by reference to the same combination of practicality
and skill. The primary dumps can be seen as
exploiting the material acquired in stripping the
quarries and thereby avoiding any wasted effort. The
dumps funcllon as a complement to the axial
elements, providing a suitable foundation for the
opposed pitching of the slabs carried to the top of the
cairn as the axial ridge.
A scenario for the cairn construction sequence is
shown in Figure 227. This sequence is simplified and
partly hypothetical, since there were often no data
available by which elements could be interrelated .
The 12 stages shown arc themselves somewhat
arbitrary and for the convenience o( explanation.
There was no indication of significant interruption in
the building sequence. The analogy of a modem
building-site, on which work may proceed on
numerous different aspects at the same time, should
be kept in mind. The main purpose of Figure '127 is
thus to show the general sequence ol the elements
involved in the construction, rather than the actual
sequence in which the whole monument was built.
The 12 stages can be individually discussed .
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The two chambered areas are shown as present
from the start, despite the absence of hard
evidence for this. Considerable portions of the
cairn could theoretically have been built belore
the orthostats were erected. lt is anticipated,
however, that the orthostats were in place at an
early stage. The imported, larger, coarsegrained orthostats could have been erected in
advance of the fine-grained ones, and their
erection could have preceded any quarrying.
Indeed, it could be argued that, since substantial orthostats were a Slllt qua no11, no
building-work would have been done before the
availability of such orthostats was assured. To
allow for this eventuality, the diagram shows
only the coarse-grained orthostats in place at
this stage.
Nevertheless, the orthostats could possibly be
a much later feature. From the later stages of
the sequence, it will be observed that the units
(K and L) which enclose the orthostats and
support their roofing, are necessarily very late
in the cairn sequence, since they cannot predate
the existence of the units to either side. This fact
could be used to suggest that the chambered
areas themselves were not built until a very late
stage, empty units being reserved for them until
the east and west ends of the cairn were more
or less complete. There is, necessarily, uncertainty on this issue.
Whatever the precise point a t which the
orthostats were erected, the initial act of the
cairn construction must have involved the
establishment of the axial alignment. The
alignment was established by the lowest course
of slabs forming the foundation of the axial
revelment. These slabs were apparently laid in
concert with the initial dumping of heaps of
rubble and soil over the existing ground surface,
since these dumps were keyed into the axial
alignment. Knowledge of the intended extent of
the cellular cons truction stages is implied from
the outset, since the dumps only extend as fat
as the timits of the inner stone cairn. The stage
diagrams ignore the individual complexities of
the dumps and the way in which they were
often composed of quite distinct dumped
deposits in each area.
The primary dumps shown as present at this
stage are those on the north-west and northeast sides. There is no certain basis for
determining precedence between them, except
that the dumps beneath C/fJGfl arc all of soil,
whereas a primary stone rubble dump was
present beneath units R!TN. This might just
possibly suggest that an earlier stage in the
quarrying process produced the spoil for the
north~astern dumps, but this would only be of
relevance if a single quarry pit was in operation,
and such details are unknown. Thus, although
both the north~ast and north-west dumps must
each have been present, or started, before their
corresponding dumps to the south side, there
is no reason to suppose that all dumps to the
west end might not have preceded those to the
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east end, or vice versa. The same applies to
subsequent stages of the cairn construction,
since, until the infilling of the central cairn
immediately surrounding the orthostats, the
construction of each end of the monument
could have proceeded completely separately.
Thus, the whole block of units RJS!f/U/V/W and
their underlying dumps at the west end of the
cairn could have been constructed as a single
entity, completely independently of the rest of
the monument.
2

3

The initial cairn element overlying the primary
dumps (in all areas except units NIP/Q) was the
axial element, a triangular wedge-s haped mass,
including substantial slabs of quarried stone,
revelled on the axial alignment. At the northwest and north-east parts of the cairn, it was
clear that the north side of the axial element,
with a south-facing revelment, had been
constructed before the south side. Deposition of
the south side primary dumps on the southwest and south~ast, however, could have
begun prior to the construction of the axial
elements shown here.

the area of units F and 0 , where there were no
primary dumps. The axial element beneath unit
j/H continues westwards beyond the limit of
unit VG and so changes character at that point,
becoming a temporarily freestanding axial
revelment with a face to the north.
6

South s ide units 5/UIW and 0 /F/j/H are shown
as in place, with their internal sequences
indicated. On the north side, the almost square
unit M was apparently ronstructed as a single
freestanding block over the segment of axial
element s hown in stage 5. The regularity of the
block of units (RJSff/UN/W) at the west end of
the cairn, particularly the nush eastern face of
units R and 5, may be an indication that this
block was constructed as a separate entity.

7

The north extension to unit M and the inner
south horn are shown, since these could
immediately follow the construction of units M
and W. The northern extension of unit M
certainly preceded the construction of unit 0 to
the west and any infilling of unit K to the east.
The axial revelment beneath units NIP/Q is an
exception to the normal rule, in that it was
founded directly over the prc-<:airn surface
without any primary dumping. Sou th of unit M,
this revelment is built against the south-facing
axial alignment forming the southern limit of
unit M, bu t, between unit M and unit 5, this
axial e lement changes character and becomes
temporarily freestanding with a north-facing
axial alignment.

8

Dumped material like that of the primary
dumps elsewhere is deposited in the area
beneath units NIP/Q, but in this case overlying
the tail of the axial element already in place.
Initial revelments were possibly added on the
south side of unit Q and the cast side of unit N,
in phase with the dump deposition.

9

Units Q, P, and N are added in sequence from
west to east. Units Q and P were apr.arently
subdivided internally, at their upper evels at
least, into two small, rectangular units each, the
northern parts being constructed before the
southern parts. The infilling of unit L around
the southern orthostats could have begun as
soon as the adjacent revelments to units N and
)Ill were in place.

10

The axial element in unit 0 was the last one to
be laid, built against the face of the axial
alignment forming the northern limit of units P
and Q .

11

Unit 0 was constructed between units M and
R, with a northern extension added at some
stage prior to the construction of the outer cairn.

12

A slight northern extension to all the units on
the north-west side was added, link.ing up with
the north entrance orthostats and so pre-

Once dumps and axial elements were in place,
the construction of the cellular units of the inner
cairn began. These units arc the roughly

rectangular-shaped, revelled masses of stone
and soil, which constitute such a distinctive
feature of the construction technique. Units
RJTN and VGIEIC were definitely built before
their matching units to the south, and could
also be seen to have internal sequences of
construction from east-to-west and west·t~ast
respectively, as demonstrated by the butting
arrangements of their revelments. By the same
token, the northern extension to unit VG must
have predated the completion of unit E.
4

5

The south s ide primary dumps beneath units
5/U/W and j/H are s hown as present by this
stage, and they certainly postdate the axial
revelments to their north . Also shown is the
primary dump on the north side between the
north chamber and unit R. While the latter
dump does genuinely appear to postdate at
leas t three of the orthostats, its relationship to
unit R is much less clear. 11 does appear to
postdate the dump beneath unit R, but it could
have been deposited before either the axial
element beneath unit R or the eastern revelment
of the unit.
The inner north horn extension to unit V and
the northern extension to units C and E are
shown as present. There is no evidence to place
these accurately within any sequence between
the inner and outermost cairn construction, but
they could have been added as soon as the units
to which they are appended were in place.
The axial elements are shown superimposed on
the primary dumps in units 5/U/W, M, and j/H,
and directly overlying the pre-cairn surface in
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sumably defining the stage at which unit K
around the north chambered area could be filled
in. The outer skin of cairn fabric, with its
carefully-built outer facade, was constructed all
around the cairn, there being no indication of
the sequence or direction in which this outer
skin and facade were laid. Uruts A and B were
added at this stage, the external facade presum·
ably originally being continuous at the eastern
tail of tne cairn, giving a rounded or squared
end.
The paving of the chambered areas cou Id
have been laid at any stage subsequent to the
erection of the orthostats, and the intercalary
revelments started thereafter. The entrance and
roofing arrangements could not have been
constructed until after the infilling of units K
and L, which in turn could not be achieved until
the adjacent units were in place to either side.
The nature of the infill of urut L around the
south chamber suggested that it was constructed right from ground level as a unitary
support for the roofing, presumably built in one
operation.

External appearance of the
monument
The liazleton North cairn was designed to be seen
with its outer revelment fully exposed, and it is
suggested that the entrances to the lateral chambered
areas were roofed and probably lintelled . For
reconstructing the uppermost level of the cairn,
however, there is little evidence, and the final
appearance of the completed monument remains
entirely speculative. A fundamental question must be
whether the surface of the monument was covered
with stone, or with timber, or soil and turf. The
former is here considered more probable, partly
because this was essentially a cairn, and the upper
surface is most likely to have matched the sides, and
partly because suitable stone was readily available on
site.

decreasing to the outer entrance. The maximum
height of the outer revelment at the outer entrances
is estimated at l.Om, in view of the evidence from the
extm-cairn sections. At the cairn tail end, the
stonework could have been extremely low (perhaps
not exceeding 0.3m).
Given the basic parameters of a longitudinally·
tapering profile, and a cross-section with its highest
point at the centre, a great variety of cairn shapes
could be envisaged from the above dimensions.
Figure 228 attempts to demonstrate some of these
possibilities. In terms of the longitudinal elevation,
there is perhaps less scope for variety. Basically, the
long axis profile could have been angular (1-3), or
slightly curved (4), and could have had its highest
point at the forecourt (2-3), or closer to the
chambered area (1 and 4). The transverse profile
could equally have been angular (A, C-D) or curved
(B), and plain (A-B) or more elaborate (C-D). The
visual difference between curved and angular would
have been slight in any case.
The cross-section of the cairn contains a doublepitched or ridged aspect throughout. There is no
basis for assessing how marked this ridged effect
would have appeared at the surface, although it was
decided that a stepped transverse profile would be
unlikely. A combination of shapes I and A was
selected as the preferred option for the original form
of the cairn. The isometric reconstruction (Fig 229)
follows elevation 1 and transverse profile A, but
would in fact have hardly appeared any different had
elevations 2-4 or transverse profile B been selected.
Only the more extreme transverse rrofiles C and D
would have made a marked visua contrast at this
large scale.
The monument would not retain for long the
bright, creamy-grey appearance of freshly quarried
stone. The uppermost cairn stones would soon
become weathered and moss-a>vered. This would
have happened within the lifetime of the use of the
monument.

Finally, and purely hypothetically, there is no
reason why detailing could not have been included
in the upper outer stonework of the facade or the
surface.

The maximum height to which the cairn survived

was 1.6m. The minimum height loss since the
monument was built must be more than O.Sm, and
the original maximum cairn height was perhaps
2.5m. The original internal heights of the chambers
are estimated as between 1.1 and 1.3m. Adding the
thickness of corbelling and roofing slabs, and
assuming the roofing arrangements were covered by
some caimstones, then a height of at least 1.5 to 2.0m
must have obtained in the chambered area of the
cairn. The maximum surviving height of the facade
in the forecourt area was O.Sm, but the stonework of
the inner cairn just behind the facade stood at I.Om.
The central forecourt was probably originally at least
I.Sm to 2.0m high.
The forecourt revelment decreased in height
towards the horns, but not to less than 1m, and l.Sm
is estimated as a likely maximum height at the
corners. The noor·to-<eiling height of the inner
entrances is estimated as 0.~. 7m, with the height

The chambered areas and the
entrances
The components of the chambered areas identified
during excavation were the orthostats, the sillstones,
the paving, the intercalary revelments, the crosspiece, the blocking slab or slabs, and the incipient
corbelling. The roofing was nowhere intact, but, in
the absence of evidence for any substantial capstones, was assumed to consist either of large slabs
laid across the reduced spaces created by the
corbelling or of completely corbelled vaulting.
Figures 230-31 attempt to show the various corn·
ponents in place by means of isometric drawings,
which partially reconstruct some of the above
elements.
The intact blocking slab (between the north
passage and chamber) not only demonstrated how
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Fig 228 Hypothetical shape reamstructio11s for the caim when first built; the longitudi11al side views are true elevations;
the transverse views are profiles of the caim viewed end-c11
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Fig 229 lsomttric slcetclr reconstruction of tlrt txtemal appearnnct of tltt compltted caim in relation to tlrt sup~/ extent
of tire two quarries

these tombs were internally sealed when still in use,
but indicated an architectural explanation for the
device of transverse orthostats and possibly for
sillstones as well. The lateral projections of the
transverse slabs, and the upward projection of the
sillstone, ensured a more secure closure with the
blocking slab in place. Since the blocking slab rested
against these projections, it would resist pressure
from without. At the junction of the south entrance
and passage, there was no sillstone, but an upper
crosspiece appears to have served a similar function.
Another blocking slab could originally have been
located at the junction of the north entrance and
passage, in association with the transverse slabs

there. It is less easy to see the sillstonc at the junction
of the south passage and chamber acting as the stop
associated with a blocking slab, because there were
no projecting transverse slabs at this point.
Such projections into the throughway naturally
had a significant effect in constricting the access
space. Reduction of the gap on the south s ide to
about 0.5m square, for example, must have had
considerable implications for the way in which the
tomb was used. On the other hand, the fact that
access for burial was obviously achieved despite such
constrictions makes it possible to see the space
available elsewhere within the chambered areas as
quite commodious. The bearing which the construction of the chambered areas had on the methods of
tomb use is considered further in discussing the
burials themselves.
Evidence for the way in which the entrances were
covered and closed was scanty and equivocal. The

rear parts of both entrances were undoubtedly
roofed, but this was not dear for the zones beyond
the portal orthostats. If skeleton I in the north
entrance was not simply an irregular final deposition
before closure, and if the normal practice was for
buria I deposits to extend to the limits of the
entrances, then it would seem highly likely that the
entrances were completely roofed. This would have
involved upward continuations of the drystone
revelments nanking the outer entrances to support
roofing slabs and presumably a lintel spanning the
gaps of up to O.Sm. There would seem to be no
particular difficulties in such a construction. The
possibility is increased by the knowledge that
constrictions of about O.Sm square were negotiated
by the tomb users, thus the entrance roofs could have
been kept low, perhaps as low as O.Sm in the outer
entrances, and still have been functional.
A linteUed outer entrance could be dosed by
inserting drystone walling nush with the outer facade
up to the level of the lintel. Re-entry and resealing
could be effected by dismantling and rebuilding this
wall as necessary. The evidence from the north
entrance did indicate the probable presence of such
an inserted entrance blocking wall, although what
survived can only be regarded as a base for the
blocking proper. The reconstruction of the north
entrance in Figure 232 follows the above, but it is
hypothetical. In particular, no evidence existed for a
lintel slab; the lintel could even have been in timber.
Presumably, it would also have been possible to have
corbelled the outer entrance as an arch, although in
drystone this would have been a fragile structure.
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SOUTH CHAMBERED AREA

un

Fig 230 Isometric projedion of tire south clramb<!red area; various features, suclr as tire entrance rtwtments, tire crosspiece
in front of tire transverse orthostats, aJJd tire corb<!lled vaulting arc reconstmcted; tire terminal clramb<!r orllrostat is
artificially lrrmcaled for greater clarity, aJJd tire paving is omitted

0

NORTH CHAMBERED AREA
Fig 231 Isometric projection of tire nortlr clramb<!red area; tire ortlrostats slrorun in dashed outline are reconstructed, as are
the enlraJJce rtwlmerrts and tire corb<!llt'li vaulting; leaning or fa/leJJ ortlrostats ;, /Ire passage and clramb<!r are slrorun
upright; tire blocking slab associated with tl~e sillstone lras IN!en omitted, as lras tire paving
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NORTH ENTRANCE RECONSTRUCTION
BLOCK I-D

0

Fig 232 /S(Imttric reconstmction of the appa~ranet of the outer rrortlr trrtrarrct; Optll as whm in r.se arrd closed as when
blocked behvterr burial episodes; tire lilrtel slab is entirely hypotlretical

The burials and burial rites
Both chambered areas at Hazleton North were used
for collective human burial, and evidence from the
north entrance indicated the practice of successive
interment. The decipherment of this rite elsewhere
within the chambered areas and the identification of
the individual skeletons were hampered by the
disarticulated state of most of the bones, by postdepositional damage and decay, by disturbance, and
by the limitations of the analyses undertaken.
The south chambered area contained remains
relating to 14 separate adults, between 6 and 11
pre-adults, and a possible fr7 month-old foetus. The
bones of these individuals were very dispersed, but
basically fell into two groups: one concentrated in the
chamber and the passage, and the other in the
entrance. The adults included eight probable males
and two probable females. Female bones were only
definitely present in the chamber and passage, and
bones of pre-adults were rare in the entrance. Adults
were split more or less evrnly between the two
groups. The partial skeletons of two disarticulated
individuals, 0 (adult) and E (juvenile), were identified on the basis of the distinctiveness of their bones.
In the case of longbones, some evidence was
available for bones being absent from the deposit.
Possible ordering of some of the bones was noted
from the location of skulls in groups against the edges
of the chambered areas. In general, the disarticulated
bones were more scattered in the chamber than the
entrance, and articulations, though rare, were more
common in the entrance. There was some evidence
from the apposition of bones to indicate the
possibility of at least two articulated adult inhumations having formerly been present in the
entrance.
The north chamber contained disarticulated remains (partly intact, partly disturbed), relating to four
adults (?two male, ?two female), between four and
six pre-adults, and a foetus of four-five months. Four

probable individuals (two adults, two children) were
isolated from the general spread of bones, their bones
being disarticulated, but nevertheless showing some
concentration in separately located groups.
The north entrance burials included one complete,
extended adult male inhumation, the lower part of
the crouched inhumation of another probably male
adult, and disarticulated remains of another adult
male and two pre-adult inhumations. In addition,
there were cremated bones belonging to at least one
adult and one pre-adult. The nature of the remains
in the entrance made it clear that a minimum of two
burial episodes were involved, since the extended
skeleton overlay the crouched one. Deliberate ordering of the remains was evident from the placing
of two skulls over the tof of collapsed stonework.
The total number o inclividuals represented,
therefore, ignoring the two possible foetuses, was 21
adults and between 12 and 19 pre-adults, plus a
further adult and a further pre-adult on the basis of
cremated bones, giving an overall minimum of 35 and
a maximum of 42. At least 12 to 13 of these
individuals were prob.lbly male and 2 to 3 prob.lbly
female. The adults included seven individuals aged
35 or over (of whom two were aged over 45150 yea.rs),
while the pre-adults exhibited a complete range of
ages from six months upwards.
The bones in the north entrance provided a high
quatity of information because they were undisturbed, foUowing the final burial episode. They
indicated the following aspects of burial procedure:
the rites of inhumation and cremation were being
practised concurrently; intact corpses were being
inserted into the tomb; both extended and crouched
inhumation were practised; the bones of previouslyinhumed corpses were moved subsequent to their irr
situ decomposition, or partial decomposition, and
before a further burial episode; and special attention
was given to the placing of disarticulated s kulls.
lt is important to consider how valid the evidence
from the north entrance is likely to be for burial
interpretation as a whole, since the special circum-
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stances olthe blocked junction may have created an
abnonnal situation. The burials in the north entrance
were clearly late within the sequence ol north-side
burials, but were they any later than the Hazleton
burials as a whole? The radiocarbon evidence would
suggest not. A major dilference is that cremation was
not present elsewhere among the burials, but this
alone is not sufficient reason to disregard the north
entrance burials when considering the rest.
lt seems probable that the north entrance burials
are only different insofar as they are undistwbed
following the final inhumation and m that there was
no opportunity for the bodies or bones to be taken
further into the tomb. From this it is possible to create
a scenario at Hazleton, whereby the norm was for
burials to be introduced as intact corpses into both
chambered areas, with or without personal gravegoods. Subsequent to decomposition, the bones or
body parts and any gravegoods were moved around
within the chambered areas to provide space for
further inhumations and to facilitate access. The
articulated or juxtaposed nature of certain skeletal
parts suggests movement within the chambered
areas of some body parts prior to total decomposition. At least two skulls seem to have been moved
as heads with attached mandibles. Some ol the
bones, particularly the skulls and the longbones,
were given special attention in the way that they
were placed within the tomb. Some longbones and
probably some skuUs were removed altogether.
lt was previously suggested that corpses were left
to decompose in the entrances (Saville 1984a, 22).
However, no skeletal parts belonging to the north
chamber burials were noted among the loose north
entrance bones, and the articulation and pairing
pattems on the south side indicated a distinct
subdivision between chamber/passage and entrance.
There is little in the Ha:deton evidence to refute the
burial scenario given above. In particular, there is
nothing to suggest the introduction of partial corpses
and/or bones, obtained from previous burials or
exposure elsewhere (except the north entrance
cremations). The contrary is supported by the
instances of actual articulation, by the presence of so
many tiny skeletal parts (including hyoids, sesamoids, pisi/orrns, etc), and by the numbers and
distribution of pairing and fonnerly articulating
bones. The north entrance burials suggest very fmnly
that the i11tact corpse was accorded the respects of
burial, whereas the decomposed corpse and bones
were treated rather unceremoniously.
On the north side of the cairn, the initial phases of
funerary activity involved the introduction of burials
into the chamber. The evidence is not incontrovertible, but is not inconsistent with the introduction
of intact corpses. The tentative identification of
individuals in the chamber suggested that the
previous remains may have been placed in discrete
areas; the zone immediately inside the sillstone
seems to have been unused for burial. lt would be
expected, since the north chamber was found sealed,
that given the above scenario there should have been
an intact inhumation in the chamber, rather than a
scatter of disarticulated bones. However, subsequent
disturbance, most disruptive in this area, prevented
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any conclusions on thls point.
The absence of bones in the north passage is
important, since it shows that, while the north
chamber was in use for burials, none were taking
place in the passage, and, unlike the situation in the
south chambered area, there was no 'drift' of bones
from the chamber into the passage. The reason for
this contrast could be that the use of the south
chamber was more intensive and that had it been
possible for burials to continue in the north chamber,
the same Situation would have arisen. However, the
intact blocking slab and the probable blocking
stonework beyond it show that, in the early stages of
chamber use at least, considerable effort was made to
restrict the burial remains to the north chamber, and
it is possible that the sillstone on the south side
marked a similar point of initial demarcation.
On the south side, the information from the pairing
bones has pointed to a dichotomy in the distribution,
which otherwise appeared as a virtually continuous
deposit of bones from the entrance to the chamber.
The radiocarbon dates are of no help in phasing the
south side burials, but logic suggests that the
chamber burials are tikely to have preceded those in
the entrance.
lt can be proposed, therefore, that the initial phases
of burial activity on the south side involved the
successive interment of corpses within the chamber,
with a blocking slab at the junction of the entrance
and passage, and possibly some lorm ol closure at
the junction of passage and chamber, being removed
and replaced with each new intennent. At some
stage, it was decided to cease burials in the chamber
and to commence successive intennents in the
entrance, with the bloclking slab in place at the
transverse slabs. The burial deposits in the chamber
may have been relatively undisturbed and restricted
to the chamber at this stage, or the sillstone
demarcation may already have been abandoned and
the bones become spread into the passage. Towards
the end of the use of the tomb, the blocking slab was
taken down and the entrance bones were scattered
across the recumbent slab and into the passage. The
chamber may have now been re-entered, and
possibly it was at this stage that some of the chamber
bones were scattered in the passage; there is no
evidence, however, in the fonn of intact skeletons,
that any further burial activity took place in the
chamber.
There can be no doubt, in view of the north
entrance remains, that the successive nature of the
burial activity created the dispersed, disarticulated
state of the bones, with clearance of sufficient space
for each new corpse requiring the previous bones to
be pushed and placed to the edges of the chamber,
perhaps without undue ceremony. There is some
evidence from the north chamber to suggest that
bones belonging to separate individuals were placed
in discrete groups, but these groups would become
less distinct after a while, if further clearances for new
corpses were required. The point to be emphasised
is that the situation in the south chambered area
renects the final state in which the burial deposits
were left when the tomb was abandoned (excepting
the areas of disturbance), and that this final palimp-
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Fig 233 Distribution of human patellae within the chambered areas, shuwing the presence/absence of the vastus notch trait

sest of bones was achieved by a continual transformation of the deposits during tht> ust> of tht> tomb.
Undoubtedly, it would be the case that on some,
if not all, occasions that the tomb was re-entered,
there would be partially-decayed corpses as well as
skeleta l ones. The previously-interred material would
be liable to be moved again and again, in its various
states of decay, a nd it must be remembered that the
spaces were confined and the level of lighting would
probably be poor. On the basis of the evidence from
the north entrance, it seems entirely possible tha t the
final phase of burial activity on the south s ide would
have involved the placing of one or more intact
inhumations just inside the entrance, but this
supposition cannot now be verified because of the
removal of deposits by later disturbance.
The data available on the bones are not sufficient,
nor are enough individuals represented, to support
any demographic interpre tation of the population or
social group involved . It is tempting to suggest that
a natural population could be represented by these

burials, but this must remain hypothetical. Neither
can too much weight be placed upon the extremely
tentative kinship ind ication supplied by the prevalence of the vastus notch on the patellae. It is
potentially of interest, nevertheless, that the vastus
notch trait is present within both chambered areas
(Fig 233). It has been postulated above that the burials
within each of the chambered areas were successive,
those in the chambers on both sides basically
predating those in the entrances. However, the
radiocarbon dates do not permit any chronological
separation between the use of the two burial areas,
any more than they do between the use of chambers
and entrances on each side, and there is no way of
telling if the two were used contemporaneously or
successively. The vastus notch trait is conceivably
indicative of the same kinship group receiving burial
in both chambered areas, but it is the only clue and
there is nothing else to s ubstantiate it. Regrettably,
therefore, the implications of the presence of two
separate chambered areas must remain speculative.

HAZLETON NORTH IN CONTEXT

20 Hazleton North in con text
Introduction
Serious archaeological study of the chambered tombs
of the region was in itiated in the nineteenth century
by Thurnam (1869), and the Cotswold Neolithic
tombs were first considered in detail as a separate
group by Crawford (1925). Since Crawford's work,
numerous authors have sought to collate and discuss
the available information on what has been called
variously the Cotswold-Severn or Severn-Cotswold
group of tombs. The most im)>ortant works of
synthesis have been those by Dame! (1950), Chfford
(1950), Piggott (1954), O'Neil and Grinsell (1960),
Crimes (1960), Corcoran (1969), Darvill (1982), and
Britnell (1984b). Much of the information used in
these studies is derived from accounts of partial, and
potentially very misleading, explorations of tombs
during the nineteenth century, and the subJect has
tended to become unduly concerned with theoretical
questions of typological development of cairn and
chamber architecture, a trend which shows no sign
of abating (Lambrick 1988, 114-18).
More significant has been the publication of new
evidence from reasonably extensive modern excavations at: West Kennel, Wiltshire (Piggott 1962);
Bum Ground, Hampnett, Gloucestershire (Grimes
1960); and Gwernvale, Powys (Britnell 1984a).
Smaller-scale modem investigations at Sale's Lot
(O'Neil 1966) and Nympsfield (Saville 1979b) in
Gloucestershire, a t Lanhill (Grant King 1966) and
Luckington (Corcoran 1970) in Wiltshire, and at
Penywyrlod (Savory 1984) and Pipton (Savory 1956)
in Powys, while important for some detatls, have
been generally less informative. The study of
Cotswold-Severn tombs has also been hampered by
the absence of any detailed publication of the
evidence from two major excavations: at Wayland's
Smithy, Oxfordshire, excavated in 1962-3 (Atkinson
1965), and a t Ascott-under-Wychwood, Oxford shire,
excavated in 1965-9 (Selkirk 1971; Benson and Clegg
1978).
This final chapter seeks to place the Hazleton
results into the perspective offered by existing
knowledge of the Cotswold-Severn group and to
comment on the wider implications for the study of
the Neolithic period in the Cotswolds and beyond.

Pre-caim activity and cairn location
The pre-caim Neolithic assemblage at Hazleton has
been seen as of 'domestic' character, in that there was
evidence for an accumulation of discarded artefacts,
together with the remains of edible flora and fauna,
in apparent association with a p robable structure
with a hearth. The 'structure' is so ill-defined that it
is very difficult to look for specific Neolithic parallels.
There is no obvious comparison with the forecourt
post-settings a t Gwernvale and some other funerary
sites (Britnell 1984a, 140). The existence of a hearth
indicates that it does not belong to a mortuary
structure. A closer comparison may be the post-
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setting a t Sale's Lot (O'Neil 1966), which Darvill
(1982, 60) has convincingly reinterpreted. as belonging to a pre-cairn structure. The domestic rather
than mortuary status of the Sale's Lot structure
would depend, however, upon the uncertain association of the hearth with the postholes.
The artefacts from Hazleton compare closely in
general terms with those from othe~ Early Neolithic
sites in southern England, even tf the d omestic
character of other assemblages, particularly those
from causewayed enclosures, is disputed . In terms of
what is known of the material culture of the
Cotswold-Severn tomb users and their local Neolithic
antecedents (Clifford 1950; Piggott 1954), Hazleton
offers few surprises. Only the import into the north
Cotswolds of objects of sa rsen, presumably from
Wiltshire, is new, but even so does not alter the
network of resource acquisition previously recognised (Darvill 1984, 97-8; Saville 1982c).
Any specifically local aspect to the earlier Neolithic
material culture of the Cotswolds 1s as yet madequately defined. There are no radiocarbon dates
available for the Neolithic enclosure on Crick.ley Hill,
but those obtained from an adjacent Neolithic
enclosure, Peak Camp (Darvill 1986), suggest a
chronological overlap between the use of su~h
enclosures and the deposition of burials m
chambered tombs. The presence of a few human
bone fragments in the pre-caim soil at Hazleton, as
with similar finds at Gwern vale (O'Connor 1984), is
probably of no relevance to the later use of the site
as a tomb, since scattered human bones are a
frequent occurrence on Early/Middle Neolithic sites.
The environmental evidence is difficult to assess,
both because of the small samples obtained and
because of the lack of comparable data from
elsewhere. Thus cattle, sheep/goat, and pig are all
well represented in the pre-caim assemblage a t
Hazleton, but it is not possible to say how tm~rtant
each species was or exactly wha t role these arumals
played in the farming regime. The cereal remams,
however, represent a significant advance in the
knowledge of the local Neolithic economy, demonstrating clirectly for the first time the cultivation of
wheat on the Cotswold limestone. Hazelnuts were
also important in the Neolithic diet (Fig 208). The
discarded a ntlers in the quarries demonstrate the
prevalence of red deer and serve as a reminder of
their importance in the Neolithic economy (CluttonBrock 1984, 39).
The picture of pre-monument .landuse at Hazleton
is in some ways remarkably s tmtlar to that ghmpsed
at a comparable period on the chalk of south ern
England, with clearance and hazel scrub regeneration
preceding monument construction (Ashbee et a/1979,
278 and 2%). What is not so clear is whether any
large-scale Early Neolithic cle~rance should be
envisaged on the Cotswolds, as 1t has been m other
regions, especially the Wessex chalkland (cf Mercer
1981c, x). The very limited data available from
Hazleton and elsewhere (Bell 1984, 87 and 1987, 5)
tend to indicate restricted clearance and it is
questionable if suggestions of ' ... intensive mixed
farming settlement in the Cotswolds explotting
varying soils in convenien tly narrow valley cross-
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sections, associated with long barrows' (Case 1986,
35), can yet be substantiated. Perhaps a less
intensive, more mobile, and cyclical pattern of
clearance and cultivation would be more applicabll'
(cf Britnell 1984a, 141).
The construction of Cotswold-Severn tombs over
previously occupied land surfaces has been noted
elsewhere (eg Ascott·under·Wychwood and Gwern·
vale), and it is a feature of the excavated non·
megalithic long barrows as well (eg South Street,
Wilts hire: Ashbee et a/1979, 264). At Ascott-undcr·
Wychwood, the pre·cairn Neolithic activity was
interpreted as representing a settlement, or a series
of settlements, abandoned to open grassland before
the tomb was built (Evans 1971; Selkirk 1971, 10). At
Gwemvale, the evidence was interpreted as representative of both small·scale settlement and cer·
emonial structures, the latter immediately previous
to the cairn construction (BritneU 1984a, 139). At
Hazleton, the pre-caim Neolithic activity is seen as
domestic and possibly not immecliately prior to the
construction.
More fragmentary evidence, such as the Neolithic
sherds from the buried soil at West Kennel (Piggott
1962, 11) or the possible postholes beneath the cairn
at Nympsfield (Saville 1979b, 72-J), needs to be
treated with cau tion, because it is difficult to
discriminate between evidence which could belong to
cairn construction activity and that which is clearly
pre-cairn . Nevertheless, these hints suggest that the
phenomenon of tomb construction over areas of
previous occupation is a recurrent one. There seem
to be two alternatives for this phenomenon: either the
superimposition was quite deliberate, in that the
builders wished to locate the tomb over remains
which they recognised as those of previous settlement, or the superimposition was coincidental. In the
former case, the action could be seen as ritually
motivated, perhaps to commemorate a formerly
important settlement of the tomb builders or to
negate the land claim implied by the sett.l ement of
another group. If coincidental, then the determining
factor is likely to have been that the area of the
previous settlement was relatively open.
Whichever of the above explanations applies, it can
be maintained that the existence of previous occu·
pation was directly or indirectly the chief determinant
of tomb location. The only natural constraint on
location was the availability of building material, and
limestone is so ubiquitous on the Cotswolds that this
consideration is probably irrelevant. lt is possible that
some kinds of limestone were better suited for cairn
construction than others, or that some limestone was
more easily quarried, in which case prospection
would be required before tomb construction. Such
prospection would be most feasible in areas which
were already open, like former settlements, or
prospection could rely on the local knowledge
obtained by inhabitants in the course of posthole and
pit·cligging on former settlements; in either case, this
adds -further weight to the notion of previous
settlement as the determining factor for tomb
location.
Stone suitable for orthostats was not ubiquitous,
but could, as at Hazleton, be imported. Therefore,

the availability of orthostats cannot be assessed as a
constraint on location. Local topography does not
appear to be a determining factor in the siting of the
Hazleton cairns, as is similarly the case with many of
the Cotswold-Severn tombs. Attention has often
been drawn to the ~arp-edge siting of some of the
Gloucestershire tombs, and it is true that a very few
examples, like The Toots long cairn near Stroud
(O'Neil and Grinsell 1960, 83), do today constitute
landscape features visible from the Severn Valley.
Such visibility relies on a cleared landscape and is
unlikely to have been a factor in Early Ncolithic
times. More probably, the scarp·edgc locations relate
to the ready access to stone.
Previous writers have tended to stress the prox·
imity of Cotswold-Severn tombs to prehistoric
trackways as the causal factor in their location
(Crawford 1925, 11; Clirford 1936, 133), the cairns
supposedly forming landmarks which helped to
establish the tracks. The eJdstence of well-established
tracks or paths is certainly likely to be an element in
the continuity of use of cleared areas (Lambrick 1988,
Ill), but there is obviously a danger of circular
argument in identifying the location or trackways
from the presence of the cairns and an archaeological
problem, in that trackways arc incapable of veri·
ficabon.
Even more problematic than the relationship
between cairn location and Neolithic settlement is the
relationship between the Ncolithic evidence beneath
Cotswold-Severn tombs and the Mcsolithic evidence
from the same locations. At Hazleton, the Mesolithic
and Neolithic occupations have spatially separate
foci, but there is no indication of the precise date of
the Mesolithic material, other than that it is of later
Mesotithic facies, nor of by how much, if at all, it
precedes the Neolithic. At Ascott·under·Wychwood,
the environmental evidence suggested a phase of
dense woocUand and new soil formation intervening
between the Late Mesolithic and the Early Neolithic
(Evans 1971, 40). At Gwernvale, there was no
evidence to separate the Mcsolithic and Neolithic
artefacts, which had identical distributions in the
areas examined (Britnell 1984a, 131), although a
radiocarbon date of 4945±80 uncal be (CAR-118;
Table 97) has tentatively been linked with the later
Mesolithic activity (Britnell 1984a, 50).
ln view of the absence of topographic clistinction
mentioned above, and remembering that neither
Hazleton, Ascott·under-Wychwood, nor Gwernvale
were immecliately adjacent to springs, what could be
the reason for continued reoccupation or the same
sites over periods which could extend into millennia?
The only advantage these locations would appear to
have is that they had previously been used for
settlement by Mesolithic people. Whatever the
factors determining their original selection, these
locations, once cleared, became marked by the
deposition of cultural debris, particularly discarded
flint, and by their incorporation within the local
network of paths. Such locations would remain
visible, even when partially overgrown, and recog·
nisable as an established place of human occupation.
This concept of continuity of reoccupntion does
have chronological implications, however, since
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there are limits to the length of time for which former
occupation sites would remain visible if unused. On
this basis, 100 years (over three generations) could be
too long for a site to remain known and visible
without being reused . Following this argument, the
implication would be that the chronological gap
between Mesolithic and Neolithic occupations at
Hazleton should not be much more than a century,
suggesting that some or all of the later Mesolithic
flintwork dated to the second half of the fourth
millennium uncal be, perhaps as late as c 3200-3100
uncal be. There are, however, no other sources of
evidence to support such a late date, current
radiocarbon chronology indicating a gap of some 700
years between the latest Mesolithic and the earliest
Neolithic in southern England (Bradley J984a, 8).
Assuming that the occurrence of Mesolithic and
Neolithic activity at the same location is not fortuitous, it follows that near contemporaneity of these
two cultural strategies is potentially implied by the
artefactual evidence from beneath Haz.leton North. If
so, then there are various possibilities to explain
reoccupation, ranging from the Neolithic acculturation of Mesolithic people (so that essentially the
descendants of the same people reused the site, but
with changed technologies), to the colonisation of
Mesolithic territory by Neolilhic groups (cf Saville
J986b). The contrast in the two lithic technologies and
inventories at Hazleton might support the notion of
separate populations rather better than rapid acculturation, but the regular invisibility in the archaeological record in southern Britain of Mesolithic
assemblages coeval with Neolithic ones presents a
serious interpretative problem.

The quarries
Hazleton North is the first Cotswold-Severn tomb on
limestone to be shown to have quarry pits on either
side. The concept of flanking quarries is well known
from the example of some Cotswold-Severn tombs on
chalk, such as West Kennel (Piggott 1962) and
Wayland's Smithy li (Atkinson 1%5), and from
non-megalithic long barrows in general. On the
limestone, however, Crawford's (1925, 22-3) explanation, following Thurnam (1869, 209), of shallow
surface clearance of the upper limestone layers to
obtain the cairn material appears to have been
accepted as the normal method. While it appears that
not all Bronze Age round barrows on the Cotswolds
have encircling quarry ditches (Drinkwater and
Saville 1984, 135), it is difficult to see how sufficient
stone of suitable quality for the construction of a
monument the size of a long cairn could be obtained
without quarries on the same scale as at Hazleton. lt
is now dear, not only from Hazleton, but also from
the substantial ditches of enclosures like Crickley
Hill, that the excavation of solid limestone was
perfectly possible using the simple tools available.
Hazleton-type quarries will therefore be present at
most, if not all, Cotswold long cairns. Such quarries
have not been located at previously excavated sites
because of the limited extent of excavations, which
have purposefully avoided going far from the cairn .
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At Burn Ground, however, Crimes (1960, figs 17-18)
had trenches extending !Om and 14m from both sides
of the cairn, apparently without meeting any sign of
quarries, and the contour plans do not suggest the
existence of any quarries close to the cairn. A possible
explanation for the apparent absence of quarries
could be that, since the Burn Ground cairn had been
much depleted by erosion and cultivation, the
uppermost levels of the quarries were completely
filled and level with ploughsoil. The exploratory
trenches would not have revealed the quarries,
unless they were fully cleared to the bedrock surface,
and the report suggests that this was not the case. At
Hazleton, the originally unsuspected quarries were
located first at the point where the quarry closely
approached the cairn. At sites where the quarries are
set further back from the cairn, the cairn edge
deposits could be cleared without exposing the
bedrock surface, and this was usually the case with
the older excavations.
Quarry pits are reported from Ascott-under-Wychwood (Benson pers comm), although these seem to
be rather small compared to Hazleton North. Part of
a quarry excavated at SweU 8 round barrow, Cow
Common, Gloucestershire (Saville !979a, 90 and fig
2), lay very close to the south-west tail of the Cow
Common long cairn. At the time, this feature was
interpreted as a modern quarry, but reconsideration
suggests that it is more likely to be connected with
the long barrow; only the upper part of the quarry
contained modem inftll. The existence of this quarry
was not suspected from the surface, nor did it emerge
from the contour survey. In addition, there is the
enigmatic case of Saltway Barn, Gloucestershire,
where the cairn was apparently constructed within a
large quarry (Crimes 1960).
The red deer antlers, which were recovered from
the basal fill of the Hazleton quarries and interpreted
as quarrying tools, are unlike the antler digging
implements so well known from Neolithic sites on
the chalk of southern and eastern England (CiuttonBrock 1984), in that they have not been converted into
picks by the removal of most of their tines. This
difference is perhaps most likely to relate to the
method of use. Whereas on chalk an antler tool could
be used in a 'pick-like' fashion to break the bedrock
into blocks, as was clearly done in the mineshafts at
Crimes Graves, this technique could not have
worked on the harder limestone. At Hazleton, the
antlers could more probably have been used as levers
and wedges, inserted into natural fractures to prise
up blocks of limestone, in which case they clid not
need to be converted into specialised tools, and the
greater number of tines might even be advantageous
in giving each tool a longer life.

Cotswold-Severn tomb architecture
Within the Cotswold-Severn group, while there are
certain standard design features, each monument for
which there are reasonable records is different in
some detail. Hazleton North shares its basic
'trapezoidal' plan, its concave forecourt and convex
horns, its orthostatic chambers, and its drystone
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external revelment with virtually every other known
long cairn in the group. Comparison of the basic
elements of internal construction is more difficult in
view of the partial excavation or recording of other
sites, but internal revetments and axial alignments
also seem to be standard features. The most obvious
differences between monuments of the group are in
the number, position, and plan of the chambered
areas, which exhibit contrasts in every case.
Architectural typology has undoubtedly been
overemphasised in previous studies of CotswoldSevern tombs, and it is not proposed here to chase
every possible parallel or contrast, nor to speculate
on architectural influences or derivations. ln particular, no attempt is made to cite parallels from the
continent of Europe. The comprehensiveness of the
excavation reported here means that the architectural
details of Hazleton North are now better known than
those of most other Cotswold-Severn tombs, and
there is a real danger of unjustifiably imposing the
Ha:tleton data onto the interpretation of all the other
sites. Nevertheless, it is considered that there were
some general constraints, at least when building in
the same raw material, which must have operated in
the construction of most of the other monuments and
probably determined the use of such devices as
internal revelments.
The degree to which there was a 'design concept'
for the Cotswold-Severn tombs, or how such a
concept may have been communicated in practical
terms, are difficult ques tions. One definite factor is
apparent in the plan of the cairns. There was clearly
a fiXed design as far as the trapezoidal plan was
concerned, since, despite the differences in details of
the shape and size of horns and forecourts, this basic
plan is ubiquitous, and appears to have a correlative
size parameter. The variation in size of CotswoldSevern tombs has been exaggerated in the past
(Daniel 1950, 78; Darvill 1982, 10), due to the
acceptance of misleading measurements from poorlyrecorded sites or from surface dimensions. Admittedly, there are few monuments for which the
dimensions can be accurately tabulated (Table 96),
but the avajlable data show a remarkable uniformity
of size, at least in overall length. This uniformity
reinforces the notion of a design concept which
dictated an optimum size. The obvious exception to
this clustering of cairn lengths at about 50m is West
Kennel, where the chalk mound is usually assumed
to be as long as lOOm (Piggott 1962, 11). The true
length and uniformity of construction of the West
Kennel cairn and flanking ditches have not, however,
been tested by excavation.
Table 96 Basic cfunensions of some CotswoldSevern cairns
A,.,x.-•tt dllf'rmuom "' mttm
Cwtmvalt
Asrott·u•Wy<hwood

Ponywyrtod
~la.s Knap
llazlcton North

Waytond's Smithy ll

l.nrgth

Mu rndth

Min lt'lllth

45+

t7
15.5
22

6.5

49
52
53
53-56
54

19
t9

14.5

7.5
11

10

9-8
6

llazleton North is apparently atypical in terms of
its westerly orientation. The predominant easterly or
south-easterly orientation of the broad ends of both
long cairns and non-megalithic long barrows has
frequently been noted (Daniel 1950, 80; Ashbee 1970,
2S-30). The probable westerly orientation of Hazleton
South indicates continuity of intent, however, and
raises the question of how many of the Cotswold
cairns, the easterly orientation of which is assumed
from surface indications only, are in reatity facing the
other way?
Further comment on archllecture in this chapter is
limited to those features of Cotswold-Severn tomb
construction which in the past have been controversial or poorly understood and about which the
Hazleton data can offer some positive clarification.

The caim facnde and 'extra-revetme11t'
The most obvious of the controversial features is the
'extra-revetment', discussion of which has loomed so
large in previous studies (Crimes 1960, 52-9). For this
reason, much effort was devoted to the cairn edges
during the preliminary work at Hazleton North, and
the incontrovertible evidence from this site at least is
that all the extra-cairn material results from the decay
of the monument. On reviewing the evidence, it is
clear from the cairn edge at Burn Ground (Crimes
1960) that all aspects of the extra-cairn material were
comparable with Hazleton North. Crimes regarded
the 'V-shaped trench' beneath the outer revelment as
artificial and the outward lean of the external
revelment as a deliberate constructional feature.
'Extra-revelment' stonework was in Crimes's view
built up against the outside of this leaning revelment
as part of the same phase of construction, the external
revelment and the 'extra-revelment' constituting a
single structural element (Crimes 1960, 7&-90).
Crimes's counter to the obvious objection that the
external revelment was rendered completely redundant in his reconstruction was that •... the
purpose of the whole arrangement can only have
been concealment. The outlining of the cairn was ...
a matter partly of tradition, partly of ritual necessity'
(Crimes 1960, 90). As Crimes himself recognised, the
interpretation hinged in large part on the outward tilt
of the basal courses of the external revetrnent, which
he claimed' ... could not be produced by the outward
pressure of the mound nor by the downward
pressure of a vertically-built wall' (Crimes 1960, 53).
Crimes did not demonstrate, however, that his
'V-shaped trench' was an artificial feature. At
Hazleton, where an identical V-shaped depression
existed, it was apparent that this could only be a
natural impression created by the slabs removed from
it and was 1101 a dug feature (cf Britnell1934a, 62). Its
existence only beneath the outer revetment was
explained by this being at the foot of an exposed
outer facade, where differential weathering and
stress came into play.
The same explanation applied at Hazleton to the
extra-cairn material in the forecourt; there was
nothing to suggest that the forecourt area was
'blocked'. Nor was there any persuasive reason to
assume the existence o( 'blocking' outside the side
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entrances. The situation found outside the north
entrance at Hazleton can be compared with that
outside the south entrance at Burn Ground (Crimes
1960, 57, fig 23 and pis 16c-17a). A dose parallel with
Crimes's 'false wall' is revealed, but here interpreted
as collapsed revelment and blocking wall. The quality
of the recording at Bum Ground was such that a
remarkable stretch of collapsed external revelment
can be seen extending right across the exterior of the
south entrance. The concertina·Like collapse of the
revelment is evident in plate 17a, yet Crimes uses this
same evidence to support his notion of 'extra·
revelment' as an original part of the construction, in
spite of the fact that the photograph shows the
supposed 'false wall' to be stratigraphically part of
the revelment. The idee fixe of 'extra-revelment' as an
intentional construction has here dominated the
interpretation.
At Hazleton, the carefully-built outer revelment
was a facade which was meant to be visible when the
monument was in use. This was the opinion held by
Ward at Tinkinswood (Ward 1915, 298, n1), by Berry
at Belas Knap (Berry 1930, 150), and has recently been
r<:,·stated by Britnell at Gwernvale (Britnell 1984a,
147). The whole concept of ritual concealment as part
of the original structural design of Cotswold-Severn
tombs, forcefully advocated by Crimes, can now be
rejected in favour of the view that these monuments
were intended to be seen in all their architectural
splendour.
While accepting that the outer revelment at
Gwernvale was the true facade of the monument
when in use, Britnell (1984a, 150) concluded that at
some subsequent stage the forecourt and parts of the
lateral exterior of the cairn were 'blocked' by the
heaping up of freshly-imported stone and the raking
down of stretches of revelment. The main arguments
for this are the presence of quartzitic sandstone
(apparently rarely used elsewhere in the cairn)
among the forecourt debris (Britnell 1984a, 64) and
the nature of the 'cairn blocking' at one point on the
north side of the cairn (Britnell !984a, 91- 2, fig 29).
Neither argument is wholly convincing, however.
Britnell (1984a, 150) and Oarvill (1982, 47) have
both sought to explain the function of 'blocking' as a
deliberate archaising device, designed instantly to
transform a freshly-abandoned monument into the
appearance of one already long disused. This
presupposes a 'long chronology' for the construction
and use of Cotswold-Severn tombs. 1t can be doubted
whether any of the 'blocking' claimed to exist around
Cotswold-Severn tombs is deLiberate and not the
product of natural decay.

Forecourt design
The forecourt at Hazleton North had an apparently
absolutely blank drystone revelment. The more
familiar arrangement for a laterally-chambered cairn
with a concave forecourt is that it should have a 'false
portal' or 'bLind entrance', Like Belas Knap and other
Gloucestershire sites (eg Rodmarton and West
Tump), and now known at Gwemvale in Powys.
However, the discovery of blank forecourt revel·
ments at Ascott·under·Wychwood (Selkirk 1971) and
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Hazleton North has prompted reconsideration of
some earlier excavations of sites with the same

feature. Daniel (1950, 74) and Corcoran (1969, 54)
rightly drew attention to these, the main possibilities
being Poles Wood South (Greenwell 1877, 521), Poles
Wood East (Rolleston irz Greenwell 1877, 525),
Eyeford Hill (Rolleston 1876, 153), and, less certainly,
Cow Common (Rolleston 1876, 140), all in the
adjacent parishes of Swell and Upper Slaughter in
north-east Gloucestershire. At none of these sites, as
at Hazleton North and probably at Ascott, can it be
proved that some kind of distinctive feature was not
incorporated into the forecourt facade at a higher
level. This could have been a patterned effect within
the drystone work, a false lintel or ledge, or even a
niche or a umbrey. Such a feature would not be
recognisable after the collapse of the upper revel·
ment.

1t is puzzling that monuments with blank forecourt
facades in each case exhibit a concave forecourt
between two convex horns. Corcoran (1969, 97)
suggested that the blank facade could be a skeuomorph of a timber facade, adopted from the external
form of contemporary non-megalithic long barrows,
but there is no reason to suppose that timber facades
were entirely blank either. Whatever the explanation,
forecourts are a persistent feature of megaLithic tomb
architecture and must have served as a ceremonial
focus. At Hazleton, there were no indications of any
forecourt features to demonstrate indubitable fore·
court activity, except for a concentration of animal
bones recovered from the forecourt Ooor. Deposits,
in which s kulls, jaws, and teeth of animals, especially
pig, apparently feature prominently, have been
noted before in the forecourts of Cotswold-Severn
tombs, for example a t Rodmarton (Ciifford and
Daniel1940, 140) and Uley (Thumam 1854, 320), and
cattle and pig bones were present in the forecourt
'blocking' at Gwernvale (Britnell 1984a, 64). The
concept of s uch animal remains representing the
debris of 'funeral feasts' is a long-established one
(Thurnam 1869, 228). Kinnes (1985, 36) recently
expressed a preference for interpreting the heaps of
pig jaws associated with the non-megalithic long
barrow at Hanging Grims ton (Mortimer 1905, 103) as
possible evidence for ritual involving conspicuous
consumption, rather than any other explanation,
such as totemism. The cattle and pig remains from
the Hazleton forecourt belong to domestic animals,
so they are unlikely to be totemic, and the suggestion
in this report that the spatial and stratigraphic
evidence might accord with animal heads being
placed on, or attached to, the forecourt facade, could
be viewed in the context of an association with some
kind of ritual slaughter and feasting.

Internal cairn construction
This subject was thoroughly reviewed by Crimes
(1960, 75-90), who correct.ly identified such common
elements as the axial 'spine' of pitched slabs, the
internal revelments, and the cellular units. The
primary dumps revealed at Hazleton North are new
features, which have not specifically been noted
before at Cotswold-Severn tombs, but are Likely to be
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recurrent wherever adjacent quames are used. Such
dumps were encountered at Belas Knap, where the
lowest blocks of the axial revelment were noted as
resting obliquely ' ... on the edge of a mound of clay
and small stones' (Berry 1930, 146), and some of the
published photographs of previous excavations, as at
Sale's Lot (O'Neil1%6, pi 1), reveal similar features.
The same technique of piling up superficial material
from quarry ditches to form the basal mound has
been noted in non-megalithic long barrows (Startin
1982, 154). No parallel for the basal 'paving',
suggested by Crimes, was found at Hazleton, but this
was not clearly defined at Bum Ground either,
havi.ng ' ... decayed to rubble' in many places (Crimes
1960, 65).
Crimes was not specific about the inclusion of a
long axis revelment as a part of a 'spine', but clear
parallels for the situation at Hazleton had already
been demonstrated at Randwick, where Witts (1884,
156-7) described an alternately north- and southfacing axial revelment in the central cairn, and at
Belas Knap, where a vertical west-facing revelment
was revealed towards the tail of the cairn (Berry 1930,
125, figs 26 and 47). The use of large pitched slabs
placed against internal revelments at Hazleton
probably finds parallels in the numerous references
in previous reports to pitched slabs inside the cairns
and is surely the explanation for the pitched slabs
placed against the revelment of the 'dome' at
Notgrove (Clifford 1936, 126 a nd pl 31 .2).
The cellular effect of the internal revetments is a
well-known feature of Cotswold-Severn cairns, but
Crimes (1960, 87) argued that the cellular units had
some special significance, because they tended to
occur on one side of the axial alignment only. The
Haz.leton North evidence clearly contradicts this,
since cellular construction was present throughout.
At Bum Ground, despite Crimes's interpretation, his
detailed plan of the cairn (Crimes 1960, fig 20) does
show definite indications of north- south revelments
on the south side of the monument, both east and
west of the lateral entrance. Thus, in these two cases
where a Cotswold-Severn cairn has been extensively
examined, cellular construction can be said to be
normal throughout. Saltway Barn is another, albeit
more irregular, instance (Crimes 1960, figs 6-7). In
fact, on the basis of the picture obtamed at Haz.leton,
it can be predicted that internal revelments will be
found throughout the interior of all the long cairns
built with Cotswold limestone. The stone bank of the
Neolithic enclosure on Crickley Hill, presumably
contemporary with use of the Cotswold-Severn
cairns, has now been shown to have exactly the same
kind of cellular construction (Dixon 1988, 82 and fig
4.4). This reinforces the argument for a functiona1
nature for this building technique.

Single-phase construction
The Hazleton North cairn was essentially a singlephase construction, the chambered areas being built
as integral parts of the whole. This was clear, even
in the case of the south chambered area, where the
surround ing infill did have some resemblance to a
beehive-like structure. A similar situation no doubt

perta.ned at Belas Knap (Berry 1930, 140), Nympsfield (Ciifford 1938, 199), and other sites where
evidence for independent elements of cairn construction around chambered areas has been claimed.
This is importa nt, because much speculation has
been given to the possibility of multi-phase construction, with cairns going through various separate
phases before the final trapezoidal form was reached,
perhaps covering separate chambered monuments of
divergent plan (Corcoran 1970, 5~). The known
complexities of internal construction of CotswoldSevern cairns now mean that no instance of
suggested multi-phase constructoon should be accepted without complete documentation. This indudes Notgrove, recent interpretations of which
have unreservedly identified a multi-period construction involving an initial 'rotunda' cairn with an

enclosed cist (Corcoran 1969, 83-4; Darvill1984, 86-7
and 1987, 37; Megaw and Simpson 1979, 114), and
Sale's Lot, where a separate 'rotunda grave' and
simple passage grave are supposed to have preceded
the long cairn (Darvill 1987, 52-3). These interpretations go far beyond the evidence demonstrated by
excavation, which at both Notgrove and Sale's Lot
revealed only segments of curved revetments, not
complete separate circular structures. This is not the
place to pursue counter-arguments in detail, but it is
worth repeating the need for extreme caution when
attempting to impose reinterpretations on poorly-

recorded monuments.

Tire chambered areas
The chambered areas of laterally<hambered Cotswold-Severn tombs range in plan from small, simple
chambers as at Belas Knap (chambers C and D),
through extremely elongated and irregular chambers
as at Pipton, to the straight cross-passage as at Burn
Ground. The Hazleton North chambers are similar to
the Betas Knap (northern chamber pair) and Rodmarton types, in that they are more or less
symmetrically back-to-back within the same part of
the cairn (d Daniel1950, 72; Britncll1984a, 144) and
the two chambers have basically the same ground
plan. The L-shaped plan of the two Hazleton
chambers has no known exact parallel within the
Cotswold-Severn group, but the plan of one of the
chambered areas at Gwemvale (chamber 1: Britnell
1984a, fig 18) is similar. A parallel for the way in
which the south entrance at Hazleton tapered
towards the exterior is provided by chamber B at
Betas Knap (Hemp 1929, pis 11 and IX) . The
dimensions of the Hazleton chambered areas arc
equally unexceptional, either in terms of their plans
or their suggested internal heights.
The use of sillstones and transverse slabs within
the chambered areas at Hazleton is of considerable
interest, not least because of the association between
the rn situ blocking slab and these features at the
southern end of the north passage, which gives a
practical, functional explanation for their presence as
part of the blocking mechanism. That they also
served as a partitioning device is evident from the
fact that initial burials in the north chambered area
were restricted to the chamber proper and did not
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extend beyond the sillstone into the passage. By the
time burial ceased in the south chambered area,
neither the sillstone between chamber and passage,
nor the transverse slabs with associated crosspiece
between entrance and passage, provided any demarcation between burial deposits. This need not
always have been the case, however, and the
contrary has been suggested on the basis of the
recumbent slab interpreted as a former blocking slab
in the south entrance.
The occurrence of these demarcating and constricting devices in the throughways of chambered
areas in Cotswold-Severn tombs has been collated by
Darvill (1982, 4~3), who concluded that the internal
constrictions were more concerned with demarcation
than blocking. lt can be argued, however, that the
two concepts are inseparable, since the blocking
device will, ipse facto, be positioned at or beyond the
limit of the deposit to which access is prevented.
Moreover, a sillstone alone could provide demarcation if that was the chief requirement, whereas
the combination of elements in use at the junction of
the north passage and chamber at Hazleton implies
that blocking was the main priority. A parallel for the
use of an internal blocking slab is provided by the
north chamber at Rodmarton (Davis and Thurnam
1865, XXVII, fig 3), where a large stone was used to
block the porthole entrance; the same method of
closure seems to have applied to the outer entrance
to the terminal chamber at Tink.inswood (Ward 1915,
305 and fig 9). In view of the Hazleton evidence, it is
pertinent to query the status of the slabs used to shut
off what are often referred to as closed cists within
some lateral chambered areas. Might, for example,
the 'sealing slab' (Savory 1984, 18) in the NEII
chamber at Penywyrlod have originally been a
blocking slab, fixed in place once that part of the
chambered area was abandoned?
The reduction of the throughway space to 0.45m
square at some points at Hazleton does not appear
unusual for Cotswold-Severn tombs. The entrance to
the NW chamber at Lanhill was constricted by two
transverse slabs and a sillstone to an irregularlyshaped gap about 0.4m high by 0.45m wide in
maximum dimension, and experiments by the
excavators confirmed the feasibility of appropriate
access through such a gap (Keiller and Piggott 1938,
128). The reasons for such intentional constrictions of
the access spaces, which are a recurrent characteristic
of Cotswold-Severn and other chambered tombs,
remain obscure. The fact that the constrictions do
assist in the blocking or closure of the chambers has
been demonstrated at Hazleton, and in this sense
they can be seen as practical devices, but this cannot
be the whole story.

The outermost entrances
The outermost entrances of lateral chambers in
Cotswold-Severn tombs have never been found
completely intact or at least have never been fully
recorded. The way in which they functioned is
therefore a continuing theoretical problem . Crimes
(1960, 93-7) concluded that, while in a few cases,
such as West Tump and Belas Knap, the evidence
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was consistent with simple horizontal entry, at
others, such as Bum Ground, it was more likely that
there was 'vertical access', either through the
'extra-revelment' or through a drystone-revetted
outer entrance. Crimes made the same suggestion of
vertical access for the terminal entrance to the
transepted chambered area in the forecourt at Bum
Ground. His reasoning was influenced by his
regarding the 'extra-revelment' as an original structural entity. This led him to overlook the sillstones
and orthostatic jambs, which a.re probably decisive
indicators of true horizontal entrances.
In his reconstruction of the entrance to chamber 3
at Gwernvale, Britnell (1984a, 147-8) modified
Crimes's 'vertical access' into a more plausible forrn.
At Gwernvale, it seems quite possible that the outer
revelment was not roofed as a passage, the roofing
stopping on a line with the inner longitudinal
revelment and the outer orthostats. Entrance through
the outermost part of the cairn was by means of a
simple gap which was completely emptied and
refilled with stones every time access was made. The
plausibility of this at Gwernvale hinges on there
being no orthostats beyond the limit of the internal
revelment, aligned with transverse orthostats in the
case of chamber 3. Britnell (1984a, 147) also cited as
circumstantial confirmation of his reconstruction that:
'At not a single Severn-Cotswold tomb where
evidence of double walling has been recorded, have
capstones been found covering the outer passage .. .',
and he went on to state that there was ' ... more or
less general agreement that roofing was normally
confined to this inner part of the structure - the outer
walled passage having been unroofed' (Britnell
J984b, 7).
Hazleton North is not the only cairn in which there
are lateral entrances with orthostats positioned
beyond the internal cairn, as defined by the internal
longitudinal revelments. Burn Ground is one
example, and Penywyrlod another. At the latter site,
the entire entrance to chamber NEII was roofed, since
the incipient corbelling on one side was still intact
when excavated (Savory 1984, pi 7c; cf Britnell 1984b,
8). The evidence from Luckington showed that the
entrance to chambered area A apparently retained an
outer lintel resting on top of drystone revelments on
either side of the entrance, with inserted drystone
blocking across the entrance beneath the lintel
(Corcoran 1970, 42).
Luckington appears to offer an exact parallel for the
reconstruction of the north entrance at Hazleton (Fig
232), which (in contrast to Gwemvale) is seen as
having a lintelled and roofed horizontal entry
through the outer revelment alignment. The entrance
at Luckington was not fully cleared and recorded,
however, and it cannot be unequivocally established
whether the lintel was on line with the outer
revelment or with an inner one. Even so, Luckington
does establish a precedent for a roofing slab laid
across drystone revelments rather than orthostats; it
establishes a precedent for drystone blocking beneath
a lintel; and it demonstrates an entrance gap with a
vertical height of only 0.4m. Corcoran cites the north
'lintel' at Gatcombe Lodge (Crawford 1925, 98-100)
as a further parallel, but there is no evidence of where
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this capstone ~es in relation to either the inner or
outer revelments. A better additional parallel is
provided by the entrance to chamber Bat Belas Knap,
where Hemp (1929, 268) was adamant that the outer
entrance passage was roofed by corbelling springing
from lateral revelments.
Part of the argument against the lateral entrances
functioning as simple horizontal accessories has
always been that the 'external revelments' are
frequently found to be continuous across the
entrances (Britnell 1984a, 147; 1984b, 8), as for
example at Penywyrlod (Savory 1984, pis 7c and 9b)
and Belas Knap (Hemp 1929, 268 and pi IX.13). The
same is true for the north entrance at Hazleton,
where it has been shown that the continuous element
was only a couple of courses high, providing an outer
sill at the same level as the internal paving. Above
this level, the blocking wall was not bonded with the
outer revelment and the outer revelment terminated
on both sides of the entrance in such a way as to
create proper corners. This outer sill provided no
hindrance to access, therefore, and there is no reason
to assume that the situation was different at other
sites.

The external appeara11ce of the caim
The problems of reconstructing the external appearance of Hazleton North have been considered in a
previous chapter, where the preferred option was a
cairn with a gently-pitched upper cross-section and a
bidirectionally-sloping longitudinal profile from a
highest point of 2.5m, just to the west of the
chambered areas (Figs 228-9). Relatively little consideration has been given to this by previous writers,
although Crimes (1960, 90) speculated on a paved
appearance created by a thick covering layer of slabs,
and Corcoran (1969, 78) deduced a ridged upper
cross-section. The latter suggestion has been disputed by Savory (1984, 35) on the not very convincing
evidence from Penywyrlod for a rounded (or Oat?)
upper cairn, while Britnell (1984a, 144) seems to
accept the possibility of a ridged profile for Gwern·
vale. In short, there have been few proposals for the
original appearance of a Cotswold-Severn tomb.
The Hazleton North reconstructions (Figs 228-9)
may be somewhat conservative in the overall height
of the cairn. The maximum height suggested is 2.Sm.
At Gwemvale, it was suggested that the height of the
cairn above chamber 1 could be 2.~.0m and the
height at the tail end c O.Sm (Britnell1984a, 143), and
thus much the same as at Hazleton, but there are
hints from other sites that much greater heights were
possible. At Randwick, Witts (1884, 156) reported the
internal axial revelment as still standing to 10-12ft
(3.0-3.6m); at Penywyrlod, the cairn stonework
apparently still stands to c 2.4m and the portal slab
would have stood at c 2.2m (Savory 1984, 22 and fig
7); at Pipton and Rodmarton, portal heights of c 2.4m
and c 2. 9m respectively have been suggested (Britnell
1984a, 143); and at West Kennel, the mound still
stands to c 3m and must have risen to higher than
this, if the capstones at the east end were covered.
The massive cairns at Boxwell-with-Leighterton and
Coberley in Gloucestershire are assessed from the

present surface evidence as standing about 6m high
(O'Neil and Grinsell 1960, 73 and 76). Increasing the
maximum height of the Hazleton North reconstruction (Fig 229) would have the effect of making the
transverse profile more pitched and would allow for
a more markedly angular appearance to the longitudinal profile.

Cotswold-Severn mortuary activity
and its interpretations
The general circumstances of the interment of human
remains within Cotswold-Severn tombs are well
known (Daniel 1950, 98-106), although few modern
excavations have encountered burial deposits as well
preserved as at Hazleton North. Various aspects of
the Hazleton burials are considered here in the light
of earlier data and explanations.

Cremation
The best parallel for the cremated bone at Hazleton
(north entrance) is the discrete scatter of the cremated
remains of two individuals over burial 11 in the NE
chamber at West Kennel (Piggott 1%2, 21-4).
Cremated bones are also reported !Tom Ascott-underWychwood (Benson and Clegg 1978, 137) and are
occasionally mentioned in some of the early accounts
of tomb excavations, as at Tinkinswood (Keith 1916,
269). There appears to be an association between the
presence of cremated bones and the final stages of
burial activity at Hazleton and possibly at West
Kennel (Piggott and Atkinson 1986, 144).

Charri11g
Charred bones were noted at West Kennel and
described as the result of accidental burning (Piggott
1962, 68). It is probable that fire was introduced into
burial chambers to provide light and the single
charred femur from the south-side deposits at
Hazleton could have resulted from a dropped torch.
When the charring or burning of bones is referred to
in early accounts, as at Randwick (Witts 1884, 160),
even when cremation is specifically disavowed, as at
Nympsfield (Thurnam 1865, 190), it is impossible,
since the bones do not survive, to be sure of the
degree of burning which was involved.

Complete, articulated i11humatio11s
The inclusion of whole corpses within the chambered
areas is recorded at Ascott-under-Wychwood (Benson and Clegg 1978, 135-6) and at Lanhill (Keiller and
Piggott 1938, 127) and is referred to in many earlier
accounts, for example at West Tump (Witts 1880-81,
207), Poles Wood South, and Poles Wood East
(Greenwell 1877, 521-5). The posture of these
inhumations, when recorded, is crouched, as at
Ascott (Benson and Clegg 1978, 136), Lanhill (Keiller
and Piggott 1938, 127), Notgrove (Witts 1912, 45),
West Kennel (Piggott 1962, 23), and Poles Wood
South (Greenwell1877, 523). Daniel (1950, 104-5) was
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unable to cite any instance of extended inhumation,
so s keleton I at Hazleton is unusual. This may be due
simply to the rarity of well-preserved entrance
deposits, since the normal crouched posture was
probably dictated by limitations on manoeuvrability
and space, rather than by a specific rite (cf Keiller and
Piggott 1938, 128).

Burials 011 pavi11g
Burial deposits on paving slabs are noted at several
sites, of which Lanhill (Keiller and Piggott 1938, 125)
is a well-attested example. The paving at Penywyrlod
provides one of the best parallels for the Ha:deton
paving, although the burial deposits there were
largely absent (5dvory 1984). Published records rarely
provide adequate documentation of such paving,
however, and there are cases where an early record
of paving is not confirmed by subsequent observations (eg at Rodrnarton, where paving in the north
chamber was recorded by Lysons, but of which there
was no trace upon ~xcavation in 1939: Oifford and
Daniel 1940, 136 and 139). At Pipton, small bones
were recorded beneath paving stones and interpreted
as foundation deposits (5dvory 1956, 14), but, as at
Hazleton, these bones had almost certainly simply
slipped down gaps between the paving stones.

Numbers of individuals buried
The calculation of minimum numbers from dis·
articulated and fragmentary remains is not as
straightforward as many past reports have implied.
The figures of 21 adults and 12-19 pre-adults at
Hazleton can be compared •vith some confidence
with those of 36-7 adults and 10 pre-adults from
Ascott-under-Wychwood {Benson and Clegg 1978,
135), and with the (often misquoted) figures of 20+
adults and 13+ pre-adults (excluding the west
chamber and cremations) from West Kennet (Wells
1962, 80). Figures from all earlier investigations must
be rejected because of partial excavation, previous
disturbance, or inadequate analysis, except for the
probable representation of nine individuals in one
l.anhill chamber (Keiller and Piggott 1938, 127) and
seven from one Luckington chamber (Corcoran 1970,
48}. Nevertheless, despite the invalidity of previous
accounts, very large numbers of individuals have
never been observed. Unlike the recently excavated
examples of Ncolithic chambered tombs (of comparable age) in Orkney, which have yielded the
remains of hundreds of individuals (!ledges 1983;
Renfrew 1979), there are no indications that Cotswold-Severn tombs ever contained more than 50
individuals (Daniel 1950, 100).

Sex of burials
The sexing of disarticulated skeletal material is
inherently unreliable and for pre-aduh remains
impossible. The identifications at Hazleton, of 12-13
probably male and 2-3 probably female adult
individuals, should be treated with considerable
caution (Rogers pers comm), and the implied ratio of
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males to females ignored. Dogmatic statements about
the sex-ratios in aU other Cotswold-Severn tombs
should be viewed very sceptically, because re-evaluation of the criteria used in the past for sexing
individual bones has shown them to be inadequate
(Rogers pers comm). At West Kennel (Wells 1962, 80)
and Ascott-under-Wychwood (Chesterman 1977, 24),
both male and female adults were present, but no
sex-ratio can be extrapolated. lt follows that suggestions of a culturally-determined sex bias in favour of
males in British Ncolithic burial populations (Brothwell 1973, 284) must also be rejected, because of the
inclusion of suspect data from disarticulated samples.

Age of buried i11dividuals
The detem1ination of ages for disarticulated skeletal
material is even more controversia I than sexing.
While the indicators available for children are
reliable, they are not necessarily compatible between
different parts of the same skeleton (Chapter 12),
thus absolute accuracy is impossible. At Hazleton,
consideration of pre-adult tooth eruption and longbone diaphyseal length suggests the presence of
children of all ages in the south area, but only up to
five years in the north area. The ageing of adults from
disarticulated material is not reliable. To judge from
the experience of the Hazleton bone analysis, claims
to have identified the average age at death from
similar bone assemblages, as lor example at As.:ottunder-Wychwood (Chesterman 1977, 24), will be
difficu h to substantiate, and even cautious extrapolation from such age-at-death averages (eg Case
1986, 24} will be without real foundation.

Ki11slzip
No real evidence could be produced for or against the
family relationship of the individuals involved,
although there was a possible hint of an inherited
trait provided by the patellae. Cave (1938, 147-8)
maintained that the remains from the NW chamber
at Lanhill did represent a family group and drew
particular attention to the frequency of Wormian
ossides, but his findings were refuted by Brothwell
(1973, 293). Suggestions, based on recurrent skeletal
peculiarities, of family relationships among Ncolithic
burial remains in the Orkney tombs of Quanterness
and lsbister have been made (Chesterman 1979, 100;
1983, 128-JO), while a statistical method using the
mesiodistal crown diameters of permanent teeth has
been claimed as successful in identifying kinship
among prehistoric burials (Hanihara et n/1983), but it
has not yet been used on European material. Until
some scientific method of verifying kinship is evolved
and applied to the remains from Cotswold-Severn
tombs, the key question of family relationships
among burials within and between chambers cannot
be approached.

A11ima/ bo11es amo11g human burials
Reference to the finding of animal bones with the
human remains from Cotswold-Severn tombs is
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common in the older literature (Daniel 1950, 98), but
it is difficult to be sure that the bones were
contemporary with the burials. A potential parallel
for the perinatal sheep/goat from the south chamber
at Hazleton North is provided by foetal pig remains
from the SE chamber at West Kennel (Piggott 1%2,
54), but these were from layer 9, just above the
human burials, and interpreted by the excavator as a
secondary introduction. Nevertheless, cattle, pig,
sheep/goat. and red and roe deer appear to have been
among the primary deposits at West Kennel, and
chamber D at Luckington had cattle and sheep bones
in the main burial deposit (Denston 1970, 61).
Eyeford Hill (cist D) contained cattle and sheep
bones, as well as those of a dog (Rolleston 1876, 157),
and Notgrove had an almost complete skeleton of a
young calf in chamber E (Ciifford 1936, 130). The
reason for the apparently deliberate introduction of
animal remains into chambered tombs along with
human burials is not obvious and cannot be simply
provision of food for the deceased. This latter would
not explain the presence of foetal animals, nor the
presence of odd single bones, like the dog scapula
from Hazleton. lt cannot be proved that all the animal
remains at Hazleton were humanly introduced, but
if they were, then some ritual use of animal remains
in connection with burial activity must apply
(Clutton-Brock 1979, 113; Renfrew 1979, 161).
A small animal fauna comparable to that at
Hazleton, though much more restricted in species,
was recovered from West Kennel, where badger,
polecat, frog/toad, and blackbird were recorded from
the primary layers, and rabbit, bat, fox, vole, mouse,
and jackdaw from secondary contexts. Piggott (1962,
54-5) concluded that the small animals found in the
primary contexts had gained access to the chambers
while the tomb was in use for burial, or at least before
its chambers were filled in, and therefore that they
dated to the Neolithic period. At Hazleton, where the
chambers were not artificially backfilled, the small
animal bones could date from any time at which the
chambers still contained accessible spaces.

at Hazleton, and probably the skulls in the middle of
the north side of the south chamber. On the other
hand, there are fortuitous patterns created by the
chance apposition of bones during the casual setting
aside of bones (skulls would tend to roll towards the
edges of the chambered areas) and by the operation
of entirely natural factors, such as structural collapse.

The arrangement of the human bones

other British chambered tombs as convincing as has
been maintained (Renfrew 1979, 166-8).

The way in which bones were disposed within the
chambered areas was rarely well recorded, and some
tantalising accounts from the early barrow openings
are difficult to rationalise in the absence of plans or
photographs. At West Kennel, there were numerous
groupings of bones, including the collection of
vertebrae in one corner of the NW chamber and the
skulls against the rear wall of the SW chamber
(Piggott 1%2, 25-6). At Lanhill, the skulls were found
against the east and west sides of the chamber, while
many of the longbones were grouped together in a
parallel fashion (Keiller and Piggott 1938, 125-7). The
realisation that bones inside the chambered areas
were moved aside to create space for subsequent
burials was recognised at an early stage (Rolleston in
Greenwell 1877, 527) and has been confirmed by
numerous observations since. A combination of
factors would seem to be involved. There is undoubtedly the deliberate arrangement and placing of some
bones, as with the two skulls in the north entrance

Burial rite
For Hazleton, it has been concluded that the burial
rite was generally one of successive interment of
whole corpses, accompanied by the inevitable
disruption of previous interments. Some evidence
pointed to the probable removal from the tomb of a
few disarticulated longbones (and possibly some
skulls), while the monument was still in use for
burial. Debate on the rites indicated by the burial
remains in Cotswold-Severn tombs has fluctuated
between the theory of successive interment and the
ossuary theory (Rolleston 1876, 134), the latter
requiring the exposure or burial of corpses away from
the tomb and the bones subsequently being collected
for redeposition in the chambered areas. The problem
appeared to have been resolved in favour of
successive interment at West Kennel (Piggott 1%2,
65-8), but it has recently been rekindled by Chestermao's claims for excarnation at Ascott-under-Wychwood (Chesterman 1977, 30-32). The excavator of
Ascott has convincingly refuted the arguments for
bleaching and fracture which Chesterman adduced in
favour of excarnation, but concluded, without
presenting any supporting evidence, that ' ... some
degree of delay between death and final burial in the
mound' was involved (Benson and Clegg 1978, 137).
Until evidence from Ascott is forthcoming, this writer
can see no reason for doubting that successive
interment could explain all of the burial remains in
Cotswold-Severn tombs. Secondary arguments about
the practice of excarnation in the British Early/Middle
Neolithic, derived from the excavation of other types
of site (Mercer 1980, 63-5), do not affect this
conclusion~

nor is the case in favour of excamatjon at

Gravegoods
Hazleton North appears to be the first Cotswoldtomb at which the specific association
between an individual burial and personal gravegoods can be substantiated (Fig 234), excepting the
possibility of a flint blade with a crouched interment
at Lugbury (Thurnam 1856, 170). Apart from the
Hazleton 'flintknapper' burial, other items from the
burial deposits could not be related to any particular
individual. In other Cotswold-Severn tombs, an
assortment of artefacts and ornaments, usually few
in number from each tomb, have been recorded as
scattered among the burial deposits in much the same
way as the majority of items at Hazleton. lt has been
assumed at Hazleton that these finds do represent
personal gravegoods, which were originally deposited with particular corpses, but which subsequently became dispersed.

Severn
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Fig 234 Tire 'jli11tlarapper' burial i11 the north entrance
There are not enough finds, at Hazleton or
elsewhere, to provide gravegoods for the minimum
numbers of individuals involved. This paucity of
objects was initially ascribed to tomb-robbing (fhurnam 1869, 229), but more recently has been linked
with the concept of the burial deposits in CotswoldSevern tombs being reburials, for which gravegoods
were not so appropriate (Savory 1984, 35). If all the
Hazleton burials are primary introductions, then
either some burials were made without gravegoods
(as seemingly a t Lanhill; Keiller and Piggott 1938,
127), or gravegoods were removed during subsequent re-entry.
'Subjectively, it seems in accord with the suspected
ethos of burial activity at Hazleton, that any
gravegoods that could usefully be reused would be
collected once the corpse of their owner had decayed.
Those gravegoods which remain in the tomb would
thus be those which were either unusable (like a

pottery cup which had fragmented), or valueless (like
animal bones), or irrecoverable (like flint tools and
bone beads which had become concealed in dark
corners), or still in association with the last burial to
be inserted (as with the 'Aintknapper'). This is
conjectural, but consideration of the other objects
found in association with Cotswold-Severn burials,
particularly those classes of objects not found at
Hazleton, does not contradict the hypothesis that
they can be regarded as purely personal possessions.
These range from shale beads and bone rings
(Ciifford 1950) to pottery spoons (Kinnes and
Longworth I985, pi 229). The only possible communal items found in Cotswold-Severn tombs might be
!}le larger pottery vessels. Not only are these pots few
in number, but it could be argued that it was the
contents, rather than the vessel, which accompanied
the burial.
Leaf-shaped arrowheads found in Cotswold-Sev-
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em tombs could be different. It has been suggested
that the arrowhead tip recovered from the north
entrance at Hazleton could have been introduced
inside one of the corpses. Certainly, the rest of this
arrowhead was not present, and the removal of a
useless broken arrowhead during contemporary
re-entry would be unlikely. An arrowhead embedded
in the lumbar vertebra of a corpse at Ascott-undcrWychwood confirms this possibility (Selkirk 1971, 8).
A similar explanation was offered for the complete
leaf-arrowhead found in the throat region of burial 11
in the NE chamber at West Ken net (Piggott 1962, 25).
Other leaf-arrowheads possibly from burial deposits
in Cotswold-Severn tombs are recorded from Notgrove (Witts 1912, 45), West Tump (Witts 1880-81,
206), Rodmarton (Clifford and Daniel 1940, 143),
Sale's Lot (0'Neil1966, 30), Adam's Grave (Thumam
1869, 230), Ty-isaf (Crimes 1939, 130), and Penywyrlod (Savory 1984, 26). Some of these arrowheads
may represent the cause of death, rather than being
gravegoods, and thus would complement other
indications of the hostility between Neolithic communities (Mercer 1980, 65; Bradley 1984b, 35).

Structured depositio11

Following Renfrew's (1979, 162-6) consideration of
the human population represented by the Quantcrness burials, very elaborate demographic analysis has
been undertaken by Hedges (1982; 1983, 273-85) on
the basis of the collective burial remains from the
Orkney chambered tomb at lsbister. This kind of
analysis has been challenged (Fraser and Kinnes
1982). The crucial factor is the difficulty, if not
impossibility (Bocquet-Appel and Masset 1982), of
estimating accurately the structure of deaths in a
skeletal population, even if it were possible to
estimate reliably the age at death of each of the
individuals involved. Such calculations are not
possible on the data available for the Ha:tleton
burials, nor for those from any other CotswoldSevern tomb. Further research on certain aspects of
the Hazleton remains, for example the teeth, would
enable more specific statements to be made about age
at death, but it would still be impossible to undertake

Shanks and Tilley (1982) have made far-reaching
claims for patterned deposition of burials, based
partly on an interpretation of burial deposits at
lanhill and Luckington. Such interpretations are
purely hypothetical. because the published data from
these two sites are inappropriate for the analyses
which they sought to undertake. Without studying
the actual bones, it is impossible to appreciate all the
practical limitations in dealing with s uch fragmentary, disarticulated remains. At Hazleton, there
was insufficient research time for any presentation of
the total numbers of all the individual s keletal parts,
since this would have involved an extTemely lengthy
refitting exercise, especially with the very fragmentary skulls. It has, however, been possible to present
quite comprehensive data on the longbones. Such
complete data are not available for any other
Cotswold-Severn tomb.
Nevertheless, the Ha:tleton data are suf6cient to
dispute any suggestion of bias m favour of the
deposition or arrangement of either left- or right-side
bones (Shanks and Tilley 1982, 147). The sex of
disarticulated bones in the lanhill and Luckington
reports must now be regarded with deep suspicion
in view of current specialist caution. Even the more
limited patteming suggested for the West Kennel
burials (Kinnes 1981a, fig 6.10; Thomas and Whittle
1986) cannot be endorsed, because without reference
back to the bones themselves, the published identification of individuals and sexes there must now be
considered unreliable.
The patteming that Shanks and Tillef propose is
very difficult to equate with the practica possibilities
of burial activity within the cramped conditions of the
majority of Cotswold-Severn chambers. Even where
conditions were better, as in the Hazleton north
entrance, the organisation of the deposits appears to
owe more to convenience than to an imposed
structure, with the exception of skulls placed on a
natural shelf and possibly the cremated bones with
skeleton I. Elsewhere at Hazleton, the patterning
which exists does not seem to be conditioned by such
concepts as sidedness, but rather to relate to the

meaningful demographic reconstruction from such a

remains of individual corpses.

small sample. Any suggestions about the population
represented by the A.azleton burials arc therefore
speculative and based upon general archaeological
considerations.
Are the surviving human remains representative of
the total number of burials involved? At Ha:tleton,
while some longbones, and perhaps skulls, were
missing from the deposits, there was no indication of
extensive bone removal. Theoretically, it is possible
that a complete clearing out of the chambered area
could have taken place during the lifetime of the
tomb, but this is improbable. It seems more likely that
removal would be partial and would le.:ve behind
masses of small bones and fragments. This <!'>CS not
appear to have been the case, the bones in the
chambered areas being compatible with the number
of individuals envisaged. Thus, a total burial population of some 35-42 individuals is apparent, comprising adults and pre-adults, males and females.

Thus, from the north chambered area at Hazleton,
there is the suggestion that bones belonging to
individuals were, initially at least, heaped in separate
piles after the corpses became skeletal. On the south
side, where there were more burials, there was no
indication of this. There was an impression of
continued access leading to a random pattern,
predetermined only by the bones from individual
skeletons being set aside near the original position of
the corpses. Even if there were any structure in the
way that the bones of individuals within the south
chambered area were set out after decomposition of
the corpse, this structure would have become
obscured by the palimpsest effects of subsequent
burials and by physical damage during re-entry (cf
Kinnes 1981b). Further transformation of any patterning would result from animal activity within the
chambered areas and any post-depositional human
disturbance.

Demographic implications
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The Hazleton burials give the overriding impression that the disarticulated bones were essentially in a state of disorder. This was conditioned
only by the constraint imposed by the former
presence of intact corpses and the arbitrary redistribution of those corpses, once in skeletal form, in
the most convenient way.
The Hazleton North burials may represent ' ... an
assertion of the collective' (Shanks and Tilley 1982,
150), in that the place of burial was communal, but it
was only after the decay of the flesh that the bones
themselves became fully integrated into the anonymous ancestral commune. As the 'flintknapper'
burial demonstrated, individuality was not denied at
the time of death.
To return to the Hazleton population, the burial
evidence is interpreted as being consistent with the
interment of individuals, irrespective of age or sex,
within the chambered areas at or soon after the time
of their death. The skeletal remains were kept within
the tomb, except for the occasional removal of certain
bones, but they became increasingly jumbled due to
the insertion of each s uccessive burial and to re-entry
activities. There is no general indication that the
remains of any one interment were accorded more

attention than another, or that any interment may
have had more significant gravegoods than another,
and therefore no indication of overt stratification
within the buried sample. Considering that the
construction of the monument was within the
capacity of a small group and that the use of the
monument could have been fairly short-lived, there
is no need to envisage the Hazleton burials as
anything other than the collective dead of a smallscale local community.

Chronology, social context, and
function
The radiocarbon determinations from Hazleton
North are the first from a tomb in the Gloucestershire
heartland of the Cotswold-Severn group (Fig 1),
although there are dates from another laterallychambered tomb on the edge of the distribution at
Ascott-under-Wychwood, Oxfordshire (Table 97).
None of the dates on human bones from the primary
burial deposits at Ascott is yet reliable (Tite et a/1987),
but the dates from charcoals from the buried soil and
barrow construction are compatible with Hazleton.
The other dates for Cotswold-Severn tombs all derive
from sites in groups separate from the main Cotswold
concentration, either from the Welsh Black Mountains group, from the Avebury group, or from the
Berkshire Downs outlier. One of the Black Mountain
dates (from Penywyrlod) is on human bone, as are
the four from West Kennel, and all five dates are
directly comparable with those from the Hazleton
burials. The two most recent dates from Gwernvale
seem to relate to post-monument activity (Britnell
1984a, 88).
Insofar as they can be taken to be representative,
the available dates match those from Hazleton and
are also compatible with the same restricted period
of tomb construction and use. The number of dated

Table 97 Radiocarbon dates from Cotswold-Severn
tombs
Ascott-u,der-Wychu:ood, Oxfordsltire (Butlelg.h d "' 1976, 19-20 and
t9&3. 45)

BM-49Jb 4593±70 BP (2943 uncal be) charcoal from pit beneath cairn

BM-492

4735±70 BP (2785 uncal be) charcoal from pr~aim

BM-832

4942± 74 BP (2992 uncal be) charcoal from timber
wi thirt cairn
502() :1:92 BP (3070 uncal be) charcoal from timber

surface
BM-333

within cairn

BM-335

5198±225 BP (3248 uncal be) charcoal from primary
quaiT)' fill
BM-836 4445:1:61 BP (2495 uncal be) charcoal !Tom upper
quarry mJ
BM-837 4714± 166 BP (2764 uncal be) charcoal from upper
quarry fill
BM-1974' 4430±130 BP (2480 uncal be) human humerus from
chambered area
BM-1975' 3480±50 BP (1530 uncal be) human femur !Tom
outs-ide outer cist
BM-1976' 4535±40 BP (2585 uncal be) human femur !Tom
chambered area
Note: "'These three dates fall within the series of detenninations
from the British Museum for which a potential laboratory error has
been identified (Tite d all987). The dates as given are probably
too rect>nt.

Wayln"d's Smithy 11, Oxfordshin· (Atkinson 1965, 132)
1- 2328

4110±130 BP (2820 uncal be) charcoal from pre-caim
sutface

West Ktnntt, Wiltsl1irt (Gowlctt d 'd 1986c)

OxA-449 4825:1:90 BP (2875 unc•l be) skuU, skeleton 11, NW
chamber
OxA-450 4700±80 BP (2750 uncal be) femur, skeleton IJ, NE
chamber
OxA-451 4780±90 BP (2830 unc•l be) femur, skeleton IV, SW
chamber
OxA-563 4780±90 BP (2830 uncal be) femur, skeleton I, NW
chamber
P<nywyrlod, Pqwys (Savory 1984, 29)

HAR-674 4970:1:80 BP (3020 uncal be) mixed human bon.,.
from NE 11 chamber
GW<mwle, Powys (Britnell t984a, 152)
CAR-113 50;0±75 BP (3100 uncal be) charcoal from pit be·
neath cairn
CAR- 114 4390±70 BP (2440 uncal be) charroal from pit out·
side cajrn
CAR-116 4590± 75 BP (2640 uncal be) charcoal from pit out·
side cairn
CAR-118 6895±80 BP (4945 uncal be) charcoal from pre-caim
hearth

s ites is insufficient to conclude that all CotswoldSevern tombs share the same early fourth millennium
cal BC date range as Hazleton North, but the dates
that are available, the limited cultural evidence from
securely-contexted gravegoods, and also perhaps
some architectural s imilarities do not contradict such
a contention. A possible working hypothesis is that
all Cotswold-Severn tombs were built and used
within the time bracket of 3800-3500 ea! BC and that
the actual use of individual tombs may have spanned
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as little as 100 years (three to four generations) or less
within each community. This hypothesis would
allow paired tombs hke Hazleton North and South to
be successive, but to still fall within the maximum
time bracket. If lla.deton North had been filled to
capacity with burials, this would provide a reason for
the building of Hazleton South by the same com·
munity, or vice versa.

A short chronology for Cotswold-Severn tombs
runs against current consensus, which envisages the
tombs continuing in use for long periods of time - as
much as 600 years for individual tombs, such as
Gwernvale (Britnell 1984a, 150), and almost 1500
years for the Cotswold -Severn group as a whole
(Darvill 1982, 26). This adherence to a long chron·
ology is directly linked to the concept of restricted
access for burial, the theory being that' ... only certain
privileged members of the community were de·
posited in these tombs' (Megaw and Simpson 1979,
117; d Kinnes 1975, 26). At Hazleton, however, the
burial evidence could be consistent with the inter·
ment of all the members of a single community.
The Hadeton s keletal evidence does not provide a
basis for estimating an average illespan, and it is
debatable whether this can be demonstrated from
any other site (co111ra Chesterman 1977, 24), but for
the purposes of this discussion this can be estimated
as between 20 and 30 years (cf Saville et a/ 1987). If
the total number of individuals buried at Hnzlcton
North was 40, and the tomb was used for 100 years,
then this would imply a community of 8-12 people,
or, for 50 years, 16-24 people. Accepting as inevitable
that, for various fortuitous reasons, not all of the
deceased o( the community received tomb burial, and
that infant deaths in particular are underrepresented,
then it is just feasible to envisage the Hazleton burials
as those of a single community, which, although
small, would have provided sufficient labour to
construct the monument. On this basis, the Cots·
wold-Sevem tombs could be the community vaults of
small, essentially sell-contained, local groups. Such
groups could not be completely self-sufficient, nor
self-perpetuating without exogamous interchange,
perhaps undertaken within the network of contacts
provided by the importation of raw materials and
artefacts (Saville 1982c).
The work-study estimated that between 8000 and
14,500 work-hours would have been required for the
quarries and cairn. This can be compared with the
estimates for the construction of two Early Neolithic
tombs in Wiltshire: Fussell's Lodge at 6900 and West
Kennel at 15,700 work·hours (Startin and Bradley
1981, 292), while Case (1986, 24) has suggested some
7000 for the Ascott·under-Wychwood tomb, Renfrew
(1979, 214) around 10,000 hours for Quantemess, and
Lambrick (1988, 50) 4000 hours for the Whispering
Knights stone setting. Ascott·under-Wychwood and
Quanterness are more suitable for comparison with
Hazleton North, in that the most labour-intensive
tasks were on the same relatively small-scale, and the
minimum of six workers suggested for Hazleton is of
the same order as the S-10 workers suggested for
Quanterness (Renfrew 1979, 214).
The kind of societies here envisaged for the
Cotswold region when the tombs were being built

and used is similar to the small·scale segmentary,
acephalous societies defined by Renfrew (1976, 205;
1979, 219-20). Much discussion has been given to
whether the complex form ol Cotswold-Severn tombs
is a reAection of the segmentary character of the
contemporary societies. The writer agrees with
Thurnam (1869, 210) in seeing no significance other
than structural in the internal cellular plan, nor any
reason to explain the cellular units as seg,ments
apportioned to separate families or work-teams
(coutra Case 1986, 24; Startin 1982, 155; Ward 1915,
315). There is, however, the question of why
laterally-<:hambered tombs have more than one
chamber, and a strong case could be made for these
chambers renecting some kind of division within a
society (Fieming 19n, 62). The Hazleton evidence
does not indicate any obvious difference between the
north and south chambered areas in terms of age,
sex, or status of the individuals buned, but a kinship
difference is quite feasible.
The Hazleton North cairn clearly was a place of
burial, but, like most other Cotswold-Severn tombs,
the size of the chambered areas compared with the
si.te of the caim was disproportionately small, and an
additional monumental function is implied (Fieming
1973). lt will probably never be possible to elucidate
the relative importance of the role of burial in the
construction and function of these monuments, but
there can be little doubt that the c.1irns did provide a
locus for the ritual activities of their users. The
various explanations which have been proposed for
the monument aspect of chambered tombs were
conveniently summarised by Fleming (1973, 189).
The most popular explanation has been that the
tombs served as territorial markers, as '... the
emblems of the social groups which constructed
them, signalling group identity, and validating the
control and use by the group of the land within
whose confines they lay' (Renfrew 1979, 221). Other
writers have explored the territorial theme further, by
considering the relevant anthropological evidence in
relation to ancestor cults and agricultural versus
hunter-gatherer societies (eg Chapman 1981, 73).
11 the Cotswold-Severn tombs arc a short-lived
phenomenon of the early fourth millennium cal BC,
and if it is correct to assume that they served as
territorial markers, how is this sudden rise and fall of
monument building to be explained in a local
context? There are two main alternatives for the
circumstances in which the tombs may have been
built. Either these were monuments erected by
incoming farming groups in a colonising situation,
perhaps to create territorial rights in opposition to
those which might be claimed by other incoming
groups or by existing (Mesolithic?) communities, or
they were erected by established Neolithic communi·
ties, perhaps under pressure in a situation of land or
resource competition and population growth.
lt has been argued that monument building is
much more likely in a stable, established Ncolithic
context than in a pioneering one (Case 1969, 181;
Renfrew 1976, 219), but is there any evidence for a
pre·monument Ncolithic in the Cotswold region?
Purely on hypothetical grounds, the Cotswold·Sev·
ern tombs have been seen as Middle, rather than
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Early Neolithic (Case 1986; Darvill 1984 and 1987),
despite the continuing non-appearance of this early
phase. The pre-cairn Neolithic activity at Hazleton
can barely predate the tomb and cannot be ascribed
to a totally separate Early Neolithic phase in the
region; it could conceivably be occupation contemporary with an earlier use of Hazleton South. The
enclosures of the region are likely to be of the same
date as the tombs (eg Peak Camp radiocarbon dates:
Darvill 1986), and there seems no archaeological
reason to dissociate either class of monument from
the first farmers. lt might instead be suggested that
the reason for the cessation of monument building in
the region was precisely the attainment of stable
conditions on the part of the Neolithic communities.
Once territorial identity was established within a local
status quo, the absence of a threat to the legitimacy
of the groups involved may have diminished the
need for recourse to ancestor cults.
Finally, Hazleton North is unusual among Cotswold-Severn tombs in that it has provided no
indication of activity dating to the Middle or later
Neolithic. West Kennet has clear evidence of secondary use in the later Neolithic, but as ritual activity
involving the infilling of the chambered area, not for
burial. The period of burial activity at West Kennet,
centred on c 2800 uncal be, was, like Hazleton North,
' ... too short for its duration to be perceptible in
radiocarbon terms' (Piggott and Atkinson 1986, 144),

and the very late ceramics from the secondary infill
imply that there was a gap of many centuries during
which the tomb was abandoned, with the chambers
left empty (and decaying: Piggott 1962, 16), except for
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the burial deposits on their floors. Elsewhere within
the Cotswold-Severn group, the association of later
Neolithic pottery with post-monument 'blocking'
episodes is well documented, for example at Gwernvale (BritneU 1984a, 88) and Nympsfield (Saville
1979b, 76). The link between Peterborough ceramics
and primary burial and monument cons truction of
terminally-chambered tombs has often been claimed
(Darvill 1982, 25), but the specific instances, all from
early excavations or badly-disturbed s ites, do not
generally stand up to rigorous tests of association.
Rather than the Cotswold-Severn tombs serving as
ritual foci for many centuries after they ceased to be
used for burial, it could be maintained that the
evidence supports another scenario: the tombs were
abandoned and left to decay for centuries without
any human attention, before a rekindling of interest
in them, which took the form of the infilling and
blocking of the burial chambers, particularly those
which retained the most obvious and accessible
chambers. Other monuments, like Hazleton, may
have been so decayed and overgrown by the Middle
to Late Neolithic that they were ignored for these
secondary rituals. Thus, the Cotswold-Severn tombs,
after centuries of disuse, and perhaps without the
secondary users having any inkling of their original
meaning, may have become caught up in the peculiar
efflorescence of later Neolithic ritual activity, most
manifest in the construction of henge monuments
and stone circles, marking another period of change
in which monuments themselves again became of
particular social importance.
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Summary
Hazleton North, an Early Neolithic cha mbered long
cairn of the Cotswold-Severn group, situated in
Gloucestershire 16km to the cast of Cheltenham, was
totally excavated between 1979 and 1982. The site had
been recorded as a Ncolithic funerary monument
since the nineteenth century, but had seen no
previous archaeological investigation. lt was selected
for excavation from a number of similar sites on
arable land in Gloucestershire, after a survey showed
continued damage from ploughing.
Excavation revealed a trapezoidal long cairn,
aligned roughly west-east, 53m long and 19m wide
at the broader west end (originally about 56m long
and Sm wide at the east end). llazleton North is a n
example of the laterally-chambered type of Cotswold·
Scvem tomb, with two very similar L·shaped
chambered areas neai its centre, entered from
opposite sides of the monument.
Almost aU of the material used to build the cairn
was obtained from two quarnes Oanking its north
and south sides. Red deer antlers found on the noors
of the quames are interpreted as quarrying tools.
The method of construction was revealed in
considerable detail, showing the cairn to have been
built using multiple internal revelments to give
structural cohesion. The two chambered areas were
incorporated within the long cairn as part of the
original design, the whole monument being of
single·phase construction.
The exterior of the caim was formed by a fine
drystone revelment, higher at the broader west end,
where a slightly recessed forecourt area was set
between two projecting horns. The forecourt revel·
ment was blank with no large, upright slabs of 'false
entrance' type.
Both of the chambered areas contained extensive
deposits of human bones, mostly in a disarticulated
and scattered condition. The south chambered area
had bones throughout its length. These represented
the remains of some 14 adults and 6-11 pre-adults,
with both sexes present. In the north chambered
area, human remains were found only in the chamber
and the entrance, separated by a totally empty
passage. This was caused by contemporary collapsed
stonework, restricting further burials to the entrance'
area. A blocking slab was placed at the junction of
the passage and chamber. The north chamber con·
tained the disarticulated bones of four adults and
four- six pre·adults, but these had been partially
disturbed. The north entrance was undisturbed and
contained some of the most significant bu rial
evidence yet recovered from a Cotswold-Severn
tomb. The final burial here was that of an adult male
with associated gravegoods. The previous inhu·
mation of another adult had been partly deMed
away. Disarticulated bones cleared to the side and
rear of the entrance represented another adult male
and two children. Cremated bones from at least one
adult and one pre-adult were also present. Two adult
skulls belonging to previous burials had been placed
on a ledge formed by a collapsed slab.
The total number of burials was 21 adult and 12-19

pre-adult inhumations, plus one adult and one
pre-adult cremations. The north entrance showed the
burials to be successive, and the burial rite to involve
the deposition of intact corpses within the chambered
areas, followed by movemen t of the earlier skeletal
remains to make way for subsequent access and
burial. For the first time in the s tudy of a Cotswold·
Scvem tomb, a detailed analysis of the distribution
of the human bones has been undertaken. This
information suggested no particular structure in the
dispersal of the disarticulated remains.
Gravegoods were few, comprising a single pottery
cup, some bone beads, stone tools, and flint artefacts,
most of which were probably introduced as personal
possessions along with individual corpses.
Beneath the cairn, the buried soil produced
evidence for both Neolithic and Mesolithic activity.
The Neolithic evidence represented part of a settlement, including a posthole setting with associated
hearth- presumably part of a small dwelling house
- together with a midden area containing flint
artefacts, pottery sherds, and quemstone fragments.
Animal bones, together with carbonised plant
remains, demonstrated a full Ncolithic economy with
domesticated cattle, sheep/goat, pigs, and crops,
among which wheat was predominant. Hazelnuts
were collected in large numbers.
The Mesolithic evidence, found in a separate area
from the Neolilhic finds and features, consisted only
of Oint artefacts. These were of later Mesolithic
character and indicated a small hunting station. The
report on the flint artefacts includes a study of
conjoining pieces, showing the Mesolithic flint scatter
to result from Oint-knapping on the spot and the
Ncolithic scatter to involve secondary rubbish deposition.
The analyses of soil, pollen, molluscan, and plant
remains suggest that the tomb was built in a
landscape of s mall-scale clearances, with cultivation
followed by the regeneration of hazel scrub preceding
the tomb and further woodland colonisation fol·
lowing its use.
Numerous radiocarbon samples, ma.inly from
human bones but also from antler and animal bones,
showed the pre-cairn Ncolithic activity and the
construction and use of the monument to be
essentially of the same Early Ncolithic date. These
dates have profound implications for British Ncolithic
studies, suggesting that the whole phenomenon of
Cotswold-Severn tomb construction and use may
have been shortlived, with each tomb serving as the
bu rial place for the whole of its local community for
perhaps as little as 50-100 years.
A second long cairn, Hazleton South, is located
only 80m to the south-east of Hazleton North. Trial
excavation showed the presence of at least one lateral
chamber and the probable existence of flanking
quarries.
This report pays particular attention to the two
aspects which make Hazleton North of outstanding
importance for the study of Ncolithic chambered
caims in Britain: the details of the cairn construction
and the burial remains. The account of the exca·
vations is s upported by a full range of s pecialist
studies and is concluded by a discussion of the results

SUMMARY

of the excavation and its significance for the study of
Cotswold-Severn cairns and the earlier Neolithic of
the region.

Resume
C' est entre 1979 et 1982 qu' on a completement m is au
jour le site de Hazleton nord, un cairn longitudinal ~
chambres appartenant au type Cotswold -Severn et
datant du debut du neolithique. 11 se situe dans le
comte de Gloucestershire, a 16km a I'est de Cheltenham. On savait depuis le dix-neuvieme siecle que ce
site consistait en un monument funeraire du
n00Jithique1 mais on n'avait jamais tente auparavant

d' en explorer les richesses archeologiques. On a
choisi d'y entreprendre des fouilles, de preference a
un

certain

nombre

d'autres

sites

similaires,

egalement situes sur des terres arables du comte de
Gloucestershire, apres que des etudes aient indique
que les labours provoquaient des degAts continuels.
Les fouilles ont revele un long cairn trapezo'idal.
oriente approximativement d'ouest en est; il mesure
53m de long sur 19m de large~ l'extremite ouest, la
plus large des deux, (a I'origine, du c6te est, ses
dimensions sont d 'environ S6m de long s ur Sm de
large). Hazleton offre un exemple de tombe de type
Cotswold-Severn a chambres laterales; il contient,
dans sa partie centrale, deux chambres presque
identiques, en forme de L, auxquelles on accede par
les c6tes opposes du monument.
Ce sont deux carrieres, qui flanquent les c6tes nord
et sud du cairn, qui ont fourni presque tous les
materiaux utilises pour sa construction. On a
explique la presence de bois de cerfs sur le sol des
carrieres par leur utilisation comme outils d'extraction.
Le mode de construction a ete mis en evidence
dans ses moindres details; il est apparu que le cairn
avail ete construit en utilisant de multiples murs
internes pour donner de la cohesion a !'edifice. Les
deux aires contenant les chambres faisaient partie du
long cairn des le plan d'origine, !'ensemble du
monument ayant ete construit en une seule phase.
L' exterieur du cairn consistait en un mur de minces
pierres seches, plus eleve a l'extremite ouest, la plus
large; a eel endroit se trouvait une avant-cour
Mgerement en retrait, inseree entre deux comes
saillantes. Le mur de l'avant-cour etait nu et ne
comprenait pas de grosses daUes pour dissimuler une
entree.
Les deux llires A chambres recelaient d'importants
dep6ts d'os humains, pour la piu part desarticules et
eparpilles. La partie Achambre du c6te sud contenait
des os sur toute sa longueur, ceux-ci correspondaient
aux restes de quelques 14 adultes et 6 A 11
pre-adultes, les deux sexes etaient representes.
Quanta la partie nord, on y a decouvert des restes
humains uniquement dans la chambre et dans
!'entree, eUes etaient separees par un couloir
completement vide. C'etait la consequence d'un
eboulement de pierres qui, AI'epoque, avail interdit
l'acces Ala chambre; apres cette date les inhumations
s'etaient faites dans !'entree. Une dalle avail ete
placee a la jonction de la chambre et du couloir et
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obstruait le passage. Dans la chambre nord, on a
retrouve les os desarticules de quatre adultes et de
quatre ~six pre-adultes, mais ils avaient ete en partie
deranges. L'entree nord etait intacte et revela certains
des plus significatifs vestiges funeraires jamais
extraits d'une tombe de type Cotswold-Severn. La, la
derniere inhumation avail ete celle d'un adulte
masculin, il etait accompagne d'objets funeraires. On
avail en partie ecarte les restes de !'inhumation
precedente, un autre adulte. Des os desarticules, qui
avaient ete pousses sur le c6te et au fond de !'entree,
provenaient d'un autre adulte masculin et de deux
enfants. On a aussi decouvert des os incineres
provenant d'au-moins un adulte et un pre-adulte. On
avail place, s ur le rebord forme par une dalle tombee,
deux cranes d'adultes appartenant a des inhumations
anterieures. Le nombre total d'inhumations atteignait
21 adultes et entre 12 et 19 pre-adultes, auxquels il
faut ajouter un adulte et un pre·adulte incineres.
L'entree nord prouvait que les inhumations avaient
ete successives et que le rituel funeraire se deroulait
ainsi: on deposait les corps intacts ~ l'interieur des
aires il chambres, puis on deplac;ait les restes des
squelettes precedents afin de laisser de la place pour
le passage et pour les inhumations suivantes. Pour la
premiere fois au cours des etudes des tombes de type
Cotswold-Severn, on a entrepris une analyse
detaillee de la repartition des os humains. Les
renseignements obtenus n'ont revele aucun ordre
particulier dans la disposition des restes d esarticules.
Le mobilier funeraire etait pauvre, il ne comprenait
qu'une seule coupe en poterie, des perles en os, des
outils de pierre et des objets~onnes en silex; la
plupart de ces trouvailles constituaient sans doute
des objets personnels et avaient ete introduits avec
l'un ou I' autre des cadavres.
Les sols enfouis sous le cairn ont livre des preuves
d'activite au neoUthique, aussi bien qu'au
mesolithique. Les vestiges neolithiques temoignaient
de la presence d'un village; ils comprenaient un
emplacement de trous de poteaux accompagne d'un
foyer - probablement une partie d'une petite
habitation - ainsi qu'un depOt de dechets contenant
des objets fac;onnes en silex, des tessons de poterie
et des fragments de meule. Des os d'anirnaux, ainsi
que des restes de plantes carbonises temoignaient de

l'existence d'une economie neolithique complete,
avec animaux domestiques, moutonslchevres, pores
et cultures, parmi celles-ci le froment etait
predominant. On a ramasse un grand nombre de
noisettes.

Les preuves d'une activite mesolithique furent
trouvees dans un emplacement du site different de
celui ou furent decouverts les vestiges et les faits
topographiques neolithiques, et elles ne consistaient
qu'en objets fac;onnes en silex. Ceux·d avaient ete
debites sur place et dataient de la fin du mesolithique;
ils indiquaient la presence d'une petite communaute
de chasseurs. Le rapport s ur les objets en silex
comporte une etude d'eclats adjacents; la maniere
doni les eclats sont eparpilles revele qu'au
mesolithique le debitage se faisait sur place, alors
qu'au neolithique la taille impliquait le depOt des
debris dans un endroit different.
Les analyses des sols, des pollens, des mollusques
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et des restes de plantes conduJsl•nt a pcn<>er que la
tombe avait ~~~ construite dan<> un paysage ou le
defrichement se faisait sur unc petite &hclle, la
construction de la tombc avail et~ pr&:t'!dee par des
cultures suivies par la repousse des noisctiers, apres
la fin de I' utilisation du monument, l'endroit avait ete
reconquis par la forct.
De nombreux ~chan~illons de rathocarlxme, provcnanl prinopalement d 'os humams mais aussi d'os
et de bois d 'animaux, montrerent que l'activite
n~olithique avant le cairn, de ml?me que la construction et !' utilisation du monument, appartenaient
essentiellement a la meme periode, le debut du
ncohth1que Ces dates ont de s~ricuscs consequences
pour les ~tudes du n~olith1que en Grande-Bretagnei
cllcs ~ugg~rcnt qu' il est probable que tout le
phenomene de construction et c.l' utilis.ation des
tombe~o. de type Cotswold-Severn n'ait ..!le que de
courtc duree; chaque tombe aura1t servi de sepulture
pour l'enscmblc de la communautc locale pendant
peut-~tre 50 a 100 ans seulemcnt.
Un second cairn en longueur, HaLieton sud, ne se
trouve qu'.l 80m au sud-est de Hazlcton nord. Un
essai de fouilles a montre la pre...encc d ' au moins une
chambrc latcrale et l'existcncc probable de carriercs
adJaccntes.
Cc rapport accorde une .1ttention particuliere aux
deux ill>pects qui font de Hazleton nord un site d'une
import<Jnce cxct?ptionnelle pour !'etude des caims
n~olithique~ a chambres en Grande-I:Jretagne: les
d~tails de la construction du cairn et les rcstes
fun~raire s. Le compte-rendu des fouilles s'appuie sur
une serie complete d 'etudes spk1ahsees et se termine
par une discussion de:. resultats des fouillc:. et de leur
signification pour l'tHude des cairn'> du CotswoldSevern et du debut du noolithique dans la region.

Zusammenfassung
Hazlcton North ist ein fn1hneol!thtSches Hunengrab
mil Grabkammern, das in dk Cotswold-Severn·
gruppe gchort und 16 IGlomcter Ostlkh von Cheltenham in der Grafschaft Gloucestershire liegt. Es wurdc
zwischcn 1979 und 1982 vollst.mdig ausgegraben. Die
fundstatte war seit dcm neun1'chnten Jahrhundert
ab cm jungstcinzeitlichcs Grabmal b\!J...annt, jedoch
halt(' bisher cme archaolog~sche! Untcrsuchung noch
nkht stattgefunden. Sic gehorte z.u einer Reihe
ahnlichcr Fundstellen, die au£ Ackerland lagcn, und
wdr fur eme AuS);rabungsk.lmpagnc ausgewahlt
wordcn, nachdem einc Bestandsaufnahmc an·
daucrnde Beschactigung durch ZcrpOugen festgestcllt hattc.
Die Ausgrabungen leglcn ein trapczforrniges
Huncnbctt mit einer ungdiihrcn Wcst-Ostausricht·
ung frei . Es hatte eine Lmgl! von 53m und war an
S('JOcm breiteren westhchen Endc 19m breit (die
ur-.prungliche Lange betrug 56m mit Sm Breite am
O'.>tende). Hazleton North 1s t cin Bcispid des
Grabtypcs mil seitlicher Grabkammer in der Cotswold-Si?verngruppe. Es besaB m scinem mittleren
Abschmtt £wei sehr glcichartige L-f6rm1ge GrabJ...ammcrn,
dcrcn
Zugangc
sich
auf
gcgcnubl•rliegenden Seilen des Hunengrabes be(anden.
Nahczu das gesamte Baumatcrial, das fUr die
Errichtung des Grabhugel-. benotigl wurden war,
kam aus zwei nordlich und sOdhch parallellaufenden
Stcinbruchen. Rothirschgcwcihe, du? auf den Sohlen
der Stembruche gefunden wurden, werden als
Wcrk7euge fur die Steinbruchsarbcit angesehen.
Du.> Konstruktionswe1se trat m erstaunlichem
OetaiJ zu Tagc. Sic licB crkenncn, daB bci dem Bau
des Grabhugels mehrfach interne Futtermauem
errichtet warden waren, um den strukturellen
Zusammcnhalt zugewahrlcistcn. Die Areale der
beiden Grabkammern waren ein Bestandteil der
ursprunglichcn Konzephon des Gr<Jbmals und
dcult>n so an, daS daher das gesamte Dt>nkmal nur
cinc Konstruktionsphasc aufwcist.
Du? auBcre Einfassung des Grabhugcls wurde von
emer fcmen Trockensteinmauer geb1ldet, die zum
Wcstende hin ansbeg, wo SIC, leicht eingezogen
zw1schcn zwci homcrartigen Vorspn1gen, eincn
Vorhof bildcte. Die Umfassungsmauer des Vorhofes
w .. r durchgehend und enthu~lt 1-..cinc Stcinplatten fur
ein Schemtor.
Die Arcalc bcider Grabkammcm cnthicltcn umfangreiche Deponien an Skelettresten, hauptsachlich
auscinandcrgerissen und vcrstrcut. In der si.idlichen
Grabkammer lagen Knochen tiber die g~samte Flache
verteilt. Dicsc stellten die s terblichcn Uberreste von
ungef.lhr vierzehn Erwach-.enen und sechs bis elf
jugendlichen dar, wobci bcide Gcschlcchter vertrctcn
waren. Auf dem Areal der nordlichen Grabkammer
wurden menschliche Dberreste nur in dcr Kammer
sclbst und im Eingang gefunden. Zwischen ihnen lag
eine vollig Jeerer Gang. Die Ursachc hicrfur ist in dcm
1..ur Nutzungszeit eingestur.tten Mauerwerk L.U
suchen, das weitere Grablcgungcn auf den Eing;~ng
bcschrllnkle. Eine verriegelnde SteinplaHe war
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zwischen der Kammcr und dem Gang eingefugt
worden. Die nordliche Grabkammer enthielt <lie
auseinandergcrisscnen Gebeine von vier Erwachs·
enen und vier bis sechs Jugendlichen, die jcdoch
teilweise beiseite geschoben worden waren. Der
nordliche Eingang war ungestort und enthielt den
bcdeutenslen Grabbefund, der je aus einem Grabmal
der Cotswold·Sevemgruppe sichergesteUt wurde.
Die letzte Grablegung war die eines erwachsenen
Mannes mit Grabbeigaben. Die vorangehende
Korperbestattung cincs weiteren Erwachsenen war
teilweisc bciseitc gcrfiumt worden. Verstreute
Knochen, die zur Scitc und gcgcn die Ruckwand des
Eingangs ger~ umt warcn, gehorten zu einem wciteren mannlichen Erwachsenen und zwei Kindern.
Leichenbrand von wenigsten einem Erwachsenen
und einem Jugendlichen war ebenfaUs vorhanden.
Die Sch~del zweier Erwachsener, die zu voran·
gegangenen Begr3bnissen gehorten, waren auf
einem Vorsprung, der durch eine umgestiirzte
Steinplatte gebildet wurde, aufgestellt.
Die Gesamtzahl der Begrnbnisse betrug 21 Erwachsene- und 12 bis 19 jugendliche Korpergraber,
sowie <lie Brandbestattungen eines Erwachsenen und
eines )ugendl.ichen. Der Nordeingang zeigt, dall die
Begrabnisse cinandcr folgten, und dall zu den
Bestattungssitten die Nicderlegung intakter Leichen
innerhalb der Grabkammern gehorte. Darauf folgtc
dann das Wegr~umen filtcrer Gebeinreste, urn Platz
fiir nachfolgenden Zutritl und Begrabnis zu schaffcn.
Zum ersten Mal ist im Zuge der Untersuchung eines
Hiinengrabes der Cotswold-Severngruppe eine eingehende Analyse der Streuung der menschlichen
Skelettreste untcrnommen worden. Die gewonnene
Information weist auf kein besonderes System in der
Verteilung der auseinandergerissenen Gebeine hin.
Die wenigen Grabbeigaben bestanden aus einem
TongefaB, einigen Knodienperlen, Steinwerkzeugen
und Feuersteinartefakten. Wahrscheinlich war all
<lies aJs pers6nliche Habe mit den jeweiligen Leichen
in das Grab gelangt.
Unter dem GrabhOgel auf der alien Oberflache
fanden sich die Spurcn von jungsteinzeitlicher und
rnittelsteinzeitlicher Nutzung. Der jungsteinzeitliche
Befund besland a us Anzeichen fiir eine Siedlung. Zu
diesen gehOrten cin Pfoslenloch mit benachbartcr
Herdstcllc - mOglichcrweise Teil eines kleincn
Wohnhauses - sowie dcr Platz eines Abfallhaufen,
der Feuersteinartefakte, Topfscherben und Mahlsteinfragmenle cnthiclt. Tierknochen, zusammen mit
verkohlten Pflanzenresten, waren Zeugen fUr eine
entwickelte neolithische Wirtschaft mit domestizier·
ten Rindem, Schafen/Zicgen, Schweinen und
Feld£riichten, unter denen Weizen vorherrschte.
Haselniisse wurden in grollen Mengen gesammelt.
Der rnittelsteinzeitliche Befund tag auf einem von
den jungsteinzeitlichen Funden getrennten Fundplatz und bestand nur aus Feuersteinartefakten.
Diese hatten ortlichen, spatmesolithischen Charakter
und deuteten auf einen kleinen )agdplatz hin. Der
Bericht uber die Feuersteinartefakte enthiilt die
genaue Auswertung von zusammenpassenden
Stiicken und zeigt, daB die mittelsteinzeitliche
Feuersteinstreuung das Ergebnis von Verarbeitung
an Ort und Stelle ist, wiihrend es sich bei der
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JUngsteinzeitlichen Streuung um die Ablagerung von
sekund3rem AbfaU handelt.
Die Analysen von Boden, Pollen, Weichtiercn und
Pflanzenrcsten deuten an, da8 das Grab in einer
Landschaft mit kleinfli!chigen Rodungen crrichtet
worden war, bei denen die landwirtschaftliche
Nut.z ung
durch
eine
Regeneration
des
HaselgebOsches vor dem Bau des Hunengrabes
abgeiBsl worden war. Nach der Aufgabe des Crabes
folgte erneu l eine Kolonisalion durch lichten Wald.
Die
zahlreichen
Radiokarbonprobcn,
haupls5chlich von menschlichen Knochcn abcr auch
von Geweihen und Tierknochen, zeigcn, daB die
neolithische Nutzung vor der Errichtung des
Grabhugcls, sowie die Konstruktion und die Nutzung des Grabmals grunds3tzlich in den gleichen
frOhneolithischen Zeitabschnitt fallen. Oiese Oaten
haben liefgreifende Bedeutung fiir das Studium der
)ungsteinzeit in Gro8britannien, indem sie darauf
hinweisen, dall das Phiinomen der Errichtung und
Nutzung der Cotswold-Severngraber sehr kurzlebig
gewesen sein mag, wobei jcdes Grab als der
Begr~bnisplatz fUr die Gesamtheit einer ortlichen
Bevolkerung wahrcnd eines Zeitraumes von nur
ctwa SO bis lOO Jahren diente.
Ein zweites HOnengrab, Hazleton South, liegt nur
BOrn sudostlich von Hazleton North. Sondierungsgrabungen ergaben Anzeichen fUr das Vorhandensein von wcnigstens einer seitlichen Grabkammcr
und die Existenz von seitlichen SteinbrOchcn.
Dieser Bericht widmet den zwei Aspekten, die
Hazleton North fur die Erforschung der neolithischen
Kammergriiber in Grollbritannien von hervorragender Bedeutung werden lassen, bcsondere
Aufmerksamkeit: <lie Einzelheiten, die die Konstruktlon des GrabhOgels betreffen und die Oberreste der
Bestattungen. Die Beschrcibung der Ausgrabungen
wird von einer umfassenden Reihe an Spezialstudicn
begleitet und rnit einer Oiskussion der Ausgrabungsergebnisse und dercn Bedeutung fiir die Er(orschung
der Cotswold-Sevem-HOnengraber und des frOhen
Neolithikums in dieser Region abgeschlossen.
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Beaker pottery 152
birds 80, 205, 212; tables 8, 75-6. 80; M!:
Et 3, Fl, F3, FS, F6
blocking 60, 69-72, 76-7, 80, 82, 89, 89, 9!,
95, 103, 125, 132-J, 246-8, 251, 258. 259,
267, 268; figs 25, 66, 74-5, 79. 80, 85,
87-8, 231- 2; M2: C10, 0 !
bone: see also antler; beads 62, 105, 178-80.
212, 263, 268; tables 7, 10; figs 97, 121,
177; objects 178-80; points 79, 180; fig
177
bones: see Qfso antler, articulated bones,
butchering. conjoins, refitting; amphibian, tables 8, 9, 75; M1: E13, F5, F7;
animal 10, 14, 16, 20, 22, 24, 26, 34, 53,
62, 86. 87. 89, 105, 126, 127, 132, 133,
154, 180, 199-213, 224, 235, 240, 241,
257,261-2,263, 268; tables !, 8, 9, 75-86;
fogs 20, 2$, 97, !37, 195-207; M! : Et2-F7;
M2: C6; aurochs 199, 203, 204; tables
75-6; fig !97; bat, tables 8, 9, 75; M!: Ft,
F5, F6; bird 205. 212; tables 8, 75-6, 80;
M!: El3, Fl, F3, F5, F6; cat, table 75; M!:

F6; cattle 14, 22, 24, 26, 34, 53, 105, 127,
199, 200, 203, 212, 213, 235, 236, 237-8,
240, 253, 257, 268; tables 8, 75, 76-8, 79,
80, 84-6, 95; figs 114, 195-6, 197, 205-6;
row 132; dog 105, 209, 262; tables 75, 84;
figs 114, 205; fish, tables 8, 75; M!: E13,
F2, F3, FS, F1; foetal 80, 114, 122, 186,
21 1, 250, 262; tables 78-9; fig 114; frog.
tables 8, 9, 75, 80; M!: E13, F3, FS, F6,
F7; gnawing 81, 182; table 49; goat 26,
34, 53, 105, 134, 178, 180, 199, 204, 209,
21 1, 212, 253, 262, 268; tables 8, 75, 80;
hedgehog, table 75; M I: Fl, f6; human
8. 10, 16, 20, 24, 26. 53. 62, 69, 77, 79,
80-125, 165, 176, 182-98, 212, 235, 237,
238,240,241,250-2, 253, 261, 268; tables
6, 8, 9, 11-18, 49-74, 76-7, 80, 85, 95;
figs 20, 90-2, 95, 97, 99, 102, 104-36,
179-95, 206, 224; M !: EI- E10, Fl; M2:
CIO, CI2-Cl3, 0 1; S«also burials; inJant
53. 94, 107, 117, 125, 183, 184, 186, 196,
197, 250, 261, 268; tables 12- 15, 51-4,
65-9; figs 122-3, 132-4, 136, 193; mouse
203, 204; tables 8, 9, 75-6. 80; fig !98;
M! : E12, Et3, Fl, F2, FS, F6; pairing 81,
94, 98. 105, 107- 10, 114, !!7, 182, 183,
197, 237, 251; tables !!, 12, 15, 18, 59.
60. 62-J; figs 122-7, 129, 131-4, 233: pig
22, 24, 26. 34, 53, !05, 127, !34, !80, !99,
200. 203, 212, 213, 235. 240-l, 253, 257,
262, 268; tables 75-80, 84-6, 95; figs
195-7, 205-6; rabbit 87, 88, 92, 205;
tables 8, 75, 80; fiss 97, !!2; Mt: El2,
Et 3, F2, FS. F6; red d eer 24, 26, 27, 31,
53, 79, !99, 204, 205-9, 236, 241, 253,
255, 262, 268; tables 75, 80, 82-J, 85, 95;
figs 199-204; roe deer 105, 199, 203,
20>9, 211- 12, 262; tables 75-6, 83-4;
sheep 16, 24, 26, 34, 53, 105, 134.• 178,
180, 199, 200, 203. 209-11, 212, 24()-1,
253, 262, 268; tables 8, 75, 76-80, 84-6;
figs l ll- 12, !!4-15, 195-7, 205-6;shrew
203; tables 8, 9, 75-6, 80; fig 198; M!:
Ell, Ft. FS, F6; small mammal 53; tables
8, 75-6, 80, 86; fig 97; M!: El3, F5, F7;
snake, table 75; Ml : F1, FS, F7; squirrel,
table 75; M !: F6; stoa~ table 75; M1 : F6;
vole 88. 134, 203, 204, 205; tables 8. 9.
75-6, 8!, 86; fig !98; M!: Et2, Et3, F5,
F6; weasel, table 75; MJ: F6
Bronz.e Age: 26; S« also round barrows;
arrowheads 24, 26, 153, 164, 174; fig 166;
M! : 6!3, C4, C7, C t2, 0 !, 03/04, 05,
06; flintwork 153; Ml: C l2; knives M1:
Cl2, 0 1, 03/04; scrapers ! 53; M!: C12,
01
buckles see shoe-buckles
burial chambers see chambered areas,
chambers
burials : 69, 72, 76, 77, 79, 80-125, 126, 127,
132, 141, 145, 146, 151, 153, 154, 164.•
165, 167, 176, 180, 182, 184-5, 211, 212,
237, 238, 239, 248, 250-2, 258, 259,
260-S, 266, 267, 268, 269; tables 1()-18;
figs 90-2. 97, 99, 102, 104-36. 226, 233,
234; M!: 61, El-E!O, F2; S« also gravegoods, human bones, ritual; crouched
104, 125, 184, 250, 261; figs !!3-14,
118-!9, !35; extended 80, 103-4, 125,
184, 250, 261; figs !!3, !!5-17, !35, 234
bu ried soil 5, 13, 14-16, 17, 20, 34. 49, 53.

62, 79, 94, 105, 126. 127, 132. 134. 141,
153, !54, 155, !57, !59, !64, 168, !67,
170, 173, 174, 178, 215, 2!8, 2!9, 222,
223-6, 234, 2l5, 238, 240, 265, 268; tables
90-2, 95; figs 11, 14, 42, 56,211, 214; M I:
El2, Fl, GI2-GI3; M2: A13, A14,
64-88, 8 14; ~e also pre-cairn phase,
soils
burins 53, 165; tables 25-7; figs 163, 166;
M 1: 610, 613, C4
bumt: bones S« cremated bones; nint stt
flint
butchering 203, 213

cairn: architecture su blocking, cellular
units, chambered areas, chambers,
corbeUing.. entrances, external revel·
ment, forecourt, homs, orthosta.ts,
outer caim, passages, ~wing. primary
dumps, revelments, roofing, upper
cairn; construction 32-59, 76, 77-9, 141,
149, ! 53, 174, 180, 181, 199, 204-9. 212,
222, 225. 236. 239, 240, 24 1, 243, 254.
257-8, 265-6, 267, 268, 269; table 25; figs
JH9, 226, 227; M I: 8 1, 65, El2, F2, FIO;
M2: A3, A8, Al3; see also cellular units,
horns (internal), inner cairn construction, primary dumps. quarries, upper
r.im; decay 126, !27-35, !46, 153, !81,
213, 237-9, 256; tables 24-5, 86; figs
138-46, 226; Ml: 8 !-62, 65; M2: C2
camp S« hunting camp
carbonised cereal see cereals. plant remains
r.ts, table 75; M!: F6
cattle !4, 22, 24, 26, 34, 53, !05, 127, !99,
200, 203, 235, 236, 237-9, 240, 253, 257,
268; tables 8, 75, 76-8, 79, 80, 84-6, 95;
figs 114, 195-6, 197, 205-0; «< also
aurochs, cow
ceiJular units 32-47, 48-50,52,60, 74, 77-9,
197, 232, 243-6, 2S7, 158, 266; figs 10,
36, 46-9, 52-J, 55, 58-9, 89, 227; M2:
CS-08; see also revelments
cereals 14, 215-18, 219, 240, 253, 268; table
88; figs ~9; see also cultivation, plant
remains, poUen
chambered areas 60-125, 145-6, 167, 18296, 209-!2, 236-7, 243, 246-52, 258-60;
tables 2-18; figs 70-! 36, ZJo-1; and
pt&'im; f« also blocking, chambers,
corbelllng, entrances, orthostats, pas·
sages, revelments, roofing
chambers 5, 14, 24, 34, 43, 53, 60, 61, 62,
63, 64, 69, 76, 77, 78, 79, 248, 250, 251,
252, m. 258, 259, 267, 268; figs 67,
74-7, ~2, 90-2, 95-7, 100-5, 109,
!!2- 14, 126-34, 159, ZJo-1; M2: C1-C2,
C7-CI3, 0 1-05, 07; and passim; S« also
chambered areas
char<:oal 1!, 13, 16, 17, 2Q, 22, 24, 26, 82,
!04, 126, !50, 215, 224, 225, 232; tables
87, 92; figs 97, 208; M1: Fll, Fl 3, F14,
Gl2, Gl3; M2: A2, A3, A5-A6, A7, AS,
A9, A !O, All, Al2, Al4, Bl, Cl , C4, C6,
C1!-Cl2, 02-04, 06
chert 53, 153, 154, 160; fig 165; M!: 810,
813, Cl . C4; set 11lso flint
children see infants
day set fired clay
clay-pipes !!, 26, 133; M1: Oll

n.
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INDEX
coins 11, 134, 135, 226; M1: 08
column S3mples sa mollusc columns
conjoins: s-«•lso refitting; bones 8 1, 91, 94,
103, 105, 107, 110, 182, 183; figs 122-3.
125, 132; fiin t 20, S9, 160, 165, 1'10-2,
173, 174, 240. 241, 268; tables 44-5; figs
20, 173; pollery26,141,145-6, 149; table
23; fig 20
construction S« cairn construction
contour surveys 4, 23, 29, 52, 137, 138, 234;
figs 4, 5, 67, 149; su also geophysical
survey
copper alloy: ring M l: 0 10, 012; shoe-buckle 26; M I: 010, 012
co' belling 34, 60, 74, 75-<>, 77. 86, 89, 92,
246, 248; figs 86, 230-1; M2: CIO, Ct2,
09; sa al.so roofing
cores 104, lOS, 153, 154, 155, 156-7, 165,
167, 170, tn, 173-4, 176; tables 25-7.
35-8, 43; figs n s. 121, 162, 165, 169, 234;
M I: 8 10,811,813,814, C4, C6. C7. Cn,
0 1, 03104, os. 06
Corinium Museum 5, 10, 12; Ml: 83, 8 10;
$«also archive
Cotswold-Severn tombs 134, 137, 149, 150,
167, 175, 176, 178, 180, 197-8, 240, 254,
25~7. 268-9; tables 96-7; fig I; M l:
A4-A6; and passim
cows 132; sn alS<I cattle
C«'mated bone (bu.rnt b<.me) 62, 80, 104,
125, 183, 203, 250. 251, 260. 261, 264,
268; tables
76; figs t n - 13. l i S. 120.
125, 136, 2 14, 238
crouched burials (inhumations) 104, 125,
184, 250, 261; figs 113-14, 118-19, 135
cultivation 13, 14-16, 22, 26, 32, 215-18,
219, 222. ~. 240, 241, 254, 268; table
92; fig 2 13; M2: A3, A5, A6; S« also
cereals, soils

so.

damageS« plough -damage
dating S« radiocarbon dates
daub 181. 240; fig 178; M2: A4
deer Stt red deer, I'()(' deer
disarticulated bones S« burials pa.ssim
d iseases 182. 184, 185, 190, 191..V, 197, 198;
tables 65-74; figs 183-94
d ogs lOS, 209, 262; tables 75, 84; figs 114,

20S
dry·sieving sa sieving
drystone revetments Si'tt revctments
dumps S« primary dumps
dwelling-house 268; S« also huts, structure
edge-gloss see flin t
en trances 49, 53, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 69, 72,
74, 75, 76-7. 79. 127, 132-3. 137, 139,
246-8.250-1, 252,257, 258, 259-;;0, 261,
262, 264, 268; figs 66, 74-5, 77-80, 82,
86-8, 95, 98-9, 106, 108, 110. 115-31,
135-<>, 2»-4; M2: Cl-0, C6-C7. C9Cl0, Cl2-Ct4, 02-05, 07. 09; and
passim; sa 11lso chamben•d areas
environment 203-4, 215, 216-17, 218, 219,
222, 224, 225-6, 240, 253-4, 268; tables
88. 92; fig 213; Ml: Fl, F3, F4, F9-Fl3;
M2: A8; stt QISO mo JJuscs, plant remains,
pollen, soils
excavation methods 4-8, 13, 23, ~ 1 ; fig 4;
Ml: A7-A10; see Rlso JCB, recording
methods, sieving
extended burials (inhumations) 80, 103-4,
125, 184, 250, 261; figs 113, 115-17, 135,
234; sa also Rintknapper burial
external caim S« outer cairn
external revetment 32, 36, 49, ~2. 53, 59,
63. 64, 76. 127, 132. 137, 176, 213, 222,
229, 232, 238, 246, 255-6, 257, 260, 268;

table 85; figs 10, 13, 29, 40. 41, 45-7,
58-9,61-7,93, 137. 139. 140-3. 145, 195,
223; M2: Al3, Cl. C5-C7. C9-Ct4, 08;
S« also forecourt (acade, horns
extra<aim material S« cairn dec-ay

(abric,iltors 153, 165, 167; table 25; Ml: 810,
C t2, 03104. Os. 06
fab,ics' pottery 141-5. 146, 149, 152. 240;
tables 2()-4; figs 155-9. M!: Al 2
(acade set external revelment, forecourt
(acade
(al.se entranc(>S 51
field names I; fig 2; M l: A6, 83, 67, C7,
C11, 03104
fieldwalking Ml: 83, 64, 67, 88, C11-06
fi1\dS re<'Otding methods see recording
methods
fired d ay 11. 181; fig 178; SC'~Q/50 clay·pipes.
daub, pottery
fire·pits 22
fish, tables 8, 75; MI: E lJ, F2, F3, FS, F7
Rakes: chert Ml: 6 13; nint 3, 20, 62, 79, 94,
105. 134, 154--v, 157, 160, 165, 166, 167,
170, 172, 173, 174,-5; tables 25-34, 38,
43-6; figs 121. 160-2, 164-v, 168-9; Ml :
6 10-C4, C6-C7, C9, Cl2, 01, D3/04,
05, 06; stone 176, 178; figs 174, 176
Oi1\t: Sft' also chert, conjoins, Mesolithic,
refitting; arrowheads 24, 26. 153, 164,
165, 166, 167, 174, 263-4; tables 25-<>, 31,
43; figs 163, 166; M t : 810, 611, 6 13,814,
C4, C7, Cll. Cl2. 01, 03104, 05, 06;
axeheads 94, 105, 154, 157, 160, 165,
167, 172, 174, 175, 241; figs 163,168; M I:
6 13, Cl. C5-C6, C7, C11-Ctt 03104.
05, 06; burins 53, 165; tables 25-7; figs
163, 166; M l: 6 10, 8 13, C4; burnt 53,
153, 164, 167; tables 25-7, 43; M t: 8 10,
8 11, 812. 813, 814, Cl. C2, C6, C7, C9.
03104, OS. 06; cores 104, 105, 153, 154,
155, 156-7, 165, 167, 170, 172, 173-4.
176; tables 25-7, 35-8. 43; figs 115, 121,
162, 165, 169. 234; Ml: 010, Bll, 8 13,
814, C4. C6, C7, C n . 01, 03104, 05,
06; edge-gloss 160, 165, 167, 174; tables
25-<>, 3 1, 34, 43; figs 121, 162, 164, 169;
M l: 8 13, Cl, C4, C6, Cl2; fabricato.-s
154, 165, 167; table 25; Ml, 8 10, Cl2,
03104, 05, 06; Ra kes 3, 20, 62, 79. 94.
105, 134, 154--v, 157, 160, 165. 166. 167.
170, tn, 173, 174-5; tables 25-34. 38.
43-0; figs 121, 160-2. 164-v. 168-9; M I:
Bt0-C4. C6-C7. C9, Cl 2. O t. 03104,
05, 06; gunfli nt Ml: C7, Cl2, 01,
03/0.J:, 05; hammerstone-s 154, 167;
krulpping 154, 155, 170, 172. 173-4. 175,
176, 268; table 47; knives 166-7; M1: C7,
Ct2, 0 1, 03104, 05, 06; laurel·leaf 165,
174; tables 25-<>; figs 163, 168; Ml ' 8 13,
C6; microburins 14, 153, 154, 164: tables
25-7, 41; figs 163. 167; M t : 810, 8 11,
813, CS. en. C lJ, 03104, 05; micro·
liths 14, 153, 154, 155, 157, 16<HI, 166,
167, 170, 174, 175; tables 25-7, 31, 39.
40, 43; figs 163, 167; M I: 810, 8 11, 8 12,
813, C l, CS. C9, C tl, Cl3, 03104. OS.
06; picks 166, 167; fig 168; pi«<"''" ill«
165--v; tables 25-7, 31, 34; figs 163, 166;
Ml: 8 13, C4; pie""'" 156, 160, 165, 166,
167, 174; tables 25-7, 31, 34; figs 163,
166; M l: 810, 8 11, 8 13, C4, 03104, 05.
06; SC<ap<'CS 153, 164, 166, 167, 174, 175;
tables 25-7. 3 1, 34, 42; figs 163, 166; Ml,
8 10. 8 13, C4. C7, en. Ct2. 01. 03104,
05. 06; wo'k 10. 14, 20. 34, 53-9, 94, 95,
lOS, 132, 135, 138, 153-75, 199, 203, 235,
240. 241, 263. 268; tables 1. 7, 10, 25-46;
figs 20, 97, 148. 160-73, 110-12. 114; M I:

8 10-06; M2: 814
OintknapJl"' buri>l262. 263, 265; fig 234; S«
"lso extended burials
foetal bones set bones
fo.-erourt: 22, 5 1, 53, 126-7, 132, 154, 155,
156, 157, 160, 164. 165, 169, 170, 174,
209, 213, 232, 237. 238, 246. 255. 256.
257, 268; tables 27-32, 38, 44-5. 85; figs
10, 57. 62, 64-5, 137, 161, 223; M2: C6.
CIO, Cl3; facade 126, 127. 246, 257; su
also extemal revetment
fr-ogs, tables 8. 9. 75, 80; M l : El 3. F3, FS.
f<,, 1-7; sa also amphibians
geology 13, 23, 22~ 1; table94; figs217-20;
ser Q/$0 quarries, soils
geophysical survey 4, 23, 27-8, 137, 138,
232-4, 242; figs 153-4, 221- 2; stt also
contour surveys
glass 26, 91; M I : 010
gnawing ~.- bones
goats 26. 34, 53. lOS, 134, 178, ISO, 199, 204,
209.21 1, 2 12,253. 262, 268; tables 8. 75,
80; stt also sheep
grope·pip 235; table 95; M2: 8 14
gravegoods 104, 105. 125, 156. 160, 165,
167, 174, 176, 180, 251, 262-4, 265, 268;
table 43; fig 234; M1: F2
grinders 105; table 7; fig 175
gunflint Ml: C7, C12, 01, 03104, 05

hammerStones 104, 105, 154, 167, 176, 230;
table47; figs 115, 121, 174-5, 234:seealso
poundins stones
hazelnuts 11, 215, 216, 240, 253, 268; table
92; fig 208; M2: AJ, A4
Ha7Jeton South barrow 4, 5, 10, 137~0.
152, 154, 232, 234, 242. 266, 267, 268-9;
fig 1 4~; Ml' A6. 82-83, C9; M2'
08-09; chambered area 137. 138-9. 269;
oontour survey 137, 138; fig 149; en·
trance 137, 139; external revetment 137;
Ointwork 138, 154; Ml: C9; geophysical
survey 137. 138, 232, 234. 242; figs 149,
153-4; o,thostats 137, 139-40; passage
137, 139; plough·damage 137, 138; Ml'
A6; pottery 138, 139, 152; fig ISO; M l:
82-83; quarries 138, 269; revelment 137
hearths' 24, 88. 126. 146, 149, ISI. 232, 241;
M2: C2; pre-cairn 13, 17, 20, 48, 141,
170. 240. 253, 268; fogs 13, 18, 20; M2'
A4, 03
hedgehogs. table 75; Ml: Fl, F6
history sn site history
horns: 39. 46. 47, St. 127, 132. 154. 155, 164,
167. t69,200,246,255,256,257,268;figs
10. 39, 40, ss. 65, 144-5, 195; M2:
C5-C6, Cll.ClJ, 0 1- 02, 08; "" also
ex·terna1 revetment; internal ~7. ~9.
245; fig ss
hour·gla.ss perforations 178
h uman bones 8, 10, 16, 20, 24, 26, 53, 62,
69, 77, 79, 80-125, 165. 176. 182-98, 212.
235. 237. 238, 240. 24 1, 250-2, 253, 261,
268: tables 6, 8. 9, 11-18, 49-74, 76-7,
85. 9S; figs 20, 90-2. 95, 97, 99, 102,
104-36, 179-95, 206. 224; Ml' EI-EIO,
Fl; M2: C tO, Ct2.C t3. 0 1; «< also
burials, diseases
hunting camp 13, 14, 174, 240, 268
huts 225, 240; Stt also dwelling·house,
structure

so.

infants sn bones
inhum~tions S« burials
inner caim construction 32-49, 52, 78; figs
36-58; Stt alstJ cairn construction
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interim publications 10
interments S« burials

nails 91, 134; fig 104; M I: 0 10, 012

int('mal homs ~t horns
internal revelments S« revetments
iron: nails 91. 134; fig 104; Ml: 010, 0 12;

ploughshares 137; tack M I: 010, 012
Iron Age: 26, 240; pottery 26, 141, 152; table
23; fig 157; Ml: Al2
isometric reconstructions 60, 76, n, 246;
figs 229-32

north chambered area see chambered areas
north horn 5« horns
north quarry set quarries
nuts see ha7.elnuts

knives 166-7; M I: C7, Cl2, 01, 0~. OS,
06

orthoslats: S, 32, 34, 43, 47, 49, 52, 53, 59,
60-4, 67, 69-79, 80, 82, 86, 89, 91, 92, 94,
95, 98, 103, 104, 105, 117, 122, 125, 137,
139-40, 165, 176,229,230, 236,241,242,
243, 245, 246, 248, 254, 255, 259; tables
2-{;; figs 25, 44, 57, 7o-82, 86, 89, 93-4,
101-2, 104, 109, 118, JJ>;;, 227, 230-1;
M I: A6; M2: C1-C2, C7-Ci0, C12-CI3,
01, 03, 05, 09; sockets 59, 60, 62-4, 94,
178; tables 4-6; figs 74, 79; M2: 03-05
outer caim 32, 49-59, 79, 245, 246; figs 48,
59, 139; see also external revelment
outer homwork su horns
outer revetment set external revetment

laurel-leaf 165, 174; tables 2.5--6; figs 163,

pairing see bones

JCB mechanical excavator 5. 23, 24; fig 26;
Ml:A7
!<napping 154, !SS, 170, 172, 173-4, 175,
176, 268; t<lble 47; S« also Ointknapper

burial

168; M I: 813, C6
long barrows (1ong mounds) see Cotswold-

Severn tombs
machine stt JC6
magnetometer survey
vey

S«

geophysical sur·

medieval: 26; pottery M I: 82, 83, 85, 86,
87, 88
MesoHthic:: 2.54-5, 268; Stt also knapping,
pre-<aim phas.>; oniJMI bMeS 199-200;
table 77; fig 195; burins 165; fag 166;
cores !SS, 156, 157, 170, In, 173-4; M I :
Cll; fl.intwork 13-14, 20, 135, 160,
169-70, 173-4, 175, 199, 200, 240, 255,
268; table 26; fig 195; Ml: Cll, Cl3;
hunting camp 13, 14, 174, 240, 268;
microburins 14, 153, 154, 164; tables
~7. 41; figs 163, 167; M1 : 810, 0 11,
813, CS, Cll, Cl3, 0~. 05; microliths 14, 1SS, 154, 1SS, 157, 160-4, 166,
167, 170, 174, 175; lables ~7. 31, 39,
40, 43; figs 163, 167; M I: 810, 811, 8 12,
8 13, Cl, CS, C9, C1 1, Cl3, 0~. OS,
06; piercers 165; fig 166; scrapers 164,

167, 174; fig 166; M I: C1 1
microburins 14, 153, 154, 164; tables 2>7.
41; figs 163, 167; M I: 810, 811, 813, CS,
Cl I, C13, 0~. OS
microfiche 12
microliths 14, 153, 154, 155, 157. 160-4, 166.
167, 170, 174, 175; lables ~7. 31, 39,
40, 43; figs 163, 167; M1 : 810, 811, 812,
613, C l, CS, C9, C 11, Cl3, 0~. OS,
06
middens 13, 14, 16, 20, 48, 88, 134, 141, 153,
154, 155, 156, 157, 160, 164, 165, 167,
169, 170, 1n, 174, 178, 180, 181, 199,
203, 215, 218, 224-5, 235, 24G-1, 268;
tables 26-32, 38, 44-6, 91-2; figs 13, 14,
20, 42, 56, ISS, 161-3, 175, 197-8, 208,
213, 223; Ml : Cl2; M2: A2, A3, A4, AS,
06; sa lll$<1 pre·cairn phase
mollusc columns 26. 219, 222; figs 24-.S,
32-3, 41, 211-12; Ml: F9-Fl3, Fl4, Gl,
G2, G4-G9
molluscs 11, 26, 219-22, 226, 240, 268; figs
216, 221; M1 : F9-CIO; M2: AS, 81()..812;
5« also environment
monument stt cairn
mounds 137, 223, 232, 234; sn also upper
caim
mouse 203, 204; tables 8, 9, ~. 80; fig 198;
M I: E12, E13, Fl, F2, F3, FS, F6

passages 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 69, n, 74, 75,
76, 77, 79, 80, 248, 250, 251, 258, 259,
268; figs 74-5, 77, 79, 80, 82. 95, 105,
107, Ill, 116, 120-31, 230-1; M2: Cl, C7,
C9, C11- 01, 03-0S, 07, 09; and
pa'SSim; see also chambered areas
paving 60, 64-7, 69, 74, 77, 82, 86, 89, 92,
104, 117, 125, 246, 260, 261; figs 74, 77,
79,81-3,95, 118, 1:1>;;, 230-1; M I : FH;
M2: CI3-CI4, 02- 03
pi<:ks: sa also antlers; Oint 166. 167; fig 168
piea ""1"i1Ut 165-6; tables ~7. 31. 34; figs
163, 166; M I: B13, C4
piercers 156, 160, 165, 166. 167, 174; tables
~7. 31, 34; figs 163, 166; M I: 810, 811,
813, C4, o~. os, 06
pigs 22, 24, 26, 34, 53, 105, 127, 134, 180,
199, 200, 203, 2 12. 213, 235, 240-1, 253,
257, 262, 268; tables 7~. 84-<>, 95; figs
195-7, 20EHi

pits S« fire-pits
plant remains 13, 14,214-19, 222, 240. 268;
lables87-8, 89; figs208- IO; M I: F14; M2:
A2, A3, A4, A6, AIO, A11, Al4, 81; S<t
11tso cereals, charcoal. environment,
grape·pip. hazelnuts, pollen
p lough-damage 3-4, 49, 52, 61, 88, 91, 137,
138, 268; fig 60; M1: AS, A6; M2: C2,
Cf>.C7
ploughshares 137
p loughsoils 4, 5, 22, 26, 134, 135, 137, 138,
225, 237; figs 6, 7; M1: 82, C9, 0 10; M2:
614, 08; S« also soi.ls
poi.nts sc:e bo1te
pollen 13, 26, 218-19, 222, 225, 240, 268;
table 89; see Rlso environment. plant

remains
post··excavation 8-10, 11, 81, 82, 89, 178,
184. 185; M2: 614; su also archive
postholes: 26. 51; M2: 03; pre-caim 13.
17-20, 48, 240, 268; figs 18-20; M2:

06-07; sa also stakeholcs
post-medieval: S« also ploug.h.-damage;

cl•y·pipes 11, 26, 133; M I: Oll;glass 26;
M1 : 010; gunflinl M1 : C7, Cl2, 01,
o~.

05; metal 26; postholes 26;
pottery 133; M I: 81, 82-83, 84, 83, 86,
67, BS; rifle bullets 135; shoe-buckle 26;
M1 : 010, 012
post-prehistoric artefacts M I: 0 10. 012; ser
also grape-pip, medieval, post-medieval, Roman
pottery: su 11lso conjoi.ns, fabrics; Beaker
152; Iron Age 26, 141, 152; table 23; fig
157; M I: Al2; medieval M I: 82, 83, 85,

66, 87, 88; Neolithic 11, 14, 20, 24, 26,
27, 34, 53. 79, 86-7, 88, 105, 126, 132,
134, 135, 138, 139, 141-52,212,2 15,235,
237, 240,241, 263,267, 268; tables 7, 10,
19-24; figs 20, 97, 111-12, 121, 148, ISO,
15>-9; Ml: A12; Romano-6ritish 11, 26,
87, 88, 134, 135, 226; table 7; figs 97, 159;
Ml: 61-88; post·medieval l l3; Ml: 81,
82-83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88
pounding stOne$ 176; see also hammer·

stones
pre-<ai.rn phase U-22, 26, 34, 48, SS, 59, 86,
88, 94, 105, 126, 127, 132, 134, 141, 145,
146, 149-51, 153-6, 160, 164, 167- 70,
175, 176, 178, 180, 181, 197, 199-204,
205, 215, 230, 231, 235, 238, 239, 240-1,
245, 253--5, 268; tabl.. 19, 20, 24, 26-7,
44, 48, 76-9, 87-8; figs tl-20, 42, 56, 1SS,
160-3, 170, 173, 175, 195-8, 208, 213-14,
223, 226; M1 : El 2, F10, G2, G2; M2: 814,
C9, C l2, 03-04, 06-07; S<t also buried
soil. hearths. middens, postholes.
stakeholes
p rimary dumps 3Hi, 37-43, 48, SO, 53, 59,
74, 77-8, 95, 134, 145, 170, 1n, 236,
243-5, 257; figs 37, 39, 4 1-4, 227; M2:
C8, CIO.Cl2, C14-03, OS; «< also
revelments

quani.. s, 23-31, 34, 52, 53, 69, 78, 88, 126,

133, 135, 138, 141, 145, 146-9, 151, 152,
164, 167, 174, 197, 199, 205, 209, 212,
215, 219, 222, 223, 229, 234, 236, 240,
241-2, 243, 253, 255, 258, 266, 268, 269;
tabl.. 23, 25, 82, 86, ~1. 95; figs 5, 7,
10, 13, 17, 21-35, 42, 56, 1SS, 158,
199-204, 206, 211-12, 223; M I: 82, 010,
F1G-Fl4, G1, G4-C9; M2: A13, C I-C8,
Cl2, 01- 02, 06, 08
quarrying lools 31, 205-9, 236, 241, 255,
268; S« 11lso antlers
quartzitic: pebble hammerstones 104, 105,
154., 176, 230; t•ble 47; figs 115, 121,
174-5, 254; pebble lools 176; table 47; fig
174; sa.ndstone quemstones 176-8, 231,
240, 24 1; figs I~
quemstones 176-8, 224, 231. 240. 241. 268;

f'igs 17S-6; S« also rubbers
rabbiiS 87, 88, 92, 205; tables 8, 75, 80; figs
97, 112; Ml: El2, El3, F2, FS, F6
radiO<:arbon dates 13, 16, 20, 24, 26, 79, 126,
127, ISO, 197, 198, 235-9, 240, 241, 252,
253, 254, 255, 265-6, 267, 268; tables 95,
97; figs32, 179, 195,206, ~; M2: 814

reconstructions sn isometric reconstruc·
tions
recording methods 8, 13, 23, 80-1. 182-3,
205; figs 4, 5, 164; Stt 11lso cxcav:ation
methods
red deer 24, 26, V, 31, 53, 79, 199, 204,
205-9,236,241,253,255,262, 268; tables
75, 80, 82-3, 86, 95; figs 199-204
refitting: su also conjoins; bones 264; flint
154, 1SS, 1711-4, 241; tabl.. 44-5; figs
Jn-2, 173; Ml: 810, Cll; quartzilic
artefacts 176-8; fig 176
relief 2; figs 1, 2; set 11lso geology
resistivity survey su geophysical survey
revelments: 32, 33, 34, 35-47, 48, 49, 52, 63,
69, 77, 78-9, 133, 243, 245, 256, 259, 268;
figs 10, JHI, 41-4, 46-59, 74, 89, 94,
137, 227; M2: 81'1, CI-C2, CS-06, 08;
sn also extema.l revetment, horns;
chambered areas 60, 63-4, n-4$ 75, 76,
77, 78, 81, 88, 98, 103, 137,246,248,257,
258; figs 74, 79, 80, 86, 230-1; M2:
C!J-03

INDEX
ring M I ' 010, 012
ritual 80, 127, 134, 211-12, 236. 243, 250,
257, 261, 262, 266, 267, 268; S<'< al50

burials, gravegoods
roe deer 105, 199, 203, 205-9, 21 1- 12, 262;
tables 75-6, 83-4
Romano-British: activity SS, 134-5, 240; Ml :
82; coins 11, 134, 135, 226; Ml' 08;
potlery 11, 26, 87, 88, 134, 135, 226; lablc
7; figs 97, 159, M I' 81-88
roofing 74, 75-7, 78, 81, 86, 88, 92, 243, 246,
248, 259; Ml: 81; S« also rorbclling
round oorrows 2, ~. 174, 25S; fig 2; M I,
A6
rubbers 176-8; fig 176; stt afso quemstone-s

shrews 203; tables 8, 9, 7~. 80; fig 198;
M!' El3, F1, FJ, F5, F6
sieving 4-5., 13, 81, 86, 104, 105, 117, 135,
153, !SS, 164, 178, 180, 182, 190, 199,
203, 215, 219; tables 43, 76, 87; figs 131,
254; M! ' 81, El2, Fl, F10, Fl2, F14, G10
site history 2.-J, 26; S« a/Se) field names
skeletons Stt articulated bones, burials,
crouched burials, extended burials

06
seeds sn cereals, plant remains
sheep 16, 24, 26, 34, 53, 105, 134, 178, 180,
199, 200, 203, 209-11, 212, 240-1, 253,
262, 268; tables 8, 76-liO, 84-6; figs
111-12, 114-1S, 195-7, 205-6; :r« also

goats
s hoe-buckles 26; M1 ' 010, 012

8, 224, 231, 240, 241, 268; figs 17~;
rubt..r.; 17HI; Ag 176
structure 13, 16, 17-20, 48, 165, 170, 215,
240, 24 1, 253, 268; Jable1; figs13, 18-20;
see lllSO dwelling-house. huts. pre-caim
phase
sub-cairn features sa pre-aairn phase
survey sa contour surveys. ficldwalking,

geophysical survey

slag 11

snakes, table 7S; M1' Fl, FJ, FS, F7

sockets sn orthostats
soils 223-7, 240, 241, 268; tables 90-2; figs
213-16; M I' GI2-G13; M2: A2-814; see
alS(J buried soil, ploughsoils, tur(

south chambered area Stt chambered areas
sa""n 176, 230, 240; table 48; figs 175-7
Scheduled Ancient Monument 3; Ml: A6
scrapers 153, 164, 166, 167, 174, 175; tables
25-7, 31, 34, 42; figs 163, 166; M1 ' 8 10,
BIJ, C4, C7, Cll, Cl2, 01, 03/1)1, 05,
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south horn ~e horns
south quarry S« quarries

squirrel, table 75; Ml: F6
stakeholes 16, 17-20, 48, 240; table I; figs
IS, 18-20; M2, 06-07; S« also postholes
stoats, table 75; M1: F6
stone: set oiSQ chert$ nint, refitting. 5ar'S('n;
artefacts 143, 176-8, 268; tables 10, 47;
figs 111, 115, 121, 174-5; axeheads 178;

fig 174; t..ads 105, 176, 180; Jable 10; fig
177; grinders 105; table 7; fig 174;
hammt'rston~ 104, 105, 154, 167, 176..
230; oable 47; figs liS, 121. 174-5, 234;
pounding stones 176; quemstones 176-

tack M I: 010, 012
timber set charcoal
tomb see caim
turf 43, 224, 225; Ag 40; M1: FIO, Fl 1, F12,
F13; M2: AJ, A9-AII, A12, All, 82, 08

upper cairn 52-3, 241; figs 57, 67-9; s.tt als<J

mounds
voles 88, 134, 203, 204, 205; tables 8, 9,
75-6, 8 1, 86; fig 198; M1: E12, E13, F3,
FS, F6

weasel. table 75; MI: F6
wet·sieving Sf~ sieving

wood S« charcoal, pollen

